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INTRODUCTION: THE CHRISTOLOGICAL DEBATE OF 612 IN PERSIA 

 

 

In the following we write the thanksgiving and apology the Persian father bishops brought before the King, 

with the Fathers and monks who gathered with them in the royal court, in the 23rd year of King Khosrau bar 

Hormizd
1
, when Gabriel the chief physician had incited the King to call us for a debate with the heretics who 

shared his opinion; which they, required by the King to show the truth of faith according to the facts, heroi-

cally and courageously clarified without fear.
2
 

 

This fragment describes a debate on the true faith between the ‘heroic’ representatives of the 

‘Persian’ Church and their ‘heretic’ opponents. It is preserved in the Synodicon Orientale, a 

collection of synods and accompanying patriarchal letters of the Church of the East,
3
 Alt-

hough already this fragment shows a rather biased perspective, and the whole account should 

be read with some caution, it offers several insights into the situation of this Church at the 

beginning of the seventh century. When the bishops of the Church of the East had to defend 

their faith in front of the Persian King Khosrau II in 612, many elements which are of interest 

came together: 

 

1. The theological content, which was concerned mainly with questions about the possibility 

or impossibility of Christ being man as well as God, had already caused many schisms 

within the Christian Church. The East Syrians wanted to emphasize the distinction be-

tween the two natures of Christ and were therefore accused of still separating the natures 

after the union and even of professing two Sons. They were often called ‘Nestorians’, as 

the bishop of Constantinople, Nestorius (428-31), was indicted for holding this view. Dur-

ing this 612 debate the older traditions of the Church of the East were confirmed, and, us-

ing a slightly different terminology, the position of the Church of the East was now more 

pronounced. This became normative for centuries to come. Many of the concepts were in-

debted to the works of Babai, who was the abbot of an important reform monastery. 

                                                 
1
 Beginning on 21 June 612. 

2
 J.-B. Chabot (ed. and trans.), Synodicon Orientale ou Recueil de Synodes Nestoriens (Paris, 1902), pp. 562-63 

(cf. trans. p. 580); Oscar Braun (trans.), Das Buch der Synhados oder Synodicon Orientale. Die Sammlung der 

Nestorianischen Konzilien, zusammengestellt im neunten Jahrhundert nach der syrischen Handschrift, Museo 

Borgiano 82, der vatikanischen Bibliothek (Stuttgart, 1900; repr. Amsterdam, 1975), p. 307. Other accounts of 

this debate will be discussed in section 2.3. 
3
 The Synodicon Orientale, as translated by Chabot and Braun, covers a period from 410 until 775 and was prob-

ably compiled around 800. Lucas Van Rompay, ‘Synodicon Orientale’, GEDSH , pp. 387-89. On the name 

‘Church of the East’, see Chapter 1, note 12. 
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2. The bishops of the Church of the East had to defend their faith before Khosrau because it 

was being challenged by their main rivals, who are generally referred to as ‘Miaphysites’. 

Simply speaking Miaphysitism (the doctrine of ‘one nature’) emphasized one nature in 

Christ after the union. As there were many aspects and nuances in the Christological dis-

cussion, further (sub)groupings can be identified, whose positions and alliances might 

change over time. Even within their own ranks dissenting views flourished. The Miaphy-

site Gabriel of Shigar, for instance, who had gained an influential position as chief physi-

cian at Khosrau’s court, had several times changed sides between the Church of the East 

and Miaphysitism. Dissident elements within the Church of the East sought his support. 

Each party considered its own views orthodox and that of the others heretical. 

3. In the records of the debate, the party opposing the Church of the East is often referred to 

as ‘monks’. As the opponents consisted of representatives of Miaphysitism with whom 

dissenting adherents of the Church of the East had allied, it is not clear who actually are 

being addressed. Are these mainly Miaphysites who still lacked an officially recognized 

hierarchy, or rather students of Henana (ܚܢܢܐ), the controversial leader of the famous theo-

logical School of the Church of the East in Nisibis, or is some combination implied? As 

monks played a special role in the Church of the East and there was often tension with the 

clergy, the role of monks seems to require further investigation.  

4. In order to ‘show the truth of faith according to facts’, the Persian ‘father bishops’ defend-

ed their view by referring to Bible passages and texts of Fathers considered authoritative. 

Their argumentation was further influenced by versions of the classical philosophical tra-

dition that were current by that time and were often used in theological debates. Such Ar-

istotelian and (Neo-) Platonic elements were not only being taught at their famous schools, 

but also in several monasteries, since such knowledge had received an important—though 

restricted—place in the effort of gaining some understanding of the transcendent God. The 

idea of education and learning, paideia, played an important role in the Church of the East, 

as God was seen as pedagogue who created the visible world as a tool with which to gain 

access to spiritual knowledge.  

5. Maybe Khosrau was not really interested in the content. The official faith was Zoroastri-

anism and Christians were only a tolerated, though sometimes influential minority, which 

could be persecuted from time to time. But it was important to decide which Christian 

group would be dominant in his immense kingdom. The Persian Empire extended, after 

Khosrau’s recent conquest of many territories of the Christian Byzantine Empire (its arch-

enemy), from Persia as far as Damascus, Jerusalem and Alexandria and the Arabian Pen-
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insula. Since the King favoured only one Christian denomination in his Empire, a well ar-

gued orthodoxy proved to be vital, even if this was at the cost of other Christian denomi-

nations in Persia. This tendency might have influenced the attitude of these Christians to-

wards their later secular leaders, the Arabs. The political context in which religious views 

had to be defended, therefore also deserves further attention. 

6. According to Muslim tradition, the Arab Muhammad began to prophesy in 610, which is 

very close in time to this debate. Among Muhammad’s prophecies were comments about 

Christians and their views on Christ. Incorporating many Christian and Jewish traditions, 

Muslims accused Christians of distorting the truth about God, because Christians claimed 

Christ to be equal to God. The Muslims thus also became a new group participating in the 

Christological discourse in the Middle East. It was probably also some years before 612 

that a psychologically important Arab victory over the Sasanians took place close to Hira, 

an Arab kingdom and formerly a vassal of Persia with strong connections to the Church of 

the East.  

 

All these elements can also be detected in the letters of Catholicos Ishoʿyahb III, who not only 

must have been aware of the Christological debate when he still was a monk, as his monastery 

was closely connected to that of Babai, but who also experienced the Arab invasions and sub-

sequent rule. Although the central theme of this dissertation is the Christology and the views 

on nascent Islam (from c. 610 to c. 692) held by the various seventh-century catholicoi of the 

Church of the East, most attention is given to Ishoʿyahb III. 

 This dissertation describes the position of the Church of the East in the Persian Empire 

when various Arab tribes were taking over power. It investigates the reactions of its highest 

Church leaders to these events and examines how these influenced their specific Christologi-

cal statements, especially concerning the question of to what extent Christ has to be defined as 

divine or human.  

 Already the Bible reports that Jesus asked his disciples, ‘Who do people say the Son of 

Man is?’, and their answers varied from ‘one of the Prophets’ to ‘Christ, Son of God’ (Matt. 

16:13-17).
 
The history of the Church shows that answers to this question, and variations in 

details therein, could be combined with varying degrees of more pragmatic and political con-

siderations. This also applies to the Eastern Churches in the Persian Empire, where they 

formed only a minority and where the relative influence or even very existence of a certain 

view often depended on how the secular leader could be convinced that the view being pro-

pounded was the only orthodox Christological view. Similarly, political leaders could some-
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times benefit from cooperation with a specific Christian group in the expansion or consolida-

tion of power. However, the extent to which genuine religious feelings and convictions may 

have interacted with political strategies cannot be determined overall, and often not in particu-

lar cases either. Nevertheless, because of the interaction between religious and political mo-

tives, the Christological questions are not treated here in isolation, but have been put in the 

context of the main political events of the time.  

 The point of view of the catholicoi of the East during nascent Islam, and that of their tradi-

tion which they considered orthodox, is central to this dissertation—and not that of concurrent 

Christian movements. There are unfortunately no contemporary Islamic reports. From 612, 

the catholicoi of the Church of the East were defending the new doctrine not only outside 

their Church, but also within it, as there was a substantial opposition building forth on an al-

ready old tradition within the Church. The focus on the views and statements of the catholicoi 

entails a certain one-sidedness. Like others, the catholicoi tended to set their rival Christians 

aside as heretics or demons, and described their views in unfavourable ways which were often 

not justified.  

 The dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 1 discusses some general aspects of this 

Church and gives an overview of Christological statements of the main theologians and syn-

ods until the debate of 612. The relation between the Church of the East and the Arab king-

dom of Hira will also be given attention, due to its multifaceted role in the early Arab con-

quests. 

The second chapter describes the Christological view of the catholicoi of the Church of the 

East between 612 and 651. It also pays attention to Babai, who reformed monasticism, wrote 

an important Christological treatise and strongly influenced the new official Christology as 

formulated in 612. The chapter ends with the final breakdown of the Persian Empire in 651. 

During this period, the Persians and Byzantines fought each other until c.628, and thereafter 

they unsuccessfully tried to resist Arab tribes who took over power in Persia and in substantial 

parts of the Byzantine Empire. Some of the immense political and religious changes in the 

seventh century surrounding these developments and the Arab interactions with Christianity 

are described in this and the succeeding chapters.  

 The central Chapters 3 and 4 are devoted to Ishoʿyahb III, who was Catholicos of the 

Church of the East from c.649 to c.659 and whose 106 letters cover a period from before 628 

until the end of his life. These chapters describe the challenges met by Ishoʿyahb III and the 

way he reacted to preserve and defend his position. My new translation of Ishoʿyahb III’s let-

ters, which underlies this dissertation, leads to several new suggestions. However, his letters 
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are difficult to translate and understand because he often only hints at situations or ideas, and 

can also be very ironic, saying the opposite of what he means. It seemed therefore indispensa-

ble to add not only a description of the historical and theological background up to the year 

612, but also a tentative reconstruction of contemporary events.  

 Chapter 3 describes the political context, in order to shed more light on Ishoʿyahb III’s 

attempts to defend both his Christology and his position against various opponents in a rapid-

ly changing world. As Bishop, Metropolitan and Catholicos he had to find ways to adjust to 

the Arabs. Such an adjustment was not new to him, because he had also had to do this with 

the Persians and the Byzantines. Unfortunately, an exact reconstruction of the period is diffi-

cult, due to conflicting and possibly biased reports, often produced in later times. Chapter 3 

also contains statements from the Qurʾan on Christology and Christians, in order to estimate 

to what extent these may have affected Ishoʿyahb III. 

 Chapter 4 gives particular attention to Ishoʿyahb III’s Christology and that of his rival 

Sahdona. It also describes his relationship with monasticism and his view on divine paideia, 

especially during his own life time.  

The following short Chapter 5 describes the Christology and situation of the subsequent 

catholicoi during nascent Islam. This description sheds further light on the question of how far 

Ishoʿyahb III’s situation may have been exceptional or according with a broader development. 

Finally, a summarizing conclusion highlights some of the main points. 

 The transcription of Greek, Syriac and Arabic terms and names is generally given as simp-

ly as possible and in Roman script. In many cases, the original script is also given the first 

time a term appears. Exceptions have been made for the Syriac ܫ (sh), and for the Syriac ܥ 

and corresponding Arabic ع, both of which are rendered ʿ. The alep hamza (ʾ) is not tran-

scribed, except where it appears in the name Qurʾan. Syriac texts are given in Estrangelo 

script, generally with a minimum of diacritical marks. 

 When names have already a generally accepted English form, this will be given priority. 

However, in the bibliography the transcription by the respective author will be followed. Per-

sonal and possessive pronouns referring to God or Christ are consistently written without cap-

itals. Where there are possible alternatives in English for the same original term, I have tried 

to maintain uniformity to assist comparison. 
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CHAPTER ONE  

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND: THE CHURCH OF THE EAST UP TO THE CHRISTO-

LOGICAL DEBATE IN 612  

 

 

1.1. General overview 

 

1.1.1. The Church of the East 

The beginnings of Christianity east of the Roman Empire are covered in legend, but from the 

early third century on there is evidence for the existence of Christian communities. As the 

eastern border of the Roman Empire fluctuated over the centuries due to many wars with the 

Persian Empire, the size and names of the territories involved changed accordingly. In this 

book a term frequently used is ‘Syria’ to describe the area roughly corresponding with pre-

sent-day Syria, south-eastern Turkey, Lebanon, Israel, Jordan and Iraq, with the western part 

belonging to the Roman Empire and the eastern part to the Persian Empire. 

 A diverse Christianity spread from Edessa and Nisibis over the huge Persian Empire. As 

Edessa was situated on important trade routes from the Mediterranean to China, the new reli-

gion could reach Edessa easily and spread further. The first Christian communities were part-

ly formed by Jews, Jews having lived in Mesopotamia and east of the Tigris since the Baby-

lonian exile. However, there were certainly many others who converted to Christianity.
1
 Edes-

sa had been an independent kingdom of a local Arab dynasty that had long been under Greek 

and Roman influence. In 214 it was made a colonia Romana which was often attacked by 

Persians. Edessa was so important for Syrian Christianity that the Aramaic dialect of this city, 

Syriac, became the language of the Bible and liturgy.
2
  

 Most Christians in Persia belonged to the Aramaic-speaking population; although one can 

assume that many of them were Hellenized and familiar with the Greek language, as was the 

case in northern Mesopotamia.
3
 In the third and fourth centuries, many Greek-speaking Chris-

                                                 
1
 Bas ter Haar Romeny, ‘Hypotheses on the Development of Judaism and Christianity in Syria in the Period after 

70 C.E.’, in Huub van de Sandt (ed.), Matthew and the Didache. Two Documents from the Same Jewish-

Christian Milieu? (Assen, 2005), pp. 32-33. 
2
 Dietmar Winkler, ‘Zeitalter der Sassaniden (bis 653)’, in Wilhelm Baum and Dietmar Winkler, Die apostoli-

sche Kirche des Ostens. Geschichte der sogenannten Nestorianer (Klagenfurt, 2000), p. 14; Han J.W. Drijvers, 

ʻEdessa’, in TRE 9 (1982), pp. 277-81. 
3
 See for instance: Ute Possekel, Evidence of Greek Philosophical Concepts in the Writings of Ephrem the Syrian 

(CSCO 580, subs. 102; Leuven 1999), pp. 26-32. For recent discussions with further references on the use of 

Greek in Edessa, see Fergus Millar, ‘Greek and Syriac in Edessa and Osrhoene, CE 213-363’, Scripta Classica 

Israelica 32 (2011), pp. 93-111. 
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tians from Antioch, Cappadocia and Syria strengthened a ‘western’ element among Persian 

Christianity. They had either fled from Roman persecutions or had been deported by the Per-

sians. Many of them seem to have kept their own Greek language and to have attended sepa-

rate churches up to the fifth century. At the end of the third century a distinction was made 

between nasraye and krestyane. This might have referred to native Syriac-speaking and the 

deported Greek-speaking Christians respectively.
4
  

 Until 225 the Christians do not seem to have been hindered by the Parthian rulers and the 

church could grow. But under the succeeding Sasanian dynasty (225-651), Zoroastrianism 

became the state religion for their empire (roughly corresponding to Iraq and Iran) and in 

some periods apostasy was punished with death. Tensions arose because of differences be-

tween Christian and Zoroastrian customs and attitudes concerning food, marriage, burial and 

celibacy. Due to such pressure, the Synod of 486 allowed marriage to the whole clergy.
5
 

There were several persecutions, often dependent on the current relation with the Roman Em-

pire and on the question whether the Persian ruler of the moment felt in control or not. When 

Christianity became the state religion of the Roman Empire, for instance, all Christians in 

Persia were suspected of supporting this archenemy and the persecutions were intensified.
6
 A 

wide collection of hagiographies developed and was handed down, describing the exemplary 

lives and deaths of martyrs, which were often surrounded with miracles.
7
  

 When Rome had to cede huge areas to the Persians in 363/64, Nisibis and six bishoprics of 

Antioch became part of the Persian Empire. Christians here were persecuted and deported far 

into the East. Many Christians from Nisibis, however, moved to Edessa which was still Ro-

man and belonged to the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of Antioch.
8
 Syriac-speaking Christianity 

was thus already split into a western (Roman) and an eastern (Persian) part, when the weak-

ened Roman Empire itself split in 395 into a western-Latin part and an eastern-Greek part 

                                                 
4
 Sebastian Brock, ‘Some Aspects of Greek words in Syriac’, in A. Dietrich (ed.) Synkretismus im syrisch-

persischen Kulturgebiet (Göttingen, 1975), pp. 91-95, also in idem, Syriac Perspectives on Late Antiquity (VCSS 

199; Aldershot, 1984; repr. 2001), Chapter 4; idem, ‘The Church of the East in the Sasanian Empire up to the 

Sixth Century and its Absence from the Councils in the Roman Empire’, in Alfred Stirnemann and Gerhard 

Wilflinger (eds.), Syriac Dialogue 1. First Non-Official Consultation on Dialogue with the Syriac Tradition (Pro 

Oriente; Vienna, 1994), p. 71, also in idem, Fire From Heaven (VCSS 664; Aldershot, 2006), Chapter 2. 
5
 Sebastian Brock, ‘Christians in the Sasanian Empire: A Case of Divided Loyalties’, in Stuart Mews (ed.) Reli-

gion and National Identity. Studies in Church History 18 (Oxford, 1982), p. 9, also in idem, Syriac Perspectives, 

Chapter 6. 
6
 Brock, ‘Christians in the Sasanian Empire’, p. 7. 

7
 Georg Hoffmann, Auszüge aus Syrischen Akten Persischer Märtyrer (Leipzig, 1880), pp. viii-xxi. See for 

further references: Jérôme Labourt, Le christianisme dans l’empire perse sous la dynastie sassanide (224-632) 

(Paris, 1904), p. xvi; Sebastian Brock, A Brief Outline of Syriac Literature (Kottayam, 1997), p. 298.  
8
 The ecclesiastical jurisdiction of Antioch became known as ‘patriarchate’ after the middle of the fifth century. 

Cf. Hidemi Takahashi, ‘Antioch. Antakya’, GEDSH, pp. 21-23; Theresia Hainthaler, ‘Patriarch des Westens’, in: 

eadem; F. Mali and G. Emmenegger (eds.), Einheit und Katholizität der Kirche. Forscher aus dem Osten und 

Westen Europas an den Quellen des gemeinsamen Glaubens (Pro Oriente; Vienna, 2009), pp. 59-77. 
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(Byzantium). The Christians in the western part of Syria now became subject to Byzantium, 

which considered its new capital Constantinople the legitimate heir of Rome. The shifting 

border between Persia and Rome (or Byzantium) from time to time hindered contacts between 

the respective spheres of influence which in the end led to a distinct East Syrian Christianity 

that had to deal with the Persian rulers. A formal distancing from the Byzantine state Church 

and some reorganization seem to have become necessary. When Persia and Byzantium were 

at peace around 410, the first synod of the bishops ‘of the East’ is said to have been convoked. 

The Synodicon Orientale describes how the first Synod was held thanks to the intervention of 

bishop Maruta of Maiparqat, ‘a mediator of tranquillity and peace between the East and the 

West’, who travelled from the West to visit Persia, ‘the land of the East’. With him he had a 

letter for the Persian King from other nearby bishops of the Roman Empire (Edessa, Tella, 

and Amida) together with those from Antioch and Aleppo.
9
 Shah Yazdgard I (399-420) there-

upon in 410 convoked the bishops of the East in the capital Seleucia-Ctesiphon and he con-

firmed the decisions of the Synod. The bishops of the East were now formally placed under 

the primacy of the Catholicos, Bishop of Seleucia-Ctesiphon.
 
At this first Synod, the Church 

of the East formally accepted the Nicene dogmas and juridical decisions of 325, with some 

adaptations.
10

 In this context it has to be noted that the councils of the Roman Empire had 

only been attended by bishops belonging to it.
11

  

 The terms ‘East Syrian Church’ and ‘Church of the East’ are nowadays generally accepted 

for this Church.
12

  

 

1.1.2. Theological education in schools and monasteries  

Until 489, the Church of the East was not totally isolated from theological developments in 

the West, because Persian students still visited the ‘Persian’ theological school in Edessa, with 

its Antiochene exegesis of Theodore of Mopsuestia. The Church of the East remained thus in 

                                                 
9
 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, ed. pp. 17-18, (cf. trans. pp. 253-56). 

10
 Dietmar Winkler, Ostsyrisches Christentum. Untersuchungen zur Christologie, Ekklesiologie und zu den öku-

menischen Beziehungen der Assyrischen Kirche des Ostens (Studien zur Orientalischen Kirchengeschichte 26; 

Münster, 2003), pp. 25-28. 
11

 Sebastian Brock, ‘The Christology of the Church of the East’, in D. Afinogenov and A Muraviev (eds.), Tradi-

tions and Heritage of the Christian East (Moscow, 1996), p. 161, also in idem, Fire from Heaven, Chapter 3. 
12

 Winkler, ‘Zeitalter der Sassaniden’, pp. 11-12. A frequently used term for its adherents is ‘Dyophysites’. As 

this strictly speaking also applies to Chalcedonians, it will not be used here. Generally, the name ‘Church of the 

East’ is preferred, as this was a term often used by themselves. In order to avoid too many lengthy circumscrip-

tions when referring to its participants, such as ‘followers of the East Syrian Church’ or ‘followers of the Church 

of the East’, this study will also call them ‘East Syrians’. This is in accordance with the fact that later Miaphysit-

ism had more ties with the western part, and its adherents were therefore often called ‘West Syrians’, whereas 

the name ‘East Syrian Church’ already forms an indication in itself as it refers to the Church in the more eastern 

part. Where context allows, these terms can be used in this study as well, while it should be kept in mind, that 

mostly these terms do not necessarily refer to geography, but to denomination. 
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contact with the theological debates in the West while the strict Dyophysite ideas of this 

school were spread in East Syria by returning students.
13

 After 431, the School of Edessa had 

become a centre of Dyophysite propaganda of Antiochene theologians.
14

 It developed its own 

characteristics and was attacked by several former students who had turned to the Miaphysite 

camp, such as Philoxenus of Mabbug.
15

 There was also resistance from the bishop of Edessa, 

Rabbula, who changed sides one year after Ephesus, anathematized thereupon Theodore in 

433 and ordered his work to be burnt. He closed the school and expelled the scholars and stu-

dents. Ibas (Syr. Hiba), however, who succeeded him in 436, was an admirer of Theodore. He 

had been professor at the School in Edessa and under him the works of Theodore were trans-

lated from Greek into Syriac. In 449 he and other bishops were condemned and replaced be-

cause of their Nestorianism. It is the first time the term ‘Nestorian’ appears in the texts pre-

served, although this is in a Syriac account, written in 535. Many students and teachers were 

also expelled. In 451, however, the Council of Chalcedon reinstated Ibas in office.
16

 The 

School was finally closed in 489 in the aftermath of the whole process against the Dyophysite 

teaching in Edessa, of which the Henotikon (issued in 482 by the Byzantine Emperor Zeno) 

was a powerful expression.
17

 The expelled fled to Persia and a new theological school was 

formed by Narsai in Nisibis. This strengthened the Antiochene influence in Persia during the 

fifth century.  

 Education had a highly theological bearing for the Church of the East. Although its peda-

gogical model of divine paideia with God as the educator of man was already familiar in Jew-

ish and early Christian tradition (Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Basil the Great, Diodore and 

Theodore of Mopsuestia), the Church of the East developed it to an elaborate system, which 

was to become a profound characteristic of its theology. The world was seen as an educational 

and pedagogical setting in which the human soul could learn. This great value attached to ed-

                                                 
13

 Brock, ‘The Christology of the Church of the East’, pp. 162-63; idem, ‘The Church of the East in the Sasanian 

Empire’, p. 75. 
14

 Theresia Hainthaler, ‘Die “antiochenische Schule” und theologische Schulen im Bereich des antiochenischen 

Patriarchats’, in Alois Grillmeier and Theresia Hainthaler (ed.), JdChr 2.3. Die Kirchen von Jerusalem und Anti-

ochien nach 451-600 (2002; Freiburg, 2004), p. 250. 
15

 See Luise Abramowski, ‘Die nachephesinische Christologie der edessenischen Theodorianer’, in L. Greisiger, 

C. Rammelt, J. Tubach (eds.), Edessa in hellenistisch-römischer Zeit: Religion, Kultur und Politik zwischen Ost 

und West. Beiträge des internationalen Edessa-Symposiums in Halle an der Saale, 14.-17. Juli 2005 (Würzburg, 

2009), pp. 1-8. See also below, section 1.8.  
16

 Alois Grillmeier with Theresia Hainthaler, JdChr 2.2. Die Kirche von Konstantinopel im 6. Jahrhundert (1989; 

enl. repr. Freiburg, 2004), pp. 432-33; Hainthaler, ‘Der persische Disputator Simeon von Bet Aršam und seine 

antinestorianische Positionsbestimmung’, in Grillmeier and Hainthaler, JdChr 2.3, p. 262; Han Drijvers, ʻThe 

Man of God of Edessa, Bishop Rabbula, and the Urban Poor: Church and Society in the Fifth Century’, Journal 

of Early Christian Studies 4.2 (1996), pp. 241-43; Johannes Flemming (ed.), Akten der ephesinischen Synode 

vom Jahre 449. Syrisch. Mit Georg Hoffmanns deutscher Übersetzung und seinen Anmerkungen (Berlin, 1917), 

pp. iii and for instance 16-17 (see also index p. 185). 
17

 On the Henotikon, see also below section 1.7. 
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ucation fostered the spread of many schools of pastoral character.
18

 Adam Becker similarly 

states that this pedagogical model ‘is the understanding of Christianity as a form of learning to 

be transmitted from master to student, a form of learning that ultimately derives from and 

concerns God himself’.
19

 As will be seen, it appears in the work of theologians who were fa-

mous in the Church of the East, such as Ephrem, Theodore of Mopsuestia and Narsai, while 

its more scholastic form found its culmination in the School of Nisibis.  

 During the fifth and sixth centuries the Dyophysite Christology of the Church of the East 

was being taught at the famous theological School of Nisibis, situated at the contested border 

of the (Greek) Byzantine and the (Persian) Sasanian Empire. Independent schools similar to 

the School of Nisibis seem to have been founded from the mid-sixth century onwards. The 

Catholicos Mar Aba (540-52) might have played an important role in this school movement 

and especially in the School of Seleucia-Ctesiphon that in the late sixth century began to exert 

an influence comparable to that of Nisibis.
20

 Paul the Persian, a convert from the Church of 

the East to Zoroastrianism, wrote at the court of Seleucia-Ctesiphon an introduction to logic 

following the Aristotelian tradition of Alexandria. Though probably written in Persian, it be-

came influential within Syriac logic.
21

 Catholicoi subsequent to Mar Aba might have been 

influenced by this developing intellectual culture at the Persian court, which was even visited 

briefly by expelled Athenian scholars.
22

  

 Discussions about Christology centred on Greek terms which were used differently and 

this became even more confusing when they were translated with Syriac terms bearing vari-

ous meanings. This caused many misunderstandings. Starting from the same technical terms 

while trying to solve the same mystery of Christ being consubstantial with the Father, one 

could opt for opposite solutions. More precise translations could therefore be helpful. King 

suggests that the issue of precision in translations was connected with an increased use of pa-

tristic writings in the Christological debates and that this had started with the translation in 

                                                 
18

 Theresia Hainthaler, ‘Die verschiedenen Schulen, durch die Gott die Menschen lehren wollte. Bemerkungen 

zur ostsyrischen Schulbewegung’, in Martin Tamcke (ed.), Syriaca 2. Beiträge zum 3. deutschen Syrologen-

Symposium in Vierzehnheiligen 2002 (Münster, 2004), pp. 175-78 and 191. Cf. also R. Macina, ‘L’homme à 

l’école de Dieu. D’Antioche à Nisibe: Profil herméneutique, théologique et kérygmatique du mouvement sco-

liaste nestorien. Monographie programmatique’, Proche-Orient Chretien 32 (1982), pp. 86-124 and 263-301; 

idem, Proche-Orient Chretien 33 (1983), pp. 39-103, esp. p. 45.  
19

 Adam H. Becker, Fear of God and the Beginning of Wisdom. The School of Nisibis and the Development of 

Scholastic Culture in Late Antique Mesopotamia (Philadelphia, 2006), pp. 24-39, quotation esp. 38-39. 
20

 Becker, Beginning of Wisdom, pp. 157-59. 
21

 Daniel King, The Earliest Syriac Translation of Aristotle’s Categories. Text, Translation and Commentary 

(Aristoteles Semitico-Latinus 21; Leiden, 2010), p. 7. 
22

 Becker, Beginning of Wisdom, pp. 128-29; Gerhard Endreß, ʻAthen – Alexandria – Bagdad – Samarkand. Über-

setzung, Überlieferung und Integration der griechischen Philosophie im Islam, in Peter Bruns (ed.), Von Athen 

nach Bagdad. Zur Rezeption griechischer Philosophie von der Spätantike bis zum Islam (Bonn, 2003), p. 47. 
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Edessa of Theodore’s of Mopsuestia’s commentaries.
23

 Around 500, Philoxenus of Mabbug, 

who had been at the school of Edessa during perhaps the 450s/60s and had been strongly in-

fluenced by the Cyrilline party, questioned the reliability of the Syriac translation of the New 

Testament and the arguments of the Church of the East that were based on it. He argued that 

older Syriac translations were not always correct because of the inadequacy of the Syriac lan-

guage, and should therefore be updated by neologisms which he introduced. Not only the bib-

lical texts, but also the Creeds had to be revised. He undertook new translations and made 

corrections for dogmatic reasons.
24

 In his earlier work, Philoxenus quoted especially Ephrem 

in support for his theological views. Some twenty years later, however, he scarcely quoted 

Ephrem and criticized him for his imprecise language such as the controversial expressions 

‘clothed itself with a body’, which would express duality, and ‘mingling’.
25

 

 Philoxenus’ emphasis on a more precise translation technique from Greek into Syriac led 

to specific Syriac terminology. This more refined approach to Syriac translation developed 

between the late fifth to the seventh century, especially in West Syrian circles; it was less evi-

dent in the Persian Empire. Later, such translations also became familiar in the Church of the 

East, where they were adopted by Babai in the seventh century.
26

 The growing Miaphysitism 

in Persia is likely to have fostered further reflection and debate among both Miaphysites and 

East Syrians, as various translations reflecting different interpretations on Christological texts 

must have come to exist alongside each other. 

 The theological School of Nisibis became a centre of Aristotelian studies in Persia. It is not 

clear how the neoplatonic Aristotelian commentaries came to be part of the School. Adam 

Becker suggests that Mar Aba and the intellectual culture at the court might have played a 

role. They might also have been introduced by the Miaphysite Christians who came to Persia 

in the early sixth century.
27

 Several books of Aristotle had already been translated and com-

mented upon in Syriac by 600. Although secular studies at the monastic schools seem to have 

                                                 
23

 Daniel King, ‘New evidence on the Philoxenian versions of the New Testament and Nicene Creed’, Hugoye 

13.1 (2010), p. 27. 
24

 King, The Syriac Versions of the Writings of Cyril of Alexandria. A Study in Translation Technique (CSCO 

626; subs. 123; Leuven, 2008), pp. 15-16; Luise Abramowski and Alan E. Goodman (trans.), A Nestorian Col-

lection of Christological Texts 2. Introduction, Translation and Indexes (Oriental Publications 19; Cambridge, 

1972), p. xxxi, with a reference to André de Halleux, Philoxène de Mabbog (Leuven, 1963), pp. 117 and follow-

ing. 
25

 Lucas Van Rompay, ‘Mallpânâ dilan Suryâyâ. Ephrem in the Works of Philoxenus of Mabbog: Respect and 

Distance’, Hugoye 7.1 (2004), pp. 83 and 90-99.  
26

 Sebastian Brock, ‘The Christology of the Church of the East in the Synods of the fifth to early seventh centu-

ries: preliminary considerations and materials’, in G. Dragas (ed.), Aksum-Thyateira: A Festschrift for Archbish-

op Methodios (London, 1985), p. 130, also in idem, Studies in Syriac Christianity: history, literature and theolo-

gy (VCSS 357; Aldershot, 1992; repr. 2001), Chapter 12’; idem, ‘The Christology of the Church of the East’, pp. 

165-69; idem, ‘The Church of the East in the Sasanian Empire’, pp. 80-81. 
27

 Becker, Beginning of Wisdom, pp. 127-30.  
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been rather superficial, at the end of the eighth century they had become important sources of 

texts and learning.
28 

Several modern scholars conclude that from the fourth to the seventh cen-

tury the Syrian theologians tended to turn from a sharp criticism of Greek learning into a 

‘thoroughgoing assimilation’.
29

  

 From the middle of the sixth century the monasteries in the eastern and western parts of 

Syria became important centres for Aristotelian studies. The Miaphysite monastery Qenneshre 

in North-Mesopotamia which had been founded in 537 and Mar Mattai (near Mosul/Nineveh) 

became famous in this role. Abraham of Kashkar (490-588), a former pupil of Nisibis, who 

also had successfully evangelized in Hira, reformed East Syrian monasticism after the Egyp-

tian example. In 570/71 he founded the ‘Great Monastery’ on Mount Izla, which became a 

spiritual and theological centre for the Church of the East during the sixth and seventh centu-

ries.
30

 This seems to have been in reaction to the growing Miaphysite influence in monastic 

circles.
31

 The books studied were the Old and New Testaments, and works of Theodore, Abba 

Isaiah, Mark (possibly Markus Eremita), Evagrius, Gregory of Nazianzus and Basil. The Li-

ber Heraclidis by Nestorius was also studied and Bar ʿEdta, one of the first pupils of Abra-

ham is said to have learnt this recently translated book by heart.
32

 The first canon of the sec-

ond abbot, Dadishoʿ (588-604), required a strict adherence to the ‘orthodox Fathers’ ( ܐܒ̈ܗܬܐ

.Diodore, Theodore and Nestorius (ܐ̈ܖܬܕܘܟܣܐ
33

  

 This Great Monastery became the model for many others, of which Bet Abe and Bet Hale 

became most famous. Between 610 and 630 around sixty monasteries in the Northern prov-

inces followed the rules of Abraham and stood under direct control of the church leaders.
34

 

Many monks from Bet Abe rose to episcopal ranks, which contributed to the expansion of the 

ideas of Abraham of Kashkar.
35

 In the second half of the sixth century, however, conflicts 

                                                 
28

 King, The Earliest Syriac Translation, pp. 8-14. 
29

 Sebastian Brock, ‘From Antagonism to Assimilation: Syriac Attitudes to Greek Learning’, in Nina Garsoïan, 

Thomas Matthews and Robert Thompson (eds.), East of Byzantium: Syria and Armenia in the Formative Period 

(Washington, 1982); p. 17, also in idem, Syriac Perspectives, Chapter 5; Peter Bruns, ‘Aristoteles-Rezeption und 

Entstehung einer syrischen Scholastik’, in idem (ed.), Von Athen nach Bagdad, pp. 38-39. 
30

 Winkler, ‘Zeitalter der Sassaniden’, p. 38. Cf. Florence Jullien, Le monachisme en Perse. La réforme 

d’Abraham le Grand, père des moines de l’Orient (CSCO 622, subs. 121; Leuven, 2008), pp. 14-15. 
31

 Gerrit Jan Reinink, ‘Tradition and the Formation of the “Nestorian” Identity in Sixth- to Seventh-Century Iraq’, 

in Bas ter Haar Romeny, Religious Origins of Nations? The Christian Communities of the Middle East (Leiden, 

2010 = CHRC 89 [2009]), p. 231.  
32

 Paolo Bettiolo, ʻContrasting styles of ecclesiastical authority and monastic life in the Church of the East at the 

beginning of the seventh century’, in A. Camplani and G. Filoramo (eds.), Foundations of power and conflicts of 

authority in late-antique monasticism (OLA 157; Leuven, 2007), pp. 298-301; Addai Scher, ‘Analyse de 

l’Histoire de Rabban Bar ʿEdta, moine nestorien du VIe Siècle’, ROC 11 (1911), p. 406. The Liber Heraclidis 

probably was translated in 539-40. See also section 1.5.2.  
33

 Jullien, Le monachisme en Perse. p. 144.  
34

 Labourt, Le christianisme dans l’empire perse, pp. 320-24.
 
 

35
 Jullien, Le monachisme en Perse, p. 275. 
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arose between the School of Nisibis on the one hand and reform monasteries and the higher 

clergy on the other hand, conflicts which had a high impact on the Church as a whole. These 

disputes were among others interwoven with the growing dominance of the rival Christian 

denomination, the Miaphysites.  

 

1.1.3. The Miaphysites in the Persian Empire 

Those labelled Miaphysites emphasize that Christ has one (composite) nature after the union 

of the two natures. Because all Miaphysites opposed the formula of the Byzantine Synod in 

Chalcedon (451) that accepted the two natures of Christ, another generally accepted name for 

them is ‘Anti-Chalcedonians’.
36

 As was the case for other Christian groupings, they did not 

form one massive block, but had their own variations concerning specific interpretations of 

Christ’s nature(s), which moreover could change over time and place. This is reflected in the 

various names given to the different (sub)groupings which sometimes are indiscriminately 

applied to all. This dissertation often uses the term ‘Miaphysites’ as a term encompassing 

these groups.
37

 

 All Miaphysites had Cyril as their main authority. With Philoxenus, Severus (d.538) was 

the main theologian of the sixth century for the West Syrians. Both Severus and Philoxenus 

identified Chalcedon with ‘Nestorianism’.
38

 Severus was Patriarch of Antioch and propagated 

a strict mia-physis doctrine while opposing the teaching of two natures. His followers are 

known as ‘Severians’. He opposed among others the teachings of his former ally Julian of 

Halicarnassus, whose followers (‘Julianists’) were later also to be found in Persia.
39

  

 When the new Byzantine Emperor Justin I (518-27) started to restore the Chalcedonian 

doctrine and forbade any opposition against it, many Anti-Chalcedonian bishops, including 

Severus and his hierarchy, had to leave the Byzantine Empire, and waves of Miaphysites en-

tered the Persian Empire. Here, Miaphysite tendencies were not unfamiliar. Already the East 

Syrian Synods of 484 and 486 show the presence of a dissident camp within the Church of the 

East, with monks especially representing the ‘doctrine of the heretics’, but it is not sure 

whether these monks should already be identified as Miaphysites. One may assume, however, 

                                                 
36

 This Synod of 451 and many of the other events described briefly here will also be discussed in the rest of 

Chapter 1. 
37

 They are sometimes also called ‘Monophysites’, which is not appropriate as this term refers to a Christology 

that acknowledges only one simple nature and not a composite nature. Theresia Hainthaler, ‘Monophysitismus, 

Monophysiten’, LThK
3
 7, col. 418-20. 

38
 See also below, section 1.11. 

39
 Hainthaler, ‘Monophysitismus, Monophysiten’, col. 419-20; Thomas Böhm, ‘Severos v. Antiochien’, LThK

3
 9, 

col 502-504; Sebastian Brock, ‘Severus of Antioch (d. 538)’, GEDSH, pp. 368-69. The Julianists believed in the 

incorruptibility of Christ’s body, which would not naturally undergo changes or even death. Michael P. Penn, 

‘Julian of Halicarnassus (fl. ca. 520) [Syr. Orth.]’, GEDSH, p. 236. 
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that their opposition was among other factors connected with the Christological conflicts 

around the School in Edessa and its closure in 489.
40

  

 After 520, the number of Miaphysites in Persia also grew thanks to the missionary work of 

Miaphysite monks, especially among Arab tribes.
41

 The famous Miaphysite ‘Persian debater’ 

Simon of Bet Arsham (who died in old age, presumably in 540) converted many Arabs in 

Hira during the first decades of the sixth century. From here he tried to spread Miaphysitism 

to South Arabia engaging also with the Ghassanids, whose kingdom was located south-east of 

Damascus
 
and who acted as vasals of the Byzantines 

42
 Simon fought the ‘Nestorian’ Church 

of the East as it would teach ‘two Sons, one by nature and one by adoption’.
43

 Simon debated 

with the East Syrian Catholicos Babai (497-502/3) in front of a Persian governor and also 

tried to convince the Persian Emperor that he and not the ‘Nestorians’ held the true Christian 

faith.
44

 Later, in 542/43, the Ghassanids were allowed to consecrate two bishops in secret. 

One of them, Jacob Baradeus (whose followers became known as ‘Jacobites’), became bishop 

of Edessa and took care of the Miaphysite communities in the near East. Jacob ordained 

Ahudemmeh of Balad, known as ‘Bishop of the Arabs’ among other titles, as the first metro-

politan of the East. Ahudemmeh also argued successfully against the Church of the East thus 

ensuring that Khosrau I (531-77) granted the Miaphysites more protection and freedom in the 

Persian Empire. This freedom remained restricted, however, as Khosrau put him in jail (where 

he died) due to his conversion of one of Khosrau’s sons. Ahudemmeh had also converted 

many Arab nomads in the region between Tagrit, Shigar, Balad and Nisibis.
45

  

 The number of Miaphysites further increased as a result of later deportations during the 

sixth century. In 540 Khosrau I sacked Antioch and he not only took the marbles and mosaics 

of its palaces, but also deported its population to Seleucia, where he built a new city for them, 

called ‘the better Antioch of Khosrau’. In 573 he is even said to have deported two hundred 

and ninety thousand people from Roman territory to several towns in Persia.
46

 According to 

Wigram they strengthened the position of Miaphysite minorities. He sees a connection be-

                                                 
40

 Alois Grillmeier, JdChr 2.1. Das Konzil von Chalcedon – Rezeption und Widerspruch (451-518) (2nd edn, 

1991; repr. Freiburg, 2004), pp. 368-70; Jean Maurice Fiey, Jalons pour une histoire de l’Église en Iraq (CSCO 

310, subs. 36; Leuven, 1970), pp. 118-21 and 127; Wolfgang Hage, ‘Nestorianische Kirche’ (TRE 24), pp. 265-

66. On the Synods of 484 and 486, see section 1.9; on the School in Edessa, see section 1.1.2. 
41

 See also below, section 1.14.5. 
42

 Theresia Hainthaler, Christliche Araber vor dem Islam (Leuven, 2007), pp. 101-104. On the Ghassanids, see 

also section 1.14.2. 
43

 Sebastian Brock, ‘Shemʿun of Beth Arsham (d. before 548)’, GEDSH, p. 376. 
44

 E.W. Brooks, ‘John of Ephesus. “Lives of the Eastern Saints” (1)’, PO 17 (Paris, 1923), pp. 145-54; Hainthal-

er, Christliche Araber, pp. 102-104. 
45

 Hainthaler, Christliche Araber, pp. 106-109; Fiey, Jalons, pp. 129-31;‘Sebastian Brock, Aḥudemmeh of Balad 

(d.575)’, GEDSH, p. 13. 
46

 Fiey, Jalons, p. 61. 
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tween these events and remarks in the councils of 585 and 596 about the organized bodies of 

‘heretics’ outside their Church that was so far the only recognized Church in Persia. For a 

long period it seems to have been quite easy to change sides.
47

  

 In the train of these developments, under Khosrau I the leading role of the Church of the 

East seems to have been challenged by the Miaphysites. Shigar, south of Nisibis was one of 

their most important study centres of the sixth and seventh centuries where Greek texts on 

Aristotelian Philosophy were translated and commented on.
48

 They founded many new mon-

asteries. In 628/29 the Miaphysites were allowed to install their first Maphrian (catholicos) in 

Tagrit. This was Maruta of Tagrit, who as monk already might have allied with Gabriel of 

Shigar, the instigator of the 612 debate. From this centre in Tagrit, Maruta seems to have in-

tensified the attack on the position of the Church of the East.
49

 Although the diverse Miaphy-

site groupings deserve further discussion, is the focus of this dissertation not on them, but on 

the views of the Church of the East, which tended to treat them as one of the same heretical 

kind. 

  

1.1.4. The organization and growth of the Church of the East 

The organization of the Church before the fifth century is not well known. Contradictory doc-

uments from the early fourth century suggest that Seleucia-Ctesiphon already strove for pri-

macy among the bishoprics, while others like Fars preferred their own independence.
50

 There 

are no reliable indications that the Church of the East was subordinate to Antioch.
51

 But from 

the beginning of the fifth century a western influence can be traced as seen in the case of the 

western representatives at the first synods of 410 and 420, and the acknowledgment of the 

Nicene Council and the lesser fourth-century synods in 420.
52

 However, the Synod of 424 

declared the independence from the ‘western bishops’ and forbade any appeal to them.
53

 The 

extent of this former dependency is unclear, although it is not unreasonable to presume that 

the declaration of 424 might have to do with some internal struggle and a continued involve-

ment with their earlier major see of the former six Antiochene bishoprics that became part of 

Persia in 363. 

                                                 
47

 W.A. Wigram, An Introduction to the History of the Assyrian Church or the Church of the Sassanid Persian 

Empire 100-640 A.D. (Van, 1909), p. 76. 
48

 John Spencer Trimingham, Christianity among the Arabs in Pre-Islamic Times (London, 1979), p. 170.  
49

 Labourt, Le christianisme dans l’empire perse, pp. 217-19, with references. 
50

 Brock, ‘The Church of the East in the Sasanian Empire’, p. 71; Jean Maurice Fiey, Pour un Oriens Christianus 

Novus. Répertoire des diocèses syriaques orientaux et occidentaux (Stuttgart, 1993), p. 124. 
51

 Brock, ‘The Church of the East in the Sasanian Empire’, p. 75; Winkler, Ostsyrisches Christentum, p. 32. 
52

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 38 (cf. trans. p. 278). 
53

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 51 (cf. trans. p. 296). 
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Already in the early fourth century, the Church had expanded over the Persian Empire. The 

records of their first Synod in 410 show that it contained six metropolitan sees and over thirty 

bishoprics. They were listed in order of precedence, as determined in Canon 21.
54

 The six 

provinces with their metropolitan city were:  

1. Bet Aramaye (Babylon), Seleucia-Ctesiphon. The bishop of Seleucia-Ctesiphon was the 

leader of all the metropolitans and bishops. The bishop of Kashkar, belonging to this metro-

politan see, was his close assistant and temporarily governed his diocese after his death.  

2. Bet Huzaye (Elam) (modern Khuzistan), Bet Lapat (Gundeshapur) 

3. Bet ʿArabaye (Northern Mesopotamia), Nisibis 

4. Perat d-Maishan,
55

 Basra 

5. Adiabene (Hedayab), Arbela (Irbil) 

6. Bet Garmai, Karka d-Bet Slok (Kirkuk) 

Fars (Persis) with Rev Ardashir was officially added in 424, its metropolitan Maʿna already 

being elected Catholicos in 420. The believers initially stemmed from deportees from Roman 

Syria in the third and fourth centuries, while commercial contacts with northern provinces 

fostered East Syrian Christianity later on. Because Fars claimed seniority in the Sasanian Em-

pire and Apostolic mission, it continued to contest the position of Seleucia-Ctesiphon.
56

 Merw 

(Margiana) had bishops already before it became a metropolitan city in 524.
57

 Still later Hul-

wan (seventh century), Herat, Samarkand, India and China were added.
58

  

 Since at least 410 the Church of the East was represented on the Arabian Peninsula. From 

the time of Shapur II (310-79), the oases of the coast were under direct Persian rule. After the 

fall of the kingdom of the Kinda about 530, the Lakhmids of the Arab kingdom Hira con-

quered Bahrain
59

 and its hinterland with Persian consent.
60

 The Sasanians successively not 

only placed the whole western shore of the Arab-Persian Gulf with Oman and the island of 

Socotra under the control of Hira, but also reached the region of the Hijaz in the northeast. 

The Church of the East had therefore access to these regions. From the fifth century on sever-

al bishoprics had come into existence: Mashmahiq, Dairin (ܕܝܪܝܢ), Oman, Hagar (ܗܓܪ), Ya-

                                                 
54

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 33-36 (cf. trans. pp. 272-75). 
55

 Perat d-Maishan is in later times also known as ‘Maishan’. J.P. Margoliouth, Supplement to the Thesaurus 

Syriacus of R. Payne Smith, S.T.P (Oxford, 1927), p. 192; cf. Fiey, Répertoire des diocèses syriaques, p. 119.  
56

 Fiey, Répertoire des diocèses syriaques, pp. 124-25; Hainthaler, Christliche Araber vor dem Islam, p. 99; Joel 

Walker, ‘Fars’, GEDSH, pp. 163-64.  
57

 Fiey, Répertoire des diocèses syriaques, p. 110. 
58

 Müller, C.D.G., Geschichte der orientalischen Nationalkirchen (Göttingen, 1981), p. 295, with references. 
59

 Bahrain designates here the eastern shores of Arabia and not only the island as it is today. Hira is located on 

the western bank of the Euphrates towards the south. See on Hira and the Lakhmids below, section 1.14.3-5. 
60

 W. Caskel, ‘ʿAbd al-Ḳays’, EI
2
 1 (1960), pp. 72-74.
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mama (in the hinterland), Hatta and Socotra. They were attached to the Metropolitan see in 

Fars.
61

 Bet Qatraye initially belonged to Fars as well, but later obtained its own metropolitan, 

as once attested in 676.
62

 The bishoprics on the Persian Gulf had also ties to Hira and Edessa 

and undertook strong missionary activities. In the south-eastern strip of the Peninsula, East 

Syrian Christians were mainly found in the cities and harbours of Yemen.
63

  

 The Church of the East focused on mission and could expand very successfully along the 

well-established trade roads. This growth was facilitated as the huge Persian Empire expanded 

and deported captured Christians all over the empire. Meanwhile, many Zoroastrians had 

converted to Christianity by the sixth century, even though it could be punished by death. But 

where descendants of the families deported in earlier centuries from the Roman Empire ‘had 

probably lost their separate identity’ and therefore seem to have been integrated within the 

Church of the East,
64

 later deportations seem to have strengthened a Miaphysite element in the 

population.
 
 

 

 

1.2. The main theologians of the fourth century 

 

1.2.1. Aphrahat and Ephrem 

Of the theologians of the early and varied tradition that was to play a continuous role in the 

Church of the East, most is known about Ephrem (*c.306-d.373), considered its main expo-

nent, and less about his somewhat older contemporary Aphrahat (*c.270-d. c.345). Aphrahat 

does not seem to have been influenced deeply by Western theological developments, as the 

controversies of the Nicene council (325), like those on Arianism, are not reflected in his pre-

served works.
65

 For instance the term ‘Trinity’ (ܬܠܝܬܝܘܬܐ, tlitayuta) is absent from his work 

and he does not seem to have used qnoma (ܩܢܘܡܐ) as the Syriac equivalent of the Greek term 

hypostasis (ὑπόστασις)—which played a major role in the theological discussions—in a simi-

lar theological manner,
 
although he used this term several times.

66
 Brock holds that Aphrahat 

                                                 
61

 Jean Maurice Fiey, ‘Naṣārā’, EI
2 
7 (1993), pp. 970-73. Fiey gives an extensive bibliography. 

62
 Lucas Van Rompay, ‘Beth Qaṭraye’, GEDSH, pp. 72-73. 

63
 Hainthaler, Christliche Araber vor dem Islam, pp. 134-35. 

64
 Brock, ‘The Church of East in the Sasanian Empire’, p. 72. 

65
 Alois Grillmeier, JdChr 1, Von der Apostolischen Zeit bis zum Konzil von Chalcedon (451) (3rd edn 1990; enl. 

repr. Freiburg, 2004), p. 447. 
66

 Peter Bruns and Dietmar Winkler hold that Aphrahat did not know the theological term qnoma. Peter Bruns, 

Das Christusbild Aphrahats des Persischen Weisen (Bonn, 1990), p. 143; Winkler, Ostsyrisches Christentum, p. 

47. The term qnoma appears for instance in Aphrahats Demonstratio 4:11; 6:11; 18:7 and 23:7. Ioannes Parisot 

(ed. and trans.), Patrologia Syriaca 1. Ab Initiis usque ad Annum 350 1, (Paris, 1894) and idem, F. Nau and M. 

Kmosko (ed. and trans.), Patrologia Syriaca 1. Ab Initiis usque ad Annum 350 2 (Paris, 1907), pp. 161, 283-86, 
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was ‘far from untouched by the influence of Greek language and culture’ but that his style and 

language was ‘comparatively unhellenized’.
67

  

 In his writing, Aphrahat used many metaphors and names for Christ in expressing the ten-

sion between his divinity and humanity, but he did not speculate about this and he omitted 

abstract definitions. In his main Christological text written in 343-44, he discussed one of the 

many names of Christ, namely ‘Son of God’ (ܒܪ ܐܠܗܐ, bar alaha).
68

 Aphrahat argued here 

mainly against Jews who formed a significant minority around him and accused Christians of 

calling the man Christ ‘God’. He defended that this was not to be understood in a literal sense, 

but that Christ has been given many names.
69

 Aphrahat had a point; the term bar often could 

indicate a figurative affiliation and not a physical son. Aphrahat argued moreover that the 

name ‘God’ for a human would be in line with tradition, which applied it to righteous men 

who had realized the divine presence in themselves by their knowledge of God.
70

 Bruns holds 

that Aphrahat hardly elaborated Christ’s transcendence in comparison to the Old Testamental 

forerunners, because his apologetical aim was not to say ‘anything new’.
71

 William Petersen, 

however, emphasizes the parallels between Aphrahat and earlier ‘subordinationist Christolo-

gy’ which had links with ‘primitive Semitic or Judaic Christianity’.
72

 Grillmeier states in this 

respect: ‘Vornicaenisch wie die Namenschristologie des persischen Weisen ist auch der Sub-

ordinatianismus’.
73

 

 It is in Aphrahat’s work that we encounter the word ܟܝܢܐ (kyana, nature) for the first time 

in a Christological context. In a text meant for monks, for instance, Aphrahat referred to the 

change from one way of being into another. Where Christ in an act of humility ‘put on a body 

of dust and drew it to his nature’, the monks could participate in the heavenly way of being of 

Christ by following his humility and by honouring the Holy Spirit sent by Christ.
74

 The possi-

                                                                                                                                                         
836 and 21. It appears more in the sense of ‘someone personally’ or ‘himself’. As will be discussed in the fol-

lowing section on Ephrem, it also may indicate a material substance or a fixed reality. This may be seen in 6:11 

where Aphrahat explained how both Christ and the Father are one, but can exist in several just people. He com-

pared this situation to the sun, which is fixed (ܩܒܝܥ) in the sky, and its rays which enter many houses and are also 

being called ‘sun’. Meanwhile, ‘the qnoma of the sun’ remains undiminished in the sky. 
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ble relation between the nature and form of ‘Adam from the earth’ and the ‘heavenly Adam’ 

also appeared in Demonstratio 6.18. 

  

As we put on the image (ܨܘܪܬܐ) of Adam who is from the earth, so we will put on the image of Adam who 

is from heaven. For the Adam from earth is the one who sinned; the heavenly Adam however is our reviver, 

our Lord Jesus Christ. For those who receive the Spirit of Christ are in the form (ܕܡܘܬ) of the heavenly Ad-

am […]. Those who are changed put on the image of that heavenly Adam and become spiritual; those who 

are not changed stay in the natural (ܒܢܦܫܢܝܬܐ), in the created (ܒܪܝܬܗ) nature of Adam who is from dust, and 

they remain in their nature below on earth.
75

 

 

Klijn argues that although kyana can have the same meanings as the Greek physis (nature), for 

Aphrahat it meant that ‘the existence of somebody or something is defined by the way it ap-

pears to men’ and that ‘God’s nature is not his unchangeable substance, but the things of God 

experienced by men’. Where the Greek use of physis tended to define the unchangeable es-

sence of somebody or something, for Aphrahat it rather indicated the activity of something.
76

 

Such different way of thinking continued to play a role in the Christological discussions.  

 The other theologian, Ephrem, became famous for his many works on theology and his 

poetic language. His profound influence remained to be felt in both Syrian churches. Brock 

describes him as an exponent of characteristics of the Syriac-speaking world. Ephrem seems 

to have been concerned about some increasing tendencies in the Greek-speaking world of his 

time towards analysis, definition and a preference for elements of Greek philosophy, when he 

warned against ‘definitions’ of faith, because one cannot contain the Uncontainable.
77

  

 The poetic language enabled Ephrem to express the various aspects of his theology without 

narrowing them down into definitions. He rather used paradox and symbolism. Some basic 

themes are the contrast between: the Creator and creation; the Hidden and the Revealed; the 

ordinary, historical time and the sacred time (primordial and eschatological Paradise); and the 

one and the many. Meanwhile, Ephrem emphasized both the primacy of faith and free will.
78

  

                                                 
75

 Parisot, Patrologia Syriaca 1.1, Demonstratio 6.18, col. 307-310. 
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pp. 144-48 and 151-52.  
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 Sebastian Brock identifies three modes of divine self-revelation in the work of Ephrem: 

through types and symbols in both nature and Scripture; through ‘names’ or metaphors for 

God; and most of all in the Incarnation.
79

 Some examples of the imagery used by Ephrem are: 

divinity as fire; the putting on and taking off of clothing; the light; and the (inner) eye of the 

mind. Ephrem was moreover fascinated by (metal) mirrors that had to be polished in order to 

reflect the light.
80

 The mirror could reflect aspects of spiritual reality. Referring to Carmina 

Nisibena 16:1-4, Brock indicates that a clear mirror of the self could reflect the divine image. 

Ephrem wrote here that if the mirror’s luminosity is darkened because it has stains in its qno-

ma, it should be polished. In this process, free will played an important role as becomes clear 

from the subsequent remark that if ‘our mirror is polished and illuminated, then it is our free 

will that has been adorned’. Prayer could also be a mirror reflecting Christ’s beauty. Similarly, 

the Gospel could be a mirror in which the kingdom of heaven is depicted.
81

  

 An important trait of the Church of the East was already extant in Ephrem’s work. He val-

ued learning (ܝܘܠܦܢܐ, yulpana: the Syriac word for the Greek paideia) highly, as it served the 

theological purpose of enabling human beings to understand God’s creation. This pedagogical 

aspect was closely connected with his exegesis, which used few allegories and started from 

the historical framework of the biblical text. Ephrem connected the various stages in history 

with God’s care for man, whereby both God’s grace and the human free will continued to play 

a role. The believer could discover this grace and care not only through analogies, references 

and a restricted number of revelatory symbols and types in the Old Testament, but also in the 

whole visible world.
82

 Although the ultimate object of learning, God, cannot be known him-

self, Ephrem encouraged learning a wide range of cultural skills.
83

 As he was well aware of 

the limits of human knowledge, he sought for the right balance between knowledge and sim-

plicity of thought as seen in the phrase: ‘The soundness of everything which is successful with 

one thought is weakened by many thoughts.’
84

 Rhetoric is nevertheless praised for defeating 

error and giving security.
85
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 Ephrem fought many doctrines deemed heretic. In his polemic against Arians who investi-

gated the divine, he warned against the ‘poison of the wisdom of the Greeks’ and any enquiry 

or speculative theory concerning the nature of the Trinity.
86

 As ‘Greeks’ was often a synonym 

for ‘pagans’ or ‘Hellenes’, Ephrem did not exclusively criticize the culture of the Greeks, but 

any heretical speculation.
87

  

 After Ephrem had to flee westward from Nisibis to Edessa due to the Persian occupation of 

Nisibis in 363, he might have come in closer contact with the theological controversies in the 

Roman Empire. Edessa was an important polyglot city with significant Greek and Roman 

influences.
88

 Ephrem and his students strongly influenced the School of Edessa for several 

decades.
89

 As we have seen, Aphrahat and Ephrem did not use the abstract Greek theological 

terminology of their day, but rather used names and metaphors to describe the mystery of 

Christ.
90

 Although Greek elements became more dominant in the fifth century, the Church of 

the East preserved such earlier phraseology.
91

  

 

1.2.2. Ephrem’s Christology 

Ephrem emphasized that the names of the Father, Son and Holy Spirit are meant only as tools 

for strengthening awareness of an immense love and for attaining salvation.
92

 Although their 

names are known, it is not allowed to study their nature. One can know only that they exist, 

but cannot define them or understand how they are.
93

 God can only be adored and known by 

these names, but their substances (qnome, plural of qnoma) should not be studied.
94

  

 Consequently, Ephrem did not elaborate the relation between the ‘higher’ and ‘lower’ na-

ture in Christ. He stated for instance: ‘He (God) mingled ( ܙܓܐܿܡ  ) the natures like pigments 
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and the image became God-man’.
95

 Brock holds that Ephrem’s theology of names basically 

followed a pattern of exchange between God and humanity in the salvation history of man-

kind. God both clothed himself with human names and gave human beings his own names, 

although this would not mean that the Creator and the creation had the same nature.
96

 There 

are two kinds of names: ‘perfect and exact names’ are applicable at all times. They are con-

trasted to ‘borrowed and transient names’. God’s perfect names are for instance ‘Being’, 

‘Creator’, ‘King’, ‘Father, Son and Holy Spirit’. In order to reveal himself to human beings, 

God sometimes has clothed himself with borrowed and transient names (  ܫܐ̈ܝܐܠ ܫܡ̈ܗܐ

 Men can be called by God’s names as well, but since they are not applicable to them .(ܘܥܒܘ̈ܖܐ

all the time, these are borrowed names.
97

 The following stanza might also give an impression 

of the way Ephrem might have seen the relation between Christ’s divine and human nature. 

 

When God called us ‘king’, using the name appropriate to himself, the true use remains with him, the like-

ness applies to us. But when again he called himself by a name appropriate to his servants, the natural usage 

lies with us, but the appellation with him. The true name needs to be recognized, and the borrowed name 

needs to be recognized, both in his case and in ours.
98

  

 

Ute Possekel gives an overview of the use of several important theological terms in the work 

of Ephrem, while correcting some assumptions by Han Drijvers, Edmund Beck and Alois 

Grillmeier. These terms are: (ܐܝܬܝܐ) itya and its cognate word (ܐܝܬܘܬܐ) ituta, (ܟܝܢܐ) kyana 

and (ܩܢܘܡܐ) qnoma. The first two cognate terms are generally used as synonyms and render 

the Greek ‘Being’ (τὸ ὄν, but not the Greek οὐσία). Possekel states that Ephrem understands 

both ‘as a name for God’s divine being and that both imply an uncreated, everlasting exist-

ence that can neither be changed nor destroyed’.
99

  

 Kyana (nature) can have three meanings. Firstly, it indicates a physical ‘individual crea-

ture’ or ‘creation’. Secondly, it can mean ‘inner nature’ and ‘element’, denoting matter or 

substance ‘which determines its qualities and actions’. Applied to God, it is similar to itya or 
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 Edmund Beck (ed.), Des Heiligen Ephraem des Syrers. Hymnen de Nativitate (Epiphania) (CSCO 186, Scrip-
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ituta, although it cannot constitute itself. Whereas the human body is bound by its nature, the 

human will is free. Thirdly, it can refer to elements like fire or air. Possekel sees a Hellenistic 

influence in Ephrem’s terminology because he used kyana also in an abstract sense and be-

cause it corresponded to the meanings of the Greek word physis (φύσις).
100

  

 Although Grillmeier stated, based on Beck, that the term qnoma (‘Person’) is absent in 

Ephrem’s work,
101

 Possekel shows various instances with different meanings. Firstly, it can 

indicate a material or corporeal substance. Secondly, it can mean the real existence or actual 

reality of something ‘as opposed to its existence as a mere name or meaning’. Possekel con-

cludes therefore that Ephrem would consider something with a qnoma as ontologically supe-

rior to something without qnoma. In some contexts the true existence (qnoma) depends on its 

being active, as in the case of wind, which only has qnoma when it is blowing. Further mean-

ings are: thirdly, essence or inner nature and fourthly, person or self. The meaning ‘essence’ 

can become almost synonymous with kyana in the sense of ‘inner nature’ or even ituta. Only 

occasionally did Ephrem employ the word qnoma in the fourth meaning of ‘person’ or ‘self’. 

The first three meanings of Ephrem’s use of qnoma closely correspond with the various 

meanings of the Greek hypostasis. Possekel even sees a parallel to Stoic ontology, according 

to which only particulars exist and the basis of existence is ‘the substance of each individual 

object, rather than their participation in some kind of universal’.
102

  

 An example of Ephrem’s use of paradoxes to emphasize the unseizable and hidden nature 

of God can be found in a hymn on Faith. God was to be praised because ‘he has appeared to 

our human race under so many forms (ܕ̈ܡܘܢ)’ by clothing himself in human language, alt-

hough he did not actually cloth himself. According to Ephrem, the fact that God puts on all 

sorts of forms, would inform us that these forms do not belong to God’s hidden ituta. Thus, 

God would teach us two things: ‘that he became and that he did not become’ (ܕܗܘ ܗܘܐ ܘܐܠ ܗܘ 

 ,Although he made a countenance for himself so that his servants might behold him .(ܗܘܐ

they should not imagine that he was really like this and therefore he moved from one form to 

another to teach them that he has no form. And though he did not depart from the image 

.of humanity, he did depart by his changes (ܨܘܪܬܐ)
103
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 Of special interest for this study is that Ephrem held that the name is derived from the 

qnoma, which denotes a real (or true) existence. This can be seen in Ephrem’s Sermones de 

Fide, which were probably written in Nisibis.
104

 In Memra (treatise) 4 he stated:  

 

Where (something) is not in qnoma, an empty name is placed in the middle. A thing which does not have a 

qnoma, also its appellation is void. This qnoma teaches you that a thing exists in truth.
105

 

 

Possekel clarifies that the expression ‘exists in truth’ designates ‘the real, actual existence of 

the thing’.
106

 Similarly, in his comparison of the unity of the Father and the Son to that of a 

tree (or root) and fruit, Ephrem argued that both exist in name and in reality (ܒܫܪܪܐ) and there-

fore must have a qnoma. Father and Son are one in one will and do not have two wills, but 

they are two because of the two names. Likewise, the tree and the fruit are not one, although 

they are one. They are united in love, but distinguished by their names. They are both united 

and separated. He concluded this memra stating that the First-Born (ܒܘܟܪܐ) is both far away 

and nearby and rhetorically asked who could speak of him.
107

 

 

 585 The root of the name is the qnoma, to it the names are bound. 

 587 For who would give a name to a thing (ܡܕܡ) which does not have a qnoma? […] 

 621 Fruit and tree are also not one although they are one; the fruit is known as fruit and the tree as root. 

 625 They are united by the same love, separated by the two names;  

 627 The name ‘fruit’ belongs only to the fruit, and the name ‘tree’ to the root. 

 629 Two names and two qnome; in one power and love they join together.  

 631 When there would be a name of the fruit, but there would be no qnoma of the fruit, 

 633 you would have named the tree a root, with the name of a fruit he did not bring forth.  

 635 But as the tree exists in name as well as in qnoma, 

 637 likewise the fruit, which also exists in name and in truth. 

 639 When the fruit would exist by name, but the root by its qnoma, 

 641 you would have named falsehood and truth; as the one would exist, the other not.
108 
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The above example is confined to the Trinity and not to Christology, but might have given 

rise to further discussions on how the reality of Christ had to be understood. Though Ephrem 

thus used the term qnoma without some implications later generations were to bestow on it,109 

it might be seen as an earlier current in the stream of thought which later produced the two-

qnome doctrine.  

 

 

1.3. The beginnings of the ‘Antiochene School’ 

 

Around the same time a different school of thought with a typical exegesis had developed in 

Antioch. It is often associated with Diodore and especially with Theodore of Mopsuestia 

(c.350-428), whose work became the norm for theology and exegesis in the Church of the 

East. The Antiochene theologians emphasized a precise differentiation between, on the one 

hand, the utmost transcendence of the immortal and omnipotent God who cannot be known by 

creation and the mortal, suffering human nature on the other hand. Their soteriology required 

such a distinction between the divine and human nature of Christ, as they held that salvation 

was only made possible by the complete human nature of Christ (consisting of body and soul) 

that had been raised up in glory at the resurrection. Thus, both God’s transcendence and the 

full humanity of Christ, the homo assumptus, had to be safeguarded.
110

 This Antiochene em-

phasis on the complete assumption of the human nature—including his human soul—was in 

line with the theologoumenon ‘what is not assumed is not saved’.
111

  

                                                                                                                                                         
 ܠܡܕܡ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ ܠܝܬܘܗܝ  -ܡܢܘ ܓܝܪ ܢܣܝܡ ܫܡܐ -ܒܗ ܼܗܘ ̈ܫܡܗܐ ܡܬܐܣܪܝܢ  -ܥܩܪܐ ܕܫܡܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܼܗܘ  [88-585]

 ܝܕܝܥ ܦܐܪܐ ܐܝܟ ܦܐܪܐ ܘܐܝܠܢܐ ܐܝܟ ܥܩܪܐ  –ܐܦܐܠ ܦܐܪܐ ܘܐܝܠܢܐ ܚܕ ܐܢܘܢ ܟܕ ܚܕ ܐܢܘܢ  [24-621]

 ܒܚܕ ܚܘܒܐ ܫܘܝܐ ܚܠܝܛܝܢ ܒܬ̈ܖܝܢ ̈ܫܡܗܝܢ ܡܬܦܪܫܝܢ  [26-625]
  -ܒܚܕ ܚܝܐܠ ܘܚܘܒܐ ܡܙܝܓܝܢ  - ܬ̈ܖܝܢ ̈ܫܡܗܝܢ ܘܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܩܢ̈ܘܡܝܢ -ܘܫܡ ܐܝܠܢܐ ܕܥܩܪܐ ܼܗܘ  -ܫܡ ܦܐܪܐ ܕܦܐܪܐ ܗܘ ܒܠܚܘܕ  [30-627]

 ܒܫܡ ܦܐܪܐ ܕܐܠ ܡܘܠܕ ܠܗ  –ܗܬ ܡܐܝܠܢܐ ܥܩܪܐ ܫ –ܘ ܩܢܘܡܗ ܕܦܐܪܐ ܠܝܬܘܗܝ  -ܐܢ ܓܝܪ ܐܝܬ ܫܡܗ ܕܦܐܪܐ  [34-631]

 ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܫܡܐ ܘܒܫܪܪܐ  -ܕܡܐ ܠܗ ܦܐܪܐ ܕܐܦ ܼܗܘ -ܐܦ ܒܫܡܐ ܐܦ ܒܩܢܘܡܐ  -ܐܝܟ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܕܝܢ ܐܝܠܢܐ  [38-635]

 ܕܚܕ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܘܐܚܪܝܢ ܠܝܬܘܗܝ –ܫܘܩܪܐ ܘܫܪܪܐ ܫܡܗܬ  –ܥܩܪܐ ܕܝܢ ܒܩܢܘܡܗ  -ܐܢ ܦܐܪܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܫܡܐ  [42-639]
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 The emphasis on both natures is partly to be understood as a defence against ideas that did 

not acknowledge the complete divinity of Christ or his complete humanity. To those suspect-

ed of reducing the divinity belonged the Paulianists, who followed the teaching of Paul of 

Samosata that Christ was only a man, and Arians who claimed that Christ is not truly God. 

Arius also belonged to those suspected of reducing the humanity because he claimed that the 

divine nature took the place of the human soul. Similarly, Apollinarius (d.390) claimed that 

Christ’s human mind was replaced by the divine Logos. This could, however, at the same time 

form an example of a reduction of the divinity.
112

  

 The Antiochene theologians described the union of the distinct two natures in Christ in 

terms of an inhabitation of the Logos in Man, united in one prosopon. They further rejected 

Alexandrian allegorization, especially with regard to Christological interpretations of the Old 

Testament, while accepting only its prophecies with regard to the coming of a human Messiah. 

Theodore of Mopsuestia developed this exegesis, which is often called ‘literal’ because it 

gives priority to the ‘meaningful integrity’ of the biblical text and its narratives, and ‘histori-

cal’ because it interprets the various texts of Scripture as an expression of God’s teaching 

modified for different generations depending on their understanding. This educational per-

spective (paideia) with God as pedagogue for different generations was a typical trait of Anti-

ochene exegesis and enabled an acceptance of diverse explanations for the same truth. In line 

with Ephrem, Theodore’s exegesis was closely connected with his soteriology, as he consid-

ered biblical history to be a manifestation of God’s pedagogical measures that were aimed at 

leading man towards immortal life in heaven.
113

 Because Antiochene Christology was to a 

great extent soteriologically determined, it was often defined in terms of the necessary guid-

ance (οἰκονομία) of man.
114

 Theodore used this term in his interpretation of God’s salvation 

plan for man through history in which Christ played a central role.
115

 

 Already the method of Eusebius of Emesa (*c.300-d. before 359) can be described as ‘one 

of Antiochene exegesis’.
116

 Eusebius was born in Edessa and after his studies in Alexandria 

where he came in contact with Arian circles and Origenism, he went for further studies to 
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Antioch. All these influences are somehow reflected in his work, although sometimes difficult 

to distinguish. He accepted the divinity of the Logos, did not accept the Nicene ὁμοούσιος but 

opposed Arius. For Eusebius the Logos is a divine power (pneuma or dynamis) that is free of 

every kind of suffering and he emphasized therefore the duality of flesh and divinity in order 

to refute Arius’ reduction of the Logos to a ‘suffering soul’. Eusebius’ Christology showed 

some ‘Antiochene’ characteristics, like his formula of the ‘indwelling of the dynamis in the 

flesh’ and ‘the taking of flesh by the divine power’, that allow a certain exchange between 

dynamis and flesh. Following Eusebius of Caesarea (d.339), who questioned the allegorizing 

exegesis of Origen, he rejected the allegorization of Bible texts which are not already allegor-

ical.
117

  

 As a bilingual he had a great advantage in being able to compare Greek and Syriac texts. 

Because he considered the Syriac language the ‘neighbour’ of Hebrew, he used the Syriac 

translation of the Old Testament to correct the Greek Septuagint. He was keenly aware of in-

herent translation problems, which seem to have influenced his exegesis. He preferred a sen-

sus de sensu translation whereby any obscurities in the text should not be allegorized.
118

 

Overall, he appears to have played a connecting role between Antioch and Alexandria, and to 

have influenced Diodore, who often used his works.
119

  

 Diodore, bishop of Tarsus studied in Athens, received his theological formation in Antioch 

and participated in the council of Constantinople in 381. He died before 394. In the fifth cen-

tury the School of Edessa translated his works into Syriac, of which not much is preserved 

apart from some fragments in florilegia of his opponents.
120

 Diodore denied teaching the be-

lief in two sons. The union is effected by grace. 

 

Therefore, we do not say two [sons] of one Father, but that God the Word is by nature the one Son of God.  

And he, who [is] from Mary, [is] by nature David’s son, but by grace [the Son] of God.  

Let us therefore grant also this: the two are one son.
121
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The ‘son of Mary’ was passible and mortal, but after the resurrection Christ’s humanity is 

‘impassible and immortal’.
122

 Diodore used the image of (royal) purple, temple and servant to 

describe the relation between Christ’s humanity and divinity. He saw their union not in one 

essence, but in one adoration (ܣܓܕܬܐ). Diodore further used Philippians 2:7, which describes 

Christ assuming the form (ܕܡܼܘܬܐ, demuta) of a servant and which is considered the locus 

classicus of the Antiochene Christology, as biblical proof for the distinction between the form 

of God and the form of the servant.
123

 Diodore explained that ‘being in the form of God, he 

assumed the form of a servant’ means that he was found like a man by appearance (ܐܣܟܡܐ), 

and is not to be interpreted as ‘he became a servant’ or ‘he became man’. Whereas the human 

nature is ‘servant’, the hidden nature is ‘like a man’ on account of him who is manifest.
124

 A 

similar passage—given as Cyril quoting Diodore—also appears in another florilegium: 

 

We worship the purple because of the one who puts it on, the Temple because of the one who indwells it,  

the form of a servant because of the form of God [...] the one who was assumed because of the One who as-

sumed. [...] Confess the facts and offer one honour. One worship is not blasphemous if the facts are con-

fessed. You say that there is one worship, but by means of this one worship you introduce blasphemy, if the 

one worship (is understood as) one essence (ousia).
125

 

                                                 
122

 Brière, ‘Quelques fragments syriaques de Diodore’, fragment 19, p. 257 (cf. trans. pp. 266-67); Behr, The 

Case against Diodore and Theodore, pp. 182-85.  
123

 Hainthaler, ‘Die “antiochenische Schule”’, pp. 242-43. See also Brière: ‘Quelques fragments syriaques de 

Diodore’, fragment 14, p. 255 (cf. trans. p. 264); Behr, The Case against Diodore and Theodore, pp. 178-79. The 

Syriac term demuta (ܕܡܼܘܬܐ) can also be translated as ‘image’ or ‘likeness’, which seem more accurate terms. 

However, for the sake of consistent language, it will mainly be rendered as ‘form’, which the following NRSV 

also uses. Because the Peshitta version was to become highly influential in the Syriac Churches, especially since 

Rabbula, Bishop of Edessa (411-35) had enforced its dissemination, the Peshitta version will be given here as 

well. Meanwhile, it should be noted that the Peshitta does not correspond completely with the Greek version on 

which the NRSV is based. See also Bas ter Haar Romeny and Craig E. Morrison, ‘Peshitta’. GEDSH, pp. 328-29. 

Phil. 2:6-8: NRSV: ‘who, though he was in the form (ܼܕܡܼܘܼܬܐ) of God, did not regard equality with God as some-

thing to be exploited, 7. but emptied himself, taking the form (ܼܕܡܼܘܼܬܐ) of a slave, being born in human likeness 

 he humbled himself and became obedient to the point of .8 ,(ܐܣܿܟܡܐ) And being found in human form .(ܼܕܡܼܘܼܬܐ)

death—even death on a cross.’ Peshitta:  ܿܕܐܝܼܬܘ̱ܗܝ ܗܼܕܐ܂ ܚܫܿܒܗ ܚܛܼܘܼܦܝܐ ̱ܗܘܐ ܐܠ ܿܕܐܠܗܐ܃ ܿܒܼܕܡܼܘܼܬܐ ܐܝܼܬܘ̱ܗܝ ܿܕܼܟܕܼ  ( ܗܘ6)

( 8ܿܒܪܢܫܐ܂ ) ܐܝܼܟ  ܐܫܿܬܼܟܚ ܘܼܒܐܣܿܟܡܐ ܿܕܼܒܢܝܢܫ̈ܐ܂ ܿܒܼܕܡܼܘܼܬܐ ܘܗܘܐ ܢܣܼܒ܂ ܿܕܥܼܒܿܕܐ ܘܼܕܡܼܘܼܬܐ ܣܪܩ܂ ܢܼܦܫܗ ( ܐܐܠ7ܿܕܐܠܗܐ܂ ) ܿܦܚܡܐ
ܿܕܙܩܝܼܦܐ ܿܕܝܢ܂ ܡܘܿܬܐ ܠܡܘܿܬܐ܂ ܥܼܕܡܐ ܘܐܫܿܬܡܥ ܢܼܦܫܗ܂ ܘܡܿܟܼܟ    

124
 Behr, The Case against Diodore and Theodore, pp. 178-79. 

ܢܼܣܒ. ܐܠ ܗܼܘܐ ܗܼܘ ܓܝܪ ܥܼܒܕܐ. ܘܒܐܣܟܡܐ ܐܫܬܟܚ ܐܝܟ ܒܪܢܫܐ. ܐܠ ܗܼܘܐ  ܟܕ ܓܝܪ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܐܠܗܼܐ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܥܼܒܕܐ 
ܗܿܘ ܕܒܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ. ܗܿܘ ܕܢܼܣܒ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܥܼܒܕܐ. ܥܼܒܕܐ ܓܝܪ ܿܡܢ ܟܝܢܐ ܗܼܘ ܐܢܫܝܐ. ܗܿܘ ܕܝܢ ܕܟܣܼܐ ܡܛܠ ܒܪܢܫܐ. ܐܐܠ ܐܝܟ ܒܪܢܫܐ. 
 ܗܿܘ ܕܡܬܚܘܐ ܐܝܟ ܒܪܢܫܐ...

125
 Iosephus Lebon (ed.), Severi Antiocheni liber contra impium Grammaticum. Orationis tertiae pars posterior 

(CSCO Syr. 4.6 = CSCO 101, Scriptores Syri 50; Leuven, 1933), Orat. 3:25, pp. 41-42. Cf. trans. idem, Severi 

Antiocheni liber contra impium grammaticum. Orationis tertiae pars posterior (CSCO Syr. 4.6 = CSCO 102, 

Scriptores Syri 51; Leuven, 1933), p. 30; Behr, The Case against Diodore and Theodore, pp. 238-41. See also 

the English translation by Rowan A. Greer, ‘The Antiochene Christology of Diodore of Tarsus’, JThS 17.2 

(1966), p. 338.  
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Although Diodore was considered orthodox during his life time, about 438 this was ques-

tioned by Cyril of Alexandria and in 499 he was officially anathematized by a synod in Con-

stantinople.
126

 

 

 

1.4. Theodore of Mopsuestia (c.350-428) 

 

1.4.1. Theodore’s position within the Church of the East and outside 

Theodore of Mopsuestia who was born in Antioch is considered the classical representative of 

Antiochene theology. He became the most important theologian of the Church of the East. 

Already by the 430s the Persian School of Edessa had translated his work from Greek into 

Syriac and elevated his Bible commentaries to the standard for exegetical education; to some 

extent even replacing the works of Ephrem.
127

 The bishops of the 544 East Syrian Synod de-

clared in its final canon that he completely represented the Eastern standpoint concerning the 

Nicene Creed. The possibility of a later interpolation, however, should not be excluded.
128

 

According to the Synod of 585 the true faith was well kept in his works
129

 and in 596 he was 

called ‘holy’ and the ‘proven and true teacher (ܡܠܦܢܐ)’.
130

 In 605 the synod of the Church of 

the East declared him and his works normative for orthodoxy.
131

 Babai the Great (d.628) 

called him ‘the perfect disciple of the apostles and the shrine of the Holy Spirit’.
132

 It was of-

ten sufficient to refer to him as ‘the Interpreter’ (ܡܦܫܩܢܐ, mpashqana).
133

  

 Outside the Church of the East, however, his orthodoxy was already questioned by the Al-

exandrian Cyril (c.378–444). Initially, Cyril did not attack Theodore directly, but he instigated 

the condemnation in 431 of the Christological views of Nestorius who belonged to the same 

                                                                                                                                                         
ܠܿܗܘ ܕܐܬܼܢܣܼܒ ܡܛܠ ܿܗܘ  ]...[ܿܣܓܕܝܢܢ ܐܠ̈ܖܓܘܢܐ ܡܛܠ ܿܗܘ ܕܠܒܝܫ܆ ܠܗܝܟܐܠ ܡܛܠ ܿܗܘ ܕܥܿܡܪ܆ ܠܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܥܼܒܕܐ ܡܛܠ ܕܡܼܘܬܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ܆ 

ܐܘܕܐ ܣܘܥ̈ܖܢܼܐ ܘܿܩܪܒ ܚܕ ܐܝܩܪܐ. ܐܠ ܡܣܓܦܐ ܚܕܐ ܣܓܕܬܐ ܥܡ ܬܘܕܝܬܐ ܕܣܘܥ̈ܖܢܐ. ܚܕܐ ܐܿܡܪ ܐܢܬ ܠܿܗ ܠܣܓܕܬܐ܆  ]...[ ܕܢܼܣܒ܆
 ܗܿܘ ܕܐܢ ܚܕܐ ܣܓܕܬܐ ܒܚܕܐ ܐܘܣܝܐ܀ ܐܐܠ ܒܝܕ ܚܕܐ ܣܓܕܬܐ܆ ܿܡܥܠ ܐܢܬ ܠܓܘܕܦܐ.

126
 Abramowski, ‘Diodore de Tarse’, col. 503; Theodorus Mommsen (ed.), ‘Victoris Tonnennensis episcopi 

chronica’, in idem, Chronica Minora. Saec. IV.V.VI.VII, 2 (Berlin, 1894), p. 193. 
127

 Winkler, Ostsyrisches Christentum, pp. 58-59. 
128

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 550 (cf. trans. p. 561). ̈ܩܘܦܐ ܕܒܟܠܿܗ ܡܕܢܚܐ܆ ܕܥܠ ܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ ܗܝܿ ܣܪܝܥܢܢ ܕܝܢ ܕܟܠܢ ܐܦܝ 
ܘܒܣܠܡܢ܆ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܿܗܘ ܕܥܒܝܕ ܠܩܕܝܫܐ ܘܪܿܚܡ ܐܠܠܗܐ܆ ܢܢ ܝܣ̈ܩܘܦܐ܆ ܕܠܿܗ ܐܚܕܝܢܢ ܒܬܘܕܝܬܢ ܒܝܡܝܕܣܝܡܐ ܠܬܠܬܡܐܐ ܘܬܡܢܬ ܥܣܪ ܐܦ

ܦܫܩܢܐ ܕܟܬ̈ܒܐ ܐܠܗ̈ܝܐ܀ ܛܘܒܢܐ ܡܪܝ ܬܐܘܕܪܘܣ ܐܦܝܣܩܘܦܐ ܘܡ  
129

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 136-37 (cf. trans. pp. 398-99).  
130

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 197 (cf. trans. p. 457).  
131

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 210-11 (cf. trans. pp. 475-76).  
132

 A. Vaschalde (ed.), Babai Magni. Liber de Unione (CSCO 79, Scriptores Syri 35; Leuven, 1915), 6.21, p. 246; 

Brock, ‘The Christology of the Church of the East’, p. 163. 
133

 Adam Becker translates the term mpashqana as ‘exegete’ and he notes that in translations and secondary 

literature this is often rendered ‘interpreter’. This is also the case in the present study. Adam H. Becker (trans.), 

Sources for the Study of the School of Nisibis (Liverpool, 2008), p. 8.  
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school of thought. The reason Cyril and the Alexandrian theologians rejected the Dyophysite 

Antiochenes was prompted mainly by their soteriology. The theologoumenon ‘what is not 

assumed is not saved’ meant to Miaphysites that God the Word had to become fully man and 

therefore they emphasized that Christ has one nature after the union. They considered this 

oneness to be in ‘one nature’ (mia physis), which is the one incarnated nature of God the 

Word. The Dyophysite Antiochenes, in turn, accused the Miaphysites of Theopaschism and of 

mingling the two natures, whereby the human nature was fully absorbed.
134

 Notably Theo-

dore’s view that the divine nature could not have been born from the human nature of the Vir-

gin Mary, although present at the same time, played a significant role in his condemnation. 

Theodore acknowledged that Mary was both mother of man and of God, but he emphasized 

that by nature she was only mother of man, while God was in Christ by action (ܣܘܥܪܢܐ) and 

by the ‘friendship of intention’ ( ܚܡܘܬܐ ܕܬܪܥܝܬܐܒܪ ).
135

  

 Although the Edessene Bishop Rabbula anathematized Theodore in 433, in the same year 

the theologians in Antioch refused to follow Cyril’s request to condemn Theodore. They stat-

ed that they would rather be burnt to death. Cyril thereupon tried to avoid a schism and wrote 

that it was not considered appropriate to condemn someone already dead.
136

 In 553, Theo-

dore’s work and person were eventually condemned by the Synod of Constantinople. Most of 

his original Greek works were therefore destroyed and the works preserved are mainly the 

Syriac translations. Some Greek and Latin fragments have been preserved as the Christologi-

cal debates centred on increasingly reduced hostile compilations. These were highly depend-

ent on the ‘Armenian’ florilegium that possibly Rabbula made in the years following the con-

demnation of Nestorius in 431. Ibas had translated this into Syriac and defended it, but Cyril 

attacked it while making a further selection, though he might also have used additional 

sources.
137

  

When referring to these and other sources, Christological terminology will be based mostly 

on the language preserved. If more versions exist, there is a preference for the Syriac, as this 
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 Brock, ‘The Christology of the Church of the East’, pp. 175-76. 
135

 This view has been expressed in Memra 15 of Theodore’s On the Incarnation and in Book 3 of his treatise 

against Apollinarius, which have been preserved in several florilegia. See H.B. Swete (ed.), Theodori Episcopi 

Mopsuesteni in Epistolas B. Pauli Commentarii 2 (Cambridge, 1882), pp. 310 and 312-14, with references. John 

Behr provides an overview of the various florilegia and discusses their context. Behr, The Case against Diodore 

and Theodore, esp. pp. 244-45 (Syriac, Severus of Antioch); 303-309 (Greek, Leontius); 356-58 and 426-27 

(Latin, Byzantine Council of 553). 
136

 Grillmeier with Hainthaler, JdChr 2.2, pp. 433-35. 
137

 Till Jansen, Theodor von Mopsuestia. De Incarnatione. Überlieferung und Christologie der griechischen und 

lateinischen Fragmente einschliesslich Textausgabe (Berlin, 2009), pp. 24-30, 129-31 and 136; Behr, The Case 

against Diodore and Theodore. pp. 91-94 and 155-58. 
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might facilitate reading and give an indication of the terminology familiar within East Syrian 

circles.
138

  

 

1.4.2. Theodore’s Commentary on the Nicene Creed 

After Scripture, the Nicene Creed was the norm for orthodoxy. As the East Syrian Synod of 

544 explicitly adhered to Theodore’s interpretation of the Nicene Creed, his commentary 

 ,might be all the more interesting. Moreover, as the Nicene Creed (commentary  ,ܦܘܫܩܐ)

which was accepted in the 410 Synod, is preserved in two versions, it might be useful to com-

pare these with the version Theodore might have used.
139

  

 The commentary was probably written in Antioch, after 379 but before 392/93 when The-

odore was ordained bishop of Mopsuestia. The Greek original is lost, but the Syriac transla-

tion, probably made by Ibas as well, is preserved.
140

 Theodore’s Commentary on the Nicene 

Creed formed the first ten memre of his Catechetical Homilies that had to be learnt before 

baptism.
141

 This seems to be a sign of the value attached to learning and knowledge with re-

spect to faith.
142

  

 A reconstruction of the preserved Syriac translation of this commentary shows that he used 

a slightly different and expanded version of the Nicene Creed.
143

 Peter Bruns detects several 

similarities with both the Creed of Constantinople (381) and an Antiochene Tomus (379). He 

concludes that the main body of Theodore’s Creed is Nicene, while the expansions have Ro-

man and Antiochene origins.
144

 Meletius (ܡܠܝܛܘܣ), the bishop of Antioch, who probably had 

                                                 
138

 Where I quote from scholars who refer to christological terms that have been variously translated, often re-

sulting in confusion and impeding comparison, the original term preserved will be given. This will be indicated 

with an asterix (*) the first time it occurs, but omitted when context allows this. 
139

 See also section 1.6.  
140

 Peter Bruns, Theodor von Mopsuestia. Katechetische Homilien I-II (Freiburg 1994), pp. 21-23.  
141

 Raymond Tonneau and Robert Devreesse (eds. and trans.), Les homélies catéchétiques de Théodore de Mop-

sueste. Reproduction phototypique du Ms. Mingana Syr. 561, Selly Oak Colleges’ Library, Birmingham (Studi e 

Testi 145; Vatican, 1949); Alphonse Mingana (ed. and trans.), Commentary of Theodore of Mopsuestia on the 

Nicene Creed (Woodbrooke studies 5; Cambridge, 1932), p. 7. 
142

 Daniel L. Schwartz draws attention to the strong didactic element of the Commentary with its mnemonic 

devices and its communal and liturgical focus. Daniel L. Schwartz, Paideia and Cult. Christian Initiation in 

Theodore of Mopsuestia (Washington, 2013), pp. 93-116.  
143

 A reconstruction of the Creed Theodore might have used, is given by Peter Bruns, Den Menschen mit dem 

Himmel verbinden. Eine Studie zu den katechetischen Homilien des Theodor von Mopsuestia (Leuven, 1995), pp. 

61-63, with references. 
ܒܚܕ ܡܪܝܐ ܝܫܘܥ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܒܪܗ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܡܗܝܡܢ ܐܢܐ ܒܚܕ ܐܠܗܐ ܐܒܐ ܐܚܝܕ ܟܠ. ܥܒܘܕܐ ܕܟܠܗܝܢ ܗܠܝܢ ܕܡܬܚܙ̈ܝܢ ܘܕܐܠ ܡܬܚܙ̈ܝܢ.  

ܿܗܘ ܕ ܡܢ ܐܒܐ ܐܬܝܠܕ ܩܕܡ ܟܠܗܘܢ ܥܠ̈ܡܐ܆ ܘܐܠ ܐܬܥܒܕ܆ ]ܐܠܗܐ ܡܢ ܐܠܗܐ[ ܐܠܗܐ ܫܪܝܐ ܡܢ  ܟܪܐ ܕܟܠܗܝܢ ܒ̈ܖܝܬܐ.ܝܚܝܕܝܐ. ܒܘ
ܗܿܘ ܕܡܛܠܬܢ ܒܢ̈ܝܢܫܐ ܘܡܛܠ ܦܘܪܩܢܢ ܢܚܬ ܡܢ ܗܿܘ ܕܒܐܝܕܗ ܐܬܬܩܢܘ ܥܠ̈ܡܐ ܘܐܬܒܪܝ ܟܠ ܡܕܡ܆  ܐܠܗܐ ܫܪܝܪܐ. ܕܒܪ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܐܒܘܗܝ.
̈ܝ ܦܢܛܝܘܣ ܦܝܠܛܘܣ܆ܘܐܬܩܒܪ ܘܩܡ ]ܡܢ ܒܝܬ ܡ̈ܝܬܐ[ ܦ ܒܝܘܡܩܐܬܝܠܕ ܡܢ ܡܪܝܡ ܒܬܘܠܬܐ ܘܐܙܕ ܫܡܝܐ ܘܐܬܓܫܡ ܘܗܘܐ ܒܪܢܫܐ.

ܘܒܚܕ  ܥܬܝܕ ܠܡܐܬܐ ܠܡܕܢ ܚ̈ܝܐ ܘܡ̈ܝܬܐ܆ܘܬܘܒ  ܝܬܒ ܡܢ ܝܡܝܢܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ܆ܘܠܬܠܬܐ ܝܘܡ̈ܝܢ ܐܝܟܢܐ ܕܐܡܪܘ ܟܬ̈ܒܐ ܘܣܠܩ ܠܫܡܝܐ܆ 
ܚܕܐ ܥܕܬܐ ܩܬܘܠܝܩܐ ܩܕܝܫܬܐ܆ ܫܘܒܩܢܐ ܕܚܛ̈ܗܐ܆  ܐܒܐ ܿܢܩܦ܆ ܪܘܚܐ ܡܚܝܢܐ܆ ܐ ]ܪܘܚܐ ܫܪܝܪܐ[܆ ܿܗܘ ܕܡܢ ]ܟܝܢܐ ܕ[ܪܘܚܐ ܕܩܘܕܫ

 ܐ ܕܦܓܪܐ ܘܠܚܝܐ ܕܠܥܠܡ܀ܠܩܝܡܬ
144

 Bruns, Katechetische Homilien, pp. 23-35; idem, Den Menschen mit dem Himmel verbinden, pp. 68-69. 
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called the Antiochene Synod, remained highly regarded within the Church of the East. Theo-

dore praised him as defender of the truth against enemies who had won the favour of the em-

peror, sent Meletius into exile and caused confusion in the East.
145

 Especially the Antiochene 

addition ‘First-Born (Syr. ܒܘܟܪܐ) of every creature’ (Col. 1:15) after ‘Only-Begotten’ (Syr. 

.remained important within the later Antiochene tradition (ܝܚܝܕܝܐ
146

  

 Theodore, who taught that the two natures of Christ are united in one parsopa* (Syriac for 

prosopon), assigned the ‘Only-Begotten’ to the divine nature and the ‘First-Born’ to the hu-

man nature. In the third memra he stated that with these two epithets of Jesus Christ, the Ni-

cene Fathers explained that Christ must have two natures and one parsopa. This single par-

sopa is a perfect and ‘exact’ conjunction (ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ, naqiputa, which renders the Greek term 

συνάφεια, sunapheia) of the two natures. God the Word ‘put on a man’ for our salvation, 

lived in him and was manifested by him and known to all men. 

 

When they (the Fathers) said these things and made known the divine nature and the human nature that God 

put on, they added this: ‘the only (begotten) Son, the First-Born of all creatures’. By these two phrases, they 

made known the two natures and, by the difference (ܫܘܚܠܦܐ) of the terms, they instructed us about the differ-

ence of the natures. Now, (when) they said these two things about the one parsopa* of the Son, they made us 

known the exact conjunction (ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܚܬܝܬܬܐ) of those two natures.  

 But this was not of themselves that they used these words, but the teaching of Holy Scripture, as the 

blessed Paul said: ‘From them (the Jews) descends the Christ according to the flesh, the God of all (  ܥܠ ܐܠܗܐ

 The one belonging to the house of David according to the flesh is not by his nature God. For .(Rom. 9:5) ’(ܟܠ

(Paul) said on the one hand ‘according to the flesh’ so that we may know that the human nature was assumed 

-but on the other hand ‘God of all’, so that we may understand that the divine nature, which sur ,(ܐܬܢܣܒ)

passes all, is the Lord. He mentioned these two (phrases) concerning the one parsopa at the same time, in or-

der to teach the exact conjunction of the two natures (kyane), so that we may know the majesty and honour of 

the man assumed (ܐܬܢܣܒ) by God who ‘put him on’ (ܕܠܒܫܗ)’.147
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 Theodore mentioned especially Meletius’ statement concerning the Trinity: ‘We think of them as three, but 

speak of them as one’. A similar account appears towards the end of the sixth century in Barhadbeshabba’s ec-

clesiastical history. Behr, The Case against Diodore and Theodore, pp. 488-91; François Nau, ‘Histoire de Bar-

hadbešabba ‘Arbaïa. Première partie’, (PO 23; Paris, 1932), pp. 217-23. 
146

 Bruns, Katechetische Homilien, p. 28; idem, Den Menschen mit dem Himmel verbinden, p. 64; Louis R.M. 

Sako (ed. and trans.), Lettre christologique du Patriarche syro-oriental Īšōʿyahb yahb II de Gḏālā (Rome, 1983), 

p. 161.  

The Peshitta version of Col. 1:15 is as follows: ܿܒܪܝܼܬ̈ܐ܂ ܿܕܼܟܠܗܝܢ ܘܼܒܼܘܼܟܪܐ ܡܼܬܚܙܐ܂ ܿܕܐܠ ܿܕܐܠܗܐ ܿܕܡܼܘܼܬܐ ܿܕܗܼܘܝܼܘ  ܗܘ  
147

 Tonneau and Devreesse, Les homélies, 3:6-7, pp. 58-61. Cf. Mingana, Nicene Creed, pp. 141-42 (ed.) and p. 

37 (trans.). See also translation by Frederick G. McLeod, Theodore of Mopsuestia (New York, 2009), pp. 158-59. 

 ܒܬ̈ܖܬܝܗܝܢ. ܒ̈ܖܝܬܐ ܕܟܠܗܝܢ ܒܘܟܪܐ ܝܚܝܕܝܐ ܕܒܪܐ ܗܝܿ  ܐܘܣܦܘ: ܐܠܗܐ ܕܠܒܫܗ ܘܟܝܢܐ ܐܠܗܝܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܐܘܕܥܘܘ: ܗܠܝܢ ܗܟܝܠ ܐܡܪܘ ܟܕ

  ܒ̈ܢܬ
̈

 ܐܘܕܥܘ ܬ̈ܖܬܗܝܢ ܐܡܪܘ ܕܒܪܐ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܝܢ ܚܕ ܕܥܠ. ܕܟܝ̈ܢܐ ܫܘܚܠܦܐ ܠܢ ܣܟܠܘ ܕܫܡ̈ܗܐ ܒܫܘܚܠܦܐ. ܟܝܢ̈ܐ ̈ܖܝܗܘܢܬ ܘܕܥܘܐ ܩܐܠ

  ܐܬܚܫܚܘ ܢܦܫܗܘܢ ܨܒܘܬ ܡܢ ܗܢܘܢ ܕܝܢ ܗܘܐ ܐܠ. ܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܕܬ̈ܖܝܗܘܢ ܚܬܝܬܬܐ ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܠܢ
̈

 ܕܟܬ̈ܒܐ ܡܠܦܢܘܬܐ ܡܢ ܐܐܠ ܗܠܝܢ ܒܡܐܠ

ܟܝܢܐܝܬ  ܒܒܣܪ ܕܘܝܕ ܒܝܬ ܕܡܢ ܕܗܿܘ  ܗܘܐ ܐܠ. ܟܠ ܥܠ ܐܠܗܐ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܒܣܪ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܕܡܢܗܘܢ ܦܘܠܘܣ ܛܘܒܢܐ ܐܡܪ. ܩܕ̈ܝܫܐ

 ܟܠ ܡܢ ܕܡܥܠܝ ܐܠܗܝܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܢܣܟܠ ܟܠ ܕܥܠ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܕܝܢ ܗܝܿ . ܕܐܬܢܣܒ ܐܢܫܝܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܢܘܕܥ ܕܒܒܣܪ ܐܡܪ ܗܝܿ  ܐܐܠ ܐܠܗܐ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ
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Theodore did not interpret the Nicene expression ‘inhominated’ (ἐνανθρωπήσαντα) as a 

change, but as an assumption: Christ put on the nature in which he was and lived ‘so that we 

might understand that he was not a man in appearance only, but that he was a real man who 

suffered all the human (passions) according to human nature’. He similarly held that the ex-

pression ‘the Word became flesh and lived among us’ (John 1:14) did not imply that the Word 

changed, because it assumed human nature.
148

  

 The inseparable union makes it impossible that the form (ܕܡܘܬܐ) of a servant (ܥܒܕܐ) can 

be ‘separated from the divine nature which put it on’ ( ܕܠܒܫܿܗ.); they rather share the same hon-

our.
149

 Theodore referred several times to this form of a servant and the form of God (Phil. 

2:6-7) in combination with the ‘one assumed’ and the ‘one who assumed’.
150

 But he rejected a 

doctrine of two Sons, of which he and his followers were repeatedly accused, while they were 

often compared with Paul of Samosata who taught a Christology of adoption.
151

 In Memra 8, 

he stated that ‘from the fact that we say two natures we are not constrained to say two Lords 

nor two sons’ as this would be extremely naïve. He explained that all things can be two in one 

respect but one in another, like husband and wife who are said to be one flesh. In the same 

way, Christ can be seen as two according to nature, but one according to the conjunction be-

cause of the undivided adoration.  

 

Here also in the same appearance, we have two according to nature, but one according to conjunction 

(naqiputa): two according to nature, for there is a great difference between the natures; one according to con-

junction, because the adoration is not divided. Rather, he who was assumed receives (adoration) with him 

                                                                                                                                                         
 ܘܝܩܪܐ ܪܒܘܬܐ ܘܕܢܘܕܥ. ܬ̈ܖܝܗܘܢ ܕܟܝ̈ܢܐ ܚܬܝܬܬܐ ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܕܢܠܦ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܚܕ ܥܠ ܬ̈ܖܬܗܝܢ ܐܬܐܡܪ ܕܝܢ ܐܟܚܕ .ܡܪܝܐ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ

 .ܕܠܒܫܗ ܐܠܗܐ ܡܢ ܕܐܬܢܣܒ ܠܒܪܢܫܐ ܐܕܗܘ

(Note by Mingana, p. 141: ܕܥܘܘܘܐ  : Cod. ܘܐܘܕܥ). 
148

 Tonneau and Devreesse, Les homélies, 7.1, pp. 160-61; Mingana, Nicene Creed, pp. 73 and 186-87; J.-M. 

Vosté (ed.), Theodori Mopsuesteni Commentarius in evangelium Johannis Apostoli (CSCO 115, Scriptores Syri 

62; Leuven, 1940), pp. 33-34; cf. Grillmeier, JdChr 1, pp. 623-24. In another work, On the Incarnation (memra 

9), Theodore rejected the claim of those ‘who nullify the duality’ in claiming that the two biblical texts ‘the 

Word became flesh’ and ‘he emptied himself and took (or: ‘assumed’, ܢܣܒ) the form of a servant’ (Phil. 2:7) 

refer to the same process. Theodore pointed out the difference between ‘becoming’ and ‘assuming’. ‘Becoming’ 

indicates that something which ‘becomes’ actually remains the same whenever the ‘becoming’ is perceived in a 

qnoma that ‘became’, whereas ‘assuming’ means assuming something different from the assumer. Behr, The 

Case against Diodore and Theodore, pp. 472-73.  .ܓ]ܠܝ[ܐ ܗܝ ܓܝܪ ܕܡܕܡ ܕܿܗܘܐ ܐܠ ܡܕܡ ܐܚܪܝܢ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܡܢ ܒܬܪ ܕܼܗܘܐ
ܢܘܡܐ ܬܬܝܕܥ ܕܼܗܘܐ. ܿܗܘ ܕܝܢ ܕܢܿܣܒ. ܐܚܪܢܐ ܡܕܡ ܠܒܪ ܡܢܗ ܡܬܐܡܪ ܕܢܿܣܒ.ܐܐܠ ܿܗܘ ܡܕܡ ܕܐܬܐܡܪ ܕܿܗܘܐ. ܐܡܬܝ ܕܿܗܝ ܕܗ]ܘܐ[ ܒܩ  

The Syriac version of On the Incarnation and its translation as ‘inhomination’ will be discussed further below, 

section 1.4.4.2. 
149

 Tonneau and Devreesse, Les homélies, 8:12-13, pp. 204-205; Cf. Mingana, Nicene Creed, p. 206 (ed.) and p. 

89 (trans.). 
150

 See for instance Tonneau and Devreesse, Les homélies, 6:5, pp. 138-39; cf. Mingana, Nicene Creed, p. 177 

(ed.) and p. 65 (trans.). 
151

 Grillmeier, JdChr 1, p. 623. 
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who assumed him, because he is the temple from which it is absolutely impossible that he who dwells therein 

should depart.
152

 

 

Theodore further discussed the possibility of arguing that if Christ had two parsope, there had 

to be two Sons or Lords. Against such interpretations, he argued again that there was one Son, 

because of the perfect conjunction. The relation was again compared to God the Word dwell-

ing in a temple. 

 

If each of them were by nature Son and Lord, we could have spoken of two Sons and two Lords, according to 

the number of the parsope; since, however, the one is by nature Son and Lord, whereas the other is neither 

Son nor Lord, and since we believe that it is by reason of the exact conjunction with the Only-Begotten, God 

the Word, that he has received these (ܗܠܝܢ) [titles], [therefore] we confess that there is only one Son. Of 

course we understand as Son and Lord primarily him who by nature has two titles, but we also include in our 

mind the temple in which he dwells and exists forever, while he is not separated from him because of the in-

separable conjunction with him; this is the reason why we believe that he is Son and Lord.
153

 

 

As already mentioned, Theodore’s basic Christological formula was: two natures united in 

one parsopa*, which is an exact conjunction of the two natures. Because several Christologi-

cal terms were not yet well defined in Theodore’s time
 154

 and could lead to various interpreta-

tions, some key words of his Christology will now be discussed in more detail.  

 

1.4.3. Prosopon (parsopa in Syriac)  

The term parsopa also appears in a Christological context in Theodore’s On the Incarna-

tion.
155

 While the Word* (Logos, the divine Son)
156

 inhabits the assumed human, the two na-

                                                 
152

 Tonneau and Devreesse, Les homélies, 8:14, pp. 206-207. Cf. Mingana, Nicene Creed, pp. 206-207 (ed.) and 

p. 90 (trans.) See also translation by W.F. Macomber, ‘The Christology of the Synod of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, A.D. 

486’ (OCP 24, 1958), p. 151.  
ܒܗ ܒܗܢܐ ܐܣܟܡܐ ܐܦ ܗܪܟܐ ܬܪܝܢ ܒܟܝܢܐ ܐܐܠ ܚܕ ܒܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ. ܬܪܝܢ ܒܟܝܢܐ ܕܣܓܝ ܫܘܚܠܦܐ ܐܝܬ ܒܝܢܬ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ. ܚܕ ܒܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܡܛܠ 
 ܕܐܠ ܡܬܦܪܫܐ ܣܓܕܬܐ. ܐܐܠ ܡܩܒܠ ܗܿܘ ܕܐܬܢܣܒ ܥܡ ܗܿܘ ܕܢܣܒܗ ܡܛܠ ܕܗܝܟܐܠ ܗܘ ܕܡܢܗ ܠܓܡܪ ܐܠ ܡܫܟܚܐ ܕܢܫܢܐ ܗܿܘ ܕܥܡܪ ܒܗ.

153
 Tonneau and Devreesse, Les homélies, 8:15, pp. 208-209; Cf. Mingana, Nicene Creed, p. 208 (ed.) and pp. 

90-91 (transl). See also translation by Macomber, ‘The Christology of the Synod of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, A.D. 

486’, p. 151. 
ܝܢ ܒܢ̈ܝܢ ܢܐܡܪ ܘܬܪܝܢ ܡ̈ܖܘܢ ܐܝܟ ܗܟܢܐ ܗܟܝܠ ܐܦ ܗܪܟܐ ܐܠܘ ܟܠܚܕ ܚܕ ܡܢܗܘܢ ܒܟܝܢܐ ܒܪܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܗܘܐ ܘܡܪܝܐ ܡܫܚܟܐ ܗܘܬ ܕܬܪ

ܒܢܩܝܦܘܬܗ ܕܝܢ ܚܬܝܬܬܐ ܕܠܘܬ : ܡܛܠ ܕܝܢ ܕܗܼܘ ܒܟܝܢܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܪܐ ܘܡܪܝܐ ܗܢܐ ܕܝܢ ܟܝܢܐܝܬ ܐܠ ܒܪܐ ܘܐܠ ܡܪܝܐ. ܡܢܝܢܐ ܕܦ̈ܖܨܘܦܐ

ܘܫܪܝܪܐܝܬ ܠܘܩܕܡ ܡܣܬܟܠܝܢܢ ܒܪܐ ܘܡܪܝܐ ܐܠܝܢܐ ܕܟܝܢܐܝܬ . ܚܕ ܡܘܕܝܢ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܪܐ: ܡܗܝܡܢܝܢܢ ܕܗܠܝܢ ܩܒܠ: ܝܚܝܕܝܐ ܐܠܗܐ ܡܠܬܐ

ܡܬܦܪܫ ܡܢܗ ܡܛܠ ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܡܩܦܝܢܢ ܕܝܢ ܒܝܕܥܬܢ ܐܦ ܠܗ ܠܗܿܘ ܗܝܟܐܠ ܕܥܡܪ ܒܗ ܘܒܟܠܙܒܢ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܗ ܟܕ ܐܠ  .ܬܝܘܗܝܢܐܝܬ ܠܗ ܬܖ̈ 

   .ܕܐܠ ܡܬܦܪܫܐ ܕܠܘܬܗ ܘܡܛܠܬܿܗ ܡܗܝܡܢܝܢܢ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܪܐ ܘܡܪܝܐ

The unspecified ‘these’ (ܗܠܝܢ) is interpreted as: ‘titles’ by Tonneau and Devreesse; ‘attributes’ by Mingana; and 

‘Sonship’ by Macomber. 
154

 Grillmeier, JdChr 1, p. 634. 
155

 See on this text below, section 1.4.4.2. 
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tures are united in one parsopa. By the exact conjunction of the natures, who keep their prop-

erties, the assumed man participates in the honour of the divine Son.
157

 As each of the two 

natures has its own parsopa, which unite into the one parsopa of Christ, one might expect 

some explication, but Theodore did not elaborate the relation of the two parsope to the one 

parsopa of Christ.
158

 Parsopa refers more to the outward manifestation. In a quotation from 

Theodore’s work against Eunomius that is preserved in a later Syriac collection stemming 

from at least the first part of the sixth century and that is marked by the notion of the ‘par-

sopa* of revelation’, parsopa is used at two levels. Abramowski explains that it can be under-

stood at an ontological (searchable) level with respect to the two natures of Christ and their 

differences, but concerning the unity of Christ’s person it can only be noticed at an ontic (un-

searchable) level that is related with liturgy and worship.
159

 Whereas parsopa signifies for 

normal human beings the qnoma and what each of them is, the parsopa of Christ signifies the 

honour of the divine qnoma that conjoins (ܡܩܦ) him who is visible. It does not signify the 

ousia of two natures. This interpretation of the union which is in honour seems to be in line 

with Diodore.  

 

Parsopa* is used in a twofold way; for either it signifies the qnoma*, and something (ܡܕܡ) which each one of 

us is, or it is conferred upon honour, greatness and worship; for example: ‘Peter’ and ‘Paul’ signify the qno-

ma* and the parsopa* (ܩܢܘܡܗ ܘܦܪܨܘܦܗ) of each one of them,
 
but the parsopa* of our Lord Christ means 

honour, greatness and worship. For because God the Word was revealed in humanity, he was causing the 

honour of his qnoma* to conjoin (ܡܩܦ) the visible one; and for this reason, ‘parsopa* of Christ’ signifies that 

he is (made) of honour, not of the ousia (ܐܘܣܝܐ) of the two natures (ܟܝ̈ܢܐ).160 
 

                                                                                                                                                         
156

 The Greek name Logos for the second person of the Trinity is rendered melta in Syriac and will here be usual-

ly translated as ‘Word’. 
157

 Grillmeier, JdChr 1, p. 627; Hainthaler, ‘Die “antiochenische Schule”’, pp. 243-44. The authors refer here to 

a Greek fragment in Swete, Theodori Episcopi Mopsuesteni 2, p. 296. The fragment is taken from Leontius’ 

Contra Nestorianos. See also below, section 1.11.  
158

 Luise Abramowski, ‘Die Christologie Babais des Grossen’, in Ignatius Ortiz de Urbina (ed.), Symposium 

Syriacum, 1972: célébré dans les jours 26-31 octobre 1972 à l’Institut Pontifical Oriental de Rome (OCA 197, 

Rome, 1974), pp. 225-26. 
159

 Luise Abramowski and Alan E. Goodman (trans.), A Nestorian Collection of Christological Texts 2. Introduc-

tion, Translation and Indexes (Oriental Publications 19; Cambridge, 1972), p. xlviii; Luise Abramowski, ‘Zur 

Theologie des Theodors von Mopsuestia’, Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte 72 (1961), pp. 263-65; eadem, ‘Ein 

unbekanntes Zitat aus Contra Eunomium des Theodor von Mopsuestia’, Le Muséon 71 (1958), p. 103.  
160

 Luise Abramowski and Alan E. Goodman (ed.), A Nestorian Collection of Christological Texts 1. Syriac Text 

(Oriental Publications 18; Cambridge, 1972), 9, p. 180 (cf. trans. eidem, p. 107). 
ܟܠ ܚܕ ܚܕ ܡܢܢ: ܐܘ ܠܘܬ ܐܝܩܪܐ ܘܪܒܘܬܐ ܘܣܓܕܬܐ ܝ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܥܦܝܦܐܝܬ ܡܬܐܡܪ ܐܘ ܓܝܪ ܠܗ ܠܩܢܘܡܐ ܡܘܕܥ ܘܡܕܡ ܕܐܝܬܘܗ

ܐܝܩܪܐ ܘܪܒܘܬܐ . ܦܪܨܘܦܗ ܕܝܢ ܕܡܪܢ ܡܫܝܚܐ. ܩܢܘܡܗ ܘܦܪܨܘܦܗ ܒܚܕ ܚܕ ܡܢܗܝܢ ܡܘܕܥ: ܡܬܦܪܥ ܕܐܝܟ ܐܝܟܢ܆ ܦܘܠܘܣ ܘܦܛܪܘܣ

ܘܡܛܠ ܗܢܐ ܦܪܨܘܦܗ . ܡܩܦ ܠܡܬܚܙܝܢܐܡܛܠ ܓܝܪ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܡܠܬܐ ܒܐܢܫܘܬܐ ܐܬܓܠܝ܆ܐܝܩܪܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ . ܘܣܓܕܬܐ ܡܘܕܥ

 .ܕܐܝܩܪܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܡܘܕܥ܆ ܠܘ ܕܐܘܣܝܐ ܕܬܪܝܗܘܢ ܟܝ̈ܢܐ. ܕܡܫܝܚܐ

  [.ܡܪܡܐ ܕܡܬܦܪܥܐ ܡܛܠ ܥܠܬܐ ܕܓܠܝܢܐܘܐܐܠ ܡܬܥܠܝܢܘܬܐ ܕܪ.  ]ܐܝܩܪܐ ܓܝܪ ܐܠ ܟܝܢܐ ܘܐܠ ܩܢܘܡܐ 

The authors comment on p. xlvii that this text by (ps.) Nestorius is difficult and obscure due to a weak translation 

from Greek into Syriac.  
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[For the honour is neither nature (ܟܝܢܐ) nor qnoma*, but an elevation to great dignity which is awarded for 

the cause of the revelation.] 

What purple garments or royal apparel are for the king, is for God the Word the beginning which was taken 

from us without separation, alienation or distance in worship. Therefore, as it is not by nature that a king has 

purple robes, so also neither is it by nature that God the Word has flesh. For anyone who affirms God the 

Word to have flesh by nature (predicates that) he has (something) foreign to the divine substance by undergo-

ing an alteration by the addition of a nature.
161

 

 

The important place assigned to the shared adoration shows that liturgy plays an important 

role in Theodore’s view of parsopa.
162

 Grillmeier points at Theodore’s search for a synthesis 

between the transcendence and immanence of God in human beings and in Christ. Theodore 

is said to have found this in the way the human nature of Christ participates in the divine ado-

ration. Because the Word is homoousios with the other divine persons, Christ participates also 

with them and therefore all Christians will participate in this assumption through him, albeit 

in a different way.
163

 Frederick McLeod states that the parsopa of Christ as a human might 

also imply ‘the presence of all the members of his ecclesial and cosmic “body”’.
164

 Kawerau 

holds that Christ has to be praised, because he belongs to Liturgy. This honour is so closely 

connected, that it has to be seen as his parsopa.
165

 The interpretations of ‘honour’ and ‘in-

dwelling’ are slightly reminiscent of the concepts of shekinah (כִיָנה  indwelling) and kabod ,שְׁ

 which the early rabbis used as synonyms when describing the (glory, magnificence ,'ָכבֹוד)

presence of the infinite and transcendent God in finite places. They taught that this shekinah is 

God who only appears as such where a just human in the imitatio dei becomes an image of 

God.
166

  

 

1.4.4. Hypostasis (qnoma in Syriac) 

Abramowski states that Theodore used qnoma* in a loose way and that it once indicated the 

parsopa* of somebody and another time one person of the Trinity, namely the Word. She em-

                                                 
161

 Translation with some adjustments after Abramowski and Goodman (trans.), Nestorian Collection, 9, p. 107. 

They comment that the observation between square brackets is an ancient gloss on Theodore’s text. 
162

 Abramowski, ‘Zur Theologie des Theodors von Mopsuestia’, pp. 264-66.  
163

 Grillmeier, JdChr 1, pp. 617-22. 
164

 Frederick G. McLeod, The Roles of Christ’s Humanity in Salvation: Insights from Theodore of Mopsuestia 

(Washington, 2005), pp. 151 and 163-65. 
165

 Peter Kawerau, Das Christentum des Ostens (Stuttgart, 1972), pp. 50-55.  
166

 Karl Grözinger, Jüdisches Denken. Theologie. Philosophie. Mystik I. Vom Gott Abrahams zum Gott des Aris-

toteles (Frankfurt/Main, 2004), pp. 254-57. 
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phasizes that in the above fragment against Eunomius, the word qnoma* is not used for the 

human nature of Christ.
167

  

 

1.4.4.1. Qnoma in the Commentary on the Nicene Creed 

In Memra 3:3, the term qnome is used in the plural and in a Trinitarian context only, when it 

distinguishes between God (the Father) and the Lord (the Son, the Word).
 
 

 

(Paul said) that ‘God is one’ and thereafter that ‘the Lord is one’ in order to distinguish the qnome. When he 

asserted this of both that they are one, (it was) that the two qnome are recognized as they are one divine na-

ture, and this is in truth Lord and God.
168 

 

 

In the same memra, Theodore explained the relation of the distinct Trinitarian qnome that 

have the same nature, when he compared the relation of the Father and the Son to that of soul 

and word. He stated that the word comes from the soul. Consequently, they have the same 

nature while the soul is known by this word: as the word is rational, the soul is known to be 

rational too. Theodore called the word ‘the qnoma of the soul’, which is different from the 

soul and does not have its own qnoma. This seems to have been a generally accepted principle, 

as Theodore argued that in order to prevent the wrong conclusion that the Son has conse-

quently no qnoma or is from a different nature, the Creed added: ‘And the Word was God’.
  

 

Because the word is seen as something (ܡܕܡ) different from the soul and yet is the qnoma of the soul ( ܩܢܘܡܐ

 it does not have a qnoma indeed by which it is seen in the soul. In order now (to prevent), that when ,(ܕܢܦܫܐ

we follow this example, we also would [not] think that the Son has no qnoma or that he became alien to the 

nature of the Father, he (the Apostle) quickly added: ‘And the Word was God’ (John 1:1).
169

  

 

                                                 
167

 Abramowski, ‘Zur Theologie des Theodors von Mopsuestia’, pp. 264-65. 
168

 Tonneau and Devreesse, Les homélies, 3:3, pp. 56-57. Voici pourquoi, plut haut, (saint Paul) dit qu’ «unique 

est Dieu» et, après cela, qu’ « unique est le Seigneur», pour distinguer les hypostases; de chacune d’elles il af-

firme qu’elle est «unique», afin que les deux hypostases soient connues comme étant une seule nature divine, et 

celle-ci est en vérité Seigneur et Dieu.  
ܕܚܕ. ܡܛܠ ܗܕܐ ܠܥܠ ܐܡܪ ܕܚܕ ܗܼܘ ܐܠܗܐ. ܘܒܬܪܿܗ ܕܗܕܐ ܕܚܕ ܗܘ ܡܪܝܼܐ ܠܦܘܪܫܢܐ ܕܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ. ܟܕ ܥܠ ܚܕ ܚܕ ܡܢܗܘܢ ܿܣܐܡ ܗܕܐ 

 ܕܬ̈ܖܝܗܘܢ ܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ ܢܬܝܕܥܘܢ ܕܚܕ ܗܼܘ ܟܝܢܐ ܐܠܗܝܐ ܐܝܬܝܗܘܢ . ܘܗܼܘ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܫܪܪܐ ܡܪܝܐ ܘܐܠܗܐ.
169

 Tonneau and Devreesse, Les homélies, 3:14, pp. 74-75; Mingana, Nicene Creed, p. 148 (cf. trans. p. 42). 
ܕܐܠ  : ܐܠ ܓܝܪ ܐܝܬ ܠܿܗ ܩܢܘܡܐ: ܒܿܗ ܕܝܢ ܒܢܦܫܐ ܡܬܚܙܝܐ.ܘܡܛܠ ܕܡܠܬܐ ܕܡܢ ܢܦܫܐ ܡܕܡ ܐܚܪܝܢ ܡܬܚܙܝܐ: ܘܕܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܕܝܢ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܢܦܫܐ

ܕܝܢ ܟܕ ܐܙܠܝܢܢ ܒܬܪ ܗܕܐ ܬܚܘܝܬܐ ܢܣܒܪ ܐܦ ܚܢܢ ܕܕܐܠ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܪܐ: ܐܘ ܡܢܟܪܝ ܗܘܐ ܡܢ ܟܝܢܗ ܕܐܒܐ: ܩܠܝܐܠܝܬ ܐܘܣܦ 
  ܕܐܠܗܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܗܘܐ ܡܠܬܐ.

Because this fragment is rather complicated, the translation by Tonneau and Devreesse is given as well: ‘Et 

parce que le verbe (issu) de l’âme parait être quelque chose d’autre qu’elle, tandis qu’il est l’hypostase de l’âme, 

— car il n’a pas lui-même d’hypostase, c’est en l’âme qu’il se voit, — de peur que, suivant cette comparaison, 

nous ne nous imaginions que le Fils aussi est sans hypostase ou étranger à la nature du Père, brièvement 

l’(évangéliste) ajouta que le Verbe était Dieu.’  
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The analogy of soul and word is also used to illustrate that just as the ‘word’ proceeds from 

the soul and they nevertheless always belong together without being separated or divided in 

time or place, similarly, the Son stems from the Father and yet he is always with him.
170

 

  In the Syriac version of Memra 5:15-16, the word qnoma is used five times when explain-

ing the difference between men and animals. In three instances qnoma is explicitly brought in 

close connection to the soul (ܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܢܦܫܐ).171
 Because animals have no qnoma of the soul, 

their soul has no separate existence, but perishes after the death of the animal. The soul of 

men is contrasted to this: 

 

(The soul) of men, however, is not like this, but exists in the qnoma of the soul and is much higher than the 

body, as the body is mortal and acquires life from the soul and dies and perishes whenever the soul leaves it. 

And this (the soul), when it goes out, it remains and does not perish but lasts forever in its qnoma because it 

is immortal and cannot receive anything naturally from men. […] The difference between the soul of men 

and the soul of animals is such that the latter is dumb (ܚܪܫܬܐ) and has no qnoma of the soul, while that of 

men is immortal and is rightly believed to be also rational (ܝܕܘܥܬܢܝܬܐ).172
  

 

This fragment does not use qnoma in a Christological context, but refers to the soul of human 

beings and animals. The fact, however, that the preceding text in this memra explained that 

Christ’s human body and soul with its rational mind had to be assumed by the Word, would 

imply that the qnoma of his human soul had to be assumed as well. Theodore criticized here 

followers of Arius and Eunomius who denied that Christ had assumed a soul. He explained 

that most sins stemmed from the will of the soul (ܨܒܝܢܐ ܕܢܦܫܐ) and that Christ therefore had 

to assume the soul in order to be able to overcome the passions of the body, sin and finally 

death. 

 

Our Lord assumed the soul so that it should be first delivered from sin and be transferred to unchangeable-

ness by the grace of God through which it overcomes also the passions of the body. When sin is abolished 

                                                 
170

 Vosté (ed.), Theodori Mopsuesteni Commentarius in evangelium Johannis Apostoli, p. 21. See also Johan 

Douwe Hofstra, Ishoʿdad van Merw. ‘En het woord is vlees geworden’. De plaats van het commentaar van 

Ishoʿdad van Merw op Johannes 1, 1-18 binnen de Syrische exegetische traditie (Kampen, 1993), pp. 10-11 and 

53-54. 
171

 Tonneau and Devreesse render ܐ ܕܢܦܫܐܩܢܘܡ  as ‘hypostase-propre’. Considering the context, which discusses 

the soul (ܢܦܫܐ), a more literal translation seems more applicable (‘qnoma of the soul’).  
172

 Tonneau and Devreesse, Les homélies, 5:15-16, pp. 120-23; Mingana, Nicene Creed, pp. 169-70 (cf. trans. pp. 

58-59). 
ܕܒܢ̈ܝܢܫܐ ܕܝܢ ܐܠ ܗܘܐ ܗܟܢܐ ܐܐܠ ܒܩܢܘܡܿܗ ܕܢܦܫܐ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܘܣܓܝ ܡܥܠܝܐ ܡܢ ܦܓܪܐ ܕܦܓܪܐ ܡܝܘܬܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܘܚ̈ܝܐ ܡܢ ܢܦܫܐ ܩܢܐ  

ܘܡܐܬ ܘܡܫܬܪܐ ܐܢ ܢܓܕܫ ܕܢܦܫܐ ܡܢܗ ܬܫܢܐ. ܘܗܼܝ ܡܐ ܕܢܦܩܬ ܡܩܘܝܐ ܟܕ ܐܠ ܡܫܬܪܝܐ ܐܐܠ ܒܩܢܘܡܿܗ ܠܥܠܡ ܡܩܘܝܐ ܡܛܠ ܕܐܠ 
ܢ̈ܝܢܫܐ ܡܕܡ ܟܝܢܐܝܬ ܠܡܣܒ.]...[ ܗܢܐ ܟܠܗ ܫܘܚܠܦܐ ܐܝܬ ܒܝܬ ܢܦܫܐ ܕܒܢ̈ܝܢܫܐ ܠܢܦܫܐ ܕܚ̈ܝܘܬܐ ܐܝܟܢܐ ܡܝܘܬܬܐ ܗܝ ܘܐܠ ܡܫܟܚܐ ܕܡܢ ܒ

  ܕܒܢ̈ܝܢܫܐ ܕܝܢ ܐܠ ܡܝܘܬܬܐ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܘܒܘܠܝܬܐ ܡܬܗܝܡܢܐ ܕܐܦ ܝܕܘܥܬܢܝܬܐ ܗܝ. ܕܗܿܝ ܚܪܫܬܐ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܘܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܢܦܫܐ ܠܝܬ ܠܿܗ.
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from every place and has no more entry into the soul which has become unchangeable, every kind of con-

demnation will rightly be abolished and death also will perish.
173

  

 

1.4.4.2. Qnoma in On the Incarnation (Inhomination), Memra 8. 

A quotation from Theodore’s On the Incarnation ( ܡܬܒܪܢܫܢܘܬܐ ܕܥܠ )
174

, Memra 8, has led to 

different interpretations of his Christology and terminology, especially concerning the ques-

tion whether Theodore spoke of one or two qnome in Christ or none at all. This question be-

came highly disputed in the sixth and seventh centuries and therefore deserves special atten-

tion.  

 Theodore’s quotation is preserved in two Syriac versions. Under the heading The Blas-

phemies of Diodore, Theodore, and the Impious Nestorius, one version was part of the Syriac 

Miaphysite florilegium which has already been mentioned and which is preserved in Brit. Libr. 

Add. 12,156. The fragment discussed is numbered as ‘section 63’. Cyril was the main authori-

ty for this florilegium.
175

 Even if the (Greek) selection is highly one-sided, it is considered 

reliable. The Syriac translation represents the genuine text as the meaning has been kept intact, 

while typical ‘Antiochene’ expressions are used.
176

 The Syriac translation is ascribed to Ibas 

and is dependent on the ‘Armenian’ florilegium that appeared several years after the condem-

nation of Nestorius in 431.
177

  

 The other manuscript is preserved in Brit. Libr. Add. 14,669. This edition might stem from 

a (friendly) fifth century Edessene translation that remained the ‘authoritative and normative 

one’ in the School of Nisibis until at least the eighth century.
178

 This version was, however, 

                                                 
173

 Tonneau and Devreesse, Les homélies, 5:14, pp. 118-21; Mingana, Nicene Creed, pp. 168-69 (cf. trans. pp. 

57-58); Grillmeier, JdChr 1, pp. 620-21. See also section 1.4.4.2. for further discussion on the question whether 

Theodore taught one ore two qnome* in Christ. 
174

 This title derives from the Syriac title preserved in the Miaphysite florilegium. Cf. Behr, The Case against 

Diodore and Theodore, pp. 194-95. The English and Latin titles for this work are not literal translations. ‘In-

homination’ would be more accurate and is to be distinguished from ‘incarnation’. As we will see in section 1.6, 

the Church of the East also followed the Nicene distinction between ‘incarnated’ (or ‘embodied’) and ‘in-

hominated’ (Greek: σαρκωθέντα and ἐνανθρωπήσαντα). The English term ‘inhomination’ appears also in the 

work of for instance Iain R. Torrance, Christology After Chalcedon: Severus of Antioch and Sergius the Mo-

nophysite (Cambridge, 1998). A slightly different translation (‘inhumanation’) has been chosen by Hans van 

Loon, The Dyophysite Christology of Cyril of Alexandria (Supplements to Vigiliae Christianae 96; Leiden, 

2009), p. 13.  
175

 Paul de Lagarde (ed.), Analecta Syriaca (Leipzig, 1858), pp. 100-108, Luise Abramowski, ‘Zur geplanten 

Ausgabe von Brit. Mus. add. 12156’, Texte und Untersuchungen. Zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Literatur 

133 (Berlin, 1987), pp. 23-24; Behr, The Case against Diodore and Theodore, pp. 164-65. 
176

 Luise Abramowski, ‘Über die Fragmente des Theodor von Mopsuestia in Brit. Libr. add. 12.156 und das 

doppelt überlieferte christologische Fragment’, OC 79 (1995), pp. 3-5; Francis A. Sullivan, The Christology of 

Theodore of Mopsuestia (Rome, 1956), pp. 64-65. 
177

 Jansen, De Incarnatione, pp. 129-131 and 136. See for a slightly different interpretation Behr, pp. 91-94 and 

155-58. 
178

 Reinink, ‘Tradition and Formation’ pp. 228-29. 
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already questioned in the late seventh century.
179

 It probably contained the complete Syriac 

translation of On the Incarnation, but unfortunately only a small part is preserved and the 

fragment from Memra 8 is defective and difficult to understand and translate.
180

 It is not clear 

when the translation was made. The manuscript preserved probably stems from the fifth or 

sixth century, with punctuation added in the late sixth to seventh century.
181

 The translation 

has been ascribed to the Edessene School under Ibas, with a probable date varying from early 

after Theodore’s death
182

 to the middle of the fifth century.
183

  

 Later references to these texts do not always accurately indicate which fragment from 

which manuscript has been used. Combined with sometimes inconsistent translations and 

numbering, secondary literature on the theology of Theodore can be confusing. Till Jansen 

gives an overview of the transmission history of these fragments and he points out many mis-

takes.
184

 

 The two versions explain the two levels of Christology by means of a comparison to the 

union of husband and wife, and of soul and body. As the argumentation is closely intertwined 

with these examples, the section 63 will be given here in whole, except for the introduction. In 

order to facilitate comparison, Add. 12,156 and Add. 14,669 will further be referred to as ‘M’ 

(Miaphysite) and ‘N’ (Nisibis) respectively; the texts are divided into several more or less 

independent statements which have been numbered newly, and the translation has been kept 

as simple and consistent as possible.
185

 

 

                                                 
179

 Luise Abramowski, ‘Martyrius-Sahdona and Dissent in the Church of the East’, in Christelle Jullien (ed.), 

Controverses des Chrétiens dans l'Iran sassanide (Paris, 2008), p. 17. 
180

 Luise Abramowski, ‘Die Reste der Syrischen Übersetzung von Theodor von Mopsuestia, De Incarnatione, in 

add. 14.669’, Aram 5 (1993), pp. 23-26; eadem, ‘Über die Fragmente’, pp. 3-5. 
181

 Behr, The Case against Diodore and Theodore, p. 433. 
182

 Eduard Sachau (ed. and trans.), Theodori Mopsuesteni. Fragmenta Syriaca (Leipzig, 1869), p. 80. 
183

 Sullivan, The Christology of Theodore of Mopsuestia, pp. 80-82. 
184

 Till Jansen reports for instance that Abramowski observes that the Syriac fragment H.B. Swete gave to fill up 

a gap in the extant Greek is identical to the fragment from Add. 14,669 instead of Add. 12,156, and should there-

fore be replaced. Jansen, De Incarnatione, p. 126; for his overview see also pp. 15-18 and 119-126; Abramowski, 

‘Die Reste’, pp. 31-32; Swete, Theodori Episcopi Mopsuesteni 2, p. 289. Another translation of the two compila-

tions, with an edition of the corresponding Syriac parts from 14,669, has been made by Eduard Sachau Theodori 

Mopsuesteni. Fragmenta Syriaca, translation pp. 28-57 (14.669) and pp. 63-68 (12.156). More recently, in 2011, 

John Behr incorporated the correct editions with a translation in his The Case against Diodore and Theodore, pp. 

206-209 and 468-71. This facilitates comparison. It should be noted that before this time, scholars may have 

used Swete’s version, including its erroneous part. See for instance, McLeod, Theodore of Mopsuestia, p. 136. 
185

 The part that should be replaced in Swete’s edition concerns numbers 8-10. 
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Add. 12,156, section 63 (M, Miaphysite)  

 

1. What our Lord said of husband and wife that ‘they are no longer two, but one flesh’,  

2. we too may rightly say, according to the definition of union (ܚܕܝܘܬܐ): ‘they are no longer two parsope but 

one’, although it is known that the natures are divided. 

3. And in such a way the mention of ‘one flesh’ does not further oppose the number of the duality: for it is 

clear in what (respect) ‘one’ is said.  

4. So also here the union of parsopa does not affect the difference of natures: 

5. for when we divide (ܡܦܪܫܝܢ) the natures, we say that the nature of the God Word is perfect and that the par-

sopa is perfect 

6. —for one cannot speak of a qnoma without a parsopa; further on is also the nature of the man complete, and 

his parsopa likewise. 

7. But when we look at the conjunction, then we speak of one parsopa. 

8. For also in the case of a human being, when we divide the natures, we say that the nature of the soul is one, 

and of the body another, a single qnoma of the former and a single of the latter.  

9. This is how we know that they are distinct: that when the soul is removed from the body, it is on its own and 

remains in its own parsopa, and therefore also is each one of them, according to the definition of nature, said 

to be with its parsopa. 

10. In the same way the names ‘inner man’ and ‘outer man’ are used by Paul (2 Cor. 4:16), while each of them 

individually deserves the term of the whole. For it is clear that with the addition of ‘inner’ and ‘outer’ we 

should understand the whole at once, not because of the general word and the limitation by the adjective, but 

to the extent that we are told that he conjoins these two that are brought together.  

11. In the same way also here, we say that the nature of the God Word is single, and single that of the man, the 

natures being divided, but one parsopa being effected in the union. 

12. Therefore also here: when we want to divide the natures, we say that the parsopa of the man is perfect, and 

also perfect is that of the divinity; 

13. but when we look at the union, then we proclaim that the parsopa of both natures is one,  

14. humanity with divinity unitedly, receiving an honour beyond all creation, and divinity in it, accomplishing all 

things that were necessary.
186

  

                                                 
186

 Syriac text after De Lagarde, Analecta Syriaca, pp. 104-105; compare also Behr, The Case against Diodore 

and Theodore, pp. 206-209.  

 ܡܢ ܪܝܫܐ ܕܫܬܝܢ ܘܬܠܬܐ܀ ܗܿܝ ܕܡܪܢ ܥܠ ܿܗܝ ܕܓܒܪܐ ܘܐܢܬܬܐ  ܐܼܡܪ. ܕܐܠ ܡܟܝܠ ܐܝܬܝܗܘܢ ܬ̈ܖܝܢ: ܐܐܠ ܒܣܪܐ ܚܕ. .1

 ܐܡܪܝܢܢ ܐܦ ܚܢܢ  ܙܕܩܐܝܬ ܐܝܟ ܡܠܬܐ ܕܚܕܝܘܬܐ. ܕܐܠ ܡܟܝܠ ܐܝܬܝܗܘܢ ܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܦ̈ܖܨܘܦܐ. ܐܐܠ ܚܕ. ܐܝܕܝܥܐ ܕܝܢ ܕܟܕ ܡܦܪܫܝܢ ܟܝ̈ܢܐ. .2
 ܪܐ܆ ܓܠܝܐ ܗܝ ܓܝܪ ܒܐܝܕܐ ܚܕ ܡܬܐܡܪ.ܠܡܢܝܢܐ ܕܬܪܝܢܘܬܐ܆ ܿܗܝ ܕܚܕ ܢܬܐܡܪ ܒܣܘܐܝܟܢܐ ܕܠܗܠ ܐܠ ܢܟܝܐ  .3
 ܗܟܢܐ ܐܦ ܗܪܟܐ ܐܠ ܡܟܝܐ. ܠܫܘܚܠܦܐ ܕܟܝ̈ܢܐ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܦܪܨܘܦܐ. .4
 ܚܢܢ. ܘܡܫܠܡܢܐ ܗܘ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ. ܢܐܡܬܝ ܓܝܪ ܕܠ̈ܟܝܢܐ ܡܦܪܫܝܢ ܚܼܢܢ. ܕܡܫܠܡܢܐ ܗܘ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܡܠܬܐ ܐܡܪܝܢ ܐ .5
 ܐ.ܠܡܐܡܪ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܐܠ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ. ܡܫܠܡܢܐ ܕܝܢ ܐܦ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܒܪܢܫܐ. ܐܦ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܒܿܗ ܒܕܡܘܬܐܠ ܓܝܪ ܐܝܬ  .6

 ܢ ܐܡܪܝܢ ܚܢܢܝܐܡܬܝ ܕܝܢ ܕܠܘܬ ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܢܚܘܿܕ. ܚܕ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܗܝܕ .7

ܐܦ ܓܝܪ ܒܒܪ ܐܢܫܐ: ܐܡܬܝ ܕܠ̈ܟܝܢܐ ܡܦܪܫܝܼܢܢ. ܐܚܪܢܐ ܐܡܪܝܢܢ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܢܦܫܐ. ܘܐܚܪܢܐ ܕܦܓܪܐ. ܩܢܘܡܐ ܠܚܘܕܝܐ ܕܿܗܝ ܘܠܚܘܕܝܐ  .8
 ܕܗܢܐ. 

ܐ. ܘܒܕܓܘܢ ܐܦ ܟܠ ܚܕ ܗܟܢܐ ܕܡܬܦܪܫܝܢ ܝܕܥܝܢܢ ܠܗܘܢ. ܕܟܕ ܡܬܪܚܩܐ ܢܦܫܐ ܡܢ ܦܓܪܼܐ. ܿܒܝܬܿܗ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ. ܘܒܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܝܠܿܗ ܩܝܡ .9
 ܡܢܗܘܢ ܐܝܟ ܡܠܬܐ ܕܟܝܢܼܐ. ܒܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܝܠܗ ܡܬܐܡܪ.
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Add. 14,669 (N, Nisibis) 

 

1. Just as our Lord said of husband and wife that ‘they are no longer two, but one flesh’,  

2. so we too say, according to the definition of union, ‘they are no longer two but one’, despite clearly being 

different natures. 

3. And as henceforth the mention of ‘one flesh’ does not damage the duality—for it is clear how these things 

are said— 

4. so also here the union of parsopa is not harmed by the difference in natures:  

5. for when we consider the natures, we recognize the divine nature in its own qnoma and the human nature  

6. - 

7. but when we look at the conjunction (naqiputa), we say one parsopa and one qnoma.  

8. For in the same way that, when we divide the nature of the human being, we say that the nature of the soul is 

one thing and that of the body another, knowing, that each of them singly has a qnoma and a nature,  

9. and convinced that when the soul is separated from the body, it remains in its nature and its qnoma, and each 

one of them has a nature and a qnoma.  

10. For this is also how we are taught by the Apostle of ‘the inner man’ and ‘the outer man’ (2 Cor. 4:16), and 

their individuality (ܝܚܝܕܝܘܬܗܘܢ)187
 we name on the basis of something (ܡܕܡ) that belongs to the common 

with the addition of ‘inner’ and of ‘outer’, so that we do not name them with a simple word. But when they 

are conjoined one, we say they are ‘one qnoma and one parsopa’, and name both of them with one.  

11. In the same way also here, we say that there is divine nature and human nature, and while the natures are 

recognized there is one parsopa of union.  

12. And therefore when we wish to consider the natures, we say that the man is perfect in his qnoma and we 

also say that perfect is God;  

                                                                                                                                                         
ܗܟܢܐ ܟܝܬ ܐܦ ܒܪ ܐܢܫܐ ܕܠܓܘ. ܘܒܪܢܫܐ ܕܠܒܪ. ܡܢ ܦܘܠܘܣ ܡܫܬܡܗ ܟܕ ܟܠ ܚܕ ܡܢܗܘܢ ܠܚܘܕܐܝܬ ܠܫܘܡܗܐ ܕܟܠܗ ܓܘܐ ܐܫܬܘܝ.  .10

ܝܢ ܕܡܢܩܦ ܕܠܟܠܗ ܐܟܚܕܐ ܘܒܒܨܝܪܘܬܐ ܕܫܘܡܗܐ ܢܿܣܬܟܠ. ܟܡܐ  ܐ܆ܝܕܝܥܐ ܕܝܢ ܕܥܡ ܬܘܣܦܬܐ ܕܿܗܝ ܕܠܓܘ ܘܕܠܒܪ. ܕܐܠ ܒܩܐܠ ܫܪܝ
 ܒܬ̈ܖܬܝܗܝܢ ܕܟܢܝܫܢ ܡܬܐܡܪܢ.

The last sentence of M-10 is very difficult to understand and translate. Behr solves it thus: ‘And it is clear that 

with the addition (of “inner” and “outer”) he explicitly does not nullify the whole <man> altogether and <that 

he> understands <the whole man> in accordance with a reduced <scope> of the denomination <man> and to the 

extent that he pairs joined terms.’ Behr, The Case against Diodore and Theodore, p. 209.  

ܢ ܐܦ ܗܿܘ ܕܒܪܢܫܐ. ܡܦܪܫܝܢ ܓܝܪ ܟܝ̈ܢܐ. ܚܕ ܕܝܢ ܝܠܚܘܕܝܐ ܕܒܗ ܕܝܢ ܒܙܢܐ ܐܦ ܗܪܟܐ. ܠܚܘܕܝܐ ܐܡܪܝܢ ܚܢܢ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܡܠܬܐ.  .11
 ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܒܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܡܬܓܡܪ. 

ܡܕܝܢ ܐܦ ܗܪܟܐ ܐܡܬܝ ܕܠ̈ܟܝܢܐ ܠܡܦܪܫܘ ܝܨܝܦܝܢ ܚܢܢ܆ ܕܡܫܠܡܢܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܦܪܨܘܦܗ ܕܒܪ ܐܢܫܐ ܐܡܪܝܢܢ. ܡܫܠܡܢܐ ܕܝܢ ܐܦ ܗܿܘ   .12
 ܕܐܠܗܘܬܐ.

 ܐ ܡܟܪܙܝܢܢ.ܐܡܬܝ ܕܝܢ ܕܠܘܬ ܚܕܝܝܘܬܐ ܚܝܪܝܢ ܚܼܢܢ. ܗܝܕܝܢ ܕܚܕ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܬ̈ܖܝܗܘܢ ܟܝܢ̈  .13

 ܟܠܗܝܢ ܐܝܠܝܢ ܕܡܒܥܝܢ ܡܫܡܠܝܐ܀. ܐܦ ܐܠܗܘܬܐ ܒܼܗܿ . ܐܝܩܪܐ ܕܡܢ ܟܘܠܿܗ ܒܪܝܬܐ ܡܩܒܐܠ. ܐܠܗܘܬܼܐ  ܟܕ ܡܚܝܕܐܝܬ ܐܢܫܘܬܐ ܥܡ .14
187

 Behr translates ܝܚܝܕܝܘܬܗܘܢ as ‘particular features’. Behr, The Case against Diodore and Theodore, p. 471. 

He probably follows Robert Payne Smith, who indicates that it means ‘proprietas’ in the work of Theodore. 

However, Brockelmann and Sokoloff do not give such a meaning. Here, it is translated as ‘individuality’ since 

all lexica consulted indicate that its first meaning should be interpreted in the sense of ‘being alone’. Robert 
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Sokoloff, A Syriac Lexicon. A translation from the Latin, Correction, Expansion, and Update of C. Brockel-

mann’s ‘Lexicon Syriacum’ (Piscataway, 2009), p. 572. 
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13. but when we wish to consider the union, we proclaim one parsopa and one qnoma with respect to both na-

tures,  

14. while we know that because of the union to divinity, the humanity receives honour from creation and the 

divinity in his effecting everything.
188

 

 

Because the two versions differ, it has been debated which one was the most authentic, as this 

would be an indication of what Theodore really would have taught. This discussion is still not 

settled. Abramowski argues since 1990 that Add. 12,156 (M) is more authentic than Add. 

14,669 (N), because the latter simplifies a difficult part and contains a late Nestorian expres-

sion that is not known to appear in Theodore’s other works. Acknowledging the work of 

Francis Sullivan, she thus rejects the view of Marcel Richard, who considers N authentic. 

Marcel Richard bases his judgment on the statement of Joseph of Hazzaya (eighth century) 

who held that the one qnoma formula in M must be Theodore’s own. Gerrit Jan Reinink ap-

proves of Abramowski’s conclusion.
189

  

 In general, forms of parsopa appear most frequently in M, whereas N has more forms of 

qnoma. The texts start with a comparison of husband and wife that also appeared in Theo-

dore’s Commentary. According to the definition of union, they are no longer ‘two parsope but 

one’ (M2), though N2 does not contain the explanatory parsope. The general line of thought 

is that similarly, when Christ is considered as the union, there is one parsopa; but when con-

sidered as the natures, there are two parsope.  

                                                 
188

 Sachau, Theodori Mopsuesteni, ܥܐ-ܥ ; Behr, The Case against Diodore and Theodore, pp. 468-71. 

 ܘܐܝܟ ܗܿܝ ܕܐܡܪ ܡܪܢ ܥܠ ܓܒܪܐ ܘܐܢܬܬܐ ܕܐܠ ]ܐܝܬܝ[ܗܘܢ ܬ]̈ܖܝ[ܢ ܡܟܝܠ ܐܐܠ ܚܕ ܒܣܪ. .1

 ܗܟܢܐ ܐܦ ܚܢܢ ܐܡܪܝܢ ܐܢܚܢܢ ܐܝܟ ܡܠܬܐ ܕܚܕܝܘܬܼܐ. ܕܐܠ ܡܟܝܠ ܐܝܬܝܗܘܢ ܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܐܐܠ ܚܕ. ܘܓܠܝܐ ܗ]ܝ[ ܕܟܕ ]̈ܡܫ[ܚܠܦܝܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ. .2

 ܓܠܝܐ ܗܼܝ ܓܝܪ ܐܝܟܢܐ ܡܬܐܡܪܝܢ:ܐܠ ܡܣܬܪܚܐ ܡܢ ܡܢܝܢܐ ܕܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܕܢܬܐܡܪܘܢ ܚܕ ܒܣܪܐ.  ܐܟܙܢܐ ܓܝܪ ܕܠܗܠ .3
 ܗܟܢܐ ܐܦ ܗܪ ]ܟܐ ܐܠ[ ܡܬܚܒܐܠ ܚܕܝܘܬܗ ]ܕܦ[ܪܨܘܦܐ ܡܢ ܫܘܚܠܦܐ ܕܟ̈ܝܢܐ. .4
 ܡܐ ܓܝܪ ܕܥܠ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܪܢܝܢ ܐܢܚܢܢ ܡܣܬܟܠܝܢܢ ܟܝܢܐ ܐܠܗܝܐ ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܘܟܝܢܐ ܐܢܫܝܐ:  .5
6. - 
 ܚܢܢ.ܡܐ ܕܝܢ ܒܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܢܚܘܼܪ. ܚܕ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܘܚܕ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܐܡܪܝܢ ܐܢ .7

ܢ[ ܐܢܚܢܢ ܟܝܢܗ ܕܒܪ ܐ]ܢܫ[ܐ ܐܡܪܝܢ ܐܢܚܢܢ ܕܐܚܪܝܢ ܗܘ ܟܝܢܗ ܕܢܦܫܐ ܘܐ]ܚܪ[ܝܢ ܕܦܓܪܐ܆ ܟܕ ܠܚܕ ܚܕ ܝܐܟܙܢܐ ܓܝܪ ܕܡܐ ܕܡܦܪܫ] .8
 ܡܢܗܘܢ ܩܢܘ]ܡ[ܐ ܘܟܝܢܐ ܝܕܥܝܢ ܐܢܚܢܢ ܕܐܝܬ ܠܗ

 ܘܡܦܣܝܢܢ ܕܟܕ ]ܡܬ[ܦܪܫܐ ܢܦܫܐ ܡܢ ܦܓܪܐ ܡܩܘܝܐ ܒܟܝܢܿܗ ܘܒܩܢܘܡܿܗ: ܘܟܠ ܚܕ ܚܕ ܡܢܗܘܢ ܟܝܢܐ ܘܩܢܘܡܐ ܐܝܬ ܠܗ: .9

ܘܝܚܝܕܝܘܬܗܘܢ ܡܢ ܡܕܡ ܕܐܝܬ ܠܓܘܐ ܢܫܡܗ  ܪܢܫܐ ܓܘܝܐ ܘܒܪ ܐܢܫܐ ܒܪܝܐ ܡܢ ܫܠܝܚܐ ܝܠܦܝܢ ܐܢܚܢܢ:ܗܟܢܐ ܓܝܪ ܐܦ ܒ .10

 ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܘܚܕ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܚܕ] ܚܕ[ܒ ܕܢܩܝܦܝܢ ܓܝܪ ܟܡܐ .ܐܢܘܢ ܢܫܡܗ ܫܚܝܡܬܐ ܩܐܠ ܒܒܪܬ ܐܠ ܕ ܒܬܘܣܦܬܐ ܗܿܝ ܕܓܘܝܐ ܘܕܒܪܝܐ:

 .ܐܢܚܢܢ ܡܫܡܗܝܢ ܒܚܕ ܘܠܬ̈ܖܝܗܘܢ .ܠܗܘܢ ܚܢܢ ܐܡܪܝܢ

 ܘܗܝ ܟܝܢܐ ܐܠܗܝܐ ܘܟܝܢܐ ܐܢܫܝܐ. ܘܟܕ ܝܕܝܥܝܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܼܐ. ܚܕ ܦܪܨܘܦܼܐ ܕܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ. ܒܗ ܒܙܢܐ ܐܦ ܗܪܟܐ ܐܡܪܝܢ ܐܢܚܢܢ ܕܐܝܬ .11

 ]̈ܝܢ[ܐ ܢܨܒܐ ܠܡܣܬܟܠܘ ܐܡܪܝܢ ܐܢܚܢܢ܆ ܕܡܫܡܠܝܐ ܗܘ ܒܪܢܫܐ ܒܩܢܘܡܗ. ܐܡܪܝܢ ܐܢܚܢܢ ܕܐܦ ܡܫܡܠܝܐ ܿܗܘkܘܒܗܕܐ ܐܡܬܝ ܕ .12
 ܐܠܗܐ.

 ܐ. ]ܪܙܝܢ[ ܐܢܚܢܢ ܠܬ̈ܖܝܗܘܢ ܟ̈ܝܢkmܡܐ ܕܝܢ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܢܨܒܐ ܠܡܣܬܟܠܼܘ. ܚܕ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܘܚܕ ܩܢܘܡܐ  .13

 .... ܘܐܠܗܘܬܐ ܒܿܗ ܟܠ ܡܕܡ ܣܥܪܐܟܕ ܝܕܥܝܢ ܐܢܚܢܢ ܕܡܛܠ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܐ ܐܢܫܘܬܐ ܡܢ ܒܪܝܬܐ ܐ]ܝܩܪ[ܐ ܡܩܒܐܼܠ  .41
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 Both versions use neutral verbs like ‘consider’ and look’ when discussing the union. But 

where N continues to do so when discussing the natures of Christ, the hostile M uses forms of 

the verb ‘divide’ (Pael of ܦܪܫ), while N uses this only with respect to the human soul and 

body which can be separated.
190

 N, interestingly, has additional qnoma/qnome when describ-

ing the union. N5 recognizes a divine nature in its qnoma and a human nature (no specifica-

tions given). In their union there is one parsopa and one qnoma (N7). In N10 and N13 the 

union is also marked by having one parsopa and one qnoma.  

M5-6 seems comparable to N5. However, M6 contains a statement that is also found in a 

Greek parallel, but not in N. It states in explanation that a qnoma cannot be without a parsopa. 

It is difficult to see whether this statement refers only to the divine nature, or to the human 

nature as well. When one accepts M6 in isolation, not considering the context or other texts, 

this could allow an interpretation for both the divine and human nature having their own par-

sopa plus qnoma. To Edessene Christology, however, which is thought to have restricted 

qnoma to the divine nature of Christ, this must have been illogical. Most importantly, the text 

itself acknowledges only one parsopa (M7 and 13) in the union, or does not even mention 

parsopa and qnoma at all (M10). However, when one were to strictly apply M6 to M7 and 

M13, this could allow the interpretation of one qnoma in Christ. 

According to M8 and N8, both soul and body have their own qnoma. M9 explains their 

distinction by the fact that each remains in their own parsopa when they are separated. N9 

does not use the word parsopa, but qnoma. Abramowski concludes that N had completely 

eliminated the doctrine of two parsope* that are one parsopa* when looking at the union of 

the natures. Instead, the words parsope/parsopa have been replaced by qnome*/ qnoma*. She 

further notes that this is also the only fragment in the whole manuscript in which qnoma is 

added to the human nature of Christ.
191

  

The reasons for the differences between the two versions are not clear. Sullivan conjectures 

that parsopa was changed into qnoma in order to avoid the anathematized ‘two parsope’, be-

cause Ibas recently had been rehabilitated by the Council of Chalcedon after accepting its 

dogmatic decrees and subscribing to the condemnation of Nestorius and had to avoid thereaf-

ter anything too reminiscent of the formula of Nestorius.
192

 This explanation does not fully 

match Abramowski’s conclusion that the Edessene School had restricted the use of both the 
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terms parsopa and qnoma,
193

 but both Sullivan and Abramowski agree that terminology was 

adapted in order to avoid indictment by opponents.  

The Nisibene version gave rise to two conflicting interpretations, because it both empha-

sizes the two qnome and speaks of only one qnoma in Christ as well. Grillmeier discusses N7-

14 while putting ‘one qnoma’* within brackets when this refers to Christ (this occurs in N7, 

10 and 13).
194

 He further combines this reduced N7-14 with the example we already have 

seen in Memra 5:15-16 of the human soul that can live apart from the body thanks to its qno-

ma. This would show that qnoma is needed for a separate existence. Because the two natures 

of Christ are capable of existing separately, Grillmeier concludes that according to Theodore, 

Christ must have two qnome as far as one considers the differentiation of the natures. He de-

nies, on the other hand, that Theodore used the formula of two natures and the one ‘Person 

oder Hypostase’, because this would not be in line with authentic texts in which he always 

puts physis and hypostasis side by side while prosopon is clearly distinguished from them.
 

The difference is on the side of physis-hypostasis; the unity is in the one prosopon.
195

  

Alluding also to Memra 5:15-16, Peter Bruns comments that it was problematic for Theo-

dore (and later for Babai) that the assumption of a complete human implied assumption of a 

human ‘seelischen Hypostase’.
196

 McLeod argues that according to Theodore, Christ must 

have two qnome, because Theodore would interpret qnoma in a transitive sense signifying ‘an 

extraneous power that grants life to concrete natures’. This would mean that in natures that 

really exist, there must always be a qnoma involved.
197

 As we have seen above, Ephrem’s 

work might have given rise to such considerations, but not necessarily with this postulated 

‘transitive sense’.  

Abramowski, however, holds that the authentic Theodore did not use the term hypostasis 

(qnoma) to describe the union of the two natures in Christ and she explicitly excludes the pos-

sibility that Theodore was ‘a possible starting point of the Christology of the one hypostasis 

with the East Syrians’. She emphasizes that Theodore could use the term hypostasis (qnoma) 

in several ways. In a Christological context it was not used for the human nature of Christ, but 
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only for the Logos.
198 

This can actually be seen in M which mentions only the two qnome with 

respect to the soul and body of a man, and the (single) term qnoma with respect to the Logos.  

Whatever was the view held by Theodore himself, the fact remains that his preserved texts 

could lead to divergent interpretations within the Church of the East. Reinink suggests that in 

the internal conflict of the sixth and seventh century concerning the question whether Theo-

dore had taught one qnoma or two in Christ, both parties within the Church of the East fo-

cused exactly on the fragments from the Nisibene version.
199

 When taken sufficiently out of 

context, elements from the Miaphysite fragment might have been used as well.  

 

1.4.5. Soteriology, the two Catastases 

In Theodore’s soteriology, God’s salvation plan (οἰκονομία) is oriented towards immortal life 

in heaven. This view is connected with his distinction between two catastases (eras or worlds). 

The individual believer lives in the era of mortality, change and sin, and he only reaches his 

final salvation and will be resurrected at the end times when Christ returns and the second era 

begins. Christians who die before can still hope for the resurrection, because their souls re-

main after death, thanks to their qnoma, which animals do not have. It is through Christ’s hu-

manity that human beings have the possibility to share in his resurrection. But where the hu-

man nature of Christ already takes part in the resurrection, believers in the first era can only 

enjoy preliminary participation in this Resurrection by means of the Sacraments.
200

 

 Meanwhile, believers can also develop their virtues in this world that has instructional 

qualities. As the word yulpana (learning)
201

 and its derivations appear throughout the Syriac 

version of Theodore’s Catechetical Homilies, this might be seen as another indication that 

paideia played an important role in his thought. The believers need their reasoning faculty to 

find a balance between their needs and the commandments of the law, and they are endowed 

with free will in order to choose between good and evil.
202

 The human free will and its possi-

bility to conquer sin is so important for the salvation of mankind, that in Christ the human 

rational soul (or mind) has to be assumed as well. This view intensified also Theodore’s de-

fence against Apollinarism.
203
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 A reconstruction of Theodore’s commentary on Genesis shows God moreover as the 

teacher of angels. The angels who are rational (ܡܠܝܐܠ, mlila) recognize the Creator when he 

uses his word (melta, ܡܠܬܐ). The angels have to use their reason to learn about God when 

they compare the objects of this world through a process of analogy. God instructs humans 

throughout history.
204

  

 Related to the distinction between the two Catastases is an emphasis in exegesis on the 

discontinuity between the Testaments: the Old Testament is seen as a separate and propaedeu-

tic text, in which only those typoi of Christ are acknowledged that are given by the New Tes-

tament.
205

  

 

1.4.6. Participation: Baptism and Eucharist 

With a wealth of references ̱Luise Abramowski draws attention to the importance of participa-

tion in Theodore’s theology. Theodore used this concept of participation to express that Chris-

tians can really obtain the heavenly reward (immortal life), the aim of his theology. The pre-

sent participation in this era is a prerequisite for the next. It is facilitated by the grace of the 

Holy Spirit, but participation in immortality is only made possible by the resurrection of Je-

sus.
206

 Abramowski further states that baptism is decisive for this participation and more im-

portant than the Eucharist. ‘An die Taufe werden alle typologischen, durch participatio reali-

sierten Beziehungen rückwärts in die Heilsgeschichte, vorwärts zum Eschaton und “aufwärts” 

zum heiligen Geist und zu Christus geknüpft.’ Christ is the filius dei proprius; Christians are 

filii dei adoptivi and connected with Christ by participatio. They can share in his divine hon-

our because they have the same nature as the assumed man. But only in the coming era they 

can share in the divine nature. Christ is the prototype and the important stages of his life will 

be mirrored in the life of the Church. The typology of Theodore puts Christ in a central posi-

tion between the two eras. Both periods have to take part in his life. Baptism is the turning 

point in the life of both Christ and of Christians, at which the Holy Spirit and the struggle 

with the devil are received.
207

  

Theodore’s conviction that Christ’s human nature could not be substantially united with 

the transcendent divine nature lead to different views on baptism and the Eucharist as com-

pared to those of Cyril. Theodore could consider baptism a transformation into the one body 
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of Christ, the head of the Church, but he rejected the possibility of the real presence of the 

Word in the Eucharist which he explained as a spiritual transformation into the ‘human’ body 

and blood of Christ. Cyril, however, took this interpretation literally as Christ’s human body. 

For him Christ’s human nature was the body of the Word and participated therefore spiritually 

in God’s nature and those receiving the Eucharist were also sharing in it in the same way.
208

 

Referring to Cyril’s view on the Sacraments, Abramowski states: ‘Die Christologie Theodors 

(und nicht die des Nestorius) ist damit auch in ihrem religiösen Interesse das genaue Gegen-

bild der Christologie Kyrills von Alexandrien. Denn wenn dieser auf ein Sakrament im Zu-

sammenhang mit der Christologie rekurriert, so ist es die Eucharistie und nicht die Taufe.’
209

  

According to Abramowski, the central position of baptism seems to be a feature peculiar to 

Theodore as it is not seen in his forerunners or his followers. The (partial) participation in the 

divine nature of Christ because of the common human nature is very important and is often 

overlooked. Through the Holy Spirit, which plays a central role in baptism, the difference 

between Christ and Christians can be overcome. But where Christians enjoy only partial grace 

of the Holy Spirit, Christ has full possession because of his exact (or close) synapheia with 

God the Word. The Christian life, which is made possible through baptism, is a typos of the 

heavenly reward in which Christians can partly participate through divine service, liturgy and 

Eucharist. Abramowski holds that Theodore’s students took over his solutions of the Christo-

logical problems, ignoring its background consisting of baptism and participation. Moreover, 

the discussion changed more and more into ontology,
210

 against which already Ephrem had 

warned. 
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1.5. Nestorius versus Cyril of Alexandria 

 

1.5.1. Nestorius and Cyril 

Nestorius (c.381? – died after 449 but before 451)
211

 came from Antioch. From 428 until his 

condemnation in 431, he was bishop of Constantinople which recently had become the new 

capital and considered itself the ‘New Rome’ of the Christian world. Nestorius was influenced 

by Theodore. According to Abramowski, much of Theodore’s rich Christology did not reap-

pear, because Nestorius did not use the teaching concerning the Catastases, participation or 

baptism with their eschatological traits that were all intertwined in Theodore’s Christology.
212

 

Nevertheless, Roberta Chesnut’s explanation of his interpretation of prosopon, which will be 

discussed later, might allow recognition of a greater role for participation in the Christology 

of Nestorius.
213

 

 The conflict with Cyril started after a dispute arose about whether Mary should be called 

Theotokos (Mother of God) or not. Nestorius then opted for a form of compromise and decid-

ed Mary should be called Christotokos (Mother of Christ), because his Antiochene emphasis 

on the differences between the perfect divinity and humanity in Christ led him to reject any 

concept that implied a physical or hypostatic union between the natures. For Cyril, who be-

longed to the patriarchate of Alexandria that was competing with Antioch and Rome for in-

fluence, and who rather emphasized the union according to hypostasis and therefore recog-

nized only one hypostasis in Christ, this provided an opportunity to question the orthodoxy of 

Nestorius officially. 

 According to Marcel Richard, the Christology of Cyril can be summarized as follows when 

one concentrates on the hypostasis: first, it is not allowed to separate (διαιρεῖ) the hypostaseis 

or natures (Cyril treated these terms as synonyms) after the union, although their distinction 

(διαφορά) is not annulled; second, the properties (ἰδιώματα) are not to be distributed between 

two persons or hypostaseis (or two independent natures), but should only refer to ‘the one 

incarnated nature (or hypostasis) of God the Word’ (μία φύσις τοῦ θεοῦ λόγου σεσαρκωμένη). 

Finally, the union of the Word with the flesh is according to hypostasis (καθ’ ὑπόστασιν). 
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Grillmeier comments that these formulas were to become the main objects of further dis-

pute.
214

  

 The Christology of Nestorius was based on a distinction between Word (the divine nature) 

and Christ (the union of divine and human nature) as seen in the phrase: ‘Therefore, the two 

natures belong to Christ and not to God the Word (Logos)’.
215

 This stood in sharp contrast to 

Cyril, who emphasized that Christ and God Logos are one and the same. The paradox of 

Christ with his two natures being the same as God the Word, who has one nature, could be 

seen from different angles: either starting with God the Word (Cyril and the Miaphysites) or 

with Christ (Nestorius and the Church of the East). Nestorius argued that he, and not Cyril, 

was in line with the Nicene Fathers in ascribing the parsopa of the union to the two natures in 

Christ first, and not only to God the Word.
216

  

 Already in 430, Nestorius had written something similar in his reply to Cyril’s second let-

ter, trying to convince Cyril of his interpretation of the Nicene Creed and Paul:  

 

‘I believe, therefore, in our Lord Jesus Christ, his only begotten Son.’ Notice how they place first as founda-

tions the words, Lord, Jesus, Christ, Only-Begotten, and Son, the words common to divinity and humanity. 

Then they build upon it the tradition of the Inhomination (ἐνανθρωπήσεως), the Resurrection, and the Passion. 

They do so once the terminology signifying what is common to both natures has been presented, so that what 

belongs to filiation and lordship may not be separated, and what belongs to the natures be in no danger of 

confusion in the oneness of filiation. 

 For in this Paul himself has been their teacher. When mentioning the divine Inhomination and about to go 

on to the Passion, he uses first the name Christ, a name common to both natures, as I said a short time earlier, 

and then he adds a specific term. What are his words? Let the same mind be in you that was in Christ Jesus, 

who, though he was in the form of God, did not regard equality with God as something to be exploited, but, 

to omit details, became obedient to the point of death—even to death on a cross.
217

 When he was about to 

mention his death, in order that no one might assume from this that God the Word was subject to suffering, 

he put the word Christ first as a name signifying the substance (οὐσίας) capable of suffering and of the nature 

incapable of suffering in one prosopon, so that without danger Christ may be called incapable and capable of 

suffering, incapable because of his divinity and capable because of the nature of his body. I could say much 
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about this and, as said earlier, that the holy Fathers mentioned not a begetting (γεννήσεως) according to the 

‘economy’ (οἰκονομίας), but an inhomination (ἐνανθρωπήσεως). 

 

Nestorius further commended Cyril for sharing orthodox insights, which, however, probably 

rang differently to Cyril’s ears: 

  

 […] In it, I praise the division (διαίρεσιν) of the natures according to the definition of humanity and divinity, 

and the conjunction (συνάφειαν) of them into one prosopon, and not saying that God the Word had need of a 

second begetting from a woman, and the profession that the divinity does not admit of suffering. In truth such 

doctrines are orthodox and opposite to the infamous opinions of all heresies concerning the natures of the 

Lord.
218

 

 

Nestorius could not convince Cyril, who wrote a third letter with twelve anathemas. Nestori-

us’ letter thereupon was condemned at the Council of Ephesus of 431, which was highly in-

fluenced by Cyril and eventually led to the condemnation of the works and person of Nestori-

us. The council remained unacceptable to the Church of the East. Nestorius still tried to de-

fend his position, but did not succeed. He retreated in 431 and was sent into exile in 435. 

Abramowski states that Nestorius only consented that the two natures of Christ implied two 

hypostaseis, after this was concluded in Cyril’s anathemas. This made Cyril the ‘Erfinder des 

Nestorianismus’.
219

 Cyril in turn wrote that he felt compelled by Nestorius to state that the 

unity is ‘according to hypostasis’.
220

 The fact remains that after Cyril’s anathemas, Nestorius 

argued that each nature has its own hypostasis which in turn has its own prosopon, though in 

Christ both prosopa unite to one prosopon. He mainly did so in order to prove how the two 

prosopa could become one.
221

  

 The first time Nestorius wrote on the two hypostaseis of the natures was probably in a ser-

mon in March 431.
222

 Nestorius’ Christological formula could be summarized as ‘two natures, 

two hypostaseis and (two prosopa that unite into) one prosopon.’ It is found in his Liber Her-

aclidis that was inaccessibly kept in Constantinople for a long time and was consequently 
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unknown to the Antiochenes in Edessa.
223

 Sebastian Brock leaves it undecided whether an 

extreme Antiochene Christological position teaching two prosopa was taught by Nestorius or 

not.
224

 The above discussion seems to indicate that Nestorius did teach this, but he did so in 

respect to the two natures. When looking at the unity he taught only one prosopon.  

 Although adherents of the Church of the East were often pejoratively called ‘Nestorians’, 

his actual influence in the Church is sometimes questioned.
225

 As will become clear, this 

probably has to do with the fact that in the fifth century Nestorius’ name, doctrine or vocabu-

lary were often suppressed in order to prevent condemnation by the powerful Byzantines. Al-

ready in the sixth century, however, some representatives of the Church of the East openly 

praised Nestorius or dared to refuse requests to suppress his name.
226

  

 

1.5.2. The ‘Liber Heraclidis’  

Nestorius’ works were deemed heretical by several councils and destroyed accordingly. It is 

therefore difficult to assess his work properly. Fortunately, a Syriac translation of his apolo-

getic Liber Heraclidis, which was a reaction to the Council of Ephesus written at the end of 

his life, is preserved. The Greek version was discovered in Constantinople by Mar Aba I.
227

 

After its Syriac translation was made in 539/40, it became a basis for theology in the Church 

of the East, although the older form of Antiochene Christology remained here in use as 

well.
228

 Before this time it does not seem to have been studied much, except for some frag-

ments, which were attributed to him and stemmed from the first part of the sixth century.
229

 

Brock states that this translation ‘had little influence on any Syriac writer apart from Ba-
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bai’.
230

 However, as we have seen above, the sixth century monk Bar ʿEdta is said to have 

known it by heart.
231

  

 The whole book was considered authentic until the middle of the twentieth century, when 

the authenticity of the extended introduction (ending on p. 125 of Bedjan’s edition) and sever-

al interpolations at the end were questioned by Luise Abramowski, who referred to the author 

of the first part as ‘Pseudo Nestorius’. Though other scholars considered it authentic
232 

and 

Abramowski reviewed these positions, she holds on to this distinction.
233

 She argues that this 

Ps.-Nestorius did not apply the word hypostasis in a Christological context, whereas the real 

Nestorius did. She holds that Ps.-Nestorius attacked some keywords of Philoxenus of Mabbug 

that implied a unity of the nature, but not of the hypostasis.
234

 Abramowski presumes that the 

reason Ps.-Nestorius did not use the word hypostasis at all might have been that he was a 

monk in Constantinople who wanted to protect the book from destruction by adding several 

‘Chalcedonian’ interpretations and eliminating in his introduction the two hypostaseis which 

the real Nestorius had used. In the avoidance of the term hypostasis (qnoma) she sees a re-

semblance with the Theodorians of Edessa and then of Nisibis.
235

  

 Driver summarized in 1910 the teaching of the Liber Heraclidis: Nestorius denied that the 

unity of Christ is a ‘natural composition’ in which two elements are combined by the will of 

some external ‘creator’, but rather asserted that the union is a voluntary union of divinity and 

humanity. He denied that the incarnation effected any change in the divinity or humanity and 

that the divine Word might suffer. He also denied that God was in Christ in the same way as 

in other saints or that the divinity and humanity of Christ are ‘fictitious’ and not real. Against 

many attacks he denied repeatedly that the union of two natures in one Christ involves any 

duality of sonship. Further Nestorius asserted that the principle of the union is to be found in 

the two parsope of the divinity and the humanity uniting into one parsopa.
236
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1.5.3. Nestorius’ Christological terminology 

Nestorius distinguished between ousia, nature and parsopa although they cannot exist without 

each other.
237

 Abramowski holds that the authentic Nestorius was provoked by Cyril to use ‘a 

scheme of individuation which runs physis, hypostasis, prosopon’. Referring to the two na-

tures, Nestorius consequently acknowledged two hypostaseis and two prosopa, while he had 

the difficult task to explain how the two prosopa became one in Christ. Although 

Abramowski holds that such a consequence is lacking in the fragment of Theodore’s On the 

Incarnation discussed above, the possibility is not to be excluded that Nestorius might have 

derived this concept of two prosopa in Christ from this text.
238

 He also might have used this 

for the concept of two hypostaseis, though this is difficult to judge from the Syriac versions 

preserved.
239

  

 Grillmeier holds that Nestorius rightly distinguished between two levels of speculation in 

Christology: one for the unity and the other for the two natures in Christ. As has been dis-

cussed above, Theodore did the same in his Commentary on the Nicene Creed.
240

 Nestorius 

described the level of the two natures in terms of ousia and physis (both indicating a real enti-

ty), hypostasis and prosopon. The hypostasis is the ousia as far as it is determined by all its 

properties: the prosopon. The ousia and physis receive thus first a form (μορφή) or schema or 

appearance, which is the prosopon. This prosopon has the meaning of ‘role’ and ‘function’, 

but also of ‘human individual’.
241

 Nestorius’ view is similar to that of the Cappadocian Fa-

thers (second half of the fourth century). His work can be considered an example of the diffi-

culties arising from the Cappadocian distinction between ousia and hypostasis in the Trinity 

when these terms were applied to Christology.
242

  

 In a Christological context, the meaning of prosopon shifts more to ‘form’, ‘image’ or ‘ap-

pearance of a nature’ showing all the properties. Nestorius held that the prosopon is needed to 

perceive the nature. Each nature in Christ has therefore its own ‘natural prosopon’ that should 

be kept distinct to avoid a mixture. Hypostasis, accordingly, is a nature in its ‘natural proso-
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pon’, or put differently: it is the same as nature, as far as it is characterized and determined by 

the prosopon. The level of unity in Christ was explained in terms of prosopon. Nestorius 

called this the prosopon of the union, whereby each nature uses the natural prosopon of the 

other.
243

 This one parsopa* is also the name.  

 

And consequently there must be two natures, that of the divinity and that of the humanity, that which has 

emptied itself into the form (demuta) of a servant and the form of a servant which has been raised into the 

name which is above all names. For he who does not remain in his own ousia (ܐܘܣܝܐ) can neither be emp-

tied nor diminished nor even raised above all names. Therefore has he said ‘the form’ and ‘the name’ which 

it has taken, which indicates a parsopa as of one; and this same name and parsopa make the two of them to 

be understood; and the distinction of nature, one qnoma and one parsopa, is theirs, the one being known by 

the other and the other by the one, so that the one is by adoption what the other is by nature and the other is 

with the one in the body.
244

  

 

While each nature has one qnoma and one parsopa, the two parsope become one in the ‘par-

sopa* of the union’ (ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܚܕܝܘܬܐ) of Christ, a term found in the Liber Heraclidis
245

 and 

in a Syriac fragment of an earlier sermon ascribed to Nestorius, which is considered authen-

tic.
246 

 

 

- For Christ, it is said, is consubstantial with us (bar kyanan) and our Lord: consubstantial with us in the na-

ture of his humanity, our Lord in the nature of his Divinity, and we worship him as one Christ. - In that he is 

Christ, he is undivided; the Son in that he is Son, is undivided. For we do not say ‘two Christs’ or ‘two sons’. 

- But the Son is twofold, not in honour, but in the nature, lest we should seem to be making Christ our Lord 

into an ordinary man or God divested of humanity. - Our Lord Christ is the same, omnipotent and man, but 

not in the same way. For it is not being God that he was man, but in his Divinity, (he was) God, and in his 

humanity, (he was) man, and in the two of them, Christ. Christ is the parsopa of the union of the natures. For 

he is the form of him who assumed and of him who was assumed.
247
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The union into one parsopa* is that of two parsope*, but not a union of the two natures into 

one nature. As Nestorius emphasized the integrity of the two natures, their properties should 

be without mixture (ܡܘܙܓܐ), confusion (ܒܘܠܒܐܠ), composition (ܪܘܟܒܐ) and change of ousia 

or form ( ܫܘܚܠܦ ܕܡܘܬܐ -ܫܘܚܠܦ ܐܘܣܝܐ  ).
248

 These properties remained in their own qnoma. 

Moreover, the human nature needed its own qnoma, as he would be a mere name without a 

qnoma. This argument is reminiscent of the second Sermo de Fide of Ephrem discussed above. 

According to Nestorius, Cyril censured him because…  

 

[...] because I divide (ܡܦܪܫ) the properties of the union which belong to each of the natures, so that each one 

of them subsists in its qnoma. […] But in name alone he has a body, without qnoma and without activity; and 

for this reason you call him man as something superfluous only in word (ܒܪܬ ܩܐܠ) and in name (ܫܡܐ), be-

cause you do not accept to speak of the ousia or activity of the man in order that there would not be two na-

tures, each of them with properties and qnome and ousia.
249

  

 

Nestorius further stated that Cyril also confessed ‘of two natures’ and he repeated that neither 

of them is known without parsopa and without qnoma. In the union, the natural parsopa of 

the one uses that of the other and there is therefore one parsopa of the two natures.
250

  

 The fact that Nestorius could speak of both one and two parsope of Christ is explained in 

various ways. Bedjan assumes that in order to avoid condemnation, Nestorius invented the 

phrase ‘common prosopon’, which was just a name, to cover the fact that he taught two pro-

sopa.
251

 Abramowski indicates that the two prosopa becoming one was the very problem Nes-

torius dealt with.
252

 Chesnut holds that the two prosopa are important, especially in their be-

coming one. As prosopon is also understood in terms of image and will, unification is possi-

ble through human obedience that is interlinked with the prosopon of God. Working out the 

passage in Philippians 2:6-7, Nestorius explained that when the man Jesus accepts God’s will 

to become the prosopon of God, then ‘God becomes the prosopon of the man’. The man Jesus 

                                                                                                                                                         
ܠܗܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܐܠ ܓܝܪ ܒܗܝ ܕܐܝܬ̄ܘ ܗܘܐ ܐ ܡܪܢܡܫܝܚܐ ܗܘ ܟܕ ܗܘ ܐܝܬ̄ܘ ܐܚܝܕ ܟܠ ܘܒܪ ܢܫܐ:ܐܐܠ ܠܘ ܒܿܗ ]ܐܐܠ ܠܘ ܒܗ ܟܕ[ ܒܗ܀

ܘܒܬ̈ܖܬܝܗܝܢ ܡ̄ܫ܀ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܗܘ ܕܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܟܝ̈ܢܐ܀ܗܘܝܘ ܓܝܪ . ܒܐܢܫܘܬܗ ܕܝܢ ܒܪܢܫܐ ܗܘܐ ܒܪܢܫܐ. ܐܐܠ ܒܐܠܗܘܬܗ ܐܠܗܐ.
 ܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܗܿܘ ܕܢܣܒ ܘܕܗܿܘ ܕܐܬܢܣܒ܀
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 Bedjan, Le Livre d’ Héraclide, p. 291. 
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 ܐ ܘܒܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ ܘܒܐܘܣܝܐ ܟܠ ܚܕ ܡܢܗܘܢ.ܬܠܝܕܐܘܣܝܐ ܘܡܥܒܕܢܘܬܐ ܕܒܪܢܫܐ ܐܠ ܡܩܒܠ ܐܢܬ ܠܡܐܡܪ. ܘܐܠ ܬܪܝܢ ܟܝ̈ܢܝܢ ܢܗܘܘܢ: ܒܕܝ̈ 
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has to be obedient so that the image (ܨܠܡܐ) of a servant (the fallen human) that had been 

assumed can be turned into the image of God (the unfallen human image), as the expression 

of himself, his prosopon. Chesnut summarizes this as follows: ‘To be the prosopon of God 

means to Nestorius to be the Image of God, and to be the Image of God is first and foremost 

to will what God wills, to have the will and purpose of God.’
253

 Here the participation, so em-

phasized by Abramowski in her treatise on Theodore’s theology, seems to play an important 

role again, when one combines it with a notion of parsopa that may include all Christians.
254

 

The next fragment illustrates how Christ prayed to be an image of the Archetype, and to re-

main firm in doing God’s will, so that they might be one prosopon without division.
255

 

 

He raised up his very soul unto God, adapting that which (was) of his will to the will of God,
256  

in order that he might be the image (ܨܠܡܐ)  only of the Archetype   ;)ܕܝܬܗ( and not of his being  (ܛܘܦܣܐ)ܕܪܫ 

for the image according to its (own) being is without form (demuta) and its proper (ܕܝܠܝܐ) form is that of the 

Archetype, and they are indeed two, but it is one and the same appearance.
257

 

Since in activities (ܒܥܒ̈ܕܐ) in bodily things he has preserved the form of God from (ܼܡܢ) all the sufferings of 

the body, it was preferable to him that the will of God should be done and not that of the flesh;  

and in activities he made himself a form ( ܒܥܒ̈ܕܐ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܠܗ ܒܕܿܗ ܘܥ )
 
to will that which he wills,  

that there might be one and the same will in both of them, and one parsopa without division; the one is the 

other and the other is the one, while the other and the one remain. As he remained firm in all things.  

 

According to Chesnut, Nestorius contrasted the hypostatic union—which he considered to be 

a union of the two natures—with the prosopic union in three ways. First, a prosopic union is 

seen as a voluntary union and therefore not forced and passible, but free and permanent. 

Prosopon and will were in fact closely associated terms: ‘to have the prosopon of God means 

to will what God wills’ (Bedjan, p. 348). Moreover, will, purpose and rationality were already 

related terms that stood in contrast to ‘nature’. In monastic life, ‘nature’ was something to be 

avoided as one tried ‘to free oneself from the level of nature as far as possible in order to live 

at the level of will the rational life of the angels’. Second, the prosopic union is interpreted as 

acting as God acts (Bedjan, p. 76). Third, the prosopic union is also soteriological. As each 

nature or ousia must have a prosopon which reveals it, the prosopon is therefore the revela-
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tion of the nature or ousia of God. Further elaborating Phil. 2, Nestorius explained that the 

one prosopon, Christ, reveals the nature of humanity and of divinity that are operating in each 

other. Each nature reveals the other. Christ the Word exists in two modes: he is by nature God, 

but in schema (ܐܣܟܡܐ) a man. Schema (appearance) is almost synonymous to prosopon or 

form (ܕܡܘܬܐ), (Bedjan, pp. 241-42). To exist in schema (in manifestation) is contrasted with 

existing in nature or ousia (in concrete reality). The human nature has become the image of 

God and is therefore the manifestation (the prosopon) of the nature of God to the world. The 

emphasis on following Christ (who followed the will of God) in order to become part of the 

prosopon of Christ is connected with rationality. Moreover, as ascetics intended to live the 

rational life of angels, this can be seen as a strong expression in Nestorius’ thinking of a form 

of Christian paideia that fostered rationality and that pervaded the whole life. Chesnut as-

sumes that the Platonic notions of the reflecting images, whereby true images of each other 

share a common being, is essential to Nestorius’ thought and allow him to speak of one and 

two wills, activities (or operations) and prosopa.
258

  

 Abramowski holds that the soteriological and pedagogical aspects of Ps.-Nestorius’ Chris-

tology can also be noticed in his Christological expressions. He often brought parsopa* into 

connection with mdabbranuta (the guidance of man intended for his salvation) and spoke for 

instance of ‘the use of the parsopa of mdabbranuta ( ܒܪܢܘܬܐܕܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܡ ) for our sake’.
259

 

 

1.5.4. Comparisons with the Christological terminology of Cyril 

Nestorius was aware of the linguistic problems and tried to clarify these with Cyril, while ask-

ing him how he interpreted some of the key words.
260

 This did not seem to help. Now as then, 

the meanings of these abstract terms applied to explain a paradox are complex, difficult to 

prove and often used in contradicting ways. Cyril had made a selection from Nestorius’ texts 

while applying his own terminology. In the Synod of Ephesus this was used as ‘proof’ of Nes-

torius’ heresy and Nestorius had to defend himself with this prescribed terminology.
261

  

 André de Halleux holds that it was due to their different understanding of hypostasis that 

Nestorius was led to distinguish two hypostaseis in Christ because he understood it at the lev-

el of nature, with a real and personal character.
262

 Grillmeier states that for Cyril physis and 
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hypostasis belonged together, and that hypostasis meant to him ‘existent, real substance’.
263

 

As already mentioned briefly above, McLeod points at different interpretations of hypostasis 

dependent on its transitive or intransitive use. Cyril is thought to have understood hypostasis 

in the intransitive way, signifying that a nature is really existing and is therefore a substantial 

individual in a concrete way. Nestorius and Theodore, on the contrary, are thought to have 

interpreted hypostasis in a transitive sense, and therefore as ‘an extraneous power that grants 

life to concrete natures’. Natures that exist need therefore their own hypostasis. The one hy-

postasis propagated by Apollinarius and Cyril of Alexandria meant consequently for Nestori-

us and Theodore that Christ had only one nature, as a hypostasis could not be separated from 

its nature.
264

 

 After investigating the meaning of Christological terms in the work of Cyril during the first 

years of his conflict with Nestorius, and comparing these to the formulations of more recent 

scholars, Hans van Loon argues that Cyril interpreted hypostasis as an individual or even sep-

arate reality. Although Cyril recognized the two natures, he rejected a division of Christ in 

two separate realities, because his emphasis on a union according to hypostasis was meant to 

indicate that the Logos together with his humanity is one separate reality, one entity.
265

  

 All these interpretations seem to point in the same direction. As a basis for their defence of 

either one qnoma or of two qnome in Christ, both Cyril and the Antiochenes could have taken 

the view (as expressed at least by Ephrem) that something needs a qnoma in order to really 

exist. Where one qnoma indicated to Cyril the reality of Christ, two qnome indicated for the 

Antiochenes the reality of both his divine and human natures. Subsequent chapters will show 

that such views seem as applicable in the seventh century as in Cyril’s time. However, each 

party went further than Ephrem had allowed in investigating and trying to define the divine. 

 As we have noted above, Cyril did not allow a separation (διαίρεσιν) of the hypostaseis or 

natures after the union, but he recognized their distinction (διαφορά).
266

 Such refined termi-

nology might have complicated the debates even more.
267
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 An example of the main difference between Cyril and the Antiochenes is shown in their 

interpretation of the phrase ‘the Word became flesh’ (John 1:14), which played a key role in 

their controversies. In his second letter to Nestorius, Cyril used this phrase to support his view 

of the single nature of Christ, when he interpreted it as ‘became a partaker of flesh and blood 

like us’. The Antiochenes, however, could only understand this as an unacceptable ‘change’ 

of the Word into flesh. Emphasizing the distinction between the natures of Word and flesh, 

later representatives understood the phrase as ‘took our humanity’, ‘took flesh’, or ‘he was 

revealed in the flesh’. This in turn was objectionable in Miaphysite eyes.
268

 

Nestorius and Cyril argued over whether or not their views were in line with the Fathers 

who had formulated the Nicene Creed. During their life time this Creed was also accepted at 

the first Synod of the Church of the East.  

 

 

1.6. The first Synod of the Church of the East, 410 

 

Some decades before enmities and contradictory interpretations would result in new schisms, 

the first Synod of the Church of the East took place in 410. Although this was already en-

meshed in internal struggles, there seem to have been no clear indications for the imminent 

new Christological conflicts. The preserved account of this synod recognized the Nicene 

Creed (325) including its anathemas. It is found in the Synodicon Orientale,
269

 a collection of 

synods and accompanying letters of the Church of the East from 409-10 until the end of the 

eighth century, probably put together under Timotheos I, Catholicos from 780 until 823.
270

  

 The Synodicon Orientale offers a ‘pure’ form of this Nicene Creed. André de Halleux, 

however, points out several Syrian neologisms that stem from the sixth century, which would 

indicate that this version contains later revisions.
271

 Only this later Syriac version of the Creed 

shows the word qnoma as the translation for hypostasis:  

 

We believe in one God, Father Almighty, maker of heaven and earth, and of all that is seen and that is not 

seen. And in one Lord Jesus Christ, Son of God, who was born from the Father, the Only-Begotten; that is, 
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from the Essence ( ܗܐܝܬܘܬ , ituta) of the Father; God from God and Light from Light, true God from true 

God, who was born and was not made (ܐܬܥܒܕ), of the same essence (ܒܪ ܐܝܬܘܬܐ, bar ituta) as the Father, 

through whom everything came into being that is in heaven and on earth; who for the sake of us human be-

ings and for the sake of our salvation came down from heaven and was embodied and inhominated 

-and he suf ;(etgasham w-etbarnash; compare Greek: σαρκωθέντα and ἐνανθρωπήσαντα ,ܘܐܬܓܫܡ ܘܐܬܒܪܢܫ)

fered and rose after three days, and ascended to heaven; and he is coming to judge the living and the dead; 

and in the Holy Spirit.  

Those who say that there is (a time) when he was not, and that before he was born he was not, or that he 

came into being from nothing; or who say that he is from [another] qnoma or from another essence (ituta); or 

who consider that the Son of God is subject to change and alteration (ܡܫܬܚܠܦܢܐ ܘܡܫܬܓܢܝܢܐ, meshtahlpana w-

meshtagnyana): such people the Catholic and Apostolic Church anathematizes.
272  

 

Another, West Syrian, version seems to be older and probably contains elements of a local 

Persian creed.
273

 The oldest extant manuscript stems from the eighth century.
274

  

 

We believe in one God, Father, who in his Son, made heaven and earth; and in him were established the 

worlds above and below; and in him he effected the resurrection and renovation for all creation.  

And in his Son, the Only-Begotten who was born from him, that is, from the essence (ituta) of his Father, 

God from God, Light from Light, true God from true God; he was born and was not made; who is of the 

same nature (ܒܪ ܟܝܢܐ, bar kyana) as his Father; who for the sake of us human beings who were created 

 (ܘܗܘܐ) through him, and for the sake of our salvation, descended and put on a body and became (ܐܬܒܪܝܢ)

man, and suffered and rose on the third day, and ascended to heaven and took his seat at the right hand of his 

Father; and he is coming in order to judge the dead and the living.  

And we confess the living and holy Spirit, the living Paraclete who (is) from the Father and the Son;  

[And] in one Trinity [and] in one Essence (ituta) [and] in one will.
275
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 English translation by Brock (who also added the transcriptions), ‘Christology in the Synods’, p. 133; Chabot, 

Synodicon Orientale, ed. pp. 22-23, (cf. trans. p. 262).  
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ܢ ܡܐܠܗܐ ܕܡܢ ܐܠܗܐ. ܢܘܗܪܐ ܕ.ܗܢܘ ܕܝܢ ܡܢ ܐܝܬܘܬܐ ܕܐܒܘܗܝ .ܘܒܗ ܒܪܗ ܝܚܝܕܝܐ ܿܗܘ ܕܐܬܝܠܕ ܡܢܗ ܘܚܘܕܬܐ ܠܟܠܿܗ ܒܪܝܬܐ.
ܬܘܗܝ ܒܪ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܐܒܘܗܝ ܕܒܐ̈ܝܕܘܗܝ ܐܬܒܪܝܢ ܘܡܛܠ ܦܘܪܩܢܢ ܢܘܗܪܐ. ܐܠܗܐ ܫܪܝܪܐ ܕܡܢ ܐܠܗܐ ܫܪܝܪܐ.ܐܬܝܠܕ ܘܐܠ ܐܬܥܒܕ. ܿܗܘ ܕܐܝ
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Both Syrian creeds offer examples of the confusing use of several technical terms, which 

would dominate later Christological controversies, while several phrases were abandoned 

later in the West.
276

  

 A comparison of the content of the Syriac reconstruction of the creeds Theodore and Nes-

torius might have used shows that Theodore used a more extended version with elements 

from the Constantinople Creed and Antiochene Tomus. It is remarkable that the Antiochene 

addition ‘First-Born of every creature’ after ‘Only-Begotten’ (Syr. ܝܚܝܕܝܐ), which was used by 

Theodore to emphasize the difference of two natures of Christ and remained important within 

Antiochene tradition, has not been incorporated.
277

 Nestorius’ version was very close to the 

version preserved in the Synodicon Orientale, apart from the insertion ‘from the Holy Spirit 

and Mary the Virgin’.
278

 The reconstructed Syriac creeds of Theodore and Nestorius contain 

some neologisms that may have been introduced later by Philoxenus of Mabbug, such as 

ܐܬܓܫܡ–ܐܬܒܣܪ -ܐܬܒܪܢܫ  -ܐܬܦܓܪ - ܚܕܝܘܬܐ -ܐܬܚܝܕ   and ܬܪܝܢܘܬܐ.
279

 Both versions render ‘of 

the same essence’ with the older bar kyana (ܒܪ ܟܝܢܐ), and ‘was embodied and inhominated’ is 

rendered in the Theodorian version with ܐܬܓܫܡ ܘܗܘܐ ܒܪܢܫܐ that was current in the days of 

Philoxenus of Mabbug. The Nestorian version renders it with ܐܬܒܪܢܫ[...]  ܐܬܒܣܪ  that was also 

used in the later works of Philoxenus and in Syriac versions of the letters of Cyril that must 

have been translated before 484. In the fifth century several translations could be used and 

Daniel King sees this as an example of experimental translations trying to deal with Chalce-

donian vocabulary.
280

  

 The choice of words was very important in Christological issues: already Theodore, for 

instance, discussed the right interpretation of the expression ‘became (evge,neto) flesh’ (John 

1:14) or ‘inhominated’ (which was rendered ‘became man’ [ܗܘܐ ܒܪܢܫܐ] in both the West Syr-

ian version of the Nicene Creed and in the Syriac version of Theodore’ Commentary), because 

the verb ‘become’ should not imply a change.
281

 Another factor that led to an increase of pro-

                                                                                                                                                         
 ܡܐ ܬܠܝܬܝܐ ܘܣܠܩ ܠܫܡܝܐ ܘܝܬܒ ܡܢ ܝܡܝܢܐ ܕܐܒܘܗܝ ܘܐܬܐ ܕܢܕܘܢ ܡ̈ܝܬܐ ܘܚ̈ܝܐ.ܘܘܚܫ ܘܩܡ ܠܝ .ܒܪܢܫܐ ܐܢܚܬ ܘܠܒܫ ܦܓܪܐ ܘܗܘ

 .ܘܡܘܕܝܢܢ ܒܪܘܚܐ ܚܝܐ ܘܩܕܝܫܐ ܦܪܩܠܝܛܐ ܚܝܐ ܕܡܢ ܐܒܐ ܘܒܪܐ ܒܚܕܐ ܬܠܝܬܝܘܬܐ ܒܚܕܐ ܐܝܬܘܬܐ ܒܚܕ ܨܒܝܢܐ

See also R.H. Connolly, ‘Nestorius’s version of the Nicene Creed’, JThS 16 (1915), p. 401.  
276

 Brock, ‘The Christology of the Church of the East’, pp. 165-69. 
277

 See above, section 1.4.2.  
278

 Connolly, ‘Nestorius’s version of the Nicene Creed’, pp. 397-402; Bedjan, Le Livre d’Héraclide, pp. 208 and 

212-13. 
279

 King suggests, however, that ܐܬܒܪܢܫ may have been used before Philoxenus’ revision. King, The Syriac Ver-

sions of the Writings of Cyril of Alexandria, pp. 15-16 and 135.  
280

 King, ʻThe Philoxenian versions of the New Testament and Nicene Creed’, pp. 17-20. 
281

 Abramowski, ‘Der Protest des Ḥabib’, pp. 635-39; see also above, section 1.4.2.  
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gressively more accurate translations and to the collection of many florilegia with quotations 

from the Fathers, was the gradual shift in theological debate from a focus on biblical authority 

towards patristic texts that were claimed and cited by the diverse parties.
282

  

 

 

1.7. The Byzantine councils of Ephesus (431) and Chalcedon I (451) 

 

In 431, Cyril played a major role in the condemnation of Nestorius at the council of Ephesus. 

Outside the Church of the East he became the norm for the judgment of patristic writings.
283

 

The council decided which writings were according to the Nicene Creed and which were not, 

as this was considered the really authoritative Christological formula. The bishops present 

accepted the second letter of Cyril to Nestorius written the year before, and condemned Nes-

torius’ reply. This second letter of Cyril was to enjoy the highest canonical authority, espe-

cially with regard to questions on the Incarnation and the unity of the subject in Christ. The 

third letter with the twelve anathemas was considered to be in line with Nicaea, and though it 

did not receive a similar status at this time, it became ever more important.
284

  

 The anathemas condemned anyone who: did not acknowledge that Mary is theotokos (Syr. 

ܐܠܗܐ ܝܼܠܕܬ ) (1) and that the Word from God the Father had been united according to hyposta-

sis (2); divided (Syr. ܿܡܦܪܫ) the prosopa or hypostaseis after the union and connected them 

only by a conjunction (synapheia) of dignity, but did not acknowledge that they were united 

by a physical union (καθ’ ἕνωσιν φυσικήν) (3); distributed (Syr. ܿܡܦܠܓ) between two prosopa 

or hypostaseis the expressions used either in the gospels or in the apostolic writings (4); said 

that Christ is a God-bearing (θεοφόρον, Syr. ܕܥܿܡܪ ܒܗ ܐܠܗܐ) man and denied that Christ is 

God in truth even if he is made partaker of blood and flesh like humans (5); denied that the 

Word became (Syr.  ܐܗܼܘ ) flesh (6) which is life-giving and belongs to the Word (11); denied 

that God the Word suffered in the flesh (12). From this already abbreviated version, special 

attention could be drawn to the second, third and fourth anathema as they contain statements 

on the number of natures, hypostaseis and prosopa.
285

  

                                                 
282

 King, The Syriac Versions of the Writings of Cyril of Alexandria, pp. 4-11; idem, ʻThe Philoxenian versions 

of the New Testament and Nicene Creed’, pp. 9-11  
283

 Jansen, De Incarnatione, p. 132. 
284

 Grillmeier, JdChr 1, pp. 687-91. 
285

 Schwartz, ACO 1.1, pp. 40-44. The Syriac insertions and the following Syriac fragments (Anathemas 2-5) are 

given as East Syrian theologians might have used them. They are taken from the most important Syriac version 

of Cyril’s anathemas, as preserved in Brit. Mus. Add. 14,557, which is dated by Wright to the seventh century. 

King, The Syriac Versions of the Writings of Cyril of Alexandria, pp. 37-38 and 319-27. 
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 Nestorius defended his position in his Liber Heraclidis. Other Antiochenes rejected the 

anathemas but also sought different degrees of compromise. Theodoret, bishop of Cyrus, and 

Andreas of Samosata seem to have gone far in finding a conciliatory formulation of Christol-

ogy that avoided a separation in two persons as well as a mixing of the natures. Theodoret 

even acknowledged that Cyril’s less extreme formulations of 433 expressed his own view and 

started to underpin his Christology with quotations from Cyril. In 433 the Antiochenes and 

Cyril came to a Union, but this did not annul the anathemas.
286

  

 The conflicts went on and in 451 the Byzantine Emperor tried to end the discussions at the 

Council of Chalcedon. This reaffirmed the second letter of Cyril
287

 and expressed the formula 

of Christ being ‘two natures in one Person (prosopon) and one Hypostasis’. This became 

known as the Chalcedonian Orthodoxy, which tried to avoid any unwanted conclusion. The 

following English translation of the Chalcedonian Definition offers some of the original 

Greek expressions, as well as corresponding Syriac expressions from a West Syrian ver-

sion.
288

 

 

Following, then, the holy Fathers, we all with one voice teach that it should be confessed that our Lord Jesus 

Christ is one and the same Son, the same perfect (ܡܫܠܡܢܐ) in Divinity, the same perfect in humanity, truly 

God and truly man, the same (consisting) of a rational (ܡܠܝܠܬܐ) soul and body; 

homoousios (ܒܪ ܟܝܢܐ) with the Father as to his Divinity, and the same homoousios with us as to his humanity; 

in all things like unto us, sin only excepted; begotten of the Father before ages as to his Divinity, and in the 

last days, the Same, for us and for our salvation, born of Mary the Virgin Theotokos (ܝܠܕܬ ܐܠܗܐ) as to his 

humanity; 

One and the same Christ, Son, Lord, Only-Begotten (μονογενῆ), (ܚܕ ܘܼܗܘ ܟܕ ܼܗܘ ܡܫܝܚܐ. ܒܪܐ ܡܪܝܐ ܝܚܝܕܝܐ(,  

made known in two natures (which exist) without confusion, without change, without division, without sepa-

ration; (ἐν δύο φύσεσιν ἀσύγχυτως, ἀτρέπτως, ἀδιαιρέτως, ἀχωρίστως) 

 ( ܪܫܐ ܡܬܝܕܥܘܦܘܠܓܐ ܘܕܐܠ ܦ ܫܘܚܠܦܐ ܘܕܐܠ ܘܕܐܠܕܐܠ ܒܘܠܒܐܠ ܕ ܝܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ.)ܒܬܖ̈    

                                                                                                                                                         
( ܿܡܢ ܕܐܠ ܡܘܕܐ ܕܐܬܚܝܕ ܩܢܘܡܐܝܬ ܠܒܣܪܐ ܡܠܬܐ ܕܡܢ ܐܠܗܐ ܐܒܐ: ܘܚܕ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܥܡ ܒܣܪܗ: ܗܢܘ ܕܝܢ ܼܗܘ ܟܕ ܼܗܘ ܐܠܗܐ 2)

 ܘܒܪܢܫܼܐ ܚܪܡ ܚܪܡܐ ܢܗܘܐ

( ܿܡܢ ܕܿܡܦܪܫ ܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ ܒܚܕ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܡܢ ܒܬܪ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ: ܟܕ ܒܠܚܘܕ ܒܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܕܐܝܩܪܐ ܐܘ ܫܘܠܛܢܐ ܐܘ ܕܚܝܐܠ ܿܡܦܩ ܠܗܘܢ: ܘܐܠ ܗܘܐ 3)
 ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܟܝܢܝܬܐ ܚܪܡܐ ܢܗܘܐܝܬܝܪܐܝܬ ܒܟܢܘܫܝܐ ܕ

 ( ܿܡܢ ܕܠܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܦ̈ܖܨܘܦܐ ܐܘ ܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ ܿܡܦܠܓ ܒ̈ܢܬ ̈ܩܐܠ ܕܣ̈ܝܡܢ ܒ̈ܟܬܒܐ ܘܕܐܘ̈ܢܓܠܣܛܐ ܘܕ̈ܫܠܝܚܐ: ]...[ ܚܪܡܐ ܢܗܘܐ܀4)

( ܿܡܢ ܕ ܡܡܪܚ ܕܢܐܡܪ ܒܪܢܫܐ ܕܥܿܡܪ ܒܗ ܐܠܗܐ ܠܡܫܝܚܐ: ܘܐܠ ܝܬܝܪܐܝܬ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܫܪܪܐ: ܐܝܟ ܒܪܐ ܚܕ ܐܦ ܒܟܝܢܐ ܐܝܟ 5)
 ܘܬܦ ܡܛܘܠ ܕܗܼܘܐ ܦܓܪܐ ܼܗܘ ܡܠܬܐ ܘܐܫܬܘܬܦ ܠܢ: ܒܿܗ ܒܕܡܘܬܢ ܒܕܡܐ ܒܣܪܐ. ܚܪܡܐ ܢܗܘܐ.ܿܡܢ ܕܼܗܘܐ ܡܠܬܐ ܒܣܪܐ ܘܐܫܬ

Some other Syriac versions translate ‘God-Bearing’ in anathema 5 with forms of the verb ܠܒܫ. They all denote 

that God dwelt in Christ or had put him on. Idem, pp. 325-26. 
286

 Grillmeier, JdChr 1, pp. 692-93 and 700-706. 
287

 Grillmeier, JdChr 1, p. 690. 
288

 English translation with some alterations after Grillmeier, Christ in Christian Tradition 1, p. 544 and Theresia 

Hainthaler, ‘A short analysis of the Definition of Chalcedon and some reflections’, The Harp 20 (2006), pp. 328-

31, with references. Syriac text of West Syrian Version in British Museum Add. 12,156, fol. 41rc-41va; François 

Nau (ed. and trans.), ʻDocuments pour servir à l’histoire de l’Église nestorienne 2. Textes monophysites’, (PO 13; 

Paris, 1919), pp. 229-30.  
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at no point was the difference between the natures taken away by reason of the union )ܚܕܝܘܬܐ(,  

but rather the property )ܕܝܠܝܘܬܐ( of both natures is preserved, and (both) concurring into one prosopon and 

one hypostasis (ܘܠܚܕ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܘܠܚܕ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܪܗܛܝܢ(,  

not parted or divided into two prosopa  ̈ܨܘܦܐ ܐܘ ܡܬܦܪܫ(ܝܢ ܦܖ̈ )ܟܕ ܐܠ ܡܬܦܠܓ ܠܬܖ ,  

but one and the same Son and Only-Begotten, ( ܐܐܠ ܚܕ ܘܗܼܘ ܟܕ ܼܗܘ ܒܪܐ ܝܚܝܕܝܐ( 

God, Word, Lord Jesus Christ; ܡܫܝܚܐ( ܐܠܗܐ ܡܠܬܐ. ܡܪܝܐ ܝܫܘܥ )  

as the prophets from the beginning (have declared) concerning him, and the Lord Jesus Christ himself has 

taught us, and the Creed of the holy Fathers has handed down to us.
 
 

 

Two of the added four qualities of this union (‘without confusion’ and ‘without change’) were 

added against those Miaphysites who were thought to allow a change of the divinity as a con-

sequence of their interpretation of ‘the Word became flesh’. ‘Without confusion’ was espe-

cially meant against the strict Monophysitism of Eutyches, who recognized only one nature in 

Christ. The other two (‘without division’ and ‘without separation’) were included against the 

doctrine ascribed to Nestorius (the teaching of two sons), who was condemned here again.
289

  

 Within the Byzantine Empire, Chalcedon was rejected by Miaphysites because of its two-

nature formula. This threatened to split the Byzantine Church. Between 475 and 518, several 

Emperors tried to regain theological unity by promoting new decrees, but these efforts were 

often subordinate to their politics. These decrees tended to be silent on Chalcedon and re-

ferred mainly to the Nicaenum (325), Constantinopolitanum (381) and Ephesinum (431). In 

482, Emperor Zeno issued his edict, the Henotikon, which reaffirmed the faith of Nicaea and 

Constantinople, approved of Cyril’s twelve anathemas, and condemned Nestorius, Eutyches, 

and ‘anyone who has thought, or thinks, any other opinion, either now or at any time, whether 

at Chalcedon or at any synod whatsoever’. In its attempt at reconciliation, it was silent on ‘the 

two natures in one hypostasis’. The Henotikon was, however, not uncontested by both pro- 

and anti-Chalcedonians.
290

  

 Chalcedon began to play a decisive role in Byzantium after the new Emperor Justin I (518-

27) restored it at the beginning of his reign.
291

 Deviant formulas and interpretations were no 

longer allowed in the Byzantine Empire and dissenting Christians were persecuted. Some 

were exiled and many others fled to Persia, thus strengthening Miaphysitism there.  

 Grillmeier holds that the reception history of Chalcedon was dominated by a confrontation 

between the formula of Chalcedon and Cyril’s presentation of the incarnation, as found in his 
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 Grillmeier, JdChr 1, pp. 773-74.  
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anathemas.
292

 Abramowski indicates similarly that Chalcedon was not the main reference 

point in the disputes, but rather the Cyrillian Christology with its accentuation of one nature, 

Cyril’s introduction of the one hypostasis, and his anathemas that condemned Nestorius and 

Antiochene Christology for teaching two hypostaseis. It is remarkable that many of the theo-

logians involved in the conflicts after 451 had studied in Edessa. For instance, Philoxenus of 

Mabbug and Jacob of Sarug were followers of Cyril, while Habib, Barsauma of Nisibis, Nar-

sai and the Catholicos Aqaq adhered to the Antiochene school of thought.
293

  

 The immediate reception of Chalcedon within the Church of the East is difficult to inter-

pret.
294

 Initially, it does not seem to have been known well in remote areas. The bishops in 

Mesopotamia would only have known that the condemnation of some heretics was withdrawn 

and that the Trinitarian faith was confirmed.
295

 However, there are some indications that it 

might have become known on a wider scale. Chalcedon took place during the life time of the 

Persian Narsai (c. 415-502), who was to influence the School of Nisibis profoundly. He wrote 

a memra to defend Diodore, Theodore and Nestorius while criticizing Cyril and an unjust 

Synod that had caused schisms and uncertainty. Although this description also could apply to 

Ephesus, Abramowski holds that it referred especially to Chalcedon.
296

 Moreover, as we have 

seen above, the bishop of Edessa, Ibas, signed the decrees of Chalcedon in order to be rehabil-

itated. This probably had the effect that the Theodorian part of the School of Edessa had to be 

careful using the word parsopa when this might be interpreted as implying the teaching of 

two parsope. Such a restriction in terminology might have started here already shortly after 

431.
297

 

 It was not long before this time that the Church of the East gained a relatively protected 

status in the Sasanian Empire. Although it developed outside of Byzantium, it was influenced 

by the Theodorian ideas spread by the School of Edessa. The Synodicon Orientale does not 
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 Brock, ‘The Christology of the Church of the East’, pp. 163-64. 
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show an explicit acceptation of Chalcedon as is the case for Nicaea and Constantinople, and 

some expressions—like the title ‘Theotokos’ for Mary—were not used in the Creeds. But the 

account of the Synod in 544 mentioned the canons of Chalcedon (which dealt only with prac-

tical issues) among a list of canons of other Synods accepted by the Church. This seems to 

imply at least some recognition.
298

 The Synod of 554 showed in tenor similarities to the Chal-

cedonian definition, but did not mention qnoma or parsopa in a Christological context.
299

 

  Brock provides an overview of several linguistic problems that complicated the accepta-

bility of Chalcedon. Especially the words mia hypostasis proved to be a stumbling block to 

both Miaphysites and the Church of the East as they held the view that hypostasis/qnoma and 

‘nature’ implied each other. The formula ‘two natures in one hypostasis/qnoma’ was therefore 

illogical to both parties. The East Syrian Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II wrote in the seventh century 

that he considered the somewhat Dyophysite position of Chalcedon a step in the right direc-

tion, but still illogical. He rejected the one qnoma, as two natures should imply two qnome as 

well. The Miaphysites (or ‘Anti-Chalcedonians’) rejected the two natures, because they em-

phasized the one nature according to their starting point ‘the one incarnated nature of God the 

Word’ and considered the combination of one hypostasis/qnoma and two natures illogical. 

 The difference in meaning of Christological concepts contributing to the conflicts had de-

veloped over the centuries. It became more complicated when the discussion was also con-

ducted in Syriac rather than Greek. In the fourth and early fifth century the Greek ousia and 

physis could both be rendered with the Syriac kyana, as for instance in the early translation of 

homoousios with bar kyana or bar ituta. The Church of the East maintained this practice in 

the later fifth and sixth century and associated kyana more closely with ousia/ituta than with 

parsopa, whereas the Miaphysites associated kyana rather with parsopa while distinguishing 

it sharply from ousia/ituta. The East Syrians understood therefore Cyril’s ‘one physis’ as be-

ing the same as ‘one ousia’.
300 

 

 All parties continued to develop their own language and there are indications that several 

terms were sometimes used with more restriction. Some expressions that formerly could have 

been used on both sides were disqualified by Cyril after the Nestorian controversy. The term 

naqiputa (συνάφεια, conjunction) and metaphors to describe the incarnation were therefore no 
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longer used outside the Church of the East.
301

 The Church of the East continued to use the 

term ‘union’, but only concerning the union into one parsopa and never into one nature (or 

qnoma). Abramowski also notes that where Theodore could easily use the words hypostasis 

and prosopon in several ways, while using prosopon to describe the Christological unity, this 

was not acceptable anymore because of the way Nestorius had defined it. Consequently, 

Chalcedon also used the term hypostasis for the Christological unity.
302

 Moreover, although 

Cyril’s introduction of the one hypostasis had provoked Nestorius to speak of ‘the double hy-

postaseis of the natures’, the contemporary Antiochenes in Edessa reacted differently. As we 

have seen, one reason was that his Liber Heraclidis was unknown to them; another was that 

after Cyril’s anathemas they had to avoid any impression of teaching two hypostaseis 

(qnome).
303

  

 Thus, as a result of the conflicting interpretations, three main Christian streams were 

known at the end of the fifth century in the Persian-Syrian world: the ‘Antiochene’ Dyophy-

sites and the Miaphysites, who fought each other bitterly, particularly in Mesopotamia, but 

both rejecting for various reasons the third group, the Chalcedonians in the Byzantine Empire, 

who rejected them in turn. Despite attempts to reconcile and find theological solutions, it was 

never possible to please all requirements at once. The differences between the diverse parties 

were, however, not always sharp and Brock offers therefore a less demarcated model which 

acknowledges a broader spectrum of the diverse Christological doctrines.
304

 

  

 

1.8. Narsai (c.415-502/503) and the Schools of Edessa and Nisibis until 540 

 

Narsai played a major role in both the School of Edessa and that of Nisibis. As we have seen, 

the ‘Persian School’ in Edessa was probably founded after many Christians had fled the Nis-

ibis area in 363/64. Ephrem belonged to them and influenced the school profoundly.
 
This 

school in Edessa was closed in 489 because of its Dyophysite theology. Most of the students 

and teachers fled thereupon to Nisibis where they were received by Barsauma, its powerful 

bishop. Here they had less direct contact to the western theology than they had had in Edessa. 
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Narsai, who had already fled earlier from Edessa to Nisibis (probably after 471), was the most 

important teacher.  

 Narsai belonged to the first students in Edessa who studied the works of Theodore in Syri-

ac translation. He could compare the looser school structure of Edessa with the more institu-

tionalized and formalized school in Nisibis where he promoted the study of Theodore. Nar-

sai’s Memra 11, ‘On the three Fathers-Teachers: Diodore, Theodore and Nestorius’,
305

 was 

written in Nisibis and was probably a speech held at the opening of the School. This memra 

describes Narsai’s scholarly background, the history and present situation of the Church and 

the theological direction. Its criticism of Cyril and Chalcedon may have influenced many stu-

dents. Narsai considered Theodore the most learned in sacred scriptures of all. According to 

the Synod of 605, this fundamental role of Theodore in exegesis would already have been 

confirmed in the Synod of Metropolitan Barsauma (484).
306

  

 The teachings of Ephrem were not completely abandoned. Around roughly 600, The Cause 

of the Foundation of Schools, which is an insider’s history of the School of Nisibis, distin-

guished between the orally transmitted ‘traditions’ ( ܠܡܢܘܬܐܡܫ̈  , mashlmanwata) of the school 

stemming from Ephrem and ultimately from Addai the Apostle, the ‘founder’ of the School in 

Edessa on the one hand, and the ‘interpretation’ (ܦܘܫܩܐ, pushshaqa) of the ‘Interpreter’ 

 Theodore, on the other hand. Narsai is said to have incorporated the ,(mpashqana ,ܡܦܫܩܢܐ)

unwritten traditions of Ephrem into his works and Narsai’s predecessor Qiyora to have used 

them previously for his commentaries.
307

 However, as the Cause had already falsely aligned 

Evagrius Ponticus with Diodore in order to legitimate Evagrius’ works,
308

 it is not certain 

what value can be attributed to such oral traditions when they are difficult to verify.  

 It was probably the affinity between the exegesis of Ephrem and Theodore that had facili-

tated a quick reception of Theodore’s works in the School of Edessa. Narsai’s memre adapted 

in content mainly Theodore’s basic concepts, but in their poetic form they remained closer to 

the genre of Ephrem. Narsai followed Theodore in attaching great historical value to the Old 
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Testament and many of Narsai’s memre deal with its themes and characters, which are used as 

examples to show God’s guidance by means of revelations, prophecies and types. Where Nar-

sai followed both in their historical approach according to which each generation made mis-

takes, he was, however, foremost influenced by Ephrem’s rather negative scheme of righteous 

punishment that was countered by God’s grace and not by Theodore’s more positive interpre-

tation of sin as providing opportunities to learn through experience and discrimination and 

thus come to maturity.
309

  

 Narsai not only adopted Theodore’s pedagogical schematization of history, but also en-

riched his idea of divine paideia with concrete scholastic metaphors. This tendency to project 

‘mundane practice into heaven’ would later become more pronounced within the School.
310

  

  

And he taught them a new book which they did not know,  

As if (they were) children he wrote a sound instead of letters, 

And he made them read the writings on the origin of the light 

In the form of a verse he directed the sound before their eyes, 

And they began to shout, ‘Blessed is the creator who created the light.’
311

 

As if with a finger he was showing them the power of his essence, 

‘See, Angels, that I am the power over every power,’ 

As if with a pen he was writing for them a book in the mind, 

And he made them read the writings on the creation of the universe.  

In the form of a Master his gesture was raised over the head of their rows, 

And he was repeating to them the power of the meaning of his secrets.
312

 

 

Learning was not just an intellectual activity, but was also a religious activity aimed to imitate 

the ceaseless worship of the angels.
313

 In the above example from Narsai’s Homilies on Crea-

tion, the instructional aspect dominates clearly and permeates the exegesis of many stories 
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from the Old Testament. God had prepared man’s salvation from the beginning through 

Christ.
314

  

 Abramowski reconstructs a specific Edessene-Theodorian Christology from Narsai’s 

works and from quotations from Habib, who had been educated in Edessa and is mainly 

known from quotations preserved in the work of his opponent Philoxenus. The Edessene-

Theodorian tradition was marked by a terminology that reserved qnoma for the Word as a 

divine Trinitarian qnoma, and parsopa only for the one person of Christ. Because Philoxenus 

and others who followed Cyril’s condemnation attacked anyone teaching two qnome, 

Abramowski suggests that Habib and Narsai made this distinction in order to avoid the im-

pression that they taught two qnome. Narsai saw the difference between the two natures of 

Christ as a difference between two completely different orders that could only be connected 

by the activity of the Word. The concept ‘Word’ played an important role in the debates with 

the Cyrillians. Narsai differentiated between the divine nature of the Word and its activities 

such as love, will and power, and he referred to this activity with the word mdabbranuta, that 

was also used by Theodore. Because the Word is divine and transcendent, the Theodorians 

rejected expressions like ‘the Word became flesh in its qnoma’.
315

  

 Abramowski further points out the usual typical Dyophysite interlacing (‘die übliche 

dyophysitische Verschränkung’) considering the contrast between unity and distinction in 

both Trinity and Christology: the fact that there are three qnome* in one Divinity and two 

natures in one Christ does not mean that there are three Gods or two Sons. This also occurs in 

the work of Habib, who held that Christ’s name referred to both the human nature and the 

mdabbranuta of the Word. Habib demanded a theologically correct terminology with regard 

to the properties of these two natures during the major events in Christ’s life. So, when Christ 

died, God died in mdabbranuta and not in nature, but for the actual dying, the human nature 

was necessary. Although the soteriological goal demanded a union of the natures, it could 

only be expressed according to the properties of each nature. Therefore, considering Christ’s 

life on earth, ‘naturally’ could only be said of the human nature of Christ.
316

 This reminds one 

of Ephrem’s distinction between ‘true names’ and ‘borrowed’ names that could be applied to 
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both human beings and God.
317

 Narsai further emphasized the revelation of the Unseen in 

what is seen. For our salvation the Word made an image of himself that was endowed with 

reason and dwelt in it. He thus assumed ‘one of us’, the second Adam in whom the despicable 

nature of mankind is renewed.
318

 

 The main Christological terms in Narsai’s memra on Diodore, Theodore and Nestorius are 

‘Word’ (God) and ‘body’. Both are important and together they are called one parsopa. Nar-

sai rejected the accusations of Cyril against Nestorius, but rather considered the followers of 

Cyril heretics who denied the ‘body’, because they claimed that the human did not suffer and 

was not tempted. Narsai further emphasized that the Word does not diminish, increase or suf-

fer, but that this only applies to the human nature.
319

 

 Due to his polemical context, Narsai felt compelled to emphasize the distinction of the two 

natures, as is seen in Memra 56.
320

 Here, Narsai pointed out that he acknowledged two natures, 

but only one parsopa in Christ. The two natures are united in a single love and a single will in 

the union. In Memra 81 he explained that the perfect humanity and perfect divinity in Christ 

are called ‘one parsopa’, just as soul and body together are called a parsopa. Similarly, just as 

‘the soul is ( ܗܼܘ) the nature of life and the body the nature of death, the Word (is) the nature of 

the (divine) essence (ituta) and the body the nature of mankind. One creature and one creator. 

They are one in the union’.
321

 In the same Memra 81 Narsai reformulated ‘the Word became 

flesh and lived in us’,
322

 into ‘there came into being flesh, and he dwelt (ܥܡܪ) in us’. Narsai 

explained that this did not mean that the Word was lowered to a state of coming into being, 

‘but that he made (ܪܹܟܒ) for himself flesh, and dwelt (ܥܡܪ) in his good will’. Babai would later 

follow the same interpretation in his Liber de Unione. This distinction of the two natures in 

which the divine Word was not liable to change, was important for salvation. Narsai further 

asked what it would help our human nature if the Word became flesh and did not take flesh 
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from Mary, since salvation is only possible through the assumed human nature of the incar-

nate Christ.
323

  

 Memra 17, which intriguingly mentions ‘two qnome’, is not authentic according to Brock, 

who still considers it ‘very possible that the homily belongs to the sixth century’.
324

 

Abramowski had interpreted it first as a reaction to Cyril, but in more recent work she also 

denies its authenticity and even explains that in contrast to Nestorius, Narsai did not speak of 

one or more qnoma in Christology, unless he cited opponents.
325

 Although its authenticity is 

denied by such eminent scholars, it is added in this overview as it might be an illustration of a 

sixth century school of thought that wanted to prove that the two qnome formula stood in the 

tradition of the Fathers of the Church, namely Narsai, Diodore, Theodore and Nestorius, and 

even of the Apostles.  

 

The Creator, adorable in his honour, assumed (ܢܣܒ) a body which is from us, that by it he might renew the 

image of Adam which was worn out and effaced. A rational (ܡܠܝܐܠ) temple the Holy Spirit built in the bosom 

of Mary, (and) through (its) good-pleasure the whole Trinity concurred. The natures are distinct in their 

qnome, without confusion: with one will, with one parsopa of the one Sonship. He is then one in his Divinity 

and in his humanity; for the humanity and the Divinity are one parsopa.  

‘Two natures’, it is said, ‘and two qnome is our Lord in one parsopa of the Divinity and the humanity.’  

Thus does all the Church of the orthodox confess; thus also have the approved doctors of the Church taught, 

Diodore, and Theodore, and Mar Nestorius.
326

  

 

In an anonymous text with excerpts from an apology for Narsai that was probably written 

after 530, one finds a statement ascribed to him. It is not clear whether it is authentic. In 1972, 

Abramowski could not find it in the already published texts of Narsai.
327

 The fragment ex-

plains the difficulty in understanding the one parsopa of the Word and the temple, and the 

Son in two natures, whereby the Son took a man and covered his splendour with him. So here 

too, parsopa signifies ‘splendour’. 
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Of Mar Narsai: I say, one parsopa of the Word and the temple that was chosen by him; and I confess one Son, 

and I proclaim two natures, the glorious and hidden nature of the (eternal) Word, substance (ܐܝܬܝܐ) from his 

father, and our own nature, which he took (ܫܩܠ) […];  

complete (ܡܫܠܡܢܐ) in the Divinity of him (is he) who was equal with him who begat him, and perfect 

 one ,(ܚܕܝܘܬܐ) moreover in his humanity in soul and body of the mortals; two which are in union (ܓܡܝܪܐ)

love and one will; the only begotten Word from the Father ܚܕ ܚܘܒܐ ܘܚܕ ܨܒܝܢܐ. ܡܠܬܐ ܝܚܝܕܐ ܕܼܡܢ ܐܒܐ)  ( and the 

form of a servant which he assumed (ܘܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܥܒܕܐ ܕܢܣܒ) . Now in the mind, (130) the glorious (things) are 

distinguished from the humble things, and are understood as relating to (ܥܠ]...[ ܡܬܢܣܒܢ) the one Lord. Of the 

two natures which became one, although I have distinguished between the glorious and humble (things) of 

the natures in my confession, I make no rent, for I confess that one is the Son. It was not possible for mortals 

to contemplate his nature, and for this reason he took )ܫܩܠ( a man so that he might cover his splendour with 

the man.
328

  

 

 

1.9. The Synod of 486 

 

The first account of a synod of the Church of the East after the preceding one (424), as pre-

served in the Synodicon Orientale, shows a gap of about sixty years. This corresponds with a 

gap of more than thirty years after the conflicts caused by Chalcedon (451). In the years pre-

ceding this synod, the Church of the East had to deal with internal disruptions, growing Mi-

aphysitism, famine and nomadic raids. In 484 many bishops revolted successfully against the 

catholicos under the leadership of Barsauma, the bishop of Nisibis who also acted as protector 

of the troops at the front and had supported Narsai.
329

  

 The first canon dealt with people falsely dressed like monks who travelled around and 

spread heretical thoughts. They were accused of blaspheming the mdabbranuta of ‘our Lord’ 

and the gospel of the apostles, and of refusing to marry or to eat from food that God had cre-

ated for thanksgiving.
330

 Oscar Braun comments that from now on, the synods treated the Mi-

aphysite monks and the Messalian vagabonds as one of a kind.
331

 Similar descriptions of such 

monks can be found in the Synods of 585 and 596. Theopaschism was rejected in the anathe-

ma.  
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 Against the threats encountered, the twelve bishops present and Catholicos Aqaq expressed 

again the correct confession (ܬܘܕܝܬܐ ܬܪܝܨܬܐ). They accepted the Trinitarian dogma and 

formulated it in their own words (one divine kyana in three complete qnome). The union of 

the two natures of Christ was expressed as an inseparable conjunction (naqiputa) in a single 

Lordship and a single worship, while both natures keep what belongs to it. It was now for the 

first time that the term mdabbranuta appears in the Synodicon Orientale.
332

 As we have seen 

above, Theodore had already aligned this term closely to God’s salvation plan. The contempo-

rary Narsai used the term mdabbranuta to indicate the activities of the Word effecting the 

Incarnation, which were to be discerned from his nature or qnoma. This 486 council may have 

been influenced by Narsai’s use of this term.  

 

Let the faith of us all be in the single confession of the one divine nature (kyana) which exists in the three 

complete qnome of the single true and eternal Trinity of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, (a 

confession) by which paganism is vanquished and Judaism judged.  

Further, let our faith in the mdabbranuta of Christ be in the confession of the two natures (kyane), of the di-

vinity and of the humanity, while none of us shall dare to introduce mixture, mingling or confusion ( ܡܘܙܓܐ 

) into the differences (ܐܘ ܚܘܠܛܢܐ ܐܘ ܒܘܠܒܐܠ ܠܦܐܫܘܚ̈  ) of these two natures; rather, while the divinity remains 

preserved in what belongs to it ( ܒܕܝܠܿܗ), and the humanity in what belongs to it, it is to a single Lordship and 

to a single (object of) worship that we gather together the exemplars (parshagne) of the two natures, because 

of the perfect and inseparable (ܐܠ ܡܬܦܪܫܢܝܬܐ la- metparshanita) conjunction (naqiputa) that has occurred for 

the divinity with respect to the humanity. 

And if someone considers, or teaches others, that suffering and change (hasha w-shuhlapa) have conjoined 

(nqep) the divinity of our Lord, and (if) he does not preserve, with respect to the union (hdayuta) of the par-

sopa of our Saviour, a confession of perfect God and perfect Man, let him be anathema.
333

  

 

The interpretation of a union in one parsopa as a single object of worship is in line with Dio-

dore and Theodore. This was also the first synod to use the term parsopa in a Christological 

context, and this remained an exception until 585. The expression of ‘exemplars (or copies, 

parshagne) of the two natures’ seems to imply the notion of individual instances of general 

                                                 
332

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 301. Chabot translates mdabbranuta here as ‘incarnation’ because it is used 

in a theological sense for the earthly life of Christ. In order to distinguish this from literal terms for ‘incarnation’, 

this example is not being followed here.  
333

 Translation with small adjustments after Sebastian Brock, ‘Christology in the Synods’, pp. 133-134; Syriac in 

Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 54-55. 
ܕܝܬܐ ܕܚܕ ܟܝܢܐ ܐܠܗܝܐ ܿܗܘ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܬܠܬܐ ܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ ܡܫܠ̈ܡܢܐ ܕܚܕ ܬܠܝܬܝܘܬܐ ܫܪܝܪܬܐ ܘܬܗܘܐ ܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ ܕܟܠܢ ܒܚܕܐ ܬ 

ܬܗܘܐ ܕܝܢ ܐܦ ܗܝܡܢܘܬܢ ܕܒܡܕܒܪܢܘܬܗ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܒܬܘܕܝܬܐ ܕܬܪܝܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܐ  ܘܡܬܘܡܝܬܐ ܕܐܒܐ ܘܕܒܪܐ ܘܕܪܘܚܐ ܕܩܘܕܫܐ.
ܐܐܠ ܟܕ ܡܩܘܝܐ  ܥܠ ܥܠ ܫܘ̈ܚܠܦܝܗܘܢ ܕܗܠܝܢ ܬܪܝܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ.ܟܕ ܐܠ ܐܢܫ ܡܢܢ ܢܡܪܚ ܕܡܘܙܓܐ ܐܘ ܚܘܠܛܢܐ ܐܘ ܒܘܠܒܐܠ ܡ ܘܕܐܢܫܘܬܐ.

ܠܚܕܐ ܡܪܘܬܐ ܘܠܚܕܐ ܣܓܕܬܐ ܡܟܢܫܝܢܢ ܦ̈ܖܫܓܢܝܗܘܢ ܕܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܡܛܠ ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ  ܘܢܛܝܪܐ ܐܠܗܘܬܐ ܒܕܝܠܿܗ ܘܐܢܫܘܬܐ ܒܕܝܠܿܗ:
ܘܐܢ ܐܢܫ ܡܬܪܥܐ ܐܘ ܡܠܦ ܐܠܚ̈ܖܢܐ: ܕܚܫܐ ܘܫܘܚܠܦܐ ܢܩܦ  ܓܡܝܪܬܐ ܘܐܠ ܡܬܦܪܫܢܝܬܐ ܕܗܘܼܬ ܐܠܠܗܘܬܐ ܠܘܬ ܐܢܫܘܬܐ.

 ܗܢܐ ܢܗܘܐ ܚܪܡ܀: ܗܐ ܡܫܠܡܢܐ ܘܕܒܪܢܫܐ ܡܫܠܡܢܐܠ ܢܿܛܪ ܠܘܬ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܦܪܨܘܦܗ ܕܦܪܘܩܢ ܬܘܕܝܬܐ ܐܠܘܐܠ ܗܘܬܗ ܕܡܪܢ܇ܠܐܠ
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natures. Is this an indication of what later was officially called the qnoma of each nature? This 

does not seem to be improbable, as parshagna indicates an individual copy (of the law).
334

  

 The bishops condemned any mixture of the natures or change in the divinity of Christ and 

stated that the specific property of both divinity and humanity remained preserved. This 

seems to be an echo of Chalcedon. Jérôme Labourt interprets it solely as an opposition to Mi-

aphysitism.
335

  

 In the definition of 486 a focus might be seen on liturgy and worship. Several phrases are 

in the tradition of the Dyophysite language of Theodore.
336

 Macomber gives several examples, 

for instance ‘one Lordship’, ‘one adoration’ and ‘inseparable conjunction’ and he interprets 

these as signs of ‘Nestorianism’.
337

 Opponents often called the Church of the East ‘Nestorian’, 

claiming that it taught two sons, two persons and two subjects while splitting the two natures 

of Christ. This position remained dominant up to the twentieth century.
338

  

 In 497, Babai, the next Catholicos (497-502), who was the former secretary to the marzban 

(governor) in Bet Aramaye, convoked a Synod which confirmed those reforms of Barsauma’s 

synod (484) that allowed monks to marry. After his death a period of anarchy started that led 

to two rival catholicoi ordaining their own bishops.
339

 A section of the monks rejecting the 

decrees of 484 and 486 that forbade celibacy and restricted their influence is thought to have 

left the Church of the East and to have joined Miaphysite circles.
340

 Celibacy seems to have 

been so imperative in Miaphysite monasticism that these reforms might have been introduced 

against ‘the dangerous popularity of Monophysite doctrine in monastic circles’.
341

 In any case, 

                                                 
334

 In the Bible, the term parshagne only appears in Deut. 17:18; Jos. 8:32 and Ezra 5:6; the other references do 

not point to a Christological context, Robert Payne Smith (ed.), Thesaurus Syriacus 2 (Oxford, 1901), col. 3310. 

Sebastian Brock also states that this term does not seem to be used elsewhere in a Christological context and that 

‘in translations from Greek the word usually represents ἀντίγραφον’, Brock, ‘Christology in the Synods’, p. 133. 
335

 Labourt, Le christianisme dans l’empire perse, pp. 147-48. It may be noted that the terms mixture (ܡܘܙܓܐ), 

confusion (ܒܘܠܒܐܠ) and change ( ܐܫܘܚܠܦ ) are also found in the Syriac version of Nestorius’ Liber Heraclidis, see 

above, section 1.5.3. 
336

 Brock, ‘The Church of the East in the Sasanian Empire’, p. 76.  
337

 Macomber, ʻThe Christology of the Synod of Seleucia-Ctesiphon, A.D. 486’, pp. 151-52. 
338

 Sebastian Brock considers Macomber’s interpretation unnecessarily hostile, idem, ‘Christology in the Syn-

ods’, p. 126; idem, ‘The “Nestorian” Church: a Lamentable Misnomer’, Bulletin of the John Rylands University 

Library of Manchester 78 (1996), also in idem, Fire From Heaven, Chapter 1; Winkler, Ostsyrisches Christen-

tum, pp. 12 and 68-69. 
339

 Labourt, Le christianisme dans l’empire perse, pp. 139-42 and 154-62; Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 62-

68 (cf. trans. pp. 310-17). 
340

 Bertold Spuler, Die Morgenländischen Kirchen (Leiden, 1964), pp. 11-12.  
341

 Stephen Gero, Barṣauma of Nisibis and Persian Christianity in the Fifth Century (CSCO 426, subs. 63; Leu-

ven, 1981), p. 87. 
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Miaphysite chroniclers of the sixth century interpreted the loss of celibacy as a sign that the 

Church of the East had defected to ‘Nestorianism’.
342

  

 

 

1.10. The Synod of 544 with the letters of Catholicos Aba I 

 

During the period of internal disruptions, the Miaphysites were able to gain widespread influ-

ence while challenging the exclusive position of the Church of the East in Persia.
343

 This peri-

od of schisms was ended by Catholicos (Mar) Aba I (540-52), a former high ranking Zoroas-

trian who had converted to Christianity. He had been secretary to the governors of Bet Garmai, 

paralleling the career of Catholicos Babai. Mar Aba had studied in the School of Nisibis, 

where he also taught after having travelled abroad. As catholicos, Mar Aba reorganized the 

Church and visited the bishoprics throughout the Persian Empire in order to personally solve 

the conflicts. He also founded a theological school in Seleucia-Ctesiphon.
344

 Aba had brought 

works by Nestorius back from his travels in the Roman Empire. Nestorius’ apologetic Liber 

Heraclidis (see above), written at the end of his life, was translated into Syriac in 539/40. 

From now on, the older form of Antiochene Christology had to be harmonized with this 

book.
345

  

 The Synod of 544 seems to have given some acknowledgement of the Byzantine Council 

in Chalcedon (451) when it stated that it accepted one of its canons.
346

 It contained no Chris-

tological statements and the letter concerning the ‘orthodoxy of faith’ ( ܝܐ ܕܠܘܬ ܣܐܪܬܕܘܟ

 by Aba remained traditional and seems to have avoided controversial technical (ܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ

terms. The letter explained that the name of Christ teaches his divinity (which exists in three 

qnome) and his humanity (that he put on, or dwelt in). The humanity was anointed with the 

divinity anointing him. It is useful here to remember that in Syriac (as well as in Hebrew and 

Greek) the name ‘Christ’ means ‘the anointed’:  

 

 he is Christ God and Man, that is, the humanity which has been anointed with the divinity which anointed it 

 […]. Thus from the name of Christ we have learnt concerning the Father and the Son and the Holy Spirit;  

                                                 
342

 Peter Bruns, ‘Barsauma von Nisibis und die Aufhebung der Klerikerenthaltsamkeit im Gefolge der Synode 

von Beth-Lapat (484), Annuarium Historiae Conciliorum 37.1 (2005), pp. 13-14, with references. 
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 Trimingham, Christianity among the Arabs in Pre-Islamic Times, p. 169.  
344

 Winkler, Ostsyrisches Christentum, p. 36. 
345

 Abramowski, ‘Die Christologie Babais’, pp. 221-22.  
346

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 545 (cf. trans. pp. 555-56). 
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and from this same (name) we have understood concerning his humanity. In it is the seal of the entire confes-

sion of Christianity.
347

 

 

The accompanying anathemas rejected Theopaschism and a doctrine of two Sons, which for 

some might imply a quaternity. The Trinity as well as the humanity and divinity of the Son 

have to be acknowledged in every prayer.
348

 In the last canon, the bishops of the East declared 

that concerning the faith expressed by the Nicene Fathers they completely adhere to the 

thoughts of the blessed interpreter (ܡܦܫܩܢܐ) Theodore.
349

 Although the possibility of a later 

addition should not be excluded, one might assume that this remark especially referred to his 

commentary on the Nicene Creed. 

 

 

1.11. Justinian and the Byzantine council of Constantinople II (553) 

 

The discussion on Theodore was given new impetus in the sixth century when the Miaphy-

sites Severus and Philoxenus increasingly opposed anyone teaching two natures, especially 

after Severus had become patriarch of Antioch in 512. This indirectly affected the Church of 

the East. In 507, Philoxenus already influenced a synod which anathematized Diodore and 

Theodore among others, but also those who accepted Chalcedon. Severus and Philoxenus ex-

plicitly identified Chalcedon with ‘Nestorianism’. Finally, they both demanded that the Heno-

tikon would replace Chalcedon.
350

 This opposition seems to have been a factor leading to the 

Chalcedonian restoration in the Byzantine Church started in 518 by Justin with the introduc-

tion of the yearly celebration of Chalcedon. The restoration included the rejection of non-

Chalcedonians such as ‘Nestorians’, ‘Eutychians’ and ‘Severians’. Under Justinian (527-65) 

Chalcedon even became the norm according to which he could either condemn Miaphysites 

(536) or seek reconciliation (532 and 553) while making concessions.
351

  

                                                 
347

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 542-43 (cf. trans. p. 553). English after Brock, ‘Christology in the Synods’, 

p. 135. 
ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܐܠܗܐ ܘܒܪܢܫܐ. ܗܿܢܘ ܕܝܢ ܐܢܫܘܬܐ ܕܐܬܡܫܚܼܬ. ]ܒܐܠܗܘܬܐ[ ܕܡܫܚܬܿܗ]...[ ܗܐ ܡܢ ܫܡܐ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ: ܥܠ ܐܒܐ 

  ܘܒܪܐ ܘܪܘܚܐ ܕܩܘܕܫܐ ܝܠܦܢܢ. ܘܥܠ ܐܢܫܘܬܗ ܡܢܗ ܕܗܢܐ ܐܣܬܟܠܢܢ. ܘܒܗ ܗܘ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܚܘܬܡܐ ܕܟܠܿܗ ܬܘܕܝܬܐ ܕܟܪܣܛܝܢܘܬܐ.
348

 Brock, ‘Christology in the Synods’, pp. 126-27; The second letter of Mar Aba I is an appendix in Chabot, 

Synodicon Orientale, pp. 540-43 and 550-53; Braun, Synhados, pp. 134-37. 
349

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 550 (cf. trans. p. 561). 
ܬ ܥܣܪ ܐܦܝܣ̈ܩܘܦܐ܆ ܕܠܿܗ ܐܚܕܝܢܢ ܒܬܘܕܝܬܢ ܪܥܝܢܢ ܕܝܢ ܕܟܠܢ ܐܦܣ̈ܩܘܦܐ ܕܒܟܠܿܗ ܡܕܢܚܐ܆ ܕܥܠ ܗܝܝܡܢܘܬܐ ܗܿܝ ܕܣܝܡܐ ܠܬܠܬܡܐܐ ܘܬܡܢ

 ܠܢ܆ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܿܗܘ ܕܥܒܝܕ ܠܩܕܝܫܐ ܘܪܿܚܡ ܐܠܠܗܐ܆ ܛܘܒܢܐ ܡܪܝ ܬܐܘܕܪܘܣ ܐܦܝܣܩܘܦܐ ܘܡܦܫܩܢܐ ܕܟܬ̈ܒܐ ܐܠܗ̈ܝܐ܀ܡܒܝܡܝܢܢ ܘܒܣ
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 Grillmeier, JdChr 2.1, pp. 304-23; Behr, The Case against Diodore and Theodore, pp. 100-105. On the Heno-

tikon, see also section 1.7. 
351

 Grillmeier, JdChr 2.1, pp. 360-63. 
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 Although Richard Price concludes that ‘it was the age of Justinian that saw the attainment, 

in both east and west, of a truly Chalcedonian identity in the imperial Church’, he holds that 

this mainly applied to the patriarchate of Constantinople, because Justinian ‘had to be the pa-

tron of the non-Chalcedonians as well’. This situation might have lasted until ‘the loss of the 

non-Chalcedonian regions in the seventh century’.
352

  

 In 532, Justinian and Severians unsuccessfully tried to clarify concepts in a dialogue.
353

 

The attempt was made to decide how the views of Cyril were in line with Chalcedon. The 

Severians offered a compilation of texts intended either to prove their own position, or prove 

that opponents like Theodore were heretics. This compilation did not indicate which excerpts 

of Theodore’s work were used, but it is highly probable that it consisted of a further selection 

from Cyril’s work against Theodore.
354

 The Severians indicated that they were very grieved 

by the gentle reception of Ibas and Theodoret at the Council of Chalcedon. They did not ac-

cept Justinian’s compromises, however, and in 536 their main leaders were anathematized 

which meant the end of the Severian hierarchie.  

 Justinian restarted his efforts to find a compromise after the Persians had ransacked Anti-

och in 540, and his Empire was weakened by other disasters around 542/43. The Miaphysites 

thereupon consecrated their first bishop (Jacob Baradeus) in response to the great need for 

pastoral care in Edessa.
355

 Justinian attempted to win the loyalty of the Miaphysites in the 

eastern part of his empire. The support his wife Theodora (d.548) publicly gave to Miaphysite 

interests may sometimes have served this aim.
356

  

 In 553, Justinian also issued the Theopaschite formula unus ex trinitate crucifixus, which 

asserted that Jesus who suffered is the same as the Logos. Peter the Fuller (d.488) had intro-

duced the addition ‘immortal, who was crucified for us’ to the Trisagion, and Severus of An-

tioch had made it standard in the Miaphysite liturgy. In Fuller’s time, Antiochenes could un-

derstand this as the Logos who had become man and suffered in the human flesh, but in 553 

the Byzantines applied it to the immanent Trinity and concluded that God the Word was cru-

cified. Most Byzantines considered this new interpretation to be in line with orthodoxy, but 

the Church of the East read it in a heretical sense as it attributed suffering to God.
357

 Sebastian 

Brock comments that ever since 533, this formula had been the ‘prize bone of contention be-

                                                 
352

 Price, ‘The Development of a Chalcedonian Identity in Byzantium’, pp. 308-312 and 323-25. 
353

 Hainthaler, ‘A short analysis of the Definition of Chalcedon’, p. 326; Grillmeier with Hainthaler, JdChr 2.2, 

pp. 260-61. 
354

 Jansen, De Incarnatione, pp. 45-47 and 131-32. 
355

 Behr, The Case against Diodore and Theodore, pp. 105-108; Grillmeier, JdChr 2.1, p. 372. 
356

 Price, ‘The Development of a Chalcedonian Identity in Byzantium’, pp. 315-18. 
357

 Grillmeier with Hainthaler, JdChr 2.2, pp. 206, 333-34 and 355-59. 
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tween the Persian and Byzantine churches’.
358

 However, the conflict was older as a similar 

formulation had already appeared in Cyril’s twelfth anathema. 

 In 553, Justinian convoked a council in Constantinople. It defended the Chalcedonian for-

mula of two natures in one hypostasis or prosopon by stating that the unity of the natures was 

according to hypostasis and that one should therefore acknowledge one hypostasis or proso-

pon in Christ. It reconfirmed the condemnation of the works and person of Nestorius and of 

any ‘Nestorianism’ which was accused of teaching two hypostaseis or two persons, or even of 

two Sons and of rejecting the one composite hypostasis and the title ‘Theotokos’ for Mary. 

Canon 4 rejected not only interpretations that asserted that the union of the God-Logos with 

the human is according to grace, energy (energeia), honour, authority, relation, power (dyna-

mis), pleasure (kata eudokian), but also interpretations that gave different names to the God-

Logos and the human in the belief that each has their own prosopon. All these interpretations 

were seen as proof that Antiochene Christology understood the unity as accidental and not 

substantial, whereby the man Jesus was assumed and the unity remained on the basis of be-

haviour.
359

  

 Canon 10 somehow confirmed the Theopaschite formula, although it was expressed in a 

rather unconspicious way.
360

 Canons 12-14 further successively anathematized the ‘three 

chapters’: first, the person and works of Theodore; second, the writings of Theodoret of Cyrus 

against Cyril and his letter with the anathemas; third, the letter of Ibas of Edessa to Mari that 

defended Theodore and Nestorius. Those who might attempt to explain and defend the con-

demned and shared their objections against Cyril and the Council of Ephesus were to be 

anathematized as well.
361

 This all implied a condemnation of the theology of the Church of 

the East.  

 In 551, Justinian had already ordered consistent use of terminology: it should be the same 

in the Theologia (Doctrine of Trinity) as in the Oikonomia (Doctrine of Incarnation; in Syriac 

it was rendered as ܡܕܒܪܢܘܬܐ, mdabbranuta). It was declared that physis and hypostasis are not 

the same.  
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 Sebastian Brock, ‘North Mesopotamia in the late seventh century: Book XV of John Bar Penkaye’s “Rīš 

Mellē”’, Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam 9 (1987), p. 59, also in idem, Studies in Syriac Christianity, 

Chapter 2.  
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Thus after we have shown that it is impious to speak of one nature (physis) or essence (ousia) of the divinity 

and flesh of Christ, we shall also say this: it is not possible to speak of the one nature of Christ in a similar 

way to how we talk of the one hypostasis of the divinity and humanity of Christ, because nature (physis) and 

hypostasis are not the same.
362

  

 

Similarly, the Council of 553 further held that hypostasis is the same as prosopon and that 

these concepts had to be distinguished from physis-ousia. But no definitions were given.
363

 

However, the Church of the East stuck more to the vocabulary of the Nicene Trinitarian-

ism,
364

 and as the Chalcedonian council was already problematic for them, more discrepancies 

arose and both parties drifted further apart in their terminology.  

 After being propagated by Justinian, the formula of the (Neo-Chalcedonian) one hypostasis 

synthetos was also ratified by the council of 553, whose decisions seem to have affected the 

Church of the East. Abramowski and Reinink hold that the doctrine of two qnome* was a re-

action to this one hypostasis synthetos. The fact that the Church of the East now could use the 

Syriac translation of the Liber Heraclidis, in which the formula of two natures, two qnome 

and one parsopa was expressed, formed an important contributing factor. Meanwhile, the 

older Antiochene Christology of the two natures and the one prosopon was not abandoned 

immediately, as can be seen in the acts of the synods.
 
This might have led to conflicting posi-

tions within the School of Nisibis on the use of qnoma in their Christological formula.
365

  

 The first explicit and official expressions by the Church of the East of the doctrine of two 

qnome appear in accounts of a discussion between its representatives and Justinian in 562-

63.
366

 A reconstruction of these accounts suggests that Justinian first had asked Abraham of 

Bet Rabban, the director of the School of Nisibis, to visit him and defend his faith. Abraham 

refused to go because of his age, and also refused to erase the names of Diodore, Theodore 

and Nestorius from the Diptychs as had been asked in name of the unity of the Church. But 
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then a delegation headed by Paul, the Bishop of Nisibis,
367

 was sent with Khosrau’s consent. 

According to the (Arabic) Chronicle of Seert, the bishops tried to explain to Justinian ‘that 

neither could the nature exist without qnoma ( اقنوم ) nor the qnoma without nature, and that 

therefore logically the two natures could not be one single qnoma.’
368

 But according to Justin-

ian, the concept of two hypostaseis in Christ would either lead to two Sons or to a Quaternity. 

Thus the attempts for better understanding failed. Justinian is said to have sent them back with 

honour, although anathematizing Diodore and his followers.
369

 

 Relations did not improve. In the seventh century, Babai described Justinian as an impious 

and heretical tyrant.
370

 However, there seem meanwhile to have been some alliances between 

Justinian and some representatives of the Church of the East. A.D. Lee discusses contacts 

between Paul of Nisibis and Justinian within the context of Justinian’s attacks on Persia start-

ing 572. He concludes that the reports that Paul had allied with Justinian and given him stra-

tegic information might have been true. Paul might have preferred Justinian above Khosrau, 

who is said to have treated the East Syrian Christians badly. Lee does not consider this im-

probable, as Khosrau had imprisoned Paul’s teacher Mar Aba for nearly a decade and recently 

might have exiled the Christians from Nisibis in 572-73 when Byzantines and Persians fought 

for this important frontier city.
371

 

 A Syriac account of the conversation with Justinian is preserved in a (hostile) Miaphysite 

text. Here, several expressions clearly indicate the formula of two kyane and two qnome in 

one parsopa. For instance: ‘The mystery of the mdabbranuta stays and is as it is, in one union 

of the parsopa
 
of the two kyane and two qnome.’

372
 Paul also would have stated that ‘any 

qnoma is known by its nature, and any nature there is, is by its proper (ܕܝܠܢܝܐ) qnoma known 

and manifest to perception, vision and the contemplation of the intellect’.
373

 Abramowski ar-

gues that it must have been the Liber Heraclidis that caused the change in the traditional 
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Edessene-Nisibene terminology, because the records of the synods did not mention qnoma* or 

parsopa* in a Christological context before 585 (except parsopa in 486). Moreover, after 431 

the Theodorians at the School of the Persians at Edessa and Nisibis restricted the use of qno-

ma to the Trinity. This would have made it impossible that the Dyophysite doctrine could 

have been taught in terms of one qnoma or two qnome.
374

  

 

 

1.12. Polemics in and around the School of Nisibis after 540 

 

When Paul, the Bishop of Nisibis (officiated 551-73) and disciple of Mar Aba, defended the 

two-qnome doctrine in 562-63, he did not speak for the whole Church. Already within the 

School of Nisibis two parties could be discerned that tried to give the concept of qnoma a 

place while using the Liber Heraclides. To the party differing from Paul belonged Henana of 

Adiabene, who once had been removed from the School by Paul due to his deviant Christolo-

gy, but who became its director after Paul’s death.
375

 During Paul’s reign as Metropolitan, 

Ishoʿyahb of Arzun had been director of the School of Nisibis for two years (between 565-71), 

before he accepted the position of bishop of Arzun. The reasons for this transition are not 

clear. The Cause reports only that ‘he worked in it vigorously for two years. Then he became 

weary (ܐܫܦܠ) from it and went and became bishop in Arzun. Afterwards he was chosen for 

the patriarchal duty’.
376

  

 Henana was director of the Nisibis School and responsible for biblical exegesis from 573 

until circa 610. Without naming Henana, the Synods of 585, 596 and 605 are thought to have 

rebuked him. Simon, the new Metropolitan of Nisibis, supported Henana and allowed him to 

issue new statutes for the School in 590, even after he had been suspended himself on boy-

cotting the Synod of 585. Henana’s teaching seems to have influenced several monastic cir-

cles, which already showed many elements dissenting from the ecclesiastical teaching, such 

as the rejection of the Sacraments.
377

  

 In 596 Henana found a powerful opponent in the person of Gregory of Kashkar, the new 

Metropolitan of Nisibis. Gregory did not accept Henana’s criticism of Theodore, tried to 

change the habits of several clerics and drove the Messalians out of the adjacent Shigar (Sin-

jar) Mountains. But Gregory seems to have been too fanatical and he encountered heavy re-
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sistance in Nisibis. The same year he had lost the support of the catholicos and Khosrau or-

dered Gregory to leave Nisibis. This indicates that Henana was probably being protected by 

circles at the court, especially by court physicians whom Gregory is said to have excommuni-

cated because they lived in bigamy.
378

 The generally trustworthy Chronicon Anonymum (also 

known as Khuzistan Chronicle) reports that Gregory’s dismissal was against the wish of the 

bishops and that Nisibis now revolted against Khosrau. After Catholicos Sabrishoʿ had per-

suaded its inhabitants to surrender to Khosrau, the latter took the city forcefully despite more 

peaceful promises.
379

  

 The exact reasons for the conflict with Henana are not clear. Unfortunately, most of what 

is known of Henana’s teaching consists of biased accusations by his enemies, such as Babai 

the Great who wrote in the beginning of the seventh century. One document must have been 

written under the auspices of Henana. This is the introduction (written in 602) to the Canons 

of the School of Nisibis, which confirmed the older canons while adding new canons in reac-

tion to the crisis around Henana. Ute Possekel points out that the authors intended to connect 

the recent crisis with another that allegedly took place in the 490s, in order to claim their right 

to issue the new canons.
380

 The introduction refers to recent enemies, who unfortunately can-

not be identified. They are described as envious and haughty people who act like wild animals, 

although these ‘haughty ones in the mind of their hearts see our Saviour manifestly’.
381

 The 

introduction contains hardly any Christological remarks, but briefly explains the importance 

of study for the Christian life: mortal human nature needs study and instruction in order to 

gain knowledge about the immortal life. It should thereby train the free will, ‘so that we (see) 

ourselves in the mirror of the distinguishing mind’.
382

 

 Another contemporary friendly source might also give some information. This was the 

Cause of the Foundation of Schools mentioned above, and was put in the form of a speech, 

possibly meant for incoming students. It was written probably at the end of the sixth century 

by Henana’s pupil Barhadbeshabba when Henana was director of the School and he most 
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likely had authorized it.
383

 Although the Cause does not contain clear Christological state-

ments either, it sheds more light on the pedagogical understanding of the School of Nisibis. 

The Cause is a continuation and elaboration of the pedagogical ideas of Theodore and Narsai 

and focuses on free will and the imitation of Christ. Meanwhile, more Aristotelian and Neo-

platonic concepts are incorporated and it is also influenced by the Origenist literature of 

Evagrius which had a deep impact on East-Syrian monasticism and also seems to have played 

a role in the conflicts between the School of Nisibis and its opponents concerning the correct 

epistemology.
384

  

 The content of the Cause can be summarized as follows: after an introduction of God’s 

epistemological inaccessibility, the text dwells on the divine illumination and the human soul 

with its cognitive faculties. Both intelligence and actions have to be perfected. Where God 

himself taught the angels in heaven the alphabet in order to praise him, he created for human 

beings the visible world to enable the rationality of the mind to ‘read’ from the diversity of 

creation the name of God, the creator of all. The human soul and reason are thus able to gain 

some knowledge of the ineffable, transcendent God by means of distinctions that exist in na-

ture and that form a chain of being. The human mind even has the power to ascend to heaven 

and converse with angels, or to command the luminaries. The history of this world is further 

reduced to long series of schools starting with Adam, renewed by Jesus the great teacher, and 

necessarily ending with the School of Nisibis under the directorate of the present and highly 

praised director Henana. Finally, the new students are encouraged to diligently continue this 

scholastic tradition that emphasizes learning and knowledge.
385

  

 

 let us labour diligently, according to the aim of our learning, while we adjust our way of life to the reading of 

 our learning [...]. Strip off the old man with all of his ways. Put on the new man who through knowledge is 

 renewed in the form of his creator.
386

 

 

One of the heresies Babai ascribed to Henana’s school was Origenism. The Cause might have 

given some reason for these accusations.
387

 It is further remarkable that it describes how 

God’s teaching has been transmitted by ‘schools’ and does not use the term ‘Church’ in this 
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context. Moreover, it does not mention the Sacraments either. Is this an indication that the 

institution of the Church and the Sacraments were not important to this school?  

 As the controversies around Henana and the School of Nisibis were intertwined with vari-

ous problems within the Church of the East and lasted for a long time, this section will further 

focus on the Christology, while other conflicting factors will be discussed in Chapter 2 where 

Babai’s reactions are described.  

 Concerning Henana’s Christology, the polemics seem to indicate that he taught a compo-

site qnoma in Christ. Abramowski holds indeed that when he started to apply the Neo-

Chalcedonian concept of the one composite hypostasis to the Christology of two natures, the 

formula ‘two natures-one parsopa* and the formula ‘two natures-two qnome*-one parsopa*’ 

could not exist side by side anymore in the School.
388

 Although Reinink agrees that the dis-

cussions started with the decisions of the Fifth Council in 553, he does not attribute much 

influence to presumptions that Henana accepted this Neo-Chalcedonian formula or sought for 

other compromises with Chalcedonians and Miaphysites. He argues that the two streams came 

to conflicting conclusions, because they interpreted the term qnoma differently. One stream 

followed Nestorian lines and opted for the ‘two natures - two qnome’ formula of Nestorius as 

they associated nature (kyana) with qnoma. The other stream, to which Henana might have 

belonged, used certain explanations from the Syriac translation of Theodore’s On the Incarna-

tion, and accepted therefore a close connection between parsopa and qnoma.
389

 Both parties 

might have focused on the fragments from Theodore’s On the Incarnation that were preserved 

in Add. 14,669, which was the authoritative version in the School.
390

 As seen, elements from 

fragment 12,156 might also allow such interpretations.
391

  

 Abramowski points at another source of confusion, caused by some probably inauthentic 

glosses to the one parsopa of Christ in the introduction to the Liber Heraclidis. One gloss is 

‘one qnoma’, which was interpolated before ‘one parsopa’. The other gloss, ‘natural and 

qnomatic’ (ܟܝܢܝܐ ܘܩܢܘܡܝܐ),392
 seems to indicate that the one parsopa implies one nature and 

one qnoma. Abramowski speculates that this formula was known in the Henana School, be-

cause Sahdona used this formula somewhat later as an expression for the unity in Christ.
393
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 Reinink also argues that the Nestorian stream interpreted the phrase ‘assuming one par-

sopa-qnoma’ as an expression of the Miaphysite position of one nature of Christ, while the 

other stream could not but interpret the formula ‘two natures = two qnome’ as leading to two 

parsopa, which was rejected. During the catholicate of Sabrishoʿ the conflict culminated in 

the departure of a significant group of teachers and students. This might have taken place not 

long after 596,
394

 or around 600.
395

 It might have been the ‘Nestorian’ group in rejection of 

the solutions of the other party that opted for the ‘one parsopa = one qnoma’ formula. After 

Metropolitan Gregory of Kashkar was sent away, their position might have become untenable. 

Among those leaving were Ishoʿyahb II of Gdala and Michael the Doctor (Michael Malpana), 

who wrote a treatise against the Miaphysites refuting the qnomatic and natural union of God 

and man in Christ.
396

 Ishoʿyahb III, Hadbeshabba ʿArabaya (the later metropolitan of Hulwan) 

and Paul the Exegete are furthermore mentioned as belonging to this group.
397

 The identity of 

Hadbeshabba ʿArabaya is unclear; some have identified him with the Barhadbeshabba who 

wrote an ecclesiastical history and even the Cause that had praised Henana. Both claims re-

main contested.
398

  

 The identification of parsopa with qnoma might also have been in compliance with the 

terminology ordered by Justinian in 553. In the seventh century Babai and Ishoʿyahb III re-

jected such terminology and tried to persuade opponents within their Church that parsopa and 

qnoma were not the same, as was claimed by those who advocated the one qnoma of Christ 

while referring to Greek usage.
399

 This might be another indication that at least the phraseolo-

gy of Henana’s followers was very close to that of Justinian and that the accusations that he 

taught a composite hypostasis were therefore not completely unfounded. 

 Henana seems to have questioned the authority of Theodore in exegesis. This resulted in 

negative reactions in some of the following synods.  
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1.13. The Synods of the Church of the East between 553 and 604 

 

1.13.1. The Synod of 554 held under Catholicos Joseph 

The Synod of 554 felt compelled to restate the orthodox confession that was forgotten due to 

internal problems and schisms.
400

 It mentioned the two natures in Christ (which keep their 

properties without confusion, disturbance, alteration and change) and the Trinity after one 

another. This seems to reflect some definitions of the recent Byzantine council in which the 

Trinitarian and Christological formula were linked as well. But parsopa is not mentioned and 

qnoma is used only in a Trinitarian context.  

 

Before everything else we preserve the upright confession of two natures in Christ, that is, his divinity and 

his humanity. And we preserve the properties ( ܐ̈ܕܝܠܝܬ  dilayate) of the natures, by which we get rid of confu-

sion and disturbance (ܒܘܠܒܐܠ ܘܕܘܘܕܐ), alteration and change ( ܓܢܝܐ ܘܫܘܚܠܦܐܘܘܫ ).  

We also preserve the number of the qnome of the Trinity as threefold, and we confess the single true and in-

effable union (hdayuta) in the single true Son of the one God, the Father of truth. Anyone who considers or 

speaks of two Christs, or two Sons, or who for one reason or another, and by some device or other, arouses 

(thought of) a quaternity, [this one] have we anathematized and we do anathematize him.
401

 

 

1.13.2. The Synod of 576 

The next synod started with a description of God’s transcendence, who by various indica-

tions... 

 

manifests concerning the glorious qnome of his threefold being (tlitayuteh, Trinity). [...] and spoke with us in 

his Son Christ our Lord; in him the glorious qnome of his Father and of himself and of the Holy Spirit be-

came known in a new way. [...] It is he who lowered himself of his own will for the salvation of our nature 

that had grown old and worn out through sin; and he assumed (ܢܣܒ) for himself a perfect temple for the 

dwelling of his divinity, in an inseparable way, from Mary the holy virgin; and he was conceived and born 

from her by the power of the Most High; Christ who is in the flesh, who is recognized and confessed (as be-

ing) in two natures, God and Man, one Son. In him the oldness of our nature was renewed, and in the robe of 

his humanity the debt of our race was repaid […].
402
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The qnome remained reserved for the Trinity, whereby the East Syrians acknowledged that 

these became known in a new way in Christ. The metaphor of Christ dwelling in a temple is 

used. 

 This synod had to deal with all kind of problems within the Church: simony, irregular or-

dinations, forced prostitution, conflicts on the ownership of treasuries in churches and monas-

teries, and so on. The whole list of canons addressing these, started with ‘Messalians’ 

( ܢܐܡܨܠܝ̈  ), who were described as people clothed in the deceitful attire of monks and ascetics 

( ܩܐܝܐܠ ܘܡܣܖ̈ ܢ ܕܠܒܝܫܝܢ ܐܣܟܡܐ ܕܓܐܠ ܕܐܒ̈ ܐܢܫܝ̈  ) perverting the conscience of the believers. They 

were accused of despising the sacraments, fasting, prayer and everything that reconciles God 

with the sinners; denying the reward for the good and the torture of the impious; opposing the 

Holy Spirit and also of seducing women. Priests and monks were among these Messalians, as 

separate measures were mentioned for them.
403

  

 

1.13.3. The Synod under Ishoʿyahb I in 585 and his confession of faith 

Ishoʿyahb of Arzun was Catholicos from 581/82 until 595. As we have seen above, he had 

studied at the School of Nisibis which he left somewhere between 567 and 571 after having 

been its director for only two years. His Synod was the first since 486 that used parsopa in a 

Christological context.
 
The statements of the Fathers who wrote the Nicene and Constantino-

politan Creed were commented on similarly to the way Theodore had done. Following each 

fragment is indicated to which nature(s) of Jesus Christ it belongs. This is added here in italics, 

as are some of the (abbreviated) comments:
404

  

 

We believe in one God, Father Almighty, and one Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, and in one Holy Spirit 

who proceeds from the Father. (Originally the Holy Spirit was mentioned later in the Creed, but is added 

here in order to emphasize the unity of the Trinity).  

The Only-Begotten and the First-Born of all created things ( ܐܒ̈ܖܝܬ ). (That is, Only-Begotten without brothers, 

with regard to the divinity, and Firstborn of many brothers, that is, Firstborn of all created things, as is writ-

ten).
405

  

Through whom the worlds were established and everything was created. He was born from his Father before 

all worlds, and he was not made (ܐܬܥܒܕ): Light from Light, true God from true God. (Jesus Christ in his di-

vinity). 
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The Word who is homoousios ( ܡܠܬܐ ܕܗܿܘܡܘܣܝܘܢ  melta d-homusion) (against Arius, it means that he is of the 

same nature and of the same essence [ܒܪ ܟܝܢܗ ܘܒܪ ܐܝܬܘܬܗ]) as the Father, through whom everything came in-

to being. (Jesus Christ in his divinity).  

He who for the sake of us human beings and for the sake of our salvation came down from heaven, and was 

embodied (etgashsham) of the Holy Spirit and of Mary the Virgin and became (ܗܼܘܐ) man. (Jesus Christ in 

the unification (ܡܚܝܕܘܬ) of his natures and in his manifestation in the flesh and in his embodiment. This sen-

tence is against Simonians, Mani and Arius who deny the carnal humanity). 

And he was crucified for us in the days of Pontius Pilate, and he suffered and died and was buried and rose 

after three days as the holy Scriptures say. (Jesus Christ in his carnal humanity). 

And he ascended to heaven and sat at the right hand of his Father. (Jesus Christ in his humanity). 

And he will come in glory to judge the living and the dead; whose kingdom has no end. (Jesus Christ in his 

divinity and in his humanity). 

And in one Holy Spirit, Lord, life-giving, who proceeds from the Father and is worshipped with the Father 

and the Son; who spoke in the prophets and apostles. (Against ‘Macedonians’ who blasphemed against the 

Holy Spirit).
406

 

This is the faith without corruption. […] By it the parsopa of Christ and the natures of his divinity and his 

humanity are fully proclaimed, in opposition to those who confess his divinity but deny his humanity,
407

and in 

opposition to those who confess his humanity but deny his divinity and in opposition to those who deny his 

divinity and confess he is an ordinary man, or who liken him to one of the just. 

And in one holy, catholic and apostolic Church, and in one baptism for the forgiveness of sins; and in the 

resurrection of the dead and in the new life, and in the world to come. 

Those who say ‘There is a time when he was not’ and ‘Before he was begotten he was not’, or ‘He came into 

being out of nothing’, or who say that he is from (another) qnoma and another essence, or who consider the 

Son of God to be subject to change and alteration: (all) these the catholic and apostolic Church anathematizes. 

(Against Arius and his followers).  

 

The first comments on the Trinity referred to some expressions of the Fathers that would have 

been made in defence against Arius, the Jews and pagans:  

 

Our Fathers did well to utter the confession of the Trinity briefly; by it they taught wisely and fully the equal-

ity of nature and the equality of essence (ܐܝܬܘܬܐ) and the difference (ܫܘܚܠܦ) of the qnome and the single-

ness (hdanayut) of the Divinity. They proclaimed equality of essence and equality of nature ( ܫܘܝܘܬ ܐܝܬܘܬܐ

 as thought to stop the crazy mouth of Arius who wickedly devised to split up the equality ,(ܗܟܝܠ ܘܫܘܝܘܬ ܟܝܢܐ

of essence of the Trinity. And our Fathers proclaimed the difference of the qnome of the Trinity to nullify the 

supposition of the obstinate Jews who suppose that God is one qnoma. […] Having thus overthrown the 

wickedness of Arius by the proclamation of the equality of essence, and silenced the childishness of the Jews 

                                                 
406

 The ‘Macedonians’ were named after Macedonius and were accused of denying the divinity of the Holy Spirit. 
407

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 136 ܘܬܗ ܘܕܐܢܫܘܬܗ ܠܘܩܒܠ ܿܗܢܘܢ ܕܡܘܕܝܢ ܒܐܠܗܘܬܗ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܘܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܕܐܠܗ
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with the difference of the qnome (ܒܫܘܚܠܦ ܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ), and muzzled the error of paganism too by the single Lord-

ship.
408

 

 

Likewise, the Simonians, Manichaeans, Anomoeans and Eutychians were meant to be refut-

ed.
409

 Finally it is concluded that the heretics must have been confused in allocating human 

properties to the nature and qnoma of the divine essence of the Word, just because of the per-

fect union between the humanity and divinity of Christ. The divinity was involved according 

to mdabbranuta and not to nature.  

 

[…] heretics who in their stubbornness have dared to ascribe to the kyana (nature) and qnoma of the divinity 

and (divine) essence of the Word the properties and sufferings of the nature of Christ’s humanity, things 

which sometimes, because of the perfect union that took place for the humanity of Christ with his divinity, 

are allocated to God according to mdabbranuta, but not according to nature.
410

  

 

According to Jérôme Labourt and Antoine Guillaumont, this statement is the first allusion in 

the synods of the Church of the East to the decisions of Constantinople II (553).
411

 The influ-

ence of Habib’s and Narsai’s terminology for the major events in Christ’s life might be 

seen.
412

 

 The second canon, which confirmed the authority of Theodore and condemned anyone 

criticizing him, seems to indicate a close connection between Theodore’s condemnation in 

553, anti-Miaphysite polemic, and the controversy around Henana. According to Reinink, this 

synod and the following Synods of 596 and 605 emphasized the importance of tradition 

(mashlmanuta) which would only be right if Theodorian doctrines were followed. Although 

Henana was not named, the critical remarks seem to have been addressed to him and his fol-

lowers. Reinink further points out that it is remarkable that the synod condemned new inven-

tions and thoughts not in line with Theodore’s doctrines, but did not discuss Henana’s Chris-

                                                 
408

 Brock, ‘Christology in the Synods’, pp. 136-37. Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 133-34. 
409

 Simonians were followers of Simon Magus, considered the founder of Gnosticism, Jürgen Zangenberg, ‘Si-

mon Magus/Simonianer’, RGG
4 

7, col. 1327; Anoemoeans (from Greek ἀν-ὅμοιος, ‘not similar’), denied that 

there was any similarity between Christ’s ousia and that of God. Richard P. Vaggione, ‘Anhomöer’, RGG
4 
1, col. 

501-502.
 

410
 Translation with several adjustments after Brock, ‘Christology in the Synods’, pp. 137-38. See also the 

translation made by M.J. Birnie in his paper written with Bawai Soro, ‘Is the Theology of the Church of the East 

Nestorian?’, in Stirnemann and Wilflinger (eds.), Syriac Dialogue 1. First Non-Official Consultation on 

Dialogue with the Syriac Tradition (Pro Oriente; Vienna, 1994), p. 124. Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 136. 
ܗ̈ܖܛܝܩܐ ܟܝܬ ܒܥܛܠܘܬܗܘܢ܆ ܒܟܝܢܐ ܘܒܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܗ ܘܕܐܝܬܘܬܗ ܕܡܠܬܐ ܐܡܪܚܘ ܠܡܬܐܠ ܕ̈ܝܠܝܬܐ ܘ̈ܚܫܐ ܕܟܝܢܐ ܕܐܢܫܘܬܗ 

ܿܗܢܝܢ ܕܒܕܘܟ ܡܛܠ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܓܡܝܪܬܐ ܕܗܘܼܬ ܐܠܢܫܘܬܗ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܠܘܬ ܐܠܗܘܬܗ ܡܬܬܣ̈ܝܡܢ ܥܠ ܐܠܗܐ ܡܕܒܪܢܐܝܬ ܘܠܘ  ܕܡܫܝܚܐ.
 ܟܝܢܐܝܬ܀ 

411
 Labourt, Le christianisme dans l’empire perse, pp. 276-77; Antoine Guillaumont, ‘Justinien et l’Église de 

Perse’, Dumbarton Oaks Papers 23/24 (1969/1970), pp. 55-56. 
412

 See above, section 1.8.  
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tological views. This seems to imply that these did not deviate too much from the perspectives 

of this Synod.
413

 The second canon thematized especially the opposition against Theodore’s 

judgment that the Book of Job was not written by Moses. The ‘blessed’ Chrysostom was even 

brought in to Theodore’s support.
414

  

 Many other canons deal with practical problems, such as wandering monks, who do not 

obey the hierarchy or live with women in mixed congregations, the plundering of the posses-

sions of the Church and failures to maintain its buildings; financial issues such as usury, inter-

est, inheritance and fees. Moreover, Canon 30 shows that Gregory, the Metropolitan of Fars 

and his bishops, including those on the coast of the Arabian Peninsula, questioned the authori-

ty of Seleucia-Ctesiphon as they refused to attend Ishoʿyahb I’s synod. They were not the on-

ly ones: Simon, the Metropolitan of Nisibis, who supported Henana, also refused to attend this 

synod.
415

 

 Ishoʿyahb I composed a Confession of faith in 585 which is similar to the confession of 

faith of the Synod of that year, though its language is more Chalcedonian than Theodorian. He 

used it for a diplomatic mission to the Byzantine Emperor Maurice and allegedly it was ac-

cepted as orthodox by the patriarch of Constantinople.
416

 The transcendent, unchanging God 

is known and confessed in the three distinct qnome, but is of one nature. Different interpreta-

tions are explicitly rejected. Jesus Christ, God the Word, Son of God, Light from Light, our 

Lord God, came to the world and was revealed in the flesh, without change and addition in his 

essence.  

 

He [the Word] became (ܗܼܘܐ), but was not changed – he who in ‘the form of God emptied himself and as-

sumed the form of a servant’ (Phil. 2:7); ‘he assumed’, but he did not add (to himself), for both in his ‘be-

coming’ (ܒܗܘܝܗ) and his ‘assuming’ (ܒܢܣܝܒܘܬܗ) his Essence (ܐܝܬܘܬܗ) remained without change or addi-

tion.
417

 

 

The paradox of Christ suffering in the flesh, but as Son of God being above suffering, is ex-

plained by the much loved comparison of Christ’s body to a temple (John 2:19-21). The union 

of both natures is emphasized, e.g. by the phrase ‘parsopic union’. 

 

                                                 
413

 Reinink, ‘Tradition and Formation’, pp. 234-40. 
414

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 136-38 (cf. trans. pp. 398-400). 
415

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, Canon 30, pp. 162-63 (cf. trans. pp. 421-22). 
416

 Brock, ‘Christology in the Synods’, pp. 127, 138-39; Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 193-95 (cf. trans. pp. 

451-55). On Maurice, see also the next section.  
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 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 194. English translation by Brock, ‘Christology in the Synods’, p. 138. 
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God the Word receives the abuse of sufferings in the temple of his body according to the mdabbranuta in the 

supreme inseparable union, while in the nature of his divinity he does not suffer, as our Saviour himself said: 

‘Undo this temple and after three days I will raise it.’ [...] Our Lord himself indicates the sublimity of the 

parsopic union unitedly and unconfusedly.
418

 

 

1.13.4. Sabrishoʿ and his Synod in 596 

In 596 the former monk Sabrishoʿ was chosen as catholicos according to the wish of the new 

King Khosrau II. The Synod in 596 confirmed the ‘orthodox’ Theodore again as the accurate 

interpreter of the Nicene Creed that taught the nature of the Trinity correctly and that rejected 

many deviant interpretations. This gives the impression that the ‘orthodox faith’ was still un-

der widespread attack. The role of Sabrishoʿ in the conflict around Henana is unclear. As 

bishop he had signed the Synod of 585 and because this had not solved the intertwined prob-

lems with Henana and the monks, his Synod of 596 tried to address these again. The oppo-

nents were referred to as people ‘wearing the attire of monks’ ( ܢ ܕܥܛܝܦܝܢ  ܐܣܟܡܐ ܕܩܝܡܐܐܢܫܼܝܿ ), 

as Canon 8 of 585 had done, similarly to the description of Messalians given in 576.
419

  

 The opponents were not only accused of rejecting the teachers of the Church, especially 

Theodore of Mopsuestia, but also of rejecting liturgical proclamations that emphasized the 

two natures of Christ and moreover of stating that Adam’s nature initially was immortal and 

that sin belongs to nature. Tamcke sees in the latter accusation an old East Syrian tradition—

as found in the Liber Graduum—that was revived by Henana, transferred to the Messalians, 

and possibly held as acceptable to Miaphysites.
420

 Although the Liber Graduum has been as-

sociated in secondary literature with Messalianism,
421

 Henana’s supposed relation with Mes-

salians and Miaphysites is here entirely based on polemical comments by his enemy Babai. 

These will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 2.  

All the different groups, who seem to have formed a front against the clergy, are reflected 

in the condemnations by this synod. It was forbidden to deny the two natures of Christ; to 

speak in terms of mixture and mingling (ܡܘܙܓܐ ܘܚܘܠܛܢܐ) and of composition or confusion 

 to ascribe suffering or death to the divine nature; to consider the temple of ;(ܪܘܟܒܐ ܐܘ ܒܘܠܒܐܠ)

God a mere human; to introduce a Quaternity in the Trinity and to speak of two sons or two 

                                                 
418

 Translations after Brock with small adjustments, ‘Christology in the Synods’, p. 139; Chabot, Synodicon 

Orientale, p. 195. 
ܝܟܐܠ ܕܦܓܪܗ ܡܕܒܪܢܐܝܬ܆ ܒܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܪܫܝܬܐ ܕܐܠ ܡܣܬܕܩܐ: ܟܕ ܗܼܘ ܒܟܝܢܐ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܗ ܡܩܒܠ ܕܝܢ ܐܠܗܐ ܡܠܬܐ ܨܥܪܐ ܕܚ̈ܫܐ܆ ܒܗ 

ܠܿܗ ܕܝܢ ܠܡܥܠܢܘܬܐ ܕܚܕܝܘܬܐ ]...[  ܼܡܪ ܗܼܘ ܡܚܝܢܢ: ܕܫܪܘ ܗܝܟܐܠ ܗܢܐ܆ ܘܠܬܠܬܐ ܝܘܡ̈ܝܢ ܐܢܐ ܡܩܝܡ ܐܢܐ ܠܗ.ܐܚܐܫ܆ ܐܝܟ ܕ ܐܠ
 .ܦܪܨܘܦܝܬܐ ܡܚܘܐ ܠܿܗ ܡܚܝܕܐܝܬ ܘܐܠ ܡܡܙܓܐܝܬ ܗܼܘ ܡܪܢ

419
 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 144 and 196 (cf. trans. pp. 406 and 456).  

420
 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 196-97 (cf. trans. pp. 456-57); Tamcke, Der Katholikos-Patriarch Sabrīšōʿ, 

p. 35. 
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Christs.
422

 Tamcke comments that this only formed a return to the theology of the fifth centu-

ry, but that newer challenges such as the soteriological need that was so important to monasti-

cism remained unaddressed.
423

 This soteriological aspect of monasticism seems to have 

played an important role in the conflicts indeed as will be discussed later.
424

  

The relation of Christ to the Trinity is defined thus:  

 

[…] confession of the glorious nature of the Holy Trinity, of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit; 

which reveals and manifests to us the glorious mysteries of the mdabbranuta of God the Word which he per-

fected and fulfilled at the end times in the nature of our humanity. 

 

Christ is further described as the dominical temple, which is a mystery that cannot be ex-

plained. This synod seems therefore to emphasize a mystical point of view.  

 

 [...] we anathematize […] anyone who introduces into the union of the Son of God any mixture, mingling, or 

composition or confusion; or anyone who (introduces) suffering or any of the base things of humanity in any 

way to the glorious nature of his divinity; or anyone who considers the dominical temple of God the Word to 

be ordinary man—(that temple) which, in an inexplicable mystery and in a union that cannot be understood, 

he united to himself from the womb of the holy virgin in a union which is forever, indissoluble and insepara-

ble.
425

 

 

As this synod is getting close to the debate in 612, more should be said about Sabrishoʿ and 

several events at the end of the sixth century. Only a small work by Sabrishoʿ is left, but there 

are several rather hagiographic biographies starting from the seventh and eighth century.
426

 

According to the Chronicle of Seert, Sabrishoʿ lived from c.523/24 until 604.
427

 He was a 

shepherd from the region of Bet Garmai. He went to the school of Nisibis where he stayed 

nine years. He left this school before 569, probably because its discipline had suffered from 

the increasing number of students.
428

 He continued to live as a solitary and ascetic monk in 

the mountains near Nisibis. After several years he moved again to Bet Garmai where pupils 
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 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 197-98 (cf. trans. p. 458). 
423

 Tamcke, Der Katholikos-Patriarch Sabrīšōʿ, p. 36. 
424

 See section 2.1.3. 
425

 Translation with small adjustments after Brock, ‘Christology in the Synods’, p. 139; Chabot, Synodicon Ori-

entale p. 198 (cf. trans. p. 457). The anathemas in Syriac: 
ܟܕ ܡܚܪܡܝܢܢ ]...[ ܠܟܠ ܿܡܢ ]...[ ܡܘܙܓܐ ܘܚܘܠܛܢܐ ܐܘ ܪܘܟܒܐ ܐܘ ܒܘܠܒܐܠ܆ ܡܥܠ ܥܠ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܒܪܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ: ܐܘ ܿܡܢ ܕ ܚܫܐ ܐܘ  

ܐܘ ܿܡܢ ܕܒܪܢܫܐ ܫܚܝܡܐ ܿܚܫܒ ܠܗ ܠܗܝܟܠܗ ܡܪܢܝܐ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܐܘ ܚܕܐ ܡܢ ܡ̈ܟܬܐ ܕܐܢܫܘܬܐ ܒܚܕ ܡܢ ܙܢ̈ܝܢ܆ ܠܟܝܢܐ ܫܒܝܚܐ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܐ 
: ܚܝܕܗ ܠܗ ܡܢ ܡܪܒܥܐ ܕܒܬܘܠܬܐ ܩܕܝܫܬܐ ܒܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܠܥܠܡ ܕܐܠ ܟܐܪܐܠܗܐ ܡܠܬܐ: ܗܿܘ ܕܒܐܪܙܐ ܕܐܠ ܡܬܦܫܩ ܘܒܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܐܠ ܡܬܕܕ

 ܡܫܬܪܝܐ ܘܐܠ ܡܣܬܕܩܐ.
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 Martin Tamcke offers an overview of the sources in his Der Katholikos-Patriarch Sabrīšōʿ, pp. 9-16. 
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 Scher, ʻHistoire nestorienne 2.2’, Chapter 71, p. 503.  
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 Scher, ʻHistoire nestorienne 2.2’, Chapter 65, p. 476. 
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gathered around him. Sabrishoʿ started to evangelize and fought the Zoroastric religion, which 

caused him to flee to the metropolitan city of Bet Garmai, Karka de-Bet Slok.  

 Between 576 and 585,
429

 Metropolitan Boktishoʿ forced Sabrishoʿ to become Bishop of 

Lashom. The combination of Antiochene theology which Sabrishoʿ had acquired in Nisibis 

and his monastic asceticism seems to have been decisive for this choice. Lashom was a rest 

stop for pilgrims to Jerusalem and could therefore play an evangelizing role. Sabrishoʿ him-

self travelled to the Arabian Kingdom Hira, which was a vassal state of the Persian Empire 

and defended its border. He got in contact with the Arab King Nuʿman III. The Persian King 

Hormizd IV (579-90) seems to have been involved. Eventually Nuʿman was Christianized, 

possibly by Sabrishoʿ.
430

 Nuʿman also respected Catholicos Ishoʿyahb I (582-95) and the 

Christian influence could therefore extend to the already partly Christian Arab tribes, where 

new centres of cultic and ascetic life were established.
431

 

The relations between the leaders of the Church of the East and the Persian Kings were of 

importance. Ishoʿyahb I sided with King Hormizd and refused to support the revolt of his son 

Khosrau II against him. After Khosrau II gained power in 590, Ishoʿyahb I fled to Nuʿman in 

Hira where he died in 595. His body was interred in the monastery founded by Hind, the sister 

of this Arab King. Sabrishoʿ, conversely, supported Khosrau and was involved in negotiations 

between Khosrau and the Byzantine Emperor Maurice. Khosrau ordered the bishops of the 

Synod of 596 that Sabrishoʿ should be the new catholicos, which was against their wish, re-

portedly due to his ascetic life style and old age. As Catholicos, Sabrishoʿ continued to nego-

tiate for Khosrau with Maurice.
432

  

Before Khosrau definitely could seize the throne, this was taken in 590-91 by the usurper 

Bahram Chobin causing Khosrau to flee to Maurice. Alexander Schilling gives an overview 

of the various—often biased and contradictory—sources commenting on this event and he 

offers several conclusions. Maurice is said to have adopted Khosrau and to have given him his 

daughter Maria as wife. This adoptio per arma has been perceived in Persia and in Byzantium 

as a Christian conversion and baptism. For Byzantium it was part of their intention to convert 

Persia to Chalcedonian Christianity. Khosrau needed support to gain power in Persia and later 

                                                 
429
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this adoption served him also to claim that he was heir to the Byzantine throne and had to de-

fend it against usurpers or other rivals.
433

  

In 602 Maurice and his sons were killed by the usurper Phokas who was to reign until 610. 

When someone appeared in Seleucia-Ctesiphon claiming to be Theodosius, the son of Mau-

rice, Khosrau seems to have used this situation as pretext to attack the Byzantines and he or-

dained therefore Sabrishoʿ to crown this Theodosius as emperor. In 604, Sabrishoʿ accompa-

nied Khosrau personally to Nisibis and blessed his campaign. Meanwhile, the so-called Theo-

dosius unsuccessfully tried to persuade the Christians in Byzantium to acknowledge him as 

their real emperor and support him. Khosrau thereupon deposed this false Theodosius and 

conquered Dara, while Sabrishoʿ remained in Nisibis due to illness. Khosrau also wanted Sa-

brishoʿ to release his court-physician Gabriel of Shigar from the ban imposed on him because 

of his bigamy, but the sick Sabrishoʿ refused and died shortly after in 604. The influential 

Gabriel of Shigar returned to Miaphysite circles after he was banned from the Church of the 

East and he attacked it in many ways.
434

 

In the conflict between Henana and Gregory of Kashkar (the Metropolitan of Nisibis), Sa-

brishoʿ did not support Gregory. Various reasons have been given. Probably he realized that 

Gregory’s uncompromising behaviour caused too many problems in this frontier area.
435

 The 

conflicts between Gregory and Sabrishoʿ became notorious.
436

 Sabrishoʿ is said to have hated 

Gregory so much that he transferred Gregory’s jurisdiction over monasteries in Shigar to his 

own, intended to depose him, and even supported the Henanians.
437

 Sabrishoʿ also had a 

strong affinity to the mystical teachings of Henana.
438

 It is not clear whether this influenced 

his decisions. 

 

1.13.5. Gregory I (605-608) and his Synod in 605. 

When Khosrau came back from Dara in 604, Gregory of Perat was chosen as Catholicos by 

the bishops instead of Gregory of Kashkar as Khosrau had ordained. The Miaphysite Queen 

Shirin and her doctors had supported his election against Gregory of Kashkar, who had made 

many enemies while defending the Antiochene theology. Gregory of Perat was educated in 
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Seleucia-Ctesiphon. He became known for his greed. Khosrau compelled him to buy the 

books he had taken from Dara and confiscated Gregory’s fortune after his death.
439

 

At the Synod of 605 the participants confirmed again the Synods of 325 and 381. God’s 

transcendence was emphasized and qnoma was only used in a Trinitarian context (‘the Trinity 

of his qnome’). The difference between the natures is described in the phrase of ‘form of God 

and of servant’ (Phil. 2:6-7), which was especially dear to the Antiochenes, but was also used 

by others. It stated that the natures preserved their properties in the union (hdayuta) of the 

parsopa, but it did not use the term naqiputa (conjunction) for the union of the natures. In 

order to guard the distinction of the natures and to avoid Theopaschism, they added: that ‘nei-

ther suffering, nor change and alteration entered his divinity’. 

 

One and the same (sc. with the creeds of Nicaea and Constantinople) is our opinion and faith in the holy 

Trinity and the mysteries of the mdabbranuta of our Lord in the body. (It is the faith) which our Fathers have 

taught us and shown to us; it consists for us in the confession of the one divine nature (kyana), the eternal Be-

ing (itya), Creator of all created things ( ܝܢܒܖ̈  ), cause of all, having no beginning and possessing no end, […] 

and revealed […] by means of his beloved Son, whom he had made heir of everything and in whom he had 

made known concerning the Trinity of his qnome, which are without beginning and without change, a single 

Divinity, unattainable, a single eternal nature who is known in three qnome, of the Father and the Son and the 

Holy Spirit. Who, through the Firstfruits ( ܬܐܝܪܫ ) from us (1 Cor. 15:23), effected the liberation and renova-

tion of our race, for ‘the form of God assumed the form (demuta) of a servant’ (Phil. 2:7), according to the 

apostolic utterance, and in him he perfected and completed his exalted mdabbranuta for the sake of our sal-

vation: the form of God in the form of a servant, one Son, our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom everything 

was made, perfect God and perfect man, perfect God in the nature of his divinity, perfect man in the nature of 

his humanity. Two natures, of divinity and of humanity, the divinity being preserved in what belongs to it 

-and the humanity in what belongs to it; and they are united in a true union (hdayuta) of the one par ,(ܒܕܝܠܿܗ )

sopa of the Son, Christ. And the divinity perfected the humanity through the suffering, as it is written, while 

suffering, change and alteration of any sort did not enter into his divinity.
440

  

 

The participants knew that there were dissenting ideas. Following this creed they added that 

many people were confused and loved new heretical ideas. Therefore, referring to the 484 

Synod, they stated that only Theodore’s works were normative. No one was allowed to study 

or write anything which was not in line with Theodore’s works, but Brock comments that the 

credal statement is not distinctively Theodorian.
441
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 The next problem dealt with monks, priests and others who did not belong to a specific 

church, monastery or school but followed their own ways. Monks especially would have re-

jected some canons and liturgical proclamations that resembled those which were described in 

the 596 Synod as signifying the two natures of the Son. In the meantime, some bishops seem 

to have allowed this.
442

 The monasteries also dealt with financial malpractices, whereby heirs 

of the founder of a monastery could ‘rob’ at least a part of the possessions that had been en-

trusted to these places.
443

 

 Finally, the participants agreed that bishops were not allowed to issue canons for the whole 

church, but only for their own district. This suggests again that unity in the Church was lack-

ing in many ways. The fact that the bishops from Bet ʿArabaye (including Nisibis) and from 

Fars, who had refused to attend the 585 Synod, still did not sign the acts strengthens this im-

pression. Whereas the bishop of the Arab kingdom of Hira had attended the former synod, for 

reasons unknown his subscription is absent in 605. It may have had to do with the political 

upheaval after Khosrau replaced Hira’s leading dynasty by his own governors. The role of 

Hira—which incorporated a varied Arab population and had acquired a special position with-

in the Church of the East—in the developments in the Arab world forms the main part of the 

following sections. 

 

 

1.14. The Arabs and the Church of the East 

 

1.14.1. Introduction 

From early times, the Church of the East had been in contact with Arab tribes. Although the 

term ʻArab’ cannot be defined by geography, linguistics, economy or sociology, because there 

are too many different usages, it generally refers to members of tribes stemming from Arabia 

who had spread to the north. In the north-west of the Arabian Peninsula up to Palestine and in 

the North-East towards the Euphrates lived Christian Arab tribes, who formed their own vas-

sal states in the shifting buffer zone between the Byzantine and Persian Empire.  

 Already in Roman times several Arab regions were known. In 106 the Romans made the 

recently annexed Nabatean kingdom a new Roman province and called it ‘Arabia’, but later 

this was reduced to the area reaching from the eastern border of the Jordan valley in the Golan 

                                                 
442
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Heights down to the most southern part of the Dead Sea, including Bostra. Another area with 

a significant Arab presence was located roughly in the area in Mesopotamia extending to the 

Sinjar (Shigar) Mountains.
444

 Here Nisibis was a centre on an ancient trade route between 

southern Mesopotamia on the one side and Syria and Egypt on the other.
445

 During early Sas-

anid times, the fertile region around Nisibis was marked to such an extent by the Arab pres-

ence that it was called Bet ʿArabaye. However, the situation was not stable. In 485 new inva-

sions by plundering tribes from southern Mesopotamia destroyed this region. The contested 

borders between Byzantium and Persia in particular formed the scene of fights between sever-

al tribes.
446

  There was moreover a rough distinction between the partly sedentary Arabs who 

may have become familiar with the Aramaic language and the Arabic speaking nomads (Bed-

ouins or Tayyaye). This distinction was not rigid, as there were often forms of cooperation. 

The Arab nomads were partly migratory herders, or were engaged in trade. They could exact 

tribute from travellers passing by and also might serve in the military.
447

  

 The Arabs adapted various elements from the cultures they encountered, such as writing 

and religion. According to Islamic sources, most Arabs in South Iraq belonged at the advent 

of the Islam to the Church of the East.
448

 Others adhered to a form of Miaphysitism.  

 Two Arab kingdoms that had developed as vassal states in the desert area between the Per-

sian and Roman Empires, namely that of the Lakhmids in the East and of their enemies the 

Ghassanids in the West, were strongly influenced by the form of Christianity current in the 

region. Each was led by a single clan, the Nasrids and Jafnids respectively.
449

 Robert Hoyland 

holds that these clans could only exert authority over the other tribal groups because of the 

prestige they had gained by success in war and ability to find resources. These resources 
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could be generated not only by pastoralism and trade, but also by exacting tribute and protec-

tion money, and further by obtaining substantial subsidies from the empires.
450

 

 

1.14.2. The Ghassanid kingdom centred in the Golan Heights 

The Ghassanid kingdom was located south-east of Damascus, North of the main trade route 

and on the Golan Heights, which overlook the upper Jordan River. In the sixth century its 

leading dynasty, the Jafnids, was supported by the Byzantines.
451

 They received annual subsi-

dies for their assistance to the Byzantine army and protection of the Byzantine commercial 

and political interests along the spice-route. In 570, they captured Hira and burnt it.
 
 

 The relations between the Byzantines and Ghassanids varied over time. In 529 the Byzan-

tines proclaimed them rulers of all Arab tribes, but reduced this authority again around 580, 

arresting the Ghassanid king and his son. This weakened the position of the Ghassanids and 

resulted in anarchy. When the Sasanians took Jerusalem and Damascus in 613-14, Ghassanid 

rule came to an end. Possibly they were rehabilitated by the Byzantine Emperor Heraclius 

(610-41) and fought for him against the invading Arabs at the decisive battle of Yarmuk in 

636, but this is contested.
452  

 The Ghassanids were strong adherents of Miaphysitism and played an important role in its 

history. With the help of the Empress Theodora, King Harith b. Djabala secured around 540 

the ordination of two bishops,Theodore and the famous Jacob Baradeus, who strengthened the 

Miaphysite Church in Syria and the Persian Empire. After this, the Ghassanid kings fostered 

the mission into the Arabian Peninsula.
453

 The oases of the south, Najran, Maʾrib and the Ha-

dramawt became familiar with (Miaphysite) Christianity after the Byzantine-Ethiopian inva-

sion of the sixth century.
454

  

 Most of the Ghassanids mastered several languages: Greek was used for their correspond-

ence with the imperial administration; Syriac for the liturgy; and the early standard Arabic of 

the Hijazi merchants for internal correspondence and building inscriptions.
455
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1.14.3. The Lakhmid kingdom centred on Hira 

Hira
456

 was a kingdom located on the western bank of the Euphrates towards the south. It was 

on the border between fertile grounds and deserts, controlling the tribes in the northern part of 

the Arabian Peninsula. It had become an important trade centre where several cultural cur-

rents came together: the pagan Arab and Persian currents and that of the Church of the East. 

The Jewish presence may also have had some impact. 

 Not much is really known concerning the early history of Hira. It was probably founded in 

the third century by a confederation of Arab tribes called the Tanukh coming from the Bah-

rain region, where they are said to have been joined by the Azd and the Lakhmids. At the end 

of this century Hira became the capital of the ‘Lakhmids’, a broad designation that could refer 

to a single tribe as well as to a whole confederation of tribes. The Nasrids became its leading 

dynasty, acting as semi-independent kings and vassals of the Sasanians. Together with their 

allies they dominated other tribes.
457

 One of their first kings, Imru al-Qays (d.328) was called 

‘King of all the Arabs’.
458

  

 Tabari reports that three heterogeneous groupings lived in Hira: alongside the just men-

tioned Tanukh, he names the ʿIbad and ‘the confederates’ (al-ahlaf).
459

  

 The ʿIbad probably stemmed from both the autochthonous Aramaic peasants and from var-

ious Arab tribes. They had settled in Hira and seem to have belonged to its elite.
460

 The name 

ʿIbad probably derives from the word ʿabd (servant, slave) which could have been extended to 

‘servant of God’ or ‘servant of Christ’. The ʿIbad may have used it to distinguish themselves 

from their pagan surroundings, and it presumably signified their adherence to the Church of 

the East.
461

 Isabel Toral-Niehoff moreover infers from this term an awareness of being the 

‘only genuine worshipers of God’. Referring to Brock, who discusses the extent to which the 

awareness of being a specific people or nation (‘amma) can be based on a specific religion,
462
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Toral-Niehoff points to the connection between the ethnic and the religious identity of the 

Christians in Persia, who called themselves ‘People of God’.
463

 She further describes how the 

trans-tribal unity of the various tribes of the ʿIbad ‘relied on their awareness of constituting an 

elected people whose basic loyalty was to the Christian God’, while being conscious of their 

Arab origins. The Arabs visiting Hira would have spread information about Hira and its 

Christian ʿIbad all over the Arabian Peninsula, ‘thus shaping the image of what a Christian 

Arab identity might look like’. Several biblical and Christian notions may thus have reached 

Mecca as well and the transtribal unity of the ʿIbad may have stood model for the notion of a 

‘transtribal Muslim umma’.
464

  

 The third group described by Tabari consisted of ‘the confederates’ (al-ahlaf, a name 

which was similarly being used in Mecca). They had a covenant (hilf) with the ʿIbad and the 

Tanukh in order to gain protection. Some of its families are said to have come from tribes of 

the Iyad and the closely connected Rabiʿa (ربيعة) and Mudar.
465

  

 Since 528 several other clans from the Rabiʿa, Mudar and Bakr migrated to Hira and from 

there most of them eventually reached Mesopotamia, occupying the lands which later bore 

their names: Diyar Rabiʿa, Diyar Bakr and Diyar Mudar. The Taghlib was an important—

mostly nomadic—tribe of a Rabiʿa group, which were mostly hostile to the Bakr. Many Ta-

ghlib had to leave Hira after one of them had assassinated its king in 569/70.
466

 Already ac-

quainted with Christianity, they now may have turned to Miaphysitism.
467

 

 After the Sasanians had imprisoned and murdered Hira’s last king al-Nuʿman b. al-Mundir 

in 602, the Lakhmid rule ended. Thereafter Hira was governed until 611 by Iyas b. Kabisa al-

Tayyaye, a Christian Arab from the Tayyaye or Taghlib who himself was controlled by a Per-

sian marzban called al-Nahiragan.
468

 After 611 Hira became a Persian province. The last 
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Lakhmid prince appearing in the reports on this period is Mundir b. al-Nuʿman who was in-

volved in the so-called ridda wars in Bahrain against the supremacy of Medina, while some 

even proclaimed him king. He was defeated in 633.
469

 

 

1.14.4. Hira’s connections with the Arabian Peninsula 

Already when the Church of the East was officially recognized in 410, it had representatives 

in the Arabian Peninsula.
470

 Christianity spread among important tribes in Bahrain, especially 

among the Taghlib and to a less degree among the ʿAbd al-Qays. Of the other tribes living 

here, the Bakr were partly Christian and the Tamim were only superficially Christianized.
471

 

The ʿAbd al-Qays, later called ‘Rabiʿa’, lived in the inland and coast of Bahrain. Their capital 

was Hagar with its citadel al-Mushakkar.
472

 Hagar was moreover the capital of Bahrain and 

residence of the Persian marzban.
473

  

 Around Bahrain flourished the pearl trade in which many East Syrian Christians were en-

gaged. Catholicos Ishoʿyahb I discussed several practical problems in a letter to Jacob, the 

Bishop of the Darin Island. He also sent him a creed and several canons with educationally 

intended proofs from nature and scripture. Ishoʿyahb I seems to have chosen his words care-

fully, explaining the right procedures but also permitting some local deviations in their litur-

gy, which unfortunately is difficult to reconstruct.
474

  

 Hira had not only strong ties with Bahrain, but also had close commercial and political ties 

with the other side of the Peninsula. In the more northern part we find the Hijaz region with 

the cities Medina and Mecca. The important Incense Road, which connected Yemen in South 

Arabia with Syria, went through the Hijaz region.
475

 It was mainly through Hira that influ-
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ences from the Church of the East and Persia reached the Hijaz, while the Ghassanids had 

similarly brought it in contact with Byzantium and Miaphysitism.
476

 

 The Quraysh was the most important tribe in Mecca. As its members took the highest posi-

tions during the conquests and thereafter, they will be discussed here briefly, keeping in mind 

that in ‘all the stories of the pre-Islamic period there is admittedly a legendary element, but 

(that) the main outline of events appears to be roughly correct, even if most of the dating is 

uncertain’.
477

 The Quraysh had gained control over Mecca’s sanctuary, the Kaʿba, and the 

city itself. Although they had split into two rival groups, the Umayyads and the Hashim, by 

600 the Quraysh became prosperous merchants dominating some of the trade routes across the 

Peninsula. By 624 the Umayyads became the leading Meccan family and initially they op-

posed Muhammad who belonged to the Hashim. In 629 Muhammad and his followers re-

ceived the submission of the leading Meccans. After the death of Muhammad in June 632, the 

Quraysh managed to become leaders of all the Muslims. This was not uncontested. Moreover, 

the internal conflicts between the Quraysh concerning the question who would be the legiti-

mate heir of Muhammad gave rise to civil wars in nascent Islam until 750.
478

  

 Before that time the Quraysh seem to have competed with Hira over the control over the 

trade routes and the tribes involved. Mecca allied with tribes seeking independence from Hira 

after the Lakhmids had attempted to control the Hijaz area by dominating many tribes.
479

 In 

this rivalry, it does not seem impossible that Mecca’s position became stronger when that of 

Hira weakened. Meanwhile, the Quraysh were also engaged in the trade to Syria and some of 

them already owned property near Damascus and in southern Palestine which may have facili-

tated expansions also in this direction.
480

  

 Some of the attractions of Hira were its surrounding fertile areas which were sought after 

by many tribes. They held varying degrees of dominance over these grounds and possibly also 

over the trade routes leading to Hira. Conflicts could regularly arise on the use of land and 

wells. One such conflict was over the use of the oasis Dhu Qar close to Hira. What would 

usually have been a normal skirmish now resulted in a battle in which even Sasanian troops 

were involved. The fact that the Bakr here for the first time proved that they could overwhelm 
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these Sasanian forces may have enticed them to make further attacks, and may as well have 

paved the way for Islam.  

 The battle of Dhu Qar probably took place somewhere between 604 and 611 after the Sas-

anians had made an end to Lakhmid rule. Without the Lakhmid control of the frontiers, it 

must have become easier for other tribes to plunder Persia.
481

 The Sasanians may have been 

involved not only because their borders were being threatened, but also because they had trea-

ties with some tribes allowing them to pasture their flocks in the fertile regions of the Euphra-

tes and the Persian Gulf.
482

 

 Some of the groupings involved belonged to the Bakr (and Rabʿia), most noticeably the 

Shayban and Qays b. Thaʿlaba, who lived in the region around Hira from 569-70. They had 

taken the place of their enemies, the Taghlib, many of whom had been expelled by the Per-

sians.
483

 Several subdivisions of the Shayban had accepted Christianity.
484

 Because Nuʿman 

III had equipped the Shayban with arms during his conflict with Khosrau, the Bakr had be-

come strong. After 602, the tribes of Bakr living close to Hira crossed the border and fought 

the Persian troops.
485

  

 Another important party consisted of the Tamim, who after 605 started to invade the terri-

tory of the Bakr close to Hira.
486

 They were a large, military strong northern tribe with a terri-

tory similar to that of the Bakr. The Sasanians had given the Tamim privileges for defending 

the Sasanian and Hiran trade routes and had made one of their tribesmen, al-Mundir b. Sawa, 

governor of Bahrain commanding the Arabs.
487

  

 Various wars may have been prosecuted simultaneously at the battle of Dhu Qar. In gen-

eral one can hold that Sasanian forces and the Christian Taghlib aided by other Arab tribes 

fought branches of the Bakr. Meanwhile, the Bakr also fought against the Tamim, who seem 

to have tried to gain supremacy over (parts of) Hira and presumably also over parts of the 

adjacent Sasanian Empire. This situation may have become more complicated, because the 

Tamim allied with the Quraysh from Mecca,
488

 who may have aspired to take over the (for-
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mer) role of Hira among the tribes. These internal rivalries probably continued during the sub-

sequent wars and conquests. 

 

1.14.5. Examples of involvement with Christian culture in Hira 

The early affiliation to Christianity is already noticeable in the presence of the Christian ʿIbad. 

Hira had already been represented by its own bishop at the first Synod of the Church of the 

East in 410 and belonged to the patriarchal see of Bet Aramaye in Seleucia-Ctesiphon. The 

close association with the Tayyaye is visible in the description of its bishop in 424 as ‘of Hirta 

of the Tayyaye’ ( ܕܛ̈ܝܝܐ ܕܚܝܪܬܐ ). This synod even took place in ‘Markabta of the Tayyaye’.
489

 

The term Tayyaye (or Tayyi) had become a generic Syriac name for Arabs, but originally it 

referred to a distinct tribe.
490

  

 In the early days, the Arabs around Hira had also been influenced by the teachings of Mani 

who acknowledged Zoroaster, the Buddhist Gautama, and Christ as divine messengers.
491

 

King Imru al-Qays (d.328) may have adopted Christianity. The Sasanians did not allow this, 

which may have been a reason for his defection to the Romans, especially after the Romans 

officially had become Christians. This defection resulted in an interregnum during which the 

Ghassanids played an important role in Hira until the Lakhmids resumed power. 

 Towards the end of the sixth century, the last Lakhmid King, al-Nuʿman III, is said to have 

adopted Christianity in its East Syrian form.
492

 By now, the Sasanians may have tolerated this 

as it opposed the Chalcedonian teaching of Byzantium.
493

 Nuʿman III would have valued Ca-

tholicos Ishoʿyahb I and his Christian faith, which therefore could expand here.
494

 After his 

conflict with Khosrau II, Ishoʿyahb I found shelter in Hira until his death. The Lakhmid prin-

cess Hind, described as ‘the sister of Nuʿman’, interred his body in a monastery she had 

founded.
495

 Later, the influential Persian Christian Shamta, who had assisted Prince Sheroy in 

the murder of his father Khosrau II, also fled to Hira when Sheroy turned against him. He was, 
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however, arrested and imprisoned.
496

 It is not sure why Hira was the place to which both She-

roy and Ishoʿyahb I fled.  

 There must have been many churches and monasteries in Hira. Six Catholicoi were buried 

here. A pupil of Catholicos Mar Aba (d.552) also founded here a monastery and a (theological) 

school.
497

 Abraham of Kashkar, the founder of the Great Monastery, had successfully evange-

lized in Hira.
498

  

 One of those who is said to have converted Nuʿman III was the poet ʿAdi ibn Zayd al-

ʿIbadi. ʿAdi belonged to the Tamim and his work forms a combination of Arab culture and the 

Christian culture of the ʿIbad. His father was a descendant of an influential Christian family of 

the ʿIbad who had acted as interim governor of Hira until Mundir IV was appointed king in 

576. ʿAdi was as influential as his father, functioning as secretary and adviser on Arab affairs 

for Khosrau. He was moreover closely connected to Nuʿman III. After Mundir’s death in 580, 

ʿAdi would have been instrumental in the election of Nuʿman III. He had raised him in his 

own Christian family and later he would marry Nuʿman’s daughter Hind. ʿAdi’s good fortune 

came to an end when his rivals discredited him before Nuʿman. He landed in prison and was 

killed around 600. A son of ʿAdi, in turn, would have engineered the fall of Nuʿman III which 

led to the end of the Lakhmid dynasty.
499

  

 Christianity in Hira was not only represented by the Church of the East. We have seen that 

some time around 520, Miaphysite influence increased due to missionary Miaphysite monks 

converting Arabs in the rural areas. A letter to the Church of Hira written after 519 by Severus 

is another proof of the presence of Miaphysite Christians in Hira. Julianists may have formed 

another Miaphysite grouping in this region.
500

 During the late sixth century, however, the in-

fluence of the Church of the East seems to have increased significantly, as it also sent mis-

sionary monks and had its capital see close by. Toral-Niehoff holds therefore that the king-

dom of Hira, due to its position between the two empires with their different Christian strong-
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holds, was ‘in a missionary crossfire, but at the same time could function as a neutral meeting 

ground’.
501

  

 The examples given above show that Hira had become an important centre of Arab Chris-

tianity. For three centuries it transmitted its culture and religion including the Syrian, Chris-

tian and Persian influences to the Arabs of the Peninsula.
502

 Hira’s role in the development of 

the Arabic script stands out especially. It is generally acknowledged that Hira contributed 

much to the famous Kufic version of this script.
503

 The script probably had reached Hira and 

Mecca via the trade routes, but it is debated where it developed first.
504

  

 At least two of the defenders of the Church of the East in the 612 debate, which will be 

discussed in the next chapter, had connections with Hira. Babai, the new (unofficial) leader of 

the Church of the East, associated himself closely with them. One was Henanishoʿ, who came 

from an Arab family in Hira and is reported to have served King Nuʿman III,
505

 or even to 

have belonged to his family.
506

 Henanishoʿ and his uncle Elia also appeared in the Christolog-

ical letter of the later Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II and may have assisted Babai in the supervision 

of the northern monasteries.
507

 The other participant was the Persian martyr George who was 

baptized in 596 by Bishop Simon of Hira and killed in the aftermath of the 612 debate. Babai 

wrote his hagiography and possibly also a history of John the Tayyaya, from ‘Hira of the Tay-

yaye, who lived in a cave near this holy monastery’.
508
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CHAPTER TWO 

 

THE CATHOLICOI OF THE CHURCH OF THE EAST FROM 612 UP TO THE END OF 

THE PERSIAN EMPIRE  

 

 

2.1. Babai the Great
 
 

 

2.1.1. Life and works 

Babai can be considered an unofficial leader of the Church of the East during the time the 

Persian emperor Khosrau forbade the installation of a new catholicos (608-628). When 

Khosrau was murdered in 628, Babai was immediately offered the position, which he howev-

er refused, dying not long after. Babai’s great impact on the Christology of the Church of East 

is seen especially in the first official acknowledgment of the Christological doctrine of two 

natures, two qnome and one parsopa, which was to remain the norm for the following centu-

ries. The Church of the East officially defended this doctrine in the presence of Khosrau at the 

debate in 612 with the Miaphysites, mentioned in the introduction.
1
  

Babai was born in Bet ʿAinata in Bet Zabdai.
2
 He studied medicine in Nisibis and attend-

ed the famous theological school there when Abraham of Bet Rabban was its leader (527-69). 

He left it and first may have become a teacher in the xenodocheion of Nisibis.
3
 Later, he 

joined Abraham of Kashkar’s Great Monastery which had been founded in 570/71. Both 

events might have had to do with the contested appointment of Henana of Adiabene between 

571 and 573 as new director of the School of Nisibis.
4
  

The new monastery defended and fostered the Antiochene tradition of the Church of the 

East and its formula ‘two natures in one parsopa’. This strong adherence to the East Syrian 

orthodoxy followed the point of view of the clergy who in the synods of 554 and 576 had 
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tried to bind a varied range of monastic circles more to the hierarchy of the Church. The mon-

astery became a famous model for a reformed monasticism which was characterized by a very 

strict solitary, ascetic and prayerful life. The reform movement probably included celibacy as 

well, but this was neglected when monks could live together with wives and children. In 604, 

when Babai became the third abbot of the Great Monastery of Izla,
5
 he was eager to restore 

the strict discipline, and therefore cleared the monastery of the married monks and their quar-

ters. It was especially his uncompromising actions against these monks and their families that 

prompted many other monks also to leave the monastery. From 608/609 Babai was also en-

trusted with the oversight of the northern monasteries at the request of the three metropolitans 

involved: Cyriacus of Nisibis, Jonadab of Adiabene and Gabriel of Karka d-Bet Slok. The 

latter two participated in the 612 debate. Babai had to investigate the orthodoxy of the monks, 

and worked together with the archdeacon Mar Aba, already an important clerical authority.
6
  

 Babai is said to have written about 83 treatises, but only a small number have survived. 

Apart from treatises against various opponents, they include Christological, ascetic-mystical, 

hagiographical and liturgical works. Three entirely Christological works are still extant: the 

Liber de Unione (LU),
7
 the short Tractatus Vaticanus 178 (TV) that is added as an appendix 

in Vaschalde’s edition of the LU,
8
 and an untitled text that forms the tenth text in the Nestori-

an Collection of Christological Texts and is therefore referred to as X.
9
  

 The Liber de Unione (‘Book of the Union’) is the most extensive Christological work. It is 

addressed to the brothers of the Great Monastery and has as its subtitle ‘About the divinity 

and humanity and the parsopa of the union’.
10

 It systematically discusses the union (ܚܕܝܘܬܐ) 

of the two natures of Christ and formulates the Christology of the two kyane and two qnome 

in one parsopa of Christ. Originally, it may have comprised 21 chapters, divided over six 

memre,
11

 but in its available form consists of seven memre (treatises), as follows: 
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1. The first memra (1-5) is called On Faith (ܥܠ ܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ). It starts with the Trinity and expli-

cates the infinite transcendence of God, who cannot be known by human senses and 

mind.12 God’s transcendence is indicated by his names, which are his properties.
13

  

2. The second memra (6-11) discusses the union of the infinite qnoma of the Word with the 

finite human qnoma in one parsopa. 

3. The third memra (9-11) explains the nature of this union, with comments on several here-

sies.  

4. The fourth memra (12-17) examines the two natures of Christ. The title of Chapter 17 is: 

‘What is the difference between qnoma and parsopa, and how is the parsopa assumed and 

permanent, and the qnoma not assumed?’14 Here, Babai offers definitions of qnoma and 

parsopa. Unfortunately, one page of the Syriac text is missing, but a shorter version of 

this chapter is found in TV.15  

5. The fifth memra (18-19) focuses on the Crucifixion and the Resurrection.  

6. To the sixth memra belong Chapter 20 on the names of Christ, and Chapter 21 which anal-

yses traditional Antiochene descriptions for the Christological union and is considered the 

most important part of the LU.16  

7. Memra 7 of the LU seems to be a later addition made by Babai. It was probably written 

between 612-20 and summarizes many discussions of the LU while refuting adversaries’ 

arguments.
17

  

The short TV opposes the teaching of one qnoma in Christ and accepts the union according to 

parsopa. It is written after the LU but before the additional seventh memra.
18

 Text X presents 

Babai’s Christology in short. It includes definitions of kyana, qnoma and parsopa and ex-

plains that two qnome are needed for the union of both natures in one parsopa, because oth-

erwise the whole divine nature and entire humanity would be united in this parsopa.
19
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 The hagiographic Life of George,
20

 the monk from Izla who was martyred in 615 in the 

aftermath of the 612 debate to which he had contributed, was written between 621-28 and 

contains some Christological statements. Babai described the 612 debate and the events sur-

rounding it, while making George his mouthpiece.
21

 According to Babai, George rejected the 

teachings of Henana so firmly that he said that anyone mentioning Henana’s name should be 

excluded from the Holy Communion.
22

 Joel Walker sees this specific hagiography also as an 

attempt to secure the support of a Christian Persian family with powerful relations to the Sas-

anian court, and all hagiographies by Babai as means to bind the diverse regions and peoples 

to the doctrine of the Church of the East.
23

  

 Babai described the ascetic way to a higher knowledge in his Commentary on the Centu-

ries of Evagrius Ponticus (CE).
24

 Other ascetic works preserved are Canons for Monks, a 

commentary on the Spiritual Law of Mark the Monk, and the probably inauthentic Ascetic 

Counsels.
25

  

 

2.1.2. Intellectual background. Theology and Philosophy 

All aspects of the Antiochene tradition are present in Babai’s work. In addition to the funda-

mental safeguarding of God’s transcendence and the humanity of Christ the following ele-

ments can also be recognized: the ‘liturgical’ prosopon of Christ that shares in the honour, 

power and adoration of the Lord; the Theodorian Christology and soteriology of participation 

and the thought that the humanity of Christ hides his divinity.
26

 The influence from Theodore 

is great.
27

 Presumably, Babai had many more books at his disposal, especially of Diodore, 

Theodore and Nestorius, than those that have survived. There are no indications that he could 

read Greek. Babai used the Nicene Creed as accepted by the Synod in 410 and seems to have 

been influenced by Theodore’s commentary on it. Other earlier influences may have come 
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from the Cappadocians and the Fathers who were famous in the School of Nisibis, for in-

stance Ephrem and Narsai. Chediath holds therefore that Babai’s work forms a synthesis of 

different traditions.
28

 The ascetic-mystical works of John of Apamea, Evagrius Ponticus and 

probably Marcus Eremita (Mark the Monk) further influenced Babai’s epistemology.
29

 

 Concerning the influence of Nestorius, Abramowski comments that Babai considered the 

whole Syriac translation of the Liber Heraclidis authentic, but that he did not explicitly refer 

to this book.
30

 She points to the difference in focus between Babai and (Ps.-) Nestorius. 

Where Nestorius did acknowledge that each nature has a qnoma* but did not elaborate this 

concept because he focussed on the two parsope* becoming one and Ps.-Nestorius even omit-

ted the word qnoma, Babai made the two qnome the centre of his Christology and focussed on 

how they were united into one parsopa. He defended these two qnome as sign of orthodoxy 

both against Philoxenus’ emphasis on the one nature and against the reception of the Neo-

Chalcedonian composite qnoma within the Church of the East.
31

  

 It is not clear which philosophical works Babai was acquainted with, and to what extent he 

might have been influenced by them. It is even more obscure which translations he possibly 

had at his disposal.
32

 Although Babai had left the School of Nisibis before Henana was its 

director, one might expect that he had some knowledge of the Cause, which shows influence 

of Greek philosophical thought as mediated through translations of works by Evagrius, Aris-

totle and Neoplatonic commentaries. These Aristotelian studies were disseminated in Persia 

by pupils founding new schools.
33

 It should be noted in this connection that the discussions on 

the basic Aristotelian concepts such as accidents, substance, genus and species were mainly 

confined to issues of theological and devotional concern.
34

 We may moreover suggest that the 

group of students and teachers that had left the School under protest against Henana and had 

gone to the Great Monastery would have increased its familiarity with philosophical con-

cepts.
35

  

 D.S. Wallace-Hadrill recognizes Aristotelian influence in the structure and content of the 

LU, as the first memra discusses ‘the logical and metaphysical foundations of the enquiry into 

                                                 
28

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 107, 122-26 and 184-85. 
29

 See below, section 2.2.7.  
30

 Abramowski, ‘Die Christologie Babais’, p. 220. 
31

 Abramowski, ‘Die Christologie Babais’, pp. 224-25.  
32

 As we have seen above in section 1.1.2, quite a number of sometimes inaccurate Syriac translations were 

available during his time, while gradually more accurate translations appeared.  
33

 Becker, Sources, p. 91.  
34

 Becker, Sources, pp. 172-80. See for an extended discussion of these influences, idem, Beginning of Wisdom, 

pp. 126-54.  
35

 Scher, ʻHistoire nestorienne 2.2’, Chapter 74, pp. 511-12.  
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the christological question’.
36

 Here, Babai might also have been influenced by the Cause, 

which similarly started with an introductory discussion on God’s epistemological inaccessibil-

ity.
37

 Moreover, the LU shows in vocabulary and choice of themes influence from Syriac 

translations of Aristotle’s Categories, possibly also via Syriac translations of later introduc-

tions and commentaries.
38

  

 Becker further finds both philosophical and Evagrian notions in Babai’s CE he also had 

identified in the Cause.
39

 Where the Cause divided learning into intelligence (ܝܕܥܬܐ) and ac-

tion (ܣܥܘܪܘܬܐ), Babai made a similar division between spiritual knowledge and training of 

virtue (or asceticism). The Cause further held that the perfection (ܫܘܡܠܝܐ) of intelligence was 

the exact comprehension (ܡܕܪܟܢܘܬܐ)
40

 of the knowledge of all beings, while the perfection of 

action was the excellence of virtues ( ܕܛ̈ܒܬܐ ܐܡܝܬܪܘܬ ). This division clearly stood in the Aris-

totelian tradition, as was the connected basic assumption that the rational mind was necessary 

for discriminating between good and bad,
41

 which was also familiar to Theodore.  

 In any case, Babai had at least enough familiarity to encourage scorn for Aristotle’s teach-

ings and basic concepts, since these would lead the ‘Arians’ to wrong conclusions concerning 

the Trinity, when they denied its unity and considered the Son a creature (ܒܪܝܬܐ) second to 

God in position and time.
42

  

 

2.1.3. Main challenges  

2.1.3.1. Advocates of the one nature and/or one qnoma 

Babai had to defend the new Christology of two natures, two qnome and one parsopa against 

external and internal opponents who supported the doctrine of one qnoma or possibly even 

one nature. The defence against Miaphysite propaganda seems to have become of vital im-

portance to the Church of the East.
43

  

 Officially, the Church of the East was still the only recognized Christian group in the Per-

sian Empire. As long as the Miaphysites did not form an officially distinct group, one could 

                                                 
36

 D.S. Wallace-Hadrill, Christian Antioch. A study of early Christian thought in the East (Cambridge, 1982), pp. 

109-110.  
37

 Scher, ‘Cause’, pp. 327-37; Becker, Sources, pp. 94-111. See for a detailed analysis of this text: Becker, Be-

ginning of Wisdom, pp. 130-44. 
38

 See for instance: Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 4/17, p. 159, as discussed below in section 2.2.6.  
39

 Becker, Beginning of Wisdom, p. 183. 
40

 .in another manuscript, Scher, ‘Cause’, p. 343 (see also pp. 319-20) ܡܬܕܪܟܢܘܬܐ 
41

 Scher, ‘Cause’, pp. 342-43; Becker, Sources, p. 111. Babai’s view will be discussed in section 2.1.3.3-4. 
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 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 4:19, pp. 272-73. 
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 See for further descriptions of the challenges met by Babai, Marijke Metselaar, ‘The Mirror, the Qnoma, and 

the Soul: Another Perspective on the Christological Formula of Babai the Great’, Zeitschrift für Antikes Chris-

tentum 19.2 (2015), pp. 334-52.  
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easily switch sides without being indicted for apostasy, while opportunistic interests could 

play a major role.
44

 The Miaphysites had won the favour of the Persian Emperor Khosrau and 

increasingly attacked the position of the Church. They took advantage of the highly influential 

position of the Miaphysite court physician Gabriel of Shigar, who was fervently motivated to 

harm the Church of the East after it had excommunicated him. He instigated the 612 debate 

where the Church of the East also pleaded with the Emperor to allow them a new catholicos.  

 The rivalry had been given new momentum after Khosrau II had started to conquer Byzan-

tine provinces around 603. He now tactically favoured the Miaphysites living there and sub-

sequently those close by. Miaphysite influence had further increased because Khosrau deport-

ed to Persia large numbers of Christians from the countries he had conquered.
45

 As noted 

above, Khosrau started moreover to paralyse the leadership of the Church of the East by deny-

ing it a new catholicos, exiling several bishops and allowing Miaphysites to confiscate its 

churches. This way the Church of the East’s contacts with the court were broken and bishops 

or metropolitans could not be consecrated officially.
46

 Khosrau would have exiled for instance 

Shubhalmaran, the Metropolitan of Karka d-Bet Slok, because of problems with the people of 

Shigar. The bishop of Balad, Ishoʿyahb of Gdala, is said to have undergone the same fate, 

because he was accused of refusing to allow Miaphysites into his church. This might concur 

with Morony’s statement that Khosrau’s politics implied that Miaphysites could confiscate 

churches and monasteries in and around the capital.
47

 In 620/21, Khosrau also would have 

crucified believers in Arbela.
48

 

 Tensions between the Christian minorities in Khosrau’s empire seem to have sharpened. 

Where they could still have shared communion before, this was no longer allowed. This is 

seen in the example of the learned Maruta, who became the first official Miaphysite catholi-

cos in 628/29. Around 615 he had left the Mar Mattai monastery and moved to the monastery 

of Queen Shirin in Seleucia-Ctesiphon that had been founded for the Church of the East, but 

had been handed over to Miaphysites after the Queen became a follower of Gabriel of Shigar 

and sided with the Miaphysites. When Maruta noted that the Miaphysite Metropolitan Samuel 

(614-24) had tacitly allowed members of the Church of the East to receive communion here 

                                                 
44

 Wigram, History of Assyrian Church, p. 76. 
45

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai the Great, p. 43; L. Duchesne, L’Église au VIe Siècle (Paris, 1925), 

pp. 320 and 373-74; Fiey, Jalons, p. 63. 
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and in the church of Gabriel of Shigar, he convinced Samuel to end this practice.
49

 Reinink 

approvingly quotes Morony’s conclusion that ‘the final separation between Nestorians and 

Monophysites in Iraq occurred in the second decade of the seventh century when mixed con-

gregations and monasteries were purged by both sides’.
50

  

 Meanwhile, Miaphysites had also become influential in monasteries where they challenged 

the Dyophysite Christology. As we have seen, the Neo-Chalcedonian doctrine may have con-

tributed to a schism within the Church of the East with one party defending one qnoma and 

the other two qnome. This schism undermined the Church and may have facilitated further 

reception of Miaphysite propaganda.  

 The argumentation needed to counter all these challenges may have demanded a more re-

fined use of Aristotelian and Neoplatonic concepts current at that time. Babai had to oppose 

not only the Miaphysite emphasis on the one nature (and one hypostasis), as it had been de-

fended most vigorously by Philoxenus and by Severus, but also the Neo-Chalcedonian doc-

trine (553) of the one composite hypostasis (hypostasis synthetos; Syr. ܩܢܘܡܐ ܡܪܟܒܐ),51
 which 

was propagated by the Byzantine Emperor Justinian.  

 Babai rejected the qnomatic union mainly because it impaired the transcendence of God: it 

would lead to the detested Theopaschism and to the belief that the divine nature can be dimin-

ished. Furthermore, connecting it with Origenist notions, he argued that it would reduce 

Christ’s resurrection to an illusion and appearance, which would impair the very basis of 

faith.
52

 It would introduce mixture and confusion of the two natures in Christ and even the—

rejected—teaching that human beings have the same nature as God. Babai argued that if the 

human qnoma of Christ could become one with the divine qnoma, this would apply to all hu-

man qnome. Babai concluded therefore that admitting a qnomatic union was the same as fall-

ing to the heresy of Origen, because it would imply ‘that it is possible that all people become 

a divine nature, according to the impiety of Origen’.
53

  

 Babai’s TV is directed entirely against people who compared the union of the natures in 

Christ to that of the union of the human body and soul and who claimed: ‘Just as the soul and 
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 F. Nau (ed. and trans.), ‘Histoires d’Aḥoudemmeh et de Marouta. Métropolitains jacobites de Tagrit et de 
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the body are one qnoma, thus God the Word and man are one qnoma’.
54

 Cyril is already 

known for using this metaphor this way.
55

 As we have seen, it also appeared in the Syriac 

fragments of Theodore’s On the Incarnation. The fact that Babai discussed this metaphor ex-

tensively, supports Reinink’s suggestion that the opposite arguments for either one qnoma or 

two centred on these fragments.
56

 Interestingly, Babai did not mention Narsai, who also used 

this metaphor but spoke only of parsopa instead of qnoma. This was probably due to the fact 

that Narsai reserved the term qnoma for the Word as a divine Trinitarian qnoma.
57

 

 Babai may further have referred to the probably inauthentic gloss in the Syriac Liber Hera-

clidis to the one parsopa of Christ, when he asserted that the Fathers using the expression 

‘natural and qnomatic’ did not mean one qnoma, but two.
58

 Babai opposed here in particular 

one statement of Severus which he quoted: ‘the union was naturally and qnomatically like 

(that of) soul and body, which necessarily suffer together by force according to the natural 

law’.
59

 It has already been suggested that the formula was also known in the school of He-

nana.
60

  

 

2.1.3.2. Henana 

We have seen in Chapter 1 that the Synods of 585, 596 and 605 confirmed the authority of 

Theodore while probably covertly rebuking Henana. The Synod of 585 focussed on Theo-

dore’s authority in exegesis and formulated its Creed similar to his commentary on the Nicene 

Creed. What Henana actually did teach is not clear, since most information on Henana’s 

teaching consists of many biased accusations by Babai. These involved a variety of heresies 

connected with the ‘impious’ Cyril, Arius, Eunomius, Justinian, the ‘Theopaschite Severians’, 
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 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 25-26; Appendix in Vaschalde, Liber de Unione, TV, pp. 291-
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magic and astrology, and especially Origenism.
61

 Babai also ascribed, for instance, the fol-

lowing quotations to Cyril and Henana to show that they denied that the name Christ denoted 

the two natures in the one parsopa of the union: ‘God is Christ and Christ is God and these 

appellations do not signify something different’; ‘there is no difference between the Only-

Begotten (ܝܚܝܕܝܐ) and the First-Born (ܒܘܟܪܐ)’; and ‘these two (appellations) mean the 

same’.
62

  

 Babai considered the teaching of the ‘natural and qnomatic union’ ( ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܟܝܢܝܬܐ

-the basic Christological error that mainly started with Cyril, who would have fol (ܘܩܢܘܡܝܬܐ

lowed the teachings of Arius, Apollinarius and Mani.
63

 This error would have led to many 

heresies, such as those of the Miaphysite or Monophysite Theopaschites. Babai named here 

Eutyches, Dioscorus, Julian, Philoxenus and Severus.
64

 Babai also held that Justinian’s writ-

ings had resulted in the ‘heresies’ of his actual opponents Henana and the Messalians which 

he even associated with each other.
65

 After 621, Babai still stated in his Life of George that 

Henana not only made God limited, susceptible to suffering, mortal, divided and separated, 

but also denied the resurrection of the body, admitting salvation to the soul only and—like 

Origen—taught that everyone could participate in the nature of God.
66

 Probably, discussions 

on human free will were involved as well and Henana was accused of denying this.
67

  

 Although followers of Henana may have defended the view that Christ had only one qno-

ma, it is contested whether Henana taught this himself. According to Babai, he did, and this 

would imply the teaching of one nature.
68

 Two sources stemming from scholars connected to 

the School of Nisibis that might shed some more light on the question of what Henana actual-

ly taught do not give us conclusive information concerning his Christology. The Ecclesiasti-

cal History written by Barhadbeshabba ʿArbaya,
69

 a former student of Henana, considered the 

confession of a single divine nature and a single qnoma a heresy. The ‘Cyrillians and Severi-
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ans’ are said to acknowledge one nature and one qnoma after the union and thus to introduce 

mixture and confusion. Unfortunately, it is not sure whether or not it was written under the 

auspices of Henana.
70

 The other source, the already mentioned Cause of the Foundation of 

Schools, possibly by the same author, does not contain clear Christological statements.  

 Because so little is known of Henana’s work itself, Reinink concedes only that Henana 

‘was no pronounced supporter of the two-qnome option’ and he does not go as far as 

Abramowski who suggests that Henana applied the Neo-Chalcedonian composite qnoma.
71

 

Reinink recognizes, however, that Henana’s disciple Isaiah of Tahal ‘taught the Chalcedonian 

doctrine of the one hypostasis or perhaps the neo-Chalcedonian formula of the one composite 

hypostasis.’
72

 

  Concerning the debate on the question as to what extent the School should hold on to the 

Theodorian tradition, Reinink assumes that a liberal and open tendency opposed a strict-

Theodorian tendency which elevated Theodore to ‘the determining factor in the formation of 

their theological identity and that of their church’. The followers of Henana would represent 

the liberal tendency, as they compared their teacher to Theodore, while granting him the dis-

cretionary authority to also use other Fathers like Diodore, Basil, Chrysostom and Evagrius. 

Reinink explains the strict-Theodorian position as a reaction to the many Christological dis-

putes in the popular School of Nisibis which seemed to threaten this bulwark of East Syrian 

Orthodoxy. To prevent this School from being closed (as had happened before in Edessa due 

to the Miaphysites), the strict Theodorians would have started to emphasize Theodore’s posi-

tion even more and granted him therefore the exclusive authority in exegetical instruction as 

expressed in the Synod of 605.
73

 This Synod thus seems to have taken a somewhat stronger 

position than the earlier Synod of 585, which still called Chrysostom ‘blessed’, although he 

was merely brought in acknowledging that ‘the Interpreter was the teacher of truth’ and a 

‘treasure of the Church’.
74

 The fact that the ‘strict’ Babai described in his CE both Evagrius 

Ponticus and John of Apamea as another ‘pillar of orthodoxy’ next to Theodore might contra-

dict the suggested dichotomy between a strict and liberal exegesis, but might also be ex-
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plained by its focus on asceticism rather than on exegesis, or by being an early work.
75

 In the 

latter case, this would be an indication that it was already written before 605. 

 In the discussion on the polemics in the School of Nisibis, we have seen that Reinink fur-

ther holds that linguistics played a major role, with Henana’s party probably accepting a close 

connection between qnoma and parsopa.
76

 This connection was, however, similar to the pro-

posed terminology of Justinian who identified hypostasis and prosopon.
77

 It is therefore not 

impossible that Henana sought common grounds with neo-Chalcedonians and even with Mi-

aphysites, at least for the sake of clarity in debates. 

 Several other scholars also point to the rivalry between the School of Nisibis and the Great 

Monastery. Vööbus, in his tentative reconstruction of the sparse and somewhat contradictory 

sources, finds indications that the School of Nisibis could have been challenged by a rival 

school with connections to the Great Monastery, but Jean Maurice Fiey and Adam Becker 

take here a more careful position.
78

 Alberto Camplani attributes victory to the Great Monas-

tery in the complex situation of conflicting powers. He suggests that this monastery increased 

its influence when Babai became the supervisor of the Persian monasteries thanks to its loyal-

ty to the conservative party of the Church of the East, as was demonstrated for instance by 

welcoming the group that had left the School of Nisibis.
79

 If one recognizes Labourt’s convic-

tion that without the opposition by the first three abbots of the Great Monastery the teachings 

of Henana would have prevailed,
80

 one might suggest that the Great Monastery challenged the 

position of the School of Nisibis by incriminating Henana and offering formative theological 

knowledge itself.
81

  

 Adam Becker holds that the main reason for the conflicts between Babai and Henana may 

have been the rival claims concerning the best way to receive some knowledge of God. Was it 

through the school or through a monastery only? Although the particulars of the rivalry are 

not clear, Becker’s drawing attention to the rival epistemology of the School of Nisibis and 

that of monasteries is worthwhile and will be discussed in section 2.1.3.4. in more detail.  
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2.1.3.3. Monastic circles and Origenism 

From at least 486, when the Synodicon first mentioned them, there was a large and heteroge-

neous group of monks that rejected the clergy and followed their own ways. They might have 

been influenced by various combinations of Miaphysitism, Origenism, Messalian tendencies 

and—at least since 573—also by Henanian circles. The challenge caused by these diffuse 

groups might have elicited Babai’s attacks on their basic tenets. These monks should not be 

confused with the monks who belonged to the reform monastery affiliated with the Great 

Monastery of Izla of which Babai was the abbot. Where monks often had lived solitarily, this 

situation was changed by the reformed monasteries. In the Great Monastery, newcomers had 

to spend a minimum of three preparatory years in the community, followed by a secluded life 

in a separated cell in the vicinity of the monastery. All the time they remained subject to the 

abbot, as seen in the rules of Dadishoʿ and Babai.
82

  

 The dissenting monks were often referred to as ‘Messalians’ (ܡܨܠ̈ܝܢܐ). Babai stated in his 

CE that the falsely named ‘Messalians’ claimed that human beings can know God as he does 

himself and that they can see him.
83

 He described them as ‘diviners’ (̈ܡܨܠܝܢܐ ܩܨ̈ܘܡܐ) and 

named them in one breath with Henana and Justinian.
84

 Though the term ‘Messalians’ was 

often indiscriminately used to discredit opponents, ‘Messalian’ tendencies might nevertheless 

have played a role, if one defines ‘Messalian’ with Adam Becker as an ‘ascetic movement 

which advocated an immediate access to the divine’ and challenged the social order. This 

would correspond with Becker’s view on the epistemological difference between schools and 

monasteries, the former relying more on reason and the latter on inspiration in obtaining 

knowledge about God.
85

  

 The Neoplatonic and Origenist work of Evagrius Ponticus (345-99), which was also con-

demned by the 553 Council, played an important role in monastic mysticism. Evagrius held 

that originally, intelligent souls were in intellectual unity with the divine, but had fallen away 

from this unity into a bodily state in which they had to find their way back to this former unity 

through asceticism and reflection (ܬܐܘܪܝܐ).
86

 The communion of the mind with God is with-

out intermediaries, such as images or words. Adam Becker sees here a contrast with the teach-
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ing at the School of Nisibis, where images and mentally created pictures or statues of God 

were acceptable.
87

  

 Evagrius’ book Kephalaia Gnostica was available in two Syriac versions. One was a quite 

accurate translation that probably went back to Sergius of Reshʿayna (d.536) and that still 

contained Origenist elements. Babai was aware of this version, but rejected it as forgery. He 

used the other version which was almost devoid of Origenist elements. According to Guil-

laumont, it may have been made at the order of Philoxenus of Mabbug.
88

 However, John Watt 

suggests that it was already translated in Edessa at the time Antiochene theology dominated 

the ‘Persian’ school and before Philoxenus attended this school. Philoxenus was influenced by 

it and may not have been aware of some Antiochene elements.
89

  

 We have seen that according to Babai, Origenism not only taught human participation in 

the divine nature, but also the denial of the Resurrection, and it would therefore impair the 

foundation of faith. It also would teach the pre-existence of the soul.
90

 As the Origenist ele-

ments were almost absent in his Syriac version of the Kephalaia, Babai did not recognize 

Evagrius’ Origenist background. The editorial note of the copyist of the CE even stated that it 

was written to defend Evagrius against false claims associating him with the heretical Ori-

gen.
91

 Babai corrected such ‘Origenism’ in his CE. For instance, when he referred to Evagri-

us’ statement that ‘all of them will be Gods’, he mentioned an imputed statement of Origen 

(and Henana): ‘one nature we are made (ܥ̈ܒܝܕܐ) with God’.
92

 Babai rejected this, arguing here 

and elsewhere that rational beings (̈ܡܠܐܠ) are not children or heirs of God by nature, but only 

by grace.
93

  

 It is moreover remarkable that Babai even elevated Evagrius, together with the monk John 

of Apamea, to the same position as that of Theodore, whose authority was claimed by the re-

cent Synods. Babai considered them the two pillars of orthodoxy that corresponded with two 

ways for believers: spiritual knowledge (ܝܕܥܬܐ ܕܪܘܚ) and training of virtue (or asceticism) 
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 He commended Theodore for beginners as providing basic knowledge of .(ܦܘܠܚܢܐ ܕܡܝܬܪܘܬܐ)

faith, and Evagrius and John for the more advanced internal development of virtues.
94

  

 John of Apamea (first half of the fifth century), who is also known as John the Solitary, 

wrote in Syriac on the path of perfection ( ܬܐܓܡܝܪܘ ) which requires baptism and the purifica-

tion of the soul. John discerned three orders (ܛܟ̈ܣܐ) of spiritual development: the ways of the 

body, the soul and the spirit. The ascetic can successively attain three levels: purity (ܕܟܝܘܬܐ), 

serenity (ܫܦܝܘܬܐ), and finally perfection (ܓܡܝܪܘܬܐ) that is only fully attained after the resur-

rection. His works were used by Syriac monastic circles of both Monophysite and Dyophysite 

denominations and Brock notes that he ‘shows no trace at all of the influence of Evagrius’.
95

 

The concept of divine paideia permeated his work as seen in his statement: ‘As it is man 

alone that God wanted to train by the teaching of his wisdom, he has set up all of nature’.
96

  

 Babai held that Origenism was the logical consequence of the teaching of the qnomatic 

union, arguing that if the human qnoma of Christ could become one with the divine qnoma, it 

would also be possible that ‘all human beings become a divine nature’. In fact, however, the 

Miaphysites also rejected Origenism and tended to associate this in turn with the Dyophysit-

ism of Theodore.
97

 

  The reasons for which Babai accused Henana of Origenism seem to be diffuse and it is not 

sure whether Henana really was an Origenist. Tamcke holds that Henana was an Origenist 

who used the works of Evagrius for his argumentation and that Babai consequently had to 

defend the ‘Nestorian’ theology against Henana while giving an anti-Origenist commentary.
98

 

More probably Babai’s identification of the teaching of one composite qnoma with Origenism 

was an important reason for the accusation. Babai may further have considered a passage in 

The Cause an evidence for Origenism. This passage claims that in order to prevent human 

envy of the honour of the angels, human beings were called ‘Gods’, and they even received 

the ability to traverse the firmament and authority over creation, including the course of the 
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luminaries.
99

 Babai, however, granted only the best part of the human soul, the free reasoning 

 with its free will, the freedom to leave the body and to choose to either go to heaven (ܚܘܫܒܐ)

or to remain in a low state.
100

 Babai further rejected the idea that the rational part of the soul 

(logistikon, ܢܦܫܐ ܡܢܬܐ ܡܠܠܬܐ) is part of divinity, by stating: ‘This knowledge can connect 

itself to the wisdom of God, but not with his nature, as Origen and Henana state, it is however 

a gift of the Spirit.’
101

 Additional reasons may have been that Babai rather wished to incrimi-

nate Henana with this label, or that Origenism was being associated with an epistemology 

rejected by Babai. 

 

2.1.3.4. Epistemology 

Adam Becker connects the problems around Henana with an intellectually and socially desta-

bilizing ‘influx of new ideas into the Church of the East—West-Syrian theology, alternative 

forms of exegesis and an Evagrian emphasis on divine accessibility, which was labelled Ori-

genism’. He seeks the cause for the rivalry between the school and the monastery not so much 

in a different Christology, but rather in a different epistemology which might have enabled 

Henana to challenge the hierarchy within the Church.
102

 Becker suggests that Henana’s ac-

ceptance of Evagrius’ Origenism might have strengthened Henana’s claim to offer the best 

way to spiritual knowledge in the school. Where monasteries might facilitate temporary ac-

cess to the divine, thanks to prolonged spiritual purification and divine grace,
103

 the schools 

allowed claims to be made about the divine while relying on the Neoplatonic commentary 

tradition of the Aristotelian Organon. This can be seen in the Cause that used Aristotle ‘to 

interpret the created world in order to learn something about its essentially unknowable Crea-

tor’.
104

 Although the concept of divine paideia already permeated Antiochene Christology, 

this now culminated in a formalized education system according to which indirect knowledge 

of the Divine could be accessed through a rational and philosophic process.
105

 Becker specu-

lates that if Henana, who had an independent position, accepted in his school a radical Evagri-

anism permitting direct knowledge of God, this might have challenged the position of Babai 

and his monastery which was close to Nisibis.
106
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 It was perhaps in this context that Babai defended a hierarchy in which the school offered 

only preparatory learning, while the monastery was the place where prolonged asceticism 

might ultimately grant access to higher knowledge. Spiritual knowledge and asceticism were 

instrumental to having a vision of the Trinity. Humans had to practice asceticism while fol-

lowing the commandments, and might then reach a temporary spiritual contemplation 

.of the Trinity (ܬܐܘܪܝܐ ܕܪܘܚ)
107

 The monastic-ascetic life was therefore an ongoing effort to 

gradually gain more knowledge of the transcendental God, whereby the last step was only 

possible in prayer and dependent on God’s mercy to reveal himself.
108

 Babai’s commentary 

on The Spiritual Law expounded how Christ—as the summit of Grace—would live in the 

human soul of the believer and would make it his temple.
109

  

 Babai’s CE allowed the ascetic monks a mystical revelation of God without this impairing 

the transcendence and impassibility of God. Babai achieved this by omitting the remaining 

Origenist parts from the already adjusted Syriac translation, giving corrective interpretations 

and focussing on a phased knowledge of God, which the monks could attain. One started with 

the contemplation of the visible creation (natural contemplation). When the underlying prin-

ciples or logoi of the visible creation were understood, the ascetic could contemplate the intel-

ligible realm.
110

 The last stage was reached after a long process of purification of the three 

parts of the soul. Only when anger and desire were no longer affected by impressions, and the 

rational part of the soul was focussed in silent prayer on the light, could the mystic have a 

vision of this light. The rational soul was compared to a mirror that had the freedom to focus 

on either the light of truth or the darkness of ignorance.
111

  

 The earlier phases could be reached in the school under the guidance of teachers. But ‘in 

the knowledge of the oneness (ܝܚܝܕܝܘܬܐ), which is the divine essence (ܐܝܬܘܬܐ), whenever 

that divine perfection (ܓܡܝܪܘܬܐ) comes into being, there is no one who learns and teaches, 

since one perfect knowledge pervades in each’.
112

 This distinction may have corresponded 

with Babai’s two ‘pillars of orthodoxy’, Theodore and Evagrius, discussed above. We have 
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also seen that the monks had to spend a minimum of three preparatory years in the community 

of the Great Monastery, before they were allowed to live in a separated cell in the vicinity,
113

 

The possibility is therefore not to be excluded that Babai’s distinction applied to the situation 

in this monastery. 

 The Cause had made a similar division between intelligence and action in the access to 

knowledge of the fundamentally unknowable God, while stating that God makes human be-

ings ‘apprehend’ his being (using the Aphel of ܠܒܟ), in the form of an image of him.  

 

[…] learning (ܝܘܠܦܢܐ) about the creator and creation is found only in [...] angels and human beings. But be-

cause these are too weak to see that divine essence, he has established for us an invisible lamp, the soul with-

in us, and he has filled it with the oil of immortal life, and he has placed in it continuous wicks of intellectual 

thoughts, and the light of the divine mind, by which we are able to see and to distinguish, makes (us) appre-

hend (ܐܠܒܟ) the hidden things of the creator in it (the soul), and to go around all of the rich treasury of his 

kingdom—like the woman who lost one of the ten zuz (a coin)—until we ourselves also find that zuz upon 

which is stamped (ܛܒܝܥ) the glorious image ( ܢܐܝܘܩ , yuqna, from Greek eikon) of him, the eternal King of 

Kings.
114

 

 

Babai, however, emphasized that such knowledge was only available for those who were bap-

tized, held to the Commandments and were completely purified through asceticism. The high-

est knowledge is seen for a moment as in a mirror and the ascetic knows in that moment of 

peace and love that no creature can know the creator, who cannot be grasped (ܡܬܢܣܒ) and 

who evades before he is apprehended (ܡܢ ܩܕܡ ܕܢܬܠܒܟ ܥܪܩ).
115

  

 Becker’s analysis of the difference in epistemology is valuable for pointing out the rivalry 

between the School of Nisibis and monasteries, suggesting that their relative statuses might 

have depended on the ways (or times) knowledge of the divine could be obtained. It does not, 

however, discuss the future of the students of the School. If monasteries like the one on Izla 

were no longer necessary, where should these men have gone and what would have been their 

role? Probably the conflict was not simply with any monastery, but specifically with the Great 

Monastery and its school that might even have been founded in reaction to the teachings of 
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Henana. Moreover, if the suggested difference in epistemologies (with Origenist elements 

opposing the basic Antiochene dogma) was indeed the critical factor, this might precisely 

have elicited Christological discussions.  

 Babai might indeed have opposed Henana and his school because of differing claims on 

how to gain knowledge of the transcendent God. One could further suggest that the emphasis 

on the purification of the individual human soul of each monk—who had Christ as his prime 

example—might have required the acknowledgment of an individual human soul in Christ as 

well. As will be shown below, this might have resulted in the idea that Christ must have had 

his own human qnoma too. Such an intrinsic motivation caused by ascetic spirituality might 

therefore have contributed to the development of the two-qnome doctrine.
116

 

 

2.1.3.5. Geo-politics and lay elites 

Jean-Maurice Fiey describes how various groups or individuals in and around Nisibis had a 

pro-Byzantine attitude. This became critical again during the time that the Byzantine emperor 

Justin II started to attack Persia in 565 and even tried to recapture Nisibis in 572. Khosrau, of 

course, preferred here higher clergy he trusted. But this did not always work. The varying 

loyalties can be seen in the examples of Paul the Metropolitan of Nisibis and of Ishoʿyahb I, 

then the bishop of Arzun and formerly head of the School of Nisibis. Paul provided Justin II 

with strategic information, but was deposed in 573 when the Persians took the nearby Byzan-

tine garrison of Dara, and he died shortly thereafter, while Ishoʿyahb I supplied intelligence to 

the Persian king and became Catholicos in 581/82. Although Nisibis remained in Persian 

hands, its position continued to be contested during the next decades.
117

 According to Martin 

Tamcke, Henana headed a heterogeneous but powerful movement, which favoured Byzanti-

um.
118

 

Morony holds that the conflict with Miaphysite movements escalated after the fall of Edes-

sa in 610, when the Persian King started to experiment with a pro-Miaphysite policy to attract 

people of the newly conquered provinces, and churches in and around Seleucia-Ctesiphon 

were handed over to Miaphysites. Opposition came from monks of the Great Monastery under 

the leadership of Babai and Yazdin.
119

 Yazdin was the powerful tax collector at Khosrau’s 

court and so influential within the Church of the East that he was called the ‘head of the be-

lievers’ (ܝܙܕܝܢ ܪܫ ܡܗܝܡܢ̈ܐ). He owned many estates and, like other landed Christian Persian 
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aristocrats, built churches and monasteries.
120

 Yazdin’s influential family seems to have had 

pro-Byzantine sympathies. During the Byzantine conquests around 628, Yazdin’s family is 

said to have provided the new Byzantine emperor Heraclius with valuable information on 

strategic matters and to have won a prominent position at his court in the final years of his 

reign. Moreover, Yazdin’s son Shamta is said to be responsible for killing Khosrau while 

supporting his son Sheroy, the new king.
121

 It is not clear whether Yazdin’s family belonged 

to the influential Persian Christians that supported Heraclius’s Monenergist compromise in 

632-33.
122

  

Morony further draws attention to the already existing system of patronage over churches 

and monasteries by local aristocrats, who strove for more influence within the church. He 

suggests that the rivalry was mainly between these aristocrats allying with Henana versus 

clergymen and a monastic party headed by Babai defending their ecclesiastical autonomy, and 

that Babai’s party had therefore developed a distinct Christological doctrine.
123

 Although con-

sidering the role of the lay patrons is a valuable addition in trying to understand the conflicts, 

the proposed dichotomy between monks and clergymen versus a lay school party does not 

seem to stand, and consequently would not have been a factor in the development of the new 

Christology. Babai fought other monastic circles and there were tensions between clergy and 

monks as well. The situation was far more complex and there were many exceptions, such as 

Yazdin and other influential lay Christians who sided with the clerical party and aristocratic 

converts who had become monks. It does not seem unthinkable however that some local aris-

tocrats allied with the Church of the East in an attempt to protect their churches and monaster-

ies from being taken away and handed over to Miaphysites, while other aristocrats might even 

have encouraged this transfer as long as these properties remained under their patronage. This 

suggestion is in line with Joel Walker’s observation that by the end of the Sasanian period, 

‘the monasteries of northern Iraq had become critical institutions for the transmission of 
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Christian family wealth’, because the traditional kinship structures of these families were in-

tertwined with their surrounding environment.
124

  

 

2.1.3.6. Babai of Nisibis 

Babai was in conflict with another pupil of Abraham of Kashkar, Babai of Nisibis, who 

founded a new monastery on the Izla close to the Great Monastery. After Abraham’s death he 

is said to have left the Great Monastery and to have lived together with Sabrishoʿ and some 

other monks.
125

 He emphasized the ascetic life and about 300 monks belonged to his monas-

tery during his life time.
126

 The Chronicon Anonymum does not specify the date of his leaving 

the Great Monastery, but reports that many brothers resided with him. When the influential 

Yazdin had seen his hard ascetical works, he bestowed precious gifts, including a part of the 

Cross, on his monastery.
127

 Enmity between the two Babais was strong and was compared to 

that between Catholicos Sabrishoʿ and Gregory of Kashkar.
128

  

 Martin Tamcke draws attention to the contacts Babai of Nisibis had with Ishoʿzeka and 

Sabrishoʿ. They would have been involved in the baptism of the Arab King Nuʿman, and they 

seem to have opposed the monastic ideals of the Great Monastery. Tamcke sees a fundamen-

tal difference between the monasteries: the Great Monastery was oriented externally as it was 

engaged in dogmatic debates of the Church, and the new rules of Babai the Great emphasized 

the common life and secured its material base. The other monastery, however, seems to have 

stuck to the old rules of Abraham, to have been more individualistic and to have focused on 

spirituality and asceticism.
129

 However, Babai’s works on asceticism do not fully support such 

a dichotomy. It is therefore not clear what kind of role the enmity between the two Babais 

played within the already complicated conflicts among the monks. There seem to be no refer-

ences to his namesake in Babai’s works. 

 

2.1.3.7. Tradition. The authority of the Fathers 

As before, theology had to be in line with the teaching of the Fathers. This is noticeable in the 

questions of the 612 debate in which the Church of the East had to defend its position by 
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proving that it was in line with the Fathers of the Church, and also in Babai’s LU which is 

presented as a systematic overview of the teachings of the Fathers.
130

 Babai referred several 

times to the Holy Fathers of Nicaea and their Symbol and explained sayings that were either 

self-contradictory or conflicted with his views. Following common practice in Eastern Chris-

tianity, he sometimes re-interpreted those sayings in order to save the tradition and prove his 

own orthodoxy.
131

 When Babai for instance admitted that the Fathers sometimes had used the 

expression ‘two natures, one prosopon’ while omitting the addition of ‘two qnome’, he ex-

plained this as being self-evident by that time.
132

  

 

Therefore it is known and evident that it is impossible for us to say that the two kyane were united to one 

parsopa without our confessing and declaring with them two qnome. There are also (instances) where the Fa-

thers make use of (the expressions) ‘two kyane, one parsopa’, not denying and demolishing the qnoma, for 

see, in many places where it is necessary, they declare with the kyane also the qnome. For the Fathers were 

convinced that there is no kyana which has no qnoma, and they knew that when they were setting down ‘par-

sopa’, they were declaring a qnoma, because it is impossible for parsopa to stand without qnoma, so that it 

(sc. the parsopa) is seen to be fixed (ܩܒܝܥ) in it for its differentiation. And they were discerning accurately 

that it is not possible for parsopa to be the same as the common kyana, because it (sc. the common kyana) 

encloses all the qnome that are in it.
133

 

 

In his later Life of George, Babai claimed that in contrast to Henana and other heretics, the 

tradition (mashlmanuta) of the whole church in Persia would have followed the right faith 

(which acknowledged the two qnome) as expressed by the three holy teachers, Diodore, The-

odore and Nestorius.
134

 He admitted that the Fathers had used the terms parsopa and qnoma 

interchangeably, but that Cyril, Eutyches, Julian and ‘the rest of the Theopaschites’ falsely 

would have identified qnoma with parsopa, and parsopa with qnoma.
135

 After Cyril of Alex-

andria would thus have started the ‘Theopaschite heresy’, Nestorius and others like him had to 

declare ‘two natures and two qnome preserving their properties in one parsopa of Christ’. 

Babai even asserted that Theodore would have expressed the formula ‘two natures and two 

qnome in one parsopa of Christ, the Son of God’, when Theodore refuted Apollinarius in 
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Memra 8 of his On the Incarnation (ܒܦܢܩܝܬܐ ܕܦܓܪܢܘܬܐ ܒܡܐܡܪܐ ܕܬܡܢܝܐ).
136 

Babai concluded 

that all the Fathers countering the Theopaschites would specify the properties of the two na-

tures in their ‘qnomatic state’.
137

  

 Reinink draws attention to the two rival streams in the School that claimed to represent the 

real tradition (mashlmanuta, ܡܫܠܡܢܘܬܐ) in the Church in Persia. A substantial group of 

theologians and scholars, to which Henana might have belonged, would have considered the 

two-qnome Christology an innovation, while the Synods of 585, 596 and 605 claimed that 

Theodore especially represented the mashlmanuta, and Babai even ascribed this two-qnome 

Christology to him.
138

 Although Reinink’s analysis of the rival groups is highly valuable, it 

does not seem to offer a sufficient explanation for the polemics, because ‘tradition’ always 

had been the norm for accepting or rejecting specific interpretations. ‘Tradition’ was thus a 

necessary argument used in any debate, but it does not seem to address the specific dilemmas 

here. It is moreover not clear to what extent this use of mashlmanuta is connected to the oral 

traditions which, according to the Cause, stemmed from Narsai and Ephrem and were 

contrasted to the commentaries (pushshaqe) of Theodore.
139

 Unfortunately the difference 

between mashlmanuta and pushshaqa is not always clear.
140

  

 Interestingly, the LU does not name Ephrem and offers only a few explicit references to 

Theodore. Babai called Theodore ‘the perfect disciple of the blessed apostles, the dwelling of 

the Holy Spirit and the mansion of all good things, the mirror of virtue and the firm column 

which is never shaken nor will ever be shaken’. He subsequently gave two quotations that 
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refer to the conjunction (naqiputa) but are further unknown.
141

 Although they do not mention 

the two qnome, Babai argued that they fitted in his two-qnome doctrine.
142

 

 Babai quoted first: ‘We say the union (is) the conjunction of the two, when they (the two) 

are considered one thing in the parsopa’.
143

 According to Babai, this would mean that the 

conjunction is without confusion or mixture of the two natures in one parsopa and would 

therefore exclude the possibility of a union according to nature and qnoma. After asking what 

it was that made the conjunction, Babai gave the second quotation: ‘Where they are called one 

thing in the parsopa (the two are) not one thing according to nature; but according to parsopa 

(they are) one Son, Lord, Christ, Emmanuel etcetera’.
144

 Babai thereupon argued in several 

ways that a union of two things requires that they are different before the union and remain so 

after their union. He further stated that there is no union that is not different in something, but 

one in something else.
145

 As example he quoted Christ’s statement ‘the Father and I are one’ 

(John 10:30). Their being one according to nature would not destroy the fact that the appear-

ance of the two qnome (Father and Son) were not the same.
146

 This reminds one of Ephrem’s 

comparison of Father and Son to a tree and its fruit, where he similarly stated that they are not 

one—though they are one—and that they are both united and separated. Babai did not use 

here Ephrem’s accompanying view that something real needs a qnoma as further legitimation 

for his two-qnome doctrine. However, he may have implied this in his discussion on the right 

epithet for Mary.
147

  

 Where Ephrem seems to have restricted his comparison to the Trinity, Babai could jump to 

Christology. Similarly to Gregory of Nazianzus and later Nestorius, he compared the union in 

Christ to the Trinitarian Union:
148

 just as the three divine qnome are one eternal nature and 

essence and existence, the human and divine natures with their qnome constitute one Son. The 
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two qnome have kept their fixed properties without confusion in the one parsopa of the Son 

of God. What naturally and fixedly belongs to the divine qnoma pertains to the human qnoma 

by union and by parsopa; but vice versa it is in addition by assumption.
149

  

 

 

2.2. Babai’s Christology 

 

It has become clear that many of Babai’s statements were directed against several rival groups 

and had a highly polemical character, rejecting what he considered wrong. This section dis-

cusses in more detail what he considered the right Christology. For the Liber de Unione, Ba-

bai’s extensive Christological work on the union of the two kyane and two qnome in one par-

sopa of Christ, he used the Liber Heraclidis of Nestorius as starting point. He elaborated the 

concept of two qnome in Christ in order to keep the properties of the two natures intact and to 

explain that the exchange of properties was not possible at the level of the qnoma, but only of 

the parsopa.
150

  

 In line with Antiochene theology Babai emphasized God’s transcendence whose Being 

-This tran .(ituta ,ܐܝܬܘܬܐ) is known to people, but not the mode of his essence (itya ,ܐܝܬܝܐ)

scendence excludes any mixture of God with creatures, because the finite cannot apprehend 

the infinite.
151

 God alone is the eternal Being and is unchangeable. 

 

For God is the creator and cause of everything good, he alone is the eternal Being, who exists from eternity, 

and he is the cause of everything and is above everything, and he is who he is, and he is unchangeable and 

exalted in his essence, above all visible and invisible creatures.
152 

 

2.2.1. The human and divine names of Christ  

The union of the two natures is an act of all three qnome of the Trinity. These are distin-

guished from each other by their own name (ܫܘܡܗܐ ܕܝܠܢܝܐ) which is their distinct (ܦܪܝܫܐ) 
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parsopa.
153

 The three infinite qnome are that of the Fatherhood, Filiation and Procession.
154

 

The qnome of the Trinity have everything in common in their one divine nature, but each has 

its own property. The Father sent the Son, the Holy Spirit formed the body and united it with 

the Word, but only God the Word revealed himself in the flesh and made himself one Son in 

one honour.
155

 The united Son is therefore not added to the Trinity, because the three qnome 

remain without mixture in the infinite essence and one nature.
156

 

 In the first memra of the LU, Babai affirmed that ‘Christ is head of our life, and our hope 

and our God’.
157

 He also stated that the names of God (Alaha) are his properties and belong to 

him by nature and his hidden essence that cannot be known by creatures. He is ‘I am who I 

am’, ‘I am God, and there is no other’, the Life, Spirit, Eternal Being, Light, etc. With respect 

to his mdabbranuta, names like Lord, Prince, Judge and Providence (ܒܛܝܠܘܬܐ) are applied to 

him.
158

 Babai further devoted the whole sixth memra to the names of Christ the Son of God, 

again distinguishing between the names for his divinity before the mdabbranuta in the body 

and those thereafter.
159 

 Chediath points out Babai’s subtle distinction between ‘Word’ and ‘Son’, which would 

speak of two aspects of one and the same reality. ‘Word’ signifies the divine nature (with 

properties such as eternity, infinity and incomprehensibility) it shares with the other two 

qnome of the Trinity, but that cannot be shared with any creature. ‘Son’ signifies the parsopa 

of filiation, the natural, unique and unchangeable property of the ‘Word’, which makes it dis-

tinct from the Father and the Holy Spirit. This parsopa of filiation is full of honour and glory 

and is communicable with creatures but not with the Father and the Holy Spirit. Chediath fur-

ther states that the Synods had not expressed such a distinction, but that this does not prove 

that it was not known, as Theodore had already indicated that it was not the Word that died or 

suffered, but the Son.
160

 It reminds one also of Narsai’s distinction between the Word and its 
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156

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 2/7, pp. 56-57. 
157

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, p. 120, with references. Quotation esp. p. 2, cf. pp. 6 and 27. 
158

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 112-14; Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 1/2, pp. 18-19 (cf. 

trans. idem, pp. 14-16, with references to the biblical texts). 
159

 The names of the mdabbranuta are among others: Jesus, Christ, Infant, First-Born of Mary, Emmanuel, Child, 

Man, Son of man, Priest, Son of David, King, Lord, Prophet, Adam, Image (ܨܠܡܗ) of the invisible God, Right-

eous, Holy, Stone, Bread, Life, Road, Lamb, Shepherd.
 
The divine names for Christ are: Son, Word, God, Lord, 

Only-Begotten, Light, Splendour, Image, Life, Form of God, King, Holy. Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 

6/20-21, pp. 199-252. There is an enumeration of these names on pages 200-201. 
160

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, p. 123; idem, ‘The Christology of Mār Bābai the Great’, in Mustafa, 

Tubach and Vashalomidze (eds.), Inkulturation des Christentums im Sasanidenreich, p. 208. 
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activities referred to as mdabbranuta.
161

 This impression is supported by the fact that Babai 

also called the parsopa of filiation the parsopa of mdabbranuta, explaining that everything 

which pertains to the mdabbranuta is ascribed to the Son.
162

  

 The Word is also called ‘Form of God’. Babai referred here to Paul’s expression ‘he was in 

the form of God’ (Phil. 2:6), specifying that Paul had said ‘form’ and not ‘body’ or ‘imprint’ 

or ‘image’ (ܠܘ ܓܘܫܡܐ ܘܛܒܥܐ ܘܨܘܪܬܐ)’, and moreover that he used the verb ‘was’ (ܐܝܼܬܘܗܝ) 

and not ‘became’ (ܗܘܐ). Paul would have done so in order to emphasize that the Word is of 

the same nature as the Father, is in his qnoma like a son of his father, and has received every-

thing from the Father except for the property of the parsopa of the genitor ( ܕܝܠܝܘܬ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ

 (ܥ̈ܘܕܝܐ) Interestingly, Babai seems to have felt compelled here to reject the Audians .(ܕܝܠܘܕܐ

and others who would consider the Son merely a material image or imprint of the Father.
163

  

 Babai further connected the names ‘Light’ and ‘Splendour’ with the name ‘Word’ and ar-

gued that they should not erroneously be considered a power, action (ܣܥܘܪܘܬܐ) or energy 

 without a qnoma. Similarly to what Theodore of Mopsuestia had argued, Babai (ܡܥܒܕܢܘܬܐ)

stated therefore that the Fathers had added ‘and the Word was God’ in order to prevent the 

wrong conclusion that the Son has no qnoma or is from a different nature. Babai explained 

that such misunderstandings could arise from comparisons with the sun and its splendour 

when one neglected the fact that the sun is prior to its splendour, but that there is no priority in 

the eternal Trinity.
164

 The comparison with the sun and its splendour and flame would also be 

defective because the latter were powers but not subsisting qnome ( ܡܩ̈ܝܡܐ ܩ̈ܢܘܡܐ ).
165

 

 

2.2.2. Descriptions of the union 

Babai repeatedly used several adverbs to describe the union of the two natures that somehow 

resemble the Chalcedonian adverbs ‘without confusion, without change, without division, 

                                                 
161

 See above, section 1.8.  
162

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 116-118, with references. See for instance Vaschalde (ed.), 

Liber de Unione, 2/6, p. 48, which explains that the Son had descended to complete God’s mdabbranuta. 
163

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 6/20, pp. 207-208. The Audians taught that God has a human form, 

because they took Gen. 1:26-27 and 5:3 literally. These verses stated that God had made Adam according to his 

own image (ܨܠܡܐ) and form (ܕܡܘܬܐ). Babai, however, argued that the Son did not acquire the form (ܕܡܘܬܐ) of 

humans in a material way—like an image or imprint or likeness (ܨܘܪܬܐ ܐܘ ܛܒܥܐ ܐܘ ܐܣܟܡܐ). See on Phil. 2:6, 

section 1.3. Babai’s deliberate rejection of the verb ‘became’ with respect to the incarnation was of course a 

rejection of Philoxenus’ argumentation. See also above section 1.5.4, Brock, ‘“Syriac Dialogue” – An example 

from the Past’, pp. 64-65. 
164

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 6/20, pp. 205-206. 
165

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 1/5, pp. 30-31.  
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without separation’.
166

 The rejection of any kind of confusion or change dominated howev-

er.
167

 Babai stated for instance that God the Word ‘assumed the form of a servant unitedly 

over his parsopa and dwelt in it unitedly in one conjunction without mixture, without admix-

ture, without commixture and without confusion’ and that he made him his one Son with him 

for ever’.
168

 Babai described the Christological union as follows:  

 

Thus God the Word, who is an infinite qnoma like the Father and like the Holy Spirit is also uniting in this 

adorable union with the finite qnoma of his human being whom he assumed over his parsopa—like fire in 

the thorn bush—in one parsopa of filiation, without confusion, without mixture, without admixture; while the 

properties of those two natures are preserved in their qnoma: in one conjunction of the one Lord Jesus Christ, 

the Son of God.
169

 

 

Babai further analysed five traditional Antiochene descriptions for the Christological Union: 

assumption (ܢܣܝܒܘܬܐ), indwelling (ܥܘܡܪܘܬܐ), temple (ܗܝܟܐܠ), clothing (ܠܒܼܘܫܐ) and con-

junction (ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ).170
 These terms are used in an attempt to describe different aspects of the 

incomprehensible union of the finite with the infinite. The conclusive remarks in Chapter 21 

following these descriptions have been coined as Babai’s central explanation of the character-

istic features of the Christological Union. The union is infinite, not passible and not out of 

necessity but voluntary.
171

 As has been pointed out above, this emphasis on the free will of 

man is an important trait of Antiochene Christology.  

 

This adorable, marvellous, ineffable union has therefore all these ways and is above all these in a different 

way: unsearchable and exceeding the parts that limit each other: it is not by a conjunction from outside alone, 

and not by an inclusion and limitation from inside, and not at a distance according to the parsopa, and not by 

the will while (the parts) keep distance, but the infinite (is) in the finite and they remain without confusion 

) without composition ,(ܐܠ ܚܠܝܛܐܝܬ) without admixture ,(ܐܠ ܡܡܙܓܐܝܬ) without mixture ,(ܐܠ ܒܠܝܐܠܝܬ)  ܐܠ

 .(ܐܠ ܡܢܬܐܝܬ) and without parts (ܡܪܟܒܐܝܬ

                                                 
166

 Greek: ἀσύγχυτως, ἀτρέπτως, ἀδιαιρέτως, ἀχωρίστως; Syriac:  ܘܕܐܠ ܦܘܠܓܐ ܘܕܐܠ ܫܘܚܠܦܐ ܘܕܐܠ ܒܘܠܒܐܠ ܕܕܐܠ 

.ܦܪܫܢܐ   See also section 1.7.  
167

 For instance, Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 2/7, p. 57. Corresponding Syriac terms also appear in the 

Syriac translation of Nestorius’ Liber Heraclidis. 
168

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, p. 137; Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 2/7, p. 56. 
ܐܠ  :ܘܥܼܡܪ ܒܗ ܡܚܝܕܐܝܬ ܒܚܕܐ ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ. ܐܠ ܡܡܙܓܐܝܬ: ܐܠ ܚܠܝܛܐܝܬ: ܐܠ ܚܒܝܟܐܝܬܢܣܼܒ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܥܒܕܐ ܡܚܝܕܐܝܬ ܠܦܪܨܘܦܗ. 

 .ܡܘܥܒܕܗ ܥܡܗ ܚܕ ܒܪܐ ܘܠܥܠ .ܒܠܝܐܠܝܬ
169

 Bruns, ‘Finitum non capax infiniti’, p. 63; Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 2/7, p. 57. 
ܐܝܟ ܐܒܐ ܘܐܝܟ ܪܘܚܐ ܕܩܘܕܫܐ:  ܗܟܢܐ ܘܐܦ ܒܗܕܐ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܣܓܝܕܬܐ. ܡܚܝܕ ܐܠܗܐ ܡܠܬܐ. ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܐܠ ܡܣܝܟܐ: 

ܐܠ ܒܠܝܐܠܝܬ. ܐܠ ܡܡܙܓܐܝܬ. ܐܠ  ܒܪܘܬܐ.ܒܩܢܘܡܐ ܡܣܝܟܐ ܕܒܪܢܫܗ ܕܥܠܝ ܢܣܒܗ ܠܦܪܨܘܦܗ ܐܝܟ ܢܘܪܐ ܒܣܢܝܐ ܒܚܕ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕ
 .ܒܚܕܐ ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܕܚܕ ܡܪܝܐ ܝܫܘܥ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܒܪܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ :ܚܠܝܛܐܝܬ. ܟܕ ܢܛܝܖ̈ܢ ܕܝܠ̈ܝܬܐ ܕܬܪܝܗܘܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܒ̈ܩܢܘܡܝܗܘܢ
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 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 6/21, p. 227. 

171
 Abramowski, ‘Christologische Probleme’, pp. 331-32. 
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This union is without distance, and also is this union not finite (ܡܣܝܟܬܐ), subject to necessity (ܩܛܝܪܝܬܐ) or 

passible (ܚܫܘܫܬܐ), but voluntary and according to the parsopa towards the one adorable mdabbranuta in one 

conjunction and indwelling and union of the assuming with the assumed. And the conjunction (is) without 

confusion and the indwelling (is) infinite. For unitedly God dwells infinitely in his finite humanity, like the 

sun in a shining pearl, in one union.
172

 

 

Though the divine nature is invisible, the result of the union of the natures is visible in the 

glory of the one parsopa, which is like the sun in a shining pearl. Such metaphors occur re-

peatedly in Babai’s epistemology. Babai also explained how the parsopa can become one, but 

the natures and qnome do not, when he compared Christ to a golden coin carrying the picture 

(parsopa) of the king that is pressed into clay. He moreover gave the example of the mirror to 

explain this. What is of most interest is that such examples contain indications that Babai’s 

Christology and epistemology may have been closely connected.
173

  

 Like Nestorius, who claimed to follow the Nicene Creed in starting with the man Jesus 

Christ and not with God the Word, Babai often started his explanations with the historical 

Jesus Christ before he discussed Christ’s divinity.
174

 Deification was only possible for him 

who ‘had taken the name surpassing all names in one conjunction and one parsopa of the one 

Lord Jesus Christ’.
175

 However, Babai also explicitly acknowledged the opposite movement 

when he stated that the term ‘ascend’ referred to Christ’s humanity, while ‘descend’ referred 

to his divinity.
176

 Babai could also begin with the Word of God because he—similarly to Nar-

sai—understood the Nicene expression ‘was embodied and inhominated’ (ܘܐܬܓܫܡ ܘܐܬܒܪܢܫ, 

etgasham w-etbarnash) as ‘assumed’ (a form of nsab, ܢܣܒ).177
 Babai thus interpreted John 

1:14
178

 as ‘he assumed flesh and made a dwelling place in it’. But Babai immediately added 

                                                 
172

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 6/21, 230. 
 ܐܠ ܙܢܐ ܒܦܪܝܫܘܬ :ܐܝܬܝܿܗ  ܗܠܝܢ ܡܢ ܘܠܥܠ :ܠܿܗ  ܐܝܬ ܙܢ̈ܝܐ ܗܠܝܢ ܟܠܗܘܢ ܡܬܡܠܠܢܝܬܐ ܘܐܠ ܘܬܗܝܪܬܐ ܣܓܝܕܬܐ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܗܟܝܠ ܗܕܐ

 ܘܠܘ. ܘܡܣܝܟܘܬܐ ܚܒܝܫܘܬܐ ܠܓܘ ܡܢ ܘܕܠܘ :ܒܠܚܘܕ ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܠܒܪ ܡܢ ܘܕܠܘ. ܠܚܕ̈ܕܐ ܡܣ̈ܝܟܬ ̈ܡܢܘܬܐ ܡܢ ܗܝ ܡܥܠܝܐ ܡܬܥܩܒܢܐ

 .ܡܒܥܕܝܢ ܟܕ ܒܨܒܝܢܐ ܠܘܘ :ܒܪܚܝܩܘܬܐ ܦܪܨܘܦܐܝܬ

 ܒܪܚܝܩܘܬܐ ܠܘ .ܡܢܬܐܝܬ ܐܠ ܡܪܟܒܐܝܬ ܐܠ. ܚܠܝܛܐܝܬ ܐܠ ܡܡܙܓܐܝܬ ܐܠ ܒܠܝܐܠܝܬ ܐܠ ܘܢܛܝܪܝܢ. ܒܡܣܝܟܐ ܡܣܝܟܐ ܐܠ ܐܐܠ

 ܡܕܒܪܢܘܬܐ ܠܚܕܐ ܘܦܪܨܘܦܝܬܐ ܨܒܝܢܝܬܐ ܐܐܠ :ܘܚܫܘܫܬܐ ܘܩܛܝܪܝܬܐ ܡܣܝܟܬܐ ܗܝ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܘܐܦܐܠ. ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܗܕܐ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ 

 ܐܠ. ܡܣܝܟܬܐ ܐܠ ܘܥܡܘܪܘܬܐ ܒܠܝܠܬܐ ܐܠ ܘܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ. ܢܣܝܒܐ ܥܡ ܐܕܢܣܘܒ ܘܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܘܥܡܘܪܘܬܐ ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܒܚܕܐ ܣܓܝܕܬܐ
 .ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܒܚܕܐ ܙܗܝܬܐ ܒܡܪܓܢܝܬܐ ܫܡܫܐ ܡܣܝܟܬܐ ܐܝܟ ܒܐܢܫܘܬܗ ܡܚܝܕܐܝܬ ܐܠܗܐ ܥܿܡܪ ܓܝܪ ܡܣܝܟܐܝܬ
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 This will be discussed in more detail in section 2.2.7. 

174
 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, p. 122. 

175
 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, (TV), p. 299.  ܘܒܪܢܫܐ. ܡܚܝܕܐܝܬ ܒܗ ܘܼܥܡܪ ܕܥܒܕܐ܆ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܢܼܣܒ ܕܐܬܒܪܢܫ ܐܠܗܐ 

.ܡܫܝܚܐ ܝܫܘܥ ܡܪܝܐ ܕܚܕ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܒܚܕ ܢܩܝܦܘܬܐ ܒܚܕܐ: ܫ̈ܡܗܝܢ ܟܠ ܡܢ ܕܡܝܬܪ ܫܡܐ ܕܢܼܣܒ ܕܐܬܐܠܗ  
176

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 6/20, p. 210. 
177

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 122-26. 
178

 John 1:14, ‘And the Word became flesh and lived among us’ (Peshitta: ܿܒܢ܂ ܘܐܿܓܢ ܗܘܐ܂ ܿܒܣܪܐ ܘܡܠܼܬܐ ). Narsai 

had rejected the possibility that the Word was lowered to a state of coming into being. He therefore reformulated 

this as ‘there came into being flesh and he (the Word) dwelt (ܥܡܪ) in us’ and he explained that the Word fash-
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that this is ‘in one of the qnome of our humanity’.
179

 He emphasized that ‘he became flesh’ 

does not signify a change (ܫܘܚܠܦܐ), but an assumption. He thus rejected the view of Cyril and 

Philoxenus that the phrase ‘he became flesh’ was the main proof that God ‘became’ a man.
180

 

Babai’s interpretation allowed him to remain within the Antiochene tradition that spoke of the 

union in terms of inhabitation or indwelling, assuming the form of a servant, and ‘assumer’ 

and ‘assumed’, as is also known in the work of Diodore.
181

 Babai further understood the Ni-

cene expression ‘was embodied and inhominated’ as an indication of the doctrine of succes-

sive animation that belonged to the Edessene-Nisibene school tradition. He commented: ‘That 

is why the Fathers say he was incarnate and then subjoin that he was inhominated with a ra-

tional soul’. Chediath suggests that Babai used this also to oppose the Origenist idea of the 

preexistence of the souls.
182

 

 

2.2.3. Mary’s title 

Concerning Christ’s birth, Babai also discussed the appropriate title for Mary. In Memra 7 of 

the LU, he argued that if one held that Mary had born ‘God incarnate’, she was either a God-

dess, or had born a human with merely the name ‘Lord and Highest Son’, but without the re-

quired qnoma. Babai concluded that ‘if he [God the Word], who is incarnated through her, is a 

name without qnoma, he is not incarnated’. This was presumably in line with both Ephrem 

and Nestorius, who held that a name needs a qnoma to actually exist.
183

 Babai certainly fol-

lowed Theodore and Nestorius when he acknowledged that Mary could be called Mother of 

God and Mother of Man, provided these titles would not deny the union of the two natures. 

                                                                                                                                                         
ioned for himself flesh and dwelt in his good will. Brock, ‘The Christology of the Church of the East’, p. 171; 

Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 95-97, with references. See also above, section 1.8.  
179

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 3/11, p. 126. 
  ܡܠܬܐ ܠܡ ܒܣܪܐ ܗܼܘܐ ܘܐܓܢ ܒܢ. ܿܗܢܘ ܕܝܢ ܢܿܣܒ ܒܣܪܐ ܘܥܼܒܕ ܥܡܘܪܝܐ ܒܗ. ܿܗܢܘ ܕܝܢ ܒܚܕ ܡܢ ܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ ܕܐܢܫܘܬܢ. 

A similar interpretation (without the addition of the qnoma) of John 1:14 is found in the addition to the LU, 

which was addressed against ‘those who denied that Christ was assumed by the Word and against those who 

advocated a union according to nature and qnoma’. Idem, 7, p. 257. 
: ܐܚܪܢܐ ܒܐܚܪܢܐ. ܘܐܢ ܗܟܝܠ ܠܝܬ ܢܣܝܒܘܬܐ ܘܠܝܬ ܡܓܢܢܘܬܐ. ܘܐܦܐܠ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܘܐܠ ܫܘܡܗܐ ܘܿܗܝ ܕܡܢ ܛܘܒܢܐ ܝܘܚܢܢ ܕܐܓܢ ܒܢ 

ܕܚܕܝܘܬܐ. ܒܿܗܝ ܕܗܘܝܐ ܒܠܚܘܕܝܘܬܐ ܐܠ ܡܘܕܥ ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܬܪܝܢ ܠܚܕ. ܒܕܠܝܬ ܢܣܘܒܐ ܘܡܬܢܣܒܢܐ. ܘܗܕܐ ܕܗܼܘܐ ܒܣܪܐ: ܿܗܝ ܕܢܼܣܒ 
 ܒܣܪܐ ܡܣܟܐܠ.

180
 Abramowski, ‘Christologische Probleme’, pp. 334-36; Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 95-97; 

Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 7, pp. 253-57. 
181

 Cf. also Abramowski, ‘Christologische Probleme’, pp. 336-38. 
182

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 157-58; Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 3/10, p. 95. 
 ܠ ܗܕܐ ܐܿܡܪܝܢ ܐܒ̈ܗܬܐ ܕܐܬܒܣܪ ܘܟܢ ܡܩܦܝܢ ܕܐܬܒܪܢܫ ܒܢܦܫܐ ܡܠܝܠܬܐ.ܡܛ 

183
 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 7, p. 264. 

 .ܘܐܢ ܗܟܝܠ ܫܘܡܗܐ ܒܠܥܕ ܡܢ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܗܘ ܿܗܘ ܕܐܬܒܣܪ ܡܢܿܗ: ܡܕܝܢ ܐܠ ܐܬܒܣܪ 
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Babai preferred therefore the title ‘Mother of Christ’, claiming that he followed the example 

of the Scriptures.
184

 

 

God the Word is consubstantial (ܒܪ ܟܝܢܗ) with the Father, and because of the union the blessed Mary is called 

Mother of God (ܝܠܕܬ ܐܠܗܐ) and Mother of Man (ܝܠܕܬ ܒܪܢܫܐ): Mother of Man according to her own nature, but 

Mother of God because of the union which he had with his humanity, which was his temple at the beginning 

of its fashioning and was begotten in union. Because the name ‘Christ’ is indicative of the two natures in the 

qnomatic state (ܒܩܢܘܡܬܢܘܬܗܘܢ) of his divinity and his humanity, the Scriptures say that the blessed Mary 

bore Christ (ܡܫܝܚܐ ܝܠܕܬ): not simply God in a disunited way, and not simply man, who was not put on (ܠܒܝܫ) 

by God the Word’.
185

  

 

2.2.4. Kyana 

Although Babai was aware of the difference in uses of terminology that had contaminated the 

Christological debate, he stuck to the definitions he was familiar with and rejected others. He 

explained the tight interrelationship between kyana, qnoma and parsopa and the necessity to 

recognize the individual instances (qnome) of each general nature (kyana) as follows:  

 

Every nature is known and revealed in the qnome which are beneath it, and every qnoma is a demonstrator 

and upholder of the nature from which it is. And every parsopa in the qnoma is fixed (ܩܒܝܥ) and made dis-

tinct (as to what) it is. And no nature can be known without a qnoma and no qnoma can stand without a na-

ture, and no parsopa can be distinguished without the qnoma. Take the qnoma and show us the parsopa! 

Take away the nature and show us the qnoma! Because nature is common and invisible, it is known in its 

proper qnome. And just as the nature of the Trinity is common to the three qnome, so the nature of men is 

common to all the qnome of men.
186 

 

Kyana is the invisible nature in a general or abstract sense (e.g. divinity, humanity), which is 

made known by its individual instances, the qnome. These qnome, in turn, are distinguished 

                                                 
184

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 78-81, with references; Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 7, pp. 

263-65. 
185

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 7, pp. 264-65. Cf. translation by Birnie, including his comment that the 

Scriptures regularly call Mary ‘Mother of Jesus’, though Matt. 1:16, 18 and Luke 2:11 might allow another in-

terpretation. Soro and Birnie, ‘Is the Theology of the Church of the East Nestorian?’, p. 129. 
186

Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 10, p. 207, (cf. trans. eidem with small adjustments, 

pp. 123-124). 
 ܒܩܢܘܡܐ. ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܘܟܠ. ܕܡܢܗ ܕܟܝܢܐ ܘܡܩܝܡܢܐ ܗܘ ܡܚܘܝܢܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܘܟܠ. ܘܡܬܓܐܠ ܡܬܝܕܥ ܕܬܚܘܬܘܗܝ ܒܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܟܠ

 ܕܠܘ ܡܨܝܐ܆ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܘܐܠ. ܟܝܢܐ ܕܐܠ ܕܢܩܘܡ ܡܫܟܚܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܘܐܠ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܐܠ ܕܢܬܝܕܥ ܡܨܝܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܘܐܠ. ܕܐܝܢܘ ܘܦܪܝܫ ܩܒܝܥ

. ܗܘ ܡܬܚܙܝܢܐ ܘܐܠ ܗܘ ܓܘܢܝܐ ܕܟܝܢܐ ܡܛܠ. ܩܢܘܡܐ ܠܢ ܘܘܚܘ ܟܝܢܐ ܐܪܝܡܘ. ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܠܢ ܘܚܘܘ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܫܩܘܠܘ :ܡܬܦܪܫ ܒܩܢܘܡܐ

 ܕܟܠܗܘܢ ܗܘ ܓܘܢܝܐ ܕܒܢ̈ܝܢܫܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܗܟܢܐ. ܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ ܕܬܠܬܝܗܘܢ ܗܘ ܓܘܢܝܐ ܕܬܠܝܬܝܘܬܐ ܕܟܝܢܐ ܘܐܝܟܢܐ. ܡܬܝܕܥ ܕܝܠܗ ܘܒܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ
 ܕܒ̈ܢܝܢܫܐ܀ ܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ
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from each other and made visible by their parsopa.
187

 Thus, one nature could have many 

qnome, but one qnoma with two natures was unthinkable.
188

 However, Babai was not very 

consistent in his use of abstract and concrete expressions. Theodore had done so similarly, 

whereas the Synods of the Church of the East showed a preference for abstract terms.
189

  

 

2.2.5. Parsopa 

We have seen that according to Babai, the parsopa is the property (ܕܝܠܝܘܬܐ or ܕܝܠܝܬܐ) of the 

qnoma, the individual instance of a nature. Each qnoma has a parsopa which distinguishes it 

from others.
190

 The parsopa is ‘assumptive’ (ܢܣܝܒܐܝܬ, capable of assuming or being assumed) 

and ‘unitive’ (ܡܚܝܕ, capable of uniting). The parsopa of Christ is therefore the same as the 

parsopa of the Son that has assumed this specific human parsopa. The natures remain distinct 

in spite of the union, because the divine qnoma preserves its divine properties (e.g. invisibility) 

by assuming to its parsopa of filiation the human qnoma with its humble parsopa. Since the 

divine qnoma cannot change, Christ is both visible and invisible, both the assumer and the 

assumed in two forms. Only the names (which are considered a parsopa) of the Son are dif-

ferent before and after the union.
191

  

 Babai denied he taught two sons, because the two qnome would not impede an intimate 

union between the two natures in the one parsopa of filiation.
192

 He called the parsopa of fili-

ation of the eternal Son, which became the parsopa of Christ, by several names already famil-

iar from the Syriac translations of Nestorius’ work. The parsopa of union (ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܚܕܝܘܬܐ) 

indicated the unitive element of the one Sonship. Nine times Babai called it parsopa of mdab-

branuta. Another name was common parsopa (ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܓܘܢܝܐ). It belonged to both qnome: to 

God the Word by nature and to Christ the man, who was compared to a temple, by union and 

assumption. The name ‘Christ’ was considered both a parsopa of union and a common par-

sopa.
193

 Abramowski comments that the term parsopa* kept its old meaning with Babai: what 

you see, what is before the eyes. All the examples of Babai to describe the union, explain only 

                                                 
187

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 86-91. 
188

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 4/17, p. 171.  
189

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, 3/10, p. 121. 
190

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 4/17, p. 160: 
  .ܐܚ̈ܖܢܐ ܡܢ ܠܗ ܕܦܪܫ ܕܼܗܘ ܐܝܢܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܝܠܝܬܗ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܐܦ ܕܝܢ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ

191
 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 147-52; Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 4/17, p. 172; 6/21, pp. 

251-52 and TV, p. 302.  
192

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 127-29.  
193

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 128-30; Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 4/17, pp. 162-64. 
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the appearance. But maybe this was rather an indication of the immeasurable difference be-

tween the natures.
194

  

 

2.2.6. Qnoma 

In Babai’s early CE, qnoma was mainly used in a Trinitarian context, but sometimes also in 

Christological context. He spoke of the ‘qnoma of his humanity’ next to his divine qnoma,
195

 

and rejected the ‘heresy of the Arians’ which taught that the Son in his divinity was a creature 

with the same nature in one qnoma as the ‘First-Born’ in his humanity.
196

 In a few instances 

qnoma was used in the old Syriac meaning of ‘self’ that sometimes can be translated as ‘per-

son’, or was in line with the East Syrian writers in the sixth century who used it for the repre-

sentation of the individual example, or manifestation of a nature.
197

 Babai stated for instance 

that through the eyes the mind obtains knowledge of ‘qnome and their appearance and their 

different energies and forms, how they are, what they do or undergo’.
198

 When Babai ex-

plained the nature of human reason, which is not part of the divine nature though it distin-

guishes us from animals, he indicated that the nature of the rational soul needs a qnoma to 

exist. They are thus brought in close association.  

 

We are distinguished by the gift of the rationality of our soul. It is a nature that subsists and lives in its qnoma, 

even if it cannot act (in) its characteristic (way) without a body; but it is not like the animals whose life is in 

their blood.
199

  

 

Later, Babai used qnoma predominantly in a Christological context and he repeatedly argued 

why two qnome were needed for the union of both natures to one parsopa and why the one-

qnoma doctrine had to be rejected.
200

 One of his reasons brought forward is that qnoma is the 

individual instance of a nature and that nature cannot really exist without qnoma. Chediath 

                                                 
194

 Abramowski, ‘Die Christologie Babais’, p. 244. 
195

 For instance, Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, pp. 194-95, 372-73, 426-27 and 446-49. 
196

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 4:24, pp. 278-81. 
 ܘܒܐ̈ܝܕܘܗܝ :ܐܒܐ ܡܢ ܐܬܥܒܕ ܘܒܘܟܪܐܝܬ :ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܪܝܬܐ ܕܒܪܐ ܠܡܐܡܪ ܕܡܪܫܥܝܢ :ܡܠܬܗ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ  ̈ܖܫܝܥܐ ܕܐ̈ܖܝܢܐ ܠܘܩܒܠܗܘܢ 

  . ܩܢܘܡܐ ܒܚܕ ܒܟܝܢܐ ܒܗ ܟܕ ܒܗ :ܒܘܟܪܐ ܘܗܘܝܘ ܝܚܝܕܝܐ ܟܠ: ܘܗܘܝܘ ܐܬܒܪܝ ܒܐܘܪܓܢܘܢ ܐܝܟ

In the LU, Babai also accused Henana of ignoring the difference between ‘Only-Begotten’ and ‘First-Born’ that 

would indicate the different natures of Christ. This line of argumentation appeared already in Theodore’s Com-

mentary on the Nicene Creed, see above, section 1.4.2. 
197

 Brock, ‘The Christology of the Church of the East’, p. 169. 
198

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 6:18, pp. 436-37. ܕܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ. ܕܝܢ ܗܢܘ. ܡܩܒܠ ܛ̈ܒܘܥܐ ܣ̈ܘܟܐܠ ܿܡܢ ܥ̈ܝܢܐ ܘܒܝܕ 

.ܚܫܝܢ ܐܘ ܕܿܣܥܪܝܢ ܘܡܿܢܘ ܐܢܘܢ ܐܝܟܢܐ ܘܕܐܝܟ. ܦ̈ܖܝܫܬܐ ܘܕܕ̈ܡܘܬܗܘܢ ܘܕܡܥ̈ܒܕܢܘܬܗܘܢ ܘܕܐܣܟܡܝܗܘܢ   
199

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 6:51, pp. 392-93. ܘܚܝܐ ܡܩܝܡܐ ܗܝ ܘܟܝܢܐ. ܕܢܦܫܢ ܕܡܠܝܠܘܬܿܗ  ܒܐܝܩܪܐ ܦܪܝܫܝܢܢ 

.ܚܝܘܬܗܝܢ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ  ܕܒܕܡܗܝܢ ܚܝ̈ܘܬܐ ܐܝܟ ܘܠܘ :ܕܝܠܝܬܿܗ  ܿܣܥܪܐ ܐܠ ܦܓܪܐ ܠܥܕܒ ܐܦܢ :ܒܩܢܘܡܿܗ   
200

 Several reasons to reject a qnomatic union are already given above in the section on Henana (section 2.1.3.2). 
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suggests therefore that qnoma may be translated as for instance ‘subsistence’ or ‘reality’ (as 

opposed to the unreal or illusion).
201

 This would be in line with the use we already recognized 

in the work of Ephrem and which remained in the tradition of the Church of the East.  

 Another reason was that from the Trinity, only the qnoma Word was involved in the union 

and similarly, from mankind only Jesus Christ. The union of these two individual natures im-

plied therefore two qnome. Otherwise the whole divine nature and the whole human nature 

would be united to this parsopa. 

 

And if we say of the two natures that they were united in one parsopa, not declaring expressly two qnome 

with them, we are saying that the whole nature of the Trinity was united, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, and 

that the whole nature of men was united, Jesus, Judas and Simon. This is wickedness and blasphemy, in that 

parsopa cannot be the same as nature, because it (sc. nature) is common; but it (the parsopa) is fixed and dis-

tinguished in qnoma, as in the visible, so in the known (things), so that the Father is not the Son, nor is Ga-

briel Michael, nor Peter John. For the difference between these is in parsope, not in qnome and not in the 

equality of the natures.
202 

 

 Babai also argued that a qnoma is fixed (ܩܒܝܥ), incommunicable and indivisible, and hence-

forth cannot be taken by or added to another qnoma. Yet, although the parsopa was consid-

ered to be fixed too, it could be assumed by another parsopa, while remaining in its own 

qnoma of which it is the authentic parsopa.
203

  

  

The qnoma is fixed and stable and possesses all the properties of its common nature; it is called the individu-

al ousia ( ܝܚܝܕܝܬܐ ܐܘܣܝܐ ). But a parsopa is fixed and can be assumed. It is fixed as it indicates the distinction 

of the qnoma: that this is not that one. And it can be assumed by another qnoma indicating everything the 

qnoma acquired in his distinction from another.
204

 […] For a qnoma that subsists in itself ( ܡܩܝܡ ܒܝܬܼܗ), can-

not be assumed or added to by another qnoma and become together one subsisting qnoma, which acquired 

                                                 
201

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 88-89. 
202

Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 10, pp. 207-208, (cf. trans. idem with small adjust-

ments, p. 124). 
 ܐܡܪܝܢܢ ܕܬܠܝܬܝܘܬܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܟܠܗ ܥܡܗܘܢ܆ ܡܩܪܝܢܢ ܐܠ ܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ ܬܪܝܢ ܟܕ :ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܒܚܕ ܕܐܬܚܝܕܘ ܐܡܪܝܢܢ ܟܝ̈ܢܐ ܕܬܪܝܢ ܘܐܢܗܘ 

 ܕܓܘܢܝܐ ܡܛܠ ܕܢܦܠ ܡܨܝܐ ܐܠ ܟܝܢܐ ܥܠ ܕܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܒܗܝܿ  [...] ܐܬܝܚܕ܇ ܕܒ̈ܢܝܢܫܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܟܠܗܘ. ܕܩܘܕܫܐ ܘܪܘܚܐ ܘܒܪܐ ܐܒܐ :ܕܐܬܚܝܕ

. ܝܘܚܢܢ ܠܘ ܘܦܛܪܘܣ. ܡܝܟܐܝܠ ܠܘ ܘܓܒܪܝܐܠ. ܒܪܐ ܠܘ ܕܐܒܐ ܒܡܬܝܕܥ̈ܢܐ ܘܐܢ ܒܡܬܚܙ̈ܝܢܐ ܐܢ. ܘܡܬܦܪܫ ܩܒܝܥ ܒܩܢܘܡܐ ܐܐܠ. ܗܘ

 ܕܟܝ̈ܢܐ:. ܘܠܘ ܒܫܘܝܘܬܗܘܢ ܒܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ ܠܘ ܀208ܒܦ̈ܖܨܘܦܐ܀ ܕܗܠܝܢ ܓܝܪ ܦܪܘܫܘܬܗܘܢ
203

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 88-89; Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 3/10, p. 97 and TV, p. 

301. 
204

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, TV, pp. 299-300; cf. trans. by André de Halleux, ʻLa christologie de Marty-

rios-Sahdona dans l’évolution du nestorianisme’, OCP 23 (1957), pp. 11-12. 
 ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܕܝܢ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ. ܠܗ ܡܫܡܗܝܢ ܝܚܝܕܝܬܐ ܓܝܪ ܐܘܣܝܐ. ܓܘܢܝܐ ܕܟܝܢܐ ܕܝܠ̈ܝܬܐ ܟܠܗܝܢ ܘܩܢܼܐ . ܘܡܫܪܪ ܼܗܘ ܩܒܝܥ ܗܟܝܠ ܩܢܘܡܐ

 ܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܩܢܐ ܟܠܗܝܢ ܘܡܘܕܼܥ . ܐܚܪܢܼܐ  ܩܢܘܡܐ ܡܢ ܘܡܬܢܣܒ. ܿܗܘ ܠܘ ܕܗܢܼܐ . ܕܩܢܘܡܐ ܦܪܝܫܘܬܗ ܕܡܘܕܼܥ  ܩܒܝܥܼܐ . ܘܡܬܢܣܒ ܩܒܝܥܼܐ 

 .ܐܚܪܢܐ ܕܡܢ ܒܦܪܝܫܘܬܗ
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everything of the nature. But a parsopa can be assumed and yet remain in its proper qnoma of which it is the 

authentic (ܡܪܢܐܝܬ) parsopa.
205

  

 

The terms ‘common nature’ and ‘individual ousia’ show the influence on Babai of the Cappa-

docian Fathers, who already had influenced Nestorius and many others.
206

  

 The following general definition of qnoma also shows the influence of at least some chap-

ters of Aristotle’s’ Categories or its commentaries that deal with substance, quality and oppo-

sites.
207

 The last sentence bears resemblance to Gregory of Nyssa’s example.
208

 

 

An individual ousia is called a qnoma. It subsists in itself and is one in number. It is distinguished from many. 

Not (only) because it is made one, but also (because) it receives various accidents (ܓܕ̈ܫܐ) like virtue, evil, 

knowledge or ignorance, whenever it is with the created (ܥ̈ܒܝܕܐ), the rational and free. But considering the 

irrational: here (are) also various accidents, like the temperaments that belong to the opposites, or some other 

way; these (accidents) are—as I said—not created and (not) made alone.  

For the qnoma is fixed in its nature, included under the species and nature of which it is a qnoma. It is with a 

number of qnome, its fellows, but is distinguished from its fellow qnome through the specific property 

.it possesses in its parsopa - so that Gabriel is not Michael, and Paul is not Peter (ܕܝܠܝܬܐ)
209

 

 

Babai explained in a less abstract way how the parsopa can be one, but the natures and qnome 

can not, when he compared Christ to a golden coin carrying the picture (parsopa) of the king. 

When the coin is pressed into clay, the clay receives the parsopa of the king with his honour 

and splendour. In this example, the gold represents the divine nature; the picture the parsopa; 

the coin the qnoma of God the Word; the clay the human nature. The clay keeps and shows 

the newly acquired parsopa, while gold and clay keep their nature. The parsopa of the king is 

therefore one, but exists in two qnome: that of the golden coin and the clay. In the language of 

                                                 
205

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, TV, p. 301. 
 .ܕܟܝܢܐ ܟܠܗܝܢ ܕܩܢܐ ܡܩܝܡܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܚܕ ܥܡܗ ܕܢܗܘܐ. ܐܚܪܢܼܐ  ܩܢܘܡܐ ܥܠ ܘܡܬܬܘܣܦ ܡܬܢܣܒ ܐܠ ܒܝܬܼܗ  ܡܩܝܡ ܓܝܪ ܩܢܘܡܐ 

 . ܡܪܢܐܝܬ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܕܕܝܠܗ ܕܿܗܘ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܒܕܝܠܝܘܬ ܘܡܩܘܐ .ܡܬܢܣܒ ܕܝܢ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ
206

 See also Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, p. 88. 
207

 Compare for instance King, The Earliest Syriac Translation of Aristotle’s Categories, Chapter 2: On Sub-

stance (ousia, ܥܠ ܐܘܣܝܐ), pp. 100-113; Chapter 5: On Quality (ܥܠ ܙܢܐ), pp. 134-47; Chapter 7: On Opposites ( ܥܠ

 .pp. 148-61 ,(ܕܠܩܘܒܠܝܘܬܐ
208

 See section 1.5.3.  
209

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 4/17, p. 159 (cf. trans. idem, p. 129). On this passage, which is difficult to 

translate, see also Abramowski, ‘Christologische Probleme’, p. 311. See also the translation in Soro and Birnie, 

‘Is the Theology of the Church of the East Nestorian?’, p. 127. 
ܕ ܐܐܠ ܘܐܦ ܣܓ̈ܝܐܐ ܡܢ ܦܪܝܫ ܘ :ܕܚܕ ܿܗܘ ܒܡܢܝܢܐ ܠܚܘܕܝܬܐ ܒܝܬܗ ܡܩܝܡ :ܡܫܬܡܗ ܝܚܝܕܝܬܐ ܐܘܣܝܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ  ܼܝܿ : ܠܘ ܒܿܗܝ ܕܡܼܚܿ

ܓܕ̈ܫܐ ܡܫ̈ܚܠܦܐ ܐܘ ܕܡܝܬܪܘܬܐ ܐܘ ܕܒܝܫܘܬܐ ܐܘ ܕܝܕܥܬܐ  ܡܩܒܠ ܐܝܬ ܐܡܬܝ ܠܘܬ ܐܝܠܝܢ ܕܐܝܬܝܗܘܢ ܥ̈ܒܝܕܐ ܘ̈ܡܠܝܐܠ ܘܚܐ̈ܖܝܐ:
ܫ̈ܚܠܦܐ. ܐܘ ܒܡ̈ܘܙܓܐ ܕܕܠܩ̈ܘܒܠܝܘܬܐ ܐܘ ܒܐܝܢܐ ܙܢܐ ܕܼܗܘ. ܘܿܗܠܝܢ ܐܝܟ ܠܘܬ ܐܠ ̈ܡܠܝܐܠ ܕܝܢ: ܐܦ ܗܪܟܐ ܓܕ̈ܫܐ ܡ .ܐܘ ܕܐܠ ܝܕܥܬܐ

ܕܐܿܡܪܬ ܠܘ ܒ̈ܖܝܐ ܘܥܒ̈ܝܕܐ ܒܠܚܘܕ. ܩܢܘܡܐ ܓܝܪ ܩܒܝܥܐ ܗܘ ܒܟܝܢܝܘܬܗ ܘܬܚܝܬ ܐܕܫܐ ܘܟܝܢܐ ܕܕܝܠܗ ܗܘ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܥܡ ܡܢܝܢܐ ܕܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ 
 . ܘܦܘܠܘܣ ܠܘ ܦܛܪܘܣ. ܠܒܕܝܠܝܬܐ ܝܚܝܕܝܬܐ ܕܩܢܐ ܒܦܪܨܘܦܗ ܕܓܒܪܝܠ ܠܘ ܕܡܝܟܐܝ. ܚܒ̈ܖܘܗܝ ܚܒܝܫ. ܘܦܪܝܫܼܘ ܡܢ ܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ ܚܒ̈ܖܘܗܝ
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Babai this means that the one parsopa of the king and his splendour belongs truly (or ‘authen-

tically’) (ܡܪܢܐܝܬ) and fixedly (ܩܒܝܥܐܝܬ) to the qnoma of the gold, while it belongs assump-

tively (ܢܣܝܒܐܝܬ) and qua parsopa (ܦܪܨܘܦܐܝܬ) to the clay.
210

 Interestingly, the words ܡܪܢܐܝܬ 

and ܢܣܝܒܐܝܬ can be used as opposites, indicating something like authentic versus assumed.
211

  

 Although Babai emphasized that generally qnome cannot be assumed or added to by an-

other qnoma, he acknowledged besides simple qnome also qnomatic compositions ( ܒܐ ܪܘܟ

 ,In contrast to angels and animals, human beings have a qnomatic and natural unity .(ܩܢܘܡܝܐ

consisting of a soul and a body, of which the natures and qnome are necessarily (ܩܛܝܪܐܝܬ) and 

forcefully (ܪܒܝܨܐܝܬ) united into one qnoma. Babai compared this to the limbs in one body. 

He also described this unity in terms of the infinite ‘inner man’ and the finite ‘outer man’. 

They are named ‘man’ according to their union in one parsopa, but when the qnomatic com-

position (ܪܘܟܒܐ ܩܢܘܡܝܐ) is separated out, they have their own names again: ‘body’ and ‘soul’ 

with their properties.
212

 Separately, the qnome of the human soul and body are not subsisting 

 as they cannot completely exist and function without each other. But together, as one ,(ܡܩܝܡ)

qnoma, they subsist as one qnoma in itself ( ܡܩܝܡ ܒܝܬܼܗ) and cannot unite with other qnome. 

This formed another argument to reject the teaching of a composite qnoma of the divine and 

already composite human qnome, which often was compared to the union between body and 

spirit. Babai rejected this comparison especially because he considered it to be forced and 

involuntary and he rather emphasized the Christological Union that is personal, voluntary, not 

compelled and not susceptible to suffering.
213

 An additional reason to reject a composite 

qnoma in Christ might have been that such qnome were considered unstable and temporary.
214

 

                                                 
210

 Abramowski, ‘Christologische Probleme’, pp. 307-308; Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 4/17, pp. 164-66. 

Quotation from p. 165: 

 ܨܠܡܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܕܕܗܒܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ ܩܒܝܥܐܝܬ ܕܝܢ ܡܪܢܐܝܬ. ܘܕܛܝܢܐ ܕܕܗܒܐ ܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ ܒܬܪܝܢ ܕܡܠܟܐ ܦܪܨܘܦܗ ܚܕ ܗܘܐ ܘܕܐܝܟܢܐ 

  .ܕܛܝܢܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ ܘܐܦ ܦܪܨܘܦܐܝܬ ܘܐܦ ܕܝܢ ܢܣܝܒܐܝܬ. ܫܘܦܪܗ ܒܟܠܗ ܦܐܘܦܪܨܘ

We have seen above that Babai had intended to refute the claims of the Audians considering the Son as an image 

or imprint. Since he used the metaphor of imprints himself, one might wonder whether he had to defend himself 

against accusations of adhering to Audian heresies. 
211

 Bar Bahlul used these terms three centuries later to describe some classes of ‘kingdom’ (ܡܠܟܘܬܐ). The first 

was for God and the latter for people. These connotations seem to fit Babai’s explanation well. Rubens Duval 

(ed. and trans.), Lexicon Syriacum. Auctore Hassano Bar Bahlule 2 (Paris, 1901), col. 1094; J. Payne Smith, A 

Compendious Syriac Dictionary, p. 302. The word ‘assumptively’ (ܢܣܝܒܐܝܬ) is sometimes translated as ‘feigned-

ly’, ‘pretendingly’. Sokoloff, A Syriac Lexicon, p. 925. 
212

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, TV, pp. 295-98. 
213

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, TV, pp. 297-301; Abramowski, ‘Christologische Probleme’, pp. 309-14 and 

332; eadem, ‘Die Christologie Babais’, p. 244; Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, pp. 87-89.  
214

 Luise Abramowski suggests that Babai was especially influenced by Proclus’ assumption that a composite 

qnoma would end in dissolution and loss of existence of its parts. She further suggests that ܒܝܬܗ ܡܩܝܡ ܩܢܘܡܐ  was 

an attempt to translate Proclus’ term αὐθυποστατόν, although she acknowledges that Proclus applied it only with 

respect to simple hypostaseis. But as Proclus also held that the intellectual soul is an αὐθυποστατόν which some-

how can be tied up with bodies, this suggestion does not seem improbable. Abramowski, ‘Christologische 
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 We have seen that already Narsai (d.503) emphasized the simplicity of God, where he 

called him ‘The one without composition’. The Ecclesiastical History also rejected the one 

composite qnoma. The qnoma of a soul is marked by subtlety (ܩܛܝܢܘܬܐ) and simplicity 

 which terms are generally used to refer to the attributes of the immaterial (and ,(ܦܫܝܛܘܬܐ)

therefore without parts) spiritual realm.
215

 Michael Malpana, who also was among those who 

left the School out of protest against Henana, stated that the Father ‘is not incarnate and not 

composite’ (ܐܠ ܡܒܣܪܐ ܘܐܠ ܡܪܟܒܐ), and that therefore the qnoma of the Son is not composite 

either. This would mean that man and God the Word are not united qnomatically and natural-

ly, but ‘willingly and according to order’.
216

 

 

2.2.7. Christology and epistemology 

Babai associated the qnoma with the soul, which processes the bodily and rational impres-

sions and is therefore fundamental in acquiring knowledge of the world and God.
217

 Babai 

further held that the soul is an incorporeal, rational nature, which is united with the body in 

one human qnoma.
218

 The impressions received by the outward senses arouse the passive part 

of the soul to wear the forms they are imprinting in it. Likewise, both the visible and rational 

natures are imprinting meanings of the mysteries and stimulate the rational nature to ‘put on’ 

.as in a clear mirror ,(ܬܐܘܪܝܐ) their reflection (ܠܡܠܒܫ)
219

 God reveals himself therefore in the 

rational part of a soul that is baptized,
220

 pure and free from passions. It even becomes God’s 

home and temple, who shines in it during prayer.
221

  

 As the rational soul (ܢܦܫܐ ܡܠܠܬܐ) can function as a mirror (ܡܚܙܝܬܐ) after baptism, which is 

thus endowed with free will, it can choose to receive either the light of truth or the darkness of 

                                                                                                                                                         
Probleme’, pp. 307-14; eadem, ‘Die Christologie Babais’, p. 244; Marije Martin, Proclus on Nature. Philosophy 

of nature and its methods in Proclus’ Commentary on Plato’s ‘Timaeus’ (Thesis Leiden, 2008), p. 26. The ex-

pression ܒܝܬܼܗ  ܡܩܝܡ ܩܢܘܡܐ  is moreover very close to Sextus Empiricus’ μένει ἐν τῇ οἰκείᾳ ὑπoστάσει, mentioned 

below in note 234, but it is not sure whether or not the two are in fact related. 
215

 Becker, Sources, pp. 51 and 101-102.  
216

 Nau, ‘Histoire de Barḥadbešabba 2’, p. 593; Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 3, p. 109 

(cf. trans. eidem, p. 63). 
217

 See also Metselaar, ‘The Mirror, the Qnoma, and the Soul’, pp. 357-62. 
218

 Babai rejected the view that the soul is only a mixture of the four elements and an irrational and incorporeal 

nature. Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 4:67, pp. 302-303. 
.ܒܪܢܫܐ ܩܢܘܡ ܒܚܕ ܦܓܪܐ ܥܡ ܕܡܚܝܕ :ܓܫܘܡ ܕܐܠ ܡܠܐܠ ܢܦܫܐ: ]...[ ܟܝܢܐ   

219
 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 4:67, pp. 302-303. 

]...[  .ܒܿܗ  ܕܛ̈ܒܥܢ ܐܝܠܝܢ ܕܡ̈ܘܬܗܝܢ ܠܡܠܒܫ: ܕܢܦܫܐ ܚܫܘܫܬܐ ܠܡܢܬܐ ܠܿܗ  ܡܙܝܥܢ ܕܠܒܪ܆ ܪܓܫܐ ܬܚܝܬ ܕ̈ܢܦܠܢ ܡܬ̈ܖܓܫܢܝܬܐ ܠܡ ܨܒ̈ܘܬܐ 

 ܕܝܢ ܿܗܢܘ ܠܗܘܢܐ ܠܗ ܡܙܝܥܝܢ ܡܬܝܕ̈ܥܢܐ܆ ܘܐܦ ܡܬ̈ܚܙܝܢܐ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܕܛܒܥܝܢܝܢ: ܕܐ̈ܖܙܐ ܡܬܝܕ̈ܥܢܐ ܟܐܠܣܘ̈  ܘܐܦ: ܙܢܐ ܘܒܗܢܐ ܠܡ ܗܟܢܐ

 .ܕܝܠܗܘܢ ܬܐܘܪܝܐ: ܡܪܝܩܬܐ ܕܒܡܚܙܝܬܐ ܐܝܟ ܒܗ ܠܡܠܒܫ: ܕܒܢ ܡܠܐܠ ܠܟܝܢܐ
220

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 1:70, pp. 110-11.  
221

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 6:28, pp. 452-53. 
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ignorance.
222

 Not only the rational part of the soul, but also the other parts, anger and desire, 

are involved in the choice for chastity and holiness.
223

 When focussed on the light, the spiritu-

al (ܪܘܚܢܐ) can see the incorporeal things and understand (ܡܣܬܟܠ) their reflections.
224

  

 

The rational soul is naturally like a shining mirror, and because of its freedom it can henceforth receive any 

image it wants [...]. However, because of the free will given to it, it can (also) receive the darkness and ob-

scurity of ignorance. But if it seeks to gaze up again from the earthly to the heavenly (realm), it imprints the 

light of knowledge and the habits of virtue in its qnoma.
225

 

 

This statement shows clearly that the mirror, soul and qnoma are closely connected and that 

the soul can imprint (ܛܒܥ) the light of knowledge and the virtues in its qnoma. When the soul 

is pure, the mind can receive the reflection of its qnoma in which God in his revelation shines. 

Commenting on another sentence of Evagrius concerning saints who receive the reflection 

 of their qnoma, Babai explained that they see their qnoma by means of the sunrise (ܬܐܘܪܝܐ)

above them in this marvelous moment.  

 

It is henceforth a spiritual vision, in which (there is) stillness and silence and unsearchable light. […] And 

behold then this hope, the bodily eye has not seen it and the physical ear did not hear it and it did not come to 

the natural heart of thoughts, except to the one who did receive the reflection of his qnoma, and saw its secret 

in the clear mirror (ܡܚܙܝܬܐ) in which God in his revelation shines to his delight.
226

  

 

The highest form of knowledge is that of the Trinity. It is found in the soul that—to the de-

light of its qnoma—assumes the reflection of the knowledge that ‘everything is from him and 

through him’ after it has perceived all the varying imaginations in the world.
227

 Until the Res-

                                                 
222

 For instance, Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, pp. 86-87, 100-101, 118-21 and 142-43. 
223

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 1:84, pp. 120-21. 
224

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 1:70, pp. 110-11. 

 .ܕܡܢܗܘܢ ܬܐܘ̈ܖܝܣ ܟܠ ܘܡܣܬܟܠ. ܗܒܟܣܝܘܬ ܘܡܬܒܩܐ. ܡ̈ܓܫܡܐ ܠܐܠ ܿܚܙܐ ܗܘܬ܆ ܢܦܫܗ ܡܚܙܝܬܐ ܥܡܕܐ ܕܒܝܕ ܗܘ ܓܝܪ ܪܘܚܢܐ 
225

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 1:59, p. 100. 
 ܕܗܝ ܐܝܕܐ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܟܠ ܚܐܪܘܬܿܗ  ܒܝܕ ܡܩܒܠ ܘܡܟܝܠ. ܐܝܬܝܿܗ  ܒܫܘܦ̈ܖܝܿܗ  ܡܙܠܓܬ ܡܚܙܝܬܐ ܐܝܟ ܒܪܝܬܿܗ܆ ܒܟܝܢ ܡܠܠܬܐ ܕܢܦܫܐ

 ܬܪܝܡ ܕܠܥܠ ܿܒܥܝܐ ܬܘܒ ܘܐܢ .ܝܕܥܬܐ ܕܐܠ ܘܚܫܘܟܐ ܥܡܛܢܐ ܡܩܒܐܠ ܠܿܗ܆ ܕܐܬܝܗܒܬ ܚܐܪܘܬܐ ܡܫܠܛܘܬ ܒܝܕ ܗܝ ܐܐܠ[...] ܨܒܝܐ܆

 .ܕܡܝܬܪܘܬܐ ܘܙ̈ܢܝܐ ܕܝܕܥܬܐ ܢܘܗܪܐ ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܛܒܥܐ ܫ̈ܡܝܢܝܬܐ܆ ܠܘܬ ܐ̈ܖܥܢܝܬܐ ܡܢ: ܚܝܪܿܗ 
226

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 2:62, pp. 174-75 

 ܐܠ ܦܓܪܢܝܬܐ ܣܒܪܐ܆ܥܝܢܐ ܗܢܐ ܗܟܝܠ ܘܗܐ ]...[ .ܡܬܕܪܟܢܐ ܐܠ ܘܢܘܗܪܐ ܘܒܗܝܠܘܬܐ ܫܠܝܐ ܕܒܿܗ : ܪܘܚܢܝܬܐ ܡܟܝܠ ܗܝ ܘܚܙܬܐ

: ܩܒܠ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ ܕܬܐܘܪܝܐ ܗܘ ܥܠ ܐܢ ܐܐܠ. ܣܠܩ ܐܠ ܕܚܘ̈ܫܒܐ ܢܦܫܢܝܐ ܠܒܐ ܘܥܠ. ܫܡܥܬܗ ܐܠ ܡܓܫܡܬܐ ܘܐܕܢܐ. ܚܙܬܗ

 .ܠܒܘܣܡܗ ܕܢܚ ܒܓܠܝܢܗ ܐܠܗܐ ܕܒܿܗ : ܕܟܝܬܐ ܒܡܚܙܝܬܐ ܚܙܐ ܘܟܣܝܘܬܗ
227

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 7:55, pp. 466-67.  

 .ܕܩܢܘܡܗ ܠܒܘܣܡܐ ܬܐܘܪܝܐ ܡܢܗܝܢ ܕܠܡܣܒ ܢܡ :ܠܗ ܛܥܝܐ ܐܠ ܡܬ̈ܚܙܝܢܝܬܐ ܕܗܠܝܢ ܗܘܐܠ ܡܢ ܘܙܥܘܪܐ ܒܨܝܪܐ ܡܕܡ ܟܕ

  .ܒܐܝܕܗ ܘܟܠ ܟܠ ܕܡܢܗ :ܡܪܢܝܬܐ ܝܕܥܬܐ ܚܕܐ ܠܘܬ ܦܠ̈ܝܓܬܐ܆ ܡܣܒ̈ܖܢܘܬܐ ܟܠܗܝܢ ܡܢ ܕܢܬܥܐܠ ܐܝܟܢܐ
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urrection, however, the highest knowledge can only be experienced temporarily and imper-

fectly like in a mirror (cf. 1 Cor. 13).
228

  

 Babai used the example of an iron mirror (the purified soul) and a magnetic stone to ex-

plain how the soul can be lifted up by the life-giving stone to a height above sensory percep-

tion, and to warn at the same time that this does not imply the ‘heresy’ of making the soul a 

part of the divinity, because stone and iron have different natures.
229

 The example of the mir-

ror figured also in the LU to explain that two natures still can have one parsopa. The mirror 

can absorb ( ܡܩܒܐܠ ܒܓܘܿܗ) the whole appearance (ܐܣܟܡܐ) of the sun ‘unitedly’ (ܡܚܝܕܐܝܬ) 

and temporarily acquires its properties: it becomes hot and can ignite fire. It does not, howev-

er, receive the nature of the sun, which does not change and remains one, even if reflected in 

many mirrors.
230

 In the TV, the metaphor of the mirror illustrated that an individual face can 

be noticed in two qnome. Babai’s example is paraphrased here as follows: when looked at in a 

mirror, the face (parsopa) is there in two ways: one is fixed in the viewer’s qnoma, while the 

other is assumed in the qnoma of the mirror. There is consequently one parsopa in two 

qnome.
231

  

 It is difficult to see in Babai’s examples a clear development, if any, from his earlier use of 

qnoma to that after 612. But there seems to be a consistency in the metaphor of the mirror that 

must have fascinated him, as it had fascinated Ephrem. In the CE the qnoma of the mirror (the 

human soul) receives an imprint of the light of knowledge when it is directed towards this 

light. In the LU, this metaphor of the mirror explains the one parsopa of the two natures, with 

the human soul receiving properties of the divinity, though the natures remain distinct. The 

TV might further have elaborated the example of the face and the mirror given in the CE to 

clarify that both natures have their own qnoma, while the LU already explained qnoma simi-

larly in metaphors of wax and clay.  

 The other metaphors illustrating the imprint of the parsopa of one qnoma in another qnoma 

of different nature can be useful to understand Babai’s metaphor of the mirror better. Exam-

ples are the imprint of a parsopa in materials that can receive this, such as wax, clay or gold. 

The example of a coin has already been given above. Babai used this also in the TV to explain 

why the parsopa is given or assumed, while the qnoma is not given or assumed. When the 
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 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 3:63, pp. 232-33.  
229

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, 2:34, pp. 152-55. 
230

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 3/11, p. 129. 
231

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, TV, p. 303-304. 
 ܠܟܠܗ ܐܐܠ ܕܨܘܪܬܼܟ  ܠܩܒܝܥܘܬܐ ܐܦܐܠ.ܠܩܢܘܡܟ ܘܠܘ ܕܡ̈ܘܬܼܗ  ܟܠܗܝܢ ܿܢܣܒܐ ܘܗܐ .ܠܦܪܨܘܦܟ ܘܩܪܒܝܿܗ  ܡܪܝܩܬܼܐ  ܡܚܙܝܬܐ ܐܿܝܬܐ 

. ܬܪܝܢ ܘܠܘ ܦܪܨܘܦܼܐ  ܼܗܘ ܘܚܕ. ܡܚܙܝܬܐ ܒܩܢܘܡ ܢܣܝܒܐ ܘܚܕ. ܒܩܢܘܡܟ ܩܒܝܥ ܚܕ :ܦܘ̈ܖܫܢܐ ܒܬܪܝܢ ܦܪܨܘܦܟ ܘܐܝܬܘܗܝܦܪܨܘܦܟ 

  .ܚܕ ܘܠܘ ܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ ܘܬܪܝܢ
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image and name of the King are engraved in gold and this is stamped into clay (or wax), the 

clay does receive the image and text, but not the gold. The one parsopa is now visible in two 

ways: fixed and qnomatically in the gold and assumptive in the clay, while both have their 

own qnoma.
232

 The parsopa in these examples is not ‘unitive’; however, in a Christological 

context it is.
233

  

 The example of wax appeared already in the work of Sextus Empiricus, a Sceptic philoso-

pher who flourished in the late second century. His comments ‘concerning the question of 

becoming and the generation of one thing from another’, could have come to Babai via a route 

at present unknown. Sextus Empiricus gave for instance the example of wax which ‘changes 

its shape and receives various forms at various times.’
234

 This example might ultimately have 

been derived from Plato, who compared the human soul to wax that can be imprinted by the 

perceptions. The quality of this wax determines the quality and durability of the imprint.
235

 

Both notions might have been used by Babai, as this reminds one also of his comparison of 

the soul to a mirror: only when pure can it reflect the light of divinity.  

 The examples show not only how the natures were thought to remain distinct while being 

in one parsopa, but might also suggest that Babai could have applied these to Christ in a more 

profound manner. Taking into account the soteriological necessity of Christ having a free will 

in a human qnoma which had to be tried, one might conclude that it was the purity of the 

human qnoma itself that enabled Christ to receive his qualities and possibly even to show the 

parsopa of God in a clear and lasting manner. His obedience in doing God’s will out of his 

own free will had a strong soteriological character and was the ultimate example for man. The 

role of his human qnoma for salvation can clearly be seen in Babai’s comment on Heb. 5:8-

9.
236

 Babai did not comment on the last part explicitly, but the soteriological aspect is implied 
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 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, TV, p. 303. 
233

 Abramowski, ‘Christologische Probleme’, pp. 307-308. 
234

 Sextus Empiricus wrote: ‘And if it is converted into another thing, either it passes out from its own hypostasis 

(ἰδίας ὑπoστάσεως) when it is converted and generated, or it remains in its proper hypostasis (μένει ἐν τῇ οἰκείᾳ 

ὑπoστάσει) and is generated by assuming one form instead of another, just like the wax which changes its shape 

and receives various forms at various times.’ Possekel, Philosophical Concepts, p. 71.  
235

 Plato wrote: ‘we hold this wax under the perceptions and thoughts and imprint them upon it, just as we make 

impressions from seal rings; and whatever is imprinted we remember and know as long as its image lasts, but 

whatever is rubbed out or cannot be imprinted we forget and do not know.’ [...] ‘When the wax in the soul of a 

man is deep and abundant and smooth and properly kneaded, the images that come through the perceptions are 

imprinted upon this heart of the soul [...]; when this is the case, and in such men, the imprints, being clear and of 

sufficient depth, are also lasting. [...] For the imprints are clear and have plenty of room, so that such men quick-

ly assign them to their several moulds, which are called realities; and these men, then, are called wise.’ Harold 

North Fowler (trans.), Plato 7. Theaetetus. Sophist (London, 1921; repr. 1987), pp. 184-97. 
236

 Heb. 5:8-9. The NRSV renders this with: ‘Although he was a Son, he learned obedience through what he 

suffered; and having been made perfect, he became the source of eternal salvation for all who obey him.’  

The Syriac Peshitta renders ‘what he suffered’ with ‘the fear and sufferings he endured’.  ܼܡܢ ܐܝܼܬܘ̱ܗܝ܃ ܿܒܪܐ ܛܼܒ  ܘܼܟܕ 

ܿܕܠܥܠܡ܃  ܿܕܚܝܐ̈  ܥܠܼܬܐ ܠܗ܂ ܿܕܡܫܿܬܡܥܝܢ ܐܝܠܝܢ ܠܼܟܠܗܘܼܢ ܘܗܘܐ ܐܼܬܿܓܡܪ܃ ܘܗܼܟܢܐ (9) ܠܡܫܿܬܡܥܢܼܘܼܬܐ܂ ܝܠܿܦܗ ܿܕܣܼܒܠ܃ ܘܚܫܐ̈  ܿܕܚܠܼܬܐ  
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in his statement that the human qnoma of Christ, just like that of other men, had to experience 

the temptation of suffering and obedience in order to be perfected and receive immortality and 

unchangeableness.  

 

Although he is a son from the womb in a union with God the Word in one sonship, because of the sufferings 

he endured he learnt obedience and was thus perfected (ܐܬܓܡܪ). That is to say, he learnt in which (state) he 

was because of obedience. For he did not know immortality and unchangeableness, how they are, until he ef-

fectively received them in his human qnoma. And similarly he did not know the sufferings until he was tried 

by them, because they were not natural and fixed; but through trial he received them in his qnoma. 

‘We do not have a high priest who is unable to sympathize with our weaknesses, but (one) who has been tried 

in every way, like us, yet without sin.’(Heb. 4:15). Therefore: without trial he was also not instructed in and 

did not get to know the knowledge of the things by which he was tried. And without falsehood is: ‘He grew 

in stature and wisdom and in favour’. And true is indeed everything written about him that he endured in his 

human qnoma.
237

  

 

We have already seen that the ascetics had to purify their qnoma in order to reach perfection, 

but Babai emphasized here that even Christ had to experience temptations in his human qno-

ma. Although Babai might have elaborated the comparisons of the qnoma with mirrors, gold 

or wax in order to integrate his two-qnome doctrine in monastic life, one might also suggest 

that the metaphors reflected several developments within asceticism. Four of these develop-

ments might even have resulted in an intrinsic motive to acknowledge two qnome in Christ. 

These developments could have been as follows:  

 First, the individual self, the free individual soul and qnoma were associated tightly with 

each other. Second, the ascetics were eager to purify their soul so that its substance (its qnoma) 

could become like a clear mirror in which they could see a reflection of the light of God. This 

can also be seen in the Ecclesiastical History which similarly seems to use the metaphor of 

the mirror, when describing the relation between the qnoma, the soul and its purification, and 

divine contemplation (or reflection) in the account of Narsai’s spiritual efforts. Narsai, the 

‘icon which is akin to the true prototype’, is praised for trying to act according to the ‘first 

cause’ (ܥܠܬܿܗ ܩܕܡܝܬܐ) and for taking care to perfect (ܢܓܡܘܪ) the free will of his intellectual 

                                                                                                                                                         
As can be seen in the next note, Babai omitted this ‘fear’ and further elaborated the concept ‘Son’.  
237

 Abramowski, ‘Christologische Probleme’, pp. 323-325; Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 4/15, pp. 145-46. 
 ܝܠܦܿܗ  ܕܣܒܠ ܚ̈ܫܐ ܡܛܠ ܐܐܠ :ܒܪܘܬܐ ܒܚܕܐ ܡܠܬܐ ܐܠܗܐ ܕܠܘܬ ܒܚܕܝܘܬܗ ܡܪܒܥܐ ܡܢ ܓܘ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܒܪܐ ܠܡ ܛܒ ܕܟܕ

 ܡܝܘܬܘܬܐ ܠܐܠ ܠܿܗ  ܗܘܐ ܝܕܥ ܓܝܪ ܐܠ. ܡܫܬܡܥܢܘܬܗ ܡܛܠ ܒܿܗ  ܕܼܗܘ ܐܠܝܕܐ ܝܠܦܿܗ  ܕܝܢ ܿܗܢܘ .ܐܬܓܡܪ ܘܗܟܢܐ ܠܡܫܬܡܥܢܘܬܐ

 ܠܗܠܝܢ ܠܗܝܢ ܗܘܐ ܝܕܥ ܕܐܠ ܘܐܝܟܢܐ. ܐܢܫܝܐ ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܩܒܠܿܗ  ܒܥܒܕܐ 146 ܕܒܗ ܥܕܡܐ :ܐܝܬܝܿܗ  ܕܐܝܟܢܐ. ܡܫܬܚܠܦܢܘܬܐ ܘܠܐܠ

 ܠܡ ܠܢ ܠܝܬ. ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܐܢܝܢ ܩܒܠ ܒܢܣܝܢܐ ܐܐܠ :ܩܒܝܥܐܝܬ ܠܗ ܗ̈ܘܝ ܐܝܬܝܗܝܢ ܟܝܢܐܝܬ ܕܠܘ ܒܿܗܝ :ܒܗܝܢ ܕܐܬܢܣܝ ܥܕܡܐ ܡܚܫ̈ܢܝܬܐ

 ܝ̈ܕܥܬܐ ܘܐܦܐܠ :ܢܣܝܢܐ ܕܐܠ ܡܕܝܢ. ܚܛܝܬܐ ܡܢ ܣܛܪ ܘܬܢܐܟ ܡܕܡ ܒܟܠ ܕܡܢܣܝ ܐܐܠ :ܡܚܝܠܘܬܢ ܥܡ ܚܫܢܕ ܡܨܐ ܕܐܠ ܪܒܟܘܡ̈ܖܐ

ܟܠܗܝܢ  ܓܝܪ ܐܢܝܢ ܫܪܝܖ̈ܢ. ܘܒܛܝܒܬܐ ܘܒܚܟܡܬܗ ܒܩܘܡܬܗ ܗܘܐ ܕܪܿܒܐ ܿܗܝ ܕܓܐܠ ܘܐܠ. ܐܢܝܢ ܘܝܕܥ ܘܐܬܚܟܡ ܐܬܢܣܝ ܕܒܗܝܢ
 ܐܢܫܝܐ.  ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܕܣܼܒܠ ܥܠܘܗܝ ܕܟܬ̈ܝܒܢ
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soul.
238

 Meanwhile, the other—passive—part of the soul is trained as well.
239

 The Ecclesiasti-

cal History continues to explain how actions and obedience to the commandments polish the 

passive part of the soul and the divine contemplation purifies the intellectual part. 

  

(The soul), because of its subtlety and the simplicity of its qnoma, is liberated from this necessity of the body, 

and continually meditates with its subtle intellect that it might perform the things which that essence, the 

master of virtues, takes pleasure in. […] From this is known that all practice and a life (spent) performing the 

commandments polish (ܡܪܩܝܢ) the passive portion of the soul, that is, the movements and the two faculties 

 ,the other part of the soul ,(ܬܐܘܪܝܐ) of anger and desire [...]. The practice of divine contemplation (ܚ̈ܝܐܠ)

which is the first and exalted, is entrusted with purification (ܠܡܨܠܠܘ)—I refer to the intellectual thought and 

the discerning mind.
240

 

 

The third step in this process was that Christ was their ultimate example and had all the hu-

man properties except for sin. Fourth, when the ascetics consequently ascribed such purifica-

tion to Christ as well, it might finally have become necessary to identify a human qnoma in 

Christ in addition to his divine qnoma. Moreover, as the sun was a metaphor for God, while 

the Son was compared to a ray that enlightens the mind and empowers and shines in the qno-

ma that received it, he might have been considered the mirror in which he could reflect the 

light of Divinity, like the sunlight dwelling in a pearl, and this light might also have been re-

flected by the saints.
241

  

 Summarizing, I suggest that the close relation between Babai’s Christology and epistemol-

ogy, which required the purification of the individual soul or qnoma, may have formed an 

additional and intrinsic reason to add two qnome to the Antiochene formula.  

 As Paul Krüger holds that Mark had strongly influenced the asceticism and mysticism of 

Babai,
242

 a closer examination of the remaining parts of an unedited commentary on the two 

sermons of Mark the Monk (Marcus Eremita) may corroborate this thesis.
243

  

                                                 
238

 Nau, ‘Histoire de Barḥadbešabba 2’, p. 592. ܝܕܘܥܬܢܝܬܐ ܕܢܦܫܗ ܚܐܪܝܐ ܨܒܝܢܐ ܕܢܓܡܘܪ ܘܝܨܦ  
239

 Adam Becker comments that the Cause divides the soul similarly and that this distinction is originally Aristo-

telian, but was mediated through the Neoplatonism of Evagrius and Neoplatonic commentaries on Aristotle. 

Becker, Sources, pp. 50-52.  
240

 Nau, ‘Histoire de Barḥadbešabba 2’, p. 593. Translation with adjustments after Becker, Sources, pp. 50-52. 
 ܕܬܦܠܘܚ. ܩܛܝܢܐ ܒܗܘܢܿܗ  ܗܪܓܐ ܘܐܡܝܢܐ. ܕܦܓܪܐ ܐܢܢܩܐ ܗܕܐ ܡܢ ܗܝ ܡܚܪܪܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܿܗ܆ ܘܦܫܝܛܘܬܐ ܩܛܝܢܘܬܐ ܒܝܕ ܕܝܢ ܗܕܐ 

 ܚܫܘܫܬܐ ܡܢܬܐ ܕܦ̈ܘܩܕܢܐ܆ ܕܣܥܘܪܘܬܐ ܘܚ̈ܝܐ ܟܠܗ ܕܕܘܒܪܐ ܝܕܝܥܐ ܗܕܐ ܘܡܢ]...[ . ܛܘ̈ܒܐ ܡܪܬ ܐܝܬܘܬܐ ܒܗܝܢ܇ ܿܗܝ ܕܨܒܝܐ ܐܝܠܝܢ

 ܕܢܦܫܐ܇ ܐܚܪܬܐ ܗܝ ܡܢܬܐ ܐܠܗܝܬܐ܆ ܕܬܐܘܪܝܐ ܕܝܢ ܕܘܒܪܐ .[...].ܘܕܪܓܬܐ ܬܐܕܚܡ ܬ̈ܖܝܢܐ ܘܠܚ̈ܝܐ ܠܙ̈ܘܥܐ ܕܝܢ ܿܗܢܘ. ܡܪܩܝܢ ܕܢܦܫܐ

 . ܦܪܘܫܐ ܘܠܡܕܥܐ ܝܕܘܥܬܢܐ ܠܚܘܫܒܐ ܕܝܢ ܐܢܐ ܐܡܪ. ܠܡܨܠܠܘ ܡܗܝܡܢ ܘܡܥܠܝܐ ܕܪܝܫܝܐ
241

 Frankenberg, Euagrius Ponticus, pp. 18, 36, 42 and 278.  
242

 Paul Krüger, ‘Zum theologischen Menschenbild Babais’, p. 74. 
243

 The commentary is preserved in Brit. Libr. Add. 17,270 and was probably written by Babai. See for a descrip-

tion of this text Paul Krüger, ‘Zum theologischen Menschenbild Babais’, pp. 46-48; idem, ‘Cognitio sapientiae. 

Die Erkenntnis der Wahrheit nach den unveröffentlichten beiden Sermones Babais des Großen über das geistige 
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2.3. The debate in 612
 

 

2.3.1. The purposes and participants 

All the sources available for the 612 debate (ܕܪܫܐ, drasha) stem from circles within the 

Church of the East. Although it can be assumed that such a debate actually took place in 612, 

a biased view can therefore not be excluded.
244

 One account of the debate is found in the ap-

pendices to Chabot’s Synodicon Orientale. After a short introductory description of the situa-

tion,
245

 it presents the Creed, provides arguments against the opposite party and mentions two 

questions of Khosrau that are answered at length.
246

 Another account is included in A Nestori-

an Collection of Christological Texts.
247

 Abramowski and Goodman comment briefly that this 

anonymous account is generally better than the one preserved in the Synodicon Orientale and 

they point to several differences between the accounts.
248

 The former can therefore sometimes 

serve as addition or correction.  

 Two relatively contemporary sources give further background information to this debate: 

the already mentioned hagiographic Life of George by Babai and the Chronicon Anonymum 

(composed not long after 659).
249

 The later Chronicle of Seert can also be mentioned.
250

 

 As we have seen, the debate was instigated by the influential Miaphysite Gabriel of Shigar, 

while the bishops of the former dominant Church of the East now had to defend their Chris-

tology before Khosrau. They had to prove that the doctrine of two qnome was already held by 

the Fathers prior to Nestorius, and they took the opportunity to plead for a new catholicos.  

 During this debate the doctrine of two qnome was officially formulated. Reinink argues 

that this actually was the culmination of the tactics of the ever more influential Miaphysites to 

                                                                                                                                                         
Gesetz des Mönches Markus’, Studia Patristica 5 (1962), pp. 377-81. Cf. also Lucas Van Rompay’s report on 

the discovery of eight additional folios in Deir al-Surian: ‘From Waste to Wealth’ (Newsletter of Levantine 

Foundation 3, 2009), pp. 3 and 7. See further Sebastian Brock and Lucas Van Rompay, Catalogue of the Syriac 

Manuscripts and Fragments in the Library of Deir al-Surian, Wadi al-Natrun (Egypt), (OLA 227; Leuven, 2014), 

pp. 10-11; 47-48; 241-42 and 351. 
244

 Reinink, ‘Life of George’, pp. 177-80. 
245

 See the quotation at the very beginning of the introduction to this study. 
246

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 564-80 (cf. trans. pp. 580-98). 
247

 The first part is titled: ‘The creed of the bishops of Persia which Khosrau requested from them’. The second 

part is introduced as ‘main points of the debate’ ( ܕܕܪܫܐ ܫܐܖ̈  ) which the Fathers drew up and affixed to the creed’. 

It also contains the beginning of the answer to three questions posed by Khosrau, but the rest is missing. 

Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 7, pp. 150 and 157 (cf. trans. eidem, pp. xlii-xliv, 88 and 

93). These authors translate ܕܕܪܫܐ ̈ܖܫܐ  as ‘controversial chapters’. 
248

 Abramowski and Goodman (trans.), Nestorian Collection, pp. xxxv and xlii-xliv. 
249

 Nöldeke, ʻDie syrische Chronik’, pp. 1-48; Reinink, ‘Life of George’, pp. 177-80, with references. 
250

 Scher, ʻHistoire nestorienne 2.2’, pp. 536-39.  
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weaken the position of Church of the East by dividing it internally. At this point, two ques-

tions in particular which the ‘Nestorians’ had to answer seem to have been intended to force 

the Church of the East to set out official and conclusive statements on the two qnome in Christ. 

It may have been anticipated that this in turn would drive those East Syrians who acknowl-

edged two natures but only one qnoma away from the Church of the East into Miaphysit-

ism.
251

 The three questions, of which the last is not explicitly formulated in the Synodicon 

Orientale, are as follows: 

 

1. Is it the Nestorians (ܢܣܬܘ̈ܖܝܢܐ) or the monks (ܕܝ̈ܖܝܐ) who have declined from the foundation of the Faith 

which the former teachers have transmitted?  

2. Previous to Nestorius, is there anyone who says that Christ is two natures and two qnome, or not?  

3. Did Mary bear man or God?
252

 

 

It was the first time the term ‘Nestorians’ occurred in the Synodicon Orientale, and here it was 

put in the mouth of the opponents. The version in Nestorian Collection and the Life of George 

also use the term ‘Nestorians’ for the Church of the East.
253

  

 It is not clear who the opponents exactly were. The Synodicon Orientale refers to them as 

monks and as heretics, or more precisely as ‘Theopaschite Severians’ (ܣܐܘ̈ܖܝܢܐ ܡܚܫ̈ܝ ܐܠܗܐ), 

who would acknowledge only one nature or qnoma.
254

 They would have shared the opinion of 

Gabriel of Shigar.
255

 The Life of George also describes the opponents as monks
256

 and con-

nects them moreover with Henana.
257

 The version in the Nestorian Collection calls the oppo-

nents ‘Severians, and all the Theopaschites’.
258

  

 It is generally thought that the opponents are Miaphysites and not Severians or Monophy-

sites. Brock calls them representatives of the ‘Syriac-Orthodox’.
259

 Reinink agrees and ex-

plains this term moreover as ‘Syriac-speaking Miaphysites’.
260

 Reinink further emphasizes 

that neither Henana nor his disciples adhered to a Christology of one nature and one qno-

                                                 
251

 Reinink, ‘Tradition and Formation’, pp. 230-31 and 245-48. 
252

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 571 and 574 (cf. trans. pp. 588-89 and 591); Abramowski and Goodman 

(ed.), Nestorian Collection, 7, pp. 168-69; Bedjan, Histoire de Mar-Jabalaha, pp. 516-17. Hoffmann comments 

that the Life of George manuscript has been altered later whereby the ‘two’ (qnome) are replaced by ‘one’. 

Hoffmann, Akten Persischer Märtyrer, p. 106. 
253

 Abramowski and Goodman (trans.), Nestorian Collection, 7, pp. xliii and 100.  
254

 For instance in Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 567-68.  
255

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 562-63. 
256

 Abramowski and Goodman (trans.), Nestorian Collection, pp. xliii-xliv.  
257

 Reinink, ‘Life of George’, p. 184. 
258

 Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 7, p. 150 (cf. trans. eidem p. 88). 
259

 Brock, ‘Christology in the Synods’, p. 127. 
260

 Reinink, ‘Tradition and Formation’, p. 247. 
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ma.
261

 There are no indications that Julianists are meant, although Michael Malpana, whom 

Babai had mentioned as one of the participants in the debate, wrote against the Julianists who 

would deny that Christ shared (sinful) human nature.
262

 Abramowski and Goodman assume 

that the opponents are not ‘Monophysites’ but a group of sympathizers of Henana, headed by 

Gabriel of Shigar. They argue that the King did not call the opponents ‘Severians’, and that 

they did not use this epithet as a self-description either. Abramowski and Goodman suggest 

therefore that the Church of the East tried to raise the suspicions of Khosrau by linking the 

opponents to Severus of Antioch, the city which until recently had belonged to the Byzantine 

Empire.  

 Concerning the other form of address, ‘monks’ (ܕܝ̈ܖܝܐ), Abramowski and Goodman suggest 

that it might rest on a misunderstanding or erroneous translation, since monks also belonged 

to the delegation of the Church of the East.
263

 However, since the term ‘monks’ also appears 

in the Life of George, it seems less likely to be the result of an incidental error. Peter Bruns 

suggests that the term ‘monks’ is deliberately given from the Miaphysite perspective.
264

 An-

other suggestion would be that the East Syrians used the term ‘monks’ to indicate that their 

opponents (still) lacked any officially recognized high clerical rank. This might be an addi-

tional indication that Miaphysites were involved. Although Miaphysite bishops had been con-

secrated, it is not clear to what extent this had been officially recognized by Khosrau. Tradi-

tionally, the Sasanian Empire had allowed only one representative of the Christians. It is in 

this respect perhaps telling that Miaphysites could install their first Maphrian only after 

Khosrau’s death, but other explanations are also possible. For instance Morony linked this 

event with the first possibility for Miaphysites to establish formal ties with the ‘Jacobite 

Church in the West’.
265

  

 The fact that the sources call the opponents by different names is in line with the compli-

cated challenges the Church of the East encountered. As we have seen, Babai had polemically 

associated Henana—who had died some years before the debate—with dissident monks, 

Severians, Miaphysites and Origenists among others.  

 The delegation of the Church of the East was headed by Shubhalmaran, the Metropolitan 

of Karka d-Bet Slok, who was imprisoned later in 620. The two chronicles mention further 
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 Reinink, ‘Life of George’, p. 183; idem, ‘Tradition and Formation’, pp. 226-27. 
262

 Abramowski and Goodman (trans.), Nestorian Collection, 3d, pp. 64-65. 
263

 Abramowski and Goodman (trans.), Nestorian Collection, pp. xlii -xliv. 
264

 Peter Bruns argues that Miaphysites had become used to see celibacy as an evident sign of their orthodoxy, in 

opposition to the Church of the East that had forbidden this temporarily at the end of the fifth century. Bruns, 

‘Barsauma von Nisibis und die Aufhebung der Klerikerenthaltsamkeit’, pp. 13-14. 
265

 Morony, Iraq after the Muslim Conquest, p. 377. 
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Jonadab the Metropolitan of Adiabene. According to the Chronicon Anonymum, he had good 

relations with Khosrau and was therefore entrusted with the leadership over all the inhabitants 

of the mountains. This even would have included the monks of Mar Mattai, ‘the deceivers of 

Mosul’, whom Jonadab wanted to drive away with Khosrau’s consent. Gabriel of Shigar 

would have prohibited this.
266

 Both chronicles also mention a doctor Sergius from Kashkar, 

Gabriel the Bishop of Nhargul
267

 (the later Metropolitan of Bet Lapat), and the Persian monk 

George of the mountain Izla, who was murdered after the debate. The Chronicle of Seert 

moreover reckons Henanishoʿ the monk and Ishoʿyahb of Gdala (the bishop of Balad who 

became catholicos in 628) to the participants.
268

 Babai named beside George, Henanishoʿ and 

Metropolitan Shubhalmaran (as head of the present bishops), also the priests and teachers An-

dreas and Michael from Bet Garmai, and the deacon Gausishoʿ from Bet Qardu.
269

 Babai at-

tributed the text of the Creed to George and to Henanishoʿ.
270

  

 As mentioned earlier in the discussion on Hira, this Henanishoʿ is said to have been a rela-

tive of the Arab King Nuʿman. He was a famous debater with a preference for ‘logical discus-

sions’, which also can be seen in his treatise preserved in the Nestorian Collection.
271

 The 

same collection contains work by Michael Malpana (‘the teacher’) who also made ample use 

of syllogistic argumentation. Michael was a former student of Henana and had taught at the 

School of Nisibis, but had left it in opposition to Henana’s views.
272

 

 

2.3.2. The content of the debate 

We have seen that the debate can be divided in three parts: the Creed; the main points of the 

debate (̈ܖܫܐ ܕܕܪܫܐ); and the answers to the questions of Khosrau. The Creed starts with the 

Trinity, emphasizing a strict transcendence of all its three qnome.  

 

We believe in one divine nature, everlasting, without beginning, living and quickening all, powerful, creating 

all powers, wise, imparting all wisdom, simple spirit, infinite, incomprehensible, not composite and without 

parts, incorporeal, both invisible and unchangeable, impassible and immortal; nor is it possible, whether by 

itself, or by another, or with another that suffering or change should enter in unto it; but it is perfect in its es-

                                                 
266

 Guidi (ed.), Chronica Minora 1, p. 22; Nöldeke, ʻDie syrische Chronik’, p. 20. 
267

 Nhargul, or Nhargur, was a diocese of Maishan, in the south of today Iraq. Fiey, Répertoire des diocèses 

syriaques, p. 114; Margoliouth, Supplement to the Thesaurus Syriacus, p. 206. 
268

 Chediath, The Christology of Mar Babai, p. 61; Nöldeke, ʻDie syrische Chronik’, pp. 20-21 and 36; Scher, 

ʻHistoire nestorienne 2.2’, Chapter 83 and 85, pp. 529 and 534-36. 
269

 Bedjan (ed.), Histoire de Mar-Jabalaha, pp. 507-508; Braun (trans.), Märtyrer, pp. 253 and 258-59; Hoff-

mann, Akten Persischer Märtyrer, pp. 107-108. 
270

 Bedjan (ed.), Histoire de Mar-Jabalaha, pp. 514-16; see also Reinink, ‘Life of George’, pp. 181-82. 
271

 Abramowski and Goodman (trans.), Nestorian Collection, 8, pp. xliv-xlv and 101-106. 
272

 Abramowski, ‘Die Christologie Babais’, p. 227; Abramowski and Goodman (trans.), Nestorian Collection, 3, 

pp. xxxiv and 61-67. 
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sence (ܐܝܬܘܬܗ) and in everything which belongs to it, nor is it possible for it to receive any addition or sub-

traction, it being by itself substance (ܐܝܬܝܐ), and God over all. 

 He who is known and confessed in three holy qnome, equal in nature and equal in glory, Father, Son and 

Holy Spirit, the nature threefold (in) qnome essentially (ܐܝܬܝܐܝܬ), and the single qnome (in) nature everlast-

ingly without any distinction between themselves, with the exception of the diverse properties of their qnome, 

fatherhood, sonship and procession; but for the rest, in every way that the nature in common is confessed, in 

the same way also each one of the qnome, alone, is confessed without diminution. 

 And because the Father is impassible and unchangeable, so also is the Son and the Spirit confessed with 

him (to be) as he is without suffering and change, and just as the Father is believed to be infinite and without 

parts, so also is confessed Son and Spirit to be without limits and composition (ܪܘܟܒܐ) ; three qnome, perfect 

in everything, in one godhead, one power which cannot be weakened, one knowledge which cannot be turned 

aside, one will which cannot be bent, one authority which cannot be annulled; is he who created (ܒܪܐ) the 

worlds in his goodness, and rules all by the indication of his will.
273

 

 

The divine paideia can be clearly seen when the Creed goes on to praise God for his instruc-

tions and revelations that culminated in the coming of Christ into the world.  

 

He who since the beginning has instructed in a concise manner the human race in accordance with the extent 

of the infantile state of its knowledge with knowledge concerning his godhead, and in intervening times by 

diverse visions and various forms (ܕ̈ܡܘܬܐ) revealed himself to the saints (and) by various laws corrected and 

instructed mankind as an increase of their knowledge; and to whose incomprehensible wisdom in the last 

times it seemed good to reveal and declare to the rational beings the wondrous mystery of his glorious Trinity; 

and in order that he might raise our nature to honour, [...] the Son of God, God the Word, without departing 

from being with him who begat him, came into the world while he was in the world, and the world came into 

being through him.
274

  

 

In already familiar language it is further stated that one of the qnome of the Trinity, the Word, 

which cannot be seen by creatures, came to the world and built a holy temple and clothed 

himself with this. Jesus Christ is recognized in one parsopa and his two natures cannot be 

mixed. But then a new element is introduced in the Synodicon Orientale: the necessity of two 

qnome in Christ is explained as Babai had done.
275
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 Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 7, pp. 150-52 (cf. trans. eidem, pp. 88-89 in which I 

made some adjustments). 
274

 Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 7, p. 152 (cf. trans. eidem, pp. 89-90). 
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 Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 10, pp. 207-208, see also above section 2.2.6. 
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[…] when we call Christ perfect God, we do not name the Trinity, but one of the qnome of the Trinity: God 

the Word. But when we call Christ perfect man, we do not name all men, but that one qnoma which was 

manifestly assumed for our salvation into the union (ܚܕܝܘܬܐ) with the Word.
276

  

 

The bishops added that this Jesus Christ is eternally born (ܝܠܝܕ, ilid) in his divinity from his 

Father, and was born (ܐܬܝܠܕ, etiled) another time in his humanity from the Virgin.
277

 The 

bishops further claimed that this is the correct belief which has been safely maintained in Per-

sia, while the Roman Empire suffered under many heretics who were expelled and fled to 

Persia, as for instance the Severians. The bishops hoped Khosrau would restore the orthodox 

faith now that he had defeated and conquered Roman territory.
278

  

 The next part of the debate is called ‘main points of the debate’ in the Nestorian Collec-

tion,
279

 and ‘objections (ܦܟ̈ܖܐ) of the Orthodox against the Theopaschite Severians’ in the 

Synodicon Orientale.
280

 The order of these points is more systematic in the Nestorian Collec-

tion. It consists of refutations of the doctrine of one nature and qnoma, of Theopaschism, of 

the accusation of quaternity, of the term theotokos or anthropotokos, and of the doctrine of 

two sons.
281

 Most of the lengthy argumentation is presented in the form of syllogistic reason-

ing, often in the form of questions intended to show the absurdity of the wrong premises.  

 The last part is a reply to Khosrau’s questions. The bishops offered here (indirect) support 

found in the Bible and in sayings from the Fathers. They argued that the Bible proves that 

Christ has two natures; because comments on his humanity and divinity are mutually exclu-

sive and that Christ must therefore be perfect God and perfect man. They also named several 

Greek Fathers before Nestorius who would have acknowledged the two natures. As the bish-

ops held that natures are only perfect if they have their own qnoma, they argued with some 

sort of circular reasoning that those who acknowledge two natures must also have acknowl-

edged two qnome in one parsopa and are therefore to be considered orthodox.
282

 The Severi-

ans, however, who acknowledged only one nature and qnoma, would have fallen from the true 

faith. Meanwhile, the bishops emphasized that Christ is one; not because of the unity of the 
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two natures or qnome, but because of his single parsopa of filiation, one authority, one will 

and one mdabbranuta.
283

 

 

(Christ our Lord) is perfect God and perfect man in one filiation and in one majesty: one authority, one will, 

one mdabbranuta.
284

 […] And just as it is recognized from the opposite statements concerning Christ, that 

Christ has two natures and two parsope; similarly, in what is said about one Christ, Son of God, it is recog-

nized that Christ is ‘one’; he did not become (one) by the unity (ܚܕܢܝܘܬ) of nature and qnoma, but by the one 

parsopa of filiation, one authority (ܫܘܠܛܢܐ), one mdabbranuta, one power (ܚܝܐܠ), one majesty.
285

  

 

The concept of one will (Monothelitism) in Christ was not new to the Church and this state-

ment seems to be in line with at least the work of Nestorius and Narsai. Nestorius’ Syriac 

work had argued that the two wills and the energies had become one in the parsopic union, 

which was contrasted with a union according to nature.
286

 A text attributed to Narsai also 

mentioned the union in one love and one will, while he differentiated elsewhere between the 

divine nature of the Word and its mdabbranuta such as love, will and power.
287

 Babai’s con-

cept of the parsopa of mdabbranuta may have been in line with this. 

 Morony suggests that the above formulations of the 612 debate might have amounted to 

later Monothelite positions.
288

 It is not impossible that this official statement has been used 

later by some parties when responding to the efforts by the Byzantine Emperor Heraclius to 

find a Christological formula that would be acceptable to the various Churches.
289

  

 The bishops also presented sayings from several Greek teachers who had indicated that 

only one part of the Trinity and only one human is involved and that the transcendent nature 

of God has to be separated from the passible human nature. The bishops further explained that 

each nature needs its qnoma, which is individual. A nature can have many qnome but a qnoma 

cannot contain many natures, unless they have become one nature before and are henceforth 

called one qnoma. This probably referred to the one human nature that consists of body and 
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soul. However, the eternal and finite nature cannot become one nature with the created and 

finite. 

 

For the nature cannot exist without a qnoma. Because the qnoma is individual (ܝܚܝܕܝܐ), many qnome can ex-

ist in one nature, but two or many natures cannot exist in one qnoma, unless they first become one nature be-

fore and are also called one qnoma because of the union of the nature. If it is then impossible that the eternal 

nature and the infinite Spirit becomes one nature with the created (ܒܪܝܐ), corporeal and finite nature, it is 

known clearly that Christ is two natures and two qnome. And because of the inseparable union between his 

divinity and his humanity, he is believed in one Sonship, majesty and authority (ܫܘܠܛܢܐ).
290

 

 

Concerning the third question whether Mary had born a man or God, the bishops stated that 

she should be called Christotokos because this term referred to both natures, while the terms 

theotokos and anthropotokos would deny either his manhood or his divinity.
291

 This is similar 

to Nestorius’ and Babai’s conclusions, but does not express their reconciling preliminary re-

marks. 

 Despite their efforts, the bishops of the Church of the East did not succeed in convincing 

Khosrau. The records of the debate were concluded with the remark:  

 

After they had written and brought before the king this Confession of Faith together with the connected de-

bate, they received no answer from him. (This was) either because paganism was unable to understand the 

doctrine of the knowledge of the fear of God and therefore despised it, or because the king of kings was fa-

vourable to Gabriel, the leader of the faction of the heretical Theopaschites.
292

  

 

In Babai’s version, Khosrau first read the Creed and also the considerations and objections 

-with which the bishops of the Church of the East could defend their theologi (ܦܟ̈ܖܐ ܘܗ̈ܦܟܬܐ)

cal position as compared to that of their opponents. After this, Khosrau informed the East Syr-

ian delegation that they were not allowed to elect a catholicos as long as they preached the 

name of Nestorius. He then also gave the three questions the delegation could respond to later. 
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But when it handed in its treatise, Khosrau did not react further. Meanwhile, Gabriel of Shigar 

accused the leader of the delegation and machinated to have George imprisoned.
293

  

 In 612, the doctrine of two natures, two qnome and one parsopa in Christ became norma-

tive within the Church of the East. Other definitions were no longer acceptable, although the 

doctrine was not found in the Synodicon Orientale before and remained challenged within the 

Church during the seventh and eighth centuries. In line with the supposed Miaphysite tactics, 

other positions having become unacceptable within the East Syrian community, their adher-

ents were inclined to switch to the Miaphysite position. This process had not been completed 

in early Muslim Iraq.
294

 Moreover, as we have seen above, the final process of separation be-

tween the Church of the East and the Miaphysites seems to have taken place during the sec-

ond decade of the seventh century. Thereafter the villages tended to be completely Miaphysite 

or ‘Nestorian’ (a term which by now generally referred to those adherents of the Church of 

the East who defended the doctrine of two natures and two qnome), although this ‘Nestorian’ 

identity was still not fully integrated within the Church of the East.
295

  

 Richard Payne states that the promoters of the two qnome formula started to refer to their 

beliefs as an ‘orthodoxy’ (ܐܪܬܕܘܟܣܝܐ) rather than with the terms ‘correct belief’ ( ܬܘܕܝܬܐ

 which had ,(ܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ ܬܪܝܨܬܐ) ’or ‘correct faith ,(,ܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ ܫܪܝܪܬܐ) ’true faith‘ ,(ܬܪܝܨܬܐ

prevailed before.
296

 In fact, ‘orthodoxy’ had already appeared before in the second letter of 

the learned Mar Aba concerning the ‘orthodoxy of faith’ ( ܝܐ ܕܠܘܬ ܗܝܡܢܘܬܐܣܐܪܬܕܘܟ ).
297

 In 

support of Payne’s view is the fact that it also appears in the canons for the Great Monastery 

under Babai’s predecessor Abbot Dadishoʿ.
298

 Later, moreover, it appeared in the letters of his 

successors Ishoʿyahb II and Ishoʿyahb III.
299

 However, this Greek loan word was also used by 

Ishoʿyahb III’s opponent Sahdona, who was accused of rejecting the two-qnome doctrine. It 

seems therefore more likely that this term had become familiar in the Church of the East as 

part of the increasing influence of Greek words in Syriac.
300
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2.4. Political and religious developments among Arabs around 612 

 

By the time of the 612 debate, many people may have become confused and tired of all the 

(religious) wars and the ever more complicated and abstract Christologies, especially because 

they were often accompanied with fierce intolerance. The conflicts probably affected most 

towns as the ownership of churches and monasteries including their extended property could 

be contested. It is not clear to what extent this also affected the Arab tribes living nearby. Pe-

ter Brown holds that the political and religious debates also reached the Arabian Peninsula 

where the disadvantages of Judaism and Christianity could be discussed freely without a gov-

ernment dictating ‘Orthodoxy’.
301

 It was probably in such an atmosphere that around 610 the 

Arab Muhammad started to proclaim his faith in the one God which led to a different view on 

the position of Christ. Referring to the earlier revelations of God to the Jews and the Chris-

tians, who would have forgotten or even falsified parts of God’s message, Muhammad pro-

fessed that the recent revelations presented God’s final instruction to mankind.
302

 

 Around the same time, somewhere between 604 and 611, the Battle of Dhu Qar had shown 

that Arabs were able to defeat the Sasanians, and several tribes in varying alliances were al-

ready fighting for hegemony over the fertile grounds around Hira and the trade routes leading 

to it. The Meccan Quraysh, to which tribe Muhammad belonged, were significant players in 

these rivalries. 

 It is not sure to what extent the participants of the 612 debate were already aware of such 

developments among Arab groupings. Conversely, it is highly contested to what extent Mu-

hammad may have been in contact with Christians and Jews, and to what extent the Islamic 

tradition may have been influenced by them.
303

 Griffith argues that Muhammad and the 
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Qurʾanic milieu was in contact with Arabic-speaking Christian communities, which generally 

belonged to the three main denominations. Muhammad’s audience would have been thor-

oughly familiar with Jewish and Christian narratives from various sources which circulated in 

the first third of the seventh century. The Syriac liturgy and the memre, which contained many 

(apocryphal) Biblical narratives and offered thus an ‘interpreted Bible’, would have been pre-

sented in ad hoc oral Arabic translations.
304

 It has also been suggested that Muhammad may 

have reacted to specific forms of Christianity he encountered in Arabia.
305

 

 According to Islamic tradition, the revelations Muhammad received were collected under 

his first successor ʿAbu Bakr (632-34). Several versions of this collection, which became 

known as the Qurʾan, came then into circulation.
306

 In general, recent scholarship agrees with 

the traditional claim that the literary canonization of the Qurʾan took place at the order of 

ʿUthman (644-56) and that a greater standardization in orthography was effected towards the 

end of the century.
307

 It has been argued that some verses are the product of a redaction after 

Muhammad’s death, integrating older verses.
308

 This timing brings us more into the period of 

Ishoʿyahb III, and the Christology of the Qurʾan will therefore be discussed later. 

 Muhammad’s revelations enticed affiliated groupings to wars against people who did not 

accept them. Within a few decades, Arab tribes conquered a huge area and continued to dom-

inate it. Unfortunately, most of what we know of the conquests starting in the first half of the 
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seventh century derives from chronicles that were compiled more than two centuries later.
309

 

The chronicles were based on accounts compiled since 750, which in turn depended on the 

oral tradition of the conquerors. These later chronicles were to remain the basis for a tradi-

tional view of the history of nascent Islam that was tightly connected with the conquests. Alt-

hough the chronicles provide ample information, they suffer sometimes from one-sidedness, 

lack of precise dates, and many uncertainties and inconsistencies. This has given rise to nu-

merous studies attempting to reconstruct what actually may have happened. Several scholars 

moreover have studied the various factors, both ideological and material, that may have 

caused or fostered the campaigns in the first half of the seventh century.  

 Where already many data on ‘neutral’ and ‘hard’ facts (such as the date of the fall of a city, 

participants), are missing or inconsistent, further difficulties arise when one tries to consider 

what kinds of ideological and sociological motivations drove the people who were engaged in 

the conquests. This difficulty stems not only from the scarcity of contemporary (Muslim) 

documents before 692, but also from the fact that later reports—either positive or negative—

tend to be rather biased for various reasons.  

 The present section focusses on the possible religious motives of the first conquests. This 

study is not aimed at investigating the early developments of nascent Islam per se, but is an 

attempt to give some background information relevant to what the catholicoi of the Church of 

the East may have experienced, concentrating on Ishoʿyahb III. This attempt necessarily in-

cludes all the uncertainties just mentioned.
310

  

 Most modern scholars agree that Arabs formed the determining factor in the early con-

quests. Arabs could adhere to several religions, including Christianity and Islam. This situa-

tion would have changed and Islam would have been favoured towards the end of the seventh 

century, with other religions being disqualified more.
311

 Karl Friedrich Pohlmann holds that a 

considerable number of converts from various Christian and Jewish milieus must have be-

longed to the Qurʾanic community and that differences would have caused internal debates, 

especially after Muhammad’s death.
312
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 Fred Donner emphasizes the ‘ecumenical’ character of an ‘apocalyptically oriented pietis-

tic movement’, which he calls the ‘Believers movement’, as this would have been the name 

the members of the movement applied to themselves. This movement would have aimed at 

attaining salvation on the Last Day by forming a ‘community of the righteous’ and spreading 

this as far as possible. Its believers (المؤمنون, al muminun) adhered to several basic beliefs: the 

oneness of God; the Last Day (or Day of Judgment); God’s messengers or prophets; the 

Books God sent to the people of which the Qurʾan is the last and best; God’s angels. To these 

basic beliefs belonged the religious duties, which have remained the same. They consisted of 

regular ritual prayer; giving of alms; fasting during the month of Ramadan and pilgrimage to 

Mecca. After 692, this movement would have changed into a more restrictive ‘Islam’ in 

which more emphasis was given to the role of Muhammad and the Qurʾan and most of its 

adherents started to use the term ‘Muslim’ as self-description.
313

  

 Robert Hoyland’s description resembles that of Donner although he criticizes its ‘excessive 

emphasis on the role of religion’ and the idealization of the putative ecumenical part.
314

 The 

close connection of some Christians and Jews with the initial movement reminds him of Mu-

hammad’s Constitution of Medina, a document meant for ‘a single politico-religious commu-

nity uniting different religious denominations’ that fought for God. The first Caliphs would 

have extended this policy—which brought together fighting men from different religions into 

one umma fighting the enemies of God—into an expanding jihad state. Because of the reli-

giously pluralist background of the participants, with each religion having its own binding 

book, the leaders would only have neutral titles that did not point to a specific religion.
315

  

 Hoyland’s warning against an idealization of an early ecumenical character seems appro-

priate. The example of Christians and Jews from Najran being expelled from the Peninsula 

under ʿUmar (634-44)
316

 seems to indicate that whatever early tolerant or ecumenical attitude 

there may have been at the very onset, it faded away rather quickly. The ridda wars, which 

will be discussed below, also show that the treaties with the Quraysh originally had a strong 

political component. The idea of an ecumenical community itself seems to be problematic. 

This relies too much on the assumption that the boundaries between Islam versus Judaism and 

Christianity were already clear cut and Islam was perceived as a distinct confession. The pos-
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tulated tolerance may therefore have been foremost the result of the uncertainty and vague-

ness concerning many aspects of the new movement which was still in development, but at-

tracted many because of its familiar elements. 

 For example, apocalyptical thinking was also apparent in other religions of the time.
317

 It is 

of most interest for our study of the new movement that the Last Day was considered to be 

imminent, which would be followed by a new Era of Righteousness with believers inheriting 

what had belonged to the sinners. Donner holds that this view would have enticed people to 

follow the rules of the new movement in order to be rewarded in both heaven and the present 

world.
318

 It may moreover be noteworthy that the apocalyptic expectations in nascent Islam 

had led some groupings to expect the Mahdi (‘the rightly guided one’). It is, however, not sure 

how much earlier this expectation had originated before the eighties of the seventh century, 

when the role of this Mahdi started to be claimed by various rival parties, such as the Umay-

yads and Shiʿites, and later the Abbasids as they held that the Mahdi was a descendent of Mu-

hammad. The arrival of the redeemer Mahdi would coincide with the time of the descent of 

Jesus, who thus remained to be closely connected to Islamic expectations of salvation.
319

 

 

 

2.5. The first Arab conquests in the Arabian Peninsula  

 

The victory of the Bakr at the Battle of Dhu Qar may have had an immense psychological 

impact on the Arabs.
320

 Within Islamic tradition the date of the battle has been associated with 

various key dates in Muhammad’s life, ranging from his birth to events some months after the 

battle of Badr (623-25). When the Sasanians were occupied with their disputed succession in 

Ctesiphon (628-32), the Bakr of the north took the opportunity to raid the cultivated land 

again, headed by al-Muthanna b. Haritha, a leader of a subdivision, the Shayban.
321

 Hira was 

eventually taken in 633 by this al-Muthanna and by the successful Arab commander Khalid b. 

al-Walid, who belonged to the Quraysh.
322
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 Meanwhile, without the Lakhmid control over many tribes in the Arabian Peninsula, the 

Sasanian influence weakened here as well. The supremacy of the Quraysh over other tribes 

increased correspondingly, especially after these started to cooperate with Muhammad’s 

movement in 630. The resistance of many Jews in Medina to Muhammad’s claim to be the 

final messenger of God led to their expulsion or elimination. The problems with these Jews 

and with Christians in the eastern and southern districts in the Peninsula led to more negative 

comments in the Qurʾan on both, while they were hardly distinguished from each other.
323

  

 The situation of Bahrain and Oman is of particular interest because two decades later Ca-

tholicos Ishoʿyahb III had to deal here with rebellion in his Church. The leaders of Oman 

would have converted to Islam in 630 and all the Arabs in Oman would have followed them. 

New governors were appointed.
324

 As we have seen in Chapter 1, the Sasanians had divided 

Bahrain in two regions. Thus, at the beginning of the Islamic conquests in the Arabian Penin-

sula, the coastal area of Bahrain seems to have been governed by a Persian marzban named 

Siboht, while the tribes living in the rest of Bahrain were governed by the Tamim al-Mundir b. 

Sawa, who had a lower position.
325

 The two leaders of Bahrain would have received Mu-

hammad’s message in 630 or 632.
326

 Each leader probably reacted differently to proposals to 

ally with Muhammad, but the precise circumstances are not clear.
327

 Al-Mundir b. Sawa be-

came the prophet’s governor in Bahrain.
328

 Daniel Potts suggests that he would have convert-

ed to Islam in order to overthrow Siboht and to put an end to any Sasanian control. Instead of 

paying taxes to the Sasanians, al-Mundir b. Sawa is said to have concluded a treaty with Mu-

hammad whereupon he collected taxes (dates and grain) for Medina. Because the Arabs in 

Bahrain renounced Islam as soon as the Prophet died, this conversion to Islam would have 

been mainly politically motivated.
329

  

 The Christians in Bahrain, including the Taghlib from Syria and Mesopotamia, whom 

Khosrau II had deported to Bahrain, would also have received Muhammad’s message, but 

refused to convert and therefore paid one gold coin (dinar) each. Baladhuri reports that these 
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‘heretical’ Arabs converted later to Islam, but that Christians, Jews and Zoroastrians kept their 

own faith. Muslims now had to pay only a tenth, the others more.
330

 Aloys Sprenger com-

ments among other points that after the mighty Tamim would have acknowledged the su-

premacy of the Quraysh and converted at the beginning of the year 630, many others would 

have followed for fear of them. Before this time, the Tamim would also have attacked Hira, 

but without success. In Bahrain, Muhammad would have requested only that believers volun-

tarily gave a part of their income as alms (the zakat) for the poor in the region. Later, Mu-

hammad would have changed the voluntary contribution into a prescribed taxation and in 631 

demanded that all taxes collected should be sent to Medina. This led to upheaval among the 

population. Siboht initially would have been one of the strongest opponents to this new taxa-

tion while being supported by a Tamim leader.
331

  

 After Muhammad’s death in 632, other tribes that had allied with him also revolted and 

refused to pay the taxes. This rebellion is called the ridda (apostasy), as it traditionally has 

been connected with a strong religious element.
332

 The example of Bahrain suggests that it 

may have been a reaction to the new taxation rules of 631 and was therefore mainly political. 

Donner also holds that the resisting tribes mainly opposed the growing political control of the 

Islamic state. In some cases there was an additional religious element with alternative proph-

ets being presented.
333

 One of them was the prophetess Sadjah, who belonged to a Tamim 

clan and was also related to the Taghlib through whom she may have become acquainted with 

Christianity.
334

  

 The Hanifa (a branch of the Bakr) in al-Yamama, central Arabia, followed the prophet Mu-

saylima. Their resistance against Medina was probably the strongest.
335

 They had been acting 

as vassals of the Sasanians and conducted Persian caravans from Yemen to Iraq. When the 

Hanifa tried to extend their influence in the northern parts of this trade route, they met with 

opposition from the Tamim, who had a similar function. Probably before 628, Siboht had aid-
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ed these Hanifa and broken the Tamim oppression.
336

 One might therefore suggest that 

Siboht’s damaging action against the Tamim may have incited the rebellion of the Tamim 

governor in Bahrain. After 628, the Hanifa also started negotiations with Muhammad. Their 

prince did not become a Muslim and would have demanded a share in the political control of 

Arabia. After his death in 630, one part of the Hanifa sided with the Muslims, but another part 

revolted under Musaylima who strove for independence from Persia, Byzantium and Medina. 

Abu Bakr, Muhammad’s first successor, sent therefore a large army.
337

 

 Another battle took place in Bahrain around its capital city Hagar, residence of Siboht. The 

resistance here was broken and the survivors fled to Dairin and Hatta, which were also taken 

with the help of Khalid b. al-Walid.
338

 According to Tabari, the ridda was suppressed in A.H. 

12 or 13 (roughly between 633-34).
339

 It took, however, still some time before all tribes in the 

region were subdued. Oman and Bahrain were fully conquered between 636-39 and the Ar-

chipelago between 634-40.
340

  

 The Arab resistance in Bahrain and Oman on the Persian Gulf is also of most interest be-

cause of the ties of these regions with Sasanian Hira.
341

 One of the factors contributing to the 

opposition to Medina in Bahrain may be found in the death of governor al-Mundir b. Sawa, 

which reportedly took place within a few months after the Prophet died. Some groupings may 

have taken this as an opportunity to strengthen the bonds with Hira again.
342

 These ‘rebels’ 

gathered in Qatif (a large oasis), Hagar and Hatta, and it seems that there were several plans to 

return the kingship to the family of al-Mundir, the former kings of Hira. Although the reports 

vary in details, they concur that this project was soon made void, possibly in 633.
343
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 The proposal to raise a close relative of Nuʿman III as king may have corresponded with a 

current idea that Arab rule was in hands of the Lakhmids.
344

 The Chronicon Anonymum, the 

East Syrian chronicle written around the 660s, also makes this connection when it describes 

the invading Arabs as ‘sons of Ishmael’ whose leader was Muhammad (ܡܚܡܕ),
345

 and Hira as 

the former seat of ‘King Mundir, surnamed the “warrior”; he was sixth in the line of the Ish-

maelite kings’.
346

 The connection being made between Arabs and ‘Ishmaelites’ seems moreo-

ver to be in line with common Christian practices.
347

  

 The suggestion that (some) Arabs preferred to establish a relationship with the Lakhmids 

may also be seen in a story about the Lakhmid princess Hind. After the Arab conquests, the 

governor of Kufa, al-Mugira b. Shuʿba is said to have proposed marriage to her. Hind, pre-

sumably ʿAdi’s widow who lived as a nun in her monastery, is said to have declined, answer-

ing: ‘You only would like to say: “I assumed the rule of Nuʿman b. al-Mundir and married his 

daughter”’.
348

 The practice of taking a wife from respectable clans in order to foster loyalty 

was widely used and therefore this story—if historical—does not surprise. More remarkable, 

however, is Hind’s claim that he aspired to the position of Lakhmid Kings. The rejected suitor 

is moreover reported to have confirmed an agreement between Ishoʿyahb II and ʿUmar (634-

44), which is not impossible but contested.
349
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2.6. Ishoʿyahb II of Gdala (628-45)
  

 

2.6.1. Life and works 

The death of Khosrau in 628 not only accelerated the changing balance of power among the 

Arab tribes, but also had an effect on the Church of the East. The new Persian emperor Sheroy 

granted the Church of the East a catholicos at last. After Babai had refused the position, 

Ishoʿyahb II was unanimously chosen in the same year.
350

  

 Several works have been attributed to Ishoʿyahb II: letters, memre, a hagiography, a com-

mentary and three books: one against opponents of religion, another on synonyms and the last 

on sacraments. Only four works ascribed to him are preserved: a profession of faith, a possi-

bly inauthentic letter to Barsauma; a liturgical hymn (‘Our Father’) preserved in Arabic; and 

an extensive Christological letter that belonged to the Synodicon Orientale but is not incorpo-

rated in the editions of either Jean Baptist Chabot or Oscar Braun. It was presumably written 

when he was bishop of Balad, but after 612.
351

  

 Ishoʿyahb II stemmed from Gdala in Bet ʿArabaye, situated about 60 km west of Nineveh. 

He belonged to the group that had left the school of Nisibis and he headed for Balad, another 

bishopric in Bet Arabaye dependent on Nisibis. The bishop of Balad made him professor in a 

new school in the vicinity and when the bishop died, Ishoʿyahb II succeeded him. This might 

have taken place around 610, but before the 612 debate in which he participated as bishop. He 

probably also had contributed to its profession of faith.
352

  

As we have seen above, the Chronicle of Seert reports that Ishoʿyahb II suffered as bishop 

from attacks by local authorities and Miaphysites seeking for more influence. Khosrau is said 

to have driven Ishoʿyahb II into exile which ended in 628.
353

 Subsequent to his election in 628, 

his installation took place in the same year in Seleucia-Ctesiphon. Ishoʿyahb II founded many 

new schools and old ones were reopened, as the Church needed a well-trained clergy in order 
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to defend its position against the regime, Miaphysites and dissidents. Ishoʿyahb II also sought 

the good will of the local authorities.
354

  

After the Byzantine Emperor Heraclius’s (re)conquest of substantial parts of the Persian 

Empire starting in 622, with the fall of Mosul-Nineveh in the beginning of 628 and the death 

of Khosrau, the political situation in Persia deteriorated quickly, despite moments of relative 

stability. Queen Boran, Khosrau’s already third successor reigning from c.629 to 630, asked 

Ishoʿyahb II to renew the truce with the Byzantine Emperor, following the practice of former 

kings. Ishoʿyahb II was accompanied by metropolitans and bishops: Cyriacus of Nisibis, Ga-

briel of Bet Garmai, Paul of Adiabene and Maruta of Gustra. In his report, Thomas of Marga 

added the names of the bishops John of Damascus, Ishoʿyahb of Nineveh (the next catholicos) 

and the latter’s future opponent Sahdona, the bishop of Mahuze d-Ariwan.
355

 Heraclius met 

Ishoʿyahb II in Aleppo in 630 where they had doctrinal discussions. The twelfth century 

Chronicle of Seert gives the following elaborate account of events around this embassy, 

which should be read with caution.
356

 

According to this Chronicle, Ishoʿyahb II declared that his belief was the same as that of 

the 318 Holy Fathers in Nicaea, and he wrote out Nestorius’ confession of faith for Heraclius. 

Heraclius is said to have been impressed by Ishoʿyahb II’s wisdom and to have requested sev-

eral times to celebrate mass and to take Communion together with him. Ishoʿyahb II would 

have insisted that the name of Cyril of Alexandria, ‘the cause of the schism and master of the 

impious doctrine’ would not be read. Heraclius consented.
357

  

 Ishoʿyahb II would further have given a profession of faith in writing, which has been pre-

served in an Arabic account of ʿAmr.
358

 According to the Chronicle of Seert, Heraclius asked 

thereupon why they did not write ‘Mary, Mother of God’,
359

 but ‘Mary, Mother of Christ, 

who is God and Man’. Heraclius would have approved of Ishoʿyahb II’s explanation and pro-
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fession as did a select group of his entourage that had received a copy. Then Heraclius gave 

magnificent presents and sent the embassy back in honour.
360

  

The mission was successful in several aspects: there was peace for some years and the 

Church of the East expanded to China. More metropolitan sees were added officially to the 

Church: Hulwan (Iran), Herat (Afghanistan), Samarkand (Uzbekistan).
361

 But at home 

Ishoʿyahb II is said to have been criticized for this embassy.  

The Chronicle of Seert reports that the Eastern Fathers actually had learned that the Greeks 

had refused Ishoʿyahb II’s condition that the name of Cyril be not read, but the names of Dio-

dore, Theodore and Nestorius instead. Many of them rejected him as catholicos as they 

thought he had sold his faith out of love for money and presents. He was even attacked during 

the gathering organized for his return. Two letters attributed to Barsauma, Bishop of Shush, 

are included in the Chronicle. In the first letter Barsauma explained that there is a huge differ-

ence between them and the Greeks, with Chalcedon being the cause of the schism because it 

ratified Ephesus (that banned Nestorius) and united the two natures in one single qnoma. 

Ishoʿyahb II is then accused of accepting the definition of Mary as Mother of God (in his es-

sence), abandoning the Creeds of Nicaea and Constantinople and even following Chalcedon 

because Diodore, Theodore and Nestorius were not mentioned. This conduct would foster 

heresy. Barsauma reminded Ishoʿyahb II of Paul of Nisibis who would have expressed his 

faith before Justinian: ‘Christ has two natures and two qnome; this is the doctrine of my fa-

thers, my doctors, my predecessors and my guides, the 318.’
362

  

Barsauma’s second letter emphasized that faith has to do with the 318 Fathers (Nicaea) and 

150 Fathers (Constantinople) and not with the ambition to please emperors. Ishoʿyahb II 

should understand that he had been used by Heraclius, who cunningly had made Ishoʿyahb 

II’s profession Chalcedonian. Barsauma also referred to the difficult times due to upheaval of 

the empires and the irruptions of invaders.
363

 Ishoʿyahb II is said to have realized his faults 

and to have written a humble and remorseful letter, explaining that he always sought peace, 

stating his faith again and asking for absolution. He formulated his orthodox faith as follows:  

 

I never confessed or acknowledged in Jesus Christ other than two natures: the eternal nature, the new nature 

and two qnome, united, joined, equal, without separation, confusion, change and corruption.
364
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The Chronicle concluded that Barsauma praised him and thus the problem seems to have been 

solved.
365

 Louis Sako treats this controversy between Ishoʿyahb II and Barsauma with caution 

and questions the authenticity of the letters. He also suggests that the Chronicle of Seert could 

have confounded this controversy with the one between Sahdona and Ishoʿyahb III.
366

 These 

warnings should be taken seriously; nevertheless, one of Sako’s arguments, that Ishoʿyahb III, 

a defender of orthodoxy, did not criticize Ishoʿyahb II and even wrote him three letters full of 

respect, can be countered by the fact that the same tradition reports that Ishoʿyahb II had al-

ready been rehabilitated.
367

  

 Ishoʿyahb II experienced the Arab invasions. He left Seleucia-Ctesiphon after its destruc-

tion by the Arabs in 637 and went to northern Karka d-Bet Slok (Kirkuk) which was not yet 

occupied and stayed there.
368

 He died around 646. The Chronicle of Seert reports he fell ill in 

Gedan where he was buried and that the family of Yazdin took care of his funeral.
369

 

 The lengthy Christological letter, which Ishoʿyahb II presumably wrote before he was Ca-

tholicos but after 612, is addressed to Abraham of Bet Madaye, an abbot in the region of Ni-

neveh.
370

 Ishoʿyahb II answered questions concerning recent debates between Abraham, Elia 

and Henanishoʿ on the mdabbranuta and on the parsopa of Christ. When Ishoʿyahb II visited 

them at their monastery close to Nineveh, they had informed him that Abraham would accept 

Ishoʿyahb II’s view given by letter. As we have seen, the Arab Elia who came from Hira and 

his nephew Henanishoʿ had worked closely together with Babai. They had assisted him when 

he came back to the Izla Monastery and wanted to restore discipline, but after this had caused 

too much resistance, they left and founded a new monastery.
371

 The discussion of Abbot 

Abraham with Elia and Henanishoʿ might therefore be seen in the context of Babai’s supervi-

sion of the northern monasteries that probably included their Christology.  

 Both Ishoʿyahb II and Henanishoʿ had contributed to the 612 debate. Ishoʿyahb II must 

have been regarded as an authority in these matters, because Abraham accepted Ishoʿyahb II’s 

view, although he did not know him.
372

 Apparently, the LU of Babai had not yet been com-

pleted or was considered insufficient. The letter might also have been a means to prove or 

propagate his own Christology, although there are no further indications substantiating this 

assumption. In his answer, he appealed to unity among believers, but encouraged discussions 
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to ‘examine the approved discourse on faith and to be armed with the right words against the 

enemies of truth’, and he also corrected the view of Abraham.
373

  

 

2.6.2. Intellectual background. Theology and Philosophy 

Ishoʿyahb II had studied at the School of Nisibis which he left out of protest against Henana. 

Sako recognizes several explicit sources in Ishoʿyahb II’s letter: the Bible in the version of the 

Peshitta; the theological letters of Gregory of Nazianzus (105-106); the Nicene Creed (192-

207) and the Acts of Chalcedon (42-48 and 87-88). Some sources are implicitly referred to: 

the Creed of Ishoʿyahb I; the Creed and debate of 612; the Categories of Aristotle (50-55) 

and—in the context of the Nicene Creed—the Catechetical Homilies of Theodore of 

Mopsuestia (193-95). Ishoʿyahb II used the same terminology as Babai without mentioning 

him. There are similar ideas expressed in the LU of Babai, but Sako cannot determine who is 

inspired by whom.
374

 Ishoʿyahb II underpinned his Christology with philosophical-theological 

argumentation. He offered definitions of the main Christological terms (50-62) and elaborated 

them with philosophical arguments (64-106).
375

  

  

2.6.3. Main challenges 

Initially, Ishoʿyahb II faced challenges similar to those with which Babai had been confronted. 

He still had to fight deviant interpretations on Christology in his own Church.
376

 But as seen 

in the reported reaction of Barsauma, his own Christology could also be questioned and he 

might have had to confirm that he adhered to the two natures - two qnome - one parsopa doc-

trine not long after his embassy in 630. Meanwhile, the position of the Miaphysites had im-

proved since 628 when they were officially recognized and were allowed to appoint their own 

leader, the Maphrian. Maruta, who had become Maphrian in Tagrit between 628/29 and 649, 

campaigned against the Church of the East. He wrote a treatise to refute ‘an impious pamphlet 

of him who is called Catholicos of the Nestorians’. This referred most probably to Ishoʿyahb 

II.
377

  

 Heraclius’ conquest of important parts of the provinces where the Church of the East had 

developed under Sasanian rule, noted above, necessitated the Church accommodating to this 

situation. According to Morony it was preoccupied with Heraclius’s attempts to win the sup-
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port of these provinces by seeking a doctrinal reconciliation. After Ishoʿyahb II had reached 

an agreement with Heraclius one of the delegates in his embassy, Sahdona, defected and 

would have condemned the followers of Theodore before Heraclius at Jerusalem. Morony 

holds that the policy of Heraclius not only gave the Church of the East the impression that 

they shared their Dyophysite belief with the Church in the West (as he rightly notices in the 

work of Ishoʿyahb II’s successors Ishoʿyahb III and George I): this impression would have 

also even reinforced their ‘two natures and two qnome in one parsopa’ doctrine, with Mary 

being called the Mother of Christ and not of God. As will become clearer later, however, this 

suggestion seems to be an oversimplification of the situation.
378

  

 Heraclius seems to have concentrated most on reconciliation with the Miaphysites, who 

had obtained key positions in the former Byzantine provinces during the decades Khosrau had 

reigned there. Christological formulas that would be acceptable to both Miaphysites and 

Chalcedonians were proposed. After 630, Heraclius started to promote in Syria a formula that 

was developed by Patriarch Sergius of Constantinople (610-38) and that Heraclius had al-

ready adopted in 622. This doctrine of Monenergism recognized two natures, but one energy 

or operation (ἐνέργεια). Each denomination could find confirmation for its own teachings, but 

unfortunately, the term ‘energy’ proved to be very ambiguous. When this resulted in strongly 

opposite and sometimes absurd conclusions, Heraclius promulgated the Ekthesis in 638 for-

bidding any further discussion on one or two energies in Christ. From now on, he promoted 

Monothelitism (the notion of one will). 

 Several Miaphysite circles were influenced by Heraclius’s propaganda and some major 

monasteries in West Syria, like Bet Maron, Emesa, Mabbug and many in southern Syria ral-

lied to Monenergism. However, many Miaphysites distrusted Heraclius’s intentions and 

feared a restoration of the Chalcedonian hierarchy, especially after he had handed the Great 

Church of Edessa to the Chalcedonians and required acceptance of Chalcedon. In 632/33 the 

Monenergist compromise was also strengthened by the support of influential Persian Chris-

tians, but weakened again when the settlement between Rome and Persia was broken.
379 

The 

Christological letter of Ishoʿyahb II (probably written before 628) may have been a reaction to 

discussions on the number of activities (or energies) because it mentioned two forms that ‘act 
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everything in one parsopa’. It is highly doubtful that during his embassy to Heraclius in 638, 

Ishoʿyahb II would have acknowledged only one will and one activity in Christ.
380

  

 Heraclius also negotiated with several Persian kings whom he supported and ‘adopted’. 

This also seems to have been the case with Hormizd IV (630-32) who is reported to have sent 

his own infant son as ‘servant’ to Heraclius, in the eschatological hope he could become the 

saviour of the Empire after the ‘steel era’ of Khosrau II. This son, however, was murdered 

soon after Heraclius had recognized Hormizd IV as Persian King.
381

  

 The political situation became even more complicated with the start of the Arab conquests. 

The ‘irruptions of invaders’ Barsauma spoke of, most probably referred to these Arab inva-

sions.
382

 Syria was invaded in 633.
383

 According to the Chronicon Anonymum, the Arabs de-

stroyed every town in Syria.
384

 The Chronicle of Seert reports negotiations of Ishoʿyahb II 

with the first Arab Caliph Abu Bakr (632-34).
385

 Ishoʿyahb II would have sent a letter to Mu-

hammad first, but after Muhammad’s death he would have sent Gabriel, bishop of Maishan, to 

Abu Bakr. Gabriel offered him a considerable sum of gold and informed him of the situation 

of the Christians in the Persian Empire and what they had to endure because of the Arab ar-

mies. This would have annoyed the Persian Emperor Yazdgard (632-51). After Ishoʿyahb II 

had defended his difficult situation, the Emperor would have commanded him to write to the 

Christians close to the Arabs that they should stay away from them and to reward those who 

combatted them.
386

 Although Sako doubts this tradition, the possibility of such negotiations 

cannot be excluded. The distrust of Yazdgard is understandable; especially because many 

Christian Arabs did not resist the invading Arabs. 

 ʿUmar succeeded Abu Bakr in 634 and imposed new taxes.
387

 There seem to have been 

some exceptions to these, such as the treaty Muhammad is supposed to have closed with 

Christians in Najran (in south Arabia) that guaranteed them some privileges, exempting 
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priests and monks from capital taxes.
388

 Many of the treaties that were claimed later by Chris-

tians were forgeries inspired by this story. It is therefore highly doubtful that Ishoʿyahb II re-

ally obtained from Muhammad similar privileges for the Church of the East or that they were 

confirmed by ʿUmar (634-44) or even expanded by ʿAli (656-61), because the Christians 

would have fed his troops.
389

  

 Towards the end of his life, Ishoʿyahb II tried to solve problems of the believers in Nisibis 

with their Metropolitan Cyriacus, his former ally in his elevation to the throne of catholicos. 

The Nisibenes are said to have despised Cyriacus for his greed and character and asked 

Ishoʿyahb II to give them a new metropolitan. Ishoʿyahb II went thereupon to Nisibis in vain. 

After Nisibis fell to the Arabs about 640 and Cyriacus died, his enemies brought charges 

against Cyriacus and his followers to the amir (ܐܡܝܪ) of the city, who allowed them to plun-

der the residence of the metropolitan. Ishoʿyahb II then consecrated Barsauma, the director of 

the school in Hira, as bishop, but he was not accepted either.
390

 

 

2.6.4. Ishoʿyahb II of Gdala’s Christology 

Ishoʿyahb II’s Christological letter is a systematic treatise on the mdabbranuta in the body of 

the Saviour in answer to a question on the parsopa by Abbot Abraham:  

 

How should we confess the fact of the union of Christ? If we say ‘one parsopa’, to whom belongs this one 

parsopa spoken of: to the divinity or to the humanity, or to these two natures together?
391

  

 

To Ishoʿyahb II the real issue behind this question seems to have been the one-qnoma doctrine, 

which he rejected. Abraham held that the unique parsopa of Christ belonged to the divine 

nature because ‘the human nature was elevated (ܐܬܥܠܝ) to the parsopa of God the Word by 

the union’. Consequently, the human nature of Christ would not suffer in its own parsopa, but 

in the (divine) parsopa that had assumed him.
392

 Henanishoʿ and Elia on the other hand had 

argued that Christ has one common parsopa of two natures’,
393

 which was the traditional An-
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tiochene point of view. Ishoʿyahb II agreed with the latter two and argued from the definition 

of the two natures and the two qnome being united in one unique parsopa of Christ.
394

  

 Without further argumentation Ishoʿyahb II stated that Abraham’s view would imply that 

the human qnoma was also elevated to the divine qnoma and that consequently there would be 

one qnoma in Christ. He further argued that if the parsopa belonged only to God the Word, 

the humanity of Christ would be impaired and moreover that it would contradict the Biblical 

passages that spoke of God the Word coming down first to make himself human.
395

 Ishoʿyahb 

II required therefore the acknowledgment of the right order: the ‘inhomination’ (ܡܬܒܪܢܿܫܢܘܬܐ) 

of God the Word precedes the ‘deification’ (ܡܬܐܠܗܢܼܘܬܐ) of man (No. 207). These concepts 

applied as such only to Christ. Sako points at similar expressions used by Gregory of Nazian-

zus, whom Ishoʿyahb II in verse 105 respectfully called ‘the theologian’ (ܬܐܘܠܘܓܘܣ).
396

 Ba-

bai had presented a similar view that deification was only possible for Christ and that the term 

‘ascend’ referred to Christ’s humanity, while ‘descend’ referred to his divinity.
397

  

 The view that the one parsopa would belong only to the divinity, was already rejected by 

Nestorius, who held that he followed the Nicene Fathers in ascribing the parsopa of the union 

primarily to the two natures in Christ, and not only to God the Word as Cyril and the Miaphy-

sites would have done. However, Ishoʿyahb II did not mention Nestorius in his argumentation. 

Referring to Phil. 2:5-7, he argued that it was not the human qnoma that was elevated to the 

divine, but that God the Word had lowered himself first to the form of a servant in order to be 

seen (146).  

 

The blessed Apostle did not elevate here the human qnoma so that he could be seen in the parsopa of the di-

vinity, but he preached and showed that out of love God the Word went down towards the form of a servant, 

put it on and dwelt in it. And he assumed it so that he could be seen in his parsopa.
398

 

 

Possibly, Ishoʿyahb II also emphasized this order as it would imply that the divine qnoma 

already must have formed a conjunction with Christ’s human qnoma before he was elevated 

and that is was therefore another indication that Christ has two qnome in the common parsopa. 
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The whole discussion seems to be another expression of the logical and semantic difficulties 

in interpreting the concept of God the Word who had assumed the form of a man (servant). It 

seems feasible that some within the Church of the East, as for instance Abraham, interpreted 

‘assumed’ as ‘elevated’, which seems to have allowed other conclusions. As we will see, 

Ishoʿyahb II’s contemporary Bishop Sahdona, who propagated the one qnoma in Christ, also 

argued that ‘everything is elevated to his assumer’. As it is not certain when exactly Sahdona 

wrote this, it is not sure whether or not Ishoʿyahb II was already fighting his ideas.  

 Very similarly to Babai, Ishoʿyahb II further explained that the Word assumed one con-

crete, individual human nature (qnoma) and not the abstract or general nature.
399

 Sako seems 

to conclude that Ishoʿyahb II differed from Babai and other theologians of the Church of the 

East in admitting that not only the glory and power, but also all passions and weaknesses were 

related to the unique parsopa of Christ, because of the union (118-23).
400

 Ishoʿyahb II actual-

ly stated that ‘all passions and weaknesses which humanity endures according to nature are 

attributed to the divinity according to parsopa’.
401

 This does not seem to differ from the view 

of his predecessors who also held that the exchange of the properties of both natures takes 

place at the level of the parsopa, while strictly distinguishing between what naturally belongs 

to each nature and what is according to the one parsopa (or mdabbranuta).
402

  

 In his description of former Christological positions, Ishoʿyahb II rejected those which 

were in his view heretical, in particular Severus’s teaching of one nature and one qnoma (35-

36), Paul of Samosata’s assigning these to the humanity (38), and the party of Arius’s teach-

ing of one nature and one composite qnoma (ܚܕ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܡܪܟܒܐ) (39). Interestingly, he confined 

himself to those theologians anathematized by the Byzantine Synods and did not mention 

Cyril here, although the Chronicle of Seert reports that he rejected Cyril. However, Ishoʿyahb 

II did criticize the formula ‘one qnoma’ of the Council of Chalcedon, because he considered it 

impossible that one qnoma has many natures (45-49). He did not completely reject its defend-

ers though, which possibly had to do with prospects in the negotiations with Heraclius.  
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Although those who gathered at the Synod of Chalcedon were clothed with the intention of restoring the faith, 

yet they too slid away from the true faith: owing to their feeble phraseology they provided a stumbling block 

for many. Although, in accordance with the opinion of their own minds, they preserved the true faith with the 

confession of the two natures, yet by their formula of one qnoma, it seems, they tempted weak minds. As an 

outcome of the affair a contradiction occurred, for with the formula ‘one qnoma’ they corrupted the confes-

sion of ‘two natures’, while with the ‘two natures’ they rebuked and refuted the ‘one qnoma’. Thus they 

found themselves standing at a crossroads, and they wavered and turned aside from the blessed ranks of the 

orthodox (ܐ̈ܖܬܕܘܟܣܐ), yet they did not join the assemblies of the heretics; they both pulled down and built up, 

while lacking a sure foundation for their feet. On what side we should number them I do not know, for their 

terminology cannot stand up, as Nature and Scripture testify: for in them many qnome can be found in a sin-

gle nature, but it has never been the case, and it has never been heard of, that there should be various natures 

.in a single qnoma (ܟܝ̈ܢܐ ܡܫ̈ܚܠܦܐ)
403

 

 

Sako holds that the creed Ishoʿyahb II is said to have written for his meeting with Heraclius in 

630 is probably authentic because it does not deviate strongly from his Christological letter, 

and that it is moreover very close to the Creed of Constantinople, despite some differences.
404

 

However, Ishoʿyahb II’s creed also hints more or less at later creeds accepted in the West. It 

opens by stating that we believe in one single Trinity. One of its qnome
405

 descended for our 

salvation and assumed a human nature, so that his divinity could be manifested. He is not an 

ordinary man, but perfect God in the nature of his Father and perfect man in his humanity. He 

is a single parsopa in an admirable and incomprehensible union, without confusion or divi-

sion, in two true natures. In his divinity he is not subject to suffering. The creed does not men-

tion qnoma in a Christological context, but Sako points out that the expression ‘two true na-

tures’ may have referred to the two qnome, because his letter defines qnoma as a ‘true na-

ture’.
406

 It can further be noticed that while the Nicene term ‘Only-Begotten’ and the addi-

tional Antiochene term ‘First-Born’ do not appear in the creed, the letter applies both terms in 

Theodorian argumentation that the Nicene Fathers thus had acknowledged two natures.
407

 

 

                                                 
403

 Sako, Lettre christologique, Nos. 45-49, pp. 147 and 170-71; English translation with small adjustments after 

Brock, ‘Christology of the Church of the East’, p. 162. 
404

 Sako, Lettre christologique, pp. 82-83. See also pp. 59-60 for the Arab version of the Creed with French 

translation; Gismondi (trans.), Maris, p. 31.  
405

 The Arabic version uses a cognate word: األقانيم, aqanim. 
406

 Sako, Lettre christologique, pp. 59-60 and 82-83; Gismondi (trans.), Maris, p. 31. 
407

 Sako, Lettre christologique, Nos. 192-95, pp. 160-61 (cf. trans. pp. 187-88). 
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2.6.5. Ishoʿyahb II of Gdala’s Christological terminology 

2.6.5.1. Kyana 

Kyana signified for Ishoʿyahb II the abstract nature. He defined it simply: ‘Nature is this: 

something that exists naturally by itself.’
408

 He referred to foreign experts who called it a 

common ousia (ܐܘܣܝܐܓܘܢܝܬܐ) that exists as an image of the mind and has nothing by which 

it can be qualified.
409

 Ishoʿyahb II further argued that the natures in Christ are not general, 

because this would imply the whole Trinity and all humanity. Instead, these natures are indi-

vidual, which he identified with the individual ousia ( ܐܬܐܘܣܝܐ ܝܚܝܕܝ ) and qnoma.
410

 

 

2.6.5.2. Qnoma 

Sako also holds that to East Syrians qnoma denotes substance and concrete reality, in contrast 

to something general and nominal. The qnoma particularizes the general nature. Therefore 

God the Word united himself with the concrete nature (qnoma) of Jesus and not with the gen-

eral human nature.
411

 This line of thought was similarly expressed by Babai and in the 612 

debate. In verse 50-61, Ishoʿyahb II gave several definitions of qnoma starting with his own:  

 

The qnoma is the manifestation of kyana. And that which the qnoma is naturally, the very same the nature 

appears to be qnomatically. Many Greeks consider therefore qnoma the definition of nature.
412  

 

Ishoʿyahb II also gave other definitions for qnoma he was aware of, such as bar adsha ( ܒܪ

 He further referred to grammarians .(53-52) (ܐܘܣܝܐ ܝܚܝܕܝܬܐ) and individual ousia (ܐܕܫܐ

who speak of the ‘true’ (ܫܪܝܪܐ) and ‘named’ (ܡܫܡܗܐ). According to Ishoʿyahb II, ‘true’ is 

something that makes the nature known, which is qnoma, while ‘named’ makes the common 

ousia (ܐܘܣܝܐ ܕܓܘܐ) known, which is nature.
413

 Ishoʿyahb II concluded that all these defini-

tions have in common that qnoma is nature with potentiality (ܚܝܐܠ),
414

 without a definition of 

one or many. ‘But in all these different compositions of one word comes forth the same mean-

                                                 
408

 Sako, Lettre christologique, No. 51, p. 171, .ܘܟܝܢܐ ܗܢܘ. ܡܕܡ ܕܩܐܡ ܡܢܗ ܘܠܗ ܟܝܢܐܝܬ 
409

 Sako, Lettre christologique, Nos. 70-71, p. 173 (cf. trans. pp. 101-105).  
410

 Sako, Lettre christologique, No. 78, p. 174 (cf. trans. pp. 149-50). 
411

 Sako, Lettre christologique, p. 103. An almost identical description appears in one of the quotations ascribed 

to Nestorius, with an addition in the margin. Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 11, p. 186 

(cf. trans. eidem, pp. 110-111). 
412

 Sako, Lettre christologique, No. 50, p. 171. ܘܡܕܡ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܟܝܢܐܝܬ. ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܕܟܝܢܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܓܝܪ ܬܚܘܝܬܗ.  
.ܕܟܝܢܐ ܐܡܪܘܗܝ ܠܩܢܘܡܐ ܬܚܘܡܗ ܘܡܛܠ ܗܕܐ ܣܓ̈ܝܐܐ ܼܡܢ ܝ̈ܘܢܝܐ: .ܗܘ ܟܕ ܗܘ ܡܬܚܙܐ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܟܝܢܐ ܩܢܘܡܐܝܬ   

413
 Sako, Lettre christologique, No. 55, p. 171. ܠܘܬ ܓ̈ܖܡܡܛܝܩܘ ܡܬܐܡܪ܆ ܫܪܝܪܐ ܘܡܫܡܗܐ. ܫܪܝܪܐ ܗܟܝܠ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ. ܡܕܡ  

.ܗܿܝ ܕܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܟܝܢܐ. ܠܿܗ ܐܠܘܣܝܐ ܕܓܘܐ. ܡܕܡ ܕܡܘܕܥ ܕܡܘܕܥ ܠܗ ܠܟܝܢܐ. ܗܘ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܩܢܘܡܐ. ܡܫܡܗܐ ܕܝܢ:  
414

 .is mostly translated as ‘power’ in this study ܚܝܐܠ 
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ing and from these all is seen that qnoma is nature with power (or: potentiality), without a 

definition of one or many.’
415

 

 The fact that Ishoʿyahb II interpreted the qnoma in relation to a potentiality or power of the 

nature seems to be in line with the transitive use of the word qnoma that was ascribed to The-

odore of Mopsuestia and Nestorius, but is also reminiscent of Ephrem who held that the true 

existence (qnoma) depended on its being active.
416

 Ishoʿyahb II’s distinction between ‘true’ 

and ‘named’ (55, given above) also bears resemblance to that of Ephrem, as is the view that 

something needs a qnoma before it can be named (70).  

 Ishoʿyahb II explained that a qnoma must have a nature in order to receive accidents, be-

cause the qnoma cannot be separated from nature and is invisible by itself (67-69). Ishoʿyahb 

II also held that qnoma, the individual ousia, is the real (or ‘true’, ܫܪܝܪܐ) nature, because it is 

independent and that therefore, if the qnoma is one, the nature must be one also. He further 

held that the qnoma is necessary to perceive the nature, which is in line with the arguments of 

Paul of Nisibis given to Justinian.
417

 He added that the ‘common ousia only exists as an im-

age in the mind’ (71).  

 

(67) For a qnoma without a nature is unable to receive a good or bad accident (ܓܕܫܐ), because it cannot be 

separated from nature and be seen on its own, (68) because the true qnoma of humanity is invisible without a 

true (ܫܪܝܪܐ) nature of humanity, and no qnoma of the divinity can be understood without the true nature of 

divinity. (69) Similarly, no nature whatsoever can be united to knowledge or sensation unless in its qnoma or 

qnome. (70) This is why also the foreign experts say that this individual ousia (ܐܘܣܝܐ ܗܕܐ ܝܚܝܕܝܬܐ), which 

is the qnoma, is more precious than the common ( ܝܬܐܓܘܢ ) ousia. For until this (sc. the individual ousia) is 

present, this common (ousia) does not have something to be named. (71) To say in truth, the proper ousia 

 is also the individual, for this is the qnoma. Because the so-called common ousia cannot (ܐܘܣܝܐ ܚܬܝܬܬܐ)

exist subsistingly (ܡܩܝܡܐܝܬ), but exists as an image of the mind; it is therefore only seen to exist when there 

are various qnome. (72) But once the connection with the various dissolves, then it ceases (to exist). As for 

the individual ousia, it truly subsists in itself (ܒܝܬܿܗ ܒܫܪܪܐ ܩܝܡܐ). (73) You have seen that the qnoma is the 

true nature. Therefore, if (there) is one qnoma, (there) also must be one nature.
418

 

                                                 
415

 Sako, Lettre christologique, No. 56, p. 171. ܪܗܛ ܣܘܟܐܠ ܗܘ ܟܕ ܘܗܘ ܚܕ ܕܡܠܬܐ ܡܫ̈ܚܠܦܐ ̈ܖܘܟܒܐ ܟܠܗܘܢ ܘܒܗܠܝܢ 
.ܘ̈ܣܓܝܐܐ ܕܚܕ ܡܠܬܐ ܼܡܢ ܣܛܪ. ܟܝܢܐ ܗܘܝܘ ܒܚܝܐܠ ܕܩܢܘܡܐ. ܡܬܚܙܝܐ ܟܠܗܝܢ ܡܢܘ ܒܗܘܢ.  

416
 See above, section 1.2.2. and 1.4.4.  

417
 According to the Miaphysite report, Paul would have stated that ‘any nature there is, is by its proper qnoma 

known and manifest to perception, vision and the contemplation of the intellect’. See also above, section 1.11. 
418

 Sako, Lettre christologique, Nos. 67-73, pp. 172-73. 
ܐܠ ܓܝܪ ܡܨܝܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܒܠܥܕ ܼܡܢ ܟܝܢܐ. ܕܢܩܒܠ ܓܕܫܐ ܛܒܐ ܐܘ ܒܝܫܐ: ܡܛܠ ܕܐܦܐܠ ܕܢܬܦܪܫ ܼܡܢ ܟܝܢܐ ܡܫܟܚ: ܘܕܢܬܚܙܐ ܼܡܢܗ  67

 ܘܠܗ. 
ܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܫܪܝܪܐ ܕܐܢܫܘܬܐ: ܒܠܥܕ ܟܝܢܐ ܫܪܝܪܐ ܕܐܢܫܘܬܐ. ܘܐܠ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܐ ܐܝܬ ܠܡܕܪܟܘ. ܒܠܥܕ ܟܝܢܐ ܡܛܠ ܕܠܝܬ ܠܡܚܙ 68

 ܫܪܝܪܐ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܐ.
 ܒܕܡܘܬܐ ܘܐܠ ܚܕ ܟܝܢܐ ܐܝܢܐ ܕܗܼܘ: ܡܨܝܐ ܕܢܬܬܚܕ ܠܝܕܥܬܐ ܐܘ ܠܪܓܫܬܐ ܐܐܠ ܐܢ ܒܩܢܘܡܗ. ܐܘ ܒܩܢܘ̈ܡܘܗܝ.  ܒܿܗ  69
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As we have seen, Babai was similarly influenced by the distinction between ‘common ousia’ 

and ‘individual ousia’ that was introduced by the Cappadocian Fathers. Ishoʿyahb II’s argu-

mentation further resembles at least the close interdependency between nature and qnoma in 

their being known, as expressed by Babai in text X.
419

 In comparison with Ephrem who also 

seems to have interpreted qnoma as indicative of some ‘true’ or ‘real’ existence, Ishoʿyahb II 

seems to be tautological in speaking of a ‘true qnoma’.  

 Both Babai and Ishoʿyahb II held that the qnoma subsists in itself and moreover that it is 

the qnoma that receives accidents.
420

 Their contemporary Henanishoʿ similarly formulated the 

relation between qnome, properties and accidents.
421

 He argued that the humanity of Christ 

needed a qnoma to receive perfect knowledge and to partake in almighty power. Moreover, 

Christ must have had a qnoma, for he who has no qnoma, does not pay for guilt.
422

 Henani-

shoʿ’s many brief arguments were offered in the form of continuous series of questions (‘if…., 

how…?’) and statements (‘if…., then…’). The same pattern appeared to a lesser degree in the 

debate and Ishoʿyahb II’s letter. 

 Ishoʿyahb II’s argumentation that the common nature exists only as an image of the mind 

as long as there are several qnome, which are subsistent in itself, raises the question whether 

he referred only to a philosophical principle current in his time or whether he also implied the 

more mystic meanings Babai had connected to the concept of qnoma. Although such mystic 

connotations of qnoma do not seem to reoccur in Ishoʿyahb II’s letter, this particular connec-

tion between a nature that needs a qnoma in order to be temporarily visible in the mind, might 

be a reflection of Babai’s notion of a temporary vision of the divine nature in the pure indi-

vidual soul (also brought in connection with qnoma). 

 An answer to this question may be found in Ishoʿyahb II’s exegesis of Heb. 1:2-3. The 

Peshitta uses here the word qnoma in relation to the purification of sins. As we have seen 

                                                                                                                                                         
ܗܝ ܩܢܘܡܐ: ܡܝܩܪܐ ܼܗܝ ܣܓܝ ܼܡܢ ܗܿܝ ܕܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܓܘܢܝܬܐ. ܐܡܪܝܢ. ܕܐܘܣܝܐ ܗܕܐ ܝܚܝܕܝܬܐ ܕܐܝܬܘ ܡܛܠ ܗܕܐ ܐܦ ܚܟܝ̈ܡܐ ܕܠܒܪ 70

 ܥܕܡܐ ܓܝܪ ܕܗܕܐ ܬܫܬܟܚ. ܠܝܬ ܠܿܗ ܠܿܗܝ ܓܘܢܝܬܐ: ܕܥܠ ܿܡܢ ܬܫܬܡܗ.
ܐܠ  ܐ. ܗܢܘ ܕܝܢ ܼܗܘ ܩܢܘܡܐ. ܡܛܠ ܕܿܗܝ ܕܡܫܬܡܗܐ ܓܘܢܝܬܐ.ܬܘܐܝܟ ܕܒܫܪܪܐ ܠܡܐܡܪ. ܐܘܣܝܐ ܚܬܝܬܬܐ ܗܕܐ ܿܗܝ ܝܚܝܕܝ 71

 ܒܠܚܘܕ ܡܬܚܙܐ ܕܩܝܡܐ. ܐܡܬܝ ܕܐܝܬ ܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ ܣܓ̈ܝܐܐ. ܡܫܬܟܚܐ ܕܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܡܩܝܡܐܝܬ. ܐܐܠ ܨܘܪܬܐ ܿܗܝ ܕܪܥܝܢܐ. ܘܗܝܕܝܢ
 ܝܢ ܝܚܝܕܝܬܐ. ܗܝ ܒܝܬܿܗ܇ ܒܫܪܪܐ ܩܝܡܐ.ܕܼ ܘܡܐ ܕܐܫܬܪܝ ܟܢܘܫܝܐ ܕܣ̈ܓܝܐܐ. ܒܛܠܸܬ ܠܿܗ. ܐܘܣܝܐ  72

 . ܚܕ ܐܠܨܐ ܕܢܗܘܐ ܐܦ ܟܝܢܐ ܚܙܝܬ ܕܩܢܘܡܐ ܗܘܝܘ ܟܝܢܐ ܫܪܝܪܐ܆ ܡܕܝܢ ܐܢ ܚܕ ܗܘ ܩܢܘܡܐ: 73
419

 See Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 10, pp. 207-208. See also above, section 2.2.4. 
420

 Cf. Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 4/17, p. 159. 
421

 Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 8, pp. 171-72 (cf. trans. eidem, p. 102). The discus-

sion on the relation between qnome, properties (or attributes), and accidents also played an important role in the 

theology of the subsequent centuries. These discussions on qnoma show a considerable impact from Aristotelian 

and Neoplatonic concepts, which cannot be studied further here. Nevertheless the material offered in this study 

may assist a more in-depth investigation of the employment and development of these philosophical concepts 

within the Christology of the Church of the East and its possible influences on Islamic theology.  
422

 Abramowski and Goodman (trans.), Nestorian Collection, 8, pp. 102-103. 
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above, qnoma can refer to the soul and ascetics may thus have laboured to purify their qnoma 

from all sins. It is therefore interesting to see how Ishoʿyahb II interpreted this verse (180).
423

  

 Ishoʿyahb II first quoted this verse almost identically to the Peshitta version (differing only 

in one preposition). He then explained that it indicates that there are not two Sons or Christs 

despite his two contrasting natures, because Christ is both equal to God’s essence and to crea-

tion. Ishoʿyahb II then altered the wording of the verse, in order to emphasize that Christ is 

both the image of God’s essence, and has a human qnoma. It is therefore not improbable that 

Ishoʿyahb II also meant to indicate that Christ had actually purified his human qnoma. 

Ishoʿyahb II might have been the first to explain Hebrews 1 in such a manner, as this does not 

appear in Babai’s LU and CE.
424

 Ishoʿyahb II commented: 

 

(178) (the Apostle) added: ‘And through him he made the worlds, he is the radiance of his glory and the im-

age of his essence’. (179) By these is proclaimed his equality in essence and his equality in creation with his 

Father. (180) And while he again reminded us of his human suffering he said: ‘After he had made in himself 

 purification for our sins, he sat down at the right (hand) of the Majesty in heaven’. [...] (182) (the (ܒܩܢܿܘܡܗ)

Apostle) confesses that Christ, the only begotten Son of God, is one. And he does not divide between two 

Sons or two Christs; but he is ‘the radiance of the Father and the image of his essence’ and ‘established heir 

and sacrified for sinners and he sat down at the right (hand) in the qnoma of his humanity’.
425

 

 

Ishoʿyahb II further compared the unity of the Church, the body of Christ, to a composite 

qnoma. This can be seen in an indirect way. When he quoted Christ’s words: ‘Grant them to 

be one as we are one’, he stated that Christ prayed for the establishment of the Church.
426

 To 

Ishoʿyahb II this unity within the Church was marked by believers knowing the Son of God, 

                                                 
423

 Heb. 1:2-3, Peshitta version: ܘܨܠܡܐ ܿܕܫܼܘܼܒܚܗ܂ ܨܡܚܐ ܿܕܗܼܘܝܼܘ ( 3ܠܥܠܡ̈ܐ܂ ) ܥܼܒܕܼ  ܘܼܒܗ ܿܕܼܟܠܡܿܕܡ܂ ܝܪܿܬܐ ܣܡ ]...[ ܿܕܠܗ 
ܿܒܡܪܘܡ̈ܐ܂ ܿܕܪܿܒܼܘܼܬܐ ܝܡܝܢܐ ܥܠ ܘܝܼܬܼܒ  ܿܕܚܛܗܝܢ̈  ܿܕܼܘܿܟܝܐ ܥܼܒܕܼ  ܿܒܩܢܼܘܡܗ ܘܗܼܘ  ܿܕܡܠܼܬܗ܂ ܿܒܚܝܐܠ ܿܟܠ ܘܐܚܝܕܼ  ܿܕܐܝܼܬܼܘܼܬܗ܂   

Cf. NRSV: 2. but in these last days he has spoken to us by his Son, whom he appointed heir of all things, through 

whom he also created the worlds. 3. He is the reflection of God’s glory and the exact imprint of God’s very be-

ing, and he sustains all things by his powerful word. When he had made purification for sins, he sat down at the 

right hand of the Majesty on high.  
424

 Babai referred several times to these verses, especially to verse 3. In Memre 6 of the LU he argued that Paul 

called radiance ‘image’ and this in turn ‘qnoma of the Son’ who is of the same substance (ܒܪ ܐܝܬܘܬܗ) as his 

Father. 
425

 Sako, Lettre christologique, Nos. 178-180 and 182, trans. pp. 159-60 and ed. pp. 185-86. 

 .ܕܐܝܬܘܬܗ ܘܨܠܡܐ ܕܫܘܒܚܗ ܨܡܚܐ ܗܘܝܘܕ. ܠܥܠܡܐ ܥܒܕ ܘܒܗ. ܡܚܕܐ ܐܘܣܦ]...[ 178

 . ܐܒܘܗܝ ܕܥܡ ܒܪܘܝܘܬܗ ܘܫܘܝܘܬ ܐܝܬܘܬܗ ܫܘܝܘܬ ܬܬܟܪܙ ܕܒܗܠܝܢ 179

 .]...[ ܒܡ̈ܖܘܡܐ ܕܪܒܘܬܐ ܝܡܝܢܐ ܼܡܢ ܝܬܒ. ܕܚܛܗ̈ܝܢ ܕܘܟܝܐ ܥܒܕ ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܘܗܘ. ܐܡܪ ܐܢܫܝܐ ܚܫܗ ܥܠ ܡܥܗܕ ܬܘܒ ܘܟܕ 180

 ܘܨܠܡܐ ܕܐܒܐ ܨܡܚܗ ܗܘܝܘ ܐܐܠ  .ܡܫ̈ܚܝܢ ܠܬ̈ܖܝܢܘ ܒ̈ܢܝܢ ܠܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܡܬܦܠܓ ܘܐܠ. ܕܐܠܗܐ ܝܚܝܕܝܐ ܒܪܗ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܼܗܘ ܕܚܕ ܥܕܢܘܕ182 
  .ܕܐܢܫܘܬܗ ܒܩܢܘܡܐ ܝܡܢܐ ܼܡܢ ܘܝܬܒ. ܚ̈ܛܝܐ ܚܠܦ ܘܡܬܕܒܚ ܝܪܬܐ ܕܡܬܬܣܝܡ ܘܗܘܝܘ. ܕܐܝܬܘܬܗ

426
 Sako, Lettre christologique, No. 2, p. 165.  
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which made them part of the body of Christ, like ‘one soul and one mind’.427 He also com-

pared this to the limbs of a body forming one qnomatic composition (ܪܘܟܒܐ ܩܢܘܡܝܐ) (5-4), or 

to husband and wife in marriage united into one composite qnoma (ܩܢܘܡܐ ܡܬܪܟܒ) (8).  

 Babai had also used the last two examples, although he seems to have avoided the adjec-

tive ‘composite’ for these unions. Nestorius, however, had identified the parsopa as the unify-

ing principle of the Christians with Christ, assigning an important role to its voluntary as-

pect.
428

 Why Ishoʿyahb II did not use this term here is not clear.  

 Sako further sees resemblance with Babai and Ishoʿyahb III, who acknowledged that each 

individual qnoma has the same nature as its fellows, but is distinguished from them by the 

individual properties it possesses in its parsopa.
429

  

 

2.6.5.3. Parsopa 

The initial question that guided Ishoʿyahb II’s letter was to whom the one parsopa belonged: 

was it the divinity, the humanity or both? Ishoʿyahb II emphasized the union of the two na-

tures in one parsopa. He further denied that there are two Sons (86). The parsopa unites the 

two natures of Christ; it is a form uniting two forms. To what extent the formulation of two 

forms that ‘act everything in one parsopa’ is meant to accommodate to Monenergism, or is an 

echo of the letter of Pope Leo written in 449, which recognized two activities according to the 

two natures in Christ and which was accepted in Chalcedon, is difficult to see and remains 

speculative.
430

  

  

The parsopa is an appearance that was established by the wise mdabbranuta for the revelation of divinity in 

humanity and the salvation of humanity by the divinity. Thus (the parsopa) binds together and unites the two 

forms (ܕ̈ܡܘܬܐ) of the Lord and the servant in an inseparable manner. [...] In short: these two forms, which 

are kept separate (ܦ̈ܖܝܫܢ) in their natures, appear and act (ܣܿܥܖ̈ܢ) everything in one parsopa, without division 

and separation.
431

  

 

 

                                                 
427

 Sako, Lettre christologique, No. 4, p. 165. ܚܕܐ ܢܦܫ ܘܚܕ ܪܥܝܢ; Cf. Acts 4:32. 
428

 See above, section 1.5.3.  
429

 Sako, Lettre christologique, p. 104, with references.  
430

 On Pope Leo’s letter, cf. Grillmeier, JdChr 1, pp. 744-45. 
431

 Sako, Lettre christologique, Nos. 150-51 and 154, pp. 182-83. 
ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܝܢ܆ ܐܣܟܡܐ ܼܗܘ ܡܬܩܢܐ ܕܒܡܕܒܪܢܘܬܐ ܚܟܝܡܬܐ ܐܬܪܟܒ: ܠܓܠܝܢܐ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܐ ܒܐܢܫܘܬܐ: ܘܠܦܘܪܩܢܐ ܕܐܢܫܘܬܐ 
ܒܐܠܗܘܬܐ. ܘܐܟܚܕ ܐܣܪ ܘܡܟܢܫ ܘܡܚܝܕ ܠܬ̈ܖܝܬܗܝܢ ܕ̈ܡܘܬܐ.  ܕ ܡܪܐ ܘܕܥܒܕܐ. ܕܬܘܒ ܼܡܢ ܚܕ̈ܕܐ ܐܠ ܡܬܦ̈ܖܫܢ. ]...[  ܘܟܢܝܫܐܝܬ ܠܡܐܡܪ. 
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2.7. Maremmeh (646-49/50) 

 

After the death of Ishoʿyahb II, Maremmeh was ordained patriarch despite his old age. The 

Chronicle of Seert, written in Arabic, is the main source for Maremmeh’s biography. Accord-

ing to this chronicle, his father came from Arzun. After his studies at the school of Nisibis he 

became a monk in the monastery of Mar Abraham, where he hardly left his cell. Next he is 

said to have been bishop of Nineveh, succeeding Ishoʿyahb III. When the people of 

Gundeshapur wanted Maremmeh as metropolitan for their country Bet Huzaye (Khuzistan), 

Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II consecrated him Metropolitan and Ishoʿyahb III wrote a letter prais-

ing the virtues of Maremmeh. After the death of Ishoʿyahb II, Maremmeh is said to have gov-

erned with wisdom, to have been very virtuous, and active in increasing the number of schol-

ars. He would have been the first to order the students to wear a belt, to distinguish them-

selves from other people. Three years after his ordination, when he was on his way to Karka 

d-Gedan, he fell ill because of exhaustion of the journey and the heat. He refused to take the 

prescribed remedies saying: ‘The harvest is ripe’. As the same chronicle had mentioned be-

fore that Ishoʿyahb II died in Gedan when he was on his way to Nisibis, it is not clear whether 

the similarities are coincidental or due to some confusion. The chronicle further records that 

Maremmeh died in the days of ʿUthman (644-56), after a reign of three years and that the 

‘Muslims worked to make him Catholicos because he had brought them food during their in-

vasion of the Mosul region, when he was bishop of Nineveh’.
432

  

 Nineveh was taken in 637 or 641 and Maremmeh probably became metropolitan after 

642.
433

 The generally more reliable Chronicon Anonymum does not mention that Maremmeh 

had been bishop. After reporting that he had been monk in the Izla Monastery, it states that he 

was highly praised as monk and metropolitan and that as Catholicos he was ‘honoured by all 

the Ishmaelite rulers’. Maremmeh then rebuilt with splendour the Church of St. Sergius of 

Mabrakta in which martyr George was buried. He also anointed Sergius, bishop of Nhargul, 

Metropolitan of Bet Lapat and made Isaac, Bishop of Arzun, head of Nisibis. The Nisibenes 

accepted Isaac, who would not draw his income from the city. The Chronicon Anonymum 

further reports that during Maremmeh’s catholicate a Jew from the town Palugta in Bet Ara-

maye stirred up a large crowd claiming that the Messiah had come. After they had burnt three 

churches and killed the governor of the land (ܫܠܝܛܐ ܕܐܬܪܐ), an army from Aqula (Kufa) 

                                                 
432

 Scher, ‘Histoire nestorienne 2.2’, Chapter 105 and 108, pp. 625 and 629-30. 
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 Jean Maurice Fiey, ‘Īšōʿyaw le Grand: Vie du catholicos nestorien Īšōʿyaw III de Adiabène (580-659)’, OCP 

36 (1970), p. 15. See for the different dates suggested for the conquest of Nineveh, section 3.4.3. 
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killed the insurgents and their families and crucified the leader in his town.
434

 As Kufa was a 

Muslim garrison town close to Hira, this relatively contemporary Christian chronicle seems to 

imply that a Muslim army defended not only its own authority but possibly also the Christians 

and their churches. The story is further indicative of strong Messianic expectations at that 

time, at least among Jews.  

 Maremmeh died c.649/50 and was buried in the church of St. Sergius which he had re-

built.
435

 Mari’s claim that Maremmeh received a document from Caliph ʿAli (656-61)
436

 

seems therefore impossible, unless one accepted that ʿAli could have closed a treaty with Ma-

remmeh when he was not yet in full power, but may already have exercised an influential role 

around Kufa.
 
 

 Maremmeh’s Christology is hardly known, as no writings by him are left. Most infor-

mation comes from the letters of Ishoʿyahb III. They had sometimes cooperated, but their re-

lationship fluctuated. There were not only several tensions between them, but Ishoʿyahb III 

also pointed to a schism among the leaders of the Church. Maremmeh had to resist challenges 

by Sahdona and his supporters who rejected the two-qnome doctrine and instead propagated 

the one qnoma. But after Sahdona’s return from exile Maremmeh considered rehabilitating 

him as bishop. Ishoʿyahb III of Adiabene was alarmed by these messages and opposed this. 

Ishoʿyahb III succeeded Maremmeh and the following two central chapters are devoted to him. 

 

                                                 
434

 Guidi (ed.), Chronica Minora 1, pp. 31-33; Nöldeke, ʻDie syrische Chronik’, pp. 35-36. 
435
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CHAPTER THREE 

 

ISHOʿYAHB III OF ADIABENE (c.649-c.659) AND HIS SECULAR LEADERS 

 

 

3.1. Life and works 

 

Ishoʿyahb III of Adiabene was witness to the last Persian-Byzantine wars, the invasions of the 

Arabs and the subsequent break down of the Persian Empire. He wrote a vast body of letters 

during the time he was monk in the monastery of Bet Abe, as bishop of Nineveh, as metropol-

itan of his home country Adiabene, and as catholicos.  

 Ishoʿyahb III was the third catholicos after Babai. Most of the key dates in his life are un-

known or unclear and therefore disputable.
1
 He was born in the period between roughly 578 

and 590. His family was connected with the town Kuplana in Adiabene where his father Ba-

stomag was a wealthy and prominent landowner with close contacts to the nearby monastery 

of Bet Abe. This monastery was founded in 595 by the monk Jacob who had left the Great 

Monastery due to Babai’s disciplinary actions, but it still was allied with the reform monaster-

ies. Thomas of Marga’s Book of Governors is considered to have documented its history ‘ex-

ceptionally well’.
2
 Its editor, E.A.W. Budge, holds that Bastomag and Shamta, the son of the 

influential tax collector Yazdin, supported this monastery. Ishoʿyahb III joined it as a monk, 

endowed it later with land, precious gifts and a large church and died there as catholicos.
3
 He 

entered it most probably after he had left the School of Nisibis, at a date which is also uncer-

tain. He is mentioned as belonging to the group that left the school (probably around 596 or 

600), and he strongly defended the two-qnome Christology.  

 Around 628, Ishoʿyahb III was officially appointed bishop of one of the sees of Adiabene, 

namely Nineveh (Mosul) where the growing group of Miaphysites caused him many difficul-

                                                 
1
 This section summarizes the events in Ishoʿyahb III’s life, most of which will be discussed in more detail in the 

subsequent sections. The main information is taken from: Jean Maurice Fiey, ‘Īšōʿyaw le Grand: Vie du catholi-

cos nestorien Īšōʿyaw III de Adiabène (580-659)’, OCP 35 (1969), pp. 305-33 and idem, OCP 36 (1970), pp. 5-

46; Sebastian Brock, ‘Ishoʿyahb III of Adiabene (d.659)’, GEDSH, pp. 218-19; Ioan, Muslime und Araber, pp. 5-

18 and 42; Herman G.B. Teule, ‘Ishoʿyahb III of Adiabene’, in David Thomas and Barbara Roggema (eds.), 

Christian-Muslim Relations: A Bibliographical History 1 (600‒900) (HCMR 11; Leiden, 2009), pp. 133-36; 

Winkler, Ostsyrisches Christentum, pp. 109-10. The memra on Ishoʿyahb III, which has been ascribed to Cathol-

icos Henanishoʿ I, is a rather superficial hagiography which does not add historical information. Its authenticity 

is moreover contested. Cf. Fiey, ‘Īšōʿyaw le Grand’, pp. 308 and 45; Martin Tamcke, ʻGleich wie ein Vater, der 

seine Kinder aufzieht’, in Van Bekkum, Drijvers and Klugkist, Syriac Polemics, pp. 151-58; Ioan, Muslime und 

Araber, pp. 5-6, with references.  
2
 Sebastian Brock, ‘Beth ʿAbe, Monastery of’, GEDSH, p. 70. 

3
 Budge (ed.), The Book of Governors, p. lxxii. 
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ties. It is not impossible that he already had fulfilled this position unofficially before this time. 

The situation of Nineveh after its destruction in 627 is unclear, but seems to have remained 

turbulent and dangerous. As bishop of Nineveh, Ishoʿyahb III had fled the town, but he did so 

without the consent of the catholicos and he later had to excuse himself for this.
4
 As the exact 

date is uncertain, it cannot be assessed what the circumstances were. It might already have 

been during the battle of Nineveh in 627, which led to the defeat of Khosrau II in 628 while 

Nineveh was destroyed and plundered, or a few years later during internal Persian wars in 

630.
5
 In both cases, Heraclius and the Persian general Shahrbaraz had been involved and had 

allied together, which resulted in Shahrbaraz being Persian emperor for a very short time until 

he was killed himself.
6
 If connected to these wars, the flight could have taken place before the 

summer of 630 when Ishoʿyahb III is reported to have joined the embassy of Ishoʿyahb II to 

Heraclius at the order of the Persian Empress Boran (629-30), daughter of Khosrau II.  

 In 629, for sure, one year after the death of Babai, Ishoʿyahb III wrote to the monks on 

Mount Izla that he had gone to the ‘chaos of Seleucia’ where he had had to stay longer because 

of ‘an increase of friends’.
7
 Of which friends Ishoʿyahb III was boasting, or whether this was 

ironically meant, is not clear, but his remark may have had to do with the rapid successions of 

the Persian Emperors. With whom he might have allied is not clear either, although the fact 

that he accompanied the embassy to Heraclius in 630 may be an indication that he was trusted 

by Boran. The flight also may have had to do with his metropolitan, who sided with the Mi-

aphysites and was accused of corruption. In letter E-25, Ishoʿyahb III complained to the cathol-

icos about the dangerous situation caused by the Miaphysites and mentioned that he even con-

sidered fleeing.
8
 This would allow a later date of the flight or could imply that Ishoʿyahb III 

might have fled another time.  

Ishoʿyahb III might have left the see of Nineveh to become Metropolitan of Adiabene, with 

its seat in Arbela, around the time Nineveh was taken by the Arabs. Since the sources give two 

different years for this event (637 and 641),
9
 it is not clear when exactly he replaced Makkika, 

the former metropolitan of Adiabene who had converted to Miaphysitism openly. As Metro-

politan, Ishoʿyahb III started to combat Sahdona, bishop of Mahuze d-Ariwan, who had found 

substantial support. Ishoʿyahb III accused Sahdona of teaching the doctrine of one qnoma and 

                                                 
4
 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-15, p. 20.  

5
 Ovidiu Ioan connects this letter of excuse with letter E-9 in which Ishoʿyahb III spoke of his escape from wars 

and plunderers and he concludes that it was before 630, Ioan, Muslime und Araber, pp. 17-18. 
6
 See also below, section 3.2.  

7
 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-12, pp. 16-17. 

8
 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-25, pp. 46-47. 

9
 See for further discussion section 3.4.3.  
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he wrote letters on this matter that are of high interest as they also inform us of his own Chris-

tology. When Ishoʿyahb III was appointed Catholicos, he excommunicated Sahdona. The elec-

tion was, however, not uncontested and the sources give different years for this event, varying 

from 647 to 651. Generally, it is held that he became Catholicos in 649.
10

  

Ishoʿyahb III founded new monastic schools and supervised the expansion of the East Syri-

an Church towards the East, thanks to its prospering missionary activities in these new regions, 

but had to deal with bishoprics around the Persian Gulf that converted to Islam or strove for 

independence. He is reported to have been respected by the local Arab leaders.
11

 Where the 

former Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II had moved his seat to a safer place in Karka d-Bet Slok after 

the Arab conquest of Seleucia-Ctesiphon in 637, Ishoʿyahb III probably resided in Ctesiphon 

again. Towards the end of his life, however, he was imprisoned by an Arab governor and then 

moved further north to the monastery of Bet Abe where he died in 659 and which became a 

centre of theological studies. According to his reputedly last letter, he might have been impris-

oned in Nisibis first and then sent in exile to Edessa.  

 Many liturgical reforms are attributed to Ishoʿyahb III, which probably were made in coop-

eration with the monk ʿAnanisho ͑ (ܥܢܢܝܫܘܥ),
12

 while some of them may be of a later date. The 

new liturgy was intended to become the new standard and replaced several older versions. Ac-

cording to the Chronicle of Seert, for instance, Ishoʿyahb III also imposed this liturgy in Nis-

ibis where the liturgy of Ephrem had been celebrated before.
13

 The new liturgy was a practical 

means to familiarize the believers in words and music with the new Christology.
14

 The new 

liturgical cycle expressed a mystical view which extended from the beginnings of time unto the 

end of the world, which would not be long. Fiey links this to the events in Ishoʿyahb III’s own 

life.
15
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 Ioan, Muslime und Araber, p. 41, with references. 
11

 Joannes B. Abbeloos and Thomas J. Lamy, Gregorii Barhebraei. Chronicon Ecclesiasticum 3 (Paris, 1877), 

pp. 130-32. 
12

 Thomas of Marga informs us that the learned  ͑Ananishoʿ and his brother Ishoʿyahb came from Adiabene, were 

trained in the School of Nisibis and belonged to the school and household of Ishoʿyahb III. When the latter had 

become Metropolitan of Arbela, ʿAnanishoʿ assisted him in writing a book of Canons which copies should be 

sent to every place in Adiabene. Later, he also wrote several works under George I. Budge (ed.), The Book of 

Governors, Chapter 2.11 and 2.15, pp. 78-80 and 86-88 (cf. trans. idem, pp. 174-79 and 189-92). The name 

ʿAnanishoʿ does not appear in the letters of Ishoʿyahb III.  
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 Addai Scher (ed. and trans.), ʻHistoire nestorienne inédite (Chronique de Séert) 1’, (PO 4; Paris, 1907), Chap-

ter 26, p. 295; Fiey, ‘Īšōʿyaw le Grand’, pp. 12-13; Baby Varghese, ‘East Syrian Liturgy during the Sasanid 

Period’, The Harp 15 (2002), also in Mustafa, Tubach and Vashalomidze (eds.), Inkulturation des Christentums 

im Sasanidenreich, pp. 278-80.  
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 Payne, ‘Persecuting Heresy’, pp. 399-400.  
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 ‘Pour lui, et il venait de le revivre tragiquement dans les événements de sa propre vie, le cycle doit être 

l’occasion de re-présenter l’économie du salut en s’y incorporant.’ Fiey, ‘Īšōʿyaw le Grand’, p. 11. 
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 Ishoʿyahb III most probably wrote the hagiographic Life of Ishoʿsabran. The manuscript is 

preserved as Vaticanus Syriacus 161, and Anton Baumstark holds that it stems from the ninth 

century.
16

 Ishoʿyahb III also wrote many letters of which 106 have been preserved in three 

manuscripts. Two manuscripts are copies of the one preserved as Vaticanus Syriacus 157, 

which most probably belongs to the tenth century.
17

 It consists of three groups of letters: those 

written when Ishoʿyahb III was bishop (E), metropolitan (M) and catholicos (C). The letters 

are generally in chronological order and numbered accordingly, but the allocation of some 

must be incorrect or is disputed. The first letters probably were written before Ishoʿyahb III 

was bishop. He mentioned that he also had written a Refutation of Opinions ( ܚܘܫ̈ܒܐ ܗܘܦܟ , 

Huppak Hushshabe), against error and heresy, which is unfortunately not preserved.
18

 The let-

ters cover altogether a period of about thirty years and are written to a variety of people. They 

give interesting hints at events taking place and his reactions thereto during the transition peri-

od from Sasanian to Arab rule. The many challenges Ishoʿyahb III encountered during this 

time confirmed for him that he must be living at the end times, and are described in the follow-

ing sections. 

 

 

3.2. Heraclius and the Chalcedonian doctrine 

 

Especially in the North-Western part of the Persian Empire, the Byzantine proximity remained 

a very important factor until 636, the year Heraclius left Syria, and to a lesser degree some 

years thereafter. During and after the Persian-Byzantine wars, Heraclius allied with important 

Persian Christians and their families who provided him with valuable information. He allied 

moreover with the Persian general Shahrbaraz (also known as Farrukan, ܦܪܘܟܢ), who may have 

been the Farrukan mentioned by Babai as the chamberlain of Khosrau supporting Gabriel of 

Shigar during the 612 debate. This is not impossible since Shahrbaraz had occupied Damascus 
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 Anton Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur mit Ausschluß der christlich-palästinensischen Texte 
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in 613 and conquered Palestine in 614 for Khosrau. Shahrbaraz changed sides, however, and 

provided Heraclius with strategic information during the battle of Nineveh in December 627 

and had his daughter married to a son of Heraclius. His sons participated in the downfall of 

Khosrau, just as members of the family of Yazdin did. Both families allied thus with Heraclius, 

although they were mutually hostile. Walter Kaegi holds that it was expedient for Christians in 

the Persian Empire, especially in northern Iraq, to give heed to Heraclius, who kept parts of his 

army in Persia during the instable years after 628 when Persian emperors were succeeding 

each other rapidly. There also seem to have been Messianic hopes for a new golden age and 

people had high expectations after 628.
19

  

 Heraclius’ armies that remained in Persia until 636 (for instance in Tagrit) were reinforced 

by allied Arabs.
20

 Heraclius thus could have supported general Shahrbaraz in the internal Per-

sian war early in 630, when the general attacked, killed and succeeded the Persian Emperor 

Ardashir III (c. Sept. 628 to April 630). Once Persian emperor, Shahrbaraz officially made 

peace with Heraclius and would return him the relic of the wood of the cross, but was killed 

himself within a few months.
21

 A number of the subsequent Persian emperors also sought Her-

aclius’ support and strengthened bonds by means of marriages and conversion to Christiani-

ty.
22

 As mentioned above, Empress Boran also sent a delegation of the Church of the East to 

Heraclius in 630, which was joined by Ishoʿyahb III. According to Tabari, she restored the 

relic of the Cross to Heraclius through the intermediacy of ‘the Catholicos called Ishoʿyahb’, 

but Bosworth comments that this was probably already done under Sheroy.
23

 

 Heraclius not only fought the Persians with arms, but also attempted to win back or keep the 

support of his (former) eastern provinces by way of a doctrinal reconciliation. We have seen 

that this was effected with both Miaphysites and the Church of the East. Heraclius initially 
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p. 179. 
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Early Islamic Conquests (Cambridge, 1992; repr. 2000), pp. 42, 49 (map) and 154-57. 
21
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promoted Monenergism from 622 until 638, and when this led to many problems he modified 

it to Monothelitism.
24

  

 After his conquests in 628, Heraclius’ established a Byzantine governor in Tagrit, a Mi-

aphysite stronghold. Fiey concludes that where Heraclius persecuted Miaphysites in his own 

territory, he favoured them in the annexed territories at the expense of the Church of the East 

which therefore lost its former pre-eminence.
25

 Meanwhile, Heraclius might have subordinated 

Nineveh administratively to Tagrit, which was located south of Nineveh at the other (western) 

bank of the strategic river Tigris. Moreover, the Arab groups that had supported him and might 

have stayed here may have belonged to the Ghassanid confederates who were of Miaphysite 

denomination.
26

 Tabari reports that before the Arabs took Tagrit in 637/38, they fought forces 

which consisted of Byzantine troops, Arab tribesmen from the Iyad, Taghlib and al-Namir, as 

well as some ‘local dignitaries’.
27

  

 The growing Miaphysite supremacy around Nineveh after Heraclius’ conquest in 628 fur-

ther weakened the position of the Church of the East there. Ishoʿyahb III claimed that the Mi-

aphysites were responsible for the difficult and agitated situation in Nineveh (E-44) and were 

supported by governors in Tagrit. According to Fiey, Ishoʿyahb III must have referred to Byz-

antine governors. Ishoʿyahb III called them the ‘present governors’ (ܫܠܝ̈ܛܢܐ ܕܗܫܐ) and ‘heads 

and governors’ (̈ܖܫܢܐ ܘܫܠ̈ܝܛܢܐ) as he also does in other letters, and he stated that they were 

prone to bribery.
28

 However, as we will see later, Arabs may already have taken powerful posi-

tions.
29

  

 In another letter (E-39) on the problems in Nineveh, he deprecatingly spoke of ‘barbarian 

leaders, who opposed us (because of) our sins’ (ܫܠ̈ܝܛܢܐ ܒܪܒ̈ܖܝܐ ܕܐܩܝܡܘ ܠܢ ̈ܚܛܗܝܢ). Fiey and Ioan 

hold that Byzantines are referred to, although Ioan also acknowledges the possible involve-

ment of the Arab tribes employed by Heraclius, such as the Miaphysite Ghassanids.
30

 This 
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involvement of Arab tribes seems most probable, but other tribes such as the Iyad and Taghlib 

might also have been involved.
31

  

 

 

3.3. The Persians and their nobility 

 

After the death of Khosrau in 628, his succession was chaotic with a rapid change of leaders 

who sometimes were supported by Heraclius. In 632 the last Persian emperor, Yazdgard III, 

took hold of the throne but had to flee the Arabs in 637, from Seleucia-Ctesiphon to the more 

eastern Merw, where he finally was slain in 651. He probably could not exercise much influ-

ence anymore in the rest of his former Empire and the Christians living in the western parts 

had to deal with the Arab invaders after Heraclius also had withdrawn from Syria via Edessa in 

late 636.
32

  

 We have seen that Christian Persian nobility tried to consolidate their wealth in churches 

and monasteries. Morony holds that the aristocratic party successfully got hold of the office of 

catholicos in the person of Ishoʿyahb III, who appointed three aristocratic Persians as metro-

politan bishops of Nisibis, Perat d-Maishan and Adiabene.
33

 This suggestion, however, is hard 

to substantiate. As has been discussed in Chapter 2, the proposed dichotomy between clergy 

versus aristocrats does not seem to stand. Nevertheless, it does not seem impossible that such 

factors had some impact.
34

 

 Among the Persian rural aristocrats we find the shaharijans, who exercised administrative 

authority over the lower ranked dahqane, and were responsible for the tax collections in the 

late Sasanian period. They had helped to defend Tagrit at the time of conquests, but in 641 

their strongholds at Tall al-Shaharija and Salaq in Adiabene were taken. They kept, however, 

their lands and exercised some administrative authority. In the North, they remained prominent 

land owners and village headmen until the early Abbasid periods levying taxes for the small 

Arab ruling class.
35

 It has been suggested that shaharijans adhered to a deviant Christology 

and denied Christ’s divine nature. It is unfortunately not clear whether this was the continua-

tion of an already existing tradition, or a later adjustment in Islamic times.
36

 Although such 
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terms for aristocrats do not occur in the letters of Ishoʿyahb III, they may correspond to the 

nobles of Nineveh and Nisibis whom he called ‘the Great’ (rawrbane, ܪܘ̈ܖܒܢܐ), as this was a 

frequent term for the members of the leading families of the late Sasanian period.
37

  

Examples of the influence of Persian noblemen within the Church were the families of 

Yazdin and Shabor.
38

 For some ecclesiastical functions, however, election seems to have been 

necessary. Letter E-20 shows how Yazdshabor, a mighty nobleman, argued that he should have 

been consecrated but had not been. He seemed to have accused Ishoʿyahb III of not having 

supported him enough. Ishoʿyahb III criticized and countered all the arguments of Yazdshabor, 

which had made ample use of dialectics. Payments in order to obtain the office seem to have 

been used, as the rival of Yazdshabor is said to have given all his wealth.
39

  

The support of influential Persian families was very important. Letter E-43 provides an ex-

ample of how Ishoʿyahb III tried to convince ‘our honoured and renowned leader Mar 

Yazdanan’, a member of an important Persian family, not to withdraw his support and not to 

turn to the heretics. The letter was handed over by Abbot Henanishoʿ who might clarify more. 

Ishoʿyahb III and Yazdanan do not seem to have had contact for a long time, during which 

Yazdanan must have changed and taken on unspecified ‘heretical opinions’, probably of a Mi-

aphysite signature.
40

 But now, after a letter of Yazdanan that gave him some hope and because 

the community seemed in danger, Ishoʿyahb III felt compelled to appeal to Yazdanan’s honour 

and the memory of his parents. Yazdanan’s fathers had protected the Church, while Yazdanan 

seemed more inclined to the enemy and to despise the clergymen who were responsible for his 

spiritual wellbeing. Ishoʿyahb III then asked why Yazdanan was deceived by the others and 

hated his former teachers. He guessed that Yazdanan was badly influenced by someone who 

did not belong to the house. He therefore urged Yazdanan to study the books of the Spirit, to 

pray and repent, and to receive the priests in his house for daily confession. Yazdanan should 

repeat the words of the tax collector (ܡܟܣܐ): ‘God, be merciful to me, a sinner’ (Luke 18:13). 

This reference to the tax collector is perhaps no coincidence, and might signal the vocation of 

Yazdanan. Ishoʿyahb III feared that Yazdanan would give the region to the enemies and 
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warned that the defection (ܡܨܛܠܝܢܘܬܟ) of Yazdanan would cause the ruin of the people and 

be the pleasure of the enemies.
41

  

 This authority to decide to which denomination a whole region should be given, the very 

name and possibly the position he held, suggest that Yazdanan belonged to Yazdin’s family. 

Although Yazdin had lost favour with Khosrau, and Ishoʿyahb III had spoken in E-8 of the 

‘calamities after the death of Yazdin’ and the subsequent difficult period for the Church,
42

 this 

family is known for having regained their former status under Heraclius.
43

 The letter to 

Yazdanan further signals that Persian aristocrats had the authority to decide to which Church a 

region would belong. This reminds us somewhat of the situation in Germany after the Refor-

mation where the principle was ‘cuius regio, eius religio’, ‘whose region, his religion’. 

 Meanwhile, tensions with the (former) state religion, Zoroastrianism, remained. When 

Ishoʿyahb III was Catholicos he wrote to Jacob, bishop of Siarzur (in the eastern mountains of 

Bet Garmai), that the rule of the Magians (Zoroastrians) was over, although this does not seem 

to have been accepted by everyone. This must have been a period of transition and confusion, 

as Jacob seems to have claimed that he still was subject to the authority of the Magians. 

Ishoʿyahb III rebuked him for defending this view and not correcting others who shared it.  

 

I was highly surprised about two things, namely that the Magians (magushe) were instigated by an authority 

that is already dead against the Fear of God which lives eternally, and that although you are at this moment the 

protector of the Fear of God, you did not demonstrate at once and rapidly that the dead (authority) is power-

less and lifeless.
44

 

 

Richard Payne connects this letter to on-going conflicts between Zoroastrians and Christians in 

Siarzur, which were already frequent in the late Sasanian period. He suggests that certain Zo-

roastrians (magushe) tried to undermine the position of the Bishop after the Islamic conquest, 

but that the Catholicos reminded him that they had lost patronage by the state.
45

 As the prob-

lems seemed easy to deal with, Catholicos Ishoʿyahb III advised the bishop to go to the ‘au-

thorities (ܫܠ̈ܝܛܢܐ) and then the royal authority (ܫܘܠܛܢܐ ܡܠܟܝܐ)’ would care for him.
46

 Why 

Ishoʿyahb III called the higher authority ‘royal’ is unclear. Ishoʿyahb III used this expression 
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three other times but these are not in specific contexts.
47

 As he must have written this letter 

after 649, a Byzantine authority would be anachronistic and the Persian authority was already 

considered dead. This makes it most likely that Ishoʿyahb III referred to Arab rule in general 

and less likely to one of the (former) local Arab kingdoms,
48

 especially because he stated 

somewhat later (C-14) that God had given the Tayyaye the power over the world.
49

 

 

 

3.4. The Arab conquests in Byzantine and Persian lands 

 

3.4.1. Introduction 

We have seen that Arab tribes had fought each other in varying alliances for supremacy in the 

control over the trade routes (including the necessary wells) in which Hira had played a key 

role. A new balance had to be found after Lakhmid and Sasanian influence in Arabia declined 

or even disappeared. The Quraysh of Mecca became dominant but this was not uncontested. 

The Arab conquests outside of the Peninsula were carried out under four subsequent leaders, 

dubbed ‘Rightly Guided Caliphs’: Abu Bakr (34-632 ,أبو بكر); ʿUmar (44-634 ,عمر); ʿUthman 

 ,This period is also known as the Rashidun Caliphate .(61-656 ,علي) and ʿAli (56-644 ,عثمان)

which tends to be idealized in Islamic tradition.  

  It is not clear whether the Arabs invaded upper Mesopotamia from Syria or from Iraq, as 

no original documents survive and the Muslim historical traditions that stem from the ninth 

century or later contradict each other.
50

 One reason for the contradictions in various dates, 

conquerors and localities offered by the reports is that many cities revolted after being taken 

and therefore had to be retaken.
51

 

 To put several events in a short (but still rather uncertain) chronological order, one can 

hold that Hira was the first to fall in 633 and that Seleucia-Ctesiphon was probably taken in 

637/38. Battles in northern Mesopotamia lasted until 641/42, when Yazdgard III’s army was 

finally defeated except for some local sporadic opposition.
52

 Bet Huzaye was taken about 640 
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after strong resistance. Fars was invaded first in 640 but was finally occupied in 649-50 after 

the fall of Ishtakhr (Persepolis), its capital city which was situated more inland. Meanwhile, 

Rev Ardashir (nowadays Bushehr), the metropolitan city located on the coast, was taken in 

644.
53

 In 643 the Arabs had already reached the very borders of India.
54

 Because the sources 

give various conflicting dates, Donner holds that one can only conclude that the conquest of 

southern Iraq took place between 635 and 642.
55

 The date of conquest of Arbela in Adiabene 

(about 80 km. east-south-east of Mosul) has not been found.
56

  

 On the Byzantine side, it may have been in 632 or 633 that Heraclius realized the serious 

threat of the Arab tribes. In 634 the Arabs raided southern Palestine; in August 636 they de-

feated the Byzantines and in the same year Heraclius evacuated Syria. The Arabs expelled the 

Byzantines from Egypt in 641, while they also made further conquests from Syria into the 

Sasanian Empire.
57

 Damascus, which was taken in 635, became the seat of the Umayyad dyn-

asty of Muʿawiya (معاوية), until 750. Muʿawiya had succeeded the fourth Caliph ʿAli in 661 

after inner-Arab wars.
58

  

 Patricia Crone describes some general characteristics of the time of the first invasions: ini-

tially, the caliph coordinated from Medina the first invasions of the eastern Roman and Sasa-

nian empires by the semi-autonomous armies. The conquerors stayed together as soldiers in 

garrison cities and military districts, as probably ordered by ʿUmar (634-44). The soldiers 

including their families settling in these garrisons were offered a regular payment, which at-

tracted many. The Arabs who had emigrated to these garrisons to become soldiers were mu-

hajirun and these were considered true Muslims. Their stipends ‘were not simply military pay 

in their view, but rather a right that every emigrant and his descendants could claim by way of 

reward for his participation in the conquests; the revenue from the conquered lands was their 

booty (fay’)’.
59
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3.4.2. Southern Iraq: Hira, Kufa, Basra and Bet Huzaye 

After several inraids, Hira was taken in 633. Fred Donner holds that the conquest in southern 

and central Iraq under the leadership of Khalid b. al-Walid was initially mainly a continuation 

of the ridda wars intended to subdue the tribes living on the fringes of Iraq. Khalid’s army 

consisted of loyal groups. Some had formed a fraction from tribes that had rejected Medina’s 

hegemony at the beginning of the ridda but later had helped the Muslims to overpower the 

rest of their tribe. The Tayyaye and Tamim may have formed an important part of his army.
60

 

To this were added loyal tribes from Iraq, such as the Shayban. Donner acknowledges that the 

Shayban leader al-Muthanna played a significant role in the conquest of Iraq, but that it is 

difficult to assess to what extent.
61

 When Khalid al-Walid had left Iraq, al-Muthanna went on 

to raid lower Mesopotamia (roughly from Tagrit to the Persian Gulf), but a new commander 

sent by Mecca seems to have contested his leadership. Al-Muthanna probably died some-

where between 635 and 637.
62

  

 Finally, ʿUmar sent more troops and put Saʿd b. Abi Waqqas in charge of the troops in Iraq. 

The new commander Saʿd married the widow of al-Muthanna, probably to win the loyalty of 

the Shayban. After Saʿd’s troops had broken the heavy Persian resistance in central Iraq at the 

battle of al-Qadisiyya (southwest of Hira), the Arabs could seize the fertile lands of Iraq.
63

 

The battle is dated variously, ranging from March 635 until 637-38.
64

  

 After Seleucia-Ctesiphon fell in 637, Saʿd b. Abi Waqqas founded Kufa close to Hira in 

638. It was a strategic Arab outpost on the west bank of the Euphrates controlling the fertile 

grounds which had belonged to the sphere of influence of Hira. The Arab conquerors did not 

settle in Seleucia-Ctesiphon, among other reasons because Caliph ʿUmar preferred to keep the 

incoming Arabs separated from the peoples and their lands. The incoming Arabs should not 

settle in the lands conquered, but concentrate on the conquest wars and on establishing an 

efficient fiscal system.
65

 Another reason for this location may have been that it was easier 

here to control the various nomadic and independent tribes and to break their power. At this 

stage, this might have been more important than controlling the non-Arab population.
66
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 In Kufa the many and heterogeneous tribes that had to fight the Sasanian armies lived sep-

arately. Kufa became the first great urban concentration of Arabs, who came from all parts of 

Arabia. Population grew fast until 673, although it soon was outnumbered by Basra, the other 

garrison city.
67

 The Bakr and Tamim settled for a while in Basra and ‘prepared the ground for 

the conquest of what later became the province of Basra’. The Bakr left it rather soon and 

lived for some time near Kufa.
68

 Basra was established in 638 for the Arab troops that already 

had lived here since 635. Like Kufa, this camp was strategically situated. The warriors in Bas-

ra participated in the conquests of Fars, the more eastern Sagastan (nowadays Sistan, in South 

East Iran) and Khurasan (in Sasanian times this roughly included parts of present-day Iran and 

Afghanistan).
69  

 From Basra and Kufa, the province of Bet Huzaye (Elam, the modern Khuzistan located 

north of the Persian Gulf) was invaded. The Chronicon Anonymum reports that the Muslim 

Arabs took Bet Lapat, Karka d-Ledan and the fortress Shushan. Only Shush (Susa) and Shus-

tar (Tostar) offered resistance with the help of Emperor Yazdgard and his general Hormizdan. 

The latter would have promised to pay any amount of tribute requested and he involved Bish-

op George of Ulay (ܐܘܠܝ)
70

 as negotiator with the Arabs. After two years, Hormizdan broke 

his word, killed the negotiators including George, and imprisoned Abraham the ‘Metropolitan 

of Perat’.
71

 The troops he sent to attack the Arabs (Tayyaye, ܛ̈ܝܝܐ), however, were all beaten 

and Shush was conquered. Shustar was taken two years later, followed by Hormizd Ardashir 

(in Bet Huzaye), where many people were killed, including its bishop and priests.
72

  

 It is remarkable that Bishop George of Ulay seems to have been acceptable as negotiator to 

both the Sasanians and the Arabs, but that once the Sasanians started to attack the Arabs, they 

treated George and Abraham of Perat as enemies. It is not clear what the role of these bishops 

may have been, but this account raises the question of whether the bishops leaned more to-
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wards the Arabs and if so, for what reasons. Yazdgard and his general might have been suspi-

cious about the leaders of the Church of the East; as we have seen that Yazdgard also would 

have suspected Ishoʿyahb II’s negotiations with Abu Bakr.
73

  

 The chronicle further recognizes the role of Khalid, and states that ‘after these events’ 

.Khalid went to the West, to Heraclius ,(ܒܿܬܪܟܢ)
74

 Donner holds that Khalid fought in Iraq from 

about late spring 633 to April 634, subduing the nomadic groups at the desert fringes of Iraq 

and the Arabized towns below the Euphrates. Khalid left in Hira a garrison under the com-

mand of al-Muthanna b. Haritha. Somewhere between 635 and 642 al-Muthanna’s successors 

invaded the Ahwaz district (part of Bet Huzaye) and this was completed by Abu Musa al-

Ashʿari, who probably had to retake some of the cities.
75

  

 

3.4.3. Tagrit, Nineveh and Mosul 

Nineveh is located on the eastern bank of the Tigris. During the later Sasanian period a monas-

tic settlement on the western shore was founded, which might have gained some strategic and 

military importance when it was fortified and could offer shelter against local Arab raiders. It 

was of strategic importance as it not only controlled the Tigris but also the passageway through 

the desert to the Shigar mountains.
76

  

 It is not clear to what extent the fate of the older cities Tagrit and Nineveh and of the new 

garrison city Mosul was connected. Mosul was located very close to Nineveh, but replaced it 

during Islamic times, which may have led to confusions among later historians. It is therefore 

very difficult to reconstruct the events during the first decade of the Arab conquests. Because 

Ishoʿyahb III may have experienced the events around these conquests, the reports and their 

interpretation will be discussed here in more detail. 

 The chronicles differ on the year of the capitulation of Nineveh and scholars therefore opt 

for either 637/38 or 641/42. These dates correspond to those for the conquests of Tagrit. Saʿd 

b. Abi Waqqas, mentioned above, would have given orders for the first attacks on Tagrit which 

seems to have been captured in 637 and to have surrendered again in 641.
77

  

 Tabari reports that Arabs coming from Kufa/Hira took Tagrit in 637/38. As we have seen, 

they would have fought forces which consisted of Byzantine troops, several Arab tribes and 

some ‘local dignitaries’. These Arab tribes chose the side of the invaders and were also assist-
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ed by the Rabiʿa that had converted the previous night. Thereupon troops were sent to ‘al-

Hisnan’ (‘twin fortresses’), which some identify with Nineveh and Mosul.
78

  Ovidiu Ioan ques-

tions, however, this identification and argues that Nineveh was not taken shortly after the fall 

of Tagrit in 637, and that another account, reported by Baladhuri, should be followed.
79

  

 According to Baladhuri, the conquest of Nineveh was made by ʿUtba b. Farqad in 641. He 

reports that the people of Nineveh fought ʿUtba, who forcefully seized a fortress, which 

Baladhuri explains as being the eastern one. ʿUtba thereupon went to the opposite fortress on 

the other side of the Tigris,
80

 which is easy to cross here.
81

 The people in the other fort are said 

to have surrendered peacefully while being obliged to pay the jizya and this also would apply 

to the inhabitants of some monasteries here.
82

 Baladhuri’s report seems to take the notion of a 

fort on each side of the river for granted and this may be an indication that Tabari actually re-

fers to Nineveh and Mosul. 

 Morony recognizes the two conquests of Tagrit, but follows Baladhuri’s report for the con-

quest of Nineveh in 641 and the subsequent foundation of Mosul in the same year. He de-

scribes how Arabs starting from Tagrit went north and reached Nisibis in 638, but he does not 

mention Nineveh. He does, however, imply that Mosul had already been founded as military 

camp by 638.
83

 
 

 It is not clear to what extent Iyad b. Ghanm played a role in the later conquest. He may have 

been in the area as he went on a campaign for Muʿawiya about 639-40 and is reported to have 

reached Mosul after he had taken Nisibis, Shigar (Sinjar) and Balad.
84

 Baladhuri adds in this 

respect that it was claimed ‘that Iyad ibn Ghanm, when he conquered Balad, went to Mosul 

and reduced one of the two forts. Allah knows best’.
85

 

 Although the possibility is not to be excluded that some reports were accommodating to 

later pragmatic objectives,
86

 most of the conflicting data seem to reflect the chaotic situation 

of the early years. A tentative and summarizing reconstruction of these reports and interpreta-

tions is as follows: in the same year Kufa was founded close to Hira in 637/38, Arab troops 
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from this military outpost took Tagrit, which was located on the western side of the Tigris. 

Possibly remaining on this western side they took the fortress overseeing Nineveh on the oth-

er side and founded a new military post, called Mosul. The Tigris thus may have formed a 

natural border for an unknown time. The second conquest of Tagrit was made in 641 and has 

been connected to that of Mosul and Nineveh. It is unclear whether Tagrit had broken its trea-

ty and therefore had to be reconquered or whether it was taken by other Arab groupings, pos-

sibly supported by Umayyad forces. The same applies to Mosul, although it seems more 

probable that this military garrison was taken by rival Arab groups, who were able to keep it 

for a longer time, while Umayyad influences increased. It is moreover not clear whether Ni-

neveh had also already been taken by 637 or could remain relatively safe for some time before 

641 while the Kufan troops remained at the fortress on the other side of the Tigris. Given the 

obscure transition period until Arab rule was really established in this area, one might suggest 

that Nineveh was also taken (at least) twice by different groupings. Since 642 both the Eu-

phrates subdistricts and the former Sasanian crown province of Kashkar remained under the 

authority of the governor at Kufa, but this changed again in 661 and 683 during the Arab civil 

wars.
87

  

 When the Arabs coming from Kufa took Tagrit in 637, it was already Arabized, as it had 

been the market-centre for nomad tribes for a long time. Moreover, from around 627 to 636, 

Heraclius had brought befriended Arab tribes to the region around Tagrit. One of the tribes 

already living here before Islam was the Arab Christian tribe of the Iyad. The Iyad were part 

of the confederation of the Tanukh and some of them settled at Hira and Christianised, if they 

had not been converted earlier. A section of the tribe had already occupied Tagrit for one pe-

riod, but after the Persians had expelled them, they remained for a long time in the neighbour-

hood. Another part of the Iyad, however, which had remained in Hira, had to fight in the Per-

sian army. During the first capture of Tagrit in 637, the Iyad in the garrison of Tagrit are said 

to have secretly assisted the new invaders. In 638, many Iyads of Iraq would have joined the 

Byzantine army which tried to regain Syria, but when this proved to be unsuccesfull, most of 

them became Muslim.
88

  

 Another tribe living in the vicinity were the predominantly Miaphysite Taghlib, whose 

territory was roughly between Mosul and Tagrit on the western side of the Tigris. Since 570, 
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their territory shifted towards Northern Mesopotamia, later known as the Diyar Rabiʿa.
89

 This 

might suggest that at least during the turbulent transition period of the conquests they still 

exerted influence or were defending it. In early Islam, most Taghlib in the area had not settled 

and did not own estates, but had fields and cattle. It was one of the strongest and most 

numerous nomadic tribes, but their political importance declined after the Islamic conquests.
90

 

We have seen that around this time the tribes of the Bakr and Mudar also moved north and 

similarly occupied regions that subsequently were called ‘Diyar Bakr’ and ‘Diyar Mudar’. 

Together, they were to form the new Islamic province ‘Jazira’ (North-West Mesopotamia, 

including Edessa and Nisibis). The Taghlib had come under the Miaphysite influence centred 

in Tagrit. Fasting and the giving of alms, especially to the monasteries, are considered typical 

traits of their religious practices. They had their own bishops, as for instance the learned 

George of the Arabs (c. 640-724). Many Taghlib clung to their (Miaphysite) Christian faith, 

but demanded—and got—a less disadvantageous tax regime, which was more similar to that 

of the Arab Muslims.
91 

According to Tabari, the Taghlib were allowed to retain their Christi-

anity under the condition that they would not Christianize their children, and paid a double 

sadaqa.
92

 Most Taghlib also managed to keep their vast territories, although they were con-

stantly threatened by massive military pressure from immigrating Arabian tribes.
93

 Not only 

had most Taghlib remained Christian during the first century of Islam, but also the northern 

Syrian Tanukh.
94

  

 The Shayban, who had been active during the first conquests, settled like other Bakr for a 

while in Basra and thereafter in Kufa. Soon they migrated further to the area of Mosul and 

largely resumed their nomadic life on both banks of the Tigris. Half of the year they lived in 

an area below Kufa, and the other half east of the Tigris between the Upper and Lower Zab, 

an area which roughly corresponds with the Adiabene,
95

 the homeland of Ishoʿyahb III.  

 Arab rule thus took some time to be established and differed by region with several rival 

tribes involved. Moreover, some tribes had affinity to the Church of the East while others op-
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posed this and adhered to Miaphysitism. They could, however, change their faith overnight to 

Islam.
96

 

 From circa 640-85, the Jazira and the Mosul/Nineveh area (which included the regions in 

which Byzantines had exerted influence for a longer time) retained its pastoral character be-

cause steppes and rivers hampered urbanization and settlement. The region was occupied by 

Arab tribes who allowed the Christians a considerable amount of authority in the role of 

mdabbrane (administrators or governors). Around Nineveh/Mosul, which offered a better 

potential for settlements and transportation on the Tigris, new Arab elites were founded who 

invested in land while their power was concentrated in the city. Meanwhile, however, the 

more northern cities in the Jazira, such as Edessa and Nisibis, became marginalized.
97

  

 

3.4.4. Damascus, Edessa and Nisibis 

After General Khalid b. al-Walid had taken Hira, Abu Bakr would have sent him to Syria to 

help the Arab troops there. Due to its relative vicinity, Damascus may have seemed more im-

portant to Medina and the Hijaz. Khalid’s journey is difficult to reconstruct due to the con-

flicting data and places reported. When he arrived, Khalid defeated the Christian forces of the 

Ghassanids close to Damascus on the Easter Sunday in 634 (April 24), and took more Byzan-

tine lands.
98

 Muʿawiya, the later governor of Syria and founder of the Umayyad-Dynasty, 

participated in the conquest of Western Syria. Damascus was taken in 635, before the Byzan-

tines retreated in 636.
99

 

 According to the Chronicon Anonymum, Ishoʿdad the Bishop of Hira stayed with ʿAbd 

Mashih in the area where Khalid defeated Heraclius. At least one of the two was engaged in 

the negotiations between Arabs and Byzantines. The Arabs killed many Byzantines including 

their leaders, but also Ishoʿdad and ʿAbd Mashih.
100

 The latter might be identified with ʿAbd 

al-Mashih b. ʿAmr, who, according to Arabic chronicles, had already negotiated with Khalid 

during the siege of Hira.
101
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 Gradually Syria was conquered, but the exact dates are not sure, here again due to conflict-

ing accounts. Many towns would have resisted for a while, but did not succeed without the 

help of the Byzantine army. Several Arab groupings, such as the Ghassanids, Tanukh, Iyad 

and Salih remained Christian and tried to follow Heraclius when he left Syria.
102

 

 According to several sources, Edessa was taken in the third year after Iyad b. Ghanm made 

a treaty with the Byzantines not to invade Byzantine Mesopotamia.
103

 Robinson argues that 

Muslims invaded northern Mesopotamia from Syria, and that Edessa was the first major city 

to fall. He is critical of the accounts of this conquest which emphasize a rather smooth transi-

tion of power, as other accounts give a far less peaceful account.
104

 Robinson further holds 

that accounts making Edessa paradigmatic for the entire region are anachronistic, and this 

would also apply to Nisibis.
105

  

 During the conquests, Nisibis had been attacked from two sides. It had already been taken 

in 638 by Kufan troops. Around 639-40, Iyad b. Ghanm took the region around Nisibis start-

ing from the West in the process of the reduction of the cities of Byzantine Mesopotamia. His 

army went in reversed order, and moving from Nisibis it took Shigar (Sinjar) and Balad and 

then reached Mosul. The same tax arrangements that were made in the former Byzantine areas 

were imposed on Nisibis and its districts, which now formed an administrative part of the 

Jazira. According to Morony, Nisibis was its centre and the Diyar Rabiʿa emerged as an ad-

ministrative division. Already in 644 Nisibis was governed by an amir, who in turn was sub-

ordinate to Muʿawiya, the governor of Syria. This situation lasted until 656.
106

 

 Nisibis would have agreed to the same conditions as Edessa had done. The churches and 

monasteries would not be destroyed as long as they paid the taxes and did not intrigue. It was 
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moreover not permitted to build new churches or places of worship, to strike the boards, to 

celebrate the rogations,
107

 or to show the cross in public.
108

 

 When Nisibis and its districts were united administratively with the Jazira and had to pay 

tax in Byzantine coins, they were probably no longer a part of the Eastern part but were 

(again) more closely connected to the West.  

 

3.4.5. The reactions of Christians to the Arab invasions and subsequent government 

Most Christians considered the Arab invasions a disaster; they interpreted them in the light of 

the biblical books Daniel, Judges and Chapter 24 of Matthew, considering them a sign of the 

beginning of the End of the World, which fostered their hope for the coming of Christ. As we 

have seen, apocalyptic feelings were also common among Muslim and Jews, as well as 

among Zoroastrians who considered the death of Yazdgard III the end of a millennium.
109

  

 By the seventh century, most Christians understood the four kingdoms predicted in Daniel 

as follows: the Christians were the children of Israel and the four successive kingdoms were 

seen as those of the: 1) Babylonians/Medes/Persians; 2) Greeks; 3) Romans, and the fourth 

and last was interpreted as a Christian kingdom that would last until the Second Coming of 

Christ, while the Arabs played only a subsidiary role in this apocalyptic history. The Arabs in 

turn, would have considered themselves God’s chosen people as proven by their military suc-

cesses.
110

 The Islamic belief in the Last Day may have fostered the military actions.
111

  

 The apocalyptical element already formed part of Christian thinking, but in the East it 

gained widespread intensity in the seventh century. Where Byzantine historiography had con-

nected it with their own victory, Miaphysite texts emphasized the chastisement by God for the 

sins of other Christians.
112

 People from the Church of the East also saw the invasions as a 
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punishment by God. Often they were considered as punishment for the hated Byzantines, or 

for what the respective parties considered a heresy.
113

 Hoyland further points out that the 

Byzantine church leaders rather intensified their efforts to counter what they considered false 

beliefs, since they thought that God’s wrath was directed against these. This pattern also ap-

peared in the other Christian denominations.
114

 In general one can hold that the apocalyptic 

literature, which arose in all four major religions towards the end of the seventh century, was 

the result of the increased tensions.
115

 Reinink concludes that this rather polemical apocalyptic 

literature preceded the apologetical texts. Both genres had in common the intentions of their 

authors to reinforce their own religious community against the religion of the rulers.
116

  

 The Chronicon Anonymum explained that the victory of ‘the sons of Ishmael’ came from 

God.
117

 As we have seen, it also acknowledged that Abraham is ‘the father of the head of their 

people’. They worshipped God in the desert, just like Abraham had done. Their territory 

would have included Medina or Yathrib, the region on the Eastern coast of the peninsula and 

the adjacent hinterland in Yamama, Tawf (ܛܘܦ),
118

 and Hira, the latter being closely associat-

ed with the Ishmaelite kings.
119

  

 Reinink describes how ‘Syriac (and Armenian) sources from the seventh century testify 

that early Islam was not seen as a new religion which succeeded Judaism and Christianity, but 

rather a form of the Old Testament religion adopted by the “people of the desert” who con-

verted from pagan polytheism to the monotheistic faith of Abraham’. Initially, this mainly 

would have been marked by circumcision and sacrifice. Early in the eighth century Christians 

would argue that this new religion of Abraham actually had already found its fulfilment in the 

truth of Christ.
120
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3.5. The Arabs and the Qurʾan 

 

3.5.1. Christians in the Qurʾan 

The Qurʾan
121

 calls Christian ‘Nazarenes’ (  النَّصارى, al-nasara), a term which referred to Chris-

tians in general, and did not specify the different denominations.
122

 The Qurʾan seems, how-

ever, to recognize that there are several rival Christian groupings, but asserts that they all do 

err.
123

 Further statements about Jews and Christians seem to be rather superficially,
124

 and it 

has been questioned whether Muhammad had an accurate view of the main Christian denomi-

nations or distorted it for polemical and rhetorical reasons.
125

  

 In the Qurʾan are several statements in which Christians appear in a positive light. Other 

statements are more negative and associate Christians with the rejected polytheism and idola-

try (shirk) and unbelief (kufr). Christians and Jews are qualified as ‘people of the book’ (ahl 

al-kitab), which signals a not completely forbidden status, because they had received the di-

vine truth in the Gospel (ingil) and Torah (tawrat), but had distorted them. The earlier suras 

would have implied that they still could achieve salvation by their own rites, because of their 

monotheism and the belief in the Day of Judgment,
126

 but this attitude changed. G. Vajda 

holds that these two conditions were no longer sufficient and that Christians and Jews were 

later accused of polytheism in Sura 9:30, while the preceding verse summoned the believers 

to fight against those ‘who do not believe in God or the Last Day’. It would be an error to 

adopt their religion or to affiliate with them.
127

 Christians and Jews should be humbled until 

they ‘pay the tribute (jizya) out of hand, degraded’ and submit to Islam (9:29-34).
128
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 This study follows the translation of the Qurʾan by Arberry with occasional modifications to update the lan-

guage. Arthur John Arberry, The Koran Interpreted (London, 1955; repr. New York, 1996). Also available 

online (with adjusted numbering) via http://al-quran.info/default.aspx#1:1/11Nk. 
122

 Before Islam, Nazarenes were distinguished from ‘Christians’, but that does not seem to be the case in the 

Qurʾan and it cannot be concluded that it referred to early Judeo-Christian sects. Fiey, ‘Naṣārā’, pp. 970-73. 
123

 For instance in Sura 19:37-40. 
124

 G. Vajda, ‘Ahl al-Kitāb’, EI
2
 1 (1960), pp. 264-66. 

125
 William Montgomery Watt, for instance, holds that the Qurʾan does not offer a correct depiction of the specific 

faith of most Christians. William Montgomery Watt, Muslim-Christian Encounters. Perceptions and mispercep-

tions (London, 1991), p. 23. Sidney Griffith rejects such conclusions as they would ignore the polemically in-

spired rhetoric of the Qurʾan which critiques the major Christian doctrines. Griffith, The Bible in Arabic, pp. 24 

and 36.  
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 Sura 2:62 and 5:69 are highly similar: ‘Surely they that believe, and those of Jewry, and the Christians, and 

those Sabaeans, whoso believes in God and the Last Day, and works righteousness—their wage awaits them 

with their Lord, and no fear shall be on them, neither shall they sorrow.’ 
127

 Vajda, ‘Ahl al-Kitāb’, pp. 264-66; see also Goddard, Christian-Muslim Relations, pp. 26-28, with references.  

Sura 3:28 ‘Let not the believers take the unbelievers for friends, rather than the believers—for whoso does that 

belongs not to God in anything—unless you have a fear of them.’ 

Sura 3:118: ‘O believers, take not for your intimates outside yourselves; such men spare nothing to ruin you; 

they yearn for you to suffer. Hatred has already shown itself of their mouths, and what their breasts conceal is 

yet greater. Now we have made clear to you the signs, if you understand.’  
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3.5.2. Christology in the Qurʾan  

The monotheistic view of the Qurʾan is very strict. It finds its expression in the Islamic creed, 

the shahada: ‘There is no god but God, Muhammad is the messenger of God’.
129

 It rejects any 

form of shirk (شرك, literally ‘association’), the deification or worship of anything or anyone 

other than the singular and transcendent God.
130

 Consequently, the concept of Christ being the 

son of God is not allowed, as stated in Sura 112:3: Say: ‘He is God, One, God, the Everlasting 

Refuge, who has not begotten, and has not been begotten, and equal to him is not any one’.
131

 

 The Qurʾan calls Jesus Isa and 93 verses are devoted to him, giving him several epithets: 

Messiah ( الَمسيُح, al-Masih), which is similar to the Syriac name of Christ (ܡܫܝܚܐ, mshiha);
 

prophet (nabi); messenger (rasul); ‘among those who are close to God’ (3:45), a term which 

is also used for angels and would be explained later by Christ’s ‘ascension’;
132

 ‘worthy of 

esteem in this world and the next’ (3:45); and ‘blessed’. Christ has a special position in the 

Qurʾan, as he is also considered God’s Word, God’s messenger, and ‘a Spirit from him’, but 

he is definitely not the son of God.
133

 In this respect, the Qurʾan is closer to Nestorius’ con-

cept of Mary being a Christotokos, than of being a Theotokos, which the Church of the East 

rejected. The Qurʾan probably underlined Christ’s humanity by the often repeated addition 

‘son of Mary’.
134

  

 The Qurʾan also rejects those who say that ‘God had taken unto himself a son’.
135

 Verses 

3:42-56 are very important with respect to Christology. They refer to the annunciation and 

Christ’s birth and death, but explain these in a different way. Christ was born from the Virgin 

                                                                                                                                                         
Sura 5:51: ‘O believers, take not Jews and Christians as friends; they are friends of each other. Whoso of you 

makes them his friends is one of them. God guides not the people of the evildoers.’ 
128

 See also below, section 5.2.  
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 The first part stems from Sura 3:62. Archaeological evidence for the second part is found only after 685. The 

earliest attested version of the Shahada probably stems from Abd Allah ibn al-Zubayr, the opponent of 

Muʿawiya. Hoyland suggests that after Zubayr was killed in 690 or 691, his sayings were taken by the Umayyad. 

Hoyland, Seeing Islam as others saw it, pp. 550-54. 
130

 The term shirk appears 2 out of 5 times in the Qurʾan in the sense of the act of ‘associating’ with God. Origi-

nally, it signifies ‘association’ in a passive sense. It is especially the hadith that imposed the religious sense of 

the term. D. Gimaret, ‘S̲h̲irk’, EI
2
 9 (1997), pp. 484-86. Compare also the affinity with the Syriac ܣܪܟ which 

generally means ‘adhere’ or ‘join’. Sarik (ܣܪܝܟ) means ‘fixed’, ‘adhering’, ‘conjoined’, R. Payne Smith, Thesau-

rus Syriacus 2, col. 2740-41.  
131

 As we will see later in section 4.2.2, the expression he ‘who has not begotten, and has not been begotten’ ( لَْم

 lam yalid wa lam yulad) reminds one of the earlier Christian discussions on the Trinity, and especially ,يَِلْد َولَْم يُولَْد 

of Sahdona’s rather contemporaneous definition of the Holy Spirit (la yaluda w la yalida). 
132

 This also may be seen in Sura 3:55. 
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 Sura 4:171; 19:34-40 and 19:88-92. 
134

 Anawati, ‘ʿĪsā’, pp. 81-86. Similar statements can be found in Sura 19:34-40 and 88-92. 
135

 Sura 19:88. The Jews were also accused of ascribing a son to God, namely Ezra (9:30).  
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Mary after God had created him by simply saying ‘Be’ (3:45-47). These verses may be de-

pendent on 19:34:
136

  

 

That is Jesus, son ( َأَْين, ibn) of Mary, in word of truth, concerning which they are doubting. 35. It is not for 

God to take a son (َولًَدا, walad) unto him. Glory be to him! When he decrees a thing, he but says to it ‘Be’, and 

it is. 

 

The Christological debates seem to have found a reaction in Sura 5:17 and 5:72, which states: 

‘They are unbelievers who say, “God is the Messiah (allaha huwa l-masihu), Mary’s son”’.
137

 

Muhammad may have reacted to the first part of almost any Christological statement claiming 

that Christ is perfect God and perfect man. This was stated for example in 612 by the bishops 

of the Church of the East: ‘Christ our Lord is (ܐܝܬܘܗܝ) perfect God and perfect man in one 

filiation and in one majesty’.
138

 Griffith suggests that Muhammad would have reversed the 

traditional equation by putting God first and thus polemically would emphasize what is wrong 

about Christian faith.
139

 This may have been a logical pun, but without having further context 

it is not certain whether this applied. Within the Church of the East at least, we find similar 

criticism. Babai rejected a longer variation of this equation, which partly sounds very similar 

in Syriac ( ܡܫܝܚܐ ܼܗܘ ܐܠܗܐ , alaha(h)w mshiha). According to him, Cyril and Henana would 

have said: ‘God is Christ and Christ is God and these appellations do not signify something 

different’.
140

 A statement ascribed to (Ps.-) Nestorius that probably stemmed from the first 

part of the sixth century gave the following definition: ‘Christ is God, but God is not 

Christ’.
141

 

 Sura 5:116 has God asking Jesus whether he had said: ‘Take me and my mother as gods, 

apart from God’ and Jesus denying this. Muhammad may have been influenced here by the 

polemical propaganda of the Church of the East against the Chalcedonians and Miaphysites, 

                                                 
136

 Pohlmann argues that Sura 3:33-51 is the product of a redaction after Muhammad’s death, integrating older 

verses (such as Sura 19:34-35) in the interest of Christian groupings within the Qurʾanic community. Pohlmann, 

Die Entstehung des Korans, pp. 180-86 and 193-94. 
137

َ ُهَو الَمسيحُ  ابُن َمريَمَ    .Allaha huwa l-masihu, bnu Maryama ,َّللاَّ
138

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 574. See above section 2.3.2. 
139

 Griffith, The Bible in Arabic, p. 33. Without further notification, Griffith changes the term ‘Messiah’ (Christ) 

into ‘Jesus’ and states that Christians in the Qurʾan’s milieu ‘would never have said that God is Jesus; rather they 

would have said that Jesus is God’. However, this does not seem to apply to the East Syrians, who rather dis-

cerned the man Jesus from the divine nature in Christ. As we have seen in section 2.2.1, Babai explicitly re-

served the name ‘Jesus’ for the human nature of Christ. 
140

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 4/12, pp. 137-38 (cf. trans. idem, p. 111). See also above, section 2.1.3.2. 
141

.ܗܼܘ  ܡܫܝܚܐ ܠܘ ܕܝܢ ܐܠܗܐ. ܗܼܘ  ܐܠܗܐ ܘܡܫܝܚܐ    Abramowski and Goodman (ed.), Nestorian Collection, 9, p. 202 

(cf. trans. eidem, p. 121, see also their discussion of this text on pp. xlvi-viii). 
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arguing that their definition of Mary as being a Theotokos necessarily meant that she is a god-

dess.
142

 Babai, for instance argued this some time between 612 and 620.  

 Especially in Sura 5, the claimed divinity of Christ and the Trinity (or Tritheism) are re-

jected. Typically, while rejecting such statements, the Qurʾan does not enter into any meta-

physical discussion. It may be noted here that the Qurʾan does not contain a term for hyposta-

sis/qnoma. Sura 5 has: ‘They are unbelievers who say, ‘God is the Third of Three. No god is 

there but One God’.
143

 The Christ of the Qurʾan personally rejects the ‘Children of Israel’, 

who claim to follow him when they make him equal to God. Instead, he is just one of the 

prophets whom God had sent to warn the people against any deviation of the strict Monothe-

ism by association anything to God.
144

  

 The dogma of the divine Trinity and the incarnation, which unites man and God, cannot be 

considered symbolically, since people are not allowed to make symbols of God. This is ex-

pressed in Sura 16:74: ‘So strike not any similitudes for God; surely God knows, and you 

know not’.
145

  

 G. Anawati holds that the epithet ʿAbd Allah (‘Servant of God’) should not be interpreted 

in a Judaeo-Christian sense, but that it would indicate only that Christ is created and subject to 

God.
146

 Anawati’s view, however, seems to reduce too far the influence of this strong biblical 

tradition, in which Christ was seen as the exemplary Servant. The term ‘servant of God’ ap-

pears in Sura 5:116-17 and 19:30-33 where Christ spoke as child and may have hinted at the 

resurrection:  

 

19:30. He said, ‘Lo, I am God’s servant; God has given me the Book, and made me a Prophet. 31. Blessed he 

has made me, wherever I may be; and he has enjoined me to pray, and to give the alms (zakat), so long as I 

live, 32. and likewise to cherish my mother; he has not made me arrogant, unprosperous. 33. Peace be upon 

me, the day I was born, and the day I die, and the day I am raised up alive (أُْبعَُث َحيًّا, ubʿathu hayya)!’ 

                                                 
142

 Some scholars interpret this as an indication that the Qurʾan objects to the view that considers Mary a goddess 

and—in combination with Sura 5:73—even a part of the Trinity. The latter identification seems less likely. Grif-

fith, The Bible in Arabic, pp. 34-35. 
143

 Sura 5:73. C. Jonn Block points out that the translation ‘three’ (   ٌثَََلثَة, thalatha) in Sura 4:171 and 5:73 is 
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and 5.73’, Journal of Islamic Studies 23.1 (2012), pp. 74-75. Griffith, however, holds that God is again polemi-
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Griffith, The Bible in Arabic, p. 34. 
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 Sura 5:72-75. 
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 Anawati, ‘ʿĪsā’, pp. 82-83. 
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Christ being God’s Word may reflect a fundamental Christian view, shared by all Christians. 

Abdel Haleem notes that the epithet ‘a Word from God’ may be explained by the Qurʾanic 

claim that Jesus was brought into being by God’s command.
147

 

 

4:171. People of the Book, go not beyond the bounds in your religion, and say not as to God but the truth. 

The Messiah ( ُالَمسيح), Jesus son of Mary, was only the Messenger of God, and his Word ( َُكِلَمتُه, kalimatuhu) 

that he committed to Mary, and a Spirit from him. So believe in God and his Messengers, and say not, 

‘Three.’ Refrain; better is it for you. God is only One God. Glory be to him—That he should have a son ( ٌَولَد)! 

To him belongs all that is in the heavens and in the earth; God suffices for a guardian ( َوِكيًَل).
148

  

 

The crucifixion and resurrection are further touched upon in Sura 4:157-58, in which the Jews 

are accused of claiming to have crucified Christ. According to the Qurʾan, the Jews did not 

kill Christ, nor did they crucify him, ‘but it was made to appear to them’.
149

 This statement is 

problematic, especially because the next verse also hints to the ascension of Christ stating that 

‘God raised him up ( َُرفَعَه, rafaʿahu) to him’. It has been aligned with a kind of Docetism by 

both Islamic exegetes and western commentators, but it is not clear whether this was actually 

the case.
150

 The following succession of events seems to have been referred to: apparent 

death, ascension, second coming, natural death, general resurrection.
151

 
 

 Although the epithet ‘Messiah’ (al-Mashih) for Christ seems to have been influenced by 

Syriac Christianity (the Syriac name for Christ is mshiha, which is closely related to the He-

brew term for the ‘anointed’ saviour), the Qurʾan ignores its messianic bearing.
152

  

 Moreover, Christ’s death has no salvific importance.
153

 Where the crucifixion is crucial for 

Christians, because they see in Christ a sinless saviour who took our sins upon himself by his 

death, the Qurʾan rejects this basic Christian tenet. Sura 35:18 declares that ‘No soul laden 

                                                 
147

 M.A.S. Abdel Haleem, The Qur’an. A new translation by M.A.S. Abdel Haleem (Oxford, 2005), p. 37; Ana-
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 Griffith, The Bible in Arabic, pp. 36-39 and 88-89. 
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 Anawati, ‘ʿĪsā’, p. 84. 
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cessed 18 Aug. 2013). 
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bears the load of another; and if one heavy-burdened calls for its load to be carried, not a thing 

of it will be carried, though he be a near kinsman. […] and whosoever purifies himself, puri-

fies himself only for his own soul’s good. To God is the homecoming.’
154

 
 

 

3.5.3. Influences from the Church of the East in the Qurʾan? 

The Qurʾan contains numerous allusions to biblical stories. Most of the religious terminology 

comes from Aramaic dialects, especially Syriac and Christian Palestinian Aramaic. For in-

stance the vocabulary, syntax and imagery used in the Qurʾan for the warnings of the apoca-

lypse would ‘suggest a particular relationship with Syriac literature’.
155

 However, we should 

bear in mind that despite the numerous allusions in the Qurʾan to biblical stories (sometimes 

even using the same words), they cannot simply be taken as evidence of specific Christian or 

Jewish influences. These stories have been reshaped and put in a completely new structure 

and form.
 
Still, a comparison which takes linguistic, historical and theological questions cur-

rent at that time into account may add to our understanding.
156

 

 The very name of the Qurʾan has been taken to indicate some Aramaic/Syriac influence.
157

 

The Arab Qurʾan (القرآن) and the Syriac qeryana (ܸܩܪ̈ܝܵܢܐ) stem from the same root qry, meaning 

‘read’ or ‘call’.
158 

Syrian Christians used to read the holy books aloud in a melodic way, 

aimed at reaching the heart. Muhammad’s followers considered the Qurʾan ‘the voice’ of God, 

which had been called out to all nations and had found its final summation in Arabic.
159

 They 
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 Some Biblical references are: Matt. 20:28; 26:28; Luke 22:37; John 3:16; 10:9-11; 2 Cor. 5:21; Gal. 3:13; 1 
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opposed ‘Arabic recitation’ or even ‘Arabic discernment’ to the ‘foreign recitation’ of Jews 

and Christians.
160

 

 The interpretation in the Qurʾan of Christ as an exemplary servant had appeared already in 

the Old Testament and resembles an important aspect of the Christology of the Church of the 

East, although the Qurʾan denies Christ’s divine origin. The previous chapters have shown 

that the form of God (the Word) assuming the form of a servant (Phil. 2:6-7) was a fundamen-

tal theme in Antiochene Christology which was adopted by the Church of the East. Nestorius 

had connected it with exemplary obedience and the concept was still being used in the Synod 

of 605 and by Babai and Ishoʿyahb II. It seems therefore feasible that the Qurʾan could have 

adopted the servant theme that still was current at that time and was known to Christian Arabs. 

The importance of the concept ‘servant’ may further be inferred from the fact that an im-

portant group of Arabs in Hira derived their name (ʿIbad) from the word ʿabd (servant) and 

this even may have signified their adherence to the Church of the East and an awareness of 

being the ‘only genuine worshipers of God’.
161

  

 An influence from circles within the Church of the East or Miaphysitism might further be 

discerned in a completely different field. This concerns the debated meaning of the mysteri-

ous seven letters (alif, mim, nun, sin, lam, ta and ra), which precede many suras in various 

combinations. According to Muslim tradition, they would show the divine character of the 

Qurʾan, but a more specific explanation has not been found.
162

 However, they remind us of 

the system used in Babai’s commentary on the Sentences of Evagrius, and a similar system 

may have been applied in the Qurʾan.
163

 This is difficult to assess since the letters do not ap-

pear before each individual verse, but only before the very beginning of the Suras, which can 

be very long and of a highly varied content. It is nevertheless remarkable that elements of 

such a mystical work may have found entrance in the Qurʾan and one may assume that they 

have been transmitted by monks. 
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3.6. Danger in Nineveh/Mosul  

 

It was probably in Nineveh that Ishoʿyahb III had to cope with the fall of the Sasanians and the 

subsequent rule by Byzantines and Arabs. In 628, he officially had become bishop of Nineveh, 

possibly after already serving it unofficially some time before. In 627-28, Nineveh had been 

the scene of the decisive battles between the troops of Heraclius and Khosrau and had been 

destroyed. The situation in Nineveh was very difficult: not only was Miaphysitism favoured 

here by Heraclius at the expense of the Church of the East, but Ishoʿyahb III also encountered 

heavy resistance from within his own Church.  

 After Arabs coming from Kufa conquered Tagrit in 637, they quickly developed an already 

existing settlement close to Nineveh on the other side of the Tigris into the new town of Mosul. 

In several letters probably written towards the end of his episcopate, Ishoʿyahb III described 

the great problems he encountered but also some improvements. The changed attitude of the 

leaders of the day towards the Church of the East may have reflected a change in power among 

Arab tribes. 

 Ishoʿyahb III probably experienced the Arab conquests towards the end of his episcopacy. It 

is not known exactly when his episcopacy ended. According to some scholars it was before 

637, while others hold it was some time before 641. These estimates are based on the conflict-

ing reports mentioned above on the fall of Nineveh and affect the interpretation of some of 

Ishoʿyahb III’s letters. An alternative chronology and subsequent interpretation of some of 

Ishoʿyahb III’s letters will be proposed in section 3.6.3. 

 

3.6.1. Growing influence of Miaphysites within the Church of the East 

In E-25, Ishoʿyahb III wrote to the Catholicos about the problems of the time and his fear for 

‘a great worm that a bad overseer (ܣܥܘܪܐ) brought forth from the body of the community’ 

which had already conquered many who ‘crept together to the head of the community’. 

Ishoʿyahb III feared that this infiltration, which corrupted the tradition of the people, would 

consume the rest as well and that it would perish only after everything else had perished. 

Ishoʿyahb III asked the Catholicos to be relieved from his difficult position and he even con-

sidered fleeing.
164

 This would have been the second time Ishoʿyahb III was in a very dangerous 
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situation, as he had already excused himself for a flight in letter E-15 in which he referred to 

an earlier letter to the Catholicos that would explain the flight expected.
165

  

 The problems got even worse before they changed for the better. In letter E-39 Ishoʿyahb III 

reported to his Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II of the growing tensions and hardships in Nineveh 

which seemed to him the ruin of the world. Ishoʿyahb III could perform the service of the 

Church of God only with a ‘moderate liturgy’ (ܛܘܟܣܐ ܡܡܫܚܐ), in an attempt to resist this ruin, 

stirred up by Satan. Ishoʿyahb III then described in a highly stylized way disturbing events that 

had taken place during the Easter Ceremonies on Holy Thursday and which resembled those 

on the first day of Passover (Pasha, ܦܨܚܐ) of the Lord (cf. Matt. 26:17-56). Similarly, the 

people of the Church of the East were betrayed by their own leaders, especially by one un-

named famous head.
166

  

 

(Satan) prepared a Passover for us in which we must do what resembles the Passover of our Lord in every-

thing: on the same day, moment, in like manner and in the complete procedure of the acts. 

Instead of Herodes and Pilatus: heads and governors ( ܘܫܠ̈ܝܛܢܐ ̈ܖܫܢܐ ) of our land; instead of the high priest of 

the Jews and the elders of their people: heretics and princes ( ܘܪܘ̈ܖܒܢܐ ܩܐܝܛܗܖ̈  ) of our people;  

[…] instead of swords and clubs ( ܐܖ̈ ܘܚܘܛ ܐܖ̈ ܣܦܣ , cf. Matt. 26:47): those swords and clubs; […] instead of Ju-

das the betrayer: a famous and honoured head (ܪܫܐ) who is in our gatherings. While he still (ܥܕܟܝܠ) had the 

oblation between his lips, he showed greater zeal than Judas. For he neither waited for us, as even Judas wait-

ed, so that we could not sing praise and go out to the Mount of Olives (Matt. 26:30, Mark 14:26), nor did he 

come to us with a kiss as he (i.e. Judas) had done, but with spear and shield (cf. I Sam. 17:45).
167

 

 

Ioan further sees in the oblation a reference to Ishoʿyahb II taking the Communion together 

with Heraclius in 630.
168

 This oblation, however, seems more likely to be a culmination of the 

depicted parallel with the events on Golgotha: faster than Judas had kissed and betrayed the 
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real Christ, the anonymous leader had already touched with his lips the representation of 

Christ’s body. 

 The letter turned then into a positive account of what happened further and what was seen 

as God’s work. The comparison with the Easter events continued, because Ishoʿyahb III now 

spoke of the salvation of the Church which took place. The heretics went away to the ‘barbari-

an leaders, who opposed us (because of) our sins’, and although the heretics threatened 

Ishoʿyahb III daily with murder, the barbarians seem to have started to favour the Church of 

the East at the expense of the Miaphysites. 

 

And as they (the heretics) were broken from their strength of hope by the wound of the Lord, they departed to 

barbarian leaders ( ܒܪܒ̈ܖܝܐ ܫܠ̈ܝܛܢܐ ), who opposed us (because of) our sins. […] But the spirit of God with his 

usual wonder turned the violence of the barbarians (ܒܪܒ̈ܖܝܐ) little by little to peacefulness for us and they (the 

heretics) were disappointed by them as they were disappointed by Atur.
169

  

 

The next letter to Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II (E-40), probably gives a suggestion for the identity 

of that ‘famous and honoured head’ who had disrupted the Easter ceremonies, and who also 

might have been the same as the ‘bad overseer’ mentioned in E-25. Ishoʿyahb III now might 

have alluded to his name: Makkika, when referring to ‘our humble (makkika) Father Mar Met-

ropolitan (ܐܒܘܢ ܡܟܝܟܐ ܡܪܝ ܡܝܬܪܦܘܠܝܛܣ ܕܝܠܢ)’. He held this metropolitan responsible for many prob-

lems and accused him of being involved in the consecration of a complete stranger as bishop 

by two illegal bishops. The stranger had to pay money and was sent away, but he probably was 

killed. There was more to report about this metropolitan, but Ishoʿyahb III preferred to tell this 

in a private meeting. Apparently, this information was controversial and had to remain confi-

dential. Ishoʿyahb III further wrote that such conduct had caused so many problems in Nineveh 

that he had even wanted to resign, which he did not do, after being persuaded by the Catholi-

cos.
170

  

 

3.6.2. Miaphysites supported by ‘barbarian leaders’ and Persian nobles who changed sides 

The expression ‘barbarian leaders’ in the previously discussed letter E-39 might have referred 

to Arab tribes that were powerful in this area by now. This could have been the predominantly 
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Miaphysite Taghlib. Until c.637 this also could have been Miaphysite Arabs around Tagrit 

who supported Heraclius in this area. This latter hypothesis might be confirmed by Ovidiu 

Ioan’s suggestion (referring to Kaegi) that the weapons being used during the disruption of 

the Passover possibly point in the Byzantine direction, since Persians would prefer bows.
171

  

 The ‘barbarian leaders’ might have imposed their own taxes. This can be inferred from a 

letter to Nisibis, during the time that Nisibis suffered from famine and many refugees went to 

Nineveh (E-41). This probably happened in the second half of Ishoʿyahb III’s episcopate, the 

exact year unfortunately being unknown.
172

 The situation in Nineveh must have been more 

stable and improved, although Ishoʿyahb III claimed that the many taxes (ܬ̈ܒܥܬܐ) he had to 

pay had the effect that there was hardly anything left with which to pay them. It is not clear to 

what extent the tax regime in Nineveh differed from that in Nisibis.
173

  

 Letter E-43 shows that Nineveh also suffered from many adversities and distressing chang-

es and sufferings. The ‘impious’ in Nineveh had become quite powerful and they provoked 

daily disorder among the people and the governors ( ܐܫܠ̈ܝܛܢ ) of the region. Ishoʿyahb III went 

therefore on a mission to them and sent a letter to the ‘highest position’ (ܡܫܘܚܬܐ): this proba-

bly meant the Catholicos.
174

  

 Ishoʿyahb III wrote about the problems in Nineveh not only to the Catholicos, but also to 

Gabriel, the metropolitan of Bet Garmai (E-44). It is not clear why Ishoʿyahb III wrote to Ga-

briel. Possibly, he had to be informed because Ishoʿyahb III had to travel through Bet Garmai 

on his way to Tagrit. Another suggestion is that Gabriel might have been responsible for eccle-

siastical affairs in Tagrit.
175

 It is not clear whether or not this changed in 637, when the Arabs 

took Tagrit. Whatever the case, Ishoʿyahb III could probably expect no help from his own 

Metropolitan Makkika, from whom he even might have considered fleeing. He informed Met-

ropolitan Gabriel about the problems with heretics (Miaphysites) and the leaders of the day. 

This probably referred to the same events and the (temporary) change in the position of the 
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Church of the East in Nineveh as those mentioned in letter E-39. Ishoʿyahb III reported that his 

own people had turned frustrated and aggressive. Comparing the Miaphysites vividly to bibli-

cal serpents and basilisks who had their ‘Satan’s nest’ nearby (probably the Miaphysite monas-

tery Mar Mattai), he summarized how the Miaphysites had become powerful. First, because of 

the present governors (ܫܠ̈ܝܛܢܐ) who were prone to bribery; secondly, the support of many ‘who 

long ago belonged to their heresy’. It is not clear to whom Ishoʿyahb III might have referred. 

Could it have been Miaphysites who had converted nominally to the Church of the East, Zoro-

astrians, adherents of an early stage of Islam or some rather local grouping? The third reason 

was the success of the people of Tagrit before the leaders and governors there. The fourth rea-

son was Satan supporting the inobedient.  

 

First and for all: the easy accessibility of the present governors for those who approach them with silver incan-

tations and golden petitions. Second: the multitude of bad helpers who long ago (belonged) to their heresy, but 

now belong to the number of those who govern. Third: the reception and success of the people of Tagrit be-

fore the leaders and governors there. And fourth with these: Satan’s work which is powerful in the disobedient, 

who do not persevere in the love of truth by which they might live. […]. For they found also a governor from 

there, who fully helped them.
176

 

 

While the increasing influence and number of the Miaphysites was probably at the expense of 

the Church of the East, the loss of support from influential noblemen weakened its position 

further. Ishoʿyahb III gave in E-44 the example of a distinguished person who changed faith 

several times. Starting with the ‘heretical Christianity’ (probably Miaphysitism) of his mother, 

he moved to the ‘orthodox’ faith of his father and continued with paganism, ‘the companion of 

heretics’. After he had returned for a while to the Church of the East, ‘out of conscience and 

fear of death due to the suspicion of the governors ( ܛܢܐܫܠܝ̈  )’, he finally joined the Miaphysites 

again and appeared to have supported them morally and materially. This ‘fear of death’ raises 

the question whether it referred to a spiritual death or to a physical death, the latter implying 

that governors had the right to kill someone if his belief was not considered orthodox.
177

 The 
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anonymous person described might have been the influential Yazdanan, whom Ishoʿyahb III 

had tried to keep within his Church in his former letter (E-43).
178

 

 Ishoʿyahb III described the Miaphysites in Nineveh as stupid and uneducated, but because 

they had found a governor (ܫܠܝܛܐ) in Tagrit who helped them fully, they could succeed in get-

ting what they wanted and they caused a lot of problems. There was for instance a watch tower 

 nearby hindering Ishoʿyahb III’s view. Ishoʿyahb III even stated that because of this (ܕܘܩܐ)

tower everyone had been forced to save their lives with all their might. This suggests that the 

people of Nineveh were attacked from this tower. The whole situation strengthened Ishoʿyahb 

III’s conviction that he was living at the end times and he wrote Gabriel:
179

  

 
The world therefore, O our God loving Father, reached its end, as you know. And it came already and seized 

everything: that rebellion (ܡܪܘܕܘܬܐ) that had been predicted by the spirit of God (cf. 2 Thess. 2:3) and that had 

to go along with the revealing of Satan. Or it (the rebellion) is perhaps soon at hand, that is to say, it has al-

ready began truly to take an end. ‘When the son of man comes, will he really find faith on the earth?’ (Luke 

18:8).
180

  

 

Whether the watch tower from which the people of Nineveh were attacked formed part of a 

siege by Arab tribes is not clear. Apart from the highly dangerous tower, the people of the 

Church of the East became irritated by the continuous insults and they lamented heavily and 

detested the impure sign (ܐܿܬܐ ܛܢܦܬܐ) Satan had put at the gate of their city. Ishoʿyahb III 

concluded his sad report by stating that ‘our people are poor in power and in want of wealth, 

but abundantly lacking authority and recognition in the world.’ The situation had become so 

tense and explosive that people wanted to revolt, even up to the danger of death. For all these 

reasons Ishoʿyahb III had decided to go to the secular governors, but except for a certain Kab-

ab (ܟܒܒ) he found no support in the hostile majority. Ishoʿyahb III asked Gabriel for help, so 

that he could return to his city without the disorder and the conflicts caused by the ‘impious’. 

He wrote that he sent Abbot Henanishoʿ to give further information.
181
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 In a later letter (E-49), Ishoʿyahb III informed Gabriel on the progress being made. Soon 

after Ishoʿyahb III had written his former letter to Gabriel and went to Tagrit, everything had 

turned out well. Some of the impious were driven far away, or hid in the caves. Ishoʿyahb III 

also sent a copy of his former letter written in the middle of distress.
182

 Why he did so and 

whether he had actually sent it or had reason to believe that it had not arrived is not known. It 

is moreover not impossible that he successfully bribed the governors with gold himself. Ac-

cording to the Miaphysite Bar Hebraeus at least, Ishoʿyahb III had obstructed the building of a 

Miaphysite church by giving large sums of money to the judges (ܕ̈ܝܢܐ).183
  

 Fiey suggests that Tagrit also figured in a letter written when Ishoʿyahb III was metropoli-

tan (M-17). Ishoʿyahb III commended Bishop Abba for all his efforts to correct and control 

certain men and informed him that one of them had ‘crossed the western borders of the politeia 

of the orthodox’ ( ܕܐ̈ܖܬܕܘܟܣܐ ܦܘܠܘܛܝܐ ) and was received in the ‘great city of the heretics’. Fiey 

holds that this city was Tagrit, that the ‘politeia of the orthodox’ signified the ‘province of the 

Nestorians’, and that the man was a priest who was excommunicated because he had fallen to 

heresy. Ishoʿyahb III still hoped the priest could be won back for the Church.
184

  

 If the sphere of influence of the Church of the East ended now close to Tagrit, which was a 

Miaphysite enclave and bulwark, one still could question to whom the whole area on the other 

side of the Tigris belonged, and who had organized it this way and for what reasons. Richard 

Payne connects the ‘politeia of the orthodox’ to Arab rule in general and suggests that this 

might have indicated a new administrative order or a new self definition. He argues that 

initially the borders of the Sasanian state had defined the territory and jurisdiction of the 

Church of the East, but when this fell away after the Islamic rule was established, a new 

binding element had to be found. This would be the reason why Ishoʿyahb III spoke of the 

‘politeia of the orthodox’ and it also would have fostered the formulation of a distinctive 

common doctrine.
185

 If, however, this politeia corresponded with the lands conquered by the 

Arabs, as Payne seems to indicate, we might suggest that it ended more towards the West. In 

that case it was not necessarily Tagrit, but maybe Edessa or Antioch (taken in 638 and 637 

respectively) where the exiled priest (ܟܗܢܐ) went and then it is not impossible that Sahdona 
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was implied. In this case, Ishoʿyahb III might have called him priest, since he was no longer a 

bishop.  

 Whether the expression ‘politeia of the orthodox’ is an indication of a new self-identity is 

difficult to assess. As it was the first time Ishoʿyahb III used this expression, it might have had 

to do indeed with a new geographical description of the Church after the Persian Empire had 

ceased to exist.
186

 The boundaries of this politeia in M-17 were, however, not well defined and 

might have reflected a momentary situation in which different tribes, belonging to various 

Christian streams, played a role. During the time Ishoʿyahb III still was bishop of Nineveh, the 

situation might have been somewhat different. In the discussion of the conquest of Nineveh, I 

suggested that for some time the Tigris might have formed a natural border between the 

territories of different groupings. It is moreover not improbable that the Byzantine allies 

(especially Miaphysite Arabs) who had controlled an important part of this area until 637, 

continued to do so for some time after Heraclius had left Syria. 

 

3.6.3. The unknown years: Ishoʿyahb III’s strife for a better career 

Not much is known precisely of Ishoʿyahb III’s situation during the Arab conquest(s) of Nine-

veh which took place between 637 and 641. It is not sure which position he took towards them, 

when he left Nineveh, under what circumstances and for what reasons and eventually, when he 

became metropolitan of Adiabene. Fiey’s influential work bases several conclusions on reports 

that Maremmeh had been bishop of Nineveh when the Arabs took it. As he moreover holds 

that this took place in 637, he concludes that Ishoʿyahb III must have left Nineveh before 637, 

experiencing the Arab conquests as Metropolitan in Arbela. Fiey explains data from the letters 

conflicting to this view by suggesting that the letters have been misplaced.
187

 Ioan follows 

most of Fiey’s conclusions but sets the invasion of Nineveh in the year 641.
188

 

 Interestingly, the generally reliable Chronicon Anonymum does not mention Maremmeh’s 

episcopate at all.
189

 If this is more accurate also here, some of Fiey’s conclusions on other 

events and dates should be adjusted. This would affect some interpretations of the five subse-
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quent letters on the election of Metropolitans (E-50-52 and M-1-2), but also of E-48 which 

Fiey concluded to be misplaced as it dealt with Arab governors.
190

 

 In E-50, Ishoʿyahb III discusses the position as metropolitan in Adiabene with its seat in 

Arbela, which was offered to him, but which he courteously declined. He explained his choice 

to the people in Arbela who had invited him, by stating that all the challenges in Nineveh de-

manded diligence and strengthening in the constant struggle with heretics and pagans 

.(ܗ̈ܖܣܝܘܛܐ ܘܕܚ̈ܢܦܐ)
191

 Whether this was the real reason for his refusal; whether Ishoʿyahb III 

had to refuse under the pressure of the Catholicos; or whether he wanted to wait for a more 

important position, is only something to speculate. Unfortunately, there are no direct clues in-

dicating when this letter was written. Fiey and Ioan hold that Ishoʿyahb III had been offered 

this position after the death of Metropolitan Paul, who had joined the embassy to Heraclius in 

630 and reigned before Makkika, but they do not substantiate this. As we have seen that Mak-

kika already may have figured as metropolitan in three earlier letters, either E-50 is misplaced 

or Ishoʿyahb III was actually invited after Makkika had been dismissed.
192

  

 E-51, written to the monks of the Izla Monastery including Narsai and a Maremmeh, shows 

Ishoʿyahb III’s disappointment that he was not chosen metropolitan of Bet Huzaye. This had 

been his first choice, but Maremmeh was elected instead.
193

 He immediately had understood 

this from ‘the outward superscription on the things you wrote me’. The possibility that Ma-

remmeh had not been a bishop before this time is strengthened by the very address in E-52:  

 

To my kind and honoured Father, Mar Gabriel, bishop metropolitan, and to my dear brother Mar Hormizd, 

bishop and—if it be understood that he wrote to me together with you—the bishop of Bet Lapat, who was to 

me our honoured brother Mar Maremmeh up to now.
194  

 

Where Ishoʿyahb III appeared to be very sensitive to the titles given and took care to address 

each correctly, it is remarkable that he did not describe Maremmeh’s former position as bishop, 

if that would have applied. Moreover, in an earlier short letter (E-30), Maremmeh probably 

had been monk in the Izla Monastery. Ishoʿyahb III addressed him here together with Narsai, 
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and tried to restore communication which had become withheld due to his weakness, and the 

scandal and contempt he suffered. No details are given.
195

 If Maremmeh had not been bishop 

of Nineveh and if Ishoʿyahb III was therefore still (nominally) its bishop, letter E-52 could still 

have been written during his episcopate and not thereafter as Fiey suggests. 

 In E-52, Ishoʿyahb III further indicated that he had sent Maremmeh a while ago as his nego-

tiator (ܡܦܝܣܢܐ ܕܚܠܦܝ) to the Father of the community. The others knew that Ishoʿyahb III could 

not come himself, due to ‘chains, as it were, of impossibility’ ( ܼܡܢ ܐܣܘ̈ܖܐ ܟܐܡܬ ܕܐܠ

 They also knew his transgression, disobedience and ‘the rest of the hard habits .(ܡܬܡܨܝܢܘܬܐ

of my idiocy’.
196

 Could this have had to do with the scandal briefly mentioned to Maremmeh 

and Narsai in E-30? 

 Ishoʿyahb III must have had to face facts and his letter M-1 was a letter of commendation 

for Maremmeh written to the clergy and the people of Bet Lapat in Bet Huzaye. He confessed 

that the fact that Maremmeh was chosen deserved envy and that this was a loss to his own re-

gion. His flowery and opaque language here is difficult to follow and seems to contain some 

hidden criticism as well.
197

 M-2 was a letter written to Maremmeh in an attempt to restore their 

personal relations, especially now that the Church was weakened and divided.
198

 

 If the five letters concerning the election of the metropolitans for Adiabene and Bet Huzaye 

are correctly placed in the Liber Epistularum, the following might be suggested: after Makkika 

was sent away, Ishoʿyahb III was invited to succeed him. He refused, maybe because he fa-

voured the more influential Bet Huzaye and might have proposed Maremmeh instead, whom 

he sent to negotiate for him in the Izla monastery. It turned out differently from what 

Ishoʿyahb III might have expected: Maremmeh was given Bet Huzaye and Ishoʿyahb III was 

given Adiabene. As Maremmeh probably became metropolitan of Bet Huzaye after it was con-

quered by the Arabs between 640-42, these events might have taken place around this time. 

 

 

3.7. Problems in Nisibis 

 

Early in his life, Ishoʿyahb III had experienced the conflicts in the School of Nisibis and he is 

said to have belonged to those leaving out of protest. Later, he wrote several letters to people 

in Nisibis, which indicate many problems there. Meanwhile, some parties allied with him and 
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others were hostile. Towards the end of his life, he was imprisoned there for a while. The prob-

lems discussed in his letters centred on its Metropolitan Cyriacus, wars, famine, pestilence, and 

the growing influence of Miaphysitism, which will be discussed in the following sections.  

 

3.7.1. Ecclesiastical authority contested: Cyriacus and Moshe 

As we have seen in Chapter 2, groupings within Nisibis detested their Metropolitan Cyriacus 

and wanted another leader. Cyriacus was among other matters accused of Chalcedonian sym-

pathies. Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II already had tried unsuccessfully to solve these problems. Cyr-

iacus died around 645, before he could be condemned. Ishoʿyahb II then consecrated Barsau-

ma, the interpreter of the school in Hira, just before his own death in 645. Maremmeh’s at-

tempts to persuade the Nisibenes to accept Barsauma failed as well. Thereupon Isaac, the bish-

op of Arzun, was nominated. Fiey holds that the sympathies for the Chalcedonian position 

Cyriacus was accused of might date from some time between 640 and 645.
199

 Furthermore, the 

possibility that the accusation of Chalcedonian sympathies was made to incriminate Cyriacus 

in the eyes of the Arabs is not to be excluded.  

 Before that time, Ishoʿyahb III—when still bishop of Nineveh—humbly wrote to Metro-

politan Cyriacus in order to mediate for the people of Balad. He explained that they had come 

to him because of his good ties with Cyriacus hoping that Ishoʿyahb III might convince their 

metropolitan to have them choose the bishop they preferred. This was Maruzan, who already 

had been a metropolitan twice. Ishoʿyahb III tried to influence Cyriacus by warning, persua-

sion and promises. He warned that scandal might arise if Cyriacus refused; discussed possible 

reasons to reject Maruzan and refuted them; and finally promised that he might be of help in 

the future as well and that Cyriacus would be famous in the Church.
200

 Ishoʿyahb III also me-

diated with the Catholicos and in the end Maruzan was fully accepted as bishop.
201

 These let-

ters raise some questions: why did Ishoʿyahb III advocate for Maruzan and did Cyriacus reject 

him; what was the reason Maruzan had already been metropolitan twice and where did he 

come from; did Cyriacus have another candidate? Concerning the last question, one might 

suggest that this was Sahdona, as he probably had allied with Cyriacus.
202

 

 Some of Ishoʿyahb III’s later letters indicate that Cyriacus probably was involved in a syn-

od in Nisibis organized by the teachers Gurya and Meskena, condemning Ishoʿyahb III when 
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he was metropolitan of Adiabene (M-8). Ishoʿyahb III did not mention Cyriacus, but the lat-

ter’s consent must have been necessary. Ishoʿyahb III stated moreover that this Synod opted 

for the ‘Chalcedonian error’ (M-9).
203

 Gurya seems to have been a trustee of Ishoʿyahb III be-

fore, who recently had written an anonymous letter full of accusations. Ishoʿyahb III replied 

that he knew it was written by Gurya and had found out that Gurya had pretended to have been 

far away, although he was nearby. He concluded that Gurya had left him and even had contrib-

uted to the organization of the council against him. Concerning the style of Gurya’s letter, 

Ishoʿyahb III ironically wrote that no one needed to teach ‘who fills his frivolous conversation 

with learning’ and he gave some absurd examples. Ishoʿyahb III considered Gurya, however, a 

clear example of the change in many people during this time and therefore he wanted reconcil-

iation. He asked Gurya to visit him together with ‘our brother Meskena, son of Poverty’ 

.(ܐܠܚܘܢ ܡܣܟܢܐ ܒܪ ܡܣܟܢܬܐ)
204

 This might have referred to Meskena-ʿArbaya, who had been 

one of the disciples of Henana, and also reported to have been in the School of Balad.
205

  

 The other letter on this Synod in Nisibis against Ishoʿyahb III was a reply to people on his 

side from the clergy and believers in Nisibis, ‘mother of life-bringing teachings’ (  ܕܝ̈ܘܠܦܢܐ ܐܡܐ

 Fiey suggests that they belonged to a party opposing Cyriacus that asked Ishoʿyahb III .(ܡܚ̈ܝܢܐ

for help.
206

 All four persons addressed to were called ‘NN’ (ܦܠܢ). Ishoʿyahb III had received 

their letter on his way on the Tigris from Seleucia where another synod had taken place with-

out the Nisibenes. Ishoʿyahb III claimed that they had been invited but that the messenger only 

came as far as Balad, as the situation had been too dangerous. Ishoʿyahb III was therefore well 

pleased with their expression of the orthodox confession ( ܕܐܪܬܕܘܟܣܝܐ ܬܘܕܝܬܐ ), especially after 

the recent Synod in Nisibis. The Synod in Seleucia was overshadowed by the disturbing re-

ports from Nisibis and ‘by the terrible reports of the ruin of the world’. The outcome seems to 

have been unclear due to the many different opinions. Ishoʿyahb III further discussed their 

former letter which informed him about the schisms in Nisibis. He stated that their single pain 

was swallowed up by the universal pains. The overall situation was so bad, with almost every-

thing being destroyed, that the end of the community might be speeded up. He compared the 

situation to that of the Egyptians where there was ‘no house where not someone was dead’, 

and he concluded that ‘all of us revolt like that Pharaoh and it was right that we are forsaken’. 

He finally asked them to take care of the weak and to make new companions.
207
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 The fact that after the Arab conquests Nisibis became part of the new province Jazira, 

which also included Edessa and other districts that had previously belonged to Byzantium, 

might have fostered Cyriacus’ Chalcedonian sympathies. One can wonder whether or not Cyr-

iacus and others expected help from the Byzantines and affiliated with them for these reasons. 

Kaegi discusses possible contacts and holds that the ‘Muslim conquest of upper Mesopotamia 

in 639’ made Byzantine and Sasanian contacts almost impossible, except by some dangerous 

routes. Heraclius’ hopes to convert the Christians in Iraq for collaboration had started therefore 

to ‘fade quickly in the 630s, especially by the late 630s’. One of the few contacts was with a 

member of Yazdin’s family visiting the court in 639, but this could not help to solve the crisis. 

The former Sasanian areas adjacent to Byzantium suffered from monetary confusion and cha-

os.
208

 It is not known to what extent this influential family acted on behalf of the Church of the 

East.  

 We have seen that after Cyriacus died (around 645), the amir allowed Cyriacus’ enemies to 

plunder his treasury and that he imprisoned his followers.
209

 Richard Payne holds that this op-

position was inspired by a competition for resources. He concludes that ‘competing efforts to 

profit from the post-Sasanian fiscal infrastructure had aggravated relations between lay nobles 

and clerics in early Islamic Mesopotamia’.
210

  

 Meanwhile, a priest called Moshe appears twice in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters and he seems to 

have conspired to have another catholicos towards the end of Ishoʿyahb III’s episcopacy. This 

must have been done very cautiously. In E-41, during the time of famine, Ishoʿyahb III consid-

ered Moshe’s request for food a cover-up for another goal. The real request seems to have to 

do with the position of the Catholicos being threatened. Ishoʿyahb III expressed his doubts 

concerning the gifts Moshe had claimed to have received from several people, since their 

names were unfamiliar to him. He further accused Moshe of the imagination of a false future 

with an imaginary catholicos, which had deluded several people. One might suggest that 

Ishoʿyahb III himself was the subject of such rumours, as Moshe had mentioned Ishoʿyahb 

III’s name to others and Moshe’s work had struck Ishoʿyahb III with acute fear. Ishoʿyahb III 

did not want to write anymore about it, as Moshe should have read with more care earlier in-

structions on how to move a nobleman (ܓܒܪܐ ܒܪ ܚܐ̈ܖܐ).
211
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 Letter M-14 was again to a priest Moshe (who now also was addressed as notary).
212

 Moshe 

had written many petitions to Ishoʿyahb III and ‘to the blessed man, who is well positioned for 

the work of your Charity’, but had to wait for an answer for a long time due to the absence of 

carriers. Ishoʿyahb III wrote Moshe that he was pleased to inform him that the petitions were 

not necessary anymore and he reassured him of the health of the Catholicos whose works 

prospered with signs and various miracles. Personally, Ishoʿyahb III was now in peace and in 

‘utmost freedom from the tyranny of the time and from the level of my sins’. More details 

were not given.
213

 If this was the same Moshe as the one accused of proposing a new catholi-

cos, his many petitions might be understood as attempts to be forgiven, while the reference to 

the wellbeing of Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II presumably was intended to confirm his position.  

 This whole episode took place during the Catholicate of Ishoʿyahb II, which means between 

628 and 645/46. The date of the synod is not given, but seems to have taken place in the first 

years Ishoʿyahb III was Metropolitan. As we have seen above, this probably began in 641/42, 

but some time before 637 has also been advocated.
214

 The fact mentioned in M-9 that a mes-

senger from the south only could make it up to Balad where it was very dangerous—combined 

with the general sense of destruction—might point to the Mu῾awiyan conquests starting from 

the West in 639-40. Mu῾awiya’s troops might have fought (among others) those Arabs that had 

conquered this region before. However, this would contradict the assumption that Ishoʿyahb III 

still was bishop during such wars; unless one accepts prolonged wars after 641/42, which is 

not impossible since the whole area remained contested for decades. Therefore I suggest that 

the synods might have taken place somewhere between 641 and 645 but do not exclude that it 

was some years before.  

 One gets the impression that during the ongoing wars and the subsequent famine, commu-

nication between Nisibis and the rest of the Church in more south-eastern parts was hampered, 

which fostered rumours and impaired the position of the Catholicos. The fact that Nisibis held 

its own synod apart from the general synod might actually have been caused by these wars, but 

could also reflect a schism within the Church. Maybe the different situation in Nisibis enticed 

some parties there to gain more autonomy in ecclesiastical or fiscal matters, with some oppos-

ing Cyriacus and allying with Ishoʿyahb III and others vice versa. The role of Ishoʿyahb III in 

this cannot be inferred from his letters.  
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3.7.2. Wars, famine, pestilence and poverty 

The help promised by Ishoʿyahb III to Cyriacus might have had to do with the famine in Nis-

ibis at that time, and if so, this could have strengthened his position. Several requests were sent 

to Ishoʿyahb III to help the hungry in Nisibis. They came not only from the priest Moshe, but 

also from Cyriacus. In E-27, Ishoʿyahb III initially refused to send food to Moshe because he 

doubted the urgency, and he stated that the Nisibenes always had been rich and had too many 

wishes. Moreover, many refugees had come to the church of Nineveh and had to be fed.
215

 

After a second request from Moshe, which as already noted Ishoʿyahb III interpreted as a cover 

up for another request, Ishoʿyahb III reluctantly sent only a limited amount of food to Nisibis. 

A part was a gift; the rest had to be paid for. As we have seen above, he explained that Nine-

veh suffered from the same problems as Nisibis, on a lesser scale, but that it could not even 

pay the multitude of taxes anymore which had cut them short, and he repeated that he had to 

take care of the many refugees.
216

 After the request from Cyriacus (E-47), Ishoʿyahb III sent 

him measured amounts of barley and dates from the lower regions, which had arrived recently. 

He was shocked realizing that the once rich and fertile region of Nisibis suffered from famine 

and was in distress because of the ‘devastation of Atur’ (Assyria).
217

 These shared problems 

probably had to do with the wars that raged at the time Ishoʿyahb III was bishop.  

 In one of his last letters as metropolitan, Ishoʿyahb III wrote about the pestilence by which 

Nisibis was afflicted. He warned the Nisibenes that they should not try to avoid death, but sin, 

which to him was the cause of it. He considered death and pestilence a ‘chastisement (ܡܪܕܘܬܗ) 

filled with unspeakable mercy’ in which God showed his guidance (ܡܕܒܪܢܘܬܗ), and Ishoʿyahb 

III advised the Nisibenes therefore to ask God for mercy.
218

 

 It must have been easier now to travel and send letters than before, as can be seen from a 

letter to Isaac, Cyriacus’ successor. Ishoʿyahb III mentioned that his earlier letters had not been 

answered, due to the adversities of the time. Now, he wrote, he could use passing carriers of 

whom there happened to be more. These messengers even came from Jerusalem to ‘our 

politeia’ after they had gone to ‘the borders of the deserts of this jurisdiction (ܐܘܚܕܢܐ), which 

is Hirta (Hira) of the Arabs (Tayyaye)’. They had visited the Catholicos in the hope to be re-

lieved from their poverty. There must have been new practices, which are not specified, giving 

rise to such expectations. The Catholicos, however, only gave them a letter certifying they 

were mendicants (ܟܬܝܒܬܐ ܒܠܚܘܕ ܕܚܕܘ̈ܖܐ). Ishoʿyahb III was ashamed that he could not help 
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them either and was not ‘even able to warm them with futile twigs’. He barely supplied them 

with this letter and sent them to Nisibis. Their hopes were therefore hardly fulfilled.
219

 

 

3.7.3. Growing influence of Miaphysitism 

After Ishoʿyahb III was elected Catholicos, he sent Isaac a letter (C-1) confirming his own new 

position as Catholicos and asking him to pray for his qnoma.
220

 In Nisibis itself, problems with 

Miaphysites seem meanwhile to have become acute. Ishoʿyahb III wrote several letters to vari-

ous groups of the Church of the East in Nisibis. The first was to its noblemen (ܪܘ̈ܖܒܢܐ). 

Ishoʿyahb III started by praising them because they had demolished a heretic chapel, but he 

quickly took a different tone and warned them that they seemed to have become negligent be-

cause they were so accustomed to this beautiful state of blessing that they might lose it. 

Ishoʿyahb III tried to mobilize the noblemen for the ‘glory of orthodoxy’. This meant that they 

should take the impure sign (ܐܬܐ) from the holy place and should avoid contact with the im-

pious, especially from the ‘recent heretic demons’, who were the worst.  

 

Stir up the anger of zeal against the blaspheming demons quickly, without being weary because of the daily 

defeat. Turn the rise of (heretic) zeal from the territory of your jurisdiction (ܢܘ̈ܡܐ ܕܐܘܚܕܢܟܘܢ) and wipe out the 

impure sign from the holy place! Guard the freedom of your faith in purity from all contamination of the evil 

company of evil impious people!  

 And know, as you do know well, that when it comes to corrupting the souls of those who correctly believe 

in the mysteries of our salvation, neither the pagan demons nor others (are) like those: they have more success 

in impiety than those two!
221

 This is clear, because in appearance, name, words and symbols they seem to be 

Christians. And on account of such a harmonious appearance, they easily pour out the bitterness of their blas-

phemies into the soul of the simple, and they readily prepare a quick and easy death out of the life of faith, the 

life for which the holy blood was shed that vitalizes the world.
222
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Because their appearances were much alike, people could be confused easily, and lose the life 

of faith. Ishoʿyahb III’s further description of the impious centred much on Christology and 

especially on the qnoma. He probably referred to the Miaphysites, but he also might have re-

ferred to circles around Sahdona, his rival within the Church of the East. To which habits 

Ishoʿyahb III referred is not clear. Did it for instance have to do with the Eucharist, where 

bread and wine represented to Miaphysites the real unity with the Word, while the East Syrians 

emphasized the inhabitation of God in them, or did they still share the same liturgy of 

Ephrem?
223

  

 Using a polemical quotation of Chrysostom,
224

 Ishoʿyahb III urged the nobility to expel the 

heretics and purify the city. He closed his letter urging them to keep themselves holy, so that 

the ‘spirit of Christ’ and ‘our adorable God’ may live in them. They should be good examples 

in the whole world, so that when Christ came, he could show wonders in his believers.  

 

To say it more vehemently (ܥܙܝܙܐܝܬ), according to the word of the Golden Mouth (Chrysostom), the illustrious 

tongue of the Church of Christ: Who should not sanctify his hands by their wounds? Who should not cut off 

their lips? Who should not strike their jaws? Who should not tear apart the impure clothes on their defiled 

bodies?  

 So expel, O illustrious men, expel those blaspheming demons from the territory of your city, and purify the 

defilement of their impiety from the holy place in which you live. Keep yourself holy and incorrupt, so that 

the spirit of Christ, the hope of our life and the origin of our salvation and the Lord of our glory and our ador-

able God, may live in you. […] Be the prototypes of the virtues for the holy Church in all the regions of the 

world, until the celebrated revelations of our Lord Jesus Christ from heaven; so that when he comes, he will be 

glorified by his saints and he will show his wonders in his believers.
225

 

 

The second letter was to the clergy of Nisibis who were to be mobilized in a similar way (C-4). 

Ishoʿyahb III gave them the example of young Israel and its first priests, who even killed their 
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 . ܕܥܠܡܐ ܡܚܝܢܗ ܩܕܝܫܐ ܕܡܐ ܚܠܦܝܗܘܢ ܕܐܬܐܫܕ ܠܚ̈ܝܐ

The words between brackets (ܘܕܐܠ) in sentence 16 appear in Vaticanus Syriacus 157 folio 96 r., but are left out in 

Duval’s edition, possibly because they are considered an erroneous reduplication. The Christology of C-3 will be 

discussed in section 4.3.3.  
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 On the Eucharist, see also section 1.4.6; on liturgy, see section 4.1. 
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2.1.3.2. 
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own brothers for the Lord.
226

 Ishoʿyahb III urged the clergy to fight the enemies of the divinity 

and humanity and the blasphemers of the adorable mystery of the salvation of the world. They 

of all should be very angry about the (further unspecified) impure sign ( ܛܢܦܬܐ ܐܬܐ ) near the 

gate of the city. Ishoʿyahb III described how the foot of the impious was already on their necks, 

but that the clergy did not realize this. They should purify the city immediately and not wait for 

further exposure and destructive contacts, in order to prevent the people becoming lost. They 

should fight for the sake of the future world and the honour in this world. The giver of power 

would help and clothe them with praise in his eternal kingdom. They would join those who 

were an example of the spiritual world for this world and brought in their qnoma the participa-

tion of the glory of Christ.
227

 

 The third letter was to an anonymous teacher of the school of Nisibis (C-10). Ishoʿyahb III 

mentioned a shortage of good ministers reporting to him during ‘these days of temptation’ in 

which many people erred and doubted God’s providence. The teacher should therefore, as a 

spiritual worker, set a good example for the erring. Ishoʿyahb III explained that the intellect 

could see spiritually how faith could change things and that one could see with the pure eyes of 

the heart. This way, the discerning could see God’s hidden mdabbranuta in the Church, while 

the others could not and erred consequently. On Judgement Day, each would receive his re-

ward. Ishoʿyahb III finally sent his greetings to the former fellow students of ‘the common 

mother, our holy school’ ( ܕܝܠܢ ܗܝܿ  ܩܕܝܫܬܐ ܐܣܟܘܐܠ ܕܓܘܐ ܐܡܐ ).
228

 

 The last letter to Nisibis was to a fervent believer ( ܛܢܢܐ ܡܗܝܡܢܐ ܐܢܫ ), who should not worry, 

but inform others that Ishoʿyahb III began a journey to ‘the city of the catholic throne’ and that 

the ecclesiastic tasks were managed well. Concerning his own performances he stated that ‘we 

have something that is like the will of God, thanks to the grace of God and we also have some-

thing else that is like the will of evil: and this we are’.
229

 Apparently, the whole position of the 

Church seemed to have been at stake and there were doubts and accusations on Ishoʿyahb III’s 

functioning in this matter. Here, Ishoʿyahb III seems to have admitted in veiled terms that he 

might have made mistakes, but that only a few could discern well. While these letters had al-

ready indicated that Ishoʿyahb III had encountered criticism and opposition in Nisibis, the last 

letter in the Liber Epistularum speaks of Ishoʿyahb III’s imprisonment in Nisibis by ‘his dear 
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sons’, where he had been given only water and bread ‘of distress’. Thereafter he lived in exile 

in Edessa which then was a relief to him.
230

 

 Letters C-3 and C-4 led Richard Payne to several interpretations of the situation of the 

Church of the East after the Arab conquest. He interprets them in the light of the contested 

collection of taxes by the noblemen and clergy, which would signal Ishoʿyahb III’s intention 

‘to instantiate a new relationship between the clergy and nobles of Nisibis and the catholicate 

under the banner of orthodoxy, by having the nobles purge the city’. The clergy would need 

the leadership of laymen but the clergy remained important. ‘If it is the laymen who hold the 

power, it is the clergy who are to guide them in its exercise.’ Payne thus places acceptance of 

the religious orthodoxy in a social context, whereby the relation between the clergy and the lay 

aristocracy was redefined.
231

 When addressing the nobility, Ishoʿyahb III used language meant 

to appeal to their honour, aristocratic status and authority, which in the end, would depend on 

their orthodoxy. Payne holds that this would be reassuring to them as their social identity was 

challenged in the post-conquest period when it was no longer defined by the Sasanian state, but 

by the ‘politeia of the orthodox’.
232

  

 According to Payne, the Catholicos would have claimed to be the best patron for the Chris-

tians and highly equipped to mediate with the Muslim authorities, because they favoured him. 

Ishoʿyahb III’s definition of orthodoxy combined with his negotiating capacities would have 

been aimed at strengthening his authority. Payne supports this hypothesis with a reference to 

the letter to the Qataris (C-18), in which Ishoʿyahb III would have claimed that the Muslim 

authorities had entrusted him with collecting the poll tax and tribute.
233

 This interpretation, 

however, does not seem to stand as it probably derives from a different reading of the text.
234

 

 Most of Payne’s findings are thus based on the situation in Nisibis, which cannot be gener-

alized to all the other provinces of the Church of the East. He further seems to follow Morony, 

in seeing nobility and clergy as two different and opposing groups, whereas this does not seem 

to have been the case. Conflicts on who was to levy taxes might indeed have increased under 

the new rulers and the exemption from taxes—which some of the clergy are said to have en-

joyed—might have played a role as well. Payne’s hypothesis that Ishoʿyahb III propagated the 

two-qnome Christology primarily as a bonding element providing self-identity in changing 

times, neglects moreover some other strong factors: one was his rivalry with Sahdona and the 
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other the older feud with Miaphysitism, which nevertheless could be very attractive to individ-

uals of both clergy and nobility. The new self-definition sought for might therefore have been a 

side-effect, but not the objective. 

 

 

3.8. Conflicts in Arbela 

 

The role of lay people could be very great within the Church and extended to the appointment 

of metropolitans, while taking the theology of the candidates into account. They moreover 

could obstruct their work, including that of the Catholicos. This becomes clear from two letters 

that belong together. Ishoʿyahb III wrote them to two influential persons when he was Metro-

politan in Arbela. One was the unbaptized believer Sheroy, who had accused him of being too 

ambitious and opportunistic (M-22). Without giving many details, Ishoʿyahb III retorted that 

once Sheroy himself had given him false promises that he might become metropolitan. He ad-

mitted, however, that he had wanted that function and had been jealous when someone else 

was appointed. This most probably referred to Maremmeh being appointed metropolitan of Bet 

Huzaye (Elam). Now, Sheroy seemed to go on making the same (false) promises to Ishoʿyahb 

III and others as well. Sheroy also had accused Ishoʿyahb III of showing contempt for a former 

Father, which Ishoʿyahb III admitted as well, but he held that this was something for Judgment 

Day. The name of this Father is not given.  

 Ishoʿyahb III referred explicitly to the other letter (M-23) written to John, calling him ‘the 

son of your mother’.
235

 Such names belonged to a Persian custom to signal family relations 

and it probably indicated that Sheroy and John were brothers. This would be another sign of 

the intertwined relations between the Church and lay people, because John was the priest and 

archdeacon (ܩܫܝܫܐ ܘܐܪܟܝܕܝܩܘܢ) of Arbela. He once had invited Ishoʿyahb III to become the 

bishop of this city and thus the metropolitan of Adiabene.
236

 John also had turned hostile and 

even refused both Catholicos Maremmeh and Metropolitan Ishoʿyahb III permission to enter 

the city.
237

  

 Ishoʿyahb III was annoyed that Sheroy had replied to his criticism with written accusations 

in ‘immortal material of words’, instead of giving his reaction orally by a messenger as 

Ishoʿyahb III himself had done. Because it had taken a full year until he had received Sheroy’s 

reply, some accusations might not have been applicable anymore. Ishoʿyahb III stated that 
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Sheroy’s accusations were based on opinions he no longer held, by which he had been carried 

away at the time. Ishoʿyahb III thus seems to have admitted that he had made mistakes him-

self.
238

  

 Meanwhile the conflict seems to have escalated. The letter to John speaks of a delay of 

many days before Ishoʿyahb III received a reply to his small list of accusations.
239

 John’s reply 

was an extensive letter with many charges. He had put his accusations in the form of five main 

errors according to the rules of formal logic. With some sarcasm, Ishoʿyahb III was keen to 

show that John’s accusations were full of inconsistencies and mere opinions, but lacked truth. 

He depicted John as a gifted young man who was fond of philosophy, albeit in the wrong way, 

and he scorned in this respect the ‘opinion of the present Athenian youth’.  

 The exact content of the accusations in this long and complicated letter is not easy to recon-

struct. Similarly to what he had written to Sheroy, Ishoʿyahb III mentioned John’s older (vain) 

promises in a time of trial when John had helped him, but for which John now demanded rec-

ompense. Ishoʿyahb III refused to repay and he held that the other accusations were false: 

‘their treacheries are revealed to all and are rejected by reasoning.’
240

 Fiey assumes that John 

rebelled because Ishoʿyahb III and Maremmeh had rejected his request.
241

 Ishoʿyahb III was 

shocked by John’s straightforward opposition which culminated in withholding them ‘dishon-

ourably from the entrance to the city, from the honour of a welcome and from the completion 

of useful deeds’. He wondered about John’s renewed admiration of the recently deceased 

Makkika, whom John had supported but eventually had expelled. Ishoʿyahb III ironically 

wrote:  

 

We really do acknowledge that you supported and made prosperous not only us, your present enemies, but al-

so him who preceded us (Makkika), your great friend, whom you brought forward in your present letter to us 

with holy memories of righteousness. And we thank you for this, although you did this to make us jealous. For 

we rejoice only about this, although you expelled him during his life with the honour of contempt from your 

city, together with the protector (ܩܝܘܡܐ) who had anointed you: the one to a death from distress and the other 

to death by sword. But after the death of the one and the expulsion of the other, you call the former holy and 

deserving a good remembrance, and the latter you describe as Father and protector (ܩܝܘܡܐ). Because of this 

we also have the hope that when we are dead or removed, you will remember us with good memories.
242
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With a lot of rhetoric Ishoʿyahb III concluded that John considered those his enemies who 

were actually the Fathers of the Church and his helpers. He trusted that with coming to the age 

of discernment, John would gain some better insight and would understand that he had insti-

gated the rebellion due to his careless thoughts. At the end of the letter Ishoʿyahb III threatened 

that if John did not change, he would curse him bitterly, and that all who backed him would 

become his enemies as well. He finally expressed his hope that John was convinced, and 

would convince ‘the man, son of your mother (ܓܒܪܐ ܒܪ ܐܡܟ), who wrote us together with 

you’ and from whom Ishoʿyahb III thereupon would be willing to ask forgiveness.
243

  

 Ishoʿyahb III stated that John had suspected him of badly influencing some decisions of 

Catholicos Maremmeh, which therefore were questioned. Interestingly, these decisions of the 

Catholicos seem to have to do with the question whether all people might call the almighty 

God. John seems to have belonged to a group questioning that God could be called God by all, 

claiming God (Alaha) for themselves only. This fragment is however difficult to interpret, as it 

is intertwined with comments on the Catholicos whom Ishoʿyahb III also seems to have called 

‘Almighty’. 

 

Your letter demanded an excessive distance for some and an excessive proximity for others with respect to 

the heart of the Catholicos. You demanded, this rather means you insulted, that the Almighty ( ܕ ܟܠܐܚܝ ) would 

not rightly be (the one) who is called by the name ‘Almighty’ by all, but only partially and for some.
244

 […] 

He (probably the Catholicos) compares what is unchangeable in every respect with every changeable analogy 

in conformity to the Gospel of Paul, even if you and if some of your men demand that God is yours only. 

And not only (this), you are angry in the shape of the carnal Israel, because God is also called by the gen-

tiles.
245

 

 

Ishoʿyahb III emphasized the difficult role of the Catholicos who needed the help ‘of many 

hands and countless eyes’ in fulfilling his task. He continued admonishing John to be a father 
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 ܐܦܢ. ܐܢܬ ܐܦܢ. ܕܦܘܠܘܣ ܕܒܐܘܢܓܠܝܘܢ ܡܬܠܚܡܢܘܬܐ ܐܝܟ ܟܠ܆ ܕܠܘܬ ܡܫܬܚܠܦܢܐ ܐܠ ܕܫܘܚܠܦܐ ܗܿܘ  ܦܚܡܐ ܟܠ ܠܘܩܒܠ ܿܬܩܠ ܟܕ

: ܒܣܪܢܐ ܝܣܪܐܝܠ ܒܕܡܘܬ ܐܢܬܘܢ ܘܪܓܙܝܢ ܐܐܠ. ܒܠܚܘܕ ܘܠܘ. ܠܡܗܘܐ ܐܠܠܗܐ ܐܢܬܘܢ ܿܬܒܥܝܢ ܒܠܚܘܕ ܕܝܠܟܘܢ: ܕܠܘܬܟܘܢ ܐܢ̈ܫܝܢ

 .ܐܠܗܐ ܡܬܩܪܐ ܕܥܡ̈ܡܐ ܕܐܦ ܥܠ
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and leader of peace for the whole city and to accept the help offered by him and the Catholicos. 

In this context Ishoʿyahb III reminded John of the parable of the vineyard in Isaiah and in the 

Gospel and warned him not to be reproachful.
 
It is probably useful to summarize these stories 

here in order to estimate whether this parable contained some implications about the actual 

situation. In Isaiah, the vineyard symbolizes Israel which God would destroy if it did not bring 

forth good fruit. In the New Testament, it symbolizes the kingdom of God. Its tenants (the 

Jewish leaders), however, did not give the fruits to those whom God sent to collect them and 

even killed his son. The vineyard would therefore be taken from them and given to a people 

that produced the fruits of the kingdom.
246

 Though not stated explicitly, Ishoʿyahb III probably 

implied that John might lose this city. More implications cannot be inferred from the context, 

but some questions can be raised, for instance: was the ‘fruit’ interpreted spiritually or did it 

foremost represent taxes, and was the conflict therefore mainly a fight for revenues; did he 

compare himself and the Catholicos to those being sent by God; was it a warning that Chris-

tians could be driven out from the city while another people (the Arabs?) would possess it fully?  

 Another question raised by this fragment is what implications this claim on the name God 

(Alaha) might have in connection to the Muslims, who openly called his name. In this respect 

it should be noted that this very designation for God does not seem to have been problematic 

before, although the name Alaha also had been used by other Syriac speaking Christians, who 

belonged to denominations rejected by the Church of the East. Probably this was because one 

stayed within the same biblical tradition, whereby mainly interpretations on the exact position 

of Christ were highly controversial. The whole fragment thus seems to imply that Ishoʿyahb III 

and Maremmeh acted in closer relationship with Islamic groupings than was acceptable to oth-

ers within the Church of the East. 

 As the letter to John was written when Maremmeh was Catholicos, the events must have 

taken place between 646-649/50. What kind of retribution John expected and what promises he 

had made to Ishoʿyahb III is not explicitly stated in this letter. If the promises were similar to 

those made before, as Ishoʿyahb III did write, this could imply that Sheroy and John had prom-

ised Ishoʿyahb III again that he might become metropolitan of Bet Lapat, which was a desira-

ble position as it might facilitate one to become catholicos. This is not entirely impossible 

since Maremmeh sought a successor for this now vacant position. He actually proposed this to 

Ishoʿyahb III in letters received on Wednesday, February 1st, probably in the year 646. 

Ishoʿyahb III’s answer was ambiguous. He refused, discussed some alternatives while warning 
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against Sahdona, and finally advised Maremmeh to wait instead of making a bad choice.
247

 

Maremmeh thereupon designated Sergis as his successor.
248

 It was also to a bishop Sergis that 

Ishoʿyahb III wrote briefly about his gladness that he now was able to give a small recompense 

in the form of a short salutation and he informed him about the wellbeing of the Catholicos.
249

 

Was this meant as a positive signal to Sergis? It is not improbable and another letter (M-24) 

might, with some caution, be interpreted in the same context of this desirable vacant position. 

If so, the recompense John requested also might have implied that John, Sheroy or someone 

else should now become the new metropolitan of Bet Lapat or of Adiabene.  

 The suggestion that the appointment of a new metropolitan played an important role in let-

ters M-22-23 is also inferred from the subsequent letter M-24, titled ‘to the man who was 

called by himself and by the Catholicos and when he thought that he was required for the epis-

copate, was withheld to go and wrote an excuse in vain’. The addressee was deliberately not 

named. Ovidiu Ioan sees in this title a proof that it was difficult to find good church leaders 

after the Arab conquests and that the monk invited rejected this position as it would be too 

dangerous to stand between two frontiers.
250

 The letter, however, does not speak of a monk and 

its content rather seems to indicate that the addressee had higher ambitions, considered an 

episcopate not good enough and attacked Ishoʿyahb III and the Catholicos, whereas Ishoʿyahb 

III replied that the addressee was not qualified for the job. The argumentation and tone thus 

suggest that the addressee already was in conflict with Ishoʿyahb III and the Catholicos. As in 

many other letters, the language of Ishoʿyahb III is sometimes ambiguous, covert and ironical. 

It is therefore difficult to assess what he actually meant. 

   

You are not able, O excellent one, not able for what you are thought (by others) or you (yourself) think you 

are able for. Not only are you not able in comparison to the job, but also in comparison to those who are not 

able for the job (themselves), this means us. If it pleases you thus, then you must not labour in vain anymore 

to profess to be a philosopher in such matters, as you even did, and you must not err and think that confirma-

tion is from demonstration, or manifestation from refusal.
251
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Ishoʿyahb III criticized both the inobedience and the ‘supposed wisdom’ with the stupid (phil-

osophical) ordering. He also defended the accusations against the Catholicos, who ‘is never set 

free from the constant bulk of humiliating insults’. To these critics now had joined the ‘sup-

posed wise, who oracles from afar the condition of things he has not seen or proven’, and who 

had been condemned but had reacted with a ‘barbarian condemnation’. Ishoʿyahb III was in-

dignant because this person ‘only made a pile of incautious complaints and sent a humble 

scribe instead of a petition for a friendly meeting’. This, together with the comments on the 

pretentious philosophy by someone who had been regarded highly, bears resemblance to the 

picture of John and Sheroy given in the preceding letters. But it also might refer to other oppo-

nents.  

 

Today (the Catholicos is insulted) by the supposed wise, who foretells from afar the condition of things he has 

not seen or proven yet (and who) deserves an unrelenting condemnation. With a barbaric anathema (ܚܪܡܐ, 

herma) he scorns again the official and canonical anathema: he is justly celebrated with the remembrance of 

the barbarian anathema.  

 It is astonishing, when the supposed and famous wise (ܚܟܝܡܐ ܣܒܝܪܐ ܘܣܗܝܕܐ) also could not discern the 

barbarian from the legitimate in his whole attack of incautious accusations, but only made a pile of incautious 

complaints and sent a humble scribe instead of a petition for a friendly meeting. From this was suitably com-

posed for you at the right time a refutation in many words of the error, (the recognition of) which for a long 

time I had sought in vain to impress in the virtue-loving mind of the Catholicos (ܪܫܐ ܕܚܣܝܘܬܐ).252
  

 

Ishoʿyahb III seemed here to admit that he had made some errors, while protecting thus the 

Catholicos from any blame. The inconclusive information about the one who had prepared the 

sophistic letter with accusations for the addressee shows him being considered famous, ex-

communicated, living far away and apparently with the authority given by ‘barbarians’ to con-

demn decisions of the Church of the East. This, including the possible hint to Sahdona’s name 

 reminds one again of the powerful Sahdona, whom Ishoʿyahb III accused of being ,(ܣܗܝܕܐ)

the source of an uproar against the Church and himself and moreover of desiring to become 

metropolitan of Adiabene.
253

 Ishoʿyahb III made these accusations in M-6. If this letter was 
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related with M-22 and M-23, the fact that they have been allocated a higher number in his Li-

ber Epistularum might be explained by the mentioned delay of one year.  

 In a letter to Bishop Barsauma (M-21), Ishoʿyahb III wrote with relief of the improved situ-

ation ‘at the end of this era’. The ‘rebelling protectors’ ( ܡܙܥ̈ܙܥܐ ܩܝ̈ܘܡܐ ) did not pose a problem 

anymore. Some died (probably Cyriacus of Nisibis, which would imply that the letter was 

written shortly after 645), others were punished by death, ‘expelled to the western borders of 

the politeia of the wrong faith’ (probably referring to Sahdona), or were defamed and si-

lenced.
254

 The doctrine of the unity of the qnoma in the Lord was not to be published anymore. 

Ishoʿyahb III described it thus: 

 

But now I inform your Paternity—before my personal health—about the holy corporeal health of the true faith 

of Orthodoxy, which was shortly before afflicted by a dangerous sickness because of rebelling protectors. 

When, however, the Lord showed himself from heaven above the destroyers of the true faith, some of them 

were set free from the hurtful life by a quiet death; but others he cast out from the struggling life by the blow 

of capital punishment; others again he drove away and expelled to the western borders of the politeia of the 

wrong faith; and still others he defamed and silenced because of the fall from the highest hope, but he gave the 

faith of his truth the glory it deserved. And since then neither in book nor in words is the unity of qnoma in 

our Lord Christ made public among us any more.
255

  

 

Ishoʿyahb III ascribed these events to ‘Christ our Lord, who avenged the oppression of his 

truth’ when the Catholicos ordained a new head of the Church in the ‘very sanctuary of the 

Cross of the Lord in Karka Seleucia’ (ܟܪܟܐ ܕܣܠ̈ܘܟܝܐ), while lifting the Cross of the Lord and 

demanding the consent of all the bishops congregated there that corrupters of the faith should 

be punished. The Catholicos was probably Maremmeh and the person ordained was probably 

Sabrishoʿ, the new metropolitan of Bet Garmai residing in Karka d-Bet Slok, which also would 

explain the location.
256

 The problems with Sahdona, however, did not stop despite this claimed 
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success, as might be inferred from other letters Ishoʿyahb III wrote as Metropolitan, which will 

be discussed in section 4.2. 

 

 

3.9. The rebellion in the provinces at the Persian Gulf and the first civil war 

 

3.9.1. Introduction 

The Church of the East in the regions around the Persian Gulf was also affected by the Arab 

conquests.
257

 The turmoil and taxes caused rebellion and apostasy in Fars, Qatar and other 

areas here. Fars (ܦܪܣ), which is located north-east of the Persian Gulf, has been considered the 

heartland of the Iranians, having a long tradition of seeking independence from Seleucia-

Ctesiphon since the early fourth century. As we have seen above, Fars was invaded around 640, 

but was only completely subdued in 649/50. It is not clear when its metropolitan city, Rev Ar-

dashir, became subject to Arab taxation.  

 Qatar is located on the Western side of the Persian Gulf on the Arabian Peninsula. Here, 

Muslim rule probably had already begun to take shape, especially after Bahrain including 

Oman was finally conquered between 636 and 639. Qatar was connected with other bishoprics 

on the Peninsula and some islands. Although the exact ecclesiastical position of these bishop-

rics has not yet been cleared, Qatar seems to have belonged officially to Fars until 676 when it 

gained metropolitan status itself.
258

  

 After Seleucia-Ctesiphon fell in 637 to the Arabs and Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II had moved 

north, he must have lost some contact with the southern dioceses. These strove again for inde-

pendence from the Church of the East, which had already been weakened here due to conver-

sions to Islam and attacks on its churches. In letters C-14 up to C-21, Ishoʿyahb III responded 

to this situation.
259

 Because they probably were written during a short time span and are placed 

before Ishoʿyahb III’s last preserved letter, they may have been written at the end of his reign, 

which would have coincided with the first years of the first civil war.  
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3.9.2. The first civil war 

Towards the end of Ishoʿyahb III’s catholicate, the internal rivalries between the Arabs esca-

lated and resulted in the first civil war (656-61). This was followed by a second war (680-92) 

and a third (744-50). Already under the caliphate of ʿUthman (644-56) internal conflicts had 

worsened and after he was assassinated in 656, he was succeeded by Muhammad’s cousin and 

son-in-law ʿAli ibn Abi Talib (656-61), who resided in Kufa. His position was challenged by 

another branch of the Quraysh headed by Muʿawiya, the governor of Damascus. This led to a 

schism between Shiʿites and Sunnites. Most of Kufa’s inhabitants adhered to the party of ʿAli 

(the Shiʿites) and Kufa remained a Shiʿi centre.
260

 Soon, a group of fanatical warriors that 

consisted mainly of Tamim left ʿAli and formed another party in the conflicts. They were 

called ‘Kharajites’ and were involved in the assassination of ʿAli in 661.
261

 The warriors of 

Basra, including many Tamim, also fought for the party of ʿAli. Muʿawiya suppressed these 

uprisings in 662 and from that date the Umayyads were in control of Basra until 683.
262

 Alt-

hough the Tamim had fought Muʿawiya, the Umayyads gave them government positions in 

Iraq (especially in the south), Oman, Bahrain and throughout the east, since their support was 

indispensable for any governmental control in these regions.
263

  

 The civil wars had a strong religious element. This applied especially to the belligerent 

Kharajites who had left the Shiʿites in 658 because they held that ‘judgment belongs to God 

alone’ and demanded therefore a divine sign (the outcome of a war) instead of a human tribu-

nal. Another name for ‘Kharajites’ is al-shurat, ‘the vendors’ as they demanded a rigorous 

personal commitment and propagated martyrdom by ‘selling’ their soul for the cause of 

God.
264

 They rejected absolutely the doctrine of justification by faith without works and there-

fore considered anyone not living according to their views an apostate who had to be killed. 

The Kharajites had influenced the development of Islamic theology considerably in their wish 

to return to the time before ʿUthman, when the Qurʾan would have been almost exclusively 
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normative for the way of life.
265

 It does not seem unlikely that these wars somehow affected 

the position of the Church of the East. 

 

3.9.3. The rebellion of Simon, metropolitan of Fars 

The first three of Ishoʿyahb III’s letters concerning the situation on the Persian Gulf are sent 

separately to two persons in Rev Ardashir, the metropolitan city of Fars. C-14 is a reply to a 

letter from Metropolitan Simon.
266

 Ishoʿyahb III expressed his ambivalent reactions. Although 

he was pleased that Simon had written him, he understood that the latter had not solved the 

problems in his region, but rather interpreted these as being full of (false) promises. Ishoʿyahb 

III’s apocalyptic view of history is apparent again in his statement that these events were rather 

the symptoms of old age and ruin of the world. One of the problems of the region was—

according to Ishoʿyahb III—that the community was ruined, because of the apostasy of the 

‘people of Marawnaye’ (ܡ̈ܖܘܢܝܐ) for financial reasons. Some other regions were lost as well. 

Ishoʿyahb III exclaimed: 

 

Where are your sons, O bereaved Father? Where are your sanctuaries, O unfortunate priest? Where is that 

great people of the Marawnaye, those who even though they did not see sword, fire or torments, —as insane 

ones—were caught only by the love for half of their possessions; and the underworld of apostasy (ܟܦܘܪܘܬܐ) 

swallowed them up straightaway and they were lost forever. […] Out of so many thousand humans called 

Christians, not one small offering was consecrated for God in a personal (ܩܢܘܡܝܐ) sacrifice for the true faith.
267

 

 

The description Marawnaye, which occurs nine times in four letters, has puzzled many schol-

ars. Most scholars identify it with the inhabitants of Oman.
268

 This seems most plausible since 

this description reappeared in the Synod of George (676), signed only by bishops from the 
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west coast of the Persian Gulf.
269

 It is clear at least that they had been dependent on Fars and 

its Metropolitan Simon of Rev Ardashir. 

 Ishoʿyahb III also pointed at the massive destruction of churches and sanctuaries in the 

more eastern district of Kerman and in Fars in general, while Christians did not try to stop this 

and did not ask for help either. Ishoʿyahb III saw here again the signs of the coming of ‘the 

man of sin’ which would precede the day of the Lord. He wondered that ‘if all these things 

happened among the Christians in Fars and in the whole southern world when Satan did not 

come yet in the man of sin—as is written about him—what then will happen at the time of the 

coming of Satan?’
270

  

 The cause of all the problems was clear to Ishoʿyahb III. He wrote that it was due to the 

uncanonical ordinations, which cut them off from any priestly power and the gift of God. Only 

where saints practiced spiritual works, faith prospered. But Simon’s people had renounced 

these things and were therefore powerless watching how others destroyed their churches.
271

 

Their passivity was due to their weak faith. This stood in contrast to the region of Radan, close 

to Seleucia-Ctesiphon,
272

 where the people of the Church of the East had a strong faith and 

could therefore resist such attacks, despite the many pagans there. Ishoʿyahb III blamed the 

destructions in Fars to a demon who, after he had been expelled from Radan, found a place 

among Christians and pagans in Fars where he was able to destroy all the churches.  

 

For the one who has seduced you and uprooted your churches was first seen among us in the region of Radan, 

where there is much more paganism than Christianity. Yet, due to the honourable way of life of the Christians, 

those pagans were not led astray by him. Rather he was driven out from there in disgrace; not only did he not 
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uproot the churches, but he himself was extirpated. However, your Fars, pagans and Christians, received him 

and he did with them as he wanted, the pagans consenting and obedient, the Christians passive and silent.
273

 

 

Ishoʿyahb III did not understand this situation and argued that even the Tayyaye protected 

churches and monasteries, and he had implied before that they had not commanded the de-

struction of churches in Fars. Unfortunately, there are no further indications to identify the 

‘demon’ that had destroyed them. Andrew Palmer holds that the ‘demon’ was the personifica-

tion of heretics that were violently driven out from Iraq, where the Christians would have de-

fended their faith and where apostolic succession was unbroken. Ishoʿyahb III would have de-

liberately blamed the heretics for the destructions.
274

 Whether or not the Tayyaye actually did 

not take part in the destructions, as Ishoʿyahb III claimed, is difficult to assess. He might have 

said so, not only in order to convince the southern provinces, but also not to offend those very 

Arabs he was himself subject to as well. 

 Ishoʿyahb III further acknowledged the Arab rule as a God-given fact and he considered it 

right that Tayyaye had to be paid taxes. He asked therefore why the Marawnaye rejected their 

faith because of the Tayyaye, who did not compel them to do so. The Marawnaye had been 

free in their choice between either keeping their Christian faith which ‘only’ cost half of their 

possessions, or abandoning this very faith. Ishoʿyahb III was shocked that they had chosen the 

latter option and thus sold their eternal life. To Ishoʿyahb III, the price demanded by the Tay-

yaye to be allowed to practice Christianity was apparently not inacceptable in comparison to 

the desired eternal life for which many had suffered much. However, it is remarkable how 

lightly he seemed to take it and how he still could claim that the Arabs respected Christianity, 

even if they required that Christians had to pay them half of their possessions just in order to 

practice this respected faith. The apostasy from Christianity in order to pay less generally im-

plied that people converted to Islam.  

 

As for the Arabs (Tayyaye), to whom God has at this time given the government (shultana) over the world, 

you know how they are to us: not only do they not oppose Christianity, but they even praise our faith, honour 

the priests and saints of our Lord, and protect the churches and monasteries!
275
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Why then do your Marawnaye abandon their faith because of them? And this when even the Marawnaye 

themselves say that the Tayyaye did not compel them to abandon their faith, but only told them to abandon 

half of their possessions in order to keep their faith. Yet they abandoned their faith, which is forever, and re-

tained the half of their possessions, which is for a short time. A faith that all the people bought and are buying 

by the blood of their necks, (a faith) by which they inherit the eternal life, your Marawnaye would not even 

buy for the half of their possessions.
276

 

 

Ishoʿyahb III also enclosed a copy of this letter to the monks in Qatar (C-20). It is not improb-

able that he sent it to others as well, or that the content was shared with others. He thus had to 

choose his words very carefully as his letters could be read by heterogeneous groups with op-

posing interests. His letters were primarily meant to encourage, persuade and instruct a wide 

Christian audience, of whom a part might consider converting to Islam for various reasons or 

could have some mixed loyalties. Moreover, the letters could be given easily to Islamic gover-

nors, with whom Ishoʿyahb III tried to keep good relations, if he had not discussed such letters 

with them already during the weekly audiences. Ishoʿyahb III had therefore to achieve two 

conflicting goals. On the one hand he had to explain the specific benefits of Christianity as 

opposed to Islam in order to prevent apostasy to Islam; on the other hand he was in no position 

to annoy the rulers of the day and may have had to emphasize aspects which made East Syrian 

Christianity acceptable in their eyes.  

Another accusation against Simon was that he refused to ordain priests in India, which af-

fected many people. After having pointed out what was wrong, Ishoʿyahb III advised Simon to 

correct this and to hold on to canonical ordination which stemmed from the apostles. He con-

cluded with suggestions for a meeting, given the fact that he could not travel far due to health 

and age.
277

  

 Ishoʿyahb III further corresponded with a ‘teacher in Rev Ardashir’ (C-15). In a short letter 

he replied that only deeds were necessary now and not words. Here, Ishoʿyahb III explained 

again that the weak faith in this region was the cause of the poverty of spiritual doctrine and 

discipline. So far, however, this was not due to the power of persecutors or to ‘the man of sin’, 
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as he had not appeared yet. This seems to have been a theme that Ishoʿyahb III wanted to use 

to mobilize the people. He encouraged the teacher to be not only an example for the priests and 

the people, but for the bishops as well. ‘For it is right that a teacher of the community is better 

than the whole community, not only by the power of the word, but also by the praise of excel-

lent disciplines.’
278

  

 Ishoʿyahb III sent a second letter to Simon and also included the presbyters, deacons and 

believers in Fars into his list of addressees. He reminded Simon of his former letter, probably 

C-14, in which he had invited Simon to come, and he stated that the believers in Fars needed 

spiritual help, because they had become negligent in faith, which was a cause of the apostasy. 

He repeated his claim that their weak faith was due to uncanonical ordinations. He moreover 

stated that they had worldly ideas concerning their ecclesiastical position: instead of giving 

spiritual gifts, they wanted to get material tribute (ܡܕܐܬܐ ܓܘܫܡܢܝܬܐ) from each other and 

from the people in India. Ishoʿyahb III went on to recall that when he had written to persuade 

them, they fell from their faith and testified in sealed letters the apostasy (ܟܦܘܪܘܬܐ) from their 

faith to the temporal leaders (ܫܠܝ̈ܛܢܐ ܕܙܒܢܐ). He sarcastically added that he had learnt from 

these leaders that this testimony showed ‘that they are neither Christians nor men of under-

standing’.
279

 

 They would therefore deserve punishment for their sin, but were punished by the govern-

ment of the world (ܫܘܠܛܢܐ ܕܐܚܝ̈ܕܝ ܥܠܡܐ). Ishoʿyahb III wept for them as he had done for their 

companions, the Marawnaye. Ishoʿyahb III sent them now, as to the dead, Bishop Theodor of 

Hormizd Ardashir and the bishop of Shustar.
280

 The bishops should examine only whether 

there was hope, and Ishoʿyahb III assured them that the bishops would not demand their be-

longings or receive their impure profits. If there was no hope, they would go and wait for 

Judgment Day.  

 

3.9.4. The rebellion on the coast of the Arabian Peninsula 

On the other side of the Gulf, on the coast of the Arabian Peninsula, the situation was a bit dif-

ferent. After 632, the peninsula had for several years been the scene of battles between Arab 

tribes concerning the succession of Muhammad, with some tribes leaving the new movement 
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and later embracing it again.
281

 Now, roughly two decades later, the rebellion in Fars against 

the Church of the East had affected the bishoprics there. Ishoʿyahb III wrote to the bishops of 

the people of Qatar several times about this. While remaining dependent on Fars, they must 

have gained supremacy over their fellow believers in the adjacent regions, because Ishoʿyahb 

III described them as those who hold the ‘assisting authority’ (ܡܫܠܛܘܬܐ ܡܥܕܪܢܝܬܐ) over the 

islands and the dwellers in the desert, namely Dairin, Mashmahig, Talu, Hatta and Hagar.
282

  

 In C-17, Ishoʿyahb III reminded them of a former letter on the knowledge of truth, which 

the baptized could receive, and of his invitation to visit him so that they might share this. But 

they had despised it, rebelled and brought a statement of it to the court of the secular leaders, 

as people also had done in Rev Ardashir. Consequently, the Church had separated from them. 

Their titles had become empty, because they were not connected anymore with the main 

source of priestly life. Similarly to what he had written to the believers in Fars, Ishoʿyahb III 

concluded that hoping for recovery, he had waited with the punishment and that he would la-

ment for them as he did for the Marawnaye if they would not return. He finally asked them to 

inform him where they stood, not only by letters, but also in works.  

 The letter was composed on two verses from John: ‘I came that they may have life, and may 

have something more’ (John 10:10). The phrase ‘something more’ would indicate the grace of 

the spirit which the baptized would receive.
283

 The ‘life’ was explained in John 17:3, which 

Ishoʿyahb III, apart from omitting the word ‘true’ (ܫܪܪܐ) with respect to ‘God’, accurately re-

produced: ‘this is eternal life: that they may know you, that you are the only God, and Jesus 

Christ, whom you have sent’.
284

 It is not clear why he did not speak of ‘true God’ here. Ioan 

signals that the presentation of this fragment was meant to emphasize the agreement between 

Christianity and Islam as it formed a parallel to the Islamic profession of faith, the shahada: 

‘There is no god but God; Muhammad is the messenger of God’. Christians would, however, 

still understand that Christ was God incarnate.
285

 This is not impossible.
286
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 In his next letter (C-18) to the believers in Qatar and the connected bishoprics, Ishoʿyahb III 

warned that their faith should be strengthened, so that they would not follow the example of 

the remote people beyond them. Similarly to what he had written to Simon, the metropolitan of 

Fars (C-14), and to the monks of Qatar (C-21), Ishoʿyahb III diagnosed that the ‘disease’ of the 

Qatari was due to the uncanonical ordinations, which separated them from the source of priest-

ly power. In line with the traditional claim of Apostolic succession, he explained that the 

priestly power only proceeds spiritually from Christ through the rightful successors of the 

Church in the unchangeable and eternal spiritual tradition.
287

 Bishops connected to Qatar, 

however, appear to have been consecrated without the consent of the catholicos. Ishoʿyahb III 

stated that they traded the office’s title among each other, and this had thus lost its real power. 

Moreover Ishoʿyahb III went on, they were neither ascetics nor an example of a life after resur-

rection. They could not perform miracles, did not heal nor drive out bad spirits. Furthermore, 

no ‘Christian tribe there offered the usual sacrifices with the blood of the testimony of God 

Almighty’.
288

  

 The fact that Ishoʿyahb III described the Christians in this region as belonging to tribes 

 seems to indicate that to him most were of Arab or Bedouin ethnicity. What Ishoʿyahb (ܓܢܣܐ)

III meant with sacrifices that were without ‘the blood of the testimony of God Almighty’, is 

not clear. Did it refer to a (partial) rejection of the Eucharist by these tribes, or to an unwilling-

ness to offer their life as ‘martial blood’ for the sake of Christianity and their eternal life, as 

Ishoʿyahb III demanded of the monks in Qatar (C-21)? 

 Ishoʿyahb III analysed the problems in Qatar and Fars from his perspective. He believed 

that faith would not perish if the ordination would be canonical again, which would require 

obedience to the Church of the East. Since the bishops of Fars had cut themselves from this 

tradition, they also had cut themselves from a life of hope, as it had started in Marawn.
289

 As 

faith in the southern part of the world perished, Ishoʿyahb III had tried to prevent this by call-

ing a synod twice. The bishops of Fars, however, had not attended. They had made their apos-

tasy from Christianity public in writing with blasphemy and impious seals (ܚܬ̈ܡܐ ̈ܖܫܝܥܐ) and 

had renounced the community with the Church for ever. This change, as had happened with 

the Marawnaye, was not enough: the bishops of Fars and Qatar had even made their commit-
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ment for the following generations and had confirmed this in writings with impious seals. 

Nevertheless, Ishoʿyahb III had sent two bishops from the adjacent Maishan with letters from 

the synod and himself. These bishops, however, had been treated badly, while the ‘so called 

bishops were not satisfied with the impiety against the Church of God’. They had further pre-

sented the demonstration of their rebellion (ܡܪܘܕܘܬܗܘܢ) against the primacy of ‘the Church of 

God’ to the governors (ܫܠ̈ܝܛܢܐ) there. They moreover did so to the ‘highest governor, who is 

above the governor of this time’ (ܫܠܝܛܐ ܪܒܐ ܕܠܥܠ ܼܡܢ ܫܠ̈ܝܛܢܐ ܕܒܙܒܢܐ ܗܢܐ).
290

 Ishoʿyahb III added 

here as well that the governors had soon despised them.  

 After this account, Ishoʿyahb III gave the measures taken due to this estrangement 

 from the Church of God ‘with a stupidity that resembles that of the Jews’. The bad (ܢܘܟܪܝܘܬܐ)

bishops were banished officially from the ecclesiastical communion and the holy sacraments. 

The addressees should stay away from these bishops, while presbyters and deacons should 

stand in for them until a priestly seat was rightly prepared. He warned them strongly against 

‘the enemy of Christians’. He further warned twice that the ‘man of sin’ was near, and he re-

minded them of the order which indicated his coming. The foolish bishops ‘did not know that 

everyone is subject to the secular government that dominated now every land’. The fact that 

Ishoʿyahb III, as head of the Church of the East, wrote his flock in general letters that they had 

to obey the Arabs must have been welcome to the latter. Ishoʿyahb III thus solved the problem 

how subjection to the Arabs was to be combined with Christianity, by indicating that the 

Christians not only had to submit to this God-given government, but also should continue to 

submit to God. This submission to God, however, was rather what they had not been doing. 

  

So now is also the time that the arrival is near of the man of sin, the son of perdition. And not only has the se-

quence of events which indicate his coming been foretold in the book of the spirit, but also that many will err, 

namely the chosen, as also those of you have erred, namely the so-called bishops. While they thought in their 

stupidity that the servitude (ܫܘܥܒܕܐ) of the Church of God is not the source of the spiritual help for those who 

deserve it, but that the servitude is hurtful and damaging, they demonically renounced like the devils who re-

nounced the servitude to God ( ܕܐܠܗܐ ܒܫܘܥܒܕܐ ܿܟܦܪܝܢ ) their creator. 

 The fools did not know and did not understand that they—as well as everyone with complete will—are 

subject (ܡܫܬܥܒܕܝܢ) to this secular government ( ܥܠܡܢܝܐ ܠܫܘܠܛܢܐ ) that now dominates every land. Those who 

have the command from Christianity to submit to the governors ( ܢܐܫܘܠ̈ܛ  ) who are commanded by God, do not 

want to submit to the government of Christianity (ܠܫܘܠܛܢܐ ܕܟܪܣܛܝܢܘܬܐ). While they eagerly submit to every 

government beyond Christianity, with body, soul and possessions and with every deed except for the servitude 

of Christianity, i.e. against the servitude for God, they rebel (ܪܕܝܢ  like demons. And this also the fools do (ܡܼܡܿ
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not understand that we are commanded to give every government what is due to it from us: namely capitation 

tax (ܟܣܦ ܪܫܐ) to whomever capitation tax (is due); tribute (ܡܟܣܐ) to whomever (p. 269) tribute (is due); fear 

to whomever fear (is due); and honour to whomever honour (is due).  

 However, the lawful servitude—this means that each ordains (ܛܟܣܘ) us to submit in the love of Christ—

does not require that we give him something of ourselves, but that he gives us from him.
291

 Namely the gift of 

the Spirit by which we will be strengthened to inherit beautifully adoption as sons and the kingdom of God, 

through the priestly power which flows spiritually from our Lord through the successors of the holy Church in 

a spiritual tradition that prevails and proceeds unchangeably within the Church from eternity to eternity.
292

  

 

In seemingly tedious formulations Ishoʿyahb III spoke here of the servitude to both secular 

leaders and to God. This leads to a definition of the rebellion against the Church of the East as 

a rebellion against the servitude to God (Alaha). As being the servant of God played a highly 

important role in Islam, Ishoʿyahb III cunningly managed to discredit them for Islam as well. 

This way, he also could claim that the Arab governors considered them fools.  

 Ishoʿyahb III thus might have hoped to solve his dilemma of submitting to the Arabs with-

out facilitating conversions to Islam by arguing that rebellion against the Church of the East 

was even against fundamental Islamic tenets. As the content of these letters probably was 

transmitted to Muslim governors as well, this letter might have been another warning for 

Christians not to separate from the Church of the East, provided these governors in fact agreed 

with Ishoʿyahb III’s argumentation. 

 Ishoʿyahb III concluded this letter by urging the people of Qatar to take the spiritual weap-

ons (Eph. 6:14-17) against the ‘man of sin’ and assuring that he himself did not want to have 

their material possessions, as their bad bishops thought he would, because they habitually did 

so themselves. He invited those interested to examine ‘our customs’. He closed his letter urg-

ing the people of Qatar to be firm in faith and to inform him about their position.  

 This letter makes a difference between two kinds of taxes: poll tax (ܟܣܦ ܪܫܐ, ksep resha) 

and tribute (maksa, ܡܟܣܐ), which remains unspecified.
293

 In M-10, also written during Arab 

rule, Ishoʿyahb III distinguished between shqala (ܫܩܐܠ) and madata (ܡܕܐܬܐ,) which had to be 

paid to the temporal secular leaders.
294

 The later official Islamic terms for taxation are not used 
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here. Although we lack further information, the two kinds of taxation seem to represent a con-

tinuation of former Sasanian practices.
295 

 In his second letter to the Qataris (C-19), Ishoʿyahb III first spoke of ‘Abraham, the eminent 

and most praised bishop there’, but later he called him by contrast ‘the governor of Mashmahig 

with tyrannical government’(ܫܠܝܛܐ ܕܡܫܡܗܝܓ ܒܫܘܠܛܢܐ ܛܪܘܢܝܐ), when he described how Abra-

ham had broken with the Church, offended the monks, driven them away and threatened any-

one who helped Christians’. Ishoʿyahb III further explained the value of the monks for Chris-

tians.
296

  

 The next letter was addressed to the monks of Qatar themselves (C-20). Ishoʿyahb III wrote 

to them that George, the metropolitan of Perat d-Maishan (Basra), had brought him a positive 

report. George probably was also one of the bishops from Maishan mentioned in C-18 who 

had been sent to Qatar. He was a disciple and friend of Ishoʿyahb III.
297

 Ishoʿyahb III seems to 

have wanted to arouse a militant feeling among the monks, when he wrote again on the spiritu-

al weapons against impiety, and he explained that zeal for truth, which resulted in the rebuking 

of the erring, was most important. He supported this by many examples from the Old and New 

Testament and quoted: ‘The weapons we fight with are not the weapons of the flesh, but have 

divine power’. On the question what this might imply, he continued the quotation from 2 Cor. 

in a formulation differing from the Peshitta only at the end: ‘We destroy strongholds with it 

and we destroy arguments and every proud obstacle raised up against the knowledge of God, 

and we take every thought captive to obey Christ. We are ready to punish those who do not 

believe, so that the obedience (ܡܫܬܡܥܢܘܬܐ) is fulfilled of those who believe.’
298

  

 The monks of Qatar were further reminded of those who had rejected worldly honour for 

God and were today a source of help. Ishoʿyahb III urged them that now was the time of trial 

and that they should follow this example of spiritual struggle and thus should put the so-called 

bishops to shame by guarding the name and fame of faith with appropriate glory. Ishoʿyahb III 

finally advised them to read several letters: the general letter he had written to all the clerics 

and believers of their land; the synodal letter to them and the former bishops; a sealed copy of 

his advisory letter to ‘Simon, who was called Bishop of Rev Ardashir’; and a copy of his next 
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letter to him, written after Simon had expressed his apostasy from Christianity and had made 

their bishops to do the same. Ishoʿyahb III asked the monks to read these letters for everyone 

and inform him where they stood.
299

 Because the rebellion of Simon had triggered the revolt 

among bishops in Qatar, Ishoʿyahb III thus might have tried to isolate him from the Qataris. 

The rebellion, however, went on and was ended in 676 under the new Catholicos George I.
300

  

 The letter to the monks of Qatar was followed by an extensive second letter (C-21), which 

also formed the last of the seven letters concerning the rebellion in the provinces around the 

Persian Gulf. As he had done before to the others, Ishoʿyahb III also gave the monks his analy-

sis of the situation. Starting with the motto ‘all things can be done for the one who believes’,
301

 

he logically inferred that one who does not believe can do nothing. This happened in Fars and 

Qatar. The ‘disease of unbelief’ was a result of their being cut from the power of the Holy 

Spirit, due to the uncanonical ordinations. The people consequently despised monks and ex-

pelled them. Ishoʿyahb III blamed this also on the weak faith of the monks who could work no 

wonders and lacked the zeal for truth and the help of the Lord.  

 

And their boldness was not ashamed by your appearance and your fame. But neither your faith—that is to say, 

your virtue—prevailed over their fury by the power of a miraculous deed, nor your eagerness for the truth, and 

not even with a sign of the help of our Lord, who joins those who believe rightly.
302

  

 

Thus, even the monks could not resist the difficulties because of their weak faith, which in turn 

was due to the weak priesthood and uncanonical ordinations. Because the bishops had traded 

the clergy positions for money, the believers were weak as well. Ishoʿyahb III had tried to in-

tervene, but the bishops were unwilling and the believers did not separate from the false priests. 

Although Ishoʿyahb III had tried to prevent the monks from contact with the bishops of Fars 

and Qatar, they had returned quickly to them.  

 Ishoʿyahb III criticized the bishops of Fars and Qatar for their disobedience and acquisitive 

attitude, whereas the real Church should not receive but give. Their behaviour sharply con-

trasted with that of the other bishops and metropolitans in the East that were ordained by the 

Church of God, stayed in contact by letters and did well. Given this situation, Ishoʿyahb III 

was amazed that the monks now even asked him for permission to join the priestly perfor-
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mances of the bishops and priests of Fars, as those had no power by the Holy Spirit. Ishoʿyahb 

III pointed at the right order in which the power of the Holy Spirit reached the believer. The 

believers received the power to be Christians from above. Via the catholicos it was further 

passed down to metropolitans, bishops and priests. The believers in Fars, however, had already 

made bishops and metropolitans for themselves without the catholicos. Sarcastically Ishoʿyahb 

III suggested that if the Qataris considered this a fine procedure, they could also do this.  

 Apparently, the monks in Qatar had also referred to old customs that would allow this prac-

tice, but Ishoʿyahb III did not recognize these customs as belonging to the tradition of the 

Church of God. He compared the addressees therefore to Severians, Julianists and Marcionites, 

who had separated from the Church.
303

 After this exposé, Ishoʿyahb III urged the monks to 

come back to the Church of God. He concluded by stating that he also had written many letters 

to the Qataris and to Nimparuk son of Dustar from Hatta with the request to read the letters to 

the Qataris. Since this Nimparuk had not done so, the addressees should ask for these letters.  

 Ishoʿyahb III expressed his hope that someone would react against the so-called bishops and 

Christians. He feared that if they did not realize the danger they were in, ‘the iniquity of the 

Amorites’ would ‘already be complete for them, as was written, and it was therefore the time of 

the final perdition’.
304

  

 One could ask why Ishoʿyahb III referred to the Amorites and chose exactly this example of 

perdition. An explanation might be found in the name of the Amorites, who were traditionally 

associated with people living ‘west’ of the Euphrates.
305

 Connecting this with John bar 

Penkaye’s ‘westerners’, the Umayyads,
306

 one might speculate that Ishoʿyahb III referred here 

to Umayyad groupings who were becoming more dominant in the Persian Gulf area and who 

supported ʿUthman, whereas Kufa supported ʿAli and had participated in the revolt against 

ʿUthman (654-55). The involvement of the bishop of Basra, the city which also supported ʿAli, 

might form another indication. One might therefore speculate further that Ishoʿyahb III allied 

with the Arab leaders around Kufa and possibly also in Basra. This seems plausible because of 

the geographic vicinity with Kufa, and might be inferred from a similar sentiment as virulent 
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among the proto-Kharajites when he urged his readers to ‘buy’ eternal life by ‘selling’ earthly 

possessions, or even one’s life (or soul).
307

 

 Ishoʿyahb III expressed such thoughts in two letters. In C-21, martyrdom formed an addi-

tional indication of the perfect faith of the Christians. Alongside a holy way of life and divine 

miracles performed by their hands, Ishoʿyahb III recognized a third, even more important ele-

ment: ‘to buy the life of their faith with the death of their qnoma’.
308

 These three could be per-

formed by miracle, because Christians received the power of the Holy Spirit by sacramental 

baptism, provided it was performed by someone canonically ordained. The third element added 

by Ishoʿyahb III is in line with his earlier letters in which he for instance described monks as 

‘spiritual soldiers’,
309

 reminded his readers of the exemplary martyrs, or wanted to mobilize 

the nobility and the clergy of Nisibis for a fight for the truth against Miaphysites. Although 

such earlier statements may have been meant mainly metaphorically, the later statements seem 

to call explicitly for an active fight up to death in order to reach salvation. The use of the term 

qnoma seems to vary considerably in this respect, even leading to contradictory remarks. 

Whereas Ishoʿyahb III spoke here approvingly of the ‘death of their qnoma’, probably indicat-

ing personal death, he connected this elsewhere with the perdition of the soul which had to be 

avoided.
310

  

 It is not clear against whom exactly the monks in Qatar should fight and whether or not the 

‘so-called bishops and Christians’ allied with other parties during the Arab civil war. There are 

some hints that they might have allied with the Umayyads, whereas Ishoʿyahb III might have 

sought to raise opposition with proto-Kharijite slogans.  

 

3.9.5. Rebellion and apostasy 

In Ishoʿyahb III’s letters concerning both rebellion and apostasy around the Persian Gulf, the 

difference between the two is not always clear. He considered both to be the result of weak 

faith. In case of rebellion, one might suppose that there would still be hope for reunification. 

As we have seen, these regions wanted the freedom to make their own ordinations while refer-

ring to their own specific customs. In the case of apostasy to Miaphysitism or to another form 
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of Christianity, which to Ishoʿyahb III was no Christianity at all, he might have hoped to per-

suade them to return. Apostasy to Islam might have been considered irreversible already.  

 The terminology of Ishoʿyahb III in his letters does not clarify what he meant in every in-

stance. The occurrence of the two terms mostly used, kaporuta and maroduta, is therefore ana-

lysed here. The term kaporuta (ܟܦܿܘܪܼܘܬܐ) was already widely used to denote apostasy.
311

 It 

means ‘denial’, ‘unbelief’ and could also be easily recognized by Muslims, as their term for 

this (kufr) stems from the same root. It is therefore interesting that Ishoʿyahb III used this only 

in later letters, when Islam was more established. Of the ten times it occurred, only once there 

seems to be little doubt that it indicated an apostasy to Islam.
312

 This was when he spoke of the 

kaporuta of the Marawnaye who did so in order to avoid paying half of their possessions.
313

 

He also might have referred to apostasy to Islam when he spoke in the letter to Simon of Rev 

Ardashir and to the believers in Fars (C-16) of the ‘kaporuta which occurs in your region’ that 

he wanted to prevent by giving spiritual power. As we have seen he also mentioned in this let-

ter that bishops here had expressed their apostasy to the governors in sealed statements.
314

 In 

the other instances, the ‘apostasy’ remained within the context of Christianity, as also shown in 

the hagiography of Ishoʿsabran in which Ishoʿyahb III described the Persian aristocrat Shabor 

as apostate (kapora).
315

  

 Ishoʿyahb III used the word ‘rebellion’ (maroduta, ܡܪܿܘܕܼܘܬܐ) ten times.
316

 It appeared al-

ready in E-2 when he praised Babai for his zeal against the ‘heirs of Satan’ as they followed 

Satan’s rebellion against God.
317

 He also used the term maroduta in his letter to Metropolitan 

Gabriel, in which he complained about the Miaphysites in Nineveh and—probably referring to 

2 Thess. 2:3—spoke of the rebellion which had been predicted.
318

 All other occurrences were 

in the context of the rebellion in Fars and Qatar. In C-14, Ishoʿyahb III spoke of the ‘rebellion 

against the ecclesiastical canons’, by which the priestly succession was broken for India; of a 

‘rebellion of stubborn sons’ and the ‘rebellion at the end times’.
319

 In his letters to the Qataris 

(C-17 and C-18), he spoke of both apostasy and rebellion. In C-17 he wrote to the bishops in 
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Qatar about their rebellion. In C-18 he stated explicitly that the bishops of Fars and Qatar ‘re-

nounced Christianity in statements of madness and with seals of impiety’, and he called this 

‘apostasy’. As he also stated that the bishops of Qatar had presented a written statement of 

their ‘rebellion’ to the secular leaders, he seems to have applied the terms ‘apostasy’ and ‘re-

bellion’ rather indifferently. The situation in Qatar and Fars seems to have been similar in his 

view. This analysis does therefore not allow a more differentiated view on the events on the 

Persian Gulf as referred to in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters, except for the observation that kaporuta 

was mainly used in his later letters and once in his biography of Ishoʿsabran, and that marodu-

ta was used more often in the biblical sense, signalling the end times.  

 The fact that despite their apostasy or rebellion the bishops were still considered as acting 

bishops by their supporters seems to indicate that they had not left Christianity completely. 

They might have sought their own treaties with the Islamic governors, independently from 

Ishoʿyahb III. For instance, some Christian Arab tribes might have demanded a special tax 

regime, arguing that they were Arabs, as the (Miaphysite) Taghlib successfully had done.
320

 

Winkler suggests that Simon had even claimed the Patriarchate for himself as he already had 

refused to recognize Ishoʿyahb III as Catholicos in 649.
321

 An additional suggestion is that 

during the civil war, the rebels might have also negotiated treaties with the enemies of the Ar-

ab groupings whom Ishoʿyahb III considered lawful leaders.  

 

 

3.10. Ishoʿyahb III’s position towards the Arabs and Muslims 

 

Especially letters E-48 and C-14 have drawn the interest of scholars as they contain some in-

formation on Arab rule in its early days. They therefore have been subject of several (frag-

mentary) translations and subsequent varying interpretations. Four scholars in particular can 

be cited: Jean Maurice Fiey, Harald Suermann, Robert Hoyland and Karl-Heinz Ohlig. Ovidiu 

Ioan discusses their translations and conclusions and infers several indications from these let-

ters, which in his opinion show Ishoʿyahb III’s view of these conquerors. Andrew Palmer apt-

ly continues the discussion when commenting on points brought forward by Ioan.
322

 The pre-
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sent study incorporates their points in this summarizing discussion while presenting additional 

material.  

 

3.10.1. Ishoʿyahb III and the first signs of Arab rule in the Northern provinces 

A first weak sign of Arab rule in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters might be found in E-39, which already 

has been discussed, because of its expression ‘barbarian leaders’ (ܫܠ̈ܝܛܢܐ ܒܪܒ̈ܖܐ). This has been 

interpreted in different ways and might have referred to the Byzantines or to the Arab troops 

employed by them.
323

 This latter option does not seem to be impossible. The possibility is also 

not to be excluded that during the turbulent transition period of which only some later and in-

consistent records are left, other tribes were involved who were already living in or around this 

area. A further analysis of this expression does not seem to offer clearer indications. We have 

already seen that Ishoʿyahb III used the terms shallita and shallitana mostly for any secular 

leader. A survey of his use of forms of the term ‘barbarian’ in four other letters unfortunately 

does not point into a specific direction either.
324

 In M-32, Ishoʿyahb III rejected the ‘barbaric 

anathema’ which probably was imposed by a schismatic party within the Church of the East 

that might have affiliated with Sahdona in Edessa.
325

  

 The first letter showing a clear indication of Arab control in combination with Christologi-

cal notions is probably E-48, in which Ishoʿyahb III indicated that the different branches of 

Christianity were beginning to claim that the Arabs were on one or the other side. It describes a 

conflict in the region around Nineveh between Miaphysites and the people of the Church of the 

East, with Arab governors allegedly being involved. In the address, Ishoʿyahb III is called ‘the 

one who by the grace of God ministers the holy Church of the Ninevites’ (i.e. the bishop of 

                                                                                                                                                         
risch-kritische Rekonstruktion anhand zeitgenössischer Quellen (Berlin, 2007), pp. 244-46; Palmer, review of 

Muslime und Araber, pp. 182-93. 
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 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-39, p. 66; Ioan, Muslime und Araber, p. 29; Fiey, ‘Īšōʿyaw le Grand’, p. 

333.  
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 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-2, p. 3; E-17, p. 26; M-24, pp. 190-91; M-32, p. 217. Ishoʿyahb III spoke in 

his early letter to Babai (E-2), of a ‘storm of barbarians’ in the contexts of the difficult time and the disobedience 

among men, but did not specify it. He probably referred to the Byzantines. In E-17 he used it in a horrified out-

cry because of the schism in the Great Monastery and in M-32 he spoke of ‘barbarian alms’ in his excuse for not 

supporting some travellers from Jerusalem better. M-24, the letter discussed in the above section, might give 

some suggestions as to whom he referred. Cf. also Peter Bruns, who acknowledges that the use of the term ‘bar-

barian’ in Syriac is still not clear, but generally signifies that someone is neither Christian nor cultivable and is 

an outsider from the civilised world. Peter Bruns, ‘Von Adam und Eva bis Mohammed – Beobachtungen zur 

syrischen Chronik des Johannes bar Penkaye’, OC 87 (2003), pp. 61-62. 
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Nineveh) and there do not seem to be reasons to doubt this. There are no clear indications that 

the introductory formula is corrupt and that the main part of the letter would belong to the time 

Ishoʿyahb III was Catholicos, as Ovidiu Ioan asserts without further substantiation.
326

 As I 

have argued above, other claims that the letter was written after Ishoʿyahb III had left Nineveh 

may rest on wrong assumptions.
 
This means that Ishoʿyahb III was probably still bishop of 

Nineveh when the Arabs invaded it.
327

 

Since the letter signifies that Arabs already dominated the region, it might have been written 

some time around 637 or 641/42, the two periods given for a capture of Nineveh by the Arabs. 

As we have discussed above, the difference between the dates of the capture might be ex-

plained by the prolonged contests between several Arab groups striving for supremacy during 

a transition period. The situation in this area at the border between the new Islamic provinces 

of Jazira and Mosul was not yet well established, and new incoming Arab parties that allied 

with Kufa seem to have rivalled those coming from the north-west. The Arab tribes already 

present here might also have played a role. Although the time span suggested above seems the 

most probable, it cannot be demonstrated with certainty, and further hypotheses on possible 

developments remain therefore tentative. A more profound examination of the chronology of 

the conquests and the specific Arab tribes involved is beyond the scope of the present study. 

 Letter E-48 is addressed to seven ‘unfortunate sons of faithful believers and Christians of 

truth’ whose names are given. They were living in an unknown place where a ‘demon’ of the 

rebels of Mar Mattai on Mount Alfaf (ܐܠܦܦ, the Miaphysite bulwark 35 km. northeast of 

Nineveh) had infiltrated. The place had a church, with a ‘fortress (ܚܣܢܐ) of Babai’s followers’ 

at the corner gate. The people did nothing against his actions and were therefore scorned by 

Ishoʿyahb III. What had happened? The rebel had put impure signs on this fortress while the 

addressees had left the holy sacraments there. Using several intruiging metaphors, Ishoʿyahb 

III described this as follows: 

 

one demon flew to you from those who rebel (ܡܪܝܕܝܢ) on Mount Alfaf and it buzzed (ܼܙܡ) in the form of an ob-

noxious wasp ( ܕܒܘܪܐ ܒܕܡܘܬ ) over the corner gate on which the honoured name of the holy Church was put by 

you in the fortress of Babai’s followers. He laid the signs of his incantations (ܛ̈ܒܥܐ ܕܠܘ̈ܚܫܬܗ) over it and de-

parted, while all of you rolled down there as stones without soul, your mouths silent without words and your 

limbs shrunk without action. No one was found among you who moved his hand—even to his forehead—and 
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made the sign of the cross on his face or on his heart, so that the help of God could come to you, and you 

could wake from the sleep of the blind mind and see to what humiliation, contempt, disgrace and sneering Sa-

tan led you by one impure raven (ܥܘܪܒܐ), the servant of his rage. But you remained—as they say—without 

motion, passion or perception like mute idols, while you were not able to take the holy mysteries out of there 

[…]. But like men who are without hope and without God in the world, you left the holy and life-bringing 

mysteries themselves under the seal (ܚܬܡܐ) of demons.
328

 

 

It is not clear whether ‘fortress’ is used here in the literal or the metaphorical sense.
329

 It 

probably referred to one of the reform monasteries. If Ishoʿyahb III implied that the building 

was like a real fortress, it could refer to some of the monasteries that had a highly strategical 

function and could offer shelter. One of them was close to Nineveh and Chase Robinson’s 

statement that Nineveh’s walls ‘came to be home to Muslim holy men and Christian monks in 

the early Islamic period’,
330

 seems to indicate that some sort of sharing might have existed 

between Muslim and Christian ascetics. 

 Although infiltration from Mar Mattai clearly indicates Miaphysite influences which 

Ishoʿyahb III fought, he also might have alluded to an Arab in this fragment as might be de-

duced from two instances. He mentioned one raven (ܥܘܪܒܐ, ʿurba) who helped Satan, whereas 

he initially spoke of a demon having the form of a wasp. Both animals have impure connota-

tions, but it is remarkable that Ishoʿyahb III changed the metaphor and this makes one wonder 

why he did so. The word ܥܘܪܒܐ not only meant ‘raven’, as translated here following R. Duval, 

but also could be read as ʿuraba, which could mean ‘mingling’ or ‘Arab’. The latter meaning 

was a rare variation also used in an anonymous text written after the Islamic conquest and in 

the Book of Governors, which clearly stood in the same tradition as Ishoʿyahb III did, but was 

written two centuries later.
331

 It is therefore not sure whether Ishoʿyahb III used it already in 

this sense. If applicable, both alternatives might offer reasonable interpretations as they could 
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 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-48, pp. 93-94. 
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either refer to the mingling the Miaphysites were accused of, or to an Arab. Moreover, if 

Ishoʿyahb III was here again enjoying playing with words, he could have alluded to an Arab 

with Miaphysite background.  

 The following allusion to Arabs, admittedly, should be considered with the highest caution, 

but seems too interesting to leave aside. It appears in the cryptic fragment describing the wasp 

who buzzed over the corner gate of the fortress where the church was and who ‘laid the signs 

of his incantations over it’. Do we find here an allusion to a formalized religious call some-

where from the church and do the ‘impure signs’ signal its words in Arabic (or Kufic)? Could 

this refer to the Muslim adhan or was it of a Miaphysite Christian nature, or was there some 

occasional local compromise? The above questions are also inspired by Trimingham’s remark 

that the Arab script used for the Qurʾan stems from Kufa where it was common among Chris-

tian Arabs. This Kufic script had ‘attained a special status by being employed for inscribing 

scriptural verses on the walls of churches, and one may conjecture that Christian Arab con-

sciousness was just beginning to be defined at the time of the Muslim Arab occupation.’
332

 In 

any case, Ishoʿyahb III considered it a temporary situation which should be discontinued, and 

apart from the signs and the humiliation no damage seems to have been done.  

 Ishoʿyahb III reminded the addressees of their ancestors, Simon and Qamishoʿ, who had 

fought heresy. Ishoʿyahb III wanted to test if they were still right believers: until they would 

study the faith of our Lord and throw the impure signs (ܚܬ̈ܡܐ ܛ̈ܡܐܐ) out which Satan put 

above the gate of their church and would restore it, they were not allowed to enter the churches 

for the ‘divine mysteries’ (Eucharist). Here the Arabs came clearly in the picture, when he 

wrote to his addressees that they should not use the Arabs (referred to as Tayyaye, ܛ̈ܝܝܐ and 

Tayyaye mhaggre, ܡܗܓ̈ܖܐ ܛ̈ܝܝܐ ) as an excuse.
333

  

  

And if it happens that you make false excuses and you or the heretics who go astray with you, say, ‘It was be-

cause of the command of the Tayyaye’, it is not true at all. For the mhaggre Tayyaye do not help those who 

say that God, Lord of All, suffered and died. And if by chance they helped those for whatever reason, you 

nevertheless can inform the mhaggre and persuade them of this matter, if you take care of it appropriately. So 

do everything wisely, O my men brothers, and give to Caesar what is Caesar’s, and to God what is God’s.
334
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This letter has an apocalyptical character. The behaviour of the brothers was seen as an indica-

tion of their poor faith during the events that occur at the end times, ‘the present times’. 

Ishoʿyahb III argued that Satan could destroy their discernment and that their lack of faith and 

passivity towards disgusting deeds ‘was the beginning of the fall of many when they turn 

themselves from the true faith and the real hope at the time of the coming of Satan to the 

world’. He thereupon quoted 2 Thess. 2:10 which spoke of all the deceptions at the end times. 

Ishoʿyahb III further reminded them of Judgement Day and advised them to armour them-

selves with prayer and thus strengthen the hope in ‘God the Lord of All’ (ܐܠܗܐ ܡܪܟܠ) and ‘all 

honour, governorship and power of your country will be guarded for you at this time by the 

help of God, faith, prayer and your Fathers.’
335

  

Which Arab tribes Ishoʿyahb III referred to is not known. In three letters, he referred alto-

gether five times to them. He called them Tayyaye and once he augmented this with the term 

mhaggre. The simple and augmented form both appear once in letter E-48.
336

 He used the 

simple term again in M-32, to designate a jurisdiction (ܐܘܚܕܢܐ), namely ‘Hira of the Tayyaye’, 

which probably was part of the same politeia (ܦܘܠܘܛܝܐ) to which he and Catholicos 

Maremmeh belonged. As we have seen in section 1.14.3, there must have been a well known 

connection between Tayyaye and Hira.
337

 The extent to which this dominated his perception is 

not clear. In the same letter he also showed that the situation had changed over a wide area 

when he mentioned the ‘changed new practices’ ( ̈ܝܕܐ ܚ̈ܕܬܐܫܘܚܠܦܐ ܕܥ ), which enabled people 

to travel from Jerusalem to Hira, Adiabene and Nisibis in the hope of finding support.  

It is debatable in what sense Ishoʿyahb III may have used the term mhaggre (ܡܗܓ̈ܖܐ). 

Referring to Patricia Crone, Hoyland holds that the addition mhaggre in E-48 is the earliest 

reference to the Arab term muhagirun (المهاجرون), ‘which is the name by which the Arabs are 

designated on all official documents of the first century of Islam’.
338

 According to Crone, the 

term mhaggre was associated with ‘of the higra’ (ِهْجَرة) and she points out that it was closely 

associated with emigration and warfare. She suggests moreover that originally ʿUmar (634-44) 

had connected emigration with the settlement in a garrison city and with regular service in 
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order to receive a stipend. ‘An emigrant thus came to be identified as a person endowed with 

fiscal rights which bedouin and non-Arabs lacked’. When this was not relevant anymore in 

Umayyad times, this concept would have been reinterpreted in what is considered now the 

‘classical’ concept of the higra.
339

 Another explanation for the term mhaggre can be found in 

descriptions for Arabs as ‘sons of Hagar’ (Gen. 16:1) which already existed centuries before 

the rise of Islam. In Latin it was rendered Agareni; in Greek hagarenoi and in Syriac 

hagraye.
340

  

Although the exact etymology of the term cannot be decided here, I presume that either way 

Ishoʿyahb III used the term mhaggre to describe Arabs connected with nascent Islam. I do not 

agree with Ovidiu Ioan who holds that Ishoʿyahb III used it only polemically for Muslims 

when disagreeing with their theology and politics,
341

 but suggest that he used it in letter E-48 

to distinguish them from the (mainly Miaphysite) Arab tribes that were already living in the 

vicinity. It is moreover not impossible that the Arab expedition, which started from Hira/Kufa 

and established Mosul close to Nineveh shortly after 637, consisted of Arabs who had some 

affinity with the Church of the East and its theology  

Letter E-48 is the only letter in which Ishoʿyahb III explicitly referred to Islamic theology 

of his day. Other reactions to this theology can only be inferred or guessed at when comparing 

some of his expressions in a Christological context to Islamic theology as preserved.
342

 E-48 

was probably written in the context of dangerous conflicts between Miaphysites and the 

Church of the East of which Ishoʿyahb III had given several examples in other letters as well. 

His remark that the ‘Tayyaye mhaggre do not help those who say that God, Lord of All, suf-

fered and died’, and moreover, that if they did so, they could be persuaded ‘by information on 

this matter’, indicates at least two things. First, it clearly shows that he knew they opposed 

Theopaschism. Second, he used this as a means to get them on his side. He moreover must 

have been confident that his own views were not offensive to the Arabs, who did not seem to 
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have had a completely fixed set of judgments on the Christians yet and were willing to listen. 

The addition that the Arabs could be persuaded if this was done appropriately, and that they 

should be given what was due to them as secular leaders, might have hinted at necessary 

bribes.
343

 To interpret Ishoʿyahb III’s remark as an exhortation for more interreligious dialogue 

and a warning not to keep a ‘low social profile’, as Ioan seems to imply, neglects this pragmat-

ic approach during that time.
344

  

 The second metropolitan letter to Maremmeh, who recently had been elected Metropolitan 

of Elam (Bet Huzaye), might refer to changing circumstances after the Arab conquests. Ma-

remmeh’s election had annoyed Ishoʿyahb III and Maremmeh was therefore still angry with 

Ishoʿyahb III, who tried to restore contacts. He mentioned several problems: the fraternity in 

Arbela was weak; the ‘paternity’ (probably Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II) was discouraged; there 

was a schism among those ‘who are in name leaders of God’s Church’, and the practice of 

their belief suffered.  

  

And if the Lord does not show mercy, the acts of the community will suffer, and not only in (ways in) which 

they are already expected to, but also in religious life itself. For it is necessary that when what begins, begins 

out of evil, it also will end in total evil.’
345

  

 

Ishoʿyahb III was concerned that the ‘sufferings in religious life’, which he did not specify, 

might even increase. Whether this had to do with Arab rule or with the schism mentioned is 

not clear. It could imply that parties within the Church forbade each other certain elements of 

the liturgy which had nothing to do with other external influences. It is, however, not impossi-

ble that the schism weakened the position or credibility of the Church, which further reduced 

its ability to defend the practice of its service against the Arab governors there. One might 

think of the way Christians were allowed to worship. The striking of the sounding boards, for 

instance, was sometimes forbidden.
346

  

 Ishoʿyahb III’s comments might also imply that he and Maremmeh initially had different 

ideas on how to accommodate to the new situation and that both were involved in the schism 

that moreover could have been related to divergent positions towards the Arab parties. The 
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relation with Arab parties is inferred from the claim that, thanks to Arab influence after he had 

helped them, Maremmeh was later appointed Catholicos.  

 Some hints of a restriction of the Church services which were caused by groupings within 

the Church participating with Arabs might be found in the earlier mentioned letter E-39. There, 

Ishoʿyahb III lamented the difficult times and stated that he performed the service of the 

Church of God ‘in a moderate way’ and subsequently reported having been arrested during the 

Easter Ceremonies. This situation was probably connected with Miaphysites and higher clergy 

within the Church of the East that might have cooperated with Arab allies of Heraclius.
347

 The 

schism mentioned just above in M-2 might even have become more complicated when diverse 

parties within the Church of the East would have allied with various Arab tribes as we have 

suggested in the discussion on the Arab conquest of Nineveh. Letter E-44, for instance, indi-

cated that Miaphysites might have found the support of Miaphysite Arabs, and this also might 

apply to others with Miaphysite inclinations.
348

 These hypotheses remain however speculative. 

Meanwhile, Ishoʿyahb III’s position in the schism and the potential alliances remains unclear. 

As a further illustration of the complicated situation, it should be recalled that Ishoʿyahb III 

and Maremmeh later seemed to have cooperated for a while and to have been attacked together 

by other circles within the Church that possibly affiliated with Ishoʿyahb III’s opponent 

Sahdona. 

 Letter M-11 might have implied a reference to (internal) Arab wars. Ishoʿyahb III tried to 

encourage several people imprisoned and ‘bound to the struggle of the temporal sufferings’. In 

this respect he praised them for remembering ‘the world, time, actual leadership, the many 

sufferings shared, the continuous changes of corrupt things, the hasty transition of temporal 

conquerors (ܢܨܝ̈ܚܝ ܙܒܢܐ), the fall of the honourable power and the ruin of wisdom.’ The ‘hasty 

transition of temporal conquerors’ might refer to conflicts between the Arab tribes as well.
349

  

 The relation between the governor and Ishoʿyahb III is briefly touched on in a rather cryptic 

letter (M-18). Ishoʿyahb III wrote the new metropolitan of Bet Garmai, Sabrishoʿ, that he was 

not able to make it to their appointment because of some adversities. ‘The power of the 

governor’ suddenly had drawn him to another and troublesome road, the ‘riverroad’, whereas a 

‘hint (ܪܡܙܗ) of God’ sent Sabrishoʿ in another direction. Ishoʿyahb III intended to persuade the 

governor concerning the matters the governor had written about, and had also decided 

‘according to my own will’ to persuade the Catholicos as well on the things the latter had 
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written about. He assured that in both cases ‘the reasons for my travelling are much freer than 

by the force of necessity’.
350

 Ishoʿyahb III seems to apply here his distinction between 

obedience towards secular leaders and towards God. How free Ishoʿyahb III actually was, 

cannot be assessed from this letter.
351

  

 As noted above, letter M-23, which might have belonged to Ishoʿyahb III’s earlier 

Metropolitan letters, seems to imply that Ishoʿyahb III and Maremmeh acted in closer 

association with Muslims in Adiabene than was acceptable to others within the Church of the 

East. The associated letters M-22 and M-24 suggest further that this opposing group was 

connected with circles around Sahdona.  

 

3.10.2. Catholicos Ishoʿyahb III and the Arabs at the dawn of the first civil war 

Ishoʿyahb III was dependent on the attitude of the local governors while the administration of 

the provinces was not fixed in the first decades of Arab rule.
352

 Two later chronicles may give 

some additional information. The twelfth century Mari claims that the governors of his region 

respected him and that one of them gave him ‘a diploma assuring him a free hand with regard 

to his monasteries, his seat, his revenue and exemptions of his family; and only a small charge 

exacted for those things’, and that he went every week to the governor ‘to ask for what he 

needed and for whatever he might thereby benefit the affairs of the Christians’.
353

 What 

Ishoʿyahb III’s position and that of the East Syrian Christians was in this, Mari does not tell. 

Apparently, Ishoʿyahb III had to pay for the favours granted, whereby ‘his family’ might be 

interpreted as the whole Church of the East of which he was the ‘Father’.
354

 The weekly 

audiences could be interpreted favourably, but could also be a sign of dependency with respect 

to both the acquisition of goods and to the supervision of the Church including its believers. 

The latter interpretation would imply a close control by the Arabs. If his position had been 

relatively favourable, it was in any case not lasting.  

 Sliwa indicates that Ishoʿyahb III left Seleucia-Ctesiphon because the local leader treated 

him badly.
355

 Bar Hebraeus, the thirteenth century Miaphysite chronicler may have given some 

details. If so, some of his opponents had notified an amir of the Tayyaye (ܐܡܝܪܐ ܕܛ̈ܝܝܐ) of his 

wealth. When he thereupon refused to pay the gold demanded, the amir had him imprisoned 
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and tortured, while churches in the vicinity of Hira and Kufa were destroyed.
356

 Fiey holds that 

this must have taken place at the earliest in late 656, after the reorganization of the Arab 

provinces by ʿAli in 656/57, when a new district was formed which included Kufa and Hira. It 

was centred in Koke,
357

 the part of Seleucia-Ctesiphon located at the western border of the 

Tigris.
358

  

  As Catholicos, Ishoʿyahb III dealt with a rebellion around the Persian Gulf. The situation in 

these southern provinces was different. Arab rule had been more firmly established in the 

meantime, although it should be noted that people on the Arabian Peninsula had now already 

lived for some longer time under Arab rule than those in Fars. Among the rebels were Arab 

tribes who wanted an independent status in which they could change the liturgy, ordain priests 

themselves and probably make their own treaties with the Muslims. Some might have turned to 

Islam, but there are no indications in the letters that they changed to a form of Miaphysitism.  

In C-14 Ishoʿyahb III started to describe the Tayyaye in a favourable way when he men-

tioned their respectful behaviour towards Christians, monasteries and churches.
359

 This state-

ment has been used by some scholars as representative for the behaviour of Arab conquerors in 

general.
360

 As we have seen, however, already in the same letter this positive statement is 

somewhat contradicted by Ishoʿyahb III’s remark that Christians had to pay half of their pos-

sessions in order to keep their faith.
361

 We also might recall the Arab governor who destroyed 

churches and monasteries when he suspected that Ishoʿyahb III had more possessions.  

It is further not always clear whether Ishoʿyahb III referred to Arabs in general or to either 

Islamic or Christian Arabs. Andrew Palmer even suggests that Ishoʿyahb III deliberately re-

mained vague for persuasive reasons. In his explanation of Ishoʿyahb III’s supposed strategy, 

Palmer tends to hold that the more favourable remarks on Arabs by Ishoʿyahb III actually 

would only apply to Christian Arabs. Thus, Ishoʿyahb III would have put the government by 

the Muslims in a rather favourable light in order to convince the Christians of Fars to reunite 
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with the Church and follow its example. Only when they would submit to the canonical order 

of the Church and pay the Arabs what was due to them, might they regain the necessary help 

from the Spirit of God to resist the destructions and subjections. Moreover, subjection to the 

Arabs was justified, because God had given the Arabs the power over the world during this 

time, which also was part of the end times. Most of Palmer’s findings coincide with ours. It 

seems, however, that without further substantiation, his suggestion that Ishoʿyahb III deliber-

ately obscured differences between Christian Arabs and Muslim Arabs must remain tentative.  

Ishoʿyahb III’s claim that the Tayyaye protected the churches may have been based on real 

events. We have seen that under Maremmeh’s catholicate an army coming from Kufa (a Mus-

lim garrison) would forcefully have ended an uprising of Jews who had burnt churches in Bet 

Aramaye some time between 646-50.
362

 It is not impossible that Ishoʿyahb III actually referred 

to such an event and in this case the Muslim Arabs could be credited for protecting the church-

es, even if their main objective might have been different. 

Ishoʿyahb III also called the Tayyaye ‘those whom God gave the government over the world 

this time’. This cannot be disconnected from both the experiences with the rapidly changing 

governments during his life time, and his profound feeling of living at the end times which he 

already had expressed decades before. By now, he believed to live in its very last phase in 

which the Arabs played their own God-given role and therefore had to be submitted to. One 

could add that such submission was in line with how the Church of the East had reacted to the 

preceding authorities. In the contemporaneous letter C-18, Ishoʿyahb III also reminded the 

believers in Qatar of the order which indicated the coming of the end times and explained that 

Christians now had to submit to the secular government and pay them taxes, because it was 

commanded by God. Meanwhile they should continue submitting to God and honouring 

him.
363

 The idea of living at the end times permeated Ishoʿyahb III‘s letters. This also can be 

seen in his view as Catholicos on the deterioration in Jerusalem.
364

 

 In his attempt to prevent apostasy to Islam, Ishoʿyahb III not only had to convince Chris-

tians that the East Syrian faith had its merits in comparison to Islam even if this was very ex-

pensive due to the taxes, but at the same time had to assure Muslim governors that his faith 

was not too much in conflict with theirs. He seems to have tried to solve this dilemma by us-

ing several arguments. One argument was that according to divine command Christians had to 

submit to both the secular leaders (the Arabs) and to God. Another line of argument was that 
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when one refused to submit any longer to the Church of the East, one actually refused to sub-

mit to God, which also was an important Islamic theme. Apparently, he wanted to argue that 

any change would make Christians suspect in the eyes of Muslims. However, it is not known 

whether or not this argument was valid for Christians or Muslims in these regions.  

 Ishoʿyahb III’s argumentation was at least in line with that of Caliph ʿAli who reigned in 

Kufa from 656 to 661 and held that disobedience to God included disobedience to the human 

authority installed by God. This view was challenged by a substantial part of ʿAli’s own sup-

porters that resisted any human authority considered to act against God’s revelations. These 

so-called Kharajites murdered ʿAli.
365

  

 Some merits claimed for Christians were their holy way of life and the miracles which 

proved that God was with them. Although miracles formed a very important argument for the 

Christians against Islam, as the Qurʾan did not ascribe miracles to Muhammad, it cannot be 

assessed whether or not Ishoʿyahb III already used this argument. Only in later Islamic tradi-

tions, such as that of al-Tabari (839-923), were miracles ascribed to Muhammad, but during 

Ishoʿyahb III’s times they might already have played a role in discussions between Christians 

and Muslims (including many recently converted Christians). The conquests themselves, how-

ever, formed for many people already an indication of God’s favour.  

 In order to enable the believers in the Church of the East to receive divine power, Ishoʿyahb 

III wanted to restore the canonical ordinations, which he considered the only means to transmit 

this divine power. He presumably used the argument of the miracles to convince believers of 

the importance of submitting to his episcopal authority while implicitly reminding them of the 

fact that such miracles were missing in Islam. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

 ISHOʿYAHB III’S CHRISTOLOGY AND VIEW ON MONASTICISM AND PAIDEIA 

 

 

4.1. Ishoʿyahb III’s view on Christological history 

 

Several comments of Ishoʿyahb III give an indication of his view on the history of the Christo-

logical controversies. In M-9, written to two befriended clergymen in Nisibis whose names he 

did not gave, he stated that recently in Nisibis the error of one qnoma was introduced in the 

name of Chalcedon (ܟܠܩܝܕܘܢܐ).1 In letter M-28, written to Catholicos Maremmeh (646-49/50), 

he stated that the corruption of the true faith had started already with ‘those who erred in Ni-

caea and after Nicaea’, with the subsequent acceptance of followers of Arius and eventually of 

Arius himself. Ishoʿyahb III thus expressed his view that Arius and his followers were respon-

sible for the corruption of faith and that this had not been dealt with completely during the 

council in Nicaea (325). When the Orientals thereafter had come to an unspecified synod ex-

pecting that ‘the summit of glory would be in the praise of faith’, they actually found ‘humility, 

contempt, insult, compulsion and tears and groans’ when Cyril was accepted ‘under the pretext 

of correction and peace’ ( ܘܕܫܝܢܐ ܕܡܬܪܨܢܘܬܐ ܒܦܪܨܘܦܐ ). Thereafter they even anathematized 

each other and their Fathers and their faith.
2
 Ishoʿyahb III referred here most probably to the 

Council of Ephesus (431) and the subsequent events.  

 In M-30, Ishoʿyahb III wrote approvingly about an apparently recent and profound change 

which would have taken place in the Roman Empire. Where Cyril had been the founder of the 

doctrine of one qnoma, property (ܕܝܠܝܕܘܬܐ) and energy (ܡܥܒܕܢܘܬܐ) in Christ, now God would 

have brought it about that the whole Roman Empire rejected Cyril’s teaching, and professed 

two qnome, two energies and properties of Christ instead. His account of the events is note-

worthy and is therefore given here in full. 

 
Listen, I will tell you new tidings and the miracle God did in his Church now, at the end times, to confirm the 

testimony of his faith on earth, as God loves the humans, he who never left or leaves himself without a testi-

mony (ܗܿܘ ܕܐܠ ܡܬܘܡ ܫܼܒܩ ܐܘ ܫܿܒܩ ܢܦܫܗ ܕܐܠ ܣܗܕܘ).
3
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2
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 For the demons who for more or less 300 years—since the days of Cyril and later—corrupted the discourse 

about faith in the dominion of the Romans with that confession of one qnoma, or (ܐܘ ܟܝܬ) of one nature and 

things like that, he now expelled them from there with all his power. And together with them he took from the 

Diptychs and from the whole Church of the Roman Empire: Cyril and Severus and those who died like them 

in impiety. Those who are now living, however, and who confess like these, he sent into exile, to all the bor-

ders of the dominion of the Romans, whether they are patriarchs, or bishops or whatever they are. And the 

eye-witnesses and those who know these things are with us, for they are our brother monks, who travelled all 

over the world and returned to us!  

 And now the great Rome and its companion Ravenna, the whole of Italy and the whole kingdom of the 

Longobards (Lombards) and the whole kingdom of France and whole Africa, and the whole of Sicily and the 

whole of Thracia and all Crete and Rhodes and Kios (Chios) and all the islands, and Constantinople and its 

whole province, and Asia, Bithnya, Lycaonia, Pamphylia, Galatia, Isauria, the whole of Greece, and Jerusalem 

and Cyprus, and many from Palestine and Phoenicia, confess the duality of the qnome, energies (ܡܥܒ̈ܕܢܘܬܐ) 

and properties (ܕ̈ܝܠܝܬܐ) of Christ in one agreement (ܒܚܕܐ ܫܠܡܘܬܐ), and anathematize and send all the living 

bishops into exile who have not thus confessed! 

 And the impious Cyril, the first founder of the (doctrine of the) one qnoma, property (ܕܝܠܝܕܘܬܐ)4
 and ener-

gy in Christ is anathematized and taken from the ecclesiastical diptychs. And it is a miracle that those who 

erred for more or less 300 years returned to the knowledge of truth by the grace of God, and that we, who per-

sisted in the faith and in the accurate knowledge for more or less 600 years, slip now in the error of ignorance 

by the works of demons who were expelled from the Roman Empire!  

 And now that they have taken Cyril—the corruptor of their faith—from their ecclesiastical Diptychs after 

300 years, we take great pains to admit the inanimate aborted fetus (ܠܝܚܛܗ ܐܠ ܡܢܦܫܐ) of Cyril—namely the in-

sane Sahdona—into the Church of God with the honour of the Saints, while he cries to us daily that he does 

not belong to our faith and that we all err, and that he is assiduous to convert us to his faith, and that for this he 

returned and came from the land of the Romans!
5 

 

The introduction of M-30 speaks of new tidings that confirm the love of God for mankind at 

the present end times. Some statements of his historical overview are remarkable.  

 First, the ‘circa 300 years ago’ would have referred to the middle of the fourth century, but 

the immediate specification of ‘since the days of Cyril and later’ contradicted this. The reason 

is not clear. One might expect that sufficient chronicles were available and that neither 

Ishoʿyahb III nor his audience suffered from such a lack of historical knowledge on matters 
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that were so important to them. These data probably should not be interpreted too literally. 

Ishoʿyahb III might have referred in general to the first Synods starting in 325, which would 

allow a time span of roughly 300 years. The immediate link with Cyril might have been caused 

by the tendency within the Church of the East to consider Arius and Cyril as being of one and 

the same kind. For rhetorical reasons, he further may have preferred round numbers with 300 

years of error in the Roman Empire being contrasted to 600 years of orthodoxy in the East.  

 Second, where Ishoʿyahb II did not mention Cyril and did not want to call the solutions of 

Chalcedon heretical, but explained that it was illogical and that terminology had been incon-

sistent, Ishoʿyahb III again followed the pattern of Babai by strongly rejecting both. He did not, 

however, follow Babai’s strong and explicit rejection of Origen and Justinian. As discussed 

above, Ishoʿyahb II’s more lenient attitude towards the Byzantines might have been related to 

the powerful role of Heraclius in the Persian Empire and his attempts to find a theological 

compromise. Ishoʿyahb II seems to have sought a diplomatic route here. When Babai wrote, it 

was important for him to emphasize his loyalty to the Persian Emperor in rejecting the theolo-

gy of the Byzantines and their emperor. By the time Ishoʿyahb III wrote the above contentions, 

Maremmeh still was Catholicos, but as we have seen above, it was probably not long before 

his death. This letter was thus probably written shortly before 649/50. By then, the Persian 

Emperor's rule had already effectively almost ended in 642. This might have reduced the ne-

cessity to emphasize the theological differences with Byzantium.  

 Third, it is most remarkable that Ishoʿyahb III stated that the whole Byzantine Empire now 

adhered to the ‘duality of the qnome […] of Christ’. How Ishoʿyahb III got that impression is 

not clear. Possibly he connected it to the debates on Monenergy and Monothelitism, which 

brings us to the next point. 

Fourth, Ishoʿyahb III may have reacted to the developments in the Byzantine Empire. After 

Heraclius had started in 622 to (re)conquer provinces in Syria, Palestine, Egypt and Persia, 

where the non-Chalcedonians had become powerful, he unsuccessfully tried to solve the dog-

matic controversies and restore the unity in his Empire with the dogma of Monenergism (the 

notion of one energy in Christ). He met with a lot of resistance, in which Sophronios, the 

Chalcedonian Patriarch of Jerusalem, and Maximus the Confessor played an important role. 

After 638, Heraclius promulgated therefore the Ekthesis and started to promote Monothelitism 

which provoked even more resistance in both the East and the West.
6
 There do not seem to be 

strong indications for a reaction on these discussions in the work of Ishoʿyahb II.  

                                                 
6
 See above, section 2.6.3. See also Pelikan, The Spirit of Eastern Christendom (600-700), pp. 62-69. 
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The opposition was openly expressed in Rome. In 640, the Roman Pope Severinus con-

demned the Ekthesis and he decreed that as ‘there were two natures, so there were two natural 

operations’. In January 641 (the month before Heraclius died), the new Roman Pope John IV 

also condemned the Ekthesis and its Monothelitism.
7
 Around the time Ishoʿyahb III wrote M-

30, the opposition among Chalcedonians against the imposed Monothelitism had still increased. 

In 648 Heraclius’ grandson Constans II tried to solve the problems by forbidding any further 

discussions on wills, energies or natures in Christ, but this was without success. After several 

years of preparation, another synod in Rome organized by Pope Martin I condemned in Octo-

ber 649 the Ekthesis, but acknowledged the two natures with the resulting two energies and 

natures, holding this to be a clarification of Chalcedon. Constans II reacted by arresting Martin 

and Maximus in 653. Meanwhile, Martin I had still been able to send out reports to for in-

stance Christian circles in Jerusalem and Antioch, and to Theodore, the Bishop of Esbas 

(Hesebon or Heshbon) in the Byzantine province Arabia, commending him for his fight 

against Monothelitism in Arabia and Palestine.
8 

The decisions of this Council remained to be 

supported, however, and they were vindicated in the Council of Constantinople of 681.
9
 

 The events leading to the Synod of 649 took place in the period Ishoʿyahb III was Metro-

politan, but it is not sure whether this synod itself also fell in this period.
10

 If so, the possibility 

is not to be excluded that he was informed about this via Martin’s letters or via other contacts 

such as with Jerusalem, as we know from one of his own contemporary letters (M-32) that 

people from Jerusalem had visited him.
11

 However, provided Ishoʿyahb III had been informed, 

it is not clear whether he also was aware of the fact that Canon 18 of this synod had recon-

firmed the condemnation of the main representatives of the Church of the East, Diodore, The-

odore and Nestorius.
12

 One still may safely conclude that Ishoʿyahb III was at least aware of 

the opposition against Monothelitism as expressed in Rome and supported in the East, but that 

it is less likely that he could have been informed about the latest synod in October 649. It is 

further probably telling that M-30 is actually the only letter in which Ishoʿyahb III mentioned 

                                                 
7
 Horace K. Mann, The Lives of the Popes in the Early Middle Ages 1.1. The Popes under the Lombard Rule. St. 

Gregory I. (The Great) to Leo III. 590-657 (St. Louis, 1914), p. 349; Johannes Dominicus Mansi, Conciliorum. 

Nova et amplissima collectio 10. Ab anno DXC usque ad annum DCLIII inclusive (Florence, 1764), p. 680; An-

drew J. Ekonomou, Byzantine Rome and the Greek Popes: Eastern Influences on the Papacy from Gregory the 

Great to Zacharias, A.D. 590-752 (Plymouth, 2007), p. 95.  
8
 Ekonomou, Byzantine Rome and the Greek Popes, pp. 134-41; Peter Sarris, Empires of Faith, p. 283; Pelikan, 

The Spirit of Eastern Christianity (600-700), pp. 71-75; Pius Bonifacius Gams, Series episcoporum Ecclesiae 

Catholicate (Regensburg 1873-86; repr. Graz, 1957), p. 435.  
9
 Mansi, Conciliorum, pp. 1149-50. 

10
 As we have seen above, Maremmeh died circa 649 and Ishoʿyahb III may have succeeded him in the same 

year. As the sources offer different dates, it is also possible that Ishoʿyahb III succeeded him in 650. 
11

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-32, pp. 215-17. 
12

 Mansi, Conciliorum, p. 1154. 
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energies and properties in a Christological context, as it might not have been opportune any-

more. 

 If the recent developments would have influenced Ishoʿyahb III, it is not clear why he did 

not thematize the one or two wills. He frequently used the word ‘will’ in his letters, but this 

was predominantly in the sense of following God’s will. He seems to have generally ignored or 

circumvented the discussion on the number of wills, as is also clear in C-22 where he omits it 

in a list of heresies. The other term Ishoʿyahb III did apply, ‘properties’ ( ܬܐܕ̈ܝܠܝ , dilayate), had 

often been used by the Church of the East and could be harmonized with the Chalcedonian 

formula, which stated that the property of each nature is preserved. Ishoʿyahb III wrote that the 

whole Roman Empire now confessed the ‘duality of the qnome, energies and properties of 

Christ in one agreement (ܒܚܕܐ ܫܠܡܘܬܐ)’. Duval translated the last part as belonging to the 

confession of the Romans, indicating that all Romans agreed. Another interpretation would be 

that it formed a part of the Christological formula, signifying that the energies and properties 

came together in one voluntary union in Christ. If Ishoʿyahb III remained in traditional East 

Syrian thinking, he might have interpreted it as the parsopa of the union in which the human 

and divine part formed a voluntary union that could be seen from outside.
13

 In any case, 

Ishoʿyahb III was aware of the groupings in the Roman Empire of the early forties of the sev-

enth century, which emphasized the two natures and two energies in Christ. To what extent he 

might have been informed about the latest developments is not clear, although the following 

point might—if correct—be indicative of this.  

 Fifth, the fact that the present Byzantine Emperor, Constans II, forbade in 648 all discussion 

on how many wills, energies or natures Christ possessed, might have been the reason for the 

recent exile of bishops from Byzantium Ishoʿyahb III spoke of. Sahdona being sent away from 

(a former part of) Byzantium recently might have had to do with this.  

 Finally, it should be noted that Ishoʿyahb III connected the events with eschatological inter-

pretations that would prove God’s interventions at the present ‘end times’. It remains a ques-

tion whether he might have allied therefore with some Byzantine groupings. The letter ended 

with renewed warnings for the end times. 

 

Stand firm in the guarding of the Lord for which you are constituted, so that those demons that are expelled 

with God’s help from the West, will not treacherously enter our East by a contemptible intermediate (ܡܨܥܝܐ), 

who is called Sahdona; and we will (not) have a bad name at the end of the world. 

                                                 
13

 This would especially apply to Nestorius and Babai. 
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 Remember therefore, as highly informed men, what is written: that this evil cause entered long ago in the 

politeia of the Romans by insignificant and easy entrances, and that admirable and illustrious men stumbled 

and fell and suffered shipwreck. And those lamented their soul when they were forced to do terrible things, 

namely to anathematize their faith and their Fathers and their helpers. Yet, their record was written in the book 

that is to our eternal instruction and our admonition for the end of worlds has come over us. And who knows 

whether these are not the beginnings of the birth-pangs of the coming of Satan?
14

 

 

In several letters, Ishoʿyahb III expressed such apocalyptical thoughts.
15

 One might suggest 

therefore that the emphasis Ishoʿyahb III placed on soteriology reflected a widespread feeling 

that the end was really near and a corresponding acute desire to secure life thereafter.  

 During his exile in Edessa at the end of his life when Islam was more firmly established, 

Ishoʿyahb III recognized that the believers there showed ‘the obstacle Satan put in opposition 

to the glory of Christians’ as they ‘taught us the orthodox confession of your hearts, although it 

was a bit lessened by the confession with the mouth’.
16

 He recognized therefore the profound 

similarities, but also the doctrinal differences and he hoped to solve this by explaining his own 

position. He did so by giving a general overview of the several Christological positions, but 

without names or dates. He introduced this by referring to Christ as a ‘stumbling block’ who 

‘was appointed for the fall and rise of many in Israel, and for a sign to be opposed’.
17

  

 Since Ishoʿyahb III’s main Christological letters were written in reaction to the apparently 

competing Christology of Sahdona, this will be given further attention here first. 

 

 

4.2. Sahdona 

 

4.2.1. Sahdona, the opponent of Ishoʿyahb III 

Ishoʿyahb III stated twice that the Church was not only threatened by enemies from outside, 

but also from within.
18

 We have already seen some examples of leaders who supported the 

Miaphysites and often changed sides to join them. The fact, however, that the two-qnome 

Christology was not accepted by everyone in the Church of the East does not necessarily mean 

that they belonged to the Miaphysites.  

 Bishop Sahdona (Martyrius), who came from Bet Nuhadra, is a famous example of a church 

leader who defended a one-qnoma Christology while keeping close to the East Syrian tradition. 

                                                 
14

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-30, p. 213. 
15

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, e.g. in E-39, E-44, E-48, M-6, M-30, C-13, C-14 and C-18. 
16

 Cf. Rom. 10:9-10. See also section 4.3.3. 
17

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 285, referring to Luke 2:34. See also section 4.3.3.  
18

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-2 and M-8, pp. 2 and 140. 
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Sahdona and Ishoʿyahb III had known each other well since they had joined the same monas-

tery Bet Abe.
19

 Initially, Sahdona must have had an honoured position as he—according to 

Thomas of Marga—wrote the funeral oration for its founder Jacob and would have participated 

in the embassy to Heraclius.
20

 Ishoʿyahb III had even recommended him as bishop for Mahuze 

d-Ariwan (belonging to Bet Garmai), but later he came into fierce conflict with him.
21

 It is not 

sure how long Sahdona had been bishop in the Church of the East. Fiey holds that Sahdona 

was already bishop of Mahuze before 630 and was replaced in 649/50,
22

 but must have been 

expelled already on a previous occasion by Ishoʿyahb II around 642/43.
23

 Brock states that 

Sahdona was made bishop of Bet Garmai some time between 635 and 640 and was deposed 

twice.
24

  

 The Book of Chastity reports that after Sahdona was exiled by Catholicos Maremmeh, he 

became bishop of Edessa and was installed at the order of Heraclius, who met him in Jerusa-

lem. Sahdona would have convinced Heraclius that he was anathematized by the Church of the 

East because he now preached the ‘true faith’ and he proved this by making its confession and 

anathematizing Diodore. Thereafter, though, he was accused of teaching the views of Diodore 

and was sent away from Edessa. Sahdona then asked Maremmeh for absolution, who wanted 

to grant this and to send Sahdona back to his former position. Unfortunately, the exact date and 

circumstances of this return are unclear. The assertion, for instance, that this position was va-

cant since the death of bishop Saba who had replaced Sahdona, conflicts with other data.
25

 The 

outcome remained the same: Ishoʿyahb III protested successfully against Sahdona being bish-

op again and Sahdona had to go back to Edessa after Ishoʿyahb III had become catholicos.  

                                                 
19

 See for a more elaborate description: De Halleux, ʻLa christologie de Martyrios-Sahdona’, pp. 5-32; Ovidiu 

Ioan, ‘Martyrius-Sahdona: la pensée christologique, clé de la théologie mystique’, in Desreumaux (ed.), Les 

mystiques syriaques, pp. 45-61. 
20

 Budge (ed.), The Book of Governors, Chapter 1.34 and 2.4, pp. 62 and 69-70; (cf. trans. idem, pp. 112 and 

124-25). De Halleux considers the participation of Sahdona in the embassy an invention by Thomas of Marga 

and suggests that it was based only on Sahdona’s exiles. De Halleux. ʻLa christologie de Martyrios-Sahdona’, p. 

32. 
21

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-6, p. 124. 
22

 Fiey, Répertoire des diocèses syriaques, pp. 106-107. 
23

 Fiey, ‘Īšōʿyaw le Grand’, p. 23. 
24

 Sebastian Brock, ‘Sahdona (Martyrius) (early 7th cent.)’, GEDSH, p. 356. 
25

 Chabot, Livre de la Chasteté, No. 127, pp. 56-57. Fiey holds that Saba replaced Sahdona in 649/50, which fits 

in with the letter Ishoʿyahb III wrote as catholicos to ‘Saba the bishop of Mahuze d-Ariwan’, and which had 

been designated to the period he was catholicos (C-12). See Fiey, ‘Īšōʿyaw le Grand’, p. 29; idem, Répertoire 
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 The Book of Governors acknowledged Sahdona’s talents, praised his zeal for the monastic 

life, but further depicted him as an apostate who was deluded by ‘the Devil’ and ‘went out of 

his mind’. This would have happened during a visit to a heretical monastery on the way back 

from the official embassy to Heraclius in 630. Sahdona had been accompanied by Ishoʿyahb 

III and John, the highly praised Bishop of the ‘Scattered of the country of Damascus’. These 

two left, but Sahdona became ‘corrupted from the true faith’ and wrote books for those who 

denied that ‘there are two natures and two qnome in one parsopa of filiation’ ( ܕܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܟܝܢ̈ܝܢ ܘܬ̈ܖܝܢ

26.(ܩܢܘܡ̈ܝܢ ܒܚܕ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܒܪܘܬܐ
 Reflecting the later negative opinion about Sahdona, the Book of 

Governors clearly was on the side of Ishoʿyahb III. Nevertheless, Sahdona found considerable 

support within the Church during those turbulent times. The chronological uncertainties and 

inconsistencies in the records of Sahdona’s and Ishoʿyahb III’s careers in the Church at least 

make this quite possible.  

 Ishoʿyahb III’s letters offer—not surprisingly—a negative picture of his opponent Sahdona. 

He started to write in a relatively reasonable tone when he warned Sahdona by letter. Paul, ‘the 

head of our monastery’ and some other brothers handed this letter (M-7) over to Sahdona.
27

 

Ishoʿyahb III informed Sahdona of his deep concerns and compared Sahdona’s work to that of 

Isaiah of Tahal (ܐܫܥܝܐ ܬܚܠܝܐ) which was written with the ‘same sense and with the same 

phrases’. He wondered why Sahdona presented his ideas as new since they had already been 

rejected by Mar Henanishoʿ, Jacob and Babai. He recommended Sahdona to read his own Ref-

utation of Opinions ( ܚܘܫ̈ܒܐ ܗܘܦܟ , Huppak Hushshabe), which he claimed was written at the 

request of ‘the honoured Mar John, the great bishop metropolitan of Bet Lapat and of all the 

famous and honoured men in the Church, against those who then as now attempted to show 

this confusing opinion by the change of many habits. It reached by the grace of God the territo-

ries of the Syrians, Arameans, Huzians and Persians, as you also heard’.
28

 He subsequently 

gave an exposé of the right Christology and the right use of key concepts.
29

  

 Ishoʿyahb III did not have much success and his position hardened. In the next letter (actu-

ally M-6), he explained the situation to the believers of Mahuze d-Ariwan. He wrote about 

Sahdona’s ‘deviation from the glory of orthodoxy’ and admitted that he himself was mistaken 

with regard to Sahdona because this deviation had secretly taken place ‘out of the love of lead-

                                                 
26

 Budge (ed), Book of Governors, Chapter 1.34 and 2.4, pp. 61-62 and 71-73 (cf. trans. idem, pp. 110-11 and 

128-30). As we have seen in Chapter 2, the expression parsopa of filiation also appeared in Babai’s work and in 

the reply of the bishops in the 612 debate. 
27
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ership to violate the true faith with his idiotic subtleties’. He further admitted that by the time 

he had recommended Sahdona as bishop, he had not noticed the deviations from orthodoxy 

because of Sahdona’s good and promising conduct and he held that the change had recently 

taken place.
30

 Once he discovered his error, Ishoʿyahb III tried to correct Sahdona and de-

manded that Sahdona would rewrite his ‘absurd treatise’ (ܣܝܡܐ ܫܛܘܪܐ). Sahdona did not obey, 

fell from orthodoxy and took the letter with warnings of Ishoʿyahb III to an unnamed honoura-

ble leader.
31

 This letter apparently provided evidence against Ishoʿyahb III’s own orthodoxy, 

but the identity of this leader is not clear. Sahdona might have taken it to Cyriacus of Nisibis 

where the alternative synod was organized which condemned Ishoʿyahb III. As we have dis-

cussed above in the description of the problems with leaders in Arbela, Sheroy and John might 

have supported this opposition against Ishoʿyahb III. 

 Ishoʿyahb III further wrote that Sahdona and the unnamed leader agitated against him and 

he claimed that Sahdona had desired to become metropolitan of Adiabene before and therefore 

had associated with people who could help him, on the promise of a reward. When Sahdona 

was not chosen as metropolitan, Sahdona went to Mahuze d-Ariwan and corrupted the ortho-

doxy there. Ishoʿyahb III urged his readers therefore to expel Sahdona. He saw in him the orig-

inator of an uproar both against himself and the Church. He reminded his readers moreover of 

the fact that once he had defended them and he expressed his hope that they would reward him 

now by helping him and not allowing the corrupt faith of one qnoma of Christ. He enclosed a 

copy of his letter to Sahdona (M-7) and his own Refutation of Opinions.
32

  

 The claim that Sahdona opposed Ishoʿyahb III and the Church might be true, since he might 

have participated in attacks on Catholicos Maremmeh, as other letters written concerning 

Ishoʿyahb III’s problems in Arbela suggest (M-22-24). There seem to be some indications that 

initially Ishoʿyahb III hoped that Sahdona could be won back. If the comments about an exiled 

priest in M-17 referred to Sahdona, Ishoʿyahb III’s hope that ‘God in his mercy’ will seize the 

‘stupid priest from the old dragon’s mouth’ and bring him back to the Church, could relate to 

Sahdona indeed.
33

 This willingness to forgive would be in line with his later statement that 

Sahdona had been forgiven eight times in the universal Synods of the Church, which Ishoʿyahb 
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31
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III most probably attended.
34

 M-30 does not clarify whether Ishoʿyahb II or Maremmeh had 

been responsible for Sahdona’s most recent exile. As we have seen in M-21, Maremmeh may 

have expelled Sahdona. However, we have also seen in M-26 that Maremmeh may have con-

sidered installing Sahdona in a leading position again, possibly even as metropolitan of Bet 

Lapat and that Ishoʿyahb III warned against this.
35

  

 The letters M-28-30 centre on the return of Sahdona from his exile. The first two were writ-

ten to Hormizd, an old friend with whom Ishoʿyahb III had shared a cell in the School of Nis-

ibis.
36

 Ishoʿyahb III depicted Sahdona as an enemy of the orthodox faith, who had written a 

book against the orthodox and had stated ‘that those who do not confess one qnoma in Christ 

were heretics’. Some had witnessed that he disputed in the land of the Romans with the ‘Or-

thodox’ (which for Ishoʿyahb III only could mean people adhering to the two-qnome doctrine), 

whom Sahdona called ‘Paulianists and (confessors) of two sons’, and moreover that Sahdona 

intended to go to Persia ‘to teach them faith’. The letter contains also a part addressed to all the 

bishops, ‘you bishops, you orthodox, you teachers, you wise, you have been made protectors 

of the truth for the Church of Christ’. He warned them against the deceit of Sahdona. They 

would err if they accepted it under the pretence of correction and perfection of the truth. Ap-

parently, Maremmeh and the bishops of Bet Garmai intended to change the orthodoxy as de-

fended by Ishoʿyahb III in favour of Sahdona’s view on orthodoxy. Ishoʿyahb III argued that 

this would resemble the events of the council of Nicaea and thereafter when followers of Arius 

spoiled the true faith under the same pretence. Therefore, so he argued, evil which stayed in 

the Church under the pretext of achievement would injure the Church after all. Because only 

Hormizd had answered of all the bishops written to, Ishoʿyahb III asked him to read this letter 

with them.
37

 In the next letter, Ishoʿyahb III warned Hormizd that Sahdona had indeed returned, 

was staying with Maremmeh in the monastery of Mar Simon and that all the bishops of the 

province Bet Garmai (to which Hormizd belonged) were going there. He warned him not to do 

anything in this matter without letting him know and he believed that Hormizd sufficiently 

knew what was necessary.
38

 

 Ishoʿyahb III feared that Sahdona would be rehabilitated by Maremmeh in this Synod, 

which was held in the monastery of Simon,
39

 possibly in Karka d-Gedan.
40

 Ishoʿyahb III had 
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not been invited and in one of his last metropolitan letters he wrote to the bishops of Bet Gar-

mai in an attempt to prevent them from accepting Sahdona in the Church again (M-30). He 

wondered why they discussed this with each other, or why they did not demand a confession of 

Sahdona. According to Ishoʿyahb III, Sahdona did not deserve the biblical mercy because he 

had already been forgiven eight times and afterwards went to the ‘region of the heretics where 

he was initiated in the rites of Baal-Peor with all the evil symbols of the evil company of here-

tics’. Moreover, Sahdona wrote and gave many ‘blasphemous pamphlets against us and against 

our faith and against our teachers in all the assemblies of the erring’. Ishoʿyahb III claimed that 

Sahdona was now a ‘bishop, honoured for his many books against us, more than the books of 

Philoxenus against the Fathers’.
41

 He further reiterated the arguments from his former letter 

and warned that the bishops should avoid a schism. He brought in an apocalyptic element 

when he concluded that now might be the beginning of the birth-pangs of the coming of Satan 

and that the bishops should be good protectors (ܩܝ̈ܘܡܐ) for the Church during that time and not 

make the same mistake as their predecessors had done in Nicaea.
42

  

 The feared rehabilitation of Sahdona did not take place. Fiey estimates that the Synod in 

Karka d-Gedan took place in 647.
43

 Maremmeh is also said to have fallen ill during his journey 

to the monastery in Karka d-Gedan, due to the hard road and the heat. He would have refused 

medicine, and died in Seleucia-Ctesiphon.
44

 The uncertainty of the dates of the Synod and of 

Maremmeh’s death prohibits further speculation about whether these events were connected or 

not.  

 The death of Maremmeh would not have been inconvenient to Ishoʿyahb III. When he was 

chosen Catholicos, he exiled Sahdona, who still found support within the Church. This comes 

to the fore in letter C-5, written to an apparently influential person called Berikvai (ܒܪܝܟܘܝ), 

whose identity is further unknown. Berikvai seems to have mediated on behalf of the people in 

Mahuze d-Ariwan (Mahuzites) who had advocated Sahdona’s return. Ishoʿyahb III rejected 

this and advised Berikvai not to listen to such people. He compared the situation of Berikvai to 

mothers who had lost their child, and he considered mothers whose child was dead better off 

than those of the kidnapped, because of the uncertainty. Ishoʿyahb III went on with this meta-

phor when he wrote that the kidnapper (Satan) was cruel and deadly, the mother was the 

Church and the children were ‘the miserable Mahuzites’. The kidnapper took their victims’ 
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 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-30, pp. 208-211. 
42

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-30, pp. 211-14. 
43

 Fiey, ‘Īšōʿyaw le Grand’, p. 28. 
44

 Gismondi (trans.), Maris, p. 55. The Chronicon Anonymum reports only that Maremmeh had been in office for 

three and a half years and that his body was interred in the Monastery of Sergius of Mabrakta. Guidi (ed.), Chro-

nica Minora 1, p. 34; Nöldeke,‘Die syrische Chronik’, p. 38. 
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Christian freedom, removed the intellect from the noblemen and ruined their life indiscrimi-

nately.  

 Ishoʿyahb III could not believe that Berikvai wanted the helpers of Satan back and he la-

mented that the sons still denied, insulted and excommunicated him, not duly revering him 

‘because of seniority’. Ishoʿyahb III not only wondered how Berikvai could believe those who 

claimed they needed freedom in Christ; he also wondered that people turned to Berikvai, as to 

‘the chief of the world (ܪܒܐ ܕܥܠܡܐ)’. Unfortunately, there is no further information that might 

clarify Berikvai’s position.  

 Berikvai had provided some names and among them Ishoʿyahb III recognized those of the 

instigators of the strife. They considered Sahdona the only mediator (ܡܨܥܝܐ) for this time, 

although they had despised him before and had even blamed Ishoʿyahb III for recommending 

him. Apparently, they had changed their minds after Sahdona had published his books and 

consorted with the heretics. Ishoʿyahb III described the brutality of the people against him and 

other bishops: they even spat in his face, tore their books, despised the bishops and ignored 

their anathemas. On top of this, they insulted him because he rejected ‘a heretic bishop for the 

orthodox people’. Here opposite opinions were clearly at stake. Ishoʿyahb III still remained 

confident that he defended the right opinion and admitted the fact that people were free to enter 

or to leave the Church, but warned that it was not the same way in the eternal world.
45

 Why the 

Mahuzites wanted Sahdona back as ‘mediator’, what this meant to them and why Berikvai ne-

gotiated for them, is not clear.  

 

4.2.2. Sahdona’s Christology. 

Just like Ishoʿyahb III, Sahdona claimed to teach the ‘true faith and the sound confession of 

orthodoxy’ (ܥܠ ܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ ܫܪܝܪܬܐ ܘܬܘܕܝܬܐ ܚܠܝܡܬܐ ܕܐܪܬܘܕܘܟܣܝܐ). This was the title of the sec-

ond chapter from his Book of Perfection (ܟܬܒ ܕܫܘܡܠܝ ܕܘܒ̈ܖܐ).46
 He might have written it al-

ready before 628, although Bedjan holds that it was some time after his journey to Heraclius in 

630, and have kept it secret for most people, including Ishoʿyahb III.
47
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 Sahdona started his treatise with the incomprehensibility of God and stated that one can 

only believe that he exists and that his name is eternal.
48

 In line with Ephrem he stated that one 

can only believe that there is one God who is professed in three. Sahdona discussed briefly the 

logical implications of this statement: 

 

[10] Oh, ineffable wonder! We believe in one God and he is confessed threefold. But it is not that the one sup-

presses the threefold and it is not that the threefold suppresses the one. The fact now, that there is one God 

(does) not (entail that there) is also one qnoma; and neither (does the fact that there are) three qnome entail 

 three Gods. For the nature of God is one, unitingly distinguished and distinctly united. […] But God (ܡܩܝܡܐ)

is incomprehensible in his properties. We only know that he is, and that he is threefold. But how, is not for us 

to examine, because the domain of the divinity is unsearchable.
49

 

 

Concerning Christ, Sahdona emphasized the two natures and taught one parsopa but also one 

qnoma.
50

  

 

[21] While God the Word united himself in a sublime manner with this nature of our humanity from the be-

ginning of his formation until eternity, he made with it one qnoma and parsopa in a wonderful and ineffable 

union. And he filled it with the glory of his divinity and he made himself visible to the creation in the form of 

it. ‘We have seen his glory, glory like that of the Only-Begotten (ܝܚܝܕܝܐ) from the Father, full of grace and 

truth’. (John 1:14).  

[22] Because God the Word put on (ܠܒܫ) a human body, he connected (ܐܩܦ) the honour of his qnoma to the 

visible and he was seen in the world in its appearance (ܐܣܟܡܐ) in which he constantly manifests himself. And 

therefore he is thought and spoken of (as) the one parsopa and one qnoma of the son, the assuming one and 

the assumed. 

[23] Although he has a human nature completely like any of us—which means a body and a soul—, this very 

nature is also the temple of God the Word who manifests himself in it. It is indicative of the one who assumed 

it and is the distinguisher of his parsopa; it is never seen for itself,
51

 so that only his parsopa, without the di-

vinity that indwells it, is manifest to the observer. For, even if the assumed was perfect in his nature, he is not 

to be found for observers in his own dimensions, but everything is elevated (ܡܬܥܐܠ) to his assumer, like the 

cloth to the one who puts it on and like the purple to the king. For, if it had been known separately by itself 

while it was removed from his assumer, one would speak of two parsope and two sons.  

                                                 
48

 De Halleux (ed.), Martyrius, p. 11. 
49

 De Halleux (ed.), Martyrius, p. 12. 

 ܿܗܝ ܘܐܠ. ܕܬܠܝܬܐܝܬ ܠܿܗܝ ܿܡܒܛܐܠ ܕܚܕ ܿܗܝ ܘܐܠ. ܿܡܬܬܘܕܐ ܘܬܠܝܬܐܝܬ. ܡܬܗܝܡܢ ܐܠܗܐ ܚܕ. ܡܬܡܠܠ ܕܐܠ ܬܗܪܐ ܐܘ[ 10]

. ܡܩܝܡܐ ̈ܐܠܗܐ ܬܠܬܐ. ̈ܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܬܠܬܐ ܿܗܝ ܐܦܐܠ. ܢܗܘܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܚܕ ܕܐܦ ܐܠܗܐ܇ ܕܚܕ ܿܗܝ ܿܥܒܕܐ ܓܝܪ ܐܠ. ܕܚܕ ܠܿܗܝ ܕܬܠܝܬܐܝܬ

 ܕܝܢ ܒܠܚܘܕ. ܒܕܝܠܗ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܡܬܕܪܟܢܐ ܐܠ ܓܝܪ ܐܠܗܐ. [...] ܡܬܚܝܕ ܘܡܦܪܫܐܝܬ ܡܬܦܪܫ܆ ܕܚܕܢܐܝܬ. ܕܐܠܗܘܬܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܓܝܪ ܗܘ ܚܕ

 .ܘܬܐܕܐܠܗ ܫܪܒܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܓܝܪ ܡܬܒܨܝܢܐ ܐܠ. ܠܿܡܒܨܐ ܗܝ ܕܝܠܢ ܠܘ ܕܝܢ ܕܐܝܟܢܐ. ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܘܕܬܠܝܬܐܝܬ. ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܝܕܿܥܝܢܢ܆
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 De Halleux (ed.), Martyrius, p. 14. 
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 Now then, because it is elevated to God the Word by the union, the parsopa of the divinity is manifested in 

‘the form of a slave’ and the parsopa of the Son is one and not two. Although it is two according to the nature 

of God and of man, it is one according to the filiation. Although the natures are two and distinct according to 

the properties, the parsopa is one and equal according to the filiation; and although it is distinguished accord-

ing to their natures, according to the union it is said to be in each one of them without being divided into 

two.
52

 

 

Numbers 21-23 of this treatise strongly remind one of the quotations from Theodore’s work 

against Eunomius on the parsopa of Christ: ‘for because God the Word was revealed in hu-

manity, he was causing the honour of his qnoma to conjoin (ܡܩܦ) the visible one.’
 
Sahdona 

might have interpreted this as the expression of two qnome becoming one, just as it applied to 

the parsopa. In this case, he may either have neglected or have not known the beginning of the 

subsequent gloss to this quotation, which stated that ‘this honour is neither nature nor qnoma’. 

It is further noteworthy that this quotation also entailed the comparison with the robe and pur-

ple of the king, an analogy used prominently by the Church of the East.
53

 Sadhona’s treatise 

further reminds one of Theodore’s statement that the inseparable union made it impossible that 

the form of a servant could be ‘separated from the divine nature which put it on’ and that they 

rather share the same honour. Theodore spoke in this context also of the ‘one assumed’ and the 

‘one who assumed’.
54

  

 The expressions such as ‘put on a body’ and ‘the assuming one and the assumed’ in the 

above quotation clearly show that Sahdona used terminology dear to the Church of the East. 

His conclusion, however, that Christ had one qnoma by which God the Word had assumed the 

                                                 
52

 Apart from making use of de Halleux’s translation mentioned just above, I also have looked at the selections 

translated in de Halleux’s ʻLa christologie de Martyrios-Sahdona’, pp. 5-32; Abramowski, ‘Martyrius-Sahdona’, 

pp. 22-24; Ioan, ‘Martyrius-Sahdona’, pp. 53-57. Bedjan, S. Martyrii, pp. 166-67; De Halleux (ed.), Martyrius, p. 

16 (cf. trans. idem, pp. 16-17). 

 ܩܢܘܡܐ ܚܕ ܠܿܥܠܡ܆ ܘܥܕܡܐ ܬܗܠܓܒܝ ܫܘܪܝ ܡܢ ܡܢܗ ܡܠܬܐ ܐܠܗܐ ܠܗ ܚܝܕܗ ܡܥܠܝܐܝܬ ܟܕ ܕܐܢܫܘܬܢ ܟܝܢܐ ܗܟܝܠ ܠܗܢܐ] 21[

 ܠܡ ܼܚܙܝܢ. ܐܼܬܚܙܝ ܠܼܒܪܝܬܐ ܕܝܠܗ ܘܒܕܼܡܘܬܐ. ܡܼܠܝܗܝ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܼܗ  ܘܫܘܒܚܐ. ܡܬܡܠܐܠ ܕܐܠ ܕܡܝܪܬܐ ܒܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܥܡܗ ܥܼܒܕܗ ܘܦܪܨܘܦܐ
  ܘܩܘܫܬܐ܀ ܛܝܒܘܬܼܐ  ܕܼܡܐܠ ܐܒܐ܇ ܕܡܢ ܕܝܚܝܕܝܐ ܐܝܟ ܘܒܚܼܐ ܫ ܫܘܒܚܗ

 ܟܕ. ܒܥܠܡܐ ܐܼܬܚܙܝ ܕܝܠܗ ܘܒܐܣܟܡܐ: ܠܡܬܚܙܝܢܐ ܐܩܦ ܕܩܢܘܡܼܗ  ܐܝܩܪܐ ܠܒܫ܆ ܐܢܫܝܐ ܠܦܓܪܐ ܡܠܬܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܓܝܪ ܡܛܠ] 22[

 .ܕܐܼܬܢܣܒ ܘܿܗܘ ܕܢܼܣܼܒ  ܿܗܘ. ܘܡܬܐܡܪ ܿܡܬܪܢܐ ܕܒܪܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܘ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܡܟܝܠ ܘܚܕ. ܫܠܘܐ ܕܐܠ ܼܗܼܘ  ܒܗ ܡܬܓܐܠ

 ܼܗܘ ܗܝܟܐܠ ܟܝܢܼܐ  ܗܢܐ ܗܘ ܐܦ ܐܐܠ ܡܢܢ܆ ܚܕ ܐܝܟ ܡܫܠܡܢܐܝܬ ܠܗ ܐܝܬ ܘܢܦܫܐ ܦܓܪܐ ܕܝܢ ܗܢܘ ܕܒܪܢܫܐ ܕܝܠܗ ܝܢܗܟ ܓܝܪ ܐܦܢ] 23[

 ܐܝܟܢܐ ܿܡܬܚܙܐ܇ ܘܠܗ ܕܡܢܗ ܐܡܬܝ ܘܠܝܬ. ܕܦܪܨܘܦܗ ܘܡܫܘܕܥܢܐ ܕܢܘܒܼܗ  ܗܘ ܘܡܚܘܝܢܐ. ܿܡܬܓܐܠ ܕܒܗ ܿܗܘ ܡܠܬܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ

 ܠܘ ܐܐܠ: ܕܐܼܬܢܣܒ ܿܗܘ ܒܟܝܢܗ ܗܘ ܐܡܫܠܡܢ ܓܝܪ ܐܦܢ. ܠܿܚܙܝܐ ܢܬܓܐܠ ܒܗ ܕܿܥܡܪܐ ܐܠܗܘܬܐ ܕܐܠ ܒܠܚܘܕ ܕܝܠܗ ܕܦܪܨܘܦܐ

 ܠܘܬ ܐܪܓܘܢܐ ܘܐܝܟ ܠܒܘܫܼܗ  ܠܘܬ ܐܣܛܐܠ ܐܝܟ ܡܬܥܐܠ܆ ܢܣܘܒܗ ܠܘܬ ܟܠܡܕܡ ܐܐܠ: ̈ܚܙܝܐ ܠܘܬ ܡܫܬܟܚ ܕܝܠܗ ܒ̈ܡܘܫܚܬܐ

 .ܒ̈ܢܝܢ ܘܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܦ̈ܖܨܘܦܝܢ ܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܗܘܘ ܡܬܐܡ̈ܖܝܢ ܢܣܘܒܗ܆ ܡܢ ܡܪܚܩ ܟܕ ܗܼܘܐ ܡܬܝܕܥ ܡܦܪܫܐܝܬ ܘܠܗ ܡܢܗ ܓܝܪ ܐܠܘ. ܿܡܠܟܐ

 ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܘܚܕ. ܿܡܬܓܐܠ ܕܿܥܒܕܐ ܕܼܡܘܬܐ ܒܝܕ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܼܐ  ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܒܚܕܝܘܬܐ܆ ܡܬܥܐܠ ܐܠܗܐ ܕܠܘܬ ܒܿܗܝ ܕܝܢ ܗܫܐ

 ܘܼܫܘܐ ܚܕ ܕܝܢ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ. ܒܕ̈ܝܠܝܬܐ ܘܦܪܝܫܝܢ ܬ̈ܖܝܢ܆ ܿܡܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ. ܒܒܪܘܬܐ ܕܝܢ ܚܕ. ܘܒܪܢܫܐ ܐܠܗܼܐ  ܒܟܝܢܐ ܿܡܢ ܬܪܝܢ. ܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܘܠܘ ܕܒܪܼܐ 

 .ܠܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܿܡܬܦܪܫ ܐܠ ܟܕ ܡܢܗܘܢ: ܒܟܠܚܕ ܒܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܡܬܐܡܪ ܒܟ̈ܝܢܘܗܝ: ܦܪܝܫ ܛܒ ܘܟܕ. ܒܒܪܘܬܐ

De Halleux translates the last difficult sentence as follows on p. 17: ‘et, encore qu'il soit distinct par ses natures, 

il est dit être dans chacune d'elles par l'union, sans être divisé en deux’. 
53

 See above, section 1.3. and 1.4.3.  
54

 Found in Theodore’s Commentary on the Nicene Creed. See above, section 1.4.2. 
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human qnoma, was something Babai particularly had fought. Sahdona argued that since every-

thing ‘was elevated’ to the assumer, this also applied to the (qnomatic) parsopa of the Filia-

tion.
55

 This line of thought reminds one of Abbot Abraham’s question to Ishoʿyahb II, but the 

specific discussion does not seem to reappear in the work of Ishoʿyahb III, who did not use the 

verb ‘elevate’ in a Christological context.
56

 

 Ovidiu Ioan holds that it was Sahdona who amended the term qnoma with the expression 

‘the assuming one and the assumed’, so that the unique parsopa and qnoma were the expres-

sion of the union between the assuming and the assumed.
57

 Babai, however, had argued that a 

qnoma could not be assumed by another qnoma, although a parsopa could be assumed by an-

other parsopa. This meant to him that the divine qnoma assumed to its parsopa of filiation the 

human qnoma including its parsopa with these two parsope becoming one parsopa and the 

two qnome remaining separate. Christ was therefore both visible and invisible; both the assum-

er and the assumed in two forms, while the natures remained distinct. Thus, according to Babai, 

the exchange (communicatio idiomatum) was possible on the level of parsopa, while natures 

and qnome remained without any mingling or mixture.  

 Sahdona might have found further confirmation for his view that the human qnoma was 

assumed in the account of the 612 debate. The Eastern bishops had not specified how the hu-

man qnoma was assumed when they stated: ‘But when we call Christ perfect man, we do not 

name all men, but that one qnoma which was manifestly assumed (ܐܬܢܣܒ) for our salvation 

into the union (ܚܕܝܘܬܐ) with the Word’. If so, Sahdona must have ignored other statements 

that acknowledged the two qnome. Sahdona further compared the union of the two natures in 

Christ to the human body and soul forming one qnoma, which view Babai had combatted 

fiercely. In this respect Sahdona rhetorically asked how one could think of examining the mys-

tery of the union in Christ if one did not even understand one’s own natural union.
58

 

 Sahdona seems to have referred approvingly to Theodore of Mopsuestia and disapprovingly 

to Babai’s examples of images of kings, when he stated: 

 

[28] For we also have to acknowledge this, that this parsopa is of Christ (who is) in the union, while he is 

made known of the union, [and] not of an ousia composite of two natures, but of the elevation to the glorifica-
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 De Halleux (ed.), Martyrius, Nos. 28-29, pp. 18-19, see also below.  
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 Sako, Lettre christologique, No. 19, p. 167. The statement concerning Ishoʿyahb III’s use of the verbe ‘ele-

vate’ is based on a word by word analysis of variations of the verb ܥܠܝ in his letters. On Ishoʿyahb II’s letter, see 

also section 2.6.4.  
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 ‘Cependant, Sahdona amende le terme (hypostasis) en y ajoutant un autre concept christologique: nsab, «as-

sumer». L’unique prosopon et hypostasis du Fils est ainsi l’expression de l’union entre celui qui assume […] et 

celui qui est assumé […].’ Ioan, ‘Martyrius-Sahdona’, p. 55. 
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 De Halleux (ed.), Martyrius, p. 21. 
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tion that has been awarded for the cause of the revelation. The parsopa is qnoma-tic (ܩܢܘܡܝܐ) of the natures 

and not fictive (or: borrowed) and assumed (ܫܐܝܐܠ ܘܢܼܣܝܒܐ) afar from the one to whom it belongs, because it is 

not composite (ܡܪܟܒܐ) according to nature into one ousia from two natures, neither is it fictive and assumed 

afar from one of them, as in the way of images of messengers who represent the parsopa of the one afar. 

 

[29] For a picture, although it resembles the image of a human, is not a human by nature! An angel now, or an 

ambassador— although one is representing the parsopa of God and the other the parsopa of the king—are not 

truly (ܫܪܝܪܐܝܬ) God and king. Concerning our Lord then, he is not like this, but he is truly in these two, in 

which he is seen and in which he becomes known, while the natures are close and united to each other; and 

manifested in these two is the qnoma-tic parsopa of filiation while it is not distant from the truth (ܫܪܪܐ) of his 

natures.
59

  

 

Some expressions here are again reminiscent of the Syriac quotation from Theodore’s work 

against Eunomius mentioned above. These are: ‘not […] one ousia from two natures’ and the 

last part of the accompanying gloss.
60

 Where Sahdona tried to be in line with quotations from 

Theodore, he seems to have opposed some of Babai. The latter had used the example of a coin 

with the picture (parsopa) of the king which is stamped in clay to illustrate how the human 

nature could receive the parsopa of God with his honour and splendour, while both kept their 

nature and the parsopa of God remained one but existed in two qnome: that of the golden coin 

and the clay. The parsopa of God belonged truly (or ‘authentically’) (ܡܪܢܐܝܬ) and fixedly 

 and qua parsopa (ܢܣܝܒܐܝܬ) to the divine qnoma and belonged assumptively (ܩܒܝܥܐܝܬ)

-could also be inter ܢܣܝܒܐܝܬ to the human. It has already been noted that the word (ܦܪܨܘܦܐܝܬ)

preted as ‘feignedly’, ‘pretending’ and the opposite of ‘real’. This exactly seems to be what 

Sahdona did and why he rejected it, because he required a ‘real’ Christ and not a fictive one. 

This further raises the question of whether or not such an insistence on a ‘real’ Christ opposed 

that of a less ‘real’ Christ.  

 After analysing the Book of Perfection, André de Halleux states that Sahdona’s line of 

thought and formulations differed from the Chalcedonian mentality, but fitted well in the tradi-

                                                 
59

 Bedjan, S. Martyrii, p. 170; De Halleux (ed.), Martyrius, pp. 18-19 (cf. trans. idem, pp. 18-19).  

 ܕܐܘܣܝܐ ܘܠܘ ܿܡܘܕܥܢܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܕܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܟܕ: ܕܒܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܗܢܐ ܕܗܼܘ . ܠܿܡܘܕܥܘ ܠܢ ܿܘܐܠ ܕܝܢ ܗܕܐ ܐܦ] 28[

 ܕܟܝ̈ܢܐ܆ ܩܢܘܡܝܐ ܗܘ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܓܠܝܢܐ܆ ܥܠܬܐ ܡܛܠ ܕܡܬܦܪܥܐ ܪܘܡܪܡܐ ܕܠܘܬ ܕܡܬܥܠܝܢܘܬܐ ܐܐܠ: ܟܝ̈ܢܐ ܬ̈ܖܝܗܘܢ ܼܡܢ ܕܡܪܟܒܐ

 ܘܐܦܐܠ: ܟܝ̈ܢܐ ܬ̈ܖܝܗܘܢ ܡܢ ܐܘܣܝܐ ܠܚܕܐ ܟܝܢܐܝܬ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܡܪܟܒܐ ܓܝܪ ܐܠ. ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܕܕܝܠܗ ܿܗܘ ܡܢ ܕܪܚܝܩ ܼܣܝܒܐܘܢ ܫܼܐܝܐܠ ܘܠܘ

 .ܕܪܚܝܩ ܕܿܗܘ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܡܡܠܝܢ ܐ̈ܝܙܓܕܐ ܐܘ ܕܨܠ̈ܡܐ ܙܢܐ ܐܝܟ ܡܢܗܘܢ܇ ܚܕ ܡܢ ܕܪܚܝܩ ܘܢܼܣܝܒܐ ܫܐܝܐܠ

 ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܛܼܥܝܢ ܚܕ ܟܕ :ܐܝܙܓܕܐ ܐܘ ܬܘܒ ܘܡܐܠܟܐ. ܒܟܝܢܐ ܒܪܢܫܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܐܠ: ܡܚܘܐ ܕܒܪܢܫܐ ܨܠܡܐ ܟܕ ܝܘܩܢܐ ܓܝܪ ܗܐ] 29[

 ܐܐܠ. ܗܟܢܐ ܗܘܐ ܐܠ ܡܫܝܚܐ܆ ܕܝܢ ܡܪܢ ܠܘܬ. ܘܿܡܠܟܐ ܐܠܗܐ ܫܪܝܪܐܝܬ ܐܝܬܝܗܘܢ ܐܠ: ܕܿܡܠܟܐ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܘܐܚܪܢܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ

 ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܒܬ̈ܖܝܗܘܢ ܘܿܡܬܚܘܐ. ܠܚܕ ܚܕ ܘܡܚܝܕܝܢ ܟܝ̈ܢܐ ܩܪܝܒܝܢ ܟܕ .ܕܡܬܒܕܩ ܘܒܿܗܝ ܕܡܬܚܙܼܐ  ܒܿܗܝ. ܒܬ̈ܖܬܝܗܝܢ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܫܪܝܪܐܝܬ

 .ܕܟ̈ܝܢܘܗܝ ܫܪܪܐ ܡܢ ܩܪܚܝ ܐܠ ܟܕ: ܕܒܪܘܬܐ ܩܢܘܡܝܐ
60

 ‘For the honour is neither nature (ܟܝܢܐ) nor qnoma, but an elevation to great dignity which is awarded for the 

cause of the revelation.’ See also section 1.4.3. 
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tion of the Church of the East, of which he gave some examples: the insistence on the integrity 

of both natures in Christ; the parsopic union in terms of adoration, exaltation, honour and ele-

vation; the incarnation of the Word that was not seen as becoming something else, but as an 

inhabitation (of a temple) or the putting on of a cloth; the Word assuming the form of a slave; 

the union that was seen as an assumption (nsab), conjunction (naqiputa) or a manifestation; the 

one parsopa that was often called ‘parsopa of filiation’; the absence of the term theotokos. He 

concludes that Sahdona was not a convert to the ‘monophysisme jacobite’ and that his theolo-

gy did not have a Chalcedonian origin.
61

 Moreover, Ishoʿyahb III did not accuse Sahdona of 

Theopaschism or of Apollinarism, but mainly of the wrong vocabulary.
62

  

 Luise Abramowski confirms most of De Halleux’s findings and adds that Sahdona was 

moreover highly dependent on two interpolations in the introduction to Nestorius’ Liber Hera-

clides which actually changed the meaning into the opposite of what Nestorius had said else-

where. These interpolations suggested that Christ had just one parsopa and qnoma and that the 

one parsopa was according to nature and qnoma ( ܘܩܢܘܡܝܐ ܟܝܢܝܐ ). They influenced Sahdona’s 

thinking profoundly and also could be used to argue that his one-qnoma doctrine was based on 

a highly respected source. Abramowski further holds that Sahdona never qualified this one 

qnoma of Christ as ‘composite’ and that Ishoʿyahb III did not accuse him of this either. Only 

two times did Ishoʿyahb III explicitly quote some expressions of Sahdona, not found in his 

Book of Perfection, which did not contain the element ‘composite’ either. She concludes there-

fore that Sahdona’s Christology had an ‘old’-Chalcedonian origin and differed from the ‘neo-

Chalcedonian hypostasis synthetos’.
63

 Of the two expressions quoted by Ishoʿyahb III, one was 

‘single qnoma’ (ܩܢܘܡܐ ܠܡ ܠܚܘܕܝܐ), and the other was given in two variations, namely ‘unique 

subsistence’ (ܡܩܝܡܘܬܐ ܚܕܢܝܬܐ) and ‘individual subsistence’ (ܡܩܝܡܘܬܐ ܠܡ ܼܝܚܼܝܕܝܬܐ). Ishoʿyahb 

III already admitted that he could not remember them because they were so ‘stupid’.
64

  

 The above discussion on Sahdona’s Christology seems to indicate that he might have found 

confirmation for his one-qnoma Christology in works of Theodore, in glosses on the work of 

Nestorius and in the 612 debate, while ignoring opposite statements in the same works. In 

Christology, he seemed to have treated qnoma and parsopa as synonyms, with parsopa the 

leading term. Thus, Sahdona could remain within the framework of the older Christology of 

the Church. There are no specific statements indicating why Sahdona did so. The fact that he 

had been a bishop in Edessa during Byzantine times forms at least an indication that he might 
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 De Halleux, ʻLa christologie de Martyrios-Sahdona’, pp. 15, 23-24 and 31, with references.  
62

 De Halleux, ʻLa christologie de Martyrios-Sahdona’, pp. 10-11. 
63

 Abramowski, ‘Martyrius-Sahdona’, pp. 22-25. See also section 1.12. 
64

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-6 and 7, pp. 129 and 136.  
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have accommodated his definition of qnoma to that of Chalcedon. Ishoʿyahb III’s accusations 

rest mainly on his own different use of terminology, but do not seem to give an accurate repre-

sentation of Sahdona’s thinking.  

 While we have argued in Chapter 2 that one of the reasons why Babai had developed the 

two-qnome doctrine was to be found in the needs of monastic mysticism, Ovidiu Ioan identi-

fies the same needs as the cause of Sahdona’s one-qnoma Christology. Although the outcome 

of these hypotheses is opposite, it is remarkable that both make a connection with monastic 

mysticism as a deeper reason underlying these Christologies. Ioan argues that the mystic’s aim 

of perfection was impaired by the definitions given to Christological terms in the East Syrian 

tradition, including Babai’s Christology. The mystic would aim at a real union and it was 

therefore a prerequisite that the parsopa of the union was real as well and not only an appear-

ance. This, however, was the logical implication when one applied the restricted use of the 

term parsopa, because this only signalled what could be seen from outside. Moreover, because 

qnoma meant for Sahdona the reality of a parsopa and not an individual nature, this real par-

sopic union should be a union according to qnoma as well. Ioan concludes that Sahdona devel-

oped the Christological formula one parsopa – one qnoma – two natures, while redefining the 

term qnoma and the relation between the terms, in order to make it capable of rendering the 

complexity of the union.  

 Ioan argues further that Sahdona’s mystical system and soteriology thus enabled one to 

reach perfection and theosis, given a real communicatio idiomatum in Christ in which the rela-

tion of the two natures should be determined precisely as a ‘union hypostatique et personelle’. 

Without such a real union the ascetic would not be able to ‘expérimenter sa propre union mys-

tique avec Dieu et en conséquence d’atteindre la perfection et la déification’.
65

 Deification of 

ordinary men, however, was strongly rejected by Babai as it countered fundamental Antioch-

ene views, and might have been one of the grounds for fighting Henana and his school. It was 

probably also objectionable to Ishoʿyahb III.
66

 As will be shown further below, Ishoʿyahb III 

also disapproved of changing the meanings of words at will, as this would corrupt the dis-

course.  

 The relation of Christ to the Trinity is discussed by Sahdona when describing the qualities 

of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. The Father is without cause and eternally generating 

 according to (yalida ,ܝܠܝܕܐ) the Son is caused by him and is born, generated ;(yaluda ,ܝܠܘܕܐ)

God’s essence. This is a reformulation of the Nicene Creed, which stated that Christ was of the 
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 Ioan, ‘Martyrius-Sahdona’, pp. 55-58.  
66

 Babai and Ishoʿyahb II mentioned this only with respect to Christ.  
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essence of his Father and that he was born and not made (ܕܐܬܝܠܕ ܘܐܠ ܐܬܥܒܕ), as already had 

been formulated in both versions of the Synod of 410 and commented upon by Theodore of 

Mopsuestia. Although Theodore had explained that the expression ‘born from God’ was used 

to emphasize their same nature, whereas ‘made’ referred to anything in creation which was 

outside of God, he did not discuss the exact role of the Father in this.
67

 This probably was a 

later development. Sahdona must therefore have referred to comments on the Trinity by later 

Fathers such as Gregory of Nazianzus when he claimed that they had said:  

 

[12] The Father is not generated (la yalida) and does not proceed, but is only generating.  

The Son does not generate (la yaluda), does not proceed and is only generated.  

The Holy Spirit does not generate and is not generated, (la yaluda w la yalida), but only proceeds.
68

  

 

Although Babai and the bishops in the 612 debate had mentioned the distinct qualities of the 

Trinity without further elaboration, the old discussions on such qualities still appear to have 

been current at this time and were also taken up within nascent Islam.  

 

 

4.3. Ishoʿyahb III’s main Christological terminology and concepts 

 

Like Ishoʿyahb II, Ishoʿyahb III was influenced by Babai’s terminology and definitions. He 

mentioned Babai in his second and eleventh letter. The first was addressed to Babai personally 

and Ishoʿyahb III briefly praised Babai’s effort for the study of faith.
69

 The other is written 

after Babai’s decease and is addressed to the Brothers of the Monastery on Izla, encouraging 

them to guard the orthodox religion.
70

 For Ishoʿyahb III, Babai stood in the tradition of the 

Fathers who like angels taught the liturgy of the spiritual service to the people of the East and 

consolidated in the monks—as in pure gold—the image of their ascetic lives and the excellent 

image of the Fear of God.
71

 This description shows moreover that Ishoʿyahb III and Babai 

stood in a similar ascetic and mystical tradition. The following analysis of Ishoʿyahb III’s ter-

minology will also investigate to what extent this might have been the case.  
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 See on the Syriac versions of the Nicene Creed: section 1.6; Theodore of Mopsuestia: section 1.4.2.  
68

 De Halleux also notes in his translation that Gregory of Nazianzus was referred to, de Halleux (ed.), Martyrius, 

p. 13. (cf. trans idem, p. 14). . ܒܠܚܘܕ ܝܠܝܕܐ ܢܦܘܩܼܐ  ܘܐܠ ܿܝܠܘܕܐ ܐܠ ܒܪܐ. ܒܠܚܘܕ ܿܝܠܘܕܐ ܢܦܘܩܼܐ  ܘܐܠ ܝܠܝܕܐ ܐܠ ܿܡܢ ܐܒܐ[ 12]

.ܒܠܚܘܕ ܿܢܦܘܩܐ ܝܠܝܕܼܐ  ܘܐܠ ܿܝܠܘܕܐ ܐܠ ܕܩܼܘܕܫܐ ܘܪܘܚܐ  
69

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-2, pp. 2-3. 
70

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-11, pp. 13-16. 
71

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-11, p. 15.  
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As has been pointed out earlier, qnoma could have several connotations. In general, it could 

be associated with something which made a nature a ‘real’ and existing entity. In everyday 

language it could refer to an individual or ‘self’; in a theological context it could refer to the 

three qnome of the Trinity, or in a Christological context to one or two qnome of Christ, and 

finally it could be closely associated to the soul and its purification aimed at reflecting or re-

ceiving the light of truth.  

In order to get an estimation of the way Ishoʿyahb III used this term, I investigated its oc-

currences and contexts in his letters and in his hagiography of Ishoʿsabran, which probably 

was written when he was metropolitan. Of the ten times it figures in the hagiography, only 

once is this in a Christological context, when he speaks of the ‘union of the qnome without 

confusion’ (ܘܒܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ ܕܕܐܠ ܒܘܠܒܠ). It further indicates an individual and this is often in 

the context of the suffering of the soul.
72

  

 

4.3.1. Qnoma in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters 

The term qnoma appears ninety times in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters. In the following table these are 

listed according to the numbering in Duval’s edition. A very brief context is given as well. The 

last column indicates whether qnoma signifies an individual (I) and can be translated as ‘self’; 

is used in Christological or Trinitarian context (C or T); or might refer to the soul and its salva-

tion (S). Sometimes, different interpretations might be possible. Where qnoma is used several 

times in an outspoken Christological context in a page or letter, only the number of occurrenc-

es is given. 

 

QNOMA in the letters of Ishoʿyahb III  

P. No.  I/C/T/S 

10 E-8 6 ܕܩܢܘܡܝ ܚܠܫܬܐ ܡܬܡܨܝܢܘܬܐ  I 

10 E-8 ܡܬܪܣܐ ܐܢܐ. 10ܡܣܟܢܐ  ܒܡܕܥܐ ܕܠܩܢܘܡܝ ܐܝܟ  I (S?) 

11 E-10 ܚܼܠܛ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ 25ܒܚܫܐ ܕܝܣܪܝܠ ܠܡܓܙܝܘܬܐ .  I 

28 E-17 26 ܕܝܠܟܘܢ ܘܠܒܝܫܬܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ ܐܠܒܕܢܐ.  I (S?) 

30 E-18 22  ܠܘܬܬܟܘܢ܆ ܐܬܐ ܩܢܘܡܝ ܕܐܢܐ ܝܬܗܿܘ  I 

33 E-18 28 ܠܩܢܘܡܗ ܘܼܢܚܣܪ. ܐܠܚ̈ܘܗܝ ܢܫܓܘܫ ܕܐܠ .  I (S?) 

35 E-19 9 ܒܬܫܡܫܬܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܟ ܡܚܝܠܘܬܐ ܥܠ. ܠܝ ܕܟܬܒܬ  I 

73 E-42 ܐܩܘܡ ܩܕܡܝܟ ܥܠ ܐܵܦܝ ܗܕܐ. 2ܩܢܘܡܝ  ܕܐܢܐ: ܓܝܪ ܿܡܢ ܗܼܘܐ ܿܙܕܩ   I 

79 E-43 ܕܩܢܘܡܟ ܒܬܘܪܨܐ 31ܐܢܬ ܿܒܣܐ ܠܡܢܐ:  I 

80 E-43 27.[ ]..ܕܩܢܘܡܟ ܕܬܘܪܨܐ ܝܨܦ ܕܝܕܼܥܬ ܘܡܐ .  I 

84 E-44 3 ]...[ :ܕܙܒܢܐ ܫܠ̈ܝܛܢܐ ܠܩܕܡ ܩܢܘܡܝ ܘܕܐܢܐ  I 
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 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, pp. 485-584, quotation from Chapter 17, p. 572. The hagiography will be 

discussed in more detail in section 4.3.4.  
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112 M-3 ܕܟܬܝܒ܆ ܐܝܟ ܠܩܢܘܡܗܘܢ 5ܥܼܒܕܘ ܕܟ̈ܝܐ ܘܡܐ̈ܢܐ  S (I) 

115 M-3 ܛ̈ܒܐ ܥ̈ܒܕܐ ܒܟܠ ܢܚܘܘܢ 13 ܒܩܢܘܡܗܘܢ ܫܦܝܪܬܐ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܡܕܡ ܘܒܟܠ.  S 

116 M-3 ܠܩܢܘܡܗ ܡܣܓܦ.  S 

123 M-5 29 ܠܘܬܟܘܢ ܥܐܬܡܢ ܩܢܘܡܝ .  I 

124-29 M-6*  C 8x 

134-36 M-7*  C 15x 

142 M-9*  ܿܕܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ ܫܪܝܪܬܐ ܠܚܘܒܐܠ ܿܡܥܐܠ ܩܢܘܡܐ 16 ܕܚܕܢܝܘܬ ܙܘܥܙܥܐ ܕܟܠܩܝܕܘܢܐ ܕܒܫܡܐ ܗܝ:  C 

142 M-9* ܘܟܝ̈ܢܝܬܐ ܩܢ̈ܘܡܝܬܐ ܕ̈ܡܘܢ ܕܒܬܪܬܝܢ  C 

160 M-15 10 ܕܩܢܘܡܟ ܡܟܝܟܘܬܐ ܥܡ ܪܫܢܝܐ :  I 

160 M-15 11 ܕܩܢܘܡܟ :  I 

163 M-16  ܕܣܒܐ ܪܿܚܡ ܐܠܗܐ ܠܘܬܗ ܕܩܬܘܠܝܩܐ. 27ܐܢܐ ܩܢܘܡܝ ܿܢܚܬ ܐܢܐ ܥܡܗ  I 

166 M-18 ܕܩܢܘܡܟ ܚ̈ܫܐ ܼܡܢ ܘܕܝܬܝܪ ܐܐܠ:  I 

167 M-18 1 ܕܝܠܝ ܗܠܝܢ ܥܠ ܐܗܘܐ ܩܢܘܡܝ ܐܢܐ ܐܠܒܗܘܬܟ.  I 

170 M-21 15 ܕܩܢܘܡܝ܆ ܚܘܠܡܢܐ ܩܕܡ  I 

170 M-21 26 ܕܩܢܘܡܐ ܚܕܢܝܘܬܐ ܡܟܝܠ  C 

180 M-23 ܝܘܡ ܠܫܘܦܪܗ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ ܕܗܢܐ. ܟܠ 29ܟܕ ܒܣܢܐܬܐ ܡܕܒܪܝܢ ܚܢܢ  I (?) 

202 M-28*  C 3x 

205  M-28* 31 ܕܥܡܟ ܩܕ̈ܝܫܐ ܘܒܐ̈ܒܗܬܐ ܒܩܢܘܡܟ .  I 

208-12 M-30*  C 6x 

220 C-1 ܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܝܕܚܝ̈  19ܠܦܘܪܩܢܐ ܠܘܩܕܡ.  S 

220 C-1  ܒܩܢܘܡܗܘܢ 25 ܚܦ̈ܝܛܐ ܡܫ̈ܡܫܢܐ ܬܢܢ ܕܗܘܘ ܘܦܐ:ܐܦܣܩ̈  24ܬܐܟܠܗܘܢ ܐܒ̈ܗ   S 

224 C-3*  C 6x 

229 C-4 3 ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܫܘܒܚܗ ܫܘܬܦܘܬ ܒܩܢܘܡܗܘܢ ܘܡܝܬܝܢ  S 

234 C-5 9 ܩܢܘܡܝ ܘܗܘ ]...[ ܐܐܠ  I 

236 C-6 ܗܫܐ ܐܦ ܠܟܘܢ ܢܗܘܐ ܗܿܘ  13 ܗܘ: ܿܡܢ ܘܒܩܢܘܡܗ.  I 

241 C-10  ܕܛܥܝܘܬܐ ܩܢܘ̈ܡܐ  I -S  

247 C-14  ܬܿܒܥ ܪܘܚܢܝܐ ܢܡܘܣܐ ܕܼܗܘ ܐܝܟ ܩܢܘܡܝܐ ܒܡܐܬܝܐ 11 ܠܘ ܐܦܢ:  I 

248 C-14 ܕܫܪܪܐ ܐܗܝܡܢܘܬ ܕܚܠܦ ܩܢܘܡܝܐ ܒܕܒܚܐ.  I 

253 C-14 11 ܕܩܢܘܡܗܘܢ ܒܐܒܕܢܐ ܐܠܒܘ̈ܝܗܘܢ ܒܠܚܘܕ ܡܥܝܩܝܢ.  S 

256 C-15 6 ܬܗܘܐ ܒܩܢܘܡܟ ܠܡܝܬ̈ܖܬܐ ܕܛܘܦܣܐ ܝܨܦ .  I (S?) 

266 C-18 2 ܚܠܦܝܗܘܢ ܫܕܪܘ ܐܠܚ̈ܖܢܐ: ܐܫܬܕܪܘ 3 ܕܠܘܬܟܘܢ ܕܝܢ ܘܿܗܢܘܢ. ܐܙܠܘ ܒܩܢܘܡܗܘܢ ܗܢܘܢ .  I 

278 C-21 ܕܗܝܡܢܘܬܗܘܢ. ܿܙܒܢܝܢ ܚ̈ܝܐ 8: :ܕܩܢܘܡ̈ܝܗܘܢ ܕܒܡܘܬܐ ܗܝܿ  ܼܡܢ  S-I 

283 C-22* 17 ܩܘܫܬܐ ܕܚܠܦ ܠܚ̈ܫܐ ܒܩܢܘܡܗܘܢ :  I? 

286-88 C-22*  C 13x 

 

Ishoʿyahb III did not use qnoma in a Trinitarian context. More than 50 times, qnoma has an 

outspoken Christological meaning and appears especially in letters elaborating Ishoʿyahb III’s 

Christology of two qnome. He only started to do so in his metropolitan letters to Sahdona. 

These Christological letters will be discussed in more detail below and are indicated in this 

table with an asterisk. About twenty times qnoma is used in an everyday context referring to 

the author or to the addressee. About ten times it is disputable whether one has to interpret 

qnoma simply as an individual or whether it refers to the soul, but in five letters it seems to 
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stand clearly in an ascetic context referring to the soul. The texts that might refer to the soul 

will be discussed here in more detail, so that attention can be given to the question whether or 

not Ishoʿyahb III might have used qnoma with the same mystical meaning I suggested Babai 

had done.  

 As bishop, Ishoʿyahb III mainly used qnoma in an everyday context, but in a few letters (E-

8, 17 and 18), it might also have referred to the soul. E-8 is an early letter written to Sabrishoʿ, 

a nobleman (ܒܪ ܚܐ̈ܖܐ) and abbot of a monastery, who seems to have supported Ishoʿyahb III’s 

election. The latter wanted to repay him and trusted that the other would be safe in the disturb-

ances, because he was a nobleman and the abbot of the monastery of the Holy Cross, which 

was the ‘adorable anchor and sign of salvation’. Ishoʿyahb III’ considered repaying Sabrishoʿ 

and with such thoughts he ‘nourished’ his qnoma in his poor mind.73 In E-17, Ishoʿyahb III 

spoke of an evil person who mingled ‘in your peaceful crowd for the destruction of his qnoma 

and for your misfortune’. Qnoma can here be interpreted not only as ‘himself’, but might also 

refer to his soul. A similar uncertainty occurs in E-18, where someone should not stay in Bet 

Abe, in order not to disturb his brothers, nor to harm his qnoma.  

As metropolitan, Ishoʿyahb III connected qnoma with purification in at least one letter. His 

subsequent description of monks as mirrors that reflect the light of the Gospel indicates that he 

was influenced by Babai’s mysticism. Referring to 2 Tim. 2:21 he stated:  

 

Those indeed, who kindled the love of Christ for their nature with the desire for perfection (ܓܡܝܪܘܬܐ) as with 

fire, shook all the motion of corporeal desire out of their nature with mental efforts, and they made their qno-

ma pure vessels, useful for their Lord and prepared for every good work.
74

 

 

During his catholicate, Ishoʿyahb III continued to use the word qnoma in all ways. Three times 

this might have been in the context of soul and asceticism (C-1, 4 and 14).  

 In his first letter as catholicos, in which he humbly and eloquently informed Isaac of Nisibis 

of his recent installation, Ishoʿyahb III asked him to pray that God from the height of his inac-

cessibility would send the help of his power: ‘first salvation of my qnoma, for the grandeur and 

honour of his holy Church’. He finished his letter with the greetings of ‘all the father bishops, 

who are here diligent ministers in their qnome for the work of the holy Church of our Lord’. 

This seems to refer to (the purification of) their soul. In C-4, Ishoʿyahb III encouraged the 

                                                 
73

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-8, p. 10 ܐܝܟ ܕܠܩܢܘܡܝ ܒܡܕܥܐ ܡܣܟܢܐ ܡܬܪܣܐ ܐܢܐ .   
74

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum), M-3, p. 112. ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܒܚܘܒܗ ܕܒܢܘܪܐ ܐܝܟ ܕܓܡܝܪܘܬܐ ܒܪܓܬܐ ܟܕ ܓܝܪ ܿܗܢܘܢ 

 ܐܝܟ ܠܩܢܘܡܗܘܢ ܥܼܒܕܘܚܐ̈ܦܐ ܕܢܦ̈ܫܢܝܐ ܼܡܢ ܟܝܢܗܘܢ ܢܦܨܘ. ܘܡܐ̈ܢܐ ܕܟ̈ܝܐ  ܥܡ ܦܓܪܢܝܬܐ ܕܪܓܬܐ ܙܘܥܐ ܠܟܠܗ: ܫܓܪܘ ܠܟܝܢܗܘܢ

.ܛܒ ܥܿܒܕ ܠܟܠ ܘܡܛܝܒܝܢ ܕܡܪܗܘܢ ܠܚܘܫܚܐ ܕܿܥܗܢܝܢ ܕܟܬܝܒ܆  See for further discussion section 4.4.3.  
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clergy of Nisibis, who ‘fight against the enemies of divinity and humanity and the blasphemers 

of the mystery of the salvation of the world’, by reminding them that God will reward them.  

 

(God) will clothe you again with deserved praise in his eternal kingdom, together with those who were a per-

fect example of the spiritual life for this world and brought in their qnoma (ܒܩܢܘܡܗܘܢ) the participation in the 

glory of Christ in the eternal kingdom.
75

  

 

This fragment seems to show that according to Ishoʿyahb III, participation in Christ could be 

effected at the level of qnoma. He may have been in line here with the mysticism of Babai, 

according to which the ultimate truth could be seen in the purified qnoma of the soul. He fur-

ther stated in C-3 that only through the human qnoma of Christ could Christians be saved and 

participate ‘in the hope of resurrection because of the participation in the prime resurrection’.
76

 

His other letter on Christian heresies specifies this as follows: ‘If our death in Christ our Lord 

was not by qnoma ( ܕܝܠܢ ܟܝܢܐ ܒܪ ܒܩܢܘܡܐ ܠܘ ܐܢܕܝܢ ) part of our kyana, then there is for our kyana 

also no participation in the immortality of Christ our Lord, (that is) the hope of immortality.’
77

  

The last instance where qnoma is brought closely in contact with the (perdition of) the soul 

occurs in C-14, which was written to the rebellious metropolitan of Rev Ardashir. Ishoʿyahb 

III wrote that the leaders of the Church did not suffer from this rebellion per se, but were only 

distressed by the stubborn sons who ‘alienated their soul from the inheritance and blessing of 

the good Fathers’ and by the perdition of their qnoma.
78

 

 

4.3.2. Parsopa in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters 

An overview of the use of parsopa is given in the next table.
79

  

Forms of parsopa in the letters of Ishoʿyahb III  

P. No.  Meaning 

19 E-14  ܕܝܢ ܟܕ ܠܗ ܠܦܪܨܘܦܐ: 8ܕܠܗ  I 

20 E-15 22  .ܠܡܬܚܙܝܘ ܩܕܡ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܐܒܗܘܬܟ  I 

24 E-17 17 ܘܐܫܬܘܦ ܕܝܢ ܟܕ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܿܡܝܐ ܠܥܠܬܐ ܕܫܓܘܫܝܐ  I 

                                                 
75

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-4, pp. 228-29. [ ܡܬܦܪܥܢܐ ܒܡܠܟܘܬܗ ܕܠܥܠܡܝܢ܆ ܥܡ 229ܘܢܠܒܫܟܘܢ ܬܘܒ ܫܘܒܚܐ ]
ܕܪܘܚ. ܘܡܝܬܝܢ ܒܩܢܘܡܗܘܢ ܫܘܬܦܘܬ ܫܘܒܚܗ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܒܡܠܟܘܬܐ ܕܠܥܠܡܝܢ. ܿܗܢܘܢ ܕܗܘܘ ܠܥܠܡܐ ܗܢܐ: ܛܘܦܣܐ ܫܠܡܐ ܕܕܘܒ̈ܖܐ  

On Babai’s mysticism, see above, section 2.2.7. 
76

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-3, p. 224. 
77

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, pp. 287-88. The expression bar kyana is often translated as ‘consubstan-

tial’. However, because the sentence continues here with an explanation of ‘our’ kyana, the translation remains 

quite literal. On the Christology in C-22, see also section 4.3.3. 
78

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-14, p. 253.  
79

 Here again, the number of the page in the edition of Duval is given first, followed by the classification of the 

letter and a relevant short fragment. In the last column is indicated whether it refers to a specific individual or 

person (I), is used in a Christological context (C), or should be translated otherwise. 
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38 E-20  ܕܡܣܬܠܝܢܘܬܗ ܕܦܪܨܘܦܐ.  16ܿܒܥܐ ܐܢܐ ܠܡ ܕܐܕܥ ܥܠܬܐ  I 

69 E-41 ܩܘܬ ܣܘܢܩܢܐ ܐܠܒܼܫܬ.ܕܣܘ̈ܘܚܐ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܥܡܝ 17ܘܐܦ ܠܿܗ ܟܕ ܒܣܘܓܐܐ  pretext, form 

70 E-41  ܠܬܐ ܕܩ̈ܖܝܢ.  21ܗܟܢܐ ܐܝܟ ܙܒܢܐ. ܗܟܢܐ ܐܝܟ
̈
ܦܪܨܘܦܐ. ܗܼܟܢܐ ܐܝܟ ܥܠ  I 

73 E-42  I 3x 

86 E-45  I 3x 

100 E-52 23  ܕܣܘܥܪܢܐ ܛܿܒ ܕܠܝܐܠ.  24ܕܼܢܦܣܘܩ ܓܝܪ ܼܡܢ ܪܘܚܩܐ ܟܕ ܿܚܝܪܝܢܢ ܒܠܚܘܕ ܒܦܪܨܘܦܗ  in the presence of 

113 M-3 16  ̈ܐ ܐܬܦܠܗܕܘ ܒܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܪܚܡܬ ܫܠܝܐ.ܕܥܡ ܐܚ  pretext, form 

121 M-5  ܐܠܗܐ ܐܝܟ ܕܐܡܝܪ: 27ܘܒܦܪܨܘܦ ܡܟܝܟܘܬܐ ܘܕܚܠܬ  pretext, form 

125-29 M-6*  C 4x 

134-36 M-7*  C 12x 

142 M-9 17 ܐܝܕܐ ܕܒܚܕܢܝܘܬ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܡܫܒܚܐ ܕܚܕܢܝܘܬ ܒܪܘܬܐ  C 

167 M-18 9  :ܦܓܥܐ ܡܛܝܒܐ ܕܒܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܚܣܝܘܬܟ  I 

169 M-21  ܙܒܢܐ: 22ܒܠܚܘܕ ܼܡܢ ܦܓܥܐ ܕܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܐܒܗܘܬܟ ܟܠܢܝ 21ܕܠܘ  I 

180-81 M-23   I 3x 

197-99 M-26  I 3x 

204-205 M-28  pretext, form 5x 

205 M-28  ܒܨܝܪܐ ܕܚܠܫܘܬܝ ܬܨܒܐ ܡܕܡ ܝܬܝܪ ܠܡܣܥܪ܆ 30ܘܐܦܢ ܡܛܠ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܝܢ  I 

206 M-28  ܕܝܢ ܡܕܡ ܕܟܬܒܬ ܒܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܝܠܟ ܐܦ ܠܗܘܢ ܟܬܒܬ.  2ܘܐܦ ܐܢܐ  in your presence  

or: in your name 

208 M-30 12  .ܐܓ̈ܖܬܐ ܘܗܘ ܕܝܢ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ  I  

236 C-6 10 ܒܫܡ ܪܫܢܘܬܐ ܕܥܘܡܪܟܘܢ.  11ܐܘܣܦܘ ܡܚܫܒܬܐ ܡܝܩܪܬܐ܆ ܥܠ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܝܩܪܬܘܢ  I 

240 C-10  ܿܢܣܒ ܐܢܐ ܫܘܡܗܼܐ.  24ܫܪܪܐ ܓܝܪ ܐܿܡܪ ܐܢܼܐ. ܠܘ ܟܕ ܼܡܢ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ  I 

241 C-10  .ܫܝܛܘܬܗ ܕܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܚܠܫܐ  I 

247 C-14 12 ܐܐܠ ܒܬܫܕܪܬܐ ܕܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܒܪ ܬܫܡܫܬܐ  I 

283 C-22  :ܠܡܥܒܕ ܬܪܘܢܘܣ ܩܕܝܫܐ ܕܿܨܠܡ ܦܪܨܘܦܗ ܣܓܝܕܐ  person, face? 

all   5 x ܦܪܨܘܦܟ - not listed separately. I 

all  9 x forms of plural (ܦ̈ܖܨܘܦܐ)  I, face, pretext 

 

Altogether, forms of parsopa (singular) figure 61 times in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters. Similarly to 

what we saw for qnoma, it is mainly used in a Christological context in letters M-6 and M-7 

where Ishoʿyahb III clarified his terminology and Christology, and it will be discussed in more 

detail in the next section.  

 In most cases, parsopa is used to denote an individual, a specific person. It deals more with 

the outside and not with the inside of such an individual. This fits Ishoʿyahb III’s own defini-

tion of these terms, according to which qnoma means ‘stability, subsistence and substance’, 

while parsopa means ‘face, distinction, perception and the essential and dominating appear-

ance’.
80

 This meaning of appearance is especially seen where (a form of) parsopa is used to 

indicate that something or someone is brought forward under false pretences or another form. 

                                                 
80

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-7, pp. 135-36. 
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This is often rendered as ‘pretext ‘or ‘form’. In some cases, it also can mean ‘in your presence’ 

or ‘in your name’. Apart from the concentration of Christological meaning in the two letters 

Ishoʿyahb III wrote as metropolitan, clear developments cannot be traced.  

 

4.3.3. Christology in letters of Ishoʿyahb III 

The main Christological exposés are to be found in the letters M-6 and M-7, which Ishoʿyahb 

III wrote as Metropolitan, and in his last letter as Catholicos (C-22). Some aspects of his doc-

trine are also discussed in letters M-9, 28 and 30 as well as in C-3.
81

  

 As we have seen already, Ishoʿyahb III defended the doctrine of two kyane - two qnome - 

one parsopa, especially against those who acknowledged only one qnoma. This becomes very 

clear in his letter to Sahdona (M-7). Ishoʿyahb III started with a general exposé on the relation 

between name and meaning, which he considered fundamental to any Christological discourse. 

  

Understand therefore also, if you can, O our brother, what kyana, qnoma and parsopa mean, the terms which 

are used in the discourse of the believers in Christ, and (understand) that these terms do not easily yield 

 to being diverted from their accurate meanings and to be exchanged with each other so that they (ܡܬܛܦܝܣܝܢ)

might take each other’s place or that they converge into one (meaning), as you think and even wrote, and as 

others dare to proclaim. In the same way, someone is certainly considered stupid and ignorant by the distin-

guished, who calls a bull [with the term for] a donkey, or a man [with the term for] a horse, because the terms 

for everything will not obey whatever whims he has.  

 Thus the terms do not agree to adapt to you as you wish either, if you called a parsopa [with the term for] a 

qnoma, or a qnoma [with the term for] a parsopa or kyana, or a face [with the term for] an image, or one of 

these [with the term for] a qnoma. Each term has indeed a unique meaning of its own, even if they are close 

akin and are said concerning the one and same thing. For even though terms for the mental faculties, which are 

reason, understanding, thought, intelligence and discernment, belong to one species and agree more than those 

with each other, nevertheless each has a distinct meaning according to its appellation. If someone changes 

them according to what he feels like, they do not obey him.
82

  

                                                 
81

 Dietmar Winkler already gave a German translation of most of these fragments and analysed their Christology. 

Because these texts are so fundamental to the present study in which a consistent use of terminology is aimed for, 

they will be given here in my English translation of the Syriac text. Winkler, Ostsyrisches Christentum, pp. 112-

18. 
82

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-7, p. 134. 
ܐܚܘܢ ܐܦ ܕܡܢܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܟܝܢܐ ܘܩܢܘܡܐ ܘܦܪܨܘܦܐ. ܫܡ̈ܗܐ ܗܠܝܢ ܕܒܗܘܢ ܡܬܚܫܚܐ ܡܠܬܐ  ܐܬܒܝܢ ܡܕܝܢ ܐܢ ܡܫܟܚ ܐܢܬ ܐܘ 

ܕܡܘܕ̈ܝܝ ܒܡܫܝܚܐ. ܘܕܐܠ ܗܼܘܐ ܕܠܝܐܠܝܬ ܡܬܛܦܝܣܝܢ ܫܡ̈ܗܐ ܗܠܝܢ ܠܡܦܩ ܼܡܢ ܣܘܟܠ̈ܝܗܘܢ ܚܬ̈ܝܬܐ. ܘܠܡܫܬܚܠܦܘ ܠܚ̈ܕܕܐ: ܕܢܬܬܣܝܡܘܢ 
ܢ ܠܡܣܒܪܘ. ܐܟܙܢܐ ܓܝܪ ܕܟܕ ܐܢܫ ܚܠܦ ܚ̈ܕܕܐ: ܐܘ ܕܢܗܘܘܢ ܚܕ. ܐܝܟ ܕܐܢܬ ܿܣܒܪ ܐܢܬ ܘܐܦ ܟܬܝܒܿܬ. ܘܐܝܟ ܕܐܦ ܐܚܵܖܢܐ ܿܗܡܣܝ

ܠܬܘܪܐ ܒܫܡܐ ܕܚܡܪܐ ܢܩܪܐ. ܐܘ ܠܒܪܢܫܐ ܒܫܡܐ ܕܣܘܣܝܐ: ܣܟܐܠ ܘܚܣܝܪ ܪܥܝܢܐ ܡܬܝܕܥ ܠܦ̈ܖܘܫܐ: ܒܕܐܠ ܡܬܛܦܝܣܝܢ ܫܡ̈ܗܐ ܕܟܠ 
ܨܒܘ ܠܡܐܬܐ ܒܬܪܗ ܐܠܝܟܐ ܕܿܨܒܐ. ܗܟܢܐ ܐܦ ܐܢܬ ܠܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܒܫܡܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܐ ܐܢ ܬܩܪܐ: ܐܘ ܟܝܬ ܠܩܢܘܡܐ ܒܫܡܐ ܕܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܐܘ 

ܐܘ ܠܚܕ ܼܡܢ ܗܠܝܢ ܒܫܡܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܐ. ܐܠ ܡܬܛܦܝܣܝܢ ܫܡ̈ܗܐ ܠܡܐܬܐ ܒܬܪܟ ܐܝܟ ܕܿܨܒܐ ܐܢܬ. ܟܠ  ܕܟܝܢܐ: ܐܘ ܐܠ̈ܦܐ ܒܫܡܐ ܕܨܠܡܐ.
ܫܘܡܗܐ ܓܝܪ ܕܐܝܬ ܣܘܟܐܠ ܝܚܝܕܝܐ ܕܝܠܗ ܐܝܬ ܠܗ. ܐܦܢ ܐܝܬ ܠܗܘܢ ܩܪܝܒܘܬ ܓܢܣܐ ܨܝܕ ܚ̈ܕܕܐ. ܘܥܠ ܚܕ ܥܠܘܗܝ ܟܕ ܥܠܘܗܝ ܕܡܕܡ 

ܣܘܟܐܠ ܘܕܒܘܝܢܐ: ܒ̈ܢܝ ܚܕ ܓܢܣܐ ܡܬܐܡܪܝܢ. ܐܦ ܓܝܪ ܫܡ̈ܗܐ ܗܠܝܢ ܕܚ̈ܝܐܠ ܢܦ̈ܫܢܝܐ. ܗܿܢܘ ܕܝܢ ܕܗܘܢܐ ܘܕܡܕܥܐ ܘܕܚܘܫܒܐ ܘܕ
ܐܝܬܝܗܘܢ ܘܝܬܝܪ ܼܡܢ ܿܗܢܘܢ ܢܩܝܦܝܢ ܠܚ̈ܕܕܐ: ܒܪܡ ܟܠ ܚܕ ܚܕ ܡܢܗܘܢ ܠܦܘܬ ܩܪܝܬܗ ܣܘܟܐܠ ܦܪܝܫܐ ܐܝܬ ܠܗ. ܘܐܢ ܐܢܫ ܢܫܚܠܦ ܐܢܘܢ 

 ܐܝܟ ܕܿܨܒܐ: ܐܠ ܡܬܛܦܝܣܝܢ ܠܗ. 
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Ishoʿyahb III further wondered how Sahdona dared to call a parsopa a qnoma and vice versa, 

‘without already introducing corruption in logic and every discourse about the union of our 

Lord’, when reasonable people would not even consider changing the term for these closely 

related faculties. Ishoʿyahb III went on to make some comments on the specific meaning of the 

terms parsopa and qnoma, without elaborating these. Meanwhile, he referred to some appar-

ently familiar notions of Aristotle’s Categories as we also have seen in the work of Babai.
83

 To 

Ishoʿyahb III, parsopa and qnoma were incomparable and not to be exchanged. If someone 

nevertheless would like to associate two concepts, he should not equate qnoma with parsopa 

as Sahdona had done, but rather with kyana. As we have seen in the first chapter, such a se-

mantic confusion might also have stirred the ongoing conflicts in the School of Nisibis and the 

Church of the East as a whole, which had become virulent under Henana. 

 

Parsopa on the one hand, O our brother, is what differentiates (ܡܦܪܫܢܗ) qnoma. And it (i.e. the parsopa) has 

above it a definition of multiple distinctions ( ܫܢܐܖ̈ ܦܘ )
84

 and it has a powerful potential for giving and being as-

sumed, for the definition is manifold, as I said. But qnoma, on the other hand, has only the definition of (the 

general) kyana in individuality ( ܚܝܕܝܘܬܐܝ ) and it remains alone because of the simple appellation of its essence, 

while it demonstratively contains the whole definition of kyana and does not accept (ܡܩܒܠ) being received or 

assumed.  

 So how are you compelled to bring such different things in name and meaning to an identical meaning 

with a simple argument? If parsopa and qnoma hold the same definition, as you think, even more can qnoma 

and kyana hold the same definition. And the stupidity of equalizing terms casts you already straight into the 

impious pit of pure heretics.
85

 

 

In contrast to qnoma, which is stable and has only one nature and one simple appellation for its 

essence, a parsopa can have many definitions and can assume, or be assumed by, another par-

sopa. As we have seen, Babai had made a similar comparison in Chapter 17 of the LU, titled: 

                                                 
83

 As it is not clear to what extent Ishoʿyahb III applied these notions and what texts he might have used, the 

translation of several expressions remains tentative. See also section 4.5. 
84

 probably renders here the Greek διαφορά as used in Aristotle’s work. This is (differences, distinctions) ܦܘ̈ܖܫܢܐ 

often translated as ‘differentia’. See also Georg Hoffmann, De Hermeneuticis apud Syros Aristoteleis (Leipzig, 

1873), p. 202; King, The Earliest Syriac Translation of Aristotle’s Categories, pp. 98-99 and 106-107. 
85

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-7, p. 135. 

 ܕܡܬܝܗܒܢܘܬܐ ܡܫܠܛܐ ܘܚܝܐܠ ܥܠܘܗܝ ܐܝܬ ܦܘ̈ܖܫܢܐ ܣܓܝܐܬ ܘܡܠܬܐ. ܐܕܩܢܘܡ ܗܼܘ  ܡܦܪܫܢܗ. ܐܚܘܢ ܐܘ ܓܝܪ ܿܡܢ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ

 .ܠܗ ܒܼܝܚܝܕܝܘܬܐ ܐܝܬ ܕܟܝܢܝܘܬܐ ܒܠܚܘܕ ܡܠܬܐ ܕܝܢ ܩܢܘܡܐ .ܕܐܡܪܼܬ  ܐܝܟ ܕܥܠܗܘܝ ܡܠܬܐ ܗܝܼ  ܘܣܓܝܐܐ .ܠܗ ܘܕܡܬܢܣܒܢܘܬܐ ܐܝܬ

 ܘܐܠ ܕܢܬܝܗܒ ܘܐܠ .ܡܬܚܘܝܢܐܝܬ ܕܟܝܢܝܘܬܐ ܡܠܬܐ  ܟܠܿܗ  ܒܗ ܐܚܝܕ ܟܕ. ܠܚܘܕܐܝܬ ܕܐܝܬܘܬܗ ܡܟܬܪ ܡܬܐܡܪܢܘܬܐ ܘܒܦܫܝܛܘܬ

 .ܡܩܒܠ ܕܢܬܢܣܒ

 ܓܝܪ ܐܢ. ܗܕܝܘܛܐ ܒܣܥܝܐ ܠܡܝܬܝܘ ܐܢܬ ܿܥܨܐ ܕܣܘܟܐܠ ܗܝܝܘܬܐ ܨܝܕ ܐܢܬ. ܗܟܢ ܕܐܝܟ ܘܒܣܘܟܐܠ ܒܫܡܐ ܠܦ̈ܖܝܫܝ ܡܕܝܢ ܘܐܝܟܢ

 ܡܠܬܐ ܡܫܟܚܐ ܡܢܗܘܢ ܝܬܝܪ: ܘܠܟܝܢܐ ܠܩܢܘܡܐ ܐܦ ܐܢܬ܆ ܿܣܒܪ ܕܐܢܬ ܐܝܟ ܚܒܫܐ ܕܗܝܝܘܬܐ ܡܠܬܐ ܘܠܩܢܘܡܐ ܠܦܪܨܘܦܐ

 .ܕܗ̈ܖܛܝܩܐ ܚܬ̈ܝܬܐ ܕܪܘܫܥܐ ܓܘܡܨܐ ܠܘܬ ܫܡ̈ܗܐ܆ ܫܛܘܪܘܬܐ ܕܗܝܝܘܬ ܟܕܘ ܼܡܢ ܠܟ ܘܿܣܚܦܐ. ܠܡܚܒܫ ܕܗܝܝܘܬܐ
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‘What is the difference between qnoma and parsopa, and how is the parsopa assumed and the 

qnoma not?’
86

 Ishoʿyahb III explicitly explained to Sahdona that a qnoma can neither assume 

nor be assumed, as Sahdona had actually written.
87

 Ishoʿyahb III followed Babai here closely. 

Both Babai and Ishoʿyahb III further held that the parsopa distinguished the various individual 

qnome from each other. We saw this already occur in the work of Nestorius, where a complex 

of properties (the parsopa*) characterized and determined an individual nature (qnoma*).
88

 

 Having explained that Sahdona should not confuse the names and meanings of parsopa and 

qnoma, Ishoʿyahb III discussed the argument that these terms had different meanings in Greek. 

He offered definitions of the ‘masters of language’ that supported his position. Ishoʿyahb III 

stated that the Greek word hypostasis (ܐܝܦܘܣܛܣܝܣ) rendered qnoma, which would mean ‘sta-

bility, subsistence and substance’.89 Prosopon (ܦܪܨܘܦܘܢ) would indicate the dominating ap-

pearance. As we have seen in Chapter 1, this was in line with Theodore’s use of prosopon, 

which also referred to the outward manifestation. Finally, Ishoʿyahb III ridiculed some new 

concepts to describe the union. 

 

And you must not be deluded by the other error either, O our brother, that some assert, that for the Greeks 

parsopa and qnoma are the same. Learn therefore from the native speakers that they call qnoma ‘hypostasis’, 

i.e. qnoma stability, subsistence and substance. And they call parsopa ‘prosopon’, i.e. parsopa and face, dis-

tinction, perception, and the essential and dominant appearance (ܫܘܘܕܥܐ). So these are the terms among the 

Greeks and this is their meaning. Those who believed, did so in vain, and they erred and those who have made 

you err, (in claiming) that among the Greeks the term for qnoma and parsopa would be the same. You were so 

certain of such an error that you wrote nonsense in the name of faith, besides other things you added in even 

more ignorance, namely ‘individual subsistence’ ( ܼܝܚܼܝܕܝܬܐ ܡܩܝܡܘܬܐ ) and ‘single qnoma’ ( ܠܚܘܕܝܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ) and 

the rest of other nonsense.
90

 

 

                                                 
86

 Vaschalde (ed.), Liber de Unione, 4/17, p. 159 and TV, p. 301. See above, section 2.2.6. 
87

 De Halleux (ed.), Martyrius, p. 16. See also above on Sahdona’s Christology, section 4.2.2. 
88

 Grillmeier, JdChr 1, pp. 712-17. See also above, section 1.5.3.  
89

 These descriptions for qnoma ( ܩܘܝܡܐ -ܡܩܝܡܘܬܐ  - ܩܝܡܐ ) spring from the same root ܩܘܡ, which has a wide 

range of meanings. The first are: ‘to rise, stand and to be established or fixed’. Further can be mentioned: ‘to 

persevere, to come into a state, to exist, come into being, to stand firm’. Ishoʿyahb III’s descriptions are rendered 

here ‘stability, subsistence and substance’, although it should be noticed that these meanings often overlap and 

are translated in various ways. Duval, for instance, translates both ܡܩܝܡܘܬܐ and ܩܘܡܐ with the same word: 

‘subsistentia’. Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, pp. 136 and 224; Sokoloff, A Syriac Lexicon, pp. 1330-31. 
90

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-7, pp. 135-36. 
 ܝܠܦ .ܘܩܢܘܡܐ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܗܼܘ  ܟܕ ܗܘܝܼܘ  ܠܡ ܝ̈ܘܢܝܐ ܕܨܝܕ :ܐܢ̈ܫܝܢ ܕܐܿܡܪܝܢ ܗܝܿ . ܐܚܘܢ ܐܘ ܬܫܬܓܡ ܬܐܐܚܪ ܛܘܥܝܝ ܠܘܬ ܘܐܦܐܠ

 ܦܪܨܘܦܘܢ ܕܝܢ ܘܩܘܝܡܐ. ܘܠܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܘܡܩܝܡܘܬܐ ܘܩܝܡܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܝܢ ܗܢܘ.  ܩܪܝܢ ܐܝܦܘܣܛܣܝܣ ܕܠܩܢܘܡܐ: ܕܠܫܢܐ ܡ̈ܖܘܗܝ ܼܡܢ ܗܟܝܠ

 ܝ̈ܘܢܝܐ ܨܝܕ ܫܡ̈ܗܐ ܗܟܝܠ ܐܢܘܢ ܗܠܝܢ .ܘܡܫܠܛܐ ܐܝܬܢܝ ܘܫܘܘܕܥܐ ܘܡܪܓܫܢܘܬܐ [ ܘܦܪܝܫܘܬܐ136ܘܐ̈ܦܐ ] ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܝܢ ܗܿܢܘ. ܩܪܝܢ

 ܝ̈ܘܢܝܐ ܠܘܬ: ܗܼܘ  ܟܕ ܕܗܘܝܼܘ  ܕܿܡܢ ܕܐܝܟ. ܠܟ ܐܦ ܘܐܛܥܝܘܟ ܗܢܘܢ ܘܛܥܘ .ܕܐܣܒܪܘ ܐܝܠܝܢ ܐܣܒܪܘ ܘܣܪܝܩܐܝܬ. ܣܘܟܠܗܘܢ ܘܗܿܢܘ

 ܕܐܢܬ ܐܝܠܝܢ ܐܚ̈ܖܢܝܬܐ ܼܡܢ ܣܛܪ: ܕܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ ܒܫܡܐ ܒܕܝܐ ܠܡܣܡ. ܗܕܐ ܕܐܝܟ ܛܘܥܝܝ ܼܡܢ ܐܬܬܟܠܬ .ܘܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܐ ܫܡܐ

 :ܐܚ̈ܖܢܐ ܕܒ̈ܕܝܐ ܘܫܪܟܐ. ܠܚܘܕܝܐ ܠܡ ܘܩܢܘܡܐ. ܼܝܚܼܝܕܝܬܐ ܠܡ ܡܩܝܡܘܬܐ ܐܘܣܦܿܬ  ܝܬܝܪܐܝܬ ܝܬܝܪܐ ܥܝܢܐܪ ܒܚܣܝܪܘܬ
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This letter to Sahdona confirms that Ishoʿyahb III accused Sahdona mainly of changing the 

meaning of some Christological key concepts. He therefore tried to convince him by logical 

and etymological considerations that this could not be done. He does not seem to have dis-

cussed Sahdona’s requirement that the parsopa should be real and not fictive and his corre-

sponding implicit criticism of the metaphors Babai used to explain the one parsopa in two 

qnome.
91

 When Ishoʿyahb III insisted in C-22 on a ‘real qnoma’, however, this may have been 

in reaction to views as expressed by Sahdona.
92

 

 M-6 is a letter to warn the clergy of Mahuze d-Ariwan against Sahdona, who had been sent 

to this city. Although the city did not actually belong to Adiabene, of which Ishoʿyahb III was 

metropolitan, but to the more southern and adjacent Bet Garmai, he tried to influence them. He 

started to praise the clergy of Mahuze d-Ariwan for their orthodoxy and efforts to guard it. 

‘You cleansed the monastery where you dwell and your believing Church from every kind of 

evil and the manifold error of those who corrupt the confession of our belief with (the doctrine 

of) the single (ܚܕܢܝܘܬ) qnoma or single kyana (nature) by the perversity of their blasphemies.’
93

 

Ishoʿyahb III then gave a definition of the union (ܚܕܝܘܬܗ) of Christ, which also has been called 

a brief creed:
94

 

 

And look, you are this day by the grace of God one body of orthodox men that shines gloriously with rays of 

the life-bringing light of the one adorable and glorious parsopa of our Lord Jesus Christ who is God over all 

(cf. Rom. 9:5). He (Christ) has the same ‘appellation’ ( ܡܬܐܡܪܢܘܬܐ ܫܘܝܘܬ ) as the Father in a perfect qnoma 

and also the same ‘appellation’ as us in the very same perfect definition of the qnoma. He manifests the single 

 manifestation of the Lordship perfectly in the glorious parsopa of two forms: while the human body (ܚܕܢܝܘܬ)

shines with rays of divinity, he appears a man to the eyes, but the almighty God to the mind (ܪܥܝܢܐ). And in 

                                                 
91

 De Halleux (ed.), Martyrius, pp. 18-19.  
92

 C-22 will be discussed below. 
93

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-6, p. 124. 
. ܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܒܚܕܢܝܘܬ ܕܐܝܠܝܢ. ܐܣܟ̈ܝܡܐ ܣܓܝܐܬ ܒܝܫܬܐ ܛܘܥܝܝ ܟܠܿܗ  ܼܡܢ: ܡܗܝܡܢܬܐ ܘܥܕܬܟܘܢ ܕܬܘܬܒܘܬܟܘܢ ܥܘܡܪܐ ܘܕܟܝܬܘܢ 

 .ܡܚܒܠܝܢ ܕܓܘܕܦ̈ܝܗܘܢ ܒܫܘܚܛܐ ܕܗܝܡܢܘܬܢ ܠܬܘܕܝܬܐ. ܟܝܢܐ ܒܚܕܢܝܘܬ ܐܘܟܝܬ
94

 Winkler, Ostsyrisches Christentum, p. 115. In this letter, Ishoʿyahb III used both the word ܚܕܝܘܬܐ   (hdayuta) 

and ܚܕܢܝܘܬܐ (hdanayuta). In all his letters, hdayuta appears three times together with either ‘of love’ (p. 9) or ‘of 

our Lord’ (pp. 125 and 135). As we have seen above, before him, hdayuta was often used in connection to par-

sopa, and ‘the parsopa of the union’. For instance, the Synod of 596 spoke of the ‘union of the Son of God’ ( ܥܠ

 and Babai’s influential Liber de Unione (‘Book of the Union’) was devoted to ‘the divinity ,(ܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܒܪܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ

and humanity and the parsopa of the union’. Hdanayuta appears thirteen times in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters and can 

be used in connection with the rejected doctrine of one qnoma or one nature (pp. 124, 128, 142, 170, 212), and 

also acceptably with the phrases ‘of the power of his creation’ (p. 43), ‘of the manifestation of the Lordship’; ‘of 

the Divine Image’ (p. 125) and ‘of the one glorious parsopa of the one Sonship’ (p. 142). It further appears twice 

in a non-theological context: ‘of a peaceful living place’ (p. 195), and ‘of power and memory’ (p. 247). Although 

there is no harsh difference, hdayuta will be rendered here ‘union’, and hdanayuta ‘unity’ or ‘oneness’ (in status 

constructus ‘single’). 
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the single divine image (ܨܠܡܐ) everyone shall recognize God, […]. This then, in an abridged definition, is the 

name, power (ܚܝܐܠ) and mark (ܢܝܫܐ) of the union (ܚܕܝܘܬܗ) of our Lord.
95

  

 

Where we have seen in C-4 that participation in Christ was effected by the qnoma, here we 

find an example of the idea that the participation of believers is in one body of orthodox men 

(i.e. the church) which shines in the light of the one parsopa of Christ.
96  

 
Ishoʿyahb III called (the parsopa of) Christ explicitly ‘God above all’ ( ܟܠ ܕܥܠ ܐܠܗܐ , Rom. 

9:5). The human body of Christ shines with rays of divinity and is therefore perceived in two 

ways and understood accordingly. Visually he is man, but to the mind he is the almighty God. 

The dual perception of the two forms of the parsopa stood in good Antiochene tradition, which 

always emphasized the inseparable union of the form (ܕܡܘܬܐ) of a servant and the form of 

God which puts it on in one adored parsopa. Ishoʿyahb II, however, who was Catholicos by 

the time M-6 was written, had used the term qnoma to describe the unity of the Church (the 

body of Christ) and even had spoken in this respect of a ‘composite qnoma’.
97

 It is not known 

to what extent his work played a role in the Christological discussions of Ishoʿyahb III’s time.  

 Ishoʿyahb III then went on to warn against the teaching of one qnoma because this would 

lead to many heresies. He further did not want to make any attempt to synchronize the termi-

nology of the Church of the East for qnoma, parsopa and kyana with that of many others, or to 

make any attempt to understand the terminology from their perspective, as he held that the 

Church held the right meanings and the others were wrong. In this he was in line with Babai. 

After declaring that all heresies stem from the ‘evil introduction’ of the single qnoma in Christ, 

because everyone should have known that this implied one kyana, he further criticized 

Sahdona:  

 

That we, however, should understand this qnoma in terms of parsopa, or parsopa in terms of qnoma, as that 

stupid writer was himself anxious to demonstrate, the necessity of the ancient meanings of the terms forbids—

                                                 
95

Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-6, pp. 124-25. 
 ܕܚܕ. ܡܚܝܢܐ ܕܢܘܗܪܐ ܒܙܠ̈ܝܩܐ 1[ 125ܫܒܝܚܐܝܬ ] ܖܡܨܡܚ .ܕܐ̈ܖܬܕܘܟܣܐ ܓܘܫܡܐ ܚܕ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܒܛܝܒܘܬܗ ܝܘܡܢܐ ܐܝܬܝܟܘܢ ܘܗܐ

 ܒܩܢܘܡܐ. ܐܒܘܗܝ ܕܥܡ ܡܬܐܡܪܢܘܬܐ ܕܠܫܘܝܘܬ ܗܿܘ ܟܠ.  ܕܥܠ ܐܠܗܐ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ. ܝܫܘܥܡܫܝܚܐ ܕܡܪܢ ܘܫܒܝܚܐ ܣܓܝܕܐ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ
 ܕܝܢ ܡܬܚܘܝܢܘܬܐ ܠܗ. ܠܚܕܢܝܘܬ ܐܝܬ ܕܩܢܘܡܐ ܡܫܡܠܝܬܐ ܒܡܠܬܐ ܒܿܗ  ܟܕ ܒܿܗ . ܕܥܡܢ ܬܘܒ ܡܬܐܡܪܢܘܬܐ ܘܠܫܘܝܘܬ. ܠܗ ܐܝܬ ܡܫܡܠܝܐ
ܡܚ ܦܓܪܐ ܐܢܫܝܐ ܒܙܠ̈ܝܩܐ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܐ. ܠܥ̈ܝܢܐ ܿܡܢ ܢܬܚܙܐ ܕܟܕ ܡܨܫܠܡܐܝܬ ܡܚܘܐ.  ܕܡ̈ܘܬܐ ܬܪܝܢܝ ܫܒܝܚܐ ܒܦܪܨܘܦܐ. ܕܡܪܘܬܐ

ܒܪܢܫܐ. ܠܪܥܝܢܐ ܕܝܢ ܐܠܗܐ ܐܚܝܕ ܟܠ. ܘܒܚܕܢܝܘܬ ܨܠܡܐ ܐܠܗܝܐ ܟܠ ܢܫܬܘܕܥ ܐܠܠܗܐ. ]...[ܗܿܢܘ ܗܟܝܠ ܒܡܠܬܐ ܕܦܣ̈ܝܩܬܐ. ܫܡܐ 
 ܘܚܝܐܠ ܘܢܝܫܐ ܕܚܕܝܘܬܗ ܕܡܪܢ.

96
 Ishoʿyahb III thus seems to be in line with the mysticism and Christology of Babai. See for further discussion 

below, section 4.4.3. 
97

 See above, section 2.6.5.2. 
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as not only you know, but every man is familiar with—although that man void of understanding is deprived of 

such insights.
98

 

 

Ishoʿyahb III rejected not only the changed terminology of Sahdona, but also some new de-

scriptions for the union in Christ ascribed to him, namely ‘unique subsistence’ (  ܡܩܝܡܘܬܐ

) ’and ‘singular qnoma (ܚܕܢܝܬܐ ܠܚܘܕܝܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ), because these never could arise from Godhead 

and manhood. De Halleux holds that Ishoʿyahb III might rightly have accused Sahdona of con-

fusing terminology, but that Sahdona did not think in the same framework as Ishoʿyahb III did, 

and therefore would not necessarily have come to the conclusions to which Ishoʿyahb III sup-

posed he had arrived.
99

 

 As stated in M-6, Ishoʿyahb III’s earlier letter (M-7) had been used as evidence against 

Ishoʿyahb III himself, but the exact accusations are not given. In M-9, he wrote to members of 

the clergy in Nisibis who acknowledged the two qnome about the Chalcedonian error that had 

been proclaimed during a synod in Nisibis. Their leaders had not only expressed the unity of 

qnoma, but also condemned him. This shows that his position was certainly not uncontested 

and that the clergy in Nisibis was divided.100 

 We have seen in M-30 that according to Ishoʿyahb III, the main part of the former Roman 

Empire would have turned to orthodoxy again by confessing two qnome, energies and proper-

ties of Christ ‘in one agreement’ ( ܫܠܡܘܬܐ ܒܚܕܐ ). This is moreover the only letter in which he 

mentioned the number of ‘properties’ and ‘energies’ in Christ. 

 Catholicos Ishoʿyahb III wrote two letters (C-3 and C-22) in which he more or less sys-

tematically described the various Christological errors which undermined soteriology. C-3 

was written to the nobles of Nisibis, whom Ishoʿyahb III tried to mobilize against the impious, 

especially Miaphysites. He stated that the souls of right believers were corrupted concerning 

the mysteries of salvation. The impious taught the denial of universal salvation because:  

 

1. They deprive the kyana of the Creator of the glory of impassibility because of the association with corporeal 

passions, due to the inhabitation in the body.  

2. Through the annihilation of the qnoma the impious remove (ܡܪܼܝܡܝܢ) the kyana that was gloriously created 

 which remains forever in the honour and glory of the Sonship, from ,(ܨܠܡܐ) in a new divine image (ܐܬܒܪܝ)

the seat on the right side and from the worship and glorification by all.  

                                                 
98

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-6, pp. 128-29, quotation esp. p. 129. 
ܚܦܝܛ ܘܕܠܩܢܘܡܐ ܗܢܐ ܒܫܡܐ ܕܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܢܣܬܟܠ. ܐܘܟܝܬ ܠܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܒܫܡܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܐ. ܐܟܡܐ ܕܗܼܘ ܗܿܘ ܡܟܬܒܢܐ ܕܚܣܝܪܘܬ ܪܥܝܢܐ 

ܠܡܚܘܝܘ: ܐܢܢܩܐ ܕܣ̈ܘܟܐܠ ܥܬܝ̈ܩܐ ܕܣܝܡܝܢ ܥܠ ܫܡ̈ܗܐ ܟܠܝܐ. ܐܝܟ ܕܐܦ ܐܢܬܘܢ ܿܝܕܥܝܢ ܐܢܬܘܢ ܐܦ ܟܠ ܒܪܢܫ ܡܦܣ. ܐܦܢ ܓܒܪܐ ܗܿܘ 
 ܕܐܠ ܗܘܢܐ ܓܠܝܙ ܼܡܢ ܣ̈ܘܟܐܠ ܕܐܝܟ ܗܠܝܢ.

99
 De Halleux, ʻLa christologie de Martyrios-Sahdona’, pp. 10-11. 

100
 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-9, p. 142. See also above, section 3.7. 
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3. And according to them we have therefore neither divinity revealed in humanity, nor humanity sanctified in 

divinity, nor participation in the hope of resurrection because of the participation in the prime resurrection.  

4. And to say it briefly, because of the letter: neither the divinity that is God in the divine qnoma, nor the hu-

manity that is man in the human qnoma;  

5. but instead of all true hope of Christianity, they preach the wandering of unstable names. For every name is 

unstable that is not attributed to a true qnoma ( ܡܬܬܣܝܡ ܐܠ ܫܪܝܪܐ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܕܥܠ ) with the unchangeable property 

of the distinct peculiarity of his qnoma.
101

  

6. It is therefore clear to all who have a reasonable soul that he who adds the impiety of corporeal passions to 

him whom he calls God in nature does not believe in the definition concerning divinity;  

7. and that he who denies the first resurrection by the annihilation of qnoma does not believe in a life of resur-

rection.
102

 

  

The familiar accusation against Miaphysites reappeared: Theopaschism. The letter concentrat-

ed mainly on the rejection of a human qnoma in Christ, which would impair salvation. Like 

Babai and Ishoʿyahb II, Ishoʿyahb III brought the human qnoma of Christ in connection with 

the seat on the right side of God. Where Ishoʿyahb II spoke directly of Christ’s human qnoma 

in his explanation of Heb. 5:8-9, Ishoʿyahb III only implied this when he stated that the human 

kyana, which was created in a new everlasting divine image (ܨܠܡܐ), would be deprived from 

this seat and worship, if the human qnoma was not acknowledged. 

 It is moreover remarkable that Ishoʿyahb III recognized the two natures in Christ but seems 

to have been inclined to conceal the divine nature of Christ. He spoke here only of the divine 

nature which inhabited the ‘created’ (ܐܬܒܪܝ) human nature that became eternally one with the 

Sonship, but he did not mention the normative Nicene phrase that the Lord Jesus Christ, Son of 

                                                 
101

 It is not clear what Ishoʿyahb III actually meant or which text he referred to. Does this ‘placed on’ ( ܥܠ ]...[ 

-mean ‘attribute to’? The fact that Ishoʿyahb II also could use this expression in the sense of ‘to attrib (ܡܬܬܣܝܡ

ute to’ supports this suggestion. Sako, Lettre christologique, for instance Nos. 126, 136, 182, 193 and 224; pp. 

179, 180, 186, and 187. Ishoʿyahb III also may have used this expression for other meanings. In C-21, for in-

stance, he used ܡܬܬܣܝܡܐ in the sense of ‘proposition’. Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-21, p. 277. In C-22, 

discussed below, ‘placed on’ (‘attribute to’) is used with respect to a fantasy which is attributed to a qnoma.  
102

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-3, pp. 223-24 (numbering added).  
ܟܦܘܪܝܐ ܓܝܪ ܕܒܦܘܪܩܢܐ ܕܓܘܐ: ܿܡܠܦܝܢ ̈ܖܫܝܥܐ ܐܠܢܫܐ ܕܐܠ ܡܕܥ. ܘܠܟܝܢܐ ܒܪܘܝܐ܆ ܒܫܘܬܦܘܬ ܚ̈ܫܐ ܒܣ̈ܖܢܝܐ ܿܡܦܩܝܢ ܼܡܢ  .1

  ܕܐܠ ܚܫܘܫܘܬܐ ܡܛܠ ܥܡܘܪܘܬܐ ܕܒܦܓܪܐ.  ܬܫܒܘܚܬܐ

ܕܩܢܘܡܐ  ܒܐܝܩܪܐ ܘܒܫܘܒܚܐ ܕܒܪܘܬܐ: ܒܠܝܬܝܘܬܐ ܠܥܠܡܝܢ܇[ 224] ܕܐܬܒܪܝ ܫܒܝܚܐܝܬ ܒܚܕܬܘܬ ܨܠܡܐ ܐܠܗܝܐ ܕܡܟܬܪ  ܘܠܟܝܢܐ .2
 ܐܝܬ ܠܢ ܐܝܟ ܕܼܡܢ ܨܐܕܝܗܘܢ. ܘܼܡܢ ܣܓܕܬܐ ܘܬܫܒܘܚܬܐ ܕܼܡܢ ܟܠ. ܘܐܠ ܡܟܝܠ ̈ܖܫܝܥܐ: ܼܡܢ ܡܘܬܒܐ ܕܼܡܢ ܝܡܝܢܐ: ܡܪܼܝܡܝܢ

ܕܩܝܡܬܐ:  ܘܐܠ ܫܘܬܦܘܬ ܣܒܪܐ ܘܡܬܩܕܫܐ ܒܐܠܗܘܬܐ. ܕܡܬܓܠܝܐ ܒܐܢܫܘܬܐ: ܘܐܠ ܐܢܫܘܬܐ ܕܡܬܦܪܩܐ ܘܐܠ ܐܠܗܘܬܐ  .3
 ܕܡܛܠ ܫܘܬܦܘܬ ܪܫܝܬܐ ܕܩܝܡܬܐ.

ܘܐܠ ܐܢܫܘܬܐ  ܗܘܬܐ ܕܒܩܢܘܡܐ ܐܠܗܝܐ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܐܠܗܐ.ܘܐܠ ܐܠ ܕܣܓܝ ܕܝܢ ܒܦ̈ܣܝܩܬܐ ܠܡܐܡܪ ܡܛܠ ܐܓܪܬܐ: ܘܐܝܟ  .4
  ܕܒܩܢܘܡܐ ܐܢܫܝܐ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܒܪܢܫܐ.

ܓܝܪ ܐܝܬܘܗܼܝ. ܟܠ ܫܘܡܗܐ ܕܥܠ   ܦܗܝܐ ܕܫ̈ܡܗܐ ܕܐܠ ܩܘܡܐ ܡܟܪܙܝܢ. ܕܐܠ ܩܘܡܐ ܐܐܠ ܚܠܦ ܟܠܗ ܣܒܪܐ ܫܪܝܪܐ ܕܟܪܣܛܝܢܘܬܐ:  .5
 ܕܦܪܝܫܘܬ ܡܬܝܕܥܢܘܬܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ.  ܐܠ ܡܬܬܣܝܡ܆ ܒܕܝܠܝܘܬܐ ܐܠ ܡܬܚܠܦܢܝܬܐ: ܩܢܘܡܐ ܫܪܝܪܐ

ܒܣ̈ܖܢܝܐ ܡܩܦ܇  ܗܼܘ ܒܡܠܬܐ ܕܥܠ ܐܠܗܘܬܼܐ. ܗܿܘ ܕܪܘܫܥܐ ܕܚ̈ܫܐ ܠܟܠ ܡܼܢܘ ܕܐܝܬ ܠܗ ܢܦܫܐ ܝܕܘܥܬܢܝܬܐ. ܕܐܠ ܣܒܪ ܕܝܢܓܠܝܐ ܗܼܝ ܿܡ  .6
  ܠܗܿܘ ܕܡܢܗ ܐܠܗܐ ܡܬܩܪܐ ܒܟܝܢܐ.

 ܕܩܝܡܬܐ: ܒܠܝܬܝܘܬܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܐ ܿܟܦܪ.  ܘܕܐܠ ܣܒܪ ܗܘ ܒܚ̈ܝܐ ܕܩܝܡܬܐ: ܗܿܘ ܕܠܪܫܝܬܐ  .7
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God, was born from God and was not made (ܐܬܥܒܕ). Because the Qurʾan strongly rejected the 

notion of Christ being born from God, Ishoʿyahb III may have tried to circumvent this. How-

ever, as we have seen in Chapter 2, the Creed Ishoʿyahb II presented to Heraclius did not con-

tain this element either, although Sahdona elaborated such terminology.  

 As he already had done in M-7, Ishoʿyahb III insisted in C-3 on a close and fixed connec-

tion between name and meaning. He further demanded that each name should be attributed to a 

true qnoma. This expression ‘true qnoma’ was also used by Ishoʿyahb II and reminds one of 

Ephrem who held that the name derives from the qnoma, which would denote that something 

really exists. This insistence on a ‘true qnoma’ might be a reaction to views as expressed by 

Sahdona, who rather demanded a ‘true’ parsopa. Both alternatives tried to defend in their own 

way that Christ was ‘real’. 

 In his last letter (C-22), which probably was written during or after Ishoʿyahb III’s exile in 

Edessa towards the end of his life (he died 658 or 659), is a similar description of Christologi-

cal heresies that would undermine soteriology.
103

 The introduction indicates that it was written 

to people in Edessa who had treated him well and praised the name of ‘our Lord Jesus Christ’, 

although he politely indicated that their demonstration of faith was deviant and formed an ob-

stacle for Christians. He wrote that ‘the correct praise of the faith of your hearts’ ( ܬܪܝܨܘܬ

ܕܒܠܒ̈ܘܬܟܘܢܕܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ  ܫܘܒܚܐ ) was somewhat lessened ‘by the confession with the mouth’. 

Since Ishoʿyahb III alluded here to Rom. 10:9, according to which the ‘confession with the 

mouth’ would result in salvation and since the emphasis of the letter is on salvation requiring 

the acknowledgment of two qnome, he may have referred to defenders of the one-qnoma doc-

trine, probably within the Church of the East.
104

  

 Ishoʿyahb III started with a general definition of Christ: ‘the power of God and the wisdom 

of God’ (I Cor. 1:24).
105

 For sinners, however, Christ was ‘a stumbling block’. Ishoʿyahb III 

then distinguished three main streams, which he did not name. The first taught that Christ is 

                                                 
103

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, pp. 283-84. This letter is considered here to have been written by 

Ishoʿyahb III and not by Sahdona as Fiey suggests. Fiey, Nisibe, p. 66. See also Ovidiu Ioan, ʻDie Rolle Edessas 

in der christologischen Auseinandersetzung zwischen dem Katholikos-Patriarchen Īšōʿyahḇ III. und Sāhdōnā’, in 

Greisiger et al, Edessa in hellenistisch-römischer Zeit, pp. 106-110. When mentioning Edessa as his place of 

exile, Ishoʿyahb III also spoke of the famous Oasis (ܐܘܣܝܐ), transformed into the beloved Edessa (ܐܕܣܐ). This 

word play probably alluded to Nestorius’ exile in the Egyptian Oasis (Barhadbeshabba’s Church History also 

calls this ܐܘܣܝܐ). Fiey, ‘Īšōʿyaw le Grand’, p. 24; Nau, ‘Histoire de Barḥadbešabba 2’, p. 586. 
104

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 285. Rom. 10:9-10 (Peshitta):   ܐ ܐܢܘ
 
ܘܿܕ ݁ܰ ܘܳܡܼܟ  ܬ  ܢ ܿܒܼܦܼܽ

݁ܰ
ܘܥ܃ ܿܒܳܡܪ ܫܼܽ ܢ ܝ  ܝܡ  ܼܬܗܰ݁  ܘܰ݁

ܼܟ܂ ܳ ܒ 
 
ܳܗܐ ܿܒܠ

ܳ
ܐܠ ݁ܰ ܗ ܕ  ܺܩܝܡ  ܢ ܐܰ݁ ܝܼܬ  ܡ 

 
̈ܐ܃ ܿܒ ܐ܂  ܺܡܝܼܬ  ܚ 

ܺ
ܘܳܡܐ ܿܕܡܰ݁  10ܿܬ ܩ܂ ܘܼܦܼܽ ݁ܰ ܕ  ݁ܰ ܙܕ  ܗ ܡ 

 
ܢ܂ ܿܒ ܝܡ  ܡܗܰ݁ ݁ܰ ܝܪ ܕ  ܐ ܿܓ  ܳ ܒ 

 
ܐ܂ܠ ܗ ܳܚܝ 

 
ܐ܂ ܿܒ

 
ܘܿܕ  

Cf. NRSV, 10:9: ‘because if you confess with your lips that Jesus is Lord and believe in your heart that God 

raised him from the dead, you will be saved.’10 ‘For one believes with the heart and so is justified, and one con-

fesses with the mouth and so is saved.’ 
105

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 285. 
ܘܠܢ ܕܝܢ ܐܠܝܠܝܢ ܕܡܗܝܡܢܝܢܢ ܫܦܝܪ. ܡܫܝܚܐ ܚܝܠܗ ܗܘ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܘܚܟܡܬܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ.   

http://cal.huc.edu/cgi-bin/analysis.cgi?voffset=62045%20115184
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only human;
106

 the second that Christ is only God and the third taught that Christ is both God 

and human, but not truly. This third group was then discussed in more detail, while the denial 

of a human qnoma in Christ formed the main subject of his treatise. 

 Ishoʿyahb III accused the third group of separating Christ’s divinity pertaining to nature 

from the nature of the Father; attributing death to God (and also to the Holy Spirit); denying 

that Christ has the same nature as we have, and that he suffered and died. Ishoʿyahb III divided 

the groups that taught that Christ does not have our nature completely into two subgroups. The 

first subgroup eliminated Christ’s soul, mind,
107

 nature or qnoma. The other group said that the 

human nature was absorbed in divinity,
108

 and perhaps did not exist. Ishoʿyahb III stated that a 

rejection of the two qnome would lead to a rejection of the Gospel as it would imply that salva-

tion, including the resurrection and immortality, was impossible.
109

  

 For Ishoʿyahb III, the truth in the Gospel is that Christ not only is really God with a divine 

kyana and a qnoma like the qnoma of the Father and the Holy Spirit, but also really human 

with a human kyana and qnoma.110  

 

For the errors of various heresies are divided in three sections, and from three sections all the many and 

various sorts of heresies originate. These are the main errors: (1) some say that Christ is (ܐܝܬܘܗܝ) not God, but 

only a human; (2) others say that Christ is not a human, but only God; (3) and others again say that he is ‘both 

God and human, but neither really God nor really human.’
111

 

1. For either they alienate his divinity from the kyana of the Father;
112  

2. or, when they say that he is of the same kyana as the Father ( ܕܐܒܐ ܗܘ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܒܪ ),
113

 they alienate him fur-

thermore from the Father because they blasphemously attribute suffering and death to him, so that they 

accidentally also blasphemously attribute death to God. According to them one must necessarily con-

                                                 
106

 As defended by Paul of Samosata, but by now also proclaimed within Islam. 
107

 As defended by Apollinarius. 
108

 As defended by Eutyches. 
109

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 287. 
110

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, pp. 285-88 (numbering added). 
111

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, pp. 285-86.  ܕܐܠ: ܐܿܡܪܝܢ ܓܝܪ ܡܢܗܘܢ. ܕܛܥܝܘܼܬܐ ܐ̈ܖܫ ܐܝܬܝܗܘܢ ܘܗܠܝܢ]...[ 

 .ܒܠܚܘܕ ܐܠܗܐ ܐܐܠ. ܡܫܝܚܐ ܒܪܢܫܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܕܐܠ: ܐܿܡܪܝܢ ܕܝܢ ܘܡܢܗܘܢ. ܒܠܚܘܕ ܒܪܢܫܐ ܐܐܠ[ 286] .ܡܫܝܚܐ ܐܠܗܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ

.ܕܒܫܪܪܐ ܒܪܢܫܐ ܘܐܦܐܠ. ܕܒܫܪܪܐ ܐܠܗܐ ܠܘ ܐܐܠ. ܒܪܢܫܐ ܐܦ ܐܠܗܐ ܐܦ ܠܡ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ: ܐܿܡܪܝܢ ܬܘܒ ܘܡܢܗܘܢ  
112

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 286. ܟܝܢܗ ܕܐܒܿܐ. ܐܘ ܓܝܪ ܐܠܠܗܘܬܗ ܡܢܟܪܝܢ ܒܟܝܢܐ ܼܡܢ   
113

 The old expression bar kyana ( ܟܝܢܐ ܒܪ , which literally meant ‘son of the kyana’) had a specific meaning 

which often was used to render homoousios. It also could be translated as ‘same nature’ or ‘consubstantial’. We 

have seen in Chapter 1 that it appeared in the Syriac versions of the commentaries on the Nicene Creed by Theo-

dore and Nestorius, while the phrase ‘son of nature of his Father’ ( ܕܐܒܘܗܝ ܟܝܢܐ ܒܪ ) was also used in the West 

Syrian version of this creed.  
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clude that if the one with the same kyana as the Father ( ܕܐܒܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܒܪ ) died, neither the Father is free 

from death, nor the Holy Spirit.
114

 […] 

3. Likewise they say about the humanity of our Lord,  

a) either that he who released death by his death is ‘not from our kyana and endured therefore neither 

suffering nor death’, and thus in their stupidity they cut off from salvation the hope of our kyana; 

b) or (they say), that ‘even if he is from our kyana, he is not completely like us in all these (aspects) of 

kyana’. So these they (are):  

 some of them blaspheme that the body of our Lord is without soul;  

 and others, without mind;  

 and others, without kyana;  

 and others, without qnoma;  

 and others, while they confess that he had received all these, say nevertheless that he was not 

recognized by these, and was ‘absorbed in the divinity’ and perhaps did not even exist.  

With all this they cut off the hope of our nature from the salvation God made for us, […].
115

  

 

Ishoʿyahb III devoted most of the last part of this (unfinished) letter to the consequences of 

the rejection of the two qnome doctrine: Theopaschism and loss of salvation. 

 

And those who confess the divinity of Christ without a real (ܫܪܝܪܐ) qnoma, and confess the humanity of 

Christ without a perfect qnoma, even reject the whole Gospel of Christ.
116

  

a) They attribute (ܣܝܡܿܝܢ ]...[ ܥܠ) the fantasy of ungodliness to the godly qnoma of Christ, through the 

suffering and death they blasphemously attribute to him.  

b) And they attribute the fantasy of non-humanity to the human qnoma of Christ, through disbelief in 

his human qnoma.
117

  

This way they even attribute both the capability of suffering and the mortality, which he endured in his hu-

man qnoma for our salvation, not to the qnoma of his humanity but to the qnoma of his divinity. For through 

disbelief they remove the sufferings in the human kyana from his kyana, and attribute them through a wicked 

belief to a kyana that is not his.
118

  

                                                 
114

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 286. ܚܫܐ ܒܝܕ: ܐܒܐ ܼܡܢ ܬܘܒ ܠܗ ܡܢܟܪܝܢ ܕܐܒܐ܆ ܗܘ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܒܪ ܐܿܡܪܝܢ ܟܕ ܐܘ 

 ܟܝܢܐ ܒܪ ܕܐܢ .ܡܢܗܘܢ ܡܬܟܢܫܐ ܓܝܪ ܐܢܢܩܐ. ܡܓܕܦܝܢ ܥܪܝܨܐܝܬ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܡܘܬܐ ܐܦ ܗܕܐ ܕܼܡܢ. ܥܠܘܗܝ ܕܡܓܕܦܝܢ ܘܡܘܬܐ

.ܕܩܘܕܫܐ ܪܘܚܐ ܘܐܦܐܠ. ܡܘܬܐ ܼܡܢ ܡܚܪܪ ܐܒܐ ܐܦܐܠ: ܡܝܬ ܕܐܒܐ  
115

 It is remarkable that Ishoʿyahb III did not include ‘will’ in this list. 
116

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 287. ܘܐܦ ܿܗܢܘܢ ܕܝܢ ܐܝܠܝܢ ܕܒܐܠܗܘܬܗ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܠܘ ܒܩܢܘܡܐ ܫܪܝܪܐ ܿܡܘܕܝܢ:  
 ܘܒܐܢܫܘܬܗ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܠܘ ܒܩܢܘܡܐ ܡܫܠܡܢܐ ܿܡܘܕܝܢ: ܠܟܠܗ ܐܘܢܓܠܝܘܢ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܡܣܠܝܢ.
117

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 287 

.ܐܢܫܝܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ ܬܘܕܝܬܐ ܐܠ ܒܝܕ: ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܐܢܫܝܐ 21ܩܢܘܡܗ ܥܠ ܿܣܝܡܝܢ ܐܢܫܘܬܐ ܕܐܠ ܬܘܒ ܘܦܢܛܣܝܣ 20   

Already Ephrem had argued that a qnoma denotes a true existence and that something without a qnoma is 

therefore not true. A similar line of thought was followed by Nestorius, see section 1.2.2 and 1.5.3.  
118

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 287. 
 ܩܢܘܡܐ ܥܠ ܠܘ ܼܗܢܘܢ :ܕܝܠܢ ܦܘܪܩܢܐ ܡܛܠ ܐܢܝܢ ܣܼܒܠ ܐܢܫܝܐ ܕܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܗܠܝܢ ܘܠܡܝܘܬܘܬܐ܆ ܠܚܫܘܫܘܬܐ ܐܦ ܬܘܒ ܘܗܟܢܐ 

. ܬܘܕܝܬܐ ܒܐܠ ܡܪܝܡܝܢ ܐܢܘܢ ܕܝܠܗ ܟܝܢܐ ܼܡܢ: ܐܢܫܝܐ ܢܐܕܒܟܝ ܓܝܪ ̈ܫܐܠܚ .ܠܗܝܢ ܿܣܝܡܝܢ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܗ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܥܠ ܐܐܠ: ܕܐܢܫܘܬܗ

 .ܒܝܫܬܐ ܒܬܘܕܝܬܐ ܿܣܝܡܝܢ ܐܢܘܢ ܕܝܠܗ ܕܠܘ ܟܝܢܐ ܘܥܠ
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The immortality that is given to our kyana through the principal part of us (Jesus Christ), they withdraw from 

our kyana (acting) like enemies of our kyana. If our death in Christ our Lord was not by qnoma part of our 

kyana ( ܕܝܠܢ ܟܝܢܐ ܒܪ ܒܩܢܘܡܐ ܠܘ ܐܢܕܝܢ ), then there is for our kyana also no participation in the immortality of 

Christ our Lord, (that is) the hope of immortality
119

 These false Christians deprive us of the hope for resurrec-

tion and immortality, and even attribute a fantastic, erroneous opinion to the whole Gospel.
120

 

 

In this last letter, Ishoʿyahb III clearly expressed that it was an error not to acknowledge the 

divinity of Christ. Although this was already an old criticism, it also could be interpreted as 

straightforward criticism of Islamic theology, something which Ishoʿyahb III seems to have 

avoided so far. It is not sure to what extent this contradicts the earlier findings or can be ex-

plained by being written at a time when he might no longer have had much to lose. 

 When discussing the second and opposite group, which claimed that Christ is God and not 

human, Ishoʿyahb III referred twice to people who used the phrase ‘son of the nature of the 

Father’ (ܒܪ ܟܝܢܐ ܗܘ ܕܐܒܐ). He accused such people of Theopaschism. He further stated that 

Christ had a divine nature and qnoma, but emphasized that it was his human part that was 

accountable for his suffering and death.  

 Ishoʿyahb III used the expression bar kyana a third and last time in this letter, but then in 

relation to the human nature. In a difficult to understand sentence, he considered it a prerequi-

site for salvation that ‘our death in our Lord Jesus Christ’ was by qnoma part (‘son’) of our 

nature (ܒܪ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܝܠܢ), as it was connected with our immortality.
121

 Another letter of Ishoʿyahb 

III, sent to comfort an unnamed believer, probably explains what he meant by ‘our death in 

our Lord Jesus Christ’. Ishoʿyahb III stated that death is the entrance to a better life and is a 

kind of birth, which brings silence and peace. Concerning the deceased, God will give rest in 

the haven of the Saints to the believer who ‘girds himself faithfully when he is clothed in the 

garment that is put on the sons because of the mystical baptism (ܥܡܕܐ ܐܪܙܢܝܐ), and on Judg-

ment’s Day he will purify him in his mercy from all the blemishes in the human nature’ and 

he will be in heaven.
122

 

                                                 
119

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, pp. 287-88. 
ܢ: ܐܢܕܝܢ ܠܘ ܒܩܢܘܡܐ ܒܪ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܝܠܒܐ ܕܟܝܢܢ. ܡܿܒܛܠܝܢ ܠܗ ܼܡܢ ܟܝܢܢ ܐܝܟ ܒܥܠܕܒ̈  ܘܠܐܠ ܡܝܘܬܘܬܐ ܕܐܬܝܗܒܬ ܠܟܝܢܢ ܒܝܕ ܪܫܝܬܐ ܕܡܢܢ܇ 

ܡܪܐ ܕܝܠܢ: ܐܝܬ ܠܟܝܢܢ ܫܘܬܦܘܬܐ ܣܒܪܐ ܕܐܠ  [288] ܗܘܐ ܡܘܬܐ ܕܝܠܢ ܒܡܫܝܚܐ ܡܪܐ ܕܝܠܢ ܐܦܐܠ ܒܐܠ ܡܝܘܬܘܬܗ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ
 ܡܝܘܬܘܬܐ.

120
 According to Ishoʿyahb III, the whole Gospel (ܐܘܢܓܠܝܘܢ, evangelion) consisted of Matthew, Marc, Luke, 

John and most of all Paul. 
121

 The end of the extant manuscripts of C-22 consists of a quotation from the first verses from John 1, but the 

rest of the text is missing. The version kept in Paris contains a slightly longer quotation of this passage. Duval 

(ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 288. 
122

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-25, pp. 194-96. 
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 Soteriology thus seems to have played a major role in Ishoʿyahb III’s defence of the two 

qnome. Only through the human qnoma of Christ, Christians could be saved and could they 

participate ‘in the hope of resurrection because of the participation in the prime resurrection’. 

The soteriological necessity of Christ having a human nature which experiences suffering and 

death belonged to Antiochene Christology and may have fostered the acknowledgment of the 

two qnome in Christ by the Church of the East.  

 

4.3.4. The Life of Ishoʿsabran and its Christology  

The incomplete manuscript in which the hagiography of Ishoʿsabran is preserved shows that it 

was ascribed to ‘Ishoʿyahb of Adiabene, Catholicos Patriarch of the East’. This probably is 

correct. Ishoʿyahb III wrote the history of this popular Persian martyr for the brothers of Bet 

Abe. Ishoʿsabran was a Persian from Adiabene who had converted to Christianity and was 

therefore killed c.620-21 after fifteen years of imprisonment in Arbela. His relics were kept in 

this town in a new church which became famous. It is not known when Ishoʿyahb III wrote this 

hagiography. Chabot doubts Ishoʿyahb III could have done it when he was Catholicos, because 

by that time he was in conflict with Bet Abe, and Chabot opts therefore for the period during 

which Ishoʿyahb III was metropolitan of Adiabene, residing in Arbela.
123

 The fact, however, 

that Ishoʿyahb III spent his last years in Bet Abe allows a later date. Moreover, the possibility 

is not to be excluded that Ishoʿyahb III wrote it already when he was bishop. This might be of 

interest, as some names in the Life of Ishoʿsabran also occur in letters of that period. It would 

add something to our understanding if these persons were the same as their namesakes in 

Ishoʿyahb III’s letters. 

One name is Ishoʿzeka, which also appears in a letter to the monks of Bet Abe (E-18) con-

cerning the contested succession of Jacob, its founder. This letter was written after the death of 

the monastery’s founder Jacob, when Ishoʿyahb III seems to have become bishop recently, as 

he wondered why they did not consult him on the succession of the late Jacob, now that he was 

bishop.
124

 The Life of Ishoʿsabran describes Ishoʿzeka as the holy monk who had known 

Ishoʿsabran from his conversion to his death and had assisted Ishoʿyahb III in writing this bi-

ography. Later we learn that it also was Ishoʿzeka, the young son of the local village priest, 

who taught Ishoʿsabran how to read scripture after the latter had returned home from exile 

where he had lived an ascetic life. Now Ishoʿsabran wanted to become a martyr by provoking 

                                                 
123

 The biography of Ishoʿsabran has been preserved in one manuscript, Vat. Syr. 161. Chabot, ‘Histoire de 

Jésus-Sabran’, pp. 488-89, 494 and 500-504.  
124

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-18, pp. 30-31. 
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the ‘Magians’ through the discussion of Scripture.
125

 As he only knew the prayer Our Father, 

he needed to study more.
126

 Ishoʿzeka taught Ishoʿsabran in the correct order of Christian 

learning: one started with the learning the letters (of the alphabet) and their pronunciation; next 

the Psalms were repeated and gradually all scriptures were read, followed by their interpreta-

tion. A small detail in the learning process was the specific way of memorizing. Ishoʿsabran 

was not used to the transmission of written religious knowledge, as Zoroastrians transmitted 

this orally and he ‘was accustomed to take from the mouth the murmuring of Magianism’.
127

 

Ishoʿzeka then taught him orally as well, and Ishoʿsabran repeated while working hard and 

‘moving his neck like the Magi do’, but was instructed to do it at peace and only with his 

mouth.
128

  

The other name that figures both in the Life of Ishoʿsabran and in a letter is that of Shabor. 

Ishoʿyahb III informed his catholicos in E-24 about the festive rehabilitation of a Shabor and 

Ishoʿyahb III seemed to connect this with an improved situation of the Church.
129

 The return of 

Shabor to the Church of the East might have had a great impact, as he might have belonged to 

a powerful Persian aristocratic family which had many members bearing this name and which 

had been involved earlier in supporting Khosrau against Hormizd and in 634 fought the Ar-

abs.
130

 Although there were many apostates with the name Shabor, Fiey suggests that he might 

have been the same as the heretic ‘of the house of the Severians’ (ܕܫܒܘܪ ܝܪܬܐ ܕܒܝܬ ܣܘ̈ܖܐ) and 

the ‘apostate of the village of Bet Kudid’ (ܟܦܘܪܐ ܗܿܘ ܕܼܡܢ ܒܝܬ ܟܿܘܕܝܕ). He further suggests that the 

missing end of the hagiography might have contained the conversion of Shabor.
131 

This Shabor 

would have tried to influence the theologically unlearned Ishoʿsabran who was ‘pure by the 

spiritual engravings of the (Nestorians?) and was magnificently united with the rays of ortho-

doxy’.
132

  

The Christology in this biography is not elaborated. The term qnoma appears nine times, 

but hardly in a Christological context. This can be seen in the following table in which the oc-

currences are listed according to the pages in Chabot’s edition and an accompanying fragment 

is given.  

                                                 
125

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Preface, p. 505 and Chapter 4, pp. 524-25. 
126

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Chapter 3, p. 521. 
127

 Persian for ‘murmuring’ is ‘zamzama’. Morony, Iraq after the Muslim Conquest, p. 284. 
128

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Chapter 4, p. 525; Becker, Beginning of Wisdom, p. 206. 
129

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, pp. 45-46. 
130

 Nöldeke, ‘Die syrische Chronik’, pp. 8-9. 
131

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Chapter 17 and 19, pp. 571 and 578; Fiey, ‘Īšō‘yaw le Grand’, p. 330. 
132

ܝܩܐ ܗܼܘܬ ܓܝܪ ܒ̈ܓܠܦܐ ̈ܖܘܚܢܝܐ ܕܒܝܬ... ܘܪܘܪܒܐܝܬ ܡܬܚܝܕܐ ܗܘܬ ܒܙܠ̈ܝܩܐ ܕܐܪܬܕܘܟܣܝܐ܆ܡܪ    Actually, there is a lacuna in 

the text, and the name ‘Nestorian’ is not given here. Chabot comments that the name had been erased, and refer-

ring to p. 573, he suggests that one should read: ܒܝܬ ܢܣܛܘܪܝܣ. Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Chapter 17, pp. 

571 and 573.  
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Forms of qnoma in the biography of Ishoʿsabran  

P. Ch.   I/C/T/S 

 I-S  ܢܦܫܗ܇ ܕܓܢܒܪܘܬܐ ܘܒܥܘܫܢܐ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ ܒܚ̈ܫܐ ܗܘ ܕܟܕ    504

.ܕܙܟܘܬܐ ܢܝܫܐ ܒܙܩܝܦܼܗ  ܩܼܒܥ ܕܝܢ ܠܣ̈ܗܕܐ. ܕܓܡܝܪܘܬܐ ܕܘܒ̈ܖܐ [509ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ] ܚܘܝ ܿܡܢ ܠܚ̈ܝܐ ܟܕ   508  I 

.ܕܠܥܠܡ ܠܚ̈ܝܐ ܫܢܝ ܡܒܣܡܐ܆ ܕܒܡܫܚܐ ܐܝܟ ܕܩܢܘܡܗ ܒܕܡܐ ܡܨܿܒܥ ܘܟܕ   509  I 

. ܒܥܕܬܐ ܐܘܕܥ ܐܼܬܐ ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܼܗܼܘ  ܕܟ̈ܖܣܛܝܢܐ܆ ܥܝܕܐ ܐܝܟ ܪܿܗ ܠܡܩܒ ܿܫܒܩ ܐܠ ܟܒܪܕ ܗܼܘܐ ܩܿܢܛ ܟܠܢܫ ܘܟܕ 1 513  I 

ܼܥܸܪܗ ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܼܗܼܘ : ܒܐܝܕ̈ܘܗܝ ܐܬܬܸ  ܐܠܘ ܠܡܼܣܥܪ ܗܼܘܐ ܿܨܒܐ ܛܘܒܢܐ  2 520  I  .ܡܪܝܪܐ ܩܣܛܘܢܪܐ ܐܝܟ ܼܣܿ

. ܕܡܘܬܐ ܚܘܣܪܢܐ ܠܩܢܘܡܗ ܘܐܬܬܓܪ 8 534  S 

. ܕܩܢܘܡ̈ܝܗܘܢ ܝܘܬܪܢܐ ܗܼܘܐ ܥܿܐܠ ܕܒܥܩܒܿܗ  ܗܝܿ  10 542  I-S  

ܐܬܐܡܪܸܬ܆ ܫܠܝܚܐ ܛܘܒܢܐ ܕܼܡܢ ܠܗܝܿ : ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܓܡܪܿܗ  ܒܚܐܪܘܬܐ ܒܿܥ̈ܒܕܐ ܘܒܗܘܢ  15 565  S 

ܥܠ ܗܕܐ ܐܼܡܪ ܠܟ܇ :ܒܘܠܒܠ ܕܕܐܠ ܕܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ ܘܒܚܕܝܘܬܐ  17 572   C 

 

In most instances, qnoma signals an individual. Some occurrences of qnoma seem to be asso-

ciated with the soul and its purification and salvation and should therefore preferably not be 

translated, in order to show that the ascetic work on the substance of the soul is implied. A 

short discussion of each occurrence might explain this. Only the last instance refers to Chris-

tology. 

 In the introduction, which described Ishoʿsabran’s ascetic practices and his fight for the 

truth, it is expressed that he endured the torments of nature for many years by the ‘sufferings of 

his qnoma and the strength of his soul’.
133

 Some pages later he is presented as an example for 

all Christians who want to reach the righteous life by the exertion of labour. Ishoʿyahb III dis-

tinguished here between two groups: for salvation Ishoʿsabran ‘showed the practices of perfec-

tion in his very qnoma’, and ‘for the martyrs he impressed the sign (ܢܝܫܐ) of victory by his 

cross’. This is concluded by the remark that ‘when he was immersed in his own blood (  ܒܕܡܐ

.’as with sweet oil, he went to eternal life (ܕܩܢܘܡܗ
134

 In the latter instances, qnoma seems to be 

rendered best with ‘person’ and ‘own’. Qnoma also seems to indicate the person in the first 

chapter, where it is reported that when Ishoʿsabran had openly converted from Zoroastrianism 

to East Syrian Christianity, he became by his person (qnoma) an example (ܐܼܬܐ) in the 

Church.
135

 His brother, however, did not agree with him and contrived his imprisonment.  

 Chapter 2 describes how Ishoʿsabran confessed the real God during his interrogation by the 

judge. Here also appeared the powerful Yazdin, the ‘head of the believers’, who had the au-

thority to set him free. The brother of Ishoʿsabran received his just punishment and died by an 

                                                 
133

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Preface, p. 504. 
134

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Preface, pp. 508-509. 
135

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Chapter 1, p. 513. 
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accident in which he injured himself: ‘he himself (ܒܩܢܘܡܗ) did this’.
136

 Later, Ishoʿsabran is 

interrogated again and Chapter 8 includes the account of his confession and the subsequent 

imprisonment in Arbela. Ishoʿsabran ended his confession by warning that someone who de-

nied this faith ‘has acquired the sentence of death for his qnoma.’
137

 As Ishoʿsabran is talking 

to judges of this world and refers to God, the sentence of death for the qnoma seems here to 

imply the perdition of the soul.  

 The story continues with a description of his life in prison. Ishoʿsabran voluntarily reduced 

eating, drinking and sleeping to the bare minimum, and at night he recited the psalms, hymns 

and made prostrations. Many people came to see his hardships and his demonstration of faith 

which was for their instruction and ‘benefit of their qnoma.’
138

 Here, ‘their qnoma’ might be 

translated as ‘themselves’, but could also refer to their souls. Chapter 15 gives an account of 

how numerous monks came to visit him to be encouraged by his works and how Ishoʿsabran, 

who was put in heavy chains, insisted on staying in them even when his limbs were paralysed. 

He did many other mortifying exercises and treated his body as if it could not suffer. By those 

works, Ishoʿsabran ‘made perfect with the free will in his qnoma that, which the blessed Apos-

tle said: “Therefore I rejoice in weaknesses, insult, hardships, persecutions, and calamities for 

the sake of Christ”’.
139

 As the free will is part of the human soul, qnoma seems to be interpret-

ed in that context here as well.  

 The last time qnoma occurs is the most complicated one. It appears in the account of the 

discussion between Ishoʿsabran and Shabor on the Trinity. The confrontation with Shabor of-

fers a view on some ideas current at that time. Chabot does not translate these but summarizes 

them as ‘passages curieux au point de vue de l’exposé des doctrines nestorienne et monophy-

site’.
140

 The chapter starts with an enumeration of its main points: the kind of diligence 

Ishoʿsabran had for ‘the exactness of the true belief of orthodoxy’ (  ܕܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ ܚܬܝܬܘܬܐ ܥܠ

ܕܐܪܬܕܘܟܣܝܐ ܫܪܝܪܬܐ ).
141

 The qualities of Ishoʿsabran are praised. He was not very educated in 

the divine books and the teaching of the saints, but in ‘the light of the spiritual understanding 

                                                 
136

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Chapter 2, p. 520. 
137

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Chapter 8, p. 534.  
138

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Chapter 10, p. 542. 
139

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, pp. 496-97 and Chapter 15, p. 565. 
  ܛܠ ܗܢܐ ܠܡ ܿܚܕܐ ܐܢܐ ܒܟܘܪܗܢܐ. ܒܨܥܪܐ. ܒܐ̈ܘܠܨܢܐ. ܒ̈ܖܕܘܦܝܐ. ܒܚܒ̈ܘܫܝܐ ܕܥܠ ܐܦ̈ܝ ܡܫܝܚܐ.ܕܡ 

This is a fairly accurate version of 2 Cor. 12:10, which follows Paul’s statement that the tormenting thorn in his 

flesh was given, because ‘power is made perfect in weakness’. 
140

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, p. 498. 
141

 This description reminds one of Sahdona’s treatise: ‘about the true faith and the sound profession of ortho-

doxy’ ( ܕܐܪܬܕܘܟܣܝܐ ܚܠܝܡܬܐ ܝܬܐܕܘܬܘ ܫܪܝܪܬܐ ܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ ܥܠ ). 
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the true exactness of belief shone greatly’. He further rejected corruptions of his mind, such as 

by Shabor.  

 Ishoʿyahb III recorded how ‘in our times’ Shabor visited Ishoʿsabran in prison ‘when the 

impiety of his heresy was not clear to everyone yet’, and that everyone else was sent outside. 

Once in private, Shabor asked him whether he had heard anything about his belief that was 

displeasing. Ishoʿsabran first did not want to enter into such a discussion as he himself was not 

knowledgeable in these things, but then Shabor explained his belief in the Trinity. In his ex-

planation he used metaphors we have not seen in the former chapters. 

 

I do not add to the worship of the three ‘fingers’ (ܨܒ̈ܥܬܐ), which are from one body (ܓܘܫܡܐ), a signet ring 

 which (is) on one of them and is from another nature. But I throw the signet ring away as alien and I ,(ܥܙܩܬܐ)

honour the three ‘fingers’ as of one nature in one worship. This is the worshipped Trinity.
142

 

 

When Ishoʿsabran told his pupil, who was better informed in theology,
143

 about this conversa-

tion, the latter recognized the teaching behind Shabor’s words and interpreted it as the denial 

of the assumption of the human nature in Christ: 

 

Do you not know what this is? This now is the denial of the assumption of our nature.  

For this of ‘fingers and signet ring’ he told you, is the word of one of the Fathers, which used it as in an ex-

ample (ܐܝܟ ܕܒܬܚܘܝܬܐ). Just as a signet ring ‘that was put on one of the fingers’ is honoured together with 

the body (ܓܘܫܡܐ) although it is not part of it (sc. this body) by nature, likewise also the humanity of our 

lord is honoured and worshipped with God the Word who puts it on, although it belongs to us by nature. That 

insane one, who denied the assumption of our humanity and the union of the qnome without confusion, for 

that reason said to you: ‘I throw the signet ring away, and I worship the three fingers’.
144

 

 

Ishoʿyahb III further narrated that Ishoʿsabran was shocked by this and refused to meet anyone 

else who sympathized with Shabor, such as ‘Nestorians who lived in Adiabene in the name of 

the monastic life’.
145

 This fragment informs us that Shabor’s ideas had been accepted for a 

                                                 
142

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Chapter 17, p. 572. 
. ܐܚܪܢܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܼܡܢ ܕܐܝܬܝܿܗ  ܡܢܗܝܢ ܕܒܚܕܐ ܠܥܙܩܬܐ ܓܘܫܡܐ܇ ܚܕ ܡܢ ܕܐܝܬܝܗܝܢ ܨܒ̈ܥܬܐ ܕܬܠܬ ܒܣܓܕܬܐ ܐܢܐ ܡܫܘܬܦ ܓܝܪ ܐܠ 

 ܕܐܝܬܝܿܗ  ܗܝܿ . ܐܢܐ ܡܝܩܪ ܣܓܕܬܐ ܒܚܕܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܕܠܚܕ ܐܝܟ ܨܒ̈ܥܬܐ ܘܠܬܠܬ :ܐܢܐ ܫܿܕܐ ܠܗܠ ܕܠܢܘܟܪܝܬܐ܆ ܐܝܟ ܠܥܙܩܬܐ ܐܐܠ
  .ܣܓܝܕܬܐ ܬܠܝܬܝܘܬܐ

143
 The name of this pupil is not given here, but Ishoʿyahb III probably referred to Ishoʿzeka. 

144
 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Chapter 17, p. 572. 

ܐܠ ܿܝܕܥ ܐܢܬ ܡܢܐ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܗܕܐ܆ ܟܦܘܪܝܐ ܓܝܪ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܕܒܢܣܝܒܘܬܗ ܕܟܝܢܢ.  ܿܗܝ ܗܟܝܠ ܕܨ̈ܒܥܬܐ ܘܥܙܩܬܐ ܕܐܼܡܪ ܠܟ: ܡܠܬܐ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ  
ܡܬܚܫܚ ܒܿܗ ܐܝܟ ܕܒܬܚܘܝܬܐ. ܕܐܝܟ ܙܢܐ ܠܼܡ ܕܥܙܩܬܐ ܕܣܝܡܐ ܒܚܕܐ ܼܡܢ ܨܒ̈ܥܬܐ ܡܬܝܩܪܐ ܥܡܗ ܥܡ ܕܚܕ ܼܡܢ ܐܒ̈ܗܬܐ܇ ܕ

ܓܘܫܡܐ ܟܕ ܠܘ ܡܢܗ ܗܼܝ ܒܟܝܢܐ. ܗܟܢܐ ܐܦ ܐܢܫܘܬܗ ܕܡܪܢ܇ ܡܬܝܩܪܐ ܘܡܣܬܓܕܐ ܥܡ ܐܠܗܐ ܡܠܬܐ ܕܠܒܫܿܗ܆ ܟܕ ܡܢܢ ܗܝ ܒܟܝܢܐ. 
ܪ ܠܟ܇ ܕܿܫܕܐ ܐܢܐ ܠܗ ܠܥܙܩܬܐ ܠܗܠ܇ ܗܿܘ ܕܝܢ ܫܢܝܐ ܒܕܟܦܪ ܒܢܣܝܒܘܬܐ ܕܐܢܫܘܬܢ܇ ܘܒܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܩܢ̈ܘܡܐ ܕܕܐܠ ܒܘܠܒܠ: ܥܠ ܗܕܐ ܐܼܡ 

 ܘܿܣܓܕ ܐܢܐ ܠܬܠܬ ܨܒ̈ܥܢ.
145

 Chabot, ‘Histoire de Jésus-Sabran’, Chapter 17, pp. 571-73, quotation esp. p. 573. 
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while and that according to Ishoʿyahb III even a holy and orthodox man was not immediately 

aware of the heresies it contained, but that some Nestorian monks in Adiabene continued to 

accept them. It is not clear whether the term ‘Nestorians’ is used here pejoratively or not.
146

 

 The Christology in this text is not easy to follow. Unfortunately, the pupil did not say which 

Father Shabor might have referred to. His explanation of Shabor’s Christology starts with the 

Trinity and then moves over to Christology whereby it seems that the ‘union of the qnome’ 

implies Christology. The three parts of the Trinity are called ‘fingers’ of which one puts on 

 a ring. Although the metaphor of God the Word ‘putting on’ man, as used in the pupil’s (ܠܒܫ)

explanation, is familiar in the Church of the East, it would not allow the view that the human 

part could be thrown away, since the human nature would form an insoluble union with God 

the Word. The pupil could therefore say that Shabor was insane. The addition ‘without confu-

sion’ to the ‘union of the qnome’ seems to indicate that the pupil recognized a strict form of 

Miaphysitism that would emphasize the whole divine Trinity and denied the human nature in 

Christ. However, in this account Shabor did not explicitly mention the one qnoma in Christ 

and merely stated that he only worshipped the Trinity. The fact that Christ’s humanity was 

compared here to a signet ring which represented the authority of the owner when his face or 

symbol is pressed into wax or gold reminds one of the metaphors used in the School of Nisibis 

and by Babai, is an indication that such images might have been rather common.  

 

4.3.5. Indications for adaptations in themes and terminology? 

Generally Ishoʿyahb III defended the doctrine of two kyane - two qnome - one parsopa. In this 

formula, the two kyane indicated the divine and the human nature of Christ, while the two 

qnome (qnoma being the individual nature which is stable) in Christ were essential for explain-

ing that Christ had a divine and a human nature with distinct properties. The two qnome were 

also necessary in Ishoʿyahb III’s soteriology, according to which human beings could only 

partake in Christ’s immortality through his human qnoma. A denial of two qnome would there-

fore lead to the loss of salvation. 

 As most of his letters were written during times of war and conflicts, when letters could be 

intercepted, Ishoʿyahb III had to be careful about what he wrote and cautiously omit infor-

mation that could be used against him or others. The letters could have a very personal charac-

ter, but especially those written as Catholicos could be meant for a wider audience. These fac-

                                                                                                                                                         
 ܕܝܚܝܕܝܘܬܐ. ܒܫܡܐ ܒܚܕܝܒ ܕܿܥܡܪܝܢ ܢܣܛܘܪܝܣ ܕܒܝܬ 

146
 Here on p. 573, the context is negative, but on p. 571 the term ‘Nestorians’ was used in a very positive sense. 

However, as we have discussed in note 132, the term does not appear there in the manuscript, but—referring to p. 

573—has been suggested by Chabot in order to fill a lacuna.  
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tors influenced the information given, but still provide useful material for some further analysis. 

This, however, hardly applies to his earlier letters in which he barely discussed Christology. 

 The earlier letters show Ishoʿyahb III’s strong antipathies against Miaphysitism which un-

dermined the position of the Church of the East considerably, but he started to elaborate this 

dogmatically in his metropolitan letters concerning Sahdona. Since Sahdona propagated one 

qnoma, Ishoʿyahb III aligned him with the Miaphysites. During the conflicts with those in Nis-

ibis who might have allied with Sahdona and whom he accused of having Chalcedonian sym-

pathies while they in turn condemned him, Ishoʿyahb III clearly professed the two-qnome 

Christology once more.  

 When Maremmeh was Catholicos (646-649/50), Ishoʿyahb III seems to have reacted only 

once to the virulent discussions in the Byzantine Empire on the number of will and energy in 

Christ. In a Christological context, Ishoʿyahb III mentioned ‘energy’ (or ‘energies’) only in 

letter M-30, but did not explicitly mention will(s). He wrote that Cyril was the founder of doc-

trine of one qnoma, property (ܕܝܠܝܕܘܬܐ) and energy (ܡܥܒܕܢܘܬܐ) in Christ.
147

 Ishoʿyahb III fur-

ther approvingly stated that by now the ‘great Rome’ and other areas supported the doctrine of 

two qnome, two energies and properties of Christ. He may have been informed about the grow-

ing opposition against the more Miaphysite direction promoted in the Byzantine Empire, 

which officially was expressed in 641 at a synod in Rome. He also may have been aware of the 

prolonged preparations there for the Synod of 649, when the Roman pope Martin I emphasized 

the dual nature of Christ with the resulting two energies and wills. It is not sure whether this 

later synod had taken place when Metropolitan Ishoʿyahb III wrote this letter. In any case, 

Ishoʿyahb III either ignored the mentioning of wills or hinted covertly to ‘one will’. 

 Ishoʿyahb III also defended the two-qnome Christology strongly during his catholicate 

when the Church of the East in Nisibis was mainly in conflict with Miaphysites. In his argu-

mentation, he could further apply Aristotelian logic to Christology or to other topics, if pro-

voked by his opponents.  

 The above description is taken mainly from his explicit statements. Some more implicit 

indications might be drawn from his nomenclature for Christ, especially considering his rela-

tion to God. The themes being used, or avoided, can provide additional information. Apart 

from the continuous rejection of Miaphysitism, it would be interesting to see whether there is 

some adjustment towards Byzantines or Muslims discernible.  

                                                 
147

 Ishoʿyahb III’s description of Cyril’s doctrine does not contain nature, but qnoma instead. This seems to indi-

cate that Ishoʿyahb III actually equated qnoma and nature as he also had suggested in his letter to Sahdona. See 

on the interpretation of ܕܝܠܝܕܘܬܐ as ‘property’, section 4.1. 
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 The name ‘Christ’ occurs about 107 times. Throughout his letters, it occurs about 18 times 

in connection with the name Jesus (Ishoʿ), often expressed as ‘our Lord Jesus Christ’.
148

 In 

several variations, Christ is named in the same breath as God. About 14 times Ishoʿyahb III 

spoke of Christ as ‘our (merciful and good) God’.
149

 Letters E-26 and M-3, which are written 

to monks, have a similar opening: ‘to the God-loving brothers’, who are ‘offering the sacrifice 

of the ascetic life to God who is above all, in our Lord Jesus Christ’.
150

 Here, however, it 

seems that he followed Pauline language, seeing Christ as a kind of mediator.  

 Elsewhere he seems to identify Christ and God more clearly. As we have seen above, this is 

explicitly stated in M-6: ‘the one adorable and glorious parsopa of our Lord Jesus Christ who 

is God over all’.
151

 In M-30 he argued how ‘even our God and our Lord Jesus Christ’ drove 

Sahdona away from ‘the politeia of our living place’ (ܦܘܠܘܛܝܐ ܕܬܘܬܒܘܬܢ).
152

 The other in-

stances appear in the letters he wrote while he was Catholicos. In C-3, he spoke of the spirit of 

Christ, ‘the hope of our life and the origin of our salvation and the Lord of our glory and our 

adorable God’, expressing his hope that this might live in the people he was writing to.
153

 In C-

13, which was written to people in Jerusalem, Ishoʿyahb III spoke again of ‘God above all’, 

moreover seeming to identify him with Christ: ‘in our Lord Jesus Christ, God above all’.
154

 

This also applies to the other letters. C-18 gives ‘to inherit eternal life in our Lord Jesus Christ: 

head of our life and Lord of our Glory, venerated God’.
155

  

 In C-20 and C-22, he spoke in an almost identical way of ‘our Lord Jesus Christ, Lord of 

glory, (and) our venerated God and our King full of mercy’.
156

 In C-22, finally, he clearly stat-

ed that Christ is both truly God and truly human, but also that he is ‘the power of God and the 

wisdom of God’. Thus, even in Islamic times, although incidentally, and it might be differently 

interpreted, Ishoʿyahb III could speak of Christ as God and even as ‘God above all’.  

 Similar expressions concerning God’s transcendence and omnipotence appear in other let-

ters. The most well-known is E-48, because of its reference to the Islamic rejection of The-

                                                 
148

 For instance Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-20, p. 33. ܒܘܬܗ ܘܒ̈ܖܚܡܘܗܝ ܕܡܪܢ ܝܫܘܥ ܡܫܝܚܐܝܒܛ.   
149

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-6, p. 8; E-28, p. 55; M-3, p. 120; M-9, p. 142; M-30, p. 210; C-3, p. 225; 

C-6, p. 236; C-10, p. 242; C-14, p. 254 ܘܛܒܐ. ܐܠܗܢ ܡܪܚܡܢܐ ; C-20, p. 276; C-22, pp. 283, 284 and 288.  
150

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-26, pp. 47-48; M-3, p. 111.  
ܐܠܠܗܐ ܕܥܠ ܟܠ ܡܿܩܪܒܝܢ ܒܡܪܢ ܝܫܘܥ ܡܫܝܚܐ. ܕܒܚܬܐ ܕܕܘܒ̈ܖܐ ܡܝܬ̈ܖܐ]...[ ܠ̈ܖܚܡܝ ܐܠܗܐ ܐ̈ܚܐ   

151
 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-6, pp. 124-25.  

152
 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-30, p. 210. 

153
 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-3, p. 225. 

ܣܓܝܕܐ. ܘܐܠܗܢ ܕܬܫܒܘܚܬܢ ܘܡܪܐ: ܕܦܘܪܩܢܢ ܘܪܫܝܬܐ ܕܚ̈ܝܝܢ  ܣܒܪܐ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܪܘܚܗ ܢ ܒܟܘ ܕܬܥܡܪ  
154

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-13, p. 245. ܟܠ ܕܥܠ ܐܠܗܐ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܝܫܘܥ ܒܡܪܢ.  
155

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-18, p. 266.  

.ܣܓܝܕܐ ܐܠܗܐ ܕܬܫܒܘܚܬܢ ܘܡܪܐ ܕܚ̈ܝܝܢ ܪܫܐ: ܡܫܝܚܐ ܝܫܘܥ ܡܪܢ ܒܝܕ ܕܠܥܠܡ ܚ̈ܝܐ ܠܡܐܪܬ  
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 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-20, p. 276; C-22, p. 284. 

:ܚܡܐ̈ܖ ܡܐܠ ܘܡܠܟܢ ܣܓܝܕܐ ܐܠܗܢ: ܕܬܫܒܘܚܬܐ ܡܪܐ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܝܫܘܥ ܕܡܪܢ   
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opaschism. Twice the expression ‘God the Lord of All’ (ܐܠܗܐ ܡܪܟܠ) appears and once ‘God 

almighty’ (ܐܠܗܐ ܐܚܝܕ ܟܠ).
157

 Ishoʿyahb III explained in M-6 how Christ could be perceived 

as both human and as God: the eyes see Christ as human, but the mind sees him as God Al-

mighty.
158

 A variant expression was ‘God above all’ (ܐܠܗܐ ܥܠ ܟܠ), which we just saw ap-

pearing in E-26, M-3 and C-13. In M-23 the expression ‘almighty’ probably referred to the 

catholicos, but as we have discussed above, this also might refer to God as it seems to have 

concerned the debate on who were allowed to call God ‘God’ (Alaha).
159

  

 The nomenclature in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters thus hardly seems to permit firm conclusions 

concerning his adaptation to other parties the Church of the East dealt with. All the expres-

sions concerning the omnipotence of God appear from E-26 onwards. This might have had to 

do with increasing Islamic presence, but could also be explained by the fact that Ishoʿyahb III 

scarcely wrote on Christology before that time. During the early years of Islam, he made only 

one statement concerning their religion. This was their rejection of Theopaschism, which they 

shared with the Church of the East and which Ishoʿyahb III utilized in his conflicts with the 

Miaphysites.  

 It could be suggested that Ishoʿyahb III avoided specific names for Christ like ‘Son of 

God’ during these Islamic times, and rather used ‘Son of Mary’, ‘the Word of God’ or ‘serv-

ant’ as they appear in the Qurʾan.
160

  

 An analysis of his letters shows that Ishoʿyahb III did not use the expression ‘Son of God’, 

although a biblical quotation in M-15 might have been a hint at this. After he had encouraged 

Abbot Abraham to guard the unity in his monastery and to strive for spiritual love, he partly 

quoted Eph. 4:13 that spoke of ‘the fullness of Christ’. He may have hinted here at the preced-

ing part: ‘until we all attain to the unity of the faith, and of the knowledge of the Son of 

God’.
161

 Ishoʿyahb III used the expression ‘sons of God’ in two earlier letters (E-6 and E-26) 

while referring to believers, probably monks. E-26 may already have been written during the 

first invasions, but this probably still was a generally acceptable expression for people consid-
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 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, E-48, pp. 95-97. 
158

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-6, p. 125; C-1, p. 219. ܟܠ ܐܚܝܕ ܐܠܗܐ ܕܝܢ ܠܪܥܝܢܐ. ܒܪܢܫܐ ܢܬܚܙܐ ܿܡܢ ܠܥ̈ܝܢܐ .

.ܠܗ ܢܘܕܐ ܠܫܢ ܘܟܠ. ܬܟܘܦ ܒܪܘܟ ܘܟܠ .ܐܠܠܗܐ ܢܫܬܘܕܥ ܟܠ ܐܠܗܝܐ ܨܠܡܐ ܘܒܚܕܢܝܘܬ  
159

 Duval (trans.), Liber Epistularum, M-23, p. 134; C-18, p. 190 (cf. ed. idem, pp. 182 and 262). See for further 

discussion on M-23, section 3.8.  
160

 Cf. Palmer, review of Muslime und Araber, p. 185. 
161

 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-15, p. 161. 

.ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܕܫܘܡܠܝܗ ܡܫܡܠܝܬܐ ܕܩܘܡܬܐ 27:ܓܡܝܪܬܐ ܠܡܫܘܚܬܐ ܬܬܪܒܘܢ ܕܒܿܗ    

Eph. 4:13: Peshitta: ܳܡܐ ݁ܰ ܢ ܥܕ 
݁ܰ
ܠ ܐ ܿܕܼܟܼܽ ܕܼ  ܢ ܗܘ  ܡ܂ ܚܰ݁

 
ܿܕ ܐ ܡ  ܳ

ܝܳܡܢܼܽܘܬ  ܐ ܿܒܗܰ݁ ܳ
ܥܬ  ݁ܰ ܝܕ  ܗ ܘܼܒܺ

 
ܼܒܪ ݁ܰ ܳܗܐ܃ ܕ 

ܳ
ܐܠ ݁ܰ ܕܼ  ܕ  ܐ ܘܚܰ݁

ܳ
ܼܒܪ ݁ܰ ܐ ܓ 

ܳ
ܐ ܿܓܺܡܝܪ ܳ

ܘܚܬ  ܡܫܼܽ ݁ܰ  ܒ 
ܐ ܳ

ܘܡܬ  ܗ ܿܕܩܰ݁ ܝ 
ܳ
ܘܡܠ ܡܺܫܝܳܚܐ܃ ܿܕܫܼܽ ݁ܰ ܕ    
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ered holy.
162

 Thereafter, Ishoʿyahb III may have avoided this expression. It is moreover re-

markable that Ishoʿyahb III hardly thematized the old accusation against the Church of the 

East of teaching two sons. He did so probably only in reaction to Sahdona when he indignant-

ly claimed that Sahdona accused the Church of the East of teaching two sons.
163

 Where Babai 

had still employed the distinction made by Theodore between the nature of the ‘Only-

Begotten’ (ܝܚܝܕܝܐ) and ‘First-Born’ (ܒܘܟܪܐ), Ishoʿyahb III did not use these terms in a Chris-

tological context at all. He further did not thematize the controversial question of whether or 

not God the Word ‘became’ man, as Babai had also continued to do. 

 The Sonship was mentioned only twice. In his letter to his supporters in Nisibis (M-9), 

Ishoʿyahb III had rejected the teaching of one qnoma, but approved of the doctrine of two 

natures and qnome in the one parsopa of the single Sonship of the Lord ( ܕܚܕܢܝܘܬ ܒܪܘܬܐ

.(ܡܪܢܝܬܐ
164

 In C-3, he stated that the human nature of Christ is created, but he did not mention 

the Sonship of the divine nature. This possibly may have been an adaptation to the Islamic 

rejection of Christ being born of God. Ishoʿyahb III’s formulation is rather opaque and might 

be an attempt to profess his Christological view without causing too much doubt on the side 

of the Islamic governors. The question whether Christ was created or begotten is not further 

touched upon. As we have seen in the discussion of his last letter (C-22), which sometimes is 

also rather ambiguous, Ishoʿyahb III did use the phrase ‘son of the nature of the Father’ ( ܒܪ

.twice in the traditional way, indicating that their natures were the same (ܟܝܢܐ ܗܘ ܕܐܒܐ
165

 

However, in explicit contrast to Islam, he now rejected the view that Christ is not God. 

 Ishoʿyahb III sometimes used the expression ‘Word of God’ referring to the Gospel and 

twice he used John’s ‘the Word was God’. In C-18, his letter to the people of Qatar, he 

warned those who despised the ‘word of our Lord’.
166

 It is, however, not clear whether he 

referred to the Gospel or to Christ. The same applies to M-15, where he spoke of ‘the Word of 

God, which is ministered by us’.
167

 Only in the hagiography he put the term ‘God the Word’ 

in the mouth of an apostate who also mentioned the Trinity. 

 It becomes clear from the above examples that Ishoʿyahb III hardly brought up Christ’s 

relation with the Father, the Son or Word and the Holy Spirit. It is moreover remarkable that 

Ishoʿyahb III did not mention the Trinity, except for one negative reference. One might there-
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 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-28, p. 203. 
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 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, M-15, p. 169 
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fore suggest that Ishoʿyahb III tended to avoid the concept of the Trinity, which was rejected 

by the Qurʾan, and consequently also avoided to write in more specific terms about the rela-

tion between God and Christ. 

 Ishoʿyahb III did not mention Mary at all, although he would remain in line with the 

Qurʾan if he called Christ ‘the son of Mary’. One reason might be that this would imply a re-

duction of the traditional Christian view and that he therefore avoided any discussion. Only in 

one biblical quotation given in C-22 where he accurately cited Luke 2:34, he might have al-

luded to her when he omitted the reference to how Simon first had blessed Christ and said to 

‘Mary his Mother’: ‘This one is appointed for the falling and rising of many in Israel, and for 

a sign to be opposed’.
168

 

 Ishoʿyahb III further did not call Christ a ‘servant’ (ܥܒܕ), although Islamic theology did so 

and previous East Syrian Christology had made ample use of the phrase ‘God assuming the 

form of a servant’. He did not even refer to this verse, as this formula might have been unac-

ceptable to Islam. The same might apply to other expressions for the incarnation, such as the 

clothing metaphor, which are absent as well.
169

 He used the verb for the assumption (ܐܬܢܣܒ, 

etnassab) once only in C-22, when describing one of the Christological errors.
170

  

 The cross is mentioned only in three letters. In an early letter, it referred to the name of a 

monastery. The cross was described as ‘the adorable anchor and sign of salvation’, which is 

able to ‘keep the ship of your mind without violent disturbances in the storm of this time’. It 

was said to have ‘shaken the earth and killed death the moment it was set up, and afterwards it 

daily troubled legions of demons while it was faithfully served’.
171

 The other letter referred to 

the sign of the cross which people should have made when their sanctuary was defiled, and 

finally it appeared several times in the description of Maremmeh lifting the cross during a 

synod in Kirkuk.
172

 The death on the cross, which according to the Qurʾan was an illusion, is 

hardly thematized. Once it was mentioned in C-7, just before advising Jacob, bishop of Siar-

zur to go to the new authorities if he still had problems with the Magians (magushe). 
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 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 285. The English translation given here differs marginally from the 

NRSV.  
169

 In one instance, in M-6, the term mdabbranuta might have been used in the sense of ‘incarnation’. Ishoʿyahb 
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Ishoʿyahb III told Jacob that his problems stood in sharp contrast to the crucified ‘father of 

your father’. This might have been an allusion to Christ, but could also refer to a local martyr. 

 

For it is very bad when the father of your father—so to speak on the priestly throne— endured the death on 

the cross by the hand of the impious on behalf of the fear of God at the very time that error was strong, while 

you at a time of rest and prosperity of faith, sleep quietly and cry to me in writings about the severity of the 

dead persecutor (the Persians).
173

 

 

The hagiographic story of Ishoʿsabran also informs us that he ‘impressed a sign of victory by 

his cross’ for the ascetics and then went to eternal life.
174

  

 Christ taking the sin of men is hardly thematized. Only in M-23 this is briefly brought up 

when Ishoʿyahb III compared the contempt he received to that of ‘him, who carries the sin of 

the world, is rejected by the world.’
175

 The special role of Christ’s death, one of the reasons 

why Ishoʿyahb III defended the two qnome Christology, is described in a brief but concrete 

way in M-32, where Ishoʿyahb III mentioned ‘the holy blood of the eternal Savior in the earth, 

and the holy body that put death to death’.
176

 In C-3 he similarly spoke of the life of faith ‘for 

which the holy blood was shed that vitalizes the world’.
177

 He mentioned the resurrection 

briefly in a further opaque statement in E-30, written to Maremmeh and Narsai, in which he 

acknowledged his mistakes and shame and was grateful that they still remembered him after 

he had been forgotten for a long time: ‘grace to the mercy of our Lord, who renews in us the 

smell of his familiarity from time to time in the symbol of resurrection’.
178

 In C-3 he was 

clearly in line with Babai when he also stated that only through the human qnoma of Christ, 

Christians could be saved and participate ‘in the hope of resurrection because of the participa-

tion in the prime resurrection’.
179

  

 Ishoʿyahb III‘s reference in C-14 to Judgement Day, and the advice to pray and thus 

strengthen the hope in ‘God the Lord of All’ might have fitted in Islamic thinking.
180
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 Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-7, pp. 236-38. See for a further discussion on this letter also section 3.3. 
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 The above examples give the impression that Ishoʿyahb III made scarce use of several ex-

pressions that may have been unacceptable to Muslims, even though the letters preserved are 

not addressed to them. It cannot be assessed, however, whether this actually was a reaction to 

the conquering Arabs during the first decades of nascent Islam. As most references to Chris-

tology are found in the extant letters written after the first Arab invasions, the possibility to 

discern a development is limited. It can be speculated that the absence of several terms that 

were familiar in the Church of the East was coincidental in his first letters and more deliberate 

later.  

 The basic tenets of his Christian belief do not seem to have been affected: Ishoʿyahb III 

insisted on Christ’s soteriological role, which required full acknowledgment of both his hu-

man and divine nature and qnoma. The very concept of qnoma itself might sometimes have 

enabled him to make ambiguous statements concerning the divine nature of Christ, which 

possibly found more acceptance among Muslim governors. One might therefore cautiously 

suggest that to some extent Ishoʿyahb III could have adapted the formulation of his Christolo-

gy to Islamic thinking, or that some aspects of his Christology were still somehow acceptable 

for his Islamic counterparts. An explanation for the more explicit Christological elements that 

deviated from Islamic Christology and which appeared mainly in his last letter, might be that 

this was written when he (or his Church) realized that a strategy of emphasizing some basic 

common grounds and covering crucial differences was no longer effective. 

 When comparing Ishoʿyahb III’s extant Christological texts to those of Sahdona, it is re-

markable that Sahdona had been freer in his terminology for the incarnation and still used 

terminology dear to the Church of the East.
181

 Sahdona further spoke several times of ‘God 

the Word’, whereas Ishoʿyahb III used it only once in the hagiography. As we have seen, their 

well known rivaling views on the number of qnome in Christ depended partly on their differ-

ent use of several Christological terms. Many other factors may have played a role in their 

ongoing conflict. It seems that the gap between their stand points was widened when Sahdona 

sought to harmonize the Christology of the Church of the East with that of other Christians in 

the former Byzantine areas close to Nisibis, whereas Ishoʿyahb III seems to have tended to 

protect this Christology against the Arab governors by obscuring it. He hardly spoke of the 

Sonship, sometimes used the concept of the two qnome in a confusing way, and stated that 

Christ’s nature was created in a divine image. This may have strengthened Sahdona’s opposi-

tion against Ishoʿyahb III in which he was joined by others. Sahdona criticized the idea of one 
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parsopa in two qnome as explained by Babai, because this would imply that Christ was not 

really divine, which he rather seems to have emphasized, while Ishoʿyahb III may have been 

inclined to conceal Christ’s divinity. Ishoʿyahb III also may have tried to protect the concept 

of two qnome for mystical reasons similar to those of Babai. This will be investigated in the 

next section on monasticism. 

 

 

4.4. Ishoʿyahb III and monasticism 

 

4.4.1. Contacts with the monasteries 

The relations with Bet Abe, Ishoʿyahb III’s former monastery, do not seem to have been un-

problematic. After the death of its founder, Abbot Jacob, who had had tight relations with 

Ishoʿyahb III’s father, Ishoʿyahb III wrote to the monks in order to advise them on a new abbot, 

namely the old monk John. This was somebody else than the one preferred by themselves and 

Ishoʿyahb III was disappointed that they had not consulted him before and he stated that he 

would inform the metropolitan and the patriarch about this. He claimed that Jacob had destined 

John as his successor in an oral testimony given to him, and moreover that the appointments of 

abbots were God-given and that opposition was therefore unacceptable. One might wonder 

what the reasons were to reject the preferred candidate of the monks and whether this might 

have been Sahdona, who must have had a significant status as he had written the funeral ora-

tion. Ishoʿyahb III’s influence must have been strong though, as his candidate in fact became 

the new abbot. But it was not strong enough to grant success: John left the monastery secretly 

after half a year.
182

  

 In another rather early letter, Ishoʿyahb III advised Paul, the new and third abbot of the 

monastery of Bet Abe who had come from another monastery and was uncertain of his new 

task.
183

 Although there are some problems in dating this letter, what interests us here most is 

the content of his advice. Ishoʿyahb III commended the new abbot by stating that Paul was 

esteemed because of the ‘great simplicity of your customs; the “teaching of kinds”, the way of 

life, and of “name”’.
184

 He advised him to stick to the commandments of ‘our Lord’ and to the 
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rules of the Fathers. If the monks kept on resisting, Paul should leave. This remark shows that 

the worries of Paul were quite understandable. Ishoʿyahb III further advised that old and bad 

customs should be changed little by little by confirming what is good and rejecting what is bad. 

Paul should especially teach, give good sermons and live by them, so that the monks would 

understand better.
185

  

 It is not known how long Paul remained in office as abbot. Budge only mentioned him as 

successor of John, without giving more details. The letters give contradictory indications on 

the chronology. A Paul turned up as abbot of ‘our monastery’ in M-7 which was written to 

Sahdona. Since Sahdona also had joined Bet Abe, Ishoʿyahb III probably referred to this mon-

astery and Paul who was its third abbot.
186

 But earlier—during his episcopate—Ishoʿyahb III 

had also written a short letter to Qamishoʿ who recently had become (the fourth) abbot of Bet 

Abe.
187

  

 Here again, what interests us most are the kind of problems addressed. Qamishoʿ had con-

cerns about expected poverty. Ishoʿyahb III answered that he should trust the Lord and be in 

harmony with others. Qamishoʿ was also uncertain about his ministry. And here Ishoʿyahb III 

told him that he should not be afraid of his reputation and be patient. Further he advised him 

on the neighbour who caused problems. Qamishoʿ should be very careful and was advised to 

go quickly to the metropolitan, although Ishoʿyahb III acknowledged that he was very negli-

gent, or to the Catholicos. It is not clear who this neighbour was. Fiey suggests it was the bish-

op of the diocese of Marga, since only the metropolitan of Adiabene could stop him. Fiey fur-

ther suggests that the Paul mentioned above as a participant in the deputation to Heraclius in 

630 was still metropolitan; that Qamishoʿ went to Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II, who thereupon 

withdrew Bet Abe from the episcopal jurisdiction and put it under his own; and that Ishoʿyahb 

III might have intermediated.
188

 The same Qamishoʿ, however, later took pains to prevent Ca-

tholicos Ishoʿyahb III from building a school near the monastery as this would interfere with 

the necessary quiet.
189

 

 The relations with the Great Monastery were difficult as well. After the decease of Babai, 

Ishoʿyahb III sent a letter of condolence to its monks. He wrote that he was very sad, asked 

them to visit him and warned that they should guard the truth of faith in the right confession 

 He called Babai the greatest and most shining leader and .(ܫܪܪܐ ܕܗܝܡܢܘܬܐ ܒܬܘܕܝܬܐ ܕܦܐܝܐ)
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reckoned him among the Saints who ‘taught the liturgy of the spiritual service in the appear-

ance of angels to the people of the East and ascended from the carnal world to an incorrupti-

ble life.’ The subsequent description of the Fathers is of interest because Ishoʿyahb III used 

here a metaphor dear to Babai: ‘They impressed (ܩܼܒܥܘ) in you—as in pure gold—the image 

 of the Fear of God that is the profit (ܨܠܡܐ) of their way of life and the excellent image (ܝܘܩܢܐ)

of their diligence for you as successors of their works’.
190

 This metaphor referring to the more 

mystical aspect of monasticism, which was elaborated by Babai, finds here a deliberate ex-

pression. Ishoʿyahb III finally restated the hope that they would hold on to the true faith.
191

 

This gives the impression that he was not so sure about this. One year later he wrote them a 

letter (E-12), of which two folios are missing, complaining that they had not replied.
192

  

 In letter E-17 to the monks in the Great Monastery, in which he confirmed that he had writ-

ten twice but that they had not answered, his fears seems to have come true as he heard about a 

schism and the tradition of Abraham and Babai being at stake. One of the brothers was ex-

communicated and others thereupon had left the monastery. It has been assumed that Narsai, 

the disciple of Babai who later became the new abbot of the Great Monastery, was the person 

driven out and that the brothers ʿAnanishoʿ and Ishoʿyahb therefore moved to Bet Abe.
193

 

Ishoʿyahb III wanted to heal the schism and recognized that the parties blamed each other, but 

he warned the monks that they were accused of the same thing for which the others already 

had been punished. Ishoʿyahb III compared the remaining monks to the sons of Jacob who 

wanted to get rid of their brother Joseph.
194

 He was very troubled by the schism in this monas-

tery, which should be the prime example of harmony, but was ‘trampled by all the polluted feet 

of the impious’. In a rhetorical sequence of questions Ishoʿyahb III wondered ‘who entered the 

fortified courtyard’ ( ܕܚܣܝܢܐ ܕܪܬܗ ) and he went on giving the answer himself: it was the enemy 

of man, who had cast the seed of disobedience in paradise and thereafter he cast corruptions in 

every generation with the help of evil ministers. He now had divided the community of the 

monastery and obscured the truth.195
 

 Ishoʿyahb III gave two names of monks he considered instruments of Satan, but of whom 

we do not know much more. One was ‘Babai the son of Jonan’ who seems to have discredited 
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the Fathers by giving new (Miaphysite) interpretations. Ishoʿyahb III sarcastically noted that 

the Fathers apparently lacked the wisdom of their successors.
196

 When Ishoʿyahb III wrote that 

this Babai ‘confused’ (ܒܠܼܒܠ) the way of the lord, he might have alluded to a Miaphysite incli-

nation, since the Church of the East strongly rejected any kind of confusion (ܒܘܠܒܐܠ) between 

the natures of Christ.  

 The other person was Isaac, ‘the demon of the North’, who came from outside and had a 

bad influence. More is not known about him. 

 

(Satan) went a distance away from you and found the demon of the North, who is called Isaac. He troubled 

him with the fume of his evil and mingled him in your peaceful crowd for the destruction of his (sc. Isaac’s) 

qnoma and for your misfortune.
197

 

 

Ishoʿyahb III asked the monks to invite the others back and to heal the schism that was worked 

by Satan. The monks should repent and make a petition to the metropolitan and patriarch. Fi-

nally Ishoʿyahb III asked them to write to him what their position was, but we do not have in-

formation on this.  

 The relations do not seem to have improved. Ishoʿyahb III wrote a letter to the Great Mon-

astery and included Narsai (whom he probably had defended in the former letter) and a Ma-

remmeh in the list of addressees. Ishoʿyahb III wanted them all to take a position more favour-

able to him on a matter he did not clarify.
198

 We have seen that this had to do with Maremmeh 

being chosen metropolitan of Bet Huzaye.
199

 Ishoʿyahb III complained that they should have 

examined the logical thoughts (ܒܨܬܐ ܕܚܘܫ̈ܒܐ ܡܠ̈ܝܐܠ) before judging from afar without know-

ing the situation as it was.
200

 What kind of influence the monks of Izla had by this time is not 

known, but they seem to have some impact on the choice of metropolitans. It might have been 

incidental, however, as it had to do with the fact that Maremmeh had belonged to their monas-

tery. If, however, this letter was written around 641 (or, less probably, around 637), one might 
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also speculate that this important monastery close to Nisibis could have been involved in nego-

tiations with Arab groupings concerning the control over the Christians and tax collection. 

 The monastery might also figure in Ishoʿyahb III’s letter to the people of Nuhadra, a north-

ern diocese of Adiabene. The copyist noted at the beginning that the ‘Persian part was miss-

ing’.
201

 The remaining part discussed the ownership and the treasuries of the monastery of ‘our 

Father Abraham’. Ishoʿyahb III suspected both their bishop and the ad interim procurator, the 

wealthy Qardawaya, of financial malpractice. The Nuhadrians, however, had asked Ishoʿyahb 

III to confirm Qardawaya’s position. This situation embarrassed Ishoʿyahb III. The bishop, 

whose name is not given, was very old and is said to have contributed to the prosperity of the 

monastery for about fifty years.
202

 Apparently he acted as head of the monastery and he seems 

to have bequeathed wealth and possessions to Qardawaya in order that these could be inherited 

elsewhere.  

 

[…] the blessed bishop placidly took all the wealth and possessions that pleased him to bequeath to Qarda-

waya but would give it him without the name of the monastery, so that they may inherit outside the monastery 

as they want.
203

  

 

Ishoʿyahb III was very concerned about the possible loss of the treasure of the monastery itself 

when Qardawaya and his family would inherit the monastery. He suggested that the Nuhadri-

ans agreed with this arrangement and therefore had avoided him when he crossed their country 

during a trip of about fifty days. Ishoʿyahb III wrote therefore that Qardawaya should not be 

procurator anymore and not have ‘the possessions of the monastery, which are given by the 

whole world to God in his holy monastery of our Father Abraham’.
204

 Lending more authority 

to his decision, Ishoʿyahb III added that the patriarch had anathematized Qardawaya and ex-

pelled him from this leadership. Ishoʿyahb III further advised the Nuhadrians that their bishop 

would choose among the believers a new procurator of the monastery to watch its material 
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possessions and the taxes. The bishop should not intermingle in these affairs, ‘even if he got 

that wealth that he acquired for himself on account of God or the monastery’.
205

  

 An identification of this monastery ‘of our Father Abraham’ with the Great Monastery is 

contradicted by the fact that the Great Monastery did not belong to Bet Nuhadra (in Adiabene), 

but was located close to Nisibis (in Bet ʿArabaye). Fiey suggests that the fact that the letter is 

incomplete causes this confusion, and he holds that it does refer to the Great Monastery after 

all. He moreover suggests that Ishoʿyahb III visited it during his journey to Aleppo in 630, 

when he still was bishop.
206

 If Fiey is right, which seems likely, the letter has been assigned to 

the wrong period.
207

  

 Even if the case does not refer to the Great Monastery, it not only forms an example of the 

personal wealth of individuals that was invested in churches and monasteries, but also of its 

contested ownership. To the possessions of the monastery also belonged lands including mills, 

houses, and cattle and so on. Ovidiu Ioan points at a later source describing the further devel-

opments of this contested inheritance. He further suggests that monasteries and churches were 

in charge of collecting taxes for the Arabs, as long as they still lacked their own infrastructure 

for this.
208

 This may coincide with the role of the Persian nobility described above, because of 

their involvement in clerical affairs.  

 In describing the tasks of a good treasurer, Ishoʿyahb III made a distinction between the 

financial concerns of a monastery and the monastic life per se:  
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The bishop will elect from you, the believers, one who is the best of you and he will make him procurator 

 of the monastery and he will watch over the worldly possessions of the monastery. He will give (ܐܦܛܪܘܦܐ)

taxes (ܫ̈ܩܐܠ) and tribute (ܡܕܐܬܐ) to the temporal secular leaders (ܫܠ̈ܝܛܢܐ ܕܥܠܡܐ ܒܙܒܢܗܘܢ) as is due. The bish-

op will sit in tranquillity and will rest as he wants, while the monastery is served monastically and steadfastly 

as is right for monasteries.
209

 

 

A letter written during his catholicate, finally, shows that ties with the Great Monastery had 

become very weak and nobody seemed to remember him. He therefore asked them to contact 

him.
210

 

 

4.4.2. Regulating monasticism 

As bishop, Ishoʿyahb III already had to deal with other conflicts in monasteries, but this seems 

to have stayed on an ad hoc basis. Letter E-26 was addressed to the brothers on Mount Alfaf 

after a monk was expelled and went to live in an isolated cage. Ishoʿyahb III tried to reconcile 

them and urged the monks to make peace with the dissident without scandal, rather than 

Ishoʿyahb III having to resort to human authority, which might provoke more scandal and 

schism. He appealed to their sense of loyalty and the memory of the Fathers,
211

 and described 

the signs of real Christian discipline, which apparently were lacking, most of all humility:  

  

Now, in my opinion, it is neither possible nor useful (ܡܘܬܪܐ) that someone is a worshipper of Christ in truth, 

who is not full of love for Christ, as this is the sign of Christian discipleship (ܬܠܡܝܕܘܬܐ). Neither is it possible 

that someone is not humble and sound, who confirmed this spiritual law in his soul, which is the great love our 

Lord taught; nor is it possible (ܡܫܟܚܐ) and can it be (ܿܡܨܝܐ), that someone is not reconciliatory and pleasant 

who acquired the foundation of his actions (ܣܘܥ̈ܖܢܘܗܝ) in this humility as great as this great commandment.
212

 

 

When he was metropolitan of Adiabene, Ishoʿyahb III attempted to regulate monasticism in the 

whole area and to restore orthodoxy at the same time. As we already have seen in his Life of 

Ishoʿsabran, he was critical about ‘Nestorians who lived in Adiabene in the name of the mo-

nastic life’, while they accepted the teaching of Shabor. Moreover, some monasteries had be-

come lucrative investments and ‘unskilled leaders wanted to grow rich by means of the number 

of brothers’.
213
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 Ishoʿyahb III wanted therefore to bring all the monks under the control of monasteries and 

supervisors, as becomes clear from his long letter to all the monks in Adiabene (M-3).
214

 

Ishoʿyahb III’s descriptions of the aberrations resemble those formerly ascribed to Messalians, 

but he did not explicitly call them ‘Messalians’. Ishoʿyahb III held that the traditions of the 

Fathers should be kept and that this meant a sober, strict and quiet life with works of charity. 

He rejected the self-indulgence of many monks who went their own way in villages and houses 

with a broad variety of customs, while they begged or even took forcefully the belongings of 

the inhabitants and travelled on. According to Ishoʿyahb III, disobedience was the source of all 

this evil and he urged the monks to go back to their former monasteries and comply with the 

habits there. Instead of begging, the monks should work for a sober living. Ishoʿyahb III tried 

to convince the monks of the necessity of the measures by reminding them of their special po-

sition in God’s house, and wrote:  

 

Therefore it is necessary for you to hate disobedience and for us to persuade you to obey the words of God, 

since we are the ministers of the word of life and legal vindicators of our Lord’s vitalizing commandments in 

God’s big house, which is the holy Church. We are house lords, that is to say, caretakers, or whatever some-

one might want to say. And we must handle you with the highest care as precious vessels in this house, so that 

the sanctuary of the Lord will remain in the glory that becomes him. […] For you are our joy and our pride 

and the crown of our head, if you are established well in our Lord. So be like our hope (which we put) in you, 

O God lovers, so that through you our glory that is in our Lord Jesus Christ will increase for the eye of all the 

people and within the holy Church of our good God.
215

  

 

The monks should not live scattered anymore, but return to the living place where they were 

educated, or choose a place themselves while being submitted to legal heads. These heads 

should be a good example in everything. They should lead the community with the paternal 

laws. While tolerating weakness and enduring difficult habits, they should patiently turn eve-

ryone to the labour of the spiritual life. ‘And in all things they present themselves (their qnoma) 

as a beautiful example, in all their good works and in teaching, as is written’ (Titus 2:7).
216

 

Ishoʿyahb III further emphasized the enlightening influence monks could exert:  
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The soul of the distressed may receive comfort; the weak will be strengthened with power; the Church of our 

Lord will flourish; those who err will be turned to the light of divine knowledge by your hand; and through 

you there will always be glory for the priests and people of the Lord, amen.
217

 

 

Ishoʿyahb III gave an extensive list of rules for monks aimed at ending the unwanted practices, 

but it hardly contained comments on the ascetic practice itself. As he claimed that the rules 

came from the Fathers, he underpinned the regulations by many quotes from them and the Bi-

ble, especially on the necessity of working. Up to a certain degree, however, one was allowed 

to add deviant customs, but only behind closed doors, out of sight and hearing and not affect-

ing the community.218
 

 The following letter (M-4) also belonged to Ishoʿyahb III’s attempts to regulate monasti-

cism. He asked here Chorbishop Terisishoʽ to make the monks study his letter. Whoever re-

sisted should be expelled from the territory. The necessity for the reform was formulated posi-

tively again as it stated that monks were highly valued and should be taken care of. Their 

special role lay in being a mirror which reflected the light of the Gospel (ܐܘܢܓܠܝܘܢ) and thus 

led to prosperity of all.
219

  

 Another letter from this period is directed to Bishop Jacob of a city not mentioned, to warn 

him against two unnamed celebrities who did not comply with Ishoʿyahb III’s regulations and 

had therefore settled in Jacob’s diocese, as they thought that they had more freedom there. 

Ishoʿyahb III wanted to prohibit this by having the rules applied there as well, so that the of-

fenders could be chased everywhere. As Ishoʿyahb III had to be careful with his letters, he did 

not give the names of the famous persons who had to be excommunicated, but stated that the 

carrier would provide these. He further promised to forgive the offenders when they repent-

ed.
220

  

 Ishoʿyahb III guarded the orthodoxy of the monasteries. He wrote approvingly, for instance, 

to Abbot Bar Hadbeshabba and his brothers of a monastery not further specified, that they had 

shown their orthodoxy by expelling someone (‘the angel of Satan’) from their monastery and 

thus restoring orthodoxy (ܐܪܬܕܘܟܣܝܐ).
221

 Because of this, Ishoʿyahb III was willing to meet 
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him at ‘our Sinai’, ‘our Bet Shekinta’ (ܒܝܬ ܫܟܝܢܬܐ), which most probably was the Great Mon-

astery.
222

 Ishoʿyahb III called the monks ‘spiritual’ and emphasized that the right belief and 

right actions belonged together. He seemed to want to mobilize them as spiritual soldiers who 

openly expressed their faith by celebrating the liturgy.  

 

Know therefore, O chaste, as I think you know, that just as the word of the Lord ordained the practice of the 

virtues (or: asceticism, ܕܡܝܬ̈ܖܬܐ ܦܘܠܚܢܐ ) under a secret covering ( ܕܟܣܝܘܬܐ ܬܚܦܝܬܐ ),
223

 it also gives the free-

dom of speech to proclaim the glory of the faith above the candlestick and on rooftops, and before kings and 

leaders, and the liturgy (ܛܟܣܐ) of the Lord elevates it up to the position of glory. For those who think that life 

can be found by other work, apart from the strength and glory of the faith, think so in vain. It is even said that 

‘nobody acts righteously, if he does not believe correctly’.
224

 And while we invert it, we say: ‘Nobody be-

lieves correctly, if he does not act righteously’.
225

 Therefore the right way of life (ܕܘܒܪܐ) is the impulse for a 

life out of faith; and the faith that vitalizes all is the soul of the spiritual way of life. The effort in both is good 

and very noble for spiritual soldiers, which means firmness in both, which means victory in both.
226

  

  

The recommendation to express faith openly by the liturgy is remarkable when compared to 

letter E-39, where Ishoʿyahb III mentioned that he was only able to perform a ‘moderate litur-

gy’.
227

 It might have been a theme that concerned him by then. Whether he differed in his reac-

tion from others is not clear. He also gave some recommendations: 
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Persevere in prayer, for it is the mother of virtue. Be diligent in it and be confident, because for a sleepy mind 

even the (right) confession is without fruits! Let the spiritual invocations (ܩ̈ܖܝܢܐ, qiryane) always be bread for 

you; because the force of the soul is hidden in them. […] Illuminate beautifully the lamp of your mind with 

the oil of discernment so that you may see the stronghold correctly in the truth of the Gospel. For there is 

much darkness of errors at this time […]. We need therefore at this time much caution and the vision of an 

enlightened mind, so that maybe we deserve mercy and will find eternal salvation. Our Lord is near and if we 

want to seek him in his secret inner room, we will be found easily, if we take good care of our soul.
228

 

 

Ishoʿyahb III insisted that his rule should be obeyed. In M-15 he also wrote Abbot Abraham 

that he should not listen to stupid men (especially a specific old man who seems to have been 

very disturbing), but demand obedience from the monks and send the disobedient away. They 

are, however, allowed to appeal to the Bishop.
229

 

 As catholicos, Ishoʿyahb III counted on the effort of monks and explained what happened if 

they were driven away. In his second letter to the people of the rebelling province of Qatar (C-

19), he described the problems which arose after Bishop Abraham broke with the Church, 

drove the monks violently away and threatened anyone who helped Christians. Ishoʿyahb III 

now urged them to stay with the Saints of God (the monks) living there, so that the monks 

were not compelled to leave their land, as they played a valuable role for the people and the 

bishops: the monks guarded the example of the heavenly way of life in Christianity; they also 

offered a place of refuge for the oppressed; they were hidden helpers for the bishops in the 

struggle of prayer to fulfil the ecclesiastical ministry.
230

 

 In his short letter to the monks of Qatar themselves, whom he also called ‘doctors in theolo-

gy’, Ishoʿyahb III attempted to mobilize them. He wrote about the spiritual arms against impie-

ty of which he considered the zeal for truth the most important. He gave biblical examples and 

brought to mind that Peter had started his apostleship after suffering from injustice by others. 

Ishoʿyahb III stated that those who in the past had rejected worldly honour for God were now a 

source of help. In this time of trial, the monks should follow this example of spiritual struggle 
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in order to put the so-called bishops to shame.
231

 This mobilization to fight does not seem to 

have been confined to monks. As we have seen above, Catholicos Ishoʿyahb III incited both 

the nobles (ܪܘ̈ܖܒܢܐ) and the clerics of Nisibis to fight against the ‘blasphemer of the adorable 

mystery of the salvation of the world’. They should fight for the sake of the future world and 

the honour in this world.
232

  

 

4.4.3. Mysticism 

Babai had been abbot of the Great Monastery emphasizing the ascetic way of life. His com-

mentary on Evagrius’ work emphasized the purification of the soul and its qnoma in order to 

see a temporary reflection of the Trinity. We have argued in Chapter 2 that this might have 

been an additional reason to defend the doctrine of two qnoma. As we have seen in the descrip-

tions of monks in M-3, Ishoʿyahb III connected purification with qnoma. He stated that those 

with desire for perfection ‘made their qnoma pure vessels’.
233

 In the next letter (M-4), which 

has been briefly discussed above, he also described monks as ‘vessels’. They were a ‘mirror 

place’ reflecting the shining Christian way of life:  

 

For we know that when those who are a mirror place (ܕܘܟܬ ܡܚܙܝܬܐ), that is to say a faithful image (ܝܘܩܢܐ) of 

the Christian way of life, are purified and fair shining with the virtues which are pleasing to the will of God, 

the whole ecclesiastical body walks in the light of the Gospel: priests rejoice, the nation (‘amma) profits, 

deceivers are converted, pagans are educated and the glory of God is honoured greatly by the faith of many.
234

 

 

Here we have thus also indications that the concepts of qnoma, soul, purification and mirror 

could belong closely together and enlighten the ascetics and hence the whole Church. The Life 

of Ishoʿsabran also offers such indications. The hardships he endured were aimed at salvation, 

for which he had ‘to be made perfect in his qnoma by the free will’ (  ܒܚܐܪܘܬܐ ܒܿܥ̈ܒܕܐ ܘܒܗܘܢ

ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܓܡܪܿܗ  ).
235

 This seems to stand in the tradition as formulated by Babai. Another exam-

ple of the interpretation of qnoma connected with the reflection of the glory of God in vessels 

might be found in the first letter Ishoʿyahb III wrote as catholicos. In rather cryptic language 

he first spoke of the witnesses of God’s word and guidance to humanity. During the ‘interval’ 
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 the Church originated and was full of light which was reflected in wonderful ,(ܙܒܢܐ ܕܒܡܨܥܬܐ)

vessels.  

 

Whenever the almighty God loses a rational (ܡܠܝܐܠ) witness, O our Brother, he appoints to heaven and earth 

trustworthy witnesses of his word to humans. Sometimes then, when he needed corporeal angels, if it is not 

impious to speak thus, he used the ‘insensitive mediators’
236

 to guide the rational (ܡܠ̈ܝܐܠ) according to the wis-

dom of his mdabbranuta. And in the short time of the interval he transformed our nature by a miraculous 

change towards a heavenly way of life (ܕܘܒܪܐ) and he called it Church, and the light of the immortal life and 

the wisdom of his eternal power filled her. We tasted and saw a reflection (ܨܡܚܐ) of the glory of our Lord in 

wonderful vessels. And not long after these events, […] and no longer as the measurement of our short cut life, 

he withdrew, as is manifest, from the middle of his Church, full of light, the glorious rays ( ܩܐܙܠܝ̈  ) of his eternal 

power, if it is right that we also speak this way.
237

  

 

Ishoʿyahb III realized that now people had put their hope in him and he was embarrassed that 

God’s holy people had sunk so deep, but he trusted in God’s grace. He asked Isaac therefore to 

pray for the Church in total submission, to begin with prayer for the salvation of Ishoʿyahb 

III’s qnoma. 

 

Ask God in fervent prayer that he will send the help of his power from the height of his inaccessibility ( ܼܡܢ

 first for the salvation of the life of my qnoma, for the grandeur and honour of his holy ,(ܪܘܡܐ ܕܐܠ ܡܬܕܪܟܢܘܬܗ

Church and for the glory of his honourable and adorable name for ever.
238

 

 

The Life of Ishoʿsabran can give some other indications of the way Ishoʿyahb III valued ascet-

icism, because he presented him as a great example for all Christians who wanted to reach the 

righteous life by the exertion of labour (ܒܪܗܛܐ ܕܥ̈ܡܐܠ). Ishoʿsabran ‘showed the practices of 

perfection in his qnoma ( ̈ܖܐ ܕܓܡܝܪܘܬܐܒܚܘܝ ܒܩܢܘܡܗ ܕܘ ) and for the martyrs he impressed (ܩܼܒܥ) 

a sign of victory by his cross’.
239

 The many extreme hardships Ishoʿsabran sought for himself 

are approvingly reported, as they were done for the sake of Christ. Was this given as an exam-

ple and was this allowed in the monasteries? It is further remarkable that these actions seem to 

be valued higher than the study of the books. Probably Ishoʿyahb III wrote this hagiography 
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for a wider audience, including a wide range of monks, not all of whom could have had re-

ceived higher theological education.  

 

 

4.5. Philosophy and Divine Paideia 

 

4.5.1. Philosophy 

Several letters of Ishoʿyahb III show an ambivalent attitude to philosophy: he both rejected and 

employed it. In a random sample of ten pages in the Duval edition, Sebastian Brock found 44 

instances of Greek words, representing 28 different words.
240

 This use of philosophical terms 

that are derived from Greek is especially clear in M-23. Here, Ishoʿyahb III applied philosoph-

ical terminology to demonstrate the fallacies in the arguments of his young opponent, and he 

scorned therefore the ‘opinion of the present Athenian youth’.
241

  

 He might have used Aristotle’s On Interpretation and its commentaries. As has been dis-

cussed in Chapter 1, this was not uncommon among educated Christians in the Church of the 

East. We also have noticed some Aristotelian influences in the work of Babai and Ishoʿyahb II. 

During Ishoʿyahb III’s lifetime, in 645, the Miaphysite Athanasius of Balad made a revision of 

the Eisagoge.
242

 Several other Aristotelian commentaries that seem to have been studied earlier 

were replaced by newer versions in the seventh and eighth centuries.
243

 Although these texts 

originated mainly in Miaphysite circles and were only to become familiar in the Church of the 

East somewhat later, it is not impossible that Ishoʿyahb had already some knowledge of at least 

Athanasius’ revision of the Eisagoge. A further analysis of Ishoʿyahb III’s dependence on the 

translations and versions that circulated during his lifetime falls beyond the scope of this study. 

 Philosophy was not an aim in itself for Ishoʿyahb III. It should serve spirituality, was neces-

sary to judge thoughts and arguments, and could also be used to refute opponents. This can be 

seen in the following selection from his letters. When Ishoʿyahb III was still a monk in Bet 

Abe, he wrote a letter (E-5) to Daniel of Arbela, a doctor in theology, who also corresponded 

with Abbot Jacob. Without being more specific, Ishoʿyahb III praised Daniel for being pro-

moted to ‘the position of that famous theologian’ and having ‘absorbed the imprints’ of his 
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judgments in his rational nature’.
244

 The learning process is seen here as an imprint in the ra-

tional nature, which reminds one of the language of Babai.  

 Ishoʿyahb III then briefly judged two statements on the congruence between being and per-

ception, which he did not elaborate: ‘First, I am seen from that which I am; this is unscientific. 

Second then, I am as I am thought; this is a fugitive from vainglory.’ Whether this arose from a 

struggle with the concept of parsopa or not is not clear. Ishoʿyahb III further struggled with 

some philosophical remarks of Daniel on ‘use’. Ishoʿyahb III gave several examples of various 

forms of ‘use’, culminating in logic: ‘And for the intellect that generated many fatal thoughts 

that do not belong to the species, rationality (ܡܠܝܠܘܬܐ) is used as something that is for you the 

greatest of all these distinctions’.
245

  

 In M-1, the enforced letter of commendation for Maremmeh, Ishoʿyahb III gave four inter-

dependent criteria of good priesthood: faith, discipline, learning and reason.
246

 Reason, finally, 

is needed to gather ‘all the sophisms (ܚܘ̈ܟܡܐ) of the heretics with its net of thoughts’ and to 

defeat ‘the erring under the foot of his tongue’. One should therefore know the order of all the 

rational faculties (ܡܛܟܣܘܬܐ ܕܟܠ ܙ̈ܘܥܐ ܡܠ̈ܝܐܠ). This culminated in and was perfected by the 

‘great principle adorning them all’, namely ‘a composed mind and love of truth.’
247

  

 Ishoʿyahb III ridiculed in some letters the inappropriate and vain use of philosophy of his 

opponents. In E-20, the letter in which he refuted the arguments of Yazdshabor, a mighty no-

bleman who was fond of syllogisms and dialectic, he portrayed him as someone not considered 

a nobleman, but rather an accuser raising his voice.
248

 

 Some of Ishoʿyahb III’s remarks seem to play with well-known ways of arguing. In E-26, 

for instance, he distinguished between ‘possible’ (ܡܫܟܚܐ) and ‘it can be’ (ܿܡܨܝܐ), which ex-

pressions also figure in a Syriac version of Aristotle’s De Interpretatione. In letter M-23 he 

discussed several logical errors, due to confusions between necessity and possibility and he 
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used many philosophical terms.
249 

Ishoʿyahb III seemed to take some (possibly deformed) 

knowledge of the first chapters of Aristotle’s Categories for granted when he wrote in M-7 of a 

definition which has many distinctions (or differentia) ‘above’ it, and on how things should be 

named.
250 

 
In C-3, Ishoʿyahb III insisted on a correct and stable use of terminology and he opposed 

those who ‘preach the wandering of unstable names’. As we have seen, he held that ‘every 

appellation is unstable that is not attributed to a true qnoma with the unchangeable property of 

the distinct peculiarity of his qnoma’.
251

 Here, qnoma was not directly used in a Christological 

context, but it shows in general its significance for Ishoʿyahb III. The required relation be-

tween name and qnoma reminds one again of Ephrem’s view. A last example is found in C-21 

where Ishoʿyahb III used some formal philosophical language to indicate that faith is necessary. 

Starting with the proposition that ‘all things can be done for the one who believes’, he ex-

plained that a proposition (ܡܬܬܣܝܡܐ) in opposite analogy ( ܣܩܘܒܠܝܐ ܒܦܚܡܐ ) would imply that 

without faith nothing would be possible.
252

 

 

4.5.2. Divine Paideia 

Earlier chapters have discussed the concept of God’s pedagogical measures in life, aimed at 

finding and acknowledging him as the transcendent cause of all, and the special role of philos-

ophy here. Aspects of this divine paideia can also be found in the work of Ishoʿyahb III. The 

word mdabbranuta appears 17 times in his letters, although this is not always in context of 

God’s guiding, and variations of the word ‘learning’ (ܝܘܠܦܢܐ) appear 53 times. Ishoʿyahb III 

was also concerned with monastic life, which essentially should be aimed at reflecting the light 

of Christ.  

 The close relation between philosophy and the superior divine paideia is especially discern-

ible in letter E-22 to Yazdgard. This otherwise unknown person had written an admirable essay 

to which Ishoʿyahb III had contributed, although he refused to be recognized for this. The es-

say was on ratio, soul, body, virtue and the ability to know. God had provided the means ena-

bling people not to be deceived concerning God’s virtue and to keep the virtue in them un-
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spoiled. The highest virtue is love, while God is greater than all science and should be glori-

fied.
253

 

  In a very short letter to a priest called John, Ishoʿyahb III gave a step-by step résumé of the 

beauty of several concepts. He described how the highest virtue could be found—by the grace 

of God—via a process in which the ratio searches nature; wisdom is found by learning; and 

finally love is found in the spiritual law. This description stood in the ascetic tradition that was 

also promoted by Babai. 

 

One beauty for the corporeal beings is the word (ܡܠܬܐ); one beauty for the rational (ܡܠ̈ܝܐܠ) is wisdom; and 

one beauty for the wise is love: and the three of them are from the gift of the grace of God. The first is in 

nature; the second in learning (ܝܘܠܦܢܐ) and the last in the spiritual law.
254

 

 

The importance of study can be found in letter M-11 sent to people in prison: 

 

A few books of nature and many books of the spirit brought a vitalizing support for weak reasoning thought:. 

And remember well: the world, time, actual leadership, the many common sufferings, the continuous changes 

of corrupt things, the hasty transition of temporal conquerors, the fall of honourable power and the ruin of 

praiseworthy wisdom […], the escape by death from the pains of the troubles, especially from sin itself.
255

  

 

Learning and purification was thus brought in connection with the sufferings of the times. 

This can already be seen in an early letter on ‘temptation’ in which Ishoʿyahb III wrote: ‘By 

the power of the disasters that occur, we are measured against the growth of fruits by chas-

tisement.’ He compared this to the ploughing of the earth which first makes painful gashes, 

but results in useful fruits later. Referring to Heb. 12:7 he concluded that one should therefore 

‘endure the chastening because God deals with you as with sons ( ̈ܝܐܒܢ ).’
256

  

 This purification by means of trials was also clearly expressed when Ishoʿyahb III wrote in 

E-38 to a certain bishop Aba, who suffered mentally and physically for the sake of truth, that 

many others probably were about to suffer the same. Referring to Dan. 12:10, he stated that in 

this time of injustice people ‘will be elected, tried and made clean’.
257
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 According to East Syrians, disasters and wars could fit in the divine paideia, as they be-

lieved that God gave every period the lesson it needed in order to reach salvation. As we have 

amply demonstrated above, apocalyptic thinking permeated Ishoʿyahb III’s letters from the 

beginning and might even have fostered the importance attached to salvation. His apocalyptic 

thinking can be summarized as follows: the end times would be preceded by the coming of 

Satan to the world with the accompanying great distresses and the loss of discernment and 

virtue, which one could see everywhere around. It was a punishment for sin but could also be 

a chance to be perfected and find salvation.  

 In his first letter as catholicos, Ishoʿyahb III spoke of God’s mdabbranuta of people during 

history in a very general and summarizing way. God would always provide a rational witness 

of his word. The Church played an important role in this and had been full of light, but during 

Ishoʿyahb III’s life time it would be obvious that God had withdrawn the rays of his eternal 

power.258 

 Already during the time of Persian-Byzantine wars, which Ishoʿyahb described as a ‘storm 

of barbarians’, he linked the terrible events and the problems caused by the rivalling Miaphy-

sites to the rebellion of Satan against God. He could, however, interpret this in a positive way. 

For believers who were predestined, these afflictions would rather form an opportunity for 

salvation while being made perfect by the ‘sons of disobedience’.
259

 In one of his later episco-

pal letters, he considered the lack of defending the true faith a sign of the present-day end 

times.
260

 Somewhat later, during devastating internecine Arab wars around Nisibis, Ishoʿyahb 

III thought that the community quickly might come to an end. As we have seen, he compared 

the situation to that of the stubborn Egyptians who suffered from the ten plagues.
261

 In M-30, 

he warned bishops about the imminent destruction of the world.
262

 Possibly around the same 

time, when Nisibis was afflicted by pestilence, he explained this as an example of God’s 

mdabbranuta in which the plague was a ‘chastising filled of unspeakable mercy’ which the 

Nisibenes deserved for their sin. He advised them therefore to ask God for mercy.
263

  

 The idea of living at the end times also can be seen in Ishoʿyahb III’s view as Catholicos on 

the deterioration in Jerusalem. After people there had unsuccessfully sought help from the 

Church of the East, he wrote to them that he had been startled that they even had to ask for 

gifts from his politeia. He compared this to the past, when ‘nations had turned to the life that 
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shone from Jerusalem as the light from the Gospel’. Now, however, ‘the shadows of the world 

lower to go down to the end’ that was foretold and ‘the distress already laid hold of the world 

as a severe illness, from which also that very glorious sanctuary suffers as is seen: it sends a 

request out of her poverty to desert borders of the settlements of this house of the community.’ 

He regretted that his politeia itself was very poor and had nothing to give them, except for a 

small symbolic coin and for prayer.
264

 He also saw the apostasy and the destruction of church-

es in Fars as the symptoms of old age and ruin of the world.
265

  

 Ishoʿyahb III further spoke of the ‘barbarians who opposed us (because of) our sins’,
266

 

and it was also God who gave the Tayyaye ‘the leadership over the world this time’.
267

 In 

these end times, the Arabs played their own God-given role and therefore had to be submitted 

to and be paid taxes.
268

  

 All the examples give the impression that Ishoʿyahb III not so much gave instances of 

God’s mdabbranuta in history, but rather concentrated on the present situation in which Satan 

had come and the end times were anticipated. Notwithstanding this highly apocalyptic view 

he did not fall into a passive fatalism, but fostered missionary activities, adjusted liturgy, en-

couraged people to stay firm in their belief and even wanted to build a school at the end of his 

life,
269

 which must have been aimed for a new generation. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

 

OTHER CATHOLICOI OF THE CHURCH OF THE EAST UNTIL 700 

 

 

5.1. Early Arab rule and its contested succession 

 

Ishoʿyahb III’s apocalyptic view may have found further confirmation by the end of his life 

when the internal rivalries between the Arabs escalated and resulted in the first civil war (656-

61).
1
 This war continued under his pupil and follower George I, who reigned until the second 

civil war and who also tried to solve the problems in the Church of the East around the Per-

sian Gulf. Because the circumstances surrounding the civil wars may have affected Ishoʿyahb 

III’s immediate successors in a similar way, more information about the decades after 

Ishoʿyahb III’s death until the establishment of a more pronounced and restrictive Islamic rule 

might further elucidate the relations between the Church of the East and nascent Islam. 

 After Muʿawiya (661-80) had won the first civil war, he moved the caliphate to Damascus. 

Under his dynasty a relatively stable and organized state developed. Members of the former 

ruling class here lost their status and identity. They seem to have forgotten their past, which 

stood in contrast to the dihqans in Iran and Iraq who rather successfully emphasized their 

former administrative and cultural values in the Sasanian Empire. Muʿawiya based his posi-

tion in Syria on troops who mainly belonged to a confederacy headed by the Kalb. These Kalb 

were Miaphysite Christians who had assisted the Ghassanids in defending the desert borders 

of Byzantium. The elite of the Kalb retained the Christian religion and Muʿawiya won their 

support by marrying one of their daughters. The son of this marriage was Yazid, who was to 

succeed Muʿawiya. The confederacy of Kalb was strengthened by immigrants. The Ghassa-

nids had also supported Muʿawiya from an early stage on and joined therefore the new elite in 

West Syria.
2
  

 The death of Muʿawiya in 680 gave rise to the second civil war (680-92) as the succession 

by Yazid was contested by several groups. The Shiʿites, mainly centred in Kufa, held that 

ʿAli’s son Husain was the rightful successor. Their army, however, was defeated and Husain 

was slain in the same year. They revolted again since 685 under the leadership of Mukhtar 
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who claimed to act for another son of ʿAli. Mukhtar’s movement is important because it was 

for the first time that mawali (non-Arab ‘clients’, mainly prisoners of war and their descend-

ants) played a prominent role. The revolt of Mukhtar lasted until spring 687 when it was 

crushed by Musʿab, the Zubayrid governor of Iraq.
3
  

 The Zubayrids (centred in Basra) had already been involved in the first civil war, because 

ʿAbd Allah ibn al-Zubayr (c.624-c.691), the grandson of Abu Bakr, also claimed his right to 

Muhammad’s succession. He proclaimed himself ‘commander of the believers’ (amir al-

muminun).
4
 Both the people of Medina and the Kharajites supported him against Yazid. Yazid 

initially defeated the Medinese, but after his death in 683, Ibn al-Zubayr gained power over 

most of the conquered lands while only central and southern Syria were left to the Umayyads. 

Ibn al-Zubayr appointed his brother Musʿab governor of Iraq. Starting 684, the situation re-

versed and around 691 Ibn al-Zubayr was killed during the final siege of Mecca by Umayyad 

troops.
5
 After the fall of Zubayr, the Kharajites, who were especially active in Kufa and Basra, 

gained temporary control over Kerman, Fars and other eastern provinces.
6
 The rival parties 

also had fought for the command over Kufa and a large area around Mosul, each appointing 

their own governors. The control over upper Mesopotamia was finally gained by the Umay-

yads/Marwanids who brought Mosul under Syrian rule and incorporated it into the presuma-

bly new northern province Jazira.
7
  

 During the civil wars, religious claims were highly important among the parties opposing 

the Umayyads. The victorious Umayyad ʿAbd al-Malik (685-705) may have adopted these in 

order to legitimate his power. Since 691 religious writings became more numerous and with 

new content. From now on citations from the Qurʾan started to appear, as especially seen in 

the inscriptions in the newly built Dome of the Rock in Jerusalem (692) and new coins.
8
 It 

probably was at this time that most Arab conquerors started to call themselves ‘Muslims’ 

which would have been a break with a more diffuse earlier movement in which they called 

themselves ‘believers’.
9
 ʿAbd al-Malik developed propaganda which both emphasized the 

Islamic identity and criticized the Christians at the same time. Sura 112 became well known 

                                                 
3
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4
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 1 (1960), pp. 54-55. 

5
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6
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in the propagation of this Islamic identity.
10

 The still strong belief that the Last Judgment was 

at hand enhanced the conviction that God would judge the Christians according to the mes-

sages contained in the Qurʾan. Umayyad mosques also appeared on other holy sites belonging 

to Jews and Christians. Before this time, it was not uncommon for Christian churches to be 

shared as a place of prayer by Christians and Muslims.
11

 

 An early witness of Arab rule in Northern Mesopotamia was the East Syrian monk John 

bar Penkaye. In his history ranging from Creation to the year 686 he described the Arab inva-

sion as a punishment for the Church of the East, because Miaphysitism had spread among 

them. John connected all the events around the civil wars to the imminent apocalyptic end,
12

 

his history being marked by an emphasis on God’s paideia and having a highly eschatological 

character. It was strongly influenced by Theodore of Mopsuestia and the School of Nisibis,
13

 

and also seems to be a continuation of the apocalyptic thoughts as expressed by Ishoʿyahb 

III.
14

 John often alluded to biblical stories in his description of recent events.
15

  

 According to John, God would have sent a barbarian kingdom ( ܒܪܒܪܝܬܐ ܡܠܟܘܬܐ )—which 

was not described favourably—because of the ongoing laxity and heresy of the Christians. As 

it would be right that the ‘sons of Hagar’ were punished as well, God divided their kingdom 

in a western and an eastern part, which both claimed superiority. Where the growing hostility 

and polarity among the Arab tribes is traditionally divided in ‘northern’ versus ‘southern’ 

groupings,
16

 John discerned hostilities between ‘Easterners’ and ‘Westerners’. The ‘Western-

ers’ (ܕܡܥ̈ܖܒܝܐ), ‘whom they call the sons of the Ammaye’ (the Umayyads), won and 

Muʿawiya became king of the Persian and Byzantine kingdom. He brought peace while pro-
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tecting anyone, including the Christians as long as they paid him tribute (ܡܕܐܬܐ, madata). 

John gave some further information about these Arabs:  

 

They held […] some command (stemming) from the man who was their leader (ܡܗܕܝܢܐ), concerning the 

people of the Christians and concerning the monastic order. Also as a result of this man’s leadership they 

held to the worship of the one God in accordance with the customs of ancient law. At their beginnings they 

kept to the tradition (ܡܫܠܡܢܘܬܗ) of Muhammad, who was their instructor (ܬܪܐܐ), to such an extent that they 

inflicted the death penalty on anyone who was seen to act brazenly against his laws.  

 

John added that many Christians belonged to them, including both ‘heretics’ (Miaphysites) 

and people from the Church of the East.
17

 The Miaphysites would have taken advantage of 

Muʿawiya’s protection. Instead of converting the pagans, they turned the former Byzantine 

churches to their own point of view and brought it about that the majority ‘of the Westerners’ 

were regularly using the words ‘immortal, who was crucified for us’, which John considered 

to have been rightly abolished.
18

  

 The fact that John used the term ‘Westerners’ both for the Umayyads and for those who 

used the words ‘immortal, who was crucified for us’, raises the question whether this implies 

that the Umayyads also spoke these words. This is hardly feasible as it would be in great con-

flict with Islamic views. Earlier, John had put these terms in a clear-cut inner Christian con-

text, with the ‘Easterners’ representing the true faith, and the ‘Westerners’ the heretic ver-

sion.
19

 Further on, John referred most probably to all the people in the West in general, in-
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 Mingana, Sources syriaques 1, pp. 145-47, quotation esp. pp. 146-47; Translation with some adjustments after 
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cluding the Miaphysites. He may have associated the Miaphysite Arabs around him with 

Umayyad rule, because tribes such as the Ghassanids and Kalb had allied with Muʿawiya and 

took high positions while being able to retain their Miaphysite Christianity. Moreover, many 

Miaphysite Taghlib lived in the Diyar Rabiʿa, the area in which John’s monastery was located. 

 Mukhtar also appears in John’s report, which connects him with the shurte (  a term ,(ܫܘ̈ܖܛܐ̈

‘signifying their zeal for righteousness’. According to John, Mukhtar had released the slaves 

of his Kufan soldiers in order to replace them. These new soldiers would have fought without 

hardly any equipment besides sword, spear or club. After they had conquered Mesopotamia 

and took Nisibis, they turned against Mukhtar himself.
20

 Brock comments that the term shurte 

probably refers to the šurāt (Sura 4:74), people who had ‘sold’ their life for the cause of 

God.
21

 As the Kharajites also called themselves after this Qurʾanic verse, John may have re-

ferred to Kharajites.
22

 

 John brought his story to an end. The situation had worsened terribly and one only had to 

await the Antichrist and the end times. John still expected that the Ishmaelites could be beaten 

by the shurte who came from all parts of the world, but this still would not be the end of all 

the afflictions.
23

 By now, the Lord had definitively withdrawn his care.
24

 Reinink holds that 

John’s interpretation that the second civil war would result in the downfall of the Arab Empire 

not only reflects the current view of the Church of the East, but also those of other Christian 

communities in North Mesopotamia.
25

 Morony similarly describes that the apocalyptic expec-

tations were strengthened by the second civil war and the accompanying natural disasters, but 

adds that these could even undermine the authority of the Syrian Churches among their be-

lievers. This might have been a reason for Church leaders and monks to write their chronicles 

in order to ‘maintain communal solidarity, doctrinal identity, and ecclesiastical authority 

through a particular interpretation’.
26

 

 The situation under Arab rule was not everywhere the same and fluctuated over time. In 

the former Persian regions, the two rival Christian groups initially had hoped that the conquer-

ing Muslims would support them in either keeping or regaining their ascendancy. From the 
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beginning they accused each other therefore before the new authorities.
27

 Morony argues that 

the habit of influential Persian aristocracy of bringing their case before the authorities led to 

this pattern persisting under Arab rule.
28

 This is not improbable. As we have seen, the rival 

groups debated already around 500 before a governor and the Emperor, while the 612 debate 

is another example showing that already in Sasanian times each competing Christian denomi-

nation had to convince the Emperor that their own denomination had preserved the Christian 

tradition best.  

 

 

5.2. The position of the Christians in nascent Islam 

 

The Arab leaders held the military and political power, while non-Muslims enjoyed some de-

gree of religious freedom. Christians and Jews received as ‘People of the Book’ the status of 

dhimmi. The conditions were settled in a treaty, ascribed to ʿUmar I (634-44), which became 

normative. Like many other works ascribed to him, however, it most probably stems from the 

legal schools in the eighth or ninth century and is therefore not very useful for the present 

study. It probably replaced more tolerant earlier covenants, which mainly demanded the pay-

ment of the jizya of the conquered people in order to be safe while keeping their religion.
29

  

 Where powerful Arab tribes before Islam could already exact tribute and protection mon-

ey,
30

 the Muslims brought jizya in connection with their theocratic view on the conquest. As 

can be seen in Sura 9:29, Christians and Jews should ‘pay the jizya out of hand, degraded’ 

until they submit to Islam.
31

 Claude Cahen suggests that the term may have been connected 

with an Aramaic original. It was probably used in a ‘somewhat loose sense, corresponding 

with the root of “compensation” (for non-adoption of Islam), and in any case as collective 

tribute, not differentiated from other forms of taxation’. Initially, it was therefore not restrict-
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ed to a poll tax but could also imply land tax. Its meaning varied and it could be applied in 

different ways. Generally, it would signify the lower status of those who had to pay it.
32

 Rob-

inson comments that sources of the Church of the East would only begin to mention this in the 

aftermath of the second civil war.
33

 This concurs at least with our finding that both Ishoʿyahb 

III and John bar Penkaye (still) used other terms for taxes than jizya. Ishoʿyahb III used the 

term ksep resha for poll taxes and the further unspecified maksa, shqala and madata.
34

 The 

Synod of 676 and the Rulings of Catholicos Henanishoʿ I (685-700) similarly used only the 

terms ksep resha and madata for taxes which already existed in Sasanian times.
35

 Both the 

poll tax and the land tax thus probably resembled taxes levied by the Sasanians. According to 

Morony, Christians already had to pay ksep resha (poll tax) and madata (land tax) in the 

fourth century. In the sixth century the poll tax in Iraq had become more institutionalized and 

was levied yearly from most non-Persians and non-Magians, while it was brought in connec-

tion with protection. ʿUmar (634-44) would have regularized the land tax while raising the 

rates.
36

  

 Several other terms for tax existed and it is difficult to reconstruct how the different types 

of taxes actually were applied in the first decades after the conquests. One reason is that later 

legal scholars had employed earlier accounts ‘to provide precedents for their own systemati-

zation of tax laws applying to non-Muslims’. Nomadic tribesmen would have had to pay sa-

daqa (usually in form of camels); sedentary Muslims paid zakat (alms) and non-Muslims paid 

jizya. Even within these subdivisions there were many exceptions. The Christian Ghassanids, 

for instance, demanded to pay the jizya instead of the sadaqa, because they did not want to be 

treated like nomads.
37

 Moreover, we have seen that according to Tabari the Taghlib had to 

pay a double sadaqa in order to remain Christian.
38

 

 The taxes of non-Arabs provided the Arabs with income, which was used for further con-

quests. Taxation probably was not introduced everywhere at the same pace. During the first 

decades of the conquest, each province generally was ruled by a small Arab/Muslim elite of 

conquering tribesmen under a governor and had a garrison of tribesmen in or near an already 
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existing town or city. The taxes and tribute were levied by the already existing Byzantine or 

Sasanian administrative system supervised by the Arab elite.
39

 The new province Jazira that 

was later enlarged with Mosul may have been organized differently.
40

 Robinson holds that 

these regions started to be subject to systematic taxation after 684.
41

  

 As Muslims were warned not to take non-believers for friends or to trust them, there was 

an increasing tendency to exclude dhimmis from public functions, although there were excep-

tions. Especially in the beginning the dhimmis were indispensable for the administration of 

the huge non-Muslim population. Generally, the situation of churches under nascent Islam 

was one of decline. This probably had to do with the growing number of conversions to Islam 

of rich benefactor Christians, who had contributed significantly to the finances of the Church. 

This tendency was especially noticeable in the eighth century.
42

 

 Since the Qurʾan demands that Christians judge by what God had revealed in the Gospel,
43

 

Christians under Islamic rule had to develop Christian law codes which not only addressed 

strictly ecclesiastical affairs, but also included ‘chapters on divorce, dowries and settlements, 

inheritances, degrees of consanguinity, and on debts and loans, selling and buying, contracts 

and partnerships, pledges and oaths etc.’
44

 Because the Arabs initially employed the existing 

Roman and Persian administrative and judicial organization for the conquered peoples, Chris-

tians could maintain their laws and tribunals. However, they also could seek judgment at the 

Muslim courts, which the Churches tried to prevent. The Muslim courts were sometimes pre-

ferred because they had greater means of enforcement and could be more attractive, for in-

stance in cases of inheritance.
45

 In contrast, the juridical measures the Catholicoi were al-

lowed to employ generally became increasingly restricted.
46

 The Church mainly would have 

had to rely on persuasion and cooperation with lay elites.
47

 This may have been another factor 
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for the Churches under Islamic rule to further emphasize the specific value of their own com-

munity in contrast to that of outsiders.
48

  

 The development of the distinct identity of each Christian grouping may have increased 

after the second civil war, which for Bar Penkaye formed already the end times but strength-

ened his hope that Arab rule would end as well. However, around the time of ʿAbd al-Malik 

(685-705), it had become clear that the Muslims were not going to disappear and that they 

were even intensifying their religious claims at the expense of others. While being cut off 

from the West, Christian writers of each denomination therefore started to develop a theologi-

cal and apologetic response to this new religious challenge.
49

 Especially the Miaphysites ex-

perienced that they no longer belonged to the Byzantine Empire and their hopes that it would 

become Miaphysite disappeared. This brought the earlier rather fluid situation to an end.
50

  

 Reinink suggests that the oldest known Syriac apologetics in response to Islam were a re-

action to ʿAbd al-Malik’s reforms and religious claims because they formed a direct threat to 

the Christian communities. By now, it also had become clear to Christians that the ‘Sons of 

Ishmael’ had strengthened their rule and did not share the Christian view of their religion. 

Instead of considering their monotheism an immature form of Christianity, the Muslims now 

openly propagated that their form of monotheism was a restorative improvement.
51

  

 Although most of the Christian apologies stem from the time after 692, and therefore hard-

ly apply to the period covered in this study, some characteristics will be given briefly, as they 

might represent a continuation of earlier views. The Christian polemics against Muhammad 

may be seen as attempts to keep the self-image intact and to play down the achievements of 

the Arabs, while still hoping that they could soon be beaten. Most writings on Muhammad 

emphasized therefore that Muhammad’s monotheistic religion was nothing new, but rather 

primitive, whereas the Christians would have developed much further. Muhammad would 

have had a relatively advanced knowledge, but could not teach this to the immature Arabs. 

The most important claim was that Muhammad’s religion could not have been from God, be-

cause he was not announced in the scriptures, he had not performed miracles, and his follow-
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ers were mainly attracted by material gains.
52

 About a century later, the apology of the famous 

East Syrian Catholicos Timothy I (780-823) would show a high command of Aristotelian log-

ic.
53

 He further used testimonies from the scriptures, not only referring to the Old and New 

Testament, but—possibly as one of the first Christians to do so—also referring to specific 

sayings from the Qurʾan.
54

  

 

 

5.3. George I (661-80)  

 

5.3.1. Life and works 

Not much is known about George of Kapra’s life. The main source is Thomas of Marga’s 

well-known history of the Monastery of Bet Abe. According to Thomas, George came from 

Kapra (in Bet Garmai) and before he entered the monastery of Bet Abe he took care of the 

lands of his wealthy father, which he donated later to the monastery. It was thanks to his close 

friendship with Ishoʿyahb III that George successively was elevated in the hierarchy of the 

Church exactly following Ishoʿyahb III’s steps.
55

 Mari mentions George as Metropolitan of 

Bet Huzaye (Elam).
 
It is not clear whether George was Metropolitan of both Elam and Adia-

bene, or only one of them.
56

 

 Before George became Catholicos in 658 or 660/61,
57

 his election was challenged by two 

aristocratic Persian bishops, also named George. Each party claimed to be the George whom 

Ishoʿyahb III would have appointed as his successor. One came from Nisibis and seems to 

have consented quite early with the situation, but the other from Perat d-Maishan (Basra) still 

sought the help of the ‘heathen’ (ܚ̈ܢܦܐ), probably the Arab government, before he was recon-

ciled.
58
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 Thomas of Marga synchronized the reign of George I with that of King Hasan b. ʿAli (the 

son of ʿAli and Muhammad’s daughter Fatima). Despite some apparent confusion, it is note-

worthy that Thomas associated George’s reign rather with that of the sons of ʿAli, who were 

supported most in Kufa/Hira, and not with that of Muʿawiya, the dates of whose reign actually 

concur with those of George. Is this a sign that Muʿawiya’s reign was not fully recognized in 

the eastern parts during Thomas’s time? Thomas further noted that George died in ‘Hira, the 

city of the Arabs’.
59

  

 It is moreover remarkable that where George I has been associated with Kufa (a Shiʿa bul-

wark), one of his rivals was associated with Basra (connected with al-Zubayr), and the other 

with Nisibis, which may have been associated more closely with the Umayyads. This rivalry 

between the candidates may somehow have reflected the political instability of the time. Not 

much more is known about George’s direct contacts with the Arabs.
60

  

 Of George’s writings only the Christological letter to the priest and Chorbishop Mina ‘in 

the land of the Persians’ (probably the province Fars) is preserved.
61

 It was written in 679/80 

(‘the year 60 of the Tayyaye’).  

 

5.3.2. Rebellion in Bet Qatraye: the Synod of 676 

Ishoʿyahb III already had to cope with apostasy and rebellion in the Gulf area, but during his 

life the problems were not solved. In May 676 (‘the year 57 of the Tayyaye’), George also 

dealt with these problems during the synod on the Isle Dairin in the Persian Gulf.
62

 It was at-

tended also by Thomas the Metropolitan of Bet Qatraye and by the bishops of Dairin, Trihan, 

Marawnaye, Hagar and Hatta.
63

 The list of participants not only shows that this synod had a 

rather local character (although far reaching decisions were being made), but also that the 

bishops had formed a new metropolitan see, which was independent of Fars. 
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 The canons show moreover that the Church of the East in the Peninsula was still relatively 

active with clergy and one or two monasteries in each town, while new churches and monas-

teries were being built. In the eighth century the Church of the East still seems to have flour-

ished in Fars and in Bet Qatraye, where many important writers came from.
64

 Although heavy 

taxation resulted in numerous conversions to Islam, especially in Bahrain and Oman, there 

were still Christians in Yamama and Bahrain towards the end of the ninth century.
65

 The early 

Muslim governors in Bet Qatraye do not seem to have interfered with the lucrative Christian-

dominated pearl trade and the sea-trade between Mesopotamia and India, content possibly 

with the tax revenues. This might explain further the survival of some Christian communities 

in the Gulf region.
66

  

 The introduction of the 676 Synod centred on God’s care in reminding every generation in 

every place of the fear of God and offered the familiar account of God’s warnings to Adam, 

Noah, and Abraham up to Moses; the laws God gave to Moses; the coming of God’s Son, the 

Gospel and the Church; the apostles and the teachers after them who taught every new genera-

tion to walk the path of justice. It was concluded that as each nation and land required specific 

measures, the bishops now tried to adjust the divine laws to the present difficult times, which 

to them formed the end of the world ( ܕܥܠܡܐ ܚܪܬܗ ).
67

 They emphasized the apostolic mission 

to teach and baptize all the nations (Matt. 28:19) and decided therefore on several measures, 

put down in nineteen canons. Some of these will be discussed below in more detail.  

 Sermons should teach the believers more about their Christian faith, in order to enable 

them to reply to questions of ‘heretics’ (ܗ̈ܖܣܝܘܛܐ).
68

 During this time of poverty, the clergy 

should not demand financial contributions from new believers. Apparently, the recruitment of 

new clergy had been faltering, because it was also ordained that new clerics or monks did not 

have to contribute either, so that they would not have to look for another job out of poverty.
69

 

Christian women were not allowed to marry without the consent of their parents and the me-

diation of the cross.
70

 Similar to Islamic decrees concerning Muslim women, the synod in 

Dairin forbade women from marrying outside their religion. Further, possibly in reaction to 

Islamic law, but certainly in continuation of practice under the Sasanians, the synod allowed 
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only monogamous relations.
71

 Bishops were further to be exempted from tribute (ܡܕܐܬܐ, 

madata, probably a kind of land tax) and poll tax (ܟܣܦ ܪܫܐ).72
  

 A separation of the tasks of clergy and secular leaders was envisaged. The bishop should 

concentrate on the spiritual life of the believers and should therefore not be burdened with 

financial business. Although this canon was positively formulated, it seems that the main aim 

was to prevent financial malpractices by bishops. Ishoʿyahb III already had advised such a 

separation of the duties.
73

 Ideally, elections and ordinations of new bishops were only to be 

conducted by their fellow clerics and should not be hampered by secular authorities (  ܛܝܝ̈ ܫܠ

.believers or threat letters ,(ܥܠܡܐ
74

 In general, the bishops had to settle juridical conflicts 

within their community. Only the bishop or the secular authorities could demand that the case 

should be brought to a judge of the pagans or unbelievers (ܚ̈ܢܦܐ ܐܘ ܐܠ ܡܗܝ̈ܡܢܐ).
75

  

 

5.3.3. George’s Christology 

The account of the canons of the 676 Synod does not contain any Christological statement. In 

680, George I explained the ‘orthodox’ Christology to the Chorbishop of Mina in the land of 

the Persians. In his introduction, George wrote that Mina had asked him to write on the right 

belief in God and his mdabbranuta, and on salvation. George continued with a description of 

the ‘one God of truth, the being (ܐܝܬܝܐ, itya) since eternity’. In line with the practice at for-

mer Synods, God’s incomprehensibility and transcendence were first emphasized and then the 

Trinity was explained, a term which Ishoʿyahb III seems to have avoided. George introduced 

the Trinity by explaining how Christians acknowledge the one nature of the divinity in a trini-

ty of names and qnome, also called ‘qnomatic names’, while worshipping one divinity in the 

unity (ܚܕܢܝܘܬܐ) of nature, power, will and authority. Father, Son and Holy Spirit are eternally 

one without separation. This unity is compared to the unity between body and soul, and be-

tween the sun and its heat and light. But as it is impossible to really understand the divine 

nature, he only can be praised.
76

 Possibly, the connection made by George between the names 
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of God and the qnome could find some acceptance among Muslims and he felt therefore freer 

to discuss the Trinity.  

 The attitude of this first part of George’s letter reminds one of Ephrem. Dietmar Winkler 

supposes that the emphasis on the one God at the beginning may have been a reaction to dis-

cussions in an Islamic environment with widespread apostasy among the Christians. Mina 

may have had difficulties explaining to them the view of the Church of the East.
77

  

 George continued with a description of God’s mdabbranuta during history. This started 

with Creation which served the instruction of rational minds and enabled them to use their 

independence and free will. It culminated in the coming of Christ, the saviour, in the last 

times. The divinity lived in this saviour, who would renew the world.
78

 

 One example concerning Abraham is remarkable. George wrote that God’s relation to 

mankind was most specifically shown in his blessing of Abraham: ‘In your seed all the na-

tions of the earth will be blessed’ (Gen. 22:18). Approvingly George quoted Paul the Apostle 

who explained that the Bible did not speak of seed in the plural form, but only in the singular 

form (Gal. 3:16). This would indicate that it was Christ who was referred to and with him all 

the Christians. He concluded: ‘Therefore, all nations that are raised in Christianity call Abra-

ham “Father”’.
79

 Here, George seems to have claimed Christianity as Abraham’s only rightful 

heir, and thus to have deliberately denied such a status for Islam (and Judaism).  

 The saviour is further described as the Word, who voluntarily dwelt in a body with an in-

tellectual soul. The Son of God has two natures and two qnome.  

 

The saviour of the universe appeared for our salvation, at the end times, according to the predictions by the 

prophets. Who could perfect (ܢܓܡܘܪ) our salvation,
80

 but God the Word, who is our Creator and by whom our 

salvation is being perfected? For very fittingly by the will of his Father and for the salvation of us humans 

and for the renewal of all creatures and to turn us from error to knowledge about his divinity, God the Word 

has come voluntarily, without leaving the lap of his Father, to the lap of Mary the holy virgin. In a wondrous, 

supernatural way he formed him, who is from the seed of Abraham and David, according to the predictions 

of the prophets; a body in which is an intellectual (ܝܕܘܥܬܢܝܬܐ) soul. And he dwelled in him and united with 

him in one union (ܚܕܝܘܬܐ) of his Sonship […] We confess one Son of God and we say that he exists in his 

divinity and in his humanity. And although (he is) of two natures—God in nature and in qnoma, and human 

in nature and in qnoma—we acknowledge and praise one Son of God, now and also at his second coming, 
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and in eternity. Now who do we say Christ is? He is the man anointed with the divinity and the divinity who 

anointed humanity.
81

  

 

George went on to explain that although Christ is (ܐܝܬܘܗܝ) God, one cannot always reverse 

this statement. He explained that the Father and the Holy Spirit are also God, but not Christ. 

This only would apply to God the Word, who has united with Christ in one parsopa and has 

made him his eternal living place.
82

 At first sight the discussion of God being Christ or Christ 

being God may seem a little redundant. However, when taking into account that Babai had 

accused Henana of similar statements, and that the Qurʾan scorned Christians for stating that 

God is Christ, George’s explication may have been highly relevant.
83

 George may have pro-

vided arguments against attacks from Islam. As the bishops had had to explain at the 612 de-

bate, he further clarified that this Christology would not be the fabrication of the ‘blessed’ 

Nestorius and Theodore, but was expressed by Christ himself. George gave several biblical 

quotations, which confirmed that Christ was both human and divine, including for example, 

Christ’s comparison with the destroyed temple that would be rebuilt in three days. The temple 

and the ‘I’ would represent the two qnomatic natures (ܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܩܢܘ̈ܡܝܐ).
84

 Moreover, the mir-

acles done by Christ were another sign of his divinity. The union of two natures did not mean 

that the divinity changed ( ܼܐܫܬܚܠܦܬ), diminished or dissolved in the humanity; neither was the 

humanity absorbed by the divinity.
85

  

 The union of the two natures in one parsopa of filiation was further considered indispensa-

ble, as both natures had a different function in the soteriology according to the Church of the 

East. The divinity is needed because salvation of believers takes place in Christ’s divinity, 

while his humanity is needed for the revelation of the divinity and for the atonement for hu-

man sins. Opinions that opt for only one nature are therefore rejected. Similar to what 

Ishoʿyahb III had written in his letters C-3 and C-22, George stated that people who deny 

Christ’s humanity and claim that God died and rose again would cut believers from the hope 

for resurrection and renewal. Any other form of Theopaschism is also rejected.
86

 In line with 

what the Church of the East had required before, and was also expressed by Ishoʿyahb III, 
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George thus insisted on a strict distinction between the divine and human nature of Christ 

because of the soteriology.  

 George scorned those who proclaimed the humanity of Christ at the expense of his divinity. 

Not only the many miracles would prove his divinity, but especially the beginning of John’s 

gospel would show that ‘Christ in his divinity is true God with a perfect qnoma from true 

God.’
87

 Using more biblical quotations, George argued that Christ’s divinity would allow be-

lievers who ‘received the light that had come to the world’, to be ‘children of God’ who are 

‘born from God’, and even to ‘become Gods’. This last expression, however, would not mean 

that human nature could be transformed into a divine nature, in the same way that God the 

Word does not change in his nature.
88

  

 George quoted and commented the verses up to John 1:14, which had been subject to hot 

debates on the question of whether they implied that God had changed or not. The introducto-

ry lemma by the compiler probably centred on this verse when he summarized it as follows: 

‘On the divinity of Christ and his humanity; and not—as the corruptors of the orthodoxy of 

the Church think—that God the Word was changed and became flesh in his qnoma.’
89

 

Abramowski notes that this formula with the additional ‘in his qnoma’ is not mentioned in the 

actual letter, but fits in the tradition of Habib and Narsai, who rejected such an addition that 

was used by defenders of the notion that God the Word had changed.
90

 Similarly to Narsai 

and Babai, George held that ‘became flesh’ should be interpreted as ‘took flesh’.
91

  

 George also mentioned Paul’s well-known metaphor of the servant, which Ishoʿyahb III 

seems to have avoided. After quoting it George added: ‘If the form of God is nature and qno-

ma, it is clear that also the form of man is nature and qnoma. Two qnomatic natures in one 

Christ: one Son of God.’
92

 George thus used this metaphor to explain the two natures and 

qnome. He further argued that the books of the Gospel, the apostles and even the prophets 

were full of examples which supported the view that ‘just as Christ is truly consubstantial to 
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 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 227. ܕܒܿܗ ܡܘܕܥ ܥܠ ܐܠܗܘܬܗ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ ܘܐܢܫܘܬܗ܆ ܘܕܠܘ ܐܝܟ ܕܪܢܘ ܡܚ̈ܒܠܝ ܐܪܬܕܘܟܝܐ

ܐܫܬܚܠܦ ܘܗܼܘܐ ܒܣܪܐ ܒܩܢܘܡܗ܀ ܕܥܕܬܐ܆ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܡܠܬܐ   
90

 According to Abramowski, this would be an indication that the compiler was aware of this older tradition. 

Abramowski, ʻDie nachephesinische Christologie’, p. 9. However, as Chabot notes that some words may be 

missing, it is not impossible that the compiler actually did refer to such an expression in the text. 

( [ ܒܫܘܚܠܦܐ ܕܐܠܗܘܬܐ?ܒܗܿܝ ܕܗܼܘ ܒܣܪܐ ܠܟ ] ). Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 240. 
91

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 239-40. 
92

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 240. 
ܬܘܗܝ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ܆ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܥܼܒܕܐ ܢܣܒ: ܘܗܼܘܐ ܒܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܒܢܝ̈ܢܫܐ. ܘܐܢ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܗܼܝ ܘܩܢܘܡܐ: ܿܗܘ ܕܟܕ ܐܝ 

  ܓܠܝܐ ܕܐܦ ܕܡܘܬܐ ܕܒܪܢܫܐ ܟܝܢܐ ܗܼܝ ܘܩܢܘܡܐ. ܬܖ̈ܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܩܢܘ̈ܡܝܐ ܒܚܕ ܡܫܝܚܐ: ܚܕ ܒܪܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ.
The Peshitta version of Phil. 2:6-8 has been given above in section 1.3.  
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our nature in his humanity, he is truly consubstantial to the nature of God the Father in his 

divinity: two true qnomatic natures in one Christ, Son of God.’
93

 This emphasis on the true 

qnome had also been expressed by Ishoʿyahb II and Ishoʿyahb III in order to denote the full 

reality of both natures.  

 George thereupon elaborated the metaphor of the king and his cloth in order to reject the 

opinion that God suffered or was born from Mary. Just like a king remains one king although 

he is clothed with signs of honour, so is the Son of God one, although he is covered with the 

cloth of humanity in order to hide the splendour of his divinity. If the cloth is torn, his body 

remains unblemished, even if the shame affects the honour of the king. Similarly, the suffer-

ings and passions of human nature do not affect the divine nature. Even demons would not 

say so. Instead, everything being said about the mdabbranuta which God the Word accom-

plished in his ‘inhomination’ (ܒܡܬܒܪܢܫܘܬܗ) should be about the names Christ and Son, which 

indicate his two natures. George compared this to the one general term for man, who consists 

of body and soul. If the body dies or one of its parts is damaged, this does not apply to the 

soul or to the name. Similarly, just as one knows what to ascribe to the body and what to the 

soul, this would apply even more to the mdabbranuta
 
of Jesus Christ, who accomplished sal-

vation for ‘us’, partly by his divinity and partly by his humanity.
94

 George’s Christology may 

thus be summarized as follows: 

 

His humanity that was formed in the lap of the holy Virgin Mary is inseparably united with his divinity in 

one parsopa of filiation from the beginning of creation to eternity. While together with the human qnoma 

God the Word is, infinitely and without separation in the whole mdabbranuta: in birth, in growth, in suffer-

ings and in death; is together with the body in the grave the divinity, and with the soul in paradise, but infi-

nitely. And we confess one son of God in two natures.
95

  

 

When George taught that Christ is one and that his natures and qnome are united into one par-

sopa, he used the same terminology in the same context as Babai, Ishoʿyahb II and Ishoʿyahb 

III. Unlike them, however, he did not elaborate these expressions. This may be an indication 

that these terms were being considered a part of common knowledge already.
96
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 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 240-41. :ܕܡܫܘܕܥܝܢ ܚܬܝܬܐܝܬ ܕܐܝܟ ܕܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܫܪܝܪܐ ܒܪ ܟܝܢܢ ܒܐܢܫܘܬܗ 
 ܗܟܢܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܫܪܝܪܐܝܬ ܒܪ ܟܝܢܗ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܐܒܐ ܒܐܠܗܘܬܗ. ܬܖ̈ܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܫܪܝ̈ܖܐ ܩܢܘܵܡܝܐ: ܒܚܕ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܒܪܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ܀
94

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 241. 
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 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 242; Winkler, ʻGiwargis von Kaphra’, pp. 309-310. 
ܐܢܫܘܬܗ ܕܐܬܓܒܠܼܬ ܒܘܥܘܒܿܗ ܕܒܬܘܠܬܐ ܩܕܝܫܬܐ ܡܪܝܐܡ: ܡܚܝܕܬ ܐܠܠܗܘܬܐ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܐܠ ܡܬܦܪܫܢܐܝܬ ܒܚܕ ܦܪܨܘܦܐ ܕܒܪܘܬܐ  

 ܡܢ ܫܘܪܝܐ ܕܒܪܝܬܐ ܘܠܥܠܡ. ܟܕ ܥܡܗ ܥܡ ܩܢܘܡܐ ܐܢܫܝܐ ܐܝܬܘܗܝ ܡܠܬܐ ܐܠܗܐ܆ ܐܠ ܡܣܝܟܐܝܬ ܘܕܐܠ ܦܘܪܫ ܒܟܠܿܗ ܡܕܒܪܢܘܬܐ:
ܒܝܠܝܕܘܬܐ ܘܒܬܪܒܝܬܐ ܘܒܚ̈ܫܐ ܘܒܡܘܬܐ. ܘܥܡ ܦܓܪܐ ܐܝܬܝܿܗ ܐܠܗܘܬܐ ܒܩܒܪܐ܆ ܘܥܡ ܢܦܫܐ ܒܦܪܕܝܣܐ: ܐܠ ܡܣܝܟܐܝܬ ܕܝܢ ܒܪܡ. 

 ܘܚܕ ܒܪܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܡܘܕܝܢܢ ܒܬ̈ܖܝܗܘܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ܀ 
96

 Winkler, Ostsyrisches Christentum, p. 126. 
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 George mainly emphasized the two natures in Christ and therefore he also quoted sayings 

from the ‘Fathers of the politeia of the Romans’. Even Cyril, ‘the disturber of the churches 

and the destroyer of the true belief of Christians in the land of the Romans’, would have been 

forced to acknowledge the two natures (and qnome) in Christ. In a rather inaccurate reference 

to Cyril, George explained that when God ordained Moses to build the Ark of the Covenant 

(Exod. 25:10-11), the two different materials of the Ark referred to the two natures of Christ. 

This statement may foremost be considered to represent George’s own thinking:  

 

‘Let that Ark, which God had ordered Moses to build, be for you a typos of the union of the two natures of 

Christ. Instead of the incorruptible wood: let it be for you the human qnoma, who did not do wrong and was 

found without sin, and instead of the gold, with which the Ark was covered outside and inside, the divine 

qnoma, which is united and connected outside and inside with the humanity. And just as there are two natures 

in the one Ark, there are two natures in the one Christ, the Son of God’.
97

 

 

George probably attempted to show the conformity in the Christian faith, although he rejected 

Theopaschism. One of his last remarks in his letter was that ‘our’ faith is the same as that of 

Rome and the whole of Italy, and further of Constantinople, Jerusalem and other cities and 

churches of the Romans that are not contaminated by heresy. This true confession would not 

only acknowledge the Son of God who was for salvation, but also the two natures with their 

properties and energy (ܒܕܝܠ̈ܝܬܗܘܢ ܘܒܡܥܒܕܢܘܬܗܘܢ) in the one Christ. It is remarkable that the 

text preserved has ‘properties’ in plural but ‘energy’ in singular. It is not clear why this defini-

tion would differ from that of Ishoʿyahb III, who deliberately spoke of two energies.
98

 Mi-

aphysitism as such is further not explicitly disqualified here, but implicitly it is.  

 George further claimed that the true confession (ܬܘܕܝܬܐ) was preserved best in ‘this 

politeia of the East, namely in the land of Fars and the surrounding areas’.
99

 It is noteworthy 
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 George named Ignatius, Athanasius of Alexandria, Ambrose of Milan, Gregory the Theologian (of Nazianzus), 

Amphilochius and Chrysostom. Chabot comments that George referred to Cyril’s commentary on the Gospel of 

John, but that he developed the metaphor in far less precise terminology. Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 243-

44 and 512-13. 
ܐ ܠܟ ܛܘܦܣܐ ܕܚܕܝܘܬܐ ܕܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܟܝܢ̈ܘܗܝ ܕܡܫܝܚܐ܆ ܩܒܘܬܐ ܗܿܝ ܕܦܩܕ ܐܠܗܐ ܠܡܘܫܐ ܠܡܥܒܕ. ܩܝܣܐ ܕܐܠ ܡܒܠܛ: ܢܗܐ ܠܟ ܚܠܦ ܘܕܬܗ 

ܩܢܿܘܡܐ ܐܢܫܝܐ܆ ܿܗܘ ܕܥܼܘܐܠ ܐܠ ܥܒܕ ܘܚܛܝܬܐ ܐܠ ܐܫܬܚܠܼܬ ܒܗ. ܘܕܗܘܐ ܕܐܬܩܪܡܼܬ ܩܒܘܬܐ ܼܡܢ ܠܒܪ ܘܡܢ ܠܓܘ: ܚܠܦ ܩܢܘܡܐ 
ܠܒܪ ܘܡܢ ܠܓܘ. ܘܐܝܟܢܐ ܕܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܒܚܕܐ ܩܒܘܬܐ: ܗܟܢܐ ܬ̈ܖܝܢ ܟ̈ܝܢܐ ܒܚܕ ܡܫܝܚܐ ܐܠܗܝܐ܆ ܗܿܘ ܕܐܬܚܝܕ ܘܐܬܢܩܦ ܐܠܢܫܘܬܐ ܡܢ 

 ܒܪܐ ܕܐܠܗܐ܀
98

 Chabot’s translation reflects this difference (‘leurs propriétés et leur opération’). Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, 

pp. 244. and 614. Referring to the same text in the Synodicon Orientale, Dietmar Winkler gives the plural form 

 .and also translates it in plural (‘Energien’), but does not further discuss it ܡܥܒܕܢܘܬܗܘܢ instead of ܡܥܒ̈ܕܢܘܬܗܘܢ
Winkler, Ostsyrisches Christentum, p. 129. Oscar Braun also translates it in plural (‘in ihren Eigenschaften und 

Energieen’), Braun, Synhados, p. 370. 
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 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, p. 244.  ܝܿܗ܀ ̈  ܥܕܬܐ ܩܬܘܠܝ̈ܩܐ ܕܒܦܘܠܘܛܝܐ ܗܕܐ ܕܡܫܢܚܐ܆ ܗܢܿܘ ܕܝܢ ܕܦܢܝܬ ܦܪܣ ܘܕܦܢ̈ܝܬܐ ܕܚܕܖ 
George distinguished the politeia of the Romans from this politeia of the East (Fars and adjacent regions). It is 

therefore not clear whether he subdivided the politeia of the East or not. Moreover, as he ascribed several histor-
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that George seems to have restricted the once extended area of the Church of the East to these 

regions. This raises several questions: was this mainly for persuasive reasons, flattering Mina 

(and probably the bishops who had attended his Synod); did George make subdivisions within 

his politeia; was George actually in doubt of the orthodoxy in the more northern provinces, 

such as in the Jazira or Adiabene, or was his authority actually restricted to the southern prov-

inces and was the local character of his synod an indication for this? In the latter case, the 

reconciliation with the Metropolitans of Nisibis and Perat d-Maishan (Basra) as reported by 

Thomas of Marga would become doubtful. However, the possibility is also not to be excluded 

that it was difficult to travel during these times or that the other Metropolitans actually con-

sidered this synod to be of local interest only. Unfortunately, there seem to be no other reports 

available that could solve these uncertainties. 

 Finally, George stated that faith cannot be confirmed without enquiry and thinking. One 

should therefore study the works of the predecessors as far as they were not contaminated by 

heretics. He closed his letter by recommending Mina to study. When in doubt, the solution 

would only be found in ‘the holy Gospel, the book of Paul, Acts of the Apostles and the rest 

of all the other books of the Pentateuch and the Prophets’.
100

  

  Although George acknowledged two qnome in Christ, he did not explicitly censure others 

for not doing so or claiming only one qnoma. The possibility is not to be excluded that 

George tried to emphasize the beliefs shared in Christianity in order to enhance Christian reli-

ability, although he insisted on rejecting Theopaschism and defending Christ’s soteriological 

role as Son of God. In the latter aspect, he seems to have expressed himself far more clearly 

than Ishoʿyahb III had done. Moreover, where Morony holds that it was due to Heraclius’ 

policies that both Ishoʿyahb III and George I believed that they shared their Dyophysite belief 

with the entire Western Church, the above findings rather indicate that these catholicoi were 

aware of the more recent Christological movements in the West that emphasized the two na-

tures.
101

 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                         
ical figures from the former Byzantine Empire to this Eastern politeia, it is also not clear how he interpreted their 

borders during his life time. 
100

 Chabot, Synodicon Orientale, pp. 244-455.  ܘܦܪܟܣܝܣ ܦܘܠܘܣ ܕܛܘܒܢܐ ܟܬܒܗ ܘܡܢ ܩܕܝܫܐ܆ ܐܘܢܓܠܝܘܢ ܡܢ ܡܢܗ ܐܐܠ

. ܐܬܟܬܒܘ ܕܐܠܗܐ ܗܢܘܢ ܒܪܘܚܐ ܕܐܦ. ܘܕܢܒܵܝܐ ܕܐܘܪܝܬܐ ܟܠܗܘܢ ܕܟܬܵܒܐ ܘܫܪܟܐ ܕܫܠܵܝܚܐ܆  

Compare Ishoʿyahb III’s description of the Gospel, Duval (ed.), Liber Epistularum, C-22, p. 288. He names 

Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, but foremost Paul, ‘the mouth of Christ’.  
101

 Morony, Iraq after the Conquest, p. 358. 
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5.4. John I Bar Marta (680-83) 

 

The short reign of John coincided with that of Muʿawiya’s son Yazid (680-83), whose con-

tested election had elicited the second civil war. During John’s reign, the orthodoxy of the 

Western Church officially acknowledged at the Council of Constantinople (681) the two na-

tures, two wills and two energies (ἐνέργεια, energeia) in Christ. It is not known to what extent 

John may have been aware of this or even been influenced.  

 Mari devotes only a few lines to him.
102

 Amri and Slibae offer some more information. 

John would have come from a noble family in the Ahwaz region (in Bet Huzaye). He was a 

monk and studied in Gundeshapur, where he became metropolitan bishop at an old age. Soon 

thereafter he was chosen Patriarch and ordained in Seleucia-Ctesiphon. He was in office for 

two years, after which the Catholicate remained vacant for another two years.
103

 

 

 

5.5. Henanishoʿ I and John of Dasen, ‘the Leper’ (685-700) 

 

Henanishoʿ I and John of Dasen are discussed here in one section, because John managed 

temporarily to become Catholicos instead of Henanishoʿ I. According to John bar Penkaye, 

Henanishoʿ had been an interpreter, a teacher in biblical exegesis (ܡܦܫܩܢܐ, mpashqana), be-

fore he was elected Catholicos.
104

 Henanishoʿ wrote many theological works and also some 

commentaries on Aristotelian philosophy, such as Aristotle’s Analytics. Brock lists him under 

the ‘main Syriac scholars’.
105

 A memra on Ishoʿyahb III is attributed to Henanishoʿ I, but this 

is seriously contested and may also belong to a later period. It is therefore questionable 

whether Henanishoʿ I had been a pupil of Ishoʿyahb III, as was claimed in the same text.
106

 

Most of Henanishoʿ I’s works which have been preserved deal with canonical and legal mat-

ters, especially on inheritance. The church claimed its right to inherit the estates of those who 

died without heirs.
107

  

 Concerning his Christology only one fragment seems to have been preserved. It comments 

on Matt. 21:9. and may have belonged to his On the exegesis of the pericopes of the Gospel, 
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 Gismondi (trans.), Maris, p. 55. 
103

 Gismondi (trans.), Amri et Slibae, pp. 33-34. 
104

 Mingana, Sources syriaques 1, p. 156. 
105

 Abdishoʿ mentioned a commentary on the Analytics, lost now, in his catalogue of Syriac authors. Brock, ‘The 

Syriac Commentary Tradition’, pp. 6 and 9. See also Baumstark, Geschichte der syrischen Literatur, p. 209. 
106

 On this hagiography, see section 3.1, note 1. As we have seen in section 3.6.2, Fiey moreover suggested that 

Henanishoʿ I is identical to the Abbot Henanishoʿ, a confidant of Ishoʿyahb III. 
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 Morony, Iraq after The Muslim Conquest, p. 367. 
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which is considered lost, but of which Reinink has found several fragments. Henanishoʿ I not 

only judged the Jews who denied that Jesus should be known as God, but also the ‘new folly’ 

(leluta hdatta) of those who claimed that he is only a prophet, like those who said: ‘This is 

Jesus the prophet from Nazareth in Galilee’ (Matt. 21:11). Hoyland and Reinink hold that this 

new folly clearly designates Islam, since the Qurʾan counts Jesus among the prophets before 

Muhammad, but denies his divinity.
108

 This view, as we have seen, became more pronounced 

after 690.  

 Already the election of Henanishoʿ I as Catholicos was not uncontested.
109

 During the va-

cancy after 683, Ishoʿyahb the bishop of Basra had managed to get hold of the catholicate in 

Seleucia-Ctesiphon. He was, however, imprisoned and Henanishoʿ I was ordained instead.
110

 

It is not clear whether Ishoʿyahb might have been supported by the Zubayrids, who had seized 

control over Basra between 683-91.
111

 Catholicos Henanishoʿ I could not but be involved in 

the second civil war in Iraq. He resided in Seleucia Ctesiphon which administratively be-

longed to Kufa, where the party of ʿAli, the Umayyads and the Zubayrids each claimed the 

sole leadership over all the Muslims. All parties had ruled for a while, but the chronology is 

quite obscure and many particulars remain unclear.
112

  

 Although the new Catholicos Henanishoʿ seems to have been neutral in directing the 

church affairs and in his legal correspondence, he was accused of siding with both Mukhtar 

and Musʿab. His contacts with these leaders may have made him unreliable in the eyes of the 

Umayyads. When the Umayyads finally had defeated Musʿab in 690 and ʿAbd al-Malik’s 

brother Bishr b. Marwan was appointed governor of Kufa (690-93/94), John of Dasen (ܕܣܢ), 

the Metropolitan of Nisibis, may have conspired with the Umayyads in order to get hold of 

the catholicate. He cast doubt on Henanishoʿs loyalty and may have persuaded Bishr to make 

him Catholicos instead by promising a large bribe and by delivering him Nisibis, which had 

come into the rebel hands of the shurte. In 692/93 Bishr actually dismissed Henanishoʿ and 

forced the bishops to elect John. John’s good fortune did not last long. After the severe Hajjaj 
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 Gerrit Jan Reinink: ‘Fragmente der Evangelien Exegese des Katholikos Ḥenanišoʿ I’, in R. Lavenant (ed.), V 

Symposium Syriacum 1988 (OCA 236; Rome, 1990), pp. 89-91; Hoyland, Seeing Islam as others saw it, p. 202. 
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 Most information on Henanishoʿ and his rival John of Dasen is based on the Chronicle of Maris, Amri and 

Sliba. Eduard Sachau gives a summary of these data and compares them with other sources, which Michael 

Morony uses in his historical overview. Gismondi (trans.), Maris, pp. 55-57; idem, Amri et Slibae, pp. 34-35; 

Sachau, Syrische Rechtsbücher 2, pp. vi-xvii; Morony, Iraq after the Muslim Conquest, pp. 352-53. 
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 Sachau, Syrische Rechtsbücher 2, pp. vii-ix. 
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 Gismondi (trans.), Amri et Slibae, pp. 34-35. 
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 Cf. Hawting, The First Dynasty of Islam, pp. 48-49; Pellat, ‘al-Baṣra’, pp. 1087-88. 
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 See also above, section 5.1.  
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had succeeded Bishr in November 694, John was unable to pay all the money demanded by 

this new governor. He tried to escape, but died in the vicinity of Kufa.
113

  

 John’s supporters in Nisibis were led by Mardanshah, an aristocratic Christian Persian 

physician. They helped the governor of Jazira, another brother of ʿAbd al-Malik, to take Nis-

ibis. Thereafter the party of Henanishoʿ would have been driven out of Nisibis, while 

Mardanshah was rewarded with the administration of the city, Bet ʿArabaye and Bet Nuhadra. 

This alliance would not have lasted long and only held until John’s death. ʿAbd al-Malik is 

said to have punished Mardanshah severely in 696: Mardanshah was arrested, his goods were 

confiscated, his family was sold into slavery and his brother was crucified.
114

 It may be that 

Mardanshah was the victim of a general assault on Christian leaders.
115

  

 Henanishoʿ was moreover attacked by Miaphysite circles in Nisibis. A certain Sargon, who 

probably was a secretary at the court of ʿAbd al-Malik, is said to have accused Henanishoʿ 

before this caliph.
116

 Fiey seems to conclude that inter-Christian rivalries led the Muslim au-

thorities to support John of Dasen against Henanishoʿ.
117

 Morony even argues that the ‘Nesto-

rians themselves caused their Muslim rulers to apply Sasanian methods towards them’.
118

 This 

view, however, seems to overemphasize the role of the rival Christian parties rather than 

competing Muslim groups in this turmoil of events. It is further not clear to what extent the 

already existing conflicts between the more western oriented Nisibis and the rest of the 

Church of the East continued to play a role in their loyalties to the rival Muslim parties.  

  After the death of John of Dasen, Henanishoʿ I seems to have exerted some kind of unof-

ficial patriarchate from a monastery near Mosul until his own death around 700. The period 

from 694 to 700 is therefore generally considered his second period as Catholicos.
119

 Overall, 

the reign of Henanishoʿ corresponded roughly with that of ʿAbd al-Malik, although this caliph 

only gained full power over Iraq since 690. After this time the relative religious tolerance of 
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the Arab rulers towards Christians changed and the position of the Christians worsened. After 

705 only Arabic was allowed as the civil language.
120
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CHAPTER SIX 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

 

In this study we have discussed more or less chronologically many aspects of the Christology 

of the Church of the East and the challenges its catholicoi faced from the fourth up to the end 

of the seventh centuries, focusing on how these may have been experienced by Ishoʿyahb III. 

In the present chapter some lines of discussion will be brought together and summarized in 

nine main points. 

 

 

6.1. The new Christological formula and Babai 

 

At the turn of the sixth into the seventh century the Church of the East had developed its own 

Christological orthodoxy in reaction to alternatives deemed heretical, often associated with 

powerful opponents. However the Church of the East seemed never to have been a monolithic 

block, and positions within it could vary. In 612, the Church of the East officially added ‘two 

qnome’ to the traditional Antiochene Christological formula (‘two natures in one person’), 

although this was not uncontested. The addition was especially influenced and promoted by 

Babai. The reasons for it can be traced through a range of often intertwining factors, such as 

linguistics, Church history, logic, epistemology and politics. 

 In general, the addition was a reaction to the teaching of one (composite) qnoma or even 

one nature in Christ. Babai opposed the Miaphysite emphasis on the one nature and one hy-

postasis/qnoma after the union, as strongly defended by Cyril of Alexandria and his followers. 

Babai also opposed the Neo-Chalcedonian doctrine (553), which recognized the two natures, 

but only one person and one composite hypostasis/qnoma. Moreover, within his own Church 

Babai had also to deal with adversaries of the two-qnome doctrine, which had found support 

in the influential Theological School of Nisibis and the powerful court of the Persian emperor.  

 The choice for one qnoma or two qnome in Christ depended essentially on the definition 

given to it. The Syriac term qnoma had several meanings that could vary over time and within 

different settings, causing many misunderstandings. It was often used as a translation of the 

Greek term hypostasis, some circles almost identifying ‘qnoma’ with ‘person’ (parsopa), and 

others aligning the term with ‘nature’. The former usage was true for the (neo-) Chalcedoni-

ans and for Miaphysite groupings in Babai’s time. Before, the Miaphysites had connected it 
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mainly with ‘nature’, and they therefore considered the Chalcedonian doctrine of two natures 

in one hypostasis/qnoma illogical. But later their interpretation seems to have shifted to ‘per-

son’. To complicate matters, ‘person’ could also be interpreted differently among the various 

groupings, ranging from what one essentially is to one’s outward appearance. The Church of 

the East tended toward the latter option, making a close connection between qnoma and na-

ture, although different interpretations also occurred. The confusion was not confined to that 

period: when qnoma is given different translations in secondary literature, the difficulties are 

only compounded. This study chooses therefore not to translate qnoma but to use only the 

Syriac term. 

 Babai seems to have represented a ‘Nestorian’ stream of the famous theological School of 

Nisibis in associating qnoma with nature, while he associated parsopa with the outward ap-

pearance (or manifestation) of the nature. This was probably the main reason why he added 

two qnome to the original Antiochene formula and rejected the one-qnoma Christology. When 

Babai defended the extended formula, he was resting firmly within the tradition of the Church 

of the East.  

 In the fourth century Aphrahat and Ephrem used the clothing metaphor to explain the mys-

tery of Christ being God and Man. In Ephrem’s work we found sayings that might have fos-

tered the later two-qnome doctrine, as he required that everything that really exists must have 

a qnoma since otherwise it would be a mere name. Although Ephrem was making the claim in 

a Trinitarian context, such argumentation was also used later in a Christological context. For 

instance Nestorius, Ishoʿyahb II and both Ishoʿyahb III and his opponent Sahdona used it in 

their defence of either one or two qnome in Christ. 

 The Antiochene school of thought, which had also developed in the fourth century, was to 

dominate the Christology of the Church of the East. In reaction to Arianism, Apollinarism and 

Paulianism, which were considered to have diminished the integrity of the divine and/or hu-

man nature of Christ, the Antiochene School emphasized a precise differentiation between 

these natures. Christ as God did not suffer and anyone suggesting so was accused of The-

opaschism. At the same time Christ’s complete humanity is highly important for the school’s 

soteriology. Further, Christ in his humanity is the prototype of all believers and has all human 

properties, including free will.  

 Theodore of Mopsuestia was the most famous Antiochene theologian and his work was 

considered the norm for exegesis. His exegesis was literal and historical and was embedded in 

a pedagogical and soteriological perspective. It was marked strongly by the concept of divine 

paideia, God’s guidance of mankind, in Syriac language often referred to as mdabbranuta. 
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Theodore further taught that the two natures (each having a prosopon/parsopa) become one 

prosopon/parsopa in an exact conjunction. It is questionable whether he taught two hyposta-

seis/qnome in Christ. In Theodore’s time, the term was not yet well defined and most of his 

texts that have been preserved do not use hypostasis/qnoma in a Christological context, except 

for an ambiguous fragment from an Edessene Syriac version of his On the Incarnation. This 

fragment allows both the interpretation that he taught one qnoma and that he taught two 

qnome in Christ. When arguing against defenders of the one qnoma, Babai also seems to have 

referred to these Syriac fragments. Theodore’s influential exegesis of the Nicene Creed was 

based on a somewhat different version which contained some specific Antiochene elements. 

Especially his insertion of ‘First-Born of everything created’ after ‘Only-Begotten’ (Son of 

God), emphasizing the two natures, persisted in the usage of the Church of the East.  

 Nestorius stood in the same tradition as Theodore. He tried to explain how the two proso-

pa/parsope could become one. Provoked by Cyril he spoke of each nature having in addition 

a hypostasis/qnoma. The works which elaborated the formula of ‘two natures, two qnome and 

one parsopa’ were probably unknown among the contemporary Theodorians in Edessa. Nes-

torius’ letters were condemned in 431 by the Synod of Ephesus in which Cyril of Alexandria 

played a key role. In 451 the Synod of Chalcedon produced the Christological formula that 

was to become the standard of orthodoxy of the Byzantine Church. It stated that Christ exists 

in two natures concurring in one prosopon and one hypostasis, while each nature keeps its 

property. The union was characterized by four qualities: ‘without confusion’, ‘without 

change’, ‘without division’ and ‘without separation’. The latter two were included to counter 

a doctrine ascribed to Nestorius, namely the teaching of two sons. The Church of the East, 

however, strongly denied repeatedly that they and Nestorius taught such a doctrine. The posi-

tion of the Church of the East towards this synod seems to have been ambivalent, as it used 

several of its expressions in defending and explaining its own orthodoxy.  

 Cyril’s anathemas became very influential and had several terminological consequences, 

because they condemned the teaching of two prosopa and two hypostaseis while demanding 

the acceptance of only one of each. The use of the plural form of these expressions conse-

quently could become suspect. It was perhaps for this reason that the Theodorians of the 

School of Edessa and Nisibis developed a specific language. They not only restricted the use 

of qnoma and parsopa, but also differentiated the divine nature from the activities of the di-

vine Word (love, will and power) involved in the salvific coming of Christ. The humanity and 

divinity become one only in one undivided adoration. However, the Church further continued 

to use expressions for the Incarnation that were disqualified by Cyril, such as an ‘inhabitation’ 
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or ‘indwelling’ (in a temple); the clothing metaphor; ‘assuming the form of a servant’; suna-

pheia (conjunction), and ‘he who was assumed by him who assumed him’. 

 On their part, the Chalcedonians tried to put an end to the confusions in Greek terminology 

and decreed in 553 that hypostasis was not the same as nature, but that it was the same as 

prosopon. Nature (physis), then, was the same as ousia. One important reason for these defini-

tions was to prevent Miaphysite interpretations such as those made by Cyril and more particu-

larly his followers. It thus became impossible to interpret the last part of the Chalcedonian 

formula ‘two natures concurring in one prosopon and hypostasis’, as an indication that Christ 

has one nature after the union. The Chalcedonian formula now was reformulated and ex-

plained by the Neo-Chalcedonian expression ‘one composite hypostasis’.  

 Although the Byzantines emphasized the two natures in their definitions, their simultane-

ous identification of hypostasis with prosopon still demanded continuing condemnation of the 

main theologians of the Church of the East and any Christological doctrine suspected of 

teaching two hypostaseis (qnome) and therefore of two prosopa. In reaction, a discussion on 

the use of qnoma seems to have started within the Church of the East. This discussion became 

even more complicated after 540, when the Church of the East had another base for its theol-

ogy at its disposal. This was the Syriac translation of the Liber Heraclidis of Nestorius, which 

contained the formula of two natures, two qnome and one parsopa. It had hitherto been un-

known but had recently been rediscovered and translated. Although the Liber Heraclidis pos-

sibly contained additions, it was considered completely authentic. As a result of the Church’s 

efforts to interpret qnoma in the light of both the traditional Antiochene and the new formula, 

in reaction to the Neo-Chalcedonian formula, two opposing groupings developed. 

 In 562-63, a delegation of the Church of the East tried to convince the Byzantine Emperor 

Justinian that each nature must have a qnoma, and that Christ therefore has two qnome. But 

probably they did not speak for the whole Church. Henana, the director of the influential 

School of Nisibis, played a role in the conflicts, although one can only speculate about the 

particulars. Several factors, which do not exclude each other, might have been involved.  

 Henana may have belonged to the stream within the School of Nisibis that more or less 

identified qnoma with parsopa and he may therefore have accepted the formula ‘one parsopa 

= one qnoma’. This may have been in accordance with Justinian’s decree, but whether He-

nana actually taught the one (composite) qnoma is contested. Henana’s party may have inter-

preted the two qnome as leading to two parsope, which they rejected. The other stream, in-

cluding Babai, associated nature with qnoma and acknowledged therefore two qnome in 

Christ and rejected the formula ‘one parsopa = one qnoma’ as this would lead to the Miaphy-
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site position of one nature of Christ. Those who did not accept the one qnoma solution left the 

School. Many of them were connected to the Izla (or Great) Monastery of which Babai was 

the third abbot. Each party claimed to represent orthodoxy and to stand in the tradition of the 

Fathers and might have found confirmation in the Syriac fragments of Theodore’s On the In-

carnation.  

 The School of Nisibis and the Great Monastery probably also had rival claims on suprema-

cy depending on who would offer the best way to the highest spiritual knowledge. To the 

monastery belonged a school of some renown which was strengthened by teachers who had 

left Henana’s school. Henana might have opposed the official church, propagating an episte-

mology considered heretical and corroborating with dissenting monks who followed their own 

way. The Church had combatted such monks already since at least 486 and often associated 

them with Miaphysites and Messalians.  

 During Babai’s time, the defence against Miaphysite propaganda seems to have become of 

vital importance to the Church of the East. Around 603, Khosrau started to favour the Mi-

aphysites strongly at the expense of the Church of the East, which hitherto he had favoured. In 

the year 608, he even started to paralyse the leadership of the Church of the East by denying it 

a new catholicos, exiling several bishops and allowing Miaphysites to confiscate its churches 

and monasteries. Meanwhile, the number and influence of Miaphysites within the Church and 

monasteries grew. Local authorities, mostly lay aristocrats, who could have invested their 

family capital in churches and monasteries, were affected and might have allied with one or 

the other denomination, probably depending on theological and opportunistic considerations. 

The suggested specific alliance between aristocrats and the circles around Henana seems 

therefore to belong to a wider, general pattern.  

 Moreover, the geo-political situation of Nisibis at the contested border of the Byzantine 

and Persian Empires gave rise to many tensions. These were intensified by the proximity of 

not only many monasteries of both Miaphysite and strict Dyophysite denominations, but also 

by monastic circles that were not approved by the ecclesiastical hierarchy. Some parties with-

in the Church of the East may have preferred Byzantium over Persia, and even have sought a 

doctrinal reconciliation, which was promoted by the Byzantine emperor Heraclius (610-41), 

who also sought for reconciliation with the Miaphysites. Khosrau, in turn, seems to have fa-

voured the denomination he expected to serve his political ambitions most.  

 Whatever the possible explanations for the conflicts within the Church of the East, they 

seem to have been exploited by Miaphysite groupings within the Church who thus may have 

even provoked the official formulation and defence of the doctrine of two natures, two qnome 
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and one parsopa. This defence in 612 of the new formula by bishops of the Church of the East 

may be seen in the light of attempts to regain influence on the basis of their Christology. 

 Such were the challenges Babai met and the theological tradition he wanted to defend at 

the beginning of the seventh century. Some other typical traits of the Church of the East can 

be mentioned: in line with Nestorius, the Church held that Christ’s humanity implies that 

Mary is not solely theotokos; in following God’s will and in imitation of Christ, believers can 

already participate to some extent in Christ’s glory and become part of the parsopa of Christ; 

free will is necessary to follow God’s will; baptism plays an important role; argumentation 

centres mainly on Bible texts (especially Phil. 2:6-7 and John 1:14), the exegesis of Theodore 

of Mopsuestia, and some Greek philosophy. Finally, it is standard that Arius, Paul of Samo-

sata, Cyril, Justinian, Severus, Philoxenus and later also Henana are all condemned and often 

seen as one of a kind, especially because they are thought to propagate the dogma of one na-

ture and/or one qnoma of Christ. 

 In his argumentation, Babai reinterpreted sayings of the Fathers, but did not quote Theo-

dore of Mopsuestia to any extent and did not mention Ephrem at all. Bible texts remained 

important, including the famous Antiochene key verses. Babai’s argumentation further con-

tained many elements of Aristotelian logic and concepts that were also current in the School 

of Nisibis. Babai focussed on how the two qnome, each with their own parsopa, are joined in 

one parsopa. He explained this extensively, defining the several Christological terms with 

new details.  

 The Christology of Babai can be characterized as follows: he was a strong defender of the 

fundamental Antiochene safeguarding of God’s transcendence and the humanity of Christ, 

with the two natures united in the one parsopa that shared the honour, power and adoration of 

the Lord. The parsopa of filiation (an expression of Nestorius), which Babai also called the 

parsopa of mdabbranuta, is the natural, unique and unchangeable property of the ‘Word’ and 

can be communicated with creatures. Babai defined qnoma as the individual instance of a 

nature and therefore argued that only one qnoma of each of the two natures could be involved 

(namely Jesus and the Word) and not all human beings and the whole Trinity. Babai also held 

that the one-qnoma doctrine implied Origenism and Theopaschism, and he did not distinguish 

it from the teaching of one composite qnoma. His rejection of the composite qnoma was per-

haps also a reaction to Proclus’ assumption that a composite qnoma would end in dissolution 

and loss of existence of its parts. 

 In Babai’s Christology it was essential that the union of the two natures into one parsopa 

was infinite, not passible and not out of necessity but voluntary. Free will also played an im-
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portant role in the desired purification of the soul. Babai still used the five traditional Anti-

ochene descriptions for the Christological Union: assumption, indwelling, temple, clothing 

and conjunction, which he saw as attempts to describe different aspects of the miraculous un-

ion of the finite with the infinite. Babai further elaborated the concept of assumption in ex-

plaining differences between qnoma and parsopa with the aid of Aristotelian terminology. In 

his rejection of the enemies of the Church, Babai did not deviate from former times, seeing 

Henana as their heir.  

 

  

6.2. Epistemology and Christology. The monastic life 

 

Alongside the reasons already suggested for the addition of two qnome, this study also draws 

attention to a further possible element neglected thus far, namely Babai’s epistemology for the 

more advanced monks. This may have formed an additional intrinsic motivation, and also 

seems to have played a decisive role in Babai’s conflicts with the School of Nisibis.  

 Babai accused Henana of Origenism and of having asserted that the human intellect ena-

bled human beings to know the unknowable God and even to become God. It has been sug-

gested that Henana extended the scholastic curriculum with the epistemology of Evagrius 

(who was influenced by Origenism) and possibly that he claimed that this combination of-

fered the best way to the highest knowledge. This claim may have challenged the position of 

the Great Monastery and the reform monasteries. Consequently, epistemology would have 

been another reason for Babai to accuse Henana of teaching Origenism, Miaphysitism and 

one composite qnoma, which according to Babai belonged together and would imply the 

teaching that human beings can know God and will be gods. It is not clear to what extent 

these were actually Henana’s views. 

 According to Babai, Origenism not only taught human participation in the divine nature, 

but also the pre-existence of the soul and the denial of the Resurrection, and thus would im-

pair the fundament of faith. The real Evagrius held that intelligent souls were originally in 

intellectual unity with the divine, but had fallen away from this unity into a bodily state from 

which through asceticism and reflection they had to find their way back to the former unity. In 

contrast, Babai emphasized that the mode of God’s essence cannot be known, and that this 

insight even formed the culmination of spiritual knowledge, for which baptism, the ascetic life 

and grace were a prerequisite. He therefore eliminated Origenist elements from a Syriac ver-

sion of Evagrius’ work that was important in monastic life. He transformed it to a system that 
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bound the monks to obedience to the hierarchy while guarding the Antiochene distinction 

between God’s transcendence and human passibility against the notion of God and man be-

coming one. Babai elevated this ‘domesticated’ Evagrius to a position similar to that of Theo-

dore of Mopsuestia and recommended him to monks in their effort to gain access to spiritual 

knowledge. In his mysticism, he may further have been influenced by John of Apamea and 

Marc the monk. 

 One of the prerequisites for spiritual knowledge was the purification of the individual soul, 

which Babai closely associated with the concept of qnoma. This purification required the as-

cetic life of monks who had Christ as their prototype. Christ’s human obedience and the puri-

ty of his soul, which—like a clear mirror—made him a perfect reflection of God in one par-

sopa, served as an example to enjoy a momentary vision of the Trinity. In line with the Anti-

ochene tradition Babai taught that the invisible divine nature is visible in Christ’s one parsopa. 

Babai explained that the invisible is seen like the sun in a mirror or a pearl. After baptism, the 

soul could become a mirror that should be directed at the light of truth by freely discerning 

between good and bad, and this ‘mirror’ finally might reflect the Trinity for a moment during 

prayer. This is both strongly reminiscent of Ephrem’s mirror metaphor, and of Theodore’s 

teaching of participation in the parsopa of Christ and of the moral role of knowledge.  

 Besides such a reflection, Babai also explained how the parsopa of God could become 

visible in an individual nature (qnoma). He therefore used the example of the imprint of the 

face of a king on a golden coin in wax or clay. The wax thus assumed the parsopa of the king 

and his honour, while remaining of a different nature. 

 As each monk had to purify his individual human soul (qnoma), Christ might have been 

thought to have not only a divine qnoma, but also as human qnoma. In his human qnoma he 

may even have reflected God in a more permanent way than other human beings. The way 

Babai linked the highest knowledge with the individual soul and qnoma may have been a 

means to integrate the new doctrine in monastic life. However, it also may have been the ex-

pression of an already existent undercurrent within reform monasticism connected to the Izla 

monastery that intensified the discussion on one or two qnome.  

 In the works of Babai’s successors Ishoʿyahb II and III there are also traces of such a re-

flection of the truth in one’s qnoma. Ishoʿyahb II may similarly have equated qnoma and soul, 

especially with regard to its purification. The next successor, Ishoʿyahb III, held that partici-

pation in Christ could be effected at the level of qnoma. He may have been in line here with 

the mysticism of Babai, according to which the ultimate truth could be seen in the purified 

qnoma of the soul. Ishoʿyahb III barely elaborated the mystical connotations in the way Babai 
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had done, but referred to monks as ‘vessels’ who had purified their qnoma, and were like mir-

rors that reflected the light of truth. He referred only in a very early letter to the metaphor of 

imprints in gold. It is not known whether he may have ceased making further references be-

cause his enemy Sahdona criticized Babai’s use of the examples of pictures and prints in gold 

or wax, arguing that such representations were not real.  

 Ishoʿyahb III, who had been a monk in the reform monastery Bet Abe, had to deal with a 

diverse monasticism which was hard to regulate. He attempted to influence the election of 

abbots while many monasteries were internally divided themselves and inclined to Miaphysite 

tendencies. Once he was Metropolitan, Ishoʿyahb III tried to regulate monasticism in Adia-

bene and wrote a general letter which emphasized that monks should stay in the same monas-

tery, be obedient to their abbot and work for a modest income, instead of travelling around 

and demanding money from believers. Their behaviour should be exemplary and enlighten the 

Church. In other letters he also described their role in offering refuge for the oppressed and in 

being hidden helpers of the bishops in the ‘struggle of prayer’.  

 Ishoʿyahb III not only urged the nobility and the clergy in Nisibis to fight the heretics there, 

but he also mobilized the monks of Qatar to fight for their faith which stood under great pres-

sure from rebelling bishops. 

 In a separate hagiography written somewhere between c.621 and c.659, Ishoʿyahb III de-

scribed all the sufferings the popular martyr monk Ishoʿsabran had sought and endured. There 

are no indications that inform us to what extent such mortifications were still seen as desirable 

within the monasteries. Where Ishoʿsabran had provoked the Zoroastrians in order to be pun-

ished for his teaching, it is less probable that Ishoʿyahb III used this as an example vis-a-vis 

the Arabs whose authority he considered God-given.  

 

 

6.3. Hira of the Arabs 

 

A few years before the 612 debate, Muhammad is said to have started to receive revelations 

which were to play an important role in nascent Islam. Meanwhile, probably somewhere be-

tween 604 and 611, several Arab tribes had been able to resist Sasanian troops for the first 

time at the battle of Dhu Qar, which became famous.  

 Arabs were not a foreign element to the Church of the East. Arab tribes had lived close by 

for centuries. They either led a nomadic life or settled down and adapted various elements 

from the languages and religions they encountered. At the advent of Islam most Arabs in 
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South Iraq belonged to the Church of the East. Others adhered to a form of Miaphysitism. 

Two Arab kingdoms that had developed as vassal states in the desert area between the Persian 

and Roman Empires, namely that of the Lakhmids in the east (centred in Hira) and of the 

Ghassanids in the west, were strongly influenced by the adjacent form of Christianity. The 

Lakhmids, who allied with the Persians, were enemies of the Miaphysite Ghassanids, who in 

turn allied with the Byzantines.  

 The Kingdom of Hira consisted of several Arab tribes and already had a bishop in 410. 

There may have been an awareness of being a specific people or nation (‘amma) particularly 

among some Christian tribes, the so-called ʿIbad, based both on their loyalty to the Christian 

God and on their Arab origins. Hira enabled the Sasanians to dominate the Gulf region and 

adjacent regions, and to extend their influence even into the Hijaz. For centuries Hira thus 

could transmit its Arab Christian culture and religion—including the Syrian, Christian and 

Persian influences—to the Arabs of the Peninsula, and may have formed a model for a Chris-

tian Arab identity. Several biblical and Christian notions may have reached Mecca, and the 

transtribal unity of the ʿIbad may have stood as a model for the notion of a transtribal Muslim 

umma.  

 The relations with the Church of the East were strong. The Church identified Hira simply 

with the Arabs (Syr. Tayyaye). At least two of the participants in the 612 debate had connec-

tions with Hira. After 520, however, several tribes here converted to a form of Miaphysitism.  

 Many tribes sought Hira’s surrounding fertile grounds, holding varying degrees of domi-

nance over these grounds and possibly also over the trade routes leading to Hira. Regularly, 

conflicts could arise on the use of land and wells. These intensified after the Sasanians had 

taken over Lakhmid rule in 602 and appointed governors in their place. Without the Lakhmid 

control of the frontiers, it must have become easier for other tribes to invade. One of the con-

flicts arose at the oasis Dhu Qar close to Hira and led to the famous battle.  

 Among the several rival tribes were the powerful Tamim who may have triggered the 

events which ensued, as after 605 they started to invade the territory of the Bakr close to Hira. 

The Sasanians had given the Tamim privileges for defending the Sasanian and Hiran trade 

routes, and had made one of their tribesmen, al-Mundir b. Sawa, governor of the Arabs in 

Bahrain, supervised by a Persian governor. Meanwhile, the Quraysh in Mecca seem to have 

competed with Hira over the control of the trade routes and the tribes involved. In this rivalry, 

it seems likely that Mecca’s position became stronger when that of Hira weakened. The 

Quraysh in Mecca had also built strong ties with the Tamim, which may have further 

strengthened the position of Mecca.  
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 The Persian and Arab governors of Bahrain are said to have received Muhammad’s mes-

sage in 630 or 632. The Tamim governor was probably striving for independence from the 

Sasanians and the implied submission to Hira and the Persian governor. He may therefore 

have used this alliance with Mecca/Medina mainly for economic and political reasons. But 

after Medina rapidly increased taxations between 630 and 631, around the times of the deaths 

of both Muhammad and Al-Mundir b. Sawa, there was strong opposition in Bahrain in which 

the Tamim played a leading role. Opposition also arose among other tribes in the Peninsula 

fed by both political and religious elements. On the Gulf it was suggested that the kingship 

should be returned to a Lakhmid descendant. This proposal may have corresponded with a 

current view that Arab rule was in hands of the kings of Hira. 

 The internal rivalries between the several Arab tribes of Hira and other powerful tribes 

concerning control of the trade routes probably continued during this resistance against Mec-

can supremacy (the so-called ridda wars), and during the subsequent Arab conquest of Hira. 

The extent to which they affected the ridda wars and the conquest is not clear, but they seem 

to have been more significant than generally held. The supremacy of the Quraysh over the 

other tribes who had made earlier conquests in Hira seems a later (contested) development. 

The fact that the Shiʿi bulwark Kufa was close to Hira may reflect these earlier dynamics. It is 

further not clear to what extent the Church of the East may have been affected by these rival-

ries, but there are some indications which will be discussed below. 

 

 

6.4. Ishoʿyahb III and the Arabs 

 

The letters of Ishoʿyahb III give some insight into the actions and worries of a senior clergy-

man within the Church of the East during the wars between Persians, Byzantines and Arabs, 

which resulted in the early period of Muslim rule over an extensive area. The interpretation of 

these letters can sometimes be hampered because Ishoʿyahb III carefully did not name some 

people, and probably relying on other knowledge available to his addressees which we lack 

remained deliberately vague or made allusions by means of word play. He was often ironical-

ly saying rather the opposite of what he meant. He used such rhetorical techniques amply, 

while sometimes streamlining his message into highly stylized descriptions or comparisons.  

 Dates are moreover not given and although the generally chronological order of his Liber 

Epistularum can be of some help, the allocation of several letters is clearly wrong, or disputa-

ble. An additional difficulty is that the reports on the Arab conquest are not always consistent 

or accurate. These factors together can seriously affect the interpretation of several events, 
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such as those taking place during the conquest or conquests of Nineveh by Arab troops, and 

the question of how Ishoʿyahb III experienced this. The reconstruction of many events re-

mains therefore tentative, which is also the case for some of the new suggestions in this study. 

 It is not sure when Ishoʿyahb III started to recognize the Arabs as ‘secular leaders’. Estima-

tions of the date are dependent among other factors on the fall of Nineveh, of which Ishoʿyahb 

III officially had been bishop since 628. Nineveh is said to have been taken in either 637 or 

641, depending on the report. There are indications that it was taken twice by various Arab 

tribes. For a better understanding of the complex situation around Nineveh it should be noted 

that from 628 until 636 the Byzantine Emperor Heraclius had kept parts of his army in Persia 

around the Miaphysite bulwark Tagrit where Miaphysite Arab tribes lived. Heraclius probably 

had made this city the administrative centre for a wide region including Nineveh. As his army 

in Persia consisted mainly of Miaphysite Arab allies, it contributed seriously to Miaphysite 

dominance here. Conversely, the position of the Church of the East in Nineveh became very 

weak and even the Metropolitan of the Church of the East in Adiabene sided with Miaphysite 

groupings. 

 After Seleucia-Ctesiphon was conquered in 637, the Arabs established Kufa, a new garri-

son in the vicinity of Hira. From here they made further conquests. When the Arabs took Ta-

grit in the same year, the Miaphysite allies of the Byzantines might have lost their leading 

position. This in turn could have once more advanced the position of the Church of the East in 

this area, as possibly reflected in two of Ishoʿyahb III’s letters which mentioned an almost 

miraculous improvement. The ‘impious’ (probably Miaphysites) had to run away and hide, 

while the ‘barbarians who opposed us (because of) our sins’ became more acceptable instead. 

Whom Ishoʿyahb III actually meant is not clear. He probably referred to new victorious Arab 

groupings here. The invading Arabs also built Mosul, a strategic encampment close to Nine-

veh on the other bank of the Tigris. Their rule followed the Kufan pattern. Nevertheless, alt-

hough the Miaphysite dominance seems to have been reduced, it did not disappear and 

Ishoʿyahb III remained in conflict with them.  

 Later came Arabs from the West. Starting in Damascus, dominated by the Umayyad dyn-

asty, they conquered Nisibis and fought around Balad. They finally took Tagrit as well and 

gradually their governmental system replaced the Kufan one. Traces of this transitional stage 

seem to be discernible in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters.  

 Difficulties in interpreting or combining some events in the life of Ishoʿyahb III arise not 

only from the differing dates for the conquest of Nineveh, but also from some implications in 

his letters concerning the elections of metropolitans. Ishoʿyahb III wrote these letters towards 
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the end of his episcopacy in Nineveh and when he had just become Metropolitan in Adiabene. 

One difficulty in the first of these letters concerns the identification of the dismissed unscrupu-

lous Metropolitan of Adiabene whom Bishop Ishoʿyahb III had refused to succeed initially: 

Paul or Paul’s successor Makkika. Fiey assumed it was Paul and he consequently had to assign 

Makkika’s reign to a later period.  

 The other letters were connected with the appointment of Maremmeh as Metropolitan of 

Bet Huzaye, to which position Ishoʿyahb III had himself aspired. Because Fiey also followed 

the claim of a report that Maremmeh was bishop when the Arabs took Nineveh, and set this 

event in 637, he assumed that the last episcopal letters were misplaced and actually belonged 

to Ishoʿyahb III’s metropolitan period. This report, however, is contested by the fact that a 

more reliable source did not mention Maremmeh’s episcopate. Moreover, Ishoʿyahb III never 

called Maremmeh a bishop, although he had written some letters to him during this time. I 

have suggested therefore that Ishoʿyahb III was Bishop of Nineveh when Arabs took it in 637 

and possibly in 641 as well. The latter suggestion is complicated by the fact that Ishoʿyahb III 

wrote as Metropolitan about fighting around Balad. This might either refer to known battles 

around 640 or to surmised battles continuing despite Umayyad victories, which does not seem 

impossible since this area remained contested for decades. 

 I have presented an alternative interpretation for the events as mentioned in Ishoʿyahb III’s 

letters, which would justify the existing order not only of the five letters (E-50-52 and M-1-2) 

concerning the elections, but also of E-48 which dealt with Arab rule and of which the heading 

indicated that it was written when Ishoʿyahb III ‘served the holy church of the Ninevites’. Ac-

cording to this alternative interpretation, Ishoʿyahb III was initially invited to replace Metro-

politan Makkika who was sent away. Ishoʿyahb III refused, possibly because he preferred Bet 

Huzaye where his prospects to succeed the ageing Catholicos might have been secured. In his 

place, he may have proposed Maremmeh, whom he sent to negotiate for him in the Izla monas-

tery. Maremmeh, however, became metropolitan of Bet Huzaye and Ishoʿyahb III of Adiabene. 

All these events may have taken place between 641 and 642, with Ishoʿyahb III being bishop 

of Nineveh until that time, while Maremmeh may have to some extent represented him.  

 As the Izla monastery was close to Nisibis, which had already been taken by Umayyad 

troops around 640, one might wonder to what extent the Umayyads on the one hand were in-

volved in these decisions and on the other the Kufan troops that still occupied Mosul. Possibly 

the Tigris, which runs between Mosul and Nineveh, provided a natural border, forming for an 

unknown period the boundary between the conquered regions negotiated between several 
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groupings. If a short comment by Metropolitan Ishoʿyahb III meant that the ‘politeia of the 

orthodox’ ended at the East side of the Tigris, as Fiey holds, this would support this suggestion.  

 There are no direct indications in the letters that Ishoʿyahb III had assisted the Arabs during 

the conquests. But the fact that in E-48 he asserted confidently that the Arabs would listen and 

help if one explained some of their Christology to them suggests that he was at least on speak-

ing terms with them. Moreover, the (unverifiable) claim that Maremmeh was given the posi-

tion of Metropolitan because he had helped the Arabs could similarly have applied to 

Ishoʿyahb III.  

 When Ishoʿyahb III became metropolitan of Adiabene around 642, Arab rule was more or 

less considered a fact, although it took some time to be settled. In the levying of taxes, for 

instance, Arab rulers depended heavily on the existing infrastructure. The Arabs might have 

been influential in the appointment of the leaders of the Christians, but the Persian nobility 

including its Shah had not yet been completely vanquished.  

 Most of the aristocratic families adjusted to the new situation. They could still put family 

capital in church properties, perhaps also for fiscal reasons. Just as they had done during the 

late Sasanian times, they continued to play a role in levying taxes during the early Arab period. 

This might even have been done through those churches and monasteries. The powerful Per-

sian nobility had been influential in the East Syrian Church, which tried to keep their support 

and to prevent them from turning to the Miaphysites, as this would have affected the whole 

area they were responsible for. Some, however, who did not belong to the Church but adhered 

to Zoroastrianism, might have tried to undermine the position of the Church during the transi-

tion period when Sasanian rule was being replaced by Arab rule.  

 Meanwhile, there is a slight hint that Bishop Ishoʿyahb III may have been involved in a 

conspiracy with the nobility in Nisibis against Catholicos Ishoʿyahb II. This suggestion is 

inferred from Ishoʿyahb III’s criticism of the priest Moshe in Nisibis, who apparently had not 

followed his instructions. He wrote this in the context of rumours about the appointment of a 

new catholicos, in which Moshe seems to have been involved, mentioning Ishoʿyahb III’s 

name to others. This alarmed Ishoʿyahb III. Unfortunately, Ishoʿyahb III’s actual role in such 

a conspiracy cannot be reconstructed. 

 E-48 is the only letter in which Ishoʿyahb III explicitly referred to the religion of the Arab 

rulers and called them mhaggre Tayyaye. They would reject Theopaschism. Although the ex-

act etymology of the term mhaggre is contested, Ishoʿyahb III most probably used it to de-

scribe Arabs connected with nascent Islam. He may have distinguished them from the (Mi-

aphysite) Arabs who were already living around Nineveh. In other letters he called Arabs 
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merely Tayyaye. His metropolitan letters rarely refer directly to them. He mentioned once the 

already familiar ‘Hira of the Tayyaye’. In later letters he used the term Tayyaye several times, 

but it is not always certain whether he referred to Christian Arab tribes or to Muslim Arab 

tribes. The usage could in fact change overnight.  

 During his catholicate Ishoʿyahb III faced apostasy and rebellion in the southern provinces 

around the Persian Gulf when Muslim rule had been established for some time. He used the 

terms ‘apostasy’ and ‘rebellion’ sometimes rather interchangeably and they allow therefore no 

further insight in the character of the conflict. The rebelling elements that had not turned to 

Islam probably strove for independence from the Church, and might also have sought for a 

more favourable tax regime. As the letters devoted to this rebellion were probably written in 

the context of the first civil war with supporters of ʿAli (Shiʿites) opposing those of the 

Umayyads, a difference in alliances may have played a role as well. In that case, Ishoʿyahb III 

might have defended the position of ʿAli who reigned relatively nearby in Kufa.  

 Probably not long before the rebellion, many churches had been destroyed in Fars and in 

the ‘whole southern world’, which presumably included the Gulf region. According to 

Ishoʿyahb III, the Tayyaye would not have been responsible for this, since they had actually 

protected the churches. He ascribed the destruction to ‘a demon’, who met no resistance at all. 

Ishoʿyahb III analysed the situation as follows: the bishops there had not been ordained with 

his consent. Therefore, the canonical passing down of the power of the Holy Spirit had not 

taken place and the people lacked consequently the right spirit to defend themselves or to be 

protected. If the bishops would comply with the rules of the Church, they could be empow-

ered again and miracles could be effected. He further explained that servitude to the Church 

was the same as servitude to God, and consequently that revolt against the Church was revolt 

against God. He also held that the people should obey the secular leaders, the Arabs, and pay 

them taxes, which could amount to half of their possessions, because these Arabs were sent by 

God at the imminent end times, which were a time of trial. In order to reach eternal salvation, 

people should therefore remain obedient to the Church and its teaching even at the cost of 

their possessions or life. 

 Ishoʿyahb III’s argumentation that servitude to God implied servitude to the secular leaders 

whom God had installed was a generally accepted Christian doctrine. It was also in line with 

the prescriptions of ʿAli, but opposite to that of the Kharajites, who left ʿAli’s party after 657 

(and murdered him) because they opposed any human government considered tyrannical or 

ungodly. However, Ishoʿyahb III also used some expressions that became a mark of the mili-

tant Kharajites, such as to ‘sell the present life for the world to come’. He thus might have 
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appealed to sentiments current among several groupings by that time when he indicated that 

one should ‘sell’ one’s worldly possessions and one’s life in order to ‘buy’ eternal life.  

 It is not clear to what extent, if any, the rivalry between the Umayyads and the Kufan alli-

ances may have played a role in the conflict between Ishoʿyahb III and his rival Sahdona, and 

this also applies to the appointments of several subsequent catholicoi during the civil wars. 

 

 

6.5. Ishoʿyahb III and his rivals 

 

Ishoʿyahb III’s position was contested from several sides. His main rival was Sahdona who 

propagated a one-qnoma Christology and had some important allies. There are several indica-

tions in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters that this rivalry was much stronger than generally thought, as 

Sahdona may have been involved in a condemnation of Ishoʿyahb III and may have aspired to 

the catholicate as well. Among Sahdona’s supporters was most probably Cyriacus, the Metro-

politan of Nisibis until c.645. It was in Nisibis where an independent synod even condemned 

Ishoʿyahb III when he was Metropolitan of Adiabene. The reasons for this condemnation are 

not specified other than that this synod rejected the two-qnome doctrine, taught ‘the error of 

one qnoma’ in the name of Chalcedon, and used Ishoʿyahb III’s Christological letter to 

Sahdona against him. The Synod in Nisibis presumably took place between 641 and 645, al-

most simultaneously with another synod which the Nisibenes did not attend and where the 

participants could not agree on how to react to the devastating times.  

 The position of Cyriacus himself was also contested by other parties who accused him of 

Chalcedonian sympathies and who might have supported Ishoʿyahb III. Nisibis seems to have 

been in a rather isolated and different position by this time when compared to the rest of the 

Church of the East. It is not clear to what extent this was due to the wars. It probably had to 

do with the fact that it was closer to Byzantium and was in more contact with Miaphysite 

groupings there. In addition, it might also have to do with other Arab forces in the area that 

were more under the influence of Damascus. 

 In Arbela, the metropolitan city of Adiabene, Metropolitan Ishoʿyahb III encountered 

many problems with members of the Persian nobility who were involved in the election of 

metropolitans and therefore considered the religious views of the candidates. They openly 

questioned Ishoʿyahb III’s position as well as that of the new Catholicos Maremmeh. Sahdona 

may have allied with the leaders in Arbela. 
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 Ishoʿyahb III accused Sahdona of Miaphysitism and considered him the enemy of both 

himself and the Church. After his fruitless attempts to convince Sahdona of his two-qnome 

Christology he agitated against him. Sahdona was exiled several times, but was also forgiven 

by the Synods. He must have appealed to a substantial part of the Church who still wanted 

him as bishop or maybe even Catholicos, which in turn threatened Ishoʿyahb III’s position 

and the Christology he defended. Meanwhile, the phraseology in Sahdona’s works remained 

strongly within the traditional framework of the Church of the East. He seems to have be-

longed to the stream within the School of Nisibis that rather treated qnoma and parsopa as 

equivalents and to have argued similarly that this was in line with Theodore of Mopsuestia. 

 The letters Ishoʿyahb III wrote in relation to Sahdona form the main extant sources for his 

own Christology. Similarly to what had happened before in the School of Nisibis, his accusa-

tions rest mainly on conclusions deriving from his own definition of Christological key terms 

and they do not seem to represent Sahdona’s thinking accurately. Ishoʿyahb III warned 

Sahdona not to equate qnoma with parsopa and discussed their differences, remaining in the 

framework as developed by Babai, who had focussed on their ability to assume or be assumed. 

Both Ishoʿyahb III and Babai considered this only possible for a parsopa and hence they 

thought it explicable that the human and the divine parsopa could become one parsopa. As 

they denied such ability for a qnoma, the human and divine qnoma had to remain separate, 

although they could both exist in the one parsopa.  

 Sahdona did not share Babai’s and Ishoʿyahb III’s distinction between qnoma and parsopa. 

He held that a qnoma could assume or be assumed and was indicative of the reality of the 

parsopa. Sahdona seems to have insisted that the parsopa of Christ was really divine and not 

only a kind of manifestation, and this may have been the reason why he rejected Babai’s met-

aphors to explain the idea of one parsopa in two qnome. Although Ishoʿyahb III professed the 

two natures and two qnome, he may sometimes have been inclined to obscure Christ’s divini-

ty as he hardly spoke of the Sonship or ‘God the Word’. He further seems to have used the 

concept of the two qnome in Christ in an ambiguous way in order to permit various interpreta-

tions.  

 Sahdona was freer in his terminology for the Incarnation and used terminology dear to the 

Church of the East. It seems that the gap between his and Ishoʿyahb III’s points of view was 

deepened because of two factors. Firstly Sahdona may have sought to harmonize the Christol-

ogy of the Church of the East with that of other Christians in the former Byzantine areas close 

to Nisibis. Initially, when Heraclius still governed Syria and tried to harmonize the diverse 

Christologies, he may have involved both East Syrian and Miaphysite groupings. During the 
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period Miaphysite Arabs seem to have played a leading role here, Miaphysite groupings may 

have become Sahdona’s main discussion partners. He may have considered himself the de-

fender of the classical Antiochene formula, while he interpreted the key terms in the (Neo-) 

Chalcedonian way, which might still have allowed him to find some common Christological 

basis with Miaphysite groupings. Secondly, on his side, Ishoʿyahb III seems to have tended to 

preserve his Christology against the Arab governors he had to deal with by sometimes obscur-

ing Christ’s divinity. This might have strengthened Sahdona’s opposition against Ishoʿyahb 

III, in which he was joined by others.  

 It is moreover not impossible that after 646, the new Catholicos Maremmeh and the Met-

ropolitan of Arbela, Ishoʿyahb III, envisaged another kind of co-operation with Muslims than 

was acceptable to several leaders within the Church of the East. However, the relation be-

tween Maremmeh and Ishoʿyahb III was also challenged. Although both were attacked by the 

people from Arbela, who may have sided with Sahdona, Maremmeh later considered rehabili-

tating Sahdona against the advice of Ishoʿyahb III. It was possibly only the sudden death of 

Maremmeh which prevented this.  

 During Ishoʿyahb III’s catholicate the influence of Miaphysites in Nisibis seems to have 

increased, and he tried to mobilize both the nobility and the clergy against this. It is not clear 

whether groupings around Sahdona were also implied in this rivalry. There must have re-

mained an influential group that was hostile to Ishoʿyahb III, because he had not been treated 

well in Nisibis when he was exiled there by an unfavourable Arab governor. 

 Ishoʿyahb III spoke repeatedly of the threat of schisms. These may have been mainly 

Christological, but geographical factors and fluctuating alliances may also have played a role. 

The loyalties in the Church seem to have been complex, and the rivalry between the candi-

dates thus may have reflected the political instability of the time, including the rivalry be-

tween troops from Kufa and the Umayyads in the North-West.  

 
 

6.6. Adaptations in Ishoʿyahb III’s Christology? 

 

With respect to Byzantines, Ishoʿyahb III claimed once in M-30 (probably written somewhat 

before 649) that they had now abandoned Cyril’s wrong teaching of ‘one qnoma, property and 

energy in Christ’. They would now recognize the ‘duality of the qnome, energies and proper-

ties of Christ in one agreement’. It is thereby not clear whether Ishoʿyahb III may have under-

stood ‘one agreement’ as ‘one will’. Ishoʿyahb III may have reacted to some strong opponents 
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in Byzantium to the doctrine of Monenergism (and Monothelitism). He may have considered 

his statement opportune for a short time only as he did not subsequently discuss further.  

 Beside the vagueness about Christ’s divinity and his use of the rejection of Theopaschism, 

the nomenclature in Ishoʿyahb III’s letters seems not to permit firm conclusions concerning a 

possible adaptation to Muslim Arabs. There are, however, some exceptions. The following 

points may illustrate this:  

 All the expressions concerning the omnipotence of God appear from E-26 onwards. This 

might have had to do with increasing Islamic presence, but could also be explained by the 

fact that Ishoʿyahb III scarcely wrote on Christology before that time.  

  Ishoʿyahb III never mentioned the Trinity, except for one negative example. As he seems to 

have avoided connecting Christ explicitly to either the Sonship or the Word, one might 

suggest that Ishoʿyahb III not only tended to avoid the concept of the Trinity, which was 

rejected by the Qurʾan, but consequently also avoided writing in more specific terms about 

the relation between God and Christ. 

 In rather ambiguous language Ishoʿyahb III stated in C-3 that the human nature of Christ is 

created and he did not mention the Sonship of the divine nature. This possibly may have 

been an adaptation to the Islamic rejection of Christ being born of God. Ishoʿyahb III’s 

formulation is rather opaque and might be an attempt to profess his Christological view 

without causing too much suspicion on the side of the Islamic governors.  

 However, in C-22, his last letter, probably written at the end of his life after having been 

exiled for a time by an Arab governor, Ishoʿyahb III indicated twice that Christ has the 

same nature as the Father, and he also clearly rejected the view that Christ is not God. One 

can only speculate whether the reference was deliberate or merely incidental, and whether 

his later experiences with Arab rule at the onset of the first civil war influenced his strate-

gy. 

 It is remarkable that Ishoʿyahb III did not call Christ a ‘servant’, although Islamic theology 

did so and previous East Syrian Christology had made ample use of the phrase ‘the form of 

God assuming the form of a servant’. He did not even refer to this verse, as this formula-

tion might have been unacceptable to Islam.  

 The same might apply to other expressions for the Incarnation, such as the clothing meta-

phor, which Ishoʿyahb III did not use.  
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 Where Ishoʿyahb III could have been in line with the Qurʾan if he called Christ ‘the son of 

Mary’—although this would imply a reduction of the traditional Christian view—he did 

not mention her at all, possibly to avoid difficult discussions on Christ’s precise descent.  

 The death on the cross, which according to the Qurʾan was an illusion, is hardly addressed. 

Ishoʿyahb III did not mention Christ’s taking away man’s sins. The soteriological role of 

Christ’s death is briefly touched upon twice. He expressed the soteriological role of 

Christ’s death more explicitly when he stated that only through the human qnoma of 

Christ, Christians could be saved and participate ‘in the hope of resurrection because of the 

participation in the prime resurrection’.  

These examples give the impression that in his letters Ishoʿyahb III hardly ever used any of the 

several expressions that may have been unacceptable to Muslims. As most references to Chris-

tology are found in the extant letters written after the first Arab invasions, the discernment of a 

possible development is limited. One can speculate that the absence of several terms that were 

familiar in the Church of the East was merely incidental in his first letters but more deliberate 

later. The basic tenets of his Christian belief do not seem to have been affected: Ishoʿyahb III 

insisted on Christ’s soteriological role, which required full acknowledgment of both his human 

and divine nature and qnoma. The very concept of qnoma itself may sometimes have enabled 

him to make ambiguous statements concerning the divine nature of Christ, which might have 

secured greater acceptance among Muslim governors.  

 

 

6.7. The Christology of other Catholicoi in the seventh century 

 

Since Babai, the new Christological formula had become standard in the Church of the East 

and was defended by its Catholicoi. However, on details of the Christology discussion could 

diverge. The Christology of Babai’s immediate successor Ishoʿyahb II can be surmised from 

only one authentic letter and on less reliable reports on his embassy to Heraclius. The general 

impression from the letter is that Ishoʿyahb II strongly defended the two-natures-two-qnome-

one-parsopa doctrine. It shows many similarities with Babai’s arguments, although these are 

not expressed at the same length or with the same harshness. Ishoʿyahb II underpinned his 

Christology with philosophical-theological and semantic argumentation. Several comments 

seem to be vague or to allow for more lenient interpretations. In his letter he did not mention 

Cyril nor did he explicitly reject Chalcedon, holding the Chalcedonian formula merely illogi-

cal because it confessed two natures on the one hand, but on the other hand translated hypos-
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tasis as qnoma and therefore implied the teaching of one nature. This raises the question of 

whether Ishoʿyahb II was writing in this way for diplomatic reasons, accommodating to a po-

sition that was acceptable to the Byzantine Emperor.  

 The number of wills, powers or energies was another theme that could be interpreted vari-

ously. It became a fervently debated item under Emperor Heraclius, who defended Monener-

gism from 622 onwards and modified it into Monothelitism in 638. Already Nestorius under-

stood the prosopon in terms of image and will and therefore the two prosopa becoming one 

not only implied two wills becoming one, but also one energy according to God’s will. How-

ever, Nestorius’ thought allowed him to recognize both one and two wills, energies and par-

sope. Narsai recognized that the one Sonship has one parsopa and one will. The bishops of 

the 612 debate recognized the two natures and two qnome in one parsopa of filiation, one 

authority, one will, one mdabbranuta and one power. Ishoʿyahb II’s position is not clear. In 

his Christological letter he spoke of two forms that ‘act everything in one parsopa’. It remains 

speculative whether this formulation is meant to accommodate to Monenergism or not. 

Ishoʿyahb II may have reacted here to discussions on Monenergism because he had to respond 

to a question whether the unique parsopa of Christ belonged to the ‘form of God’ or to ‘the 

form of man’ or to both. According to some, who may have interpreted the verb ‘assumed’ as 

‘elevated’, Christ would manifest himself, act and speak by this divine parsopa that had as-

sumed him, and thus the parsopa of Christ would belong only to the form of God. Ishoʿyahb 

II rejected this view and stated that it was the same as acknowledging one qnoma in Christ. It 

is not sure whether Ishoʿyahb II was here already fighting Sahdona, who propagated the one 

qnoma in Christ and also argued that ‘everything is elevated to his assumer’. The letter further 

seems hardly to have reacted to Heraclius’ defence of Monothelitism, possibly because it was 

written before 628. There is no reliable evidence for the claim in the Chronicle of Seert that 

Ishoʿyahb II actually adhered to the doctrine of one will and one energy. 

 George I took a slightly different position than Ishoʿyahb III, who once claimed that the 

‘great Rome’ and other areas supported the doctrine of two qnome, two energies and proper-

ties of Christ. Although George stated similarly that Rome and the whole of Italy, Constanti-

nople, Jerusalem and other cities adhered to the true confession, he claimed that they 

acknowledged the two natures with their properties (plural) and energy (singular). He moreo-

ver openly stated that they acknowledged the soteriological role of the Son of God, an expres-

sion which Ishoʿyahb III seems to have avoided for a long time.  
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6.8. Reactions to increasing pressure on Christians and their basic tenets 

 

As suggested above, the rivalry between Sahdona and Ishoʿyahb III might have had to do with 

rivalry between the Umayyads and Kufa. This was possibly also combined with differing re-

actions to views of the new leaders, Ishoʿyahb III apparently tending to conceal unfavourable 

differences more.  

 George I claimed that the true confession was preserved best in ‘this politeia of the East, 

namely in the land of Fars and the surrounding areas’. As his Synod of 676 was attended only 

by bishops from this former metropolitan see, it is not clear whether it is simply coincidental 

that reports from this area have been preserved, or whether George’s authority was actually 

restricted to the Gulf area. It is moreover not known whether this might have been connected 

with the three main contending Arab parties during the first civil wars. Indications for such an 

interpretation might be that George I has been associated with Kufa (a Shiʿa bulwark), while 

one of his rivals was associated with Basra (connected with Al-Zubayr), and the other with 

Nisibis, which may have been associated more closely with the Umayyads. Moreover, after 

the brief reign of George I’s successor and the subsequent vacancy, the bishop of Basra had 

got hold of the catholicate but was imprisoned. Instead, Henanishoʿ I was ordained in 685 

only to be dismissed in 692/93 at the order of the Umayyads when they regained control. 

They replaced Henanishoʿ I by the bishop of Nisibis who had conspired with them. These 

latter developments took place during the second civil war.  

 Henanishoʿ I had his seat in Seleucia-Ctesiphon, which administratively belonged to Kufa 

where governors of the three contending parties replaced each other rapidly. His own position 

was moreover seriously challenged by an internal rival from Nisibis and by Miaphysites from 

that city who supported the Umayyads. Morony’s hypothesis that the ‘Nestorians themselves 

caused their Muslim rulers to apply Sasanian methods towards them’ is based on such rival-

ries. However, it seems to overemphasize the role of the rival Christian parties rather than 

competing Muslims in this turmoil of events. It is not clear who employed whom, nor to what 

extent the already existing conflicts between the more western orientated Nisibis and the rest 

of the Church of the East continued to play a role in loyalties to the rival Muslim parties. The 

fact that caliphs played an important role in the appointment of new catholicoi was also a re-

sult of rival Arab groupings who may have sought the cooperation of influential Christian 

leaders and rewarded them with the catholicate. The rivalries between the candidates for the 

catholicate and the eventual choice may therefore have reflected the (temporal) dominance of 

the respective Arab patrons during nascent Islam. 
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 Whatever the Arab grouping catholicoi succeeding Ishoʿyahb III aligned with, they also 

had to respond to the developing ideas of the new religious movement and its changing atti-

tudes towards Christians. George’s Synod in Dairin (676) emphasized the apostolic mission to 

teach and baptize all the nations, and it decided therefore on several measures which may 

have been taken in reaction to Islam, but could also have been a continuation of practice under 

the Sasanians. The synod forbade women from marrying outside their religion, but it allowed 

only monogamous relations. Bishops were further to be exempted from the poll tax and an-

other tribute, probably a kind of land tax. It is not clear whether the emphasis on God’s in-

comprehensibility and transcendence at the beginning of the account was a specific response 

to Islam. It was similar to what was expressed in former synods, as was the subsequent expla-

nation of the Trinity. George introduced the Trinity by explaining how Christians 

acknowledge this one nature of the divinity in a trinity of names and qnome, also called ‘qno-

matic names’. This connection with the names (of God) may have found some acceptance 

among Muslims. George seems to have felt more freedom in referring to the Trinity than had 

Ishoʿyahb III, possibly because he had found a more acceptable explanation for the relation 

between Christ and God. George may have further responded to the accusation in the Qurʾan 

that Christians would say ‘God is Christ’. Remaining within the Christological framework of 

the Church of the East, he nuanced this expression by stating that it is only God the Word who 

was united in one parsopa with Christ.  

 Unfortunately, not much is preserved of the Christological work of George’s learned suc-

cessor Henanishoʿ I. He once not only criticized Jews who deny that Jesus should be known 

as God, but also a ‘new folly’ of those who say that Jesus is only a prophet. The latter proba-

bly was a reaction to Islam. Overall, the reign of Henanishoʿ I corresponded roughly with that 

of ʿAbd al-Malik, although this caliph gained full power over Iraq only after 690. After this 

time the relative religious tolerance of the Arab rulers towards Christians changed and anti-

Christian propaganda intensified. 

 
 

6.9. Divine Paideia (mdabbranuta) and the end times 

 

The exegesis of the Church of the East was literal and historical, embedded in a pedagogical 

and soteriological perspective. The stories in the Old Testament were taken as historical facts, 

which would offer actual examples of the steps man needed to learn, and which might contain 

prophecies. According to this view, God created the world as a pedagogical tool and he teach-

es the successive generations throughout history in order to lead man to salvation. God’s 
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mdabbranuta of the generations implies that they have to learn that he is the Creator. There-

fore, God also established schools, for instance the School of Nisibis. The visible world ena-

bles human beings to develop their reason in order to gain some access to spiritual knowledge 

and to train the virtues. This practical and moral aspect is also guided by reason and 

knowledge. Part of God’s mdabbranuta was that he sent his Son to make his invisible power 

visible. Final salvation takes place at the end times when Christ returns. 

 The feeling of living at the end times was already common among Jews and Christians. 

This was a part of their faith, but in the seventh century it was combined with a strong feeling 

of urgency as it was thought to be really at hand and this feeling was also shared in nascent 

Islam. Donner even holds that the Arab conquests would have been started by a rather ecu-

menical and ‘apocalyptically oriented pietistic movement’ which would have brought together 

men from different religions into one umma fighting the enemies of God. This movement 

would have been aimed at attaining salvation on the Last Day by forming a ‘community of the 

righteous’ and spreading this as far as possible. The first Caliphs would have extended this 

policy into an expanding jihad state. Because of the religiously pluralist character, the leaders 

would have had only neutral titles that did not point to a specific religion. This situation 

would have changed under ʿAbd al-Malik who elevated Islam to the position of the official 

state religion.  

 The Last Day was considered to be imminent, which would be followed by a new Era of 

Righteousness with believers of this new movement inheriting what had belonged to the sin-

ners. Believers thus would be rewarded both in heaven and in the present world. Although 

social, political and religious confusions were mounting at the time and may have elicited a 

breakaway from several disappointing elements, in my opinion it is nevertheless difficult to 

understand why Jews or Christians would support Donner’s suggested early movement, as it 

would have rejected several of their basic tenets. Possibly, they did not fully understand the 

implications of some accusations or these implications developed only later. 

 The idea of living at the end times also permeated Ishoʿyahb III’s thinking. In line with 

Antiochene exegesis and the teachings of the School of Nisibis, he related the sufferings of 

his times to God’s mdabbranuta, which implied that each period had a pedagogical aim and 

was meant for learning and purification. His letters offer only a few examples of God’s guid-

ance in history, but centre abundantly on present situations, interpreted in a highly apocalyptic 

manner: Satan had come already to the world and this was the precursor of the end times, ac-

companied with great distress and the loss of discernment and virtue. It was a punishment for 
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sin but could also be a chance to be perfected and find salvation. Notwithstanding this rather 

grim outlook, Ishoʿyahb III still fostered education at the end of his life. 

 George I also emphasized the way God’s mdabbranuta serves the instruction of rational 

minds, enables them to use their independence and free will, and reminds every generation in 

every place of the fear of God. George’s Synod of 676 offered the familiar account of God’s 

warnings to Adam, Noah, and Abraham up to Moses; the laws God gave to Moses; the com-

ing of God’s Son, the saviour in whom divinity lived and who would renew the world; the 

Gospel and the Church; the apostles and the teachers after them who taught every new genera-

tion to walk the path of justice. At this point, at the end of the world, the bishops tried to ad-

just the divine laws to a difficult time. It is thereby remarkable that, in the light of this mdab-

branuta, George claimed Abraham as Father of ‘all nations that are raised in Christianity’. 

Here, George seems to have claimed Christianity as Abraham’s only rightful heir, and thus to 

have deliberately denied such a status for Islam (and Judaism).  

 Presumably around 686, the East Syrian monk John bar Penkaye finished a long account of 

God’s mdabbranuta, incorporating recent events which were the antecedents for the imminent 

end. His account is a continuation of thoughts expressed by Ishoʿyahb III and George I. He 

stated that the Arabs had been sent as punishment for the laxity of the Christians, but had also 

to be punished themselves by their internal divisions, several of which he specified by name, 

such as that between the Umayyads and Mukhtar’s movement. The situation had worsened 

terribly and one had only to await the Antichrist and the end times. By now, the Lord had de-

finitively withdrawn his care.  

 As further history has shown, the world did not end in the seventh century, and new cathol-

icoi, especially Timothy I (780-823), realized that Arab rule was to stay, and they promoted 

higher education for new generations. 
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Annex 1. Map of the Middle East pertaining to Syriac literature (Duval) 

 

 
 
Rubens Duval, Anciennes littératures chrétiennes 2. La littérature syriaque (Paris, 1907). 
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Annex 2. Map of Iraq under the Abbasid Caliphate, with inserts on the vicinities of Bagdad 

and Samarra 

 

 

 
 

 

Guy Le Strange, The Lands of the Eastern Caliphate: Mesopotamia, Persia, and Central Asia, from the Moslem 

Conquest to the Time of Timur (London, 1905), to face p. 25. 
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Annex 3. Map of Pre-Islamic Arabia. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

 

The response of the seventh-century catholicoi of the Syriac Church of the East to nascent 

Islam is the central theme of this dissertation, focussing on Christological questions with re-

gard to Christ’s divinity and humanity, especially the question of to what extent Christ has to 

be defined as divine or human. In the struggle of various rival Christian groupings to establish 

the right answer, the Church of the East emphasized the integrity of each of the two natures 

(the ‘Dyophysites’) and opposed those who rather emphasized one nature after the union (the 

‘Miaphysites’). As there were many aspects and nuances in the Christological discussion, fur-

ther (sub)groupings can be identified, whose positions and alliances might change over time. 

Even within their own ranks dissenting views flourished. In the statements of the Qurʾan, 

which were compiled after c. 610 and found an already highly standardised form around the 

middle of the seventh century, the humanity and special role of Christ were acknowledged. 

However, the Qurʾan strongly denied his divinity, but without the further abstract argumenta-

tion and complex terminology which marked the debates among Christian theologians. 

 Most attention is given to Ishoʿyahb III, who was the highest church leader (catholicos) of 

the Church of the East from c.649 to 659 and whose 106 letters cover a period from before 

628 until his last years. Not only his Christology but also the many challenges he faced are 

described as they shed more light on his attempts to defend both his Christology and his posi-

tion against various opponents in a rapidly changing world. Unfortunately, an exact recon-

struction of the period is difficult, due to conflicting and possibly biased reports that often 

were produced in later times. 

 My new translation of Ishoʿyahb III’s letters which underlies this dissertation, in combina-

tion with a tentative reconstruction of contemporaneous events, leads to several new sugges-

tions. The description of the situation of the catholicoi after Ishoʿyahb III until the end of the 

seventh century sheds further light on the question of how far Ishoʿyahb III’s situation may 

have been exceptional or in agreement with a broader development during nascent Islam (end-

ing c.692). For a better understanding of Ishoʿyahb III’s letters, a description of the historical 

and theological background until the year 612 has been provided.  

 The main new suggestions put forward in this dissertation are as follows:  

1. The dissertation offers a further reason for the official addition in 612 of ‘two qnome’ to 

the older Christological formula (‘two natures in one person’) of the Church of the East. 

Among Syriac speaking Christians, the term qnoma (plural qnome) had played an important 
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and sometimes confusing role in the Christological debates as it could be interpreted in vari-

ous and even conflicting ways. In theology, it rendered the Greek term hypostasis, which tra-

ditionally denoted the three divine persons (Father, Son and Holy Spirit) of the one God. 

However, when the term also started to be applied to Christ, confusion and misunderstanding 

grew. An influential Byzantine definition (451) according to which the two natures ‘came 

together in the one person and hypostasis of Christ’ was an especial cause of opposing con-

clusions. Roughly speaking, most Byzantines interpreted the term hypostasis as an equivalent 

of the one person, while Miaphysites interpreted it as Christ’s two natures becoming one na-

ture. An important stream within the Church of the East held rather that each nature had its 

own (individual) qnoma. In reaction now to defenders of the one qnoma solutions the Church 

eventually declared in 612 that Christ has two qnome. This dissertation argues that the need 

for this new formula may moreover have been deepened by mystic-ascetical traditions which 

Babai the Great had modified. Babai (d. 628) was the abbot of a famous reform monastery 

who had strongly influenced the argumentation for the two qnome solution. He also wrote on 

monastic asceticism and its special contribution can be seen in Babai’s description of the way 

to attain a mystical revelation of God. Each ascetic monk had to clean his soul like a mirror in 

order to reflect the light of God, whereby the individual soul was closely associated with the 

concept of qnoma. Because Christ the man was moreover the supreme model, the notion of a 

full human qnoma in Christ next to his divine qnoma would have been required.  

2. This dissertation analyses how Ishoʿyahb III applied the term qnoma, and shows that he 

often used it in a Christological sense, not in a Trinitarian context, and in a few instances in a 

mystic way similar to Babai. Soteriology (the doctrines concerning the salvation of believers) 

seems to have played a major role in Ishoʿyahb III’s defence of the two qnome, especially of 

the human qnoma. The concept of qnoma may even have enabled him to make ambiguous 

statements concerning the divine nature of Christ. Ishoʿyahb III’s letters concerning the Chris-

tology of his rival Sahdona, who defended one qnoma in Christ, centred on the right transla-

tion of qnoma. Making use of an old tradition (perhaps going back to Ephrem), Babai, 

Ishoʿyahb II, Ishoʿyahb III and George I held that both the divine and human natures required 

their own true qnoma in order to denote the full reality of each nature. Sahdona and others 

argued in turn that the reality of the one Christ implied one qnoma.  

3. Concerning the definitions of Christ, Babai acknowledged the traditional equation 

‘Christ is God’ but rejected ‘God is Christ’, because this would deny the difference between 

God the Word and Christ the man. Ishoʿyahb III recognized the two natures, but he often re-

mained vague about Christ’s divinity and hardly brought up Christ’s relation with the Trinity. 
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He spoke only incidentally of Christ as God, but did not use the expression ‘Son of God’. He 

strongly rejected Theopaschism (a doctrine ascribing suffering to God), which was an old 

accusation of the Church of the East against Miaphysites and which was also rejected by Is-

lam. Ishoʿyahb III even used this argument to disqualify the Miaphysites in the eyes of the 

Islamic Arabs. This gives the impression that he avoided writing in more specific terms about 

those aspects of the relation between God and Christ that were rejected by Islamic Arabs, un-

less he shared their views. However, he defended Christ’s divinity more clearly in his last 

letter, probably after he was exiled by a new governor. Ishoʿyahb III’s successor George I 

(661-80) may further have responded to the accusation in the Qurʾan that Christians would 

say ‘God is Christ’. He explained that it is only one part of the Trinity, God the Word, who 

was united in one parsopa with Christ. George I further placed more emphasis on the one 

nature of the divinity while connecting the three divine qnome with the names of the divinity. 

This explanation may have found some acceptance among Muslims and George I may there-

fore have felt more freedom in referring to the Trinity than had Ishoʿyahb III.  

4. Both Ishoʿyahb III and George I seem to have sought expressions that might be ac-

ceptable both to their fellow Christians and to Muslims, although George claimed that Abra-

ham was the father only of the nations that are raised in Christianity. As with most of his pre-

decessors, Catholicos Henanishoʿ I (ordained 685) condemned the Jews who denied that Jesus 

should be known as God, but he probably also covertly criticized the increasingly proclaimed 

Islamic doctrine when he spoke of the ‘new folly’ of those who claimed that he is only a 

prophet. 

5. The Church of the East reacted to the attempts of the Byzantine Emperor Heraclius 

(610-41) at doctrinal reconciliation across different Christian groupings with discussion on the 

number of wills and energies in Christ. Ishoʿyahb II’s (628-45) formulations remained ambig-

uous. This was also the case with Ishoʿyahb III, who recognized two energies in Christ and 

possibly in a covert manner hinted at only one will. Referring to the two natures, George 

seems to have acknowledged only one energy.  

6. This dissertation also highlights the role of the predominantly Christian Arab vassal 

kingdom of Hira (in present southern Iraq) preceding and during the conquests, and suggests 

that the Church of the East tended to continue its centuries-old relation with Hira. Tribes as-

sociated with Hira (whose role may have been taken up later by the Shiʿites centred on the 

nearby new military encampment of Kufa) were rivals with other groupings, such as those 

headed by the Umayyads (descendants of a powerful grouping of the Meccan Quraysh) who 

operated from western Damascus.  
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7. During the first decades after the first conquests, there seem to have been some short-

lived divisions of lands among fluctuating Arab tribes. The Tigris may have formed a natural 

border between the territories of different dominant Arab groupings, possibly until 641/42. 

The letters further provide slight indications that the Church of the East might have been in-

volved, at least passively, in negotiations between such groupings. 

8. In contrast to what is generally thought, Ishoʿyahb III probably was still bishop of Ni-

neveh when a decisive conquest took place around 641/42. Here, he must have encountered 

various Arab groupings in leading positions, many of whom supported the Miaphysites. Some 

groupings already lived in the vicinity for a long time, but others may have belonged to the 

(Miaphysite) Arab troops of Heraclius who conquered Persian territory up to Nineveh in 

627/28 and stayed there until 636. The new Arab conquests brought in other Arab troops. 

These various groupings could adhere to different forms of Christianity or to branches of the 

new religious movement. Initially, the situation may have been fluid and Bishop Ishoʿyahb III 

loosely distinguished Arabs (Tayyaye) in general (who could have been Christian), from Ar-

abs associated with nascent Islam. He knew that the latter were already powerful and rejected 

Theopaschism, and he felt therefore confident that they could be persuaded to support his 

Church against Miaphysites.  

9. The rivalry between Umayyad and Kufan groupings may also have accompanied the ec-

clesiastic rivalry which already existed between western Nisibis, which tended more towards 

Miaphysitism, and the eastern region where the Eastern Church was most present. If this was 

the case, Ishoʿyahb III may have allied more with the Shiʿites. His rivalry with Sahdona, who 

was involved in Nisibis’ condemnation of Ishoʿyahb III, could also be seen from this perspec-

tive. The rivalry between Ishoʿyahb III and Sahdona was probably not limited to Christology 

only: both may have aspired to the position of Catholicos, and Sahdona sometimes seems to 

be the hidden instigator behind attacks on Ishoʿyahb III.  

10. A pattern can be distinguished in which each rival Arab grouping may have sought 

the cooperation of a different rival Christian leader while rewarding him with the catholicate 

when it felt able to do so. The cooperation of Church leaders might have been important for 

the diverse Arab groups as it might have facilitated control over the large Christian communi-

ties, including the collection of tax revenues. In turn, it may have been challenging for both 

the higher clergy and those Persian aristocrats who played pivotal roles within the Church to 

estimate with which Arab party they might best associate, if they had the option. The letters of 

Ishoʿyahb III offer indications that divergent choices for or against the competing Arab group-

ings may have led to further uncertainties and conflicts within the Church. The suggested pat-
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tern is further supported by the fact that the election of Ishoʿyahb III’s successor, George I, 

which took place towards the end of the first civil war (656-61), was challenged by two Per-

sian aristocrats. One came from Nisibis and the other from Basra, which was home to a third 

party involved in this war. The local character of the 676 Synod under George I may further 

be explained by its belonging currently to territory of one of the competing Arab parties. An-

other indication is the fate of Catholicos Henanishoʿ I, who was dismissed after the Umayyads 

regained control in 692/93, and replaced by the Bishop of Nisibis who had collaborated with 

them.  

11. As Catholicos, Ishoʿyahb III tried to prevent the pursuit of independence among dio-

ceses around the Gulf while at the same time defending Arab rule. He argued that Arabs re-

spected and protected the Church, and he even considered it appropriate to such respect that 

Christians had to pay ruling Arabs the half of their possessions in order to keep their faith. He 

moreover argued that submission to God implied submission to the Arabs as God-given secu-

lar leaders, but that God’s spiritual power could be transmitted only through his Church. The 

rebellion in the dioceses around the Persian Gulf was possibly also connected to the conflict 

between parties associated with Kufa, Basra, or the Umayyads.  

12. An important element of the exegesis of the Church of the East was its pedagogical 

view that God provided each generation with opportunities to learn that he is the Creator of 

the world. The central part of God’s educational plan, his mdabbranuta, was that he sent his 

Son to make his invisible power visible. Final salvation takes place at the end times when 

Christ returns. In the seventh century, the feeling of living at the end times was profoundly 

felt in Jewish, Christian and Islamic groupings and may even have formed a catalysing factor 

in the Arab conquests. Ishoʿyahb III strongly related the sufferings of his times to God’s 

mdabbranuta and awaited the immanent end times, in which the Arabs played their God-

given role. Ishoʿyahb III’s and George I’s emphasis on soteriology may have reflected an 

acutely felt desire to secure life thereafter. The Synod of George I, which was held in 676, 

further tried to adjust the divine laws to the difficult end times. The long account of God’s 

mdabbranuta by the East Syrian monk John bar Penkaye, who described and interpreted 

events until c.686, is a continuation of the apocalyptic thoughts expressed by Ishoʿyahb III 

and George I. 


